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THIS DOCUMENT IS THE PROPERTY OF HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'3 GOVERNMENT) 

SECRET. 
C A B I N E T . 

IRELAND. 

MR* m VALERA1S REPLY DATED SEPTEMBER Igth, 1981,TO 
TH"PRlME MINISTER1 S IEITER Off . SEPTEMBER 7th, 19llT 

(Reference Paper No. CcBcSPSO). 

Dublin. 

Mansion House, 
September 12th 1921. 

Sir, 
We have no hesitation in declaring our willingness to enter 

a conference to ascertain how the association of Ireland with the 
Community of Nations known as the British Empire can best be recon
ciled with Irish national aspirations. Our readiness to contem
plate such an association was indicated in our letter of August 
10th. We have accordingly summoned Dail Eireann that we may submit 
to it for ratification the names of the representatives it is our 
intention to propose. We hope that these representatives will 
find it possible to be at Inverness on the date you suggest, 
September 20th, 

In this final note we deem it our duty to reaffirm that our 
position is and can only be as we have defined it throughout this 
correspondence. Our nation has formally declared its independence 
and recognises itself as a sovereign state.. It is only as t^eN 

representatives of that state and as its chosen guardians tha/t^we 
have any authority or powers to act on behalf of our people. 

As regards the principle of "Government by consent of the 
governed" in the very nature of things it must be the basis of 
any agreement that will achieve the purpose, we have at heart, that 

is.... 



is the final reconciliation of our nation with yours. 
We h^ve suggested no interpretation of that principle save 
its every day interpretation - the sense for example, in 
which it was understood by the plain men and women of the 
world when on January 5th 1918 you said:

"The Settlement of the Hew Europe must be base! 
on 3ueh grounds of reason and justice as will 
sgive some promise of stability. Therefore it 
is that we feel that government with the 
consent of the governed must be the basis of 
any territorial settlement in this war". 

These words are the true answer to the criticism of our 
position whioh your last letter puts forward. The principle 
was understood then to mean the right of nations that had been 
annexed to Empires against their will to free themselves from 
the grappling hook. That is the sense in which wo understand 
it. In reality it is your Government, when it seeks to:\rend 
our ansient nation and to partition its territory, that would 
give to the prinoiple an interpretation that "would undermine 
the fabrio of every democratic statA and drive the civilised 
world back into tribalism", 

(Sgd.) BAMdS $& VALERA. 

a'T Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 
September &Oth. 1931* 



[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.] 

Printed for the Cabinet. September 1921, 

S E C R E T . 
C.P. 

CABINET. 

M O P L A H RIOTS. CP.. .3302 

V. 
I circulate to my colleagues the following further telegrams which have been 

received from the Viceroy on the subject of the Moplah riots. 
E. S. M. 

9th September 1921. 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 6th September 1921. 
593 Poll. Malabar disturbances on 30th August. Government of Madras 

reported that in view of large number of cases of waging war, arson, murder, and 
other crimes of violence, with which ordinary courts would be unable to deal with in 
reasonable time, they considered establishment of at least one special tribunal 
necessary. 

After discussion in Council we have decided Ordinance should be issued. It 
was promulgated yesterday, 6th September. Tribunals to consist of three persons 
appointed by local Government. President shall be person who has acted or is 
acting as Judge of the High Court, and two other persons who have acted for at least 
two years in the exercise of the power of Sessions Judge. An appeal allowed to the 
High Court in case of any sentence of death, or transportation for life, or imprison
ment for 10 years or more, and local Governments or Governor-General of India in 
Council shall have power to make orders under 402 and 401 of Code of Criminal 
Procedure. Full text will follow by next mail. 

From Viceroy, Home Department, Qth September 1921. 
Following telegram received from Headquarters, Madras District, Wellington, 

19.30 hours on 5th September : — 
" Situation 18.00, and for Madras Press :—Two movable columns operating from 

Malapuram. One column reached Pandikkad, eight miles east of Manjeri, via Manjeri, 
yesterday ; met Moplahs in small parties with no inclination to fight. Other column 
operating in Ernad Taluk. Headquarters and supply railhead established Tirur as 
Feroke-Malapuram road badly damaged. Company 64th Pioneers sent Ponnani by 
water make necessary arrests. About 200 arrests made in villages near Tirur. 
Calicut normal. Civilians returning to bungalows from west hill keep Nilgiri Wynaad 
quiet (sic). Mysore Government taken steps control ebb and flow Moplahs on their 
borders. No further developments in Madras." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 7th September 1921. 
Following from Headquarters, Madras District, Wellington, dated 6th, received 

10 hours, 7th :— 
" Situation 18 hours, and for Madras Press : -On  e column Dorsets due return 

Malapurani from Pandukad to-day had no opposition, but reports organised gang 
Moplahs in being, which may fight later. Second column reached Perintalmannar 
5th instant, without incident. Police rifles from Mandur recovered. Small force 
proceeded Pukkatur 4th and arrested six rebels. Detachment 64th Pioneers reached 
Ponnani 15.00 on 4th, since when no report received. Wynaad quiet. Moplahs 
Mlambur area leaving villages for jungles, and telegraph communication with 
Malapuram expected through to-night. Khalifat quite (? sic quiet) and local auxiliary 
force demobilised on 4th. Affected area in Madras picqueted by troops." 

4603 100 9.21 
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Nop 56 For the \73e\z eliding 10th. S, opt enbpr.,, 19,21,, g

PART I, NAVAL INTELLI GENO EL 
GREAT BRITAIN? 

Movements of H.M  Ships. a

5th September. H.*T,S'. "Coventry" and destroyers 
arrived Rotterdam from Harwich. Left Rotterdam and arrived 
Amsterdam 10th September. 

7th September. H.L?.S. "Dauntless" left Devonport 
for New York, 

8th September, 2nd light Cruiser Squadron and 2nd 
Destroyer Flotilla arrived Memel from Kiel via Danzig, and 
sailed 10th September for Libau. 

u10th September,, H.T'  Ships ".7arvra-ok, "Vancouver", e
BVelcxu and sVortigernB arrived Amsterdam from Harwich. 

PROGRALiiaSg. 

HcM0t 0anadi&R, Squadron. Do not appear to be adhering to 
programme""" 

H,Mtg . -gPTĴ ed̂ n'.. Detailed to evacuate Heligoland a

0 omens sionT"' Due Heligoland 30th September. 

StMs^-iSl^sitjfeft?-' Proceeds to Devonport from 
fMediterranean to" l a n d e r  e X i e v e d crews of -Tuscan'1, "Serapis" 

and "Sirdar". Then completes to Navigating Party and proceeds 
to Sheerness to meet "Blake' which ship turns over the duties 
of Depot Ship, Harwich. 

ELM 30, ;.:"LjQAyestbfta. with Commander-in-Ohief, Africa, s

leaves SiinonsTown 2GtlTs*0p̂ "eniber for Moss e l Bay, returning 
to Simonstown 30th September. 

HAEf-?^^.Di^inJ^^ Visits Mossamedes 3 - 7 November 
during Cruri.se. ,' -

H? M.tS fj [
 8

"RenownB
 Dune din ̂. Provisionally detailed to escort 

 from Portsmouth to Gibraltar, leaving Portsmouth 
26th October. 

RUSSIA. / 

file:///73e/z
http://Cruri.se


RUSSIA, 

Ex-Lieutenant Krasovsky has been appointed Soviet 
Naval Representative in Helsingfors. 

Captain Pernand Douxani, French Navy, has "been 
appointed French S.N.O., French Baltic Naval Division, tp 
date 24th September 1921. 

The Press reports that the Soviet Government has 
purchased in Italy two large airships "built by Fiat Company. 

H.M. Consul, Reval, re-oorts that the Estonians have 
salved the British Submarine  BL B55" lost in the Baltic 4th June 1919. 

Messrs. Viekers are now teohnioal advisers to The 
Russo-Baltio tforks at Reval", and state that the /forks will 
be placed at the disposal of the Admiralty for H  . Ships 
cruising in the Baltic. 

The Press reports that floa-tirv^ m--.nQS a r e s t i l l being; found in Danish waters. During July f 
up on the ^est Coast of Jutland, one on the Island of Laso 
the Kattegat, and during the first half of August two were 
sighted off the tfest Coast.  U p to 1st July, 9.902 mines 
have been de&^ro5Esd by tho Danish. Naval Authorities. 

BSLO 
The proposal to use 3eebrur?c-e as a Naval and 

Military Base (in place of Antwerp) may have to be abandoned 
owing to the large expenditure required for keeping the 
harbour dredged. It was hoped that by tilling up the gap 
in the mole the depth required in the harbour would be " 
obtained without an undue amount of dredging, but further ̂  
investigation has proved that the filling of the harbour 
is caused by the sand banks which lie outside it. 

Information has been received that negotiations 
beoweon Soviet Russia and. Rumania, for an Agreement regulating 
navigation on the Dniester have been broken off. 

DAN J i331 
The river is at present unprecedentedly low, and 

the British Flotilla is obliged to remain at Novisad awaiting 
suitable conditionse 

The Turks have mined the mouth of the river Sakaria. 



PART II; , QENSRAL frJTSLIJQ-BNOB, 

AFGHANIS IAN. 

A printed copy of the Rus so-Afghan Treaty has been 
handed to the Head of the British Mission at Kabul. The 
Afghans have apologised for their previous discourteous 
"behaviour and the British representative has "been authorised 
to enter at once into negotiations -with a view to concluding 
a temporary treaty, the terras ofjErhioh are at present 
under discussion. 

IRAg. 
The treaty with King Fsisal is in its initial stages. 

K.M. Government are inviting a Council of the League of 
Nations to express an opinion on the general lines which 
this treaty should take and tit the same time have suggested 
certain clauses which they consider should "be embodied. 

PFRSjCA, 
The Persian Government have made a revised offer 

regarding the South Persia- Rifles. They are now prepared 
to take them over at their present strength without British 
or Indian officers and to pay the expenses of the Force out 
of their own revenue0 

Considerable ill-feeling has arisen between the 
Soviet !£Lnister in Teheran and the Persian Government with 
regard to the surrender of a man named Israelenkc This 
man claims to be a Pole whereas Rotstein says that he is a 
Bolshevik agent who has been embezzling Soviet funds a 

The Soviet Minister threatens a rupture of relations 
between his Government and Persia if the man is not given up. 

The Persian *7ar Minister considers that the Soviet 
Qovernment are supporting luichik Khan in order to maintain a 
revolutionary centre in Gilan with a view to keeping control 
of the export of food from North-.Vest Persia. 

FI2ftANP. 
The Finnish Government have addressed a strong note 

to the Soviet Government, pointing out that the latter"have 
committed a breach of the Dorpat Peace Treaty by failing to 
allow voluntary decision in Eastern Karelia with regard to 
autonomy. 

Reports received indicate concentrations of troops on 
the frontiers of Finland, the Baltic States, Poland and 
Rumania. Litvinoff, Deputy Commissar for Foreign Affairs, is 
reported to have stated that hostilities against the Border 
States will probably commence before lonrr. Soviet Agents have 
been collecting details of the harvest in neighbouring States. 



The anti-*ol8hovlk rising la Azerbaijan is Reported 
to be gaining strength. 

m m -

A Bill is now before the Norwegian Parliament to 
forbid the importation of spirits and wines containing over 
14 per cent of alcohol. 

There is no improvement in the relations between the 
Berlin and Munich Governments. According to the Press the 
Bavarian Premier and Minister of Justice have resigned. 

According to tho Frcnoh there will be great material 
difficulty in the "completion of the evacuation of the Western 
Oomitats, even If the Hungarian Government rigidly comply with 
the terns of the Entente note because 

i. The Country still to bo evacuated is much more 
Hungarian in oharactcr 

2. Delay, torpidity and lack in morale of Austrian 
gendarmerie has had a very unfortunate effect on tho 
population. 
The Hungarian Government have sent a note to the 

Conference of Ambassadors offering to clear the western 
zono with Hungarian gbrullarmoric up to tho old frontier. 
They would collect bands of irregulars and return within 
four days. 

POI^ND, 
Tho Chief of State received the resignation of the 

Government on 9th September. The Ministers are to remain 
in office pending tho formation of a now Government. 

Tho Polish and Lithuanian Delegates of tho League 
of Nations have b o n handed a draft agreement hy N. Hymans 
concerning the Vilna dispute. They have been askod for a 
reply by 12th September 1921. 

Spanish Morocco. The new Spanish offensive has started S.tf. 
of Molilla. No details are available. 

ALBANIA. 
W  H ' . t fW f ********* 

The Albanian problem is causing much difficulty, 
and is admitted to bo more difficult of solution than tho 
Upper Silosian question0 Tho League of Nations Council 
has now referred this natter to the League Assembly. 



ARABIA. 
Six Italian aeroplanes, consigned, to Massowah, have 

been landed at Joddah, and eight more are on their way. It is 
expected that all these will find their way into the hands of 
King Hussein, who is credited with an intention to re-open 
the"Khurma dispube by re-occupying Khurma, the tribes round 
which are now in his favour. 

BLACK , SEA, 
There are reports that soviet Russian Sappors and 

TUngineers are at work on the Batum fortifications. 

Gr eels op or at ions o 
The situation of the Greek forces whidh was critical 

on 27th / 28th August improved again u n t i l the heavy fighting 
which coEsnenoed after 31st August. The position of the Greek 
Army is now much worse,3 and their power of resistance appears 
to be weakening. A gcnoral counter attack was to be launched 
by the Turks on 10th-instant. A Turkish success is likely 
to react qu i ck l y on the Situation at Constantinople. 

The British Military Attache was of opinion that the 
Greeks wore abandoning the attempt to turn the Turkish left, 
and were preparing to "rest their troops for two days, and 
organise linos of communication. 

Inform&tion which has reached GeO.C0, Constantinople, 
shows that5 during the battle the Greek troops were for long 
periods TJixVhout water or rations * There was serious shortage 
of gun aimrani^rlon, and inaccurate maps- is&d resulted in grave 
mis-calculations. Greek casualties up to 51st August wore 
15,000. The medical organisation had broken down in face of 
those high numbers. Turkish casualties, though l a r g e , were 
not so high. 
SdjSo^ers^QXjS^r^ 

16 of the TurHsh prisoners of war at Malta have broken 
their parole and been absent since 6th September, They have 
probably escaped from the island. 



KSlS- DCCTMBW! IS TEZ PBOSEKIY Off HIS B E I M M G M6-JES.TYrS GOVERItMgp) 

QC5?jrMJ?IAL. 
CP..-3304. O A B I B S T. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 

M A N D A T E S* 
ATTITUDE, 0? THE GOVE.B3MSH3? OF. THE UNITED STATES. 

of letter from-the. President of the Oounoil of the 
League of Hat ions lo the prime Minister. 

(Circulated for information). 

LEAGUE OP NATIONS, 
GENEVA. 

8th September, 1921. 

The Right Honourable 
David LI07a C-uorge, 0*M.,M*P. 

Downiuc Street, 
LONDON. 

Sir, 
On Juno 15th, His Excellency Monsieur Gastso da 

Cunha, Acting President of the Council of the League of 
4e C P . 

076. Nations, addressed a letterrto the Principal Allied Powers, 
requesting them to bo good enough to make every effort to 
arrive at a Solution of the points under discussion between 
them and the United States in the matter of Mandates. 

The Council of the League of Nations was informed, 
during its meeting of September 3rd, by the Representatives 
of the Principal Allied powers that their Governments have CP. 

275. received a Note^on this subject from the Government of the 
United States. 

now 
I am/re quested by the Council to express to you its 

gratification at the progress of the negotiations and the 
earnest hope that they may speedily be brought to a satis
factory conclusion. My predecessor. Monsieur da Cunha, in 
his letter wrote.1* 

"The Council of the League of Nations considers It 
essential that tie,.Allied Powers should before the next 
Assembly arrive at a.. complete agreoaeni; with the 

*r* l r 



Government of the United States of America 
In order that the Council may, hy defining the 
terms of the Mandates, fulfil one of the chief 
responsibilities laid upon it "by the Covenant." 

nothing has sir.ce transpired to change the opinion of the 
Council on this point or to make it less anxious to "be 
enabled shortly to define the terms of the Mandates 
under which vast areas in Africa and in Asis^Minor are 
to be administered. Their desire to express their hope 
of a prompt solution of this question is increased by the 
knowledge that this desire is shared by the Governments 
of all the Mandatory Powers. . 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) V.K.TOBIi;iHGT0J3 KO0. 
- president of the Corceil 

of the League of Natiora. 

Z Whitehall Gardons, S.W.1. 
September 14th, 1921. 

http://sir.ce
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0 A B 1 K B T . 

LEAGUE OF UAH?IONS, 

M A F D A T E S  . 
ATTITUDE. OgV TEE GOVERN NT ,0? ; THE UNITED STATES. 

Copy^of letter from the President of the Council of the 
League of Naolons to the Prime Minister. ---------

(Circulated for information). 

NATIONS, 
GENEVA. 

8th September, 1921. 

The Right Honourable; 
David Lloyd Gyorge, O.M.*M*P* 

Downing Street, 
LONDON. 

Sir, 
On June 15th, His Excellency Monsieur . Gastao da 

Cunha, Acting President of the Counoll of the League of 
4 

I 0 eP 4 

7 6 . Nations, addressed a..l.etterrto the principal Allied Powers, 
requesting them to bo good enough to make every effort to 
arrive . at a solution of the points under discussion between 
them and the United States in the matter of Mandates. 

The Council of the League of nations was informed, 
during its meeting of September 3r&* by the Representatives 
of the Principal Allied powers that their Governments have 

a C P . 
275 . received a Noteaon this subject from the Government of the 

United States.; 
now 

I am/requested by the Council to express to you its 
gratification at the progress of the negotiations and the 
earnest hope that they may speedily be brought to a satis
faotory conclusion. My predecessor. Monsieur.da Cunha, in 
his letter wrote:

"The Council of the League of Nations considers it 
essential that the.-.Allied Powers. should before the next 
Assembly arrive at-..a. complete--. agreeaent. wich the 



Government of the United States of America 
in order that the Council may, "by defining the 
terms of the Mandates, fulfil one of the chief 
responsibilities laid upon it by the Covenant." 

Nothing has since transpired to change the opinion of.the 
Council on this point or to- make it less anxious to be 
enabled shortly to define the ,term3 of the Mandates 
under which vast areas: in Africa and in Asia Minor are 
to be administered. Their desire to express their hope 
of a prompt solution of this question is increased by the 
knowledge that this desire is shared by the Governments 
of all the. Mandatory Powers. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

- Your obedient' Servant, 

(S igne d) .Y.*K.WBELIUGTOS £00. 
. President of the Council 

of the League of 17a t ions. 

Z Whitehall Gardens, S.W.I. 
September 14th,1921* 



jyfais Pooranent is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's GovernmentJ 

Printed for the Cabinet. September 1921. 

SECRET. 

C.P . - 3 3 0 5 . 
C A B I N E T . 

W E E K L Y S U E V E Y OF T H E S T A T E OF I R E L A N D . 

MEMORANDUM BY THE CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRELAND. 
I S U B M I T for the consideration of the Cabinet my survey for the week ended 

the 5th instant. 

GENERAL STATE OF THE COUNTRY. 
Observance of Truce. 

Except for the continuance of the disturbances in Belfast the country generally 
has been peaceful and the breaches of the truce reported have, with one exception, 
been of a comparatively trivial character. In this case a party of the Irish 
Republican Army took forcible possession of an unoccupied house on the estate of 
Sir "Jocelyn Gore-Booth (a near relative, of Countess Markewicz), Lissadel, Sligo 
District. They moved in bedding, which it is believed they took from the Sligo 
District Asylum, stocked the place with provisions, and are reported to be carrying 
out target practice. Other outrages reported include three robberies from Post 
Offices and a raid on a mail car. In the latter case the raiders were surprised by 
an unarmed party of Police, who succeeded in arresting two of the offenders and in 
recovering some of the stolen mails. The motive for these offences is, however, not 
regarded as political. A case of kidnapping is reported from Kanturk, co. Cork, 
where a woman of 40 years of age was taken-away by six armed civilians, and up 
to the present has not been traced. 

Disturbances in Belfast. 
Party disturbances were renewed in Belfast on the 31st August. Workers 

proceeding to the shipyards in the morning were fired at, and sniping continued 
in several areas throughout the day. The total casualties amounted to 7 killed and 
40 wounded, the number of Catholic and Protestant victims being apparently 
about equal. In view of the very serious state of the city, the military were called 
out in greater numbers and effectively patrolled the dangerous areas, with the result 
that on the 1st instant the disturbances had died down. Since that date there has 
been a number of isolated cases; of sniping and assault, but fortunately unattended 
by serious results. Party feeiing, however, still runs very high, and the utmost 
vigilance is being used to prevent a further outbreak. 

Trials of Civilians by Court-Martial. 
Two trials by court-martial were concluded during the week, the accused in 

each case being Constables of the Royal Irish Constabulary. Sentence of 
imprisonment without hard labour for 1 year was imposed in the case of one of the 
Constables found guilty of the manslaughter of a woman, and sentence of 1 month 
without hard labour in the other case on a charge of manslaughter of a Constable. 

Internment Orders. 
The following statement shows the position as regards internments up to the 

3rd instant:— 
Total orders made ... ... ... ... 4,245 
Orders cancelled for reasons other than release 155 
Releases ordered ... ... ... ... 423 

578 

Number of persons now interned . ... ... ... 3,667 
The number of appeals awaiting hearing is 26. 

[6939] 



STATE OF THE POLICE FORCES. 
The following figures show the present strength of the Irish Police Forces :— 

Royal Irish Constabulary. 
Regular Force. 

Strength on the 28th August, 1921 ... ... 14,108 
Retirements ... ... ... ... - 7 
Resignations ... ... ... ... 22 
Dismissals or discharges ... ... ... 17 

Total wastage ... 46 
Recruits ... ... ... ... Nil 

Net decrease ... ... ... ... 46- 46 

Strength on the 4th September, 1921 . . .  " ... ... 14,062 

Auxiliary Division., 
Strength on the 28th August, 1921 ... ... ... 1,471 

Dismissals ... ... ... ... 1 
Discharged medically unfit ... ... 2 
Transferred to Transport Division ... ... 1 
Transferred to Regular Force ... ... 10 
Resigned ... ... ... ... 8 

Total wastage ... ' 22 
-Recruits ... ... ... — Nil 

Net decrease ... ... ... ... 22 22 

Strength on the 4th September, 1921 ... ... ... 1,449 

Dublin Metropolitan Police. 

Strength on the 27th August, 1921
Resignations ... ...
Recruits ... ...

 ...
 ...
 ...

 ...
 ...

 . 1 
6 

 1,128 

Net increase ... ... ... ... 5 5 

Strength on the 3rd September, 1921 ... ... . ... 1,133 

PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN IRELAND. 
The Governments reply to Mr. de Valera's letter of the 24th August has been 

awaited with a certain amount of anxiety, but there has been no appreciable 
dimunition in the general feeling of hopefulness. One effect of Mr. de Valera's 
letter has been to accentuate the desire for an early conference. This desire found 
terse expression in the " Freeman's Journal "*on the 7th instant: " The writing of 
long letters should cease,"- it said in the course of a leading article, " . . .  . a few 
hours' plain talk would, we feel confident, clear the whole situation." 

H. G. 
Irish Office, S.W. I, September 13, 1921. 



STATEMENT showing Total Number of Serious Outrages from January 1, 1919, t 
-July 23, 1921. 

Weekly Totals to Week ended September 3, 1921, and Totals at that date. 

Week ended— 

Totals from 

30
, 

19
21

. 

6,
19

21
. 

13
,1

92
1.

 

20
,1

92
1.

 

27
, 

19
21

. 

3,
19

21
. Totals 

to 
Sept. 3, 
1921. 

Jan. 1, 1919, 
to Nature of Outrage. 

July 23,1921. 

bi 'oa fab fab tt 
O 02 

Courthouses destroyed 88 88 

E.I.C. vacated barracks destroyed 522 522 

E.1.0. vacated barracks damaged 121 121 

E.I.C. occupied barracks destroyed 25 25 ' 

E.I.C. occupied barracks damaged 267 267 

Eaids on mails 2,567 2,567 

Eaids oil coastguard stations and light
houses . . . . . . 97 97 

Eaids for arms . . 3,220 3,220 

Eaids on offices of rate collectors and 
Petty Sessions clerks 122 122 

Policemen killed .. 405 405* 

Policemen wounded 682 683f 

Policemen fired at, &c. Not recorded 1 

Soldiers killed .. . . . .  . 150 150 

Soldiers wounded 345 345 

Soldiers fired at, &c. Not recorded 

Civilians killedj 196 196 

Civilians wounded 185 185 

Totals . . 8,992 1 1 8,993 

1 

Arrests for outrages and political 
offences . . ' . . * * 

* This figure includes six Special Constables, 
f This figure includes ten Special Constables. 
j These figures do not include casualties in Ulster riots during period June-September, 1920; 

twenty civilian deaths occurred in Londonderry riots and sixty-two in Belfast riots during that period. 

N.B.—The above particulars do not include outrages of a kind which are not now being committed, 
e . g . , 119 raids on revenue offices which occurred during months of April and May, 1920, and resulted in 
the destruction of many official documents and much other public property. Minor forms of outrages 
( e . g . , intimidation, cattle-driving, &c.) are also not included.  A g r e e m e n  t f o  r  c e s s a t i o n  h o s t i l i t i e s T h e  the  of  c a m e 

i n t o f o r c e o n the 1 1 t h J u l y , 1 9 2 1 . 

O 



THIS D0OUM3HT I S THE PEOPSETY OB1 H I S BEITANHIC MAJESTY' S GOVISKJNMMT. ) 

SOEiflDKNTIAL, 
C A B I N E T . 

,P.-3306. 

UPPER SILESIA, 

jjote/ bŷ  thg^ Acting Secretary, Cabinet ^ 

(Pre vious ' Kef ere nee - Pape r IMo, C.P.3299 ) 

The accompanying copy of- a record of a conversation cn t h e 
subject of Upper S i les ia between Mr. Balfour and M;- Benes, 

the Principal Delegate of Gzecho-Slovakia to the League of 

Nations, i s circulated fo r the information of-the-Cabinet. 

The Acting Secretary. is informed that copies of the record 

have been sent to the Committee' of the four Members of the 

Council who are specia l ly considering the question. 
(sgd.) T. joms.

'Acting Secretary, 
Cabinet. 

Whitehall Gardens. S.W. 

15th -September, 1921 



1.-1. Banes, the representative at the League ox Nations 
of 02echo--Slovakia, and. its Minister for foreign Affairs., 
asked me for an interview yesterday in order that he might 
explain: his-. views upon the question of- Upper Silesia. His 
title to offer an opinion was based on the importance to his 
country of a stable condition of things in the neighbouring 
areas of Germany,;and Poland*. He /also claimed to have special 
knowledge of the - condition of things.prevailing in that part 
of Europe. 

He was himself in -favour neither of the French nor of 
the inglo-Italian' solution.- As regards the latter, he 
thought that-it did not'sufficiently recognise the recent 
and:"'adventitious -character of-Germaa penetration into the 
Polish speaking "area. lie "clearly had in Iris mind, a similar" " 
German penetration into Bohemia, which, for-a certain, period,' 
had made even the capital of that country a German town. 
Fortunately for Czechoslovakia this condition of.; things-"'*---* 
had been remedied before the great war-, and'the towns which' 
were historically Bohemian had again become Bohemian in fact, 
- He fully recognised, however, that the Treaty of Versailles 
must he carried.-out;-and that even if the plebiscite gave 
an erroneous idea of the permanent racial distribution in 
the district, it must be accepted as the only true test. 

.uis view is, however, that in drawing the frontier the 
results of the plebiscite might be accepted in a far greater 
degree than was contemplated either by the French experts, 
or the Anglo-Italian experts. These experts, differing 
in everything else, held that the industrial area was 
indivisible, - the French thinking it ought 



to go to Poland, the Anglo-Italians thinking that it 
ought to go to Germany. Benes thought that it should 
be divided, - tho division, of course, following as near 
as possible tho ethnographic line as indicated by tho 
plebiscite. 

The obvious objection to this course, and tho one which 
has hitherto been thought conclusive, is that the division 
of the industrial area was thought to carry with it the des
truction of its industrial efficiency. Power stations would 
bo severed from the factories which they supplied; tho eleo
trical system would be shattered;., raw metorial. would be rained 
on one side of tho frontier in order to be used on the other; 
tho railway system would have to bo remodelled; and the 
pressing problem of water supply would be difficult of 
solution. 

; M. Benos did not deny that these considerations had 
weight; but he was confident that their weight was easily 
exaggerated. He based his opinion upon his own experience 
in the Teschen district. The.frontier problem in that region 
was very similar to that whioh had to be dealt with in Upper 
Silesia. In both cases there was an industrial region which 
in its growth had come to include areas which differed 

racial 

in both the frontier which best ̂ divided the races, was incom
patiblo with the frontier which best suited the industries. 
It was the ethnographical frontier rather than the Indus
trial frontier for which M. Behas had pressed, andvhich was 
ultimately obtained. He had always calculated that., if the 
affair was managed witn-tact and.judgment, industry would be 
able to fit itself to the new conditions. Some loss there 
would i its v it ably be,; much friction would probably bo 
experienced at/ 



I

the beginning of the now system; but sheer necessity 
would soon foroe the opposing interests to ooray tc 
an understanding; and the understanding would not 
proves to be so difficult as might at first bs 
anticipated. 

In answer to some questions of mine M.Benes 
(again founding himself, if I remember rightly, 
upon the Teschen experience) thought that there ought 
to be provisions for securing to the German capitalists, 
whose works were situated on the Polish side of the new 
frontier, immunity from expropriation for (say) 86 years. 
Other precautions might doubtless have to be taken to safe
guard the interests of minorities; but he did not seem to 
think that arrangements of this character ware outside 
practical politics. 

This, I think, was the substance of M.Benos' contention. 
 clearly gathered from him that* in his judgment, either 
the so-caller! French or the so-called Anglo-Italian solution 
would leave behind it permanent sources of discontent; and that 
the only path by which final peace oould be, reachod, was ona 
which deolinod to over-ostimate tho important but, after all, 
very recent effects of industrial development, and, basing 
itself on more fundamental considerations, left industry to 
readjust Itself to the new conditions. 

(Intd.) . A.J.B... 

Septombor 10th,1921. 



[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.] 

Printed for the Cabinet. September 1921. 

SECRET. 

I circulate to my colleagues the following further telegrams which have been 
received from the Vicerov on the subject of the Moplah riots. 

E. S. M. 
14th September 1921. 

From Viceroy, Koine Department, 8th September 1921. 

622 Poll. Following telegram received from Government of Madras :— 
"Riot occurred at Pentapad, KistnaDistrict, 17th ultimo. Police opened fire. 

One man killed, two wounded, and one constable seriously injured. Riot occasioned 
by order of Public Works Department authorities, who, to save one village, cut a 
bund and flooded few fields of another village. Villagers of latter attacked police 
who were present in support of Public Works Department officers. District Officer 
overlooked standing orders, requiring such occurrences to be reported by telegram 
immediately." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 9th September 1921. 

Following from General Officer Commanding, Wellington, dated 8th, received 
9 t h : 

" Situation 18.00 and for Madras Press. Nothing fresh to report regarding 
columns clearing country in Malabar. Arrests proceeding quietly at Poonani 
should be completed to-morrow. Wyriaad quiet." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 10th September 1921. 

No. Poll. Following telegram received on 9th by Chief of General Staff from 
Officer Commanding, Wellington :  

" Since 2nd September columns operating from Malapuram have visited following 
places :—Manjeri, Pandikkad, Wandur, Mam bad, Edavanna, Peritalmanna, 
Mannarakkad, Melattur. No opposition met with, but two gangs rebels reported still 
out, both in Ernad. Pukottur revisited on 4th by column in ' busses ; some arrests 
made. Troops also visited house of prominent Hindu near Melmuri, who, with all 
his household, had been forcibly converted to Muslim faith. Angada also visited. 
Search of Ponani by troops now completed; over 100 arrests made. Military 
supply situation now satisfactory. Squadron Bays have been sent back to Bangalore. 
Situation in Malabar improving steadily." Following telegram received same 
date :—"Situation, quiet. Area picqueted night 8th-9th. 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 12th September 1921. 

656 Poll. Situation quiet in Malabar. Operations progressing satis
factorily. Two leading rebels have been captured by police, and 200 arrests made 
in Poonani. 

4620 ' 100 9-21 



(THIS D O O U M T 13 TH33 PRQyflRTY .0.F HIS BRITANHIO MAJESTY^S GOVERHMSHT) 

C A B I  . B E 1 

SJCRET. SUPPIY AND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE. 
0.P.3308. FUTURE OP THE SUPPLY AND TRANSPORT ORGANISATION, 

Memorandum by thd Chairman of the 
Siippiy and Transport Committee. 

On Maroh 3rd, 1921, the Cabinet (Cabinet 10 f21j 
Conclusion 6) had under consideration a memorandum fG.P..2Q28) 

by myself and a memorandum bŷ  the Pood Controller (CP. 2611) 

dealing with the Supply and Transport organisation. 
These memoranda arose out' cf the discussion whioh todk place 

i 

at a Conference of Ministors held on January 10th, 1921, 
(Conolasion 1), in regard to an earlier memorandum by me 
(CP.8432) In whioh I raised the whole question of the 
oontinued existenoe during times of industrial pnaoe of an 
organisation for meeting strikes. 

The dooisions taken at the Conference of Ministers 
held on January 10th, 1921, and the Cabinet meeting held 
on March 3rd, 1921, authorised expenditure on the Supply 
and Transport organisation of £83,050 per annum. Of this 
sum not more than £64,000 was to bo spent on emergency food 
servioes during the present finanoial year, and it was agreed 
that the whole question of the maintenance of an anti-strike 
organisation should be reconsidered in the autumn. I 
therefore bring the question once more before the Cabinet. 

I have obtained revised estimates of the oost of the 
organisation during times of industrial peace together 
with statements of the expenditure which occurred during the 

oc-al/ 



ooal strike 1921, and where no expenditure took plaoe, estimates 
of expenditure for the operation of the full machinery. The 
figures are as follows :-

Coal 

Ccmmuni cations 

Eleatrical services 

Food Services 

Motor Spirit 
Protootion 
Publicity 

Road Transport 

Stores 

".7ator Transport 
Admiralty 
Board of Trade (other 
than food servioes q.v) 

Scottish Office 

Supply Department 

V/ar Office 

Total

Running expenditure Cost during an 
during normal times, emergency. 
per annum. 

£2,000 

£15,000 
(£290 per week) 

£300 

£36* 500 

M l 
Nil 
llil 

£720 

Bil 

£400 
llil 

Bil 
Mil 

£400 

Hil 

 £55.320 per annum, 

Sept/Oct.1920 
£44,700 

April/July 1921 
£40,700 

(loss on ooal 
imported this 
year, say 
£1,000,000). 
£3,566 (per 

week). 
£350 per 

annum. 
£97,050 (1921 
ooal strike). 

£"300 - per annum 
Nil 

(Sstahlishmen-fc 
( £100 per week 
(Other £54,197 
( (1921 ooal 
( strike). 
Ho estimate 

possible. 
£60,000 (stores 
& office pre
mises) 
£731 per week 
£63 per wook 

Hil 
£800 (1921 ooal 

strike) 
£2,000 (1921 

ooal strike) 
Nil 

(Does not include 
(speeial military 
(measures,sunn as 
(the raising of 
(Defence For eo. 



As regards tho above sections of the Supply and Transport 
organisation, I should like my colleagues to bear in mind 
the following facts :-

FOOD SBgVICgS. The coal strike and the threat of a 
general strike this year necessitated a rapid expansion of the 
nucleus staff engaged in- these services. This was reduced tc 
normal dimensions in July, and a progressive reduction of 
emergency staff is taking place with a view to demobilisation 
on 31st August 1982, or such earlier date as may bo fixed, The 
sehftino which vd.ll come into force on the 1st October, contem
platos a staff of 6 responsible and subordinate officers in 
each of the old 15 Pood Divisions, with a controlling staff of 
10 at head quarters at an annual cost of 236,500 (the 
figure given in the list above). So long as a food transport 
organisation is necessary it is essential to maintain a 
separato register of food-carrying vehicles, and this 
necessity precludes any considerable further reductions of 
staff, 

PUBLIC I ?Y. The organisation -ised in the last two 
coal strikes was base!! very largely on the experience of 
publicity officers in various Departments. The services of 
those officers have since been dispensed with on grounds of 
economy. 

I am informed by the Ministers responsible for publicity 
during tho last coal strike (Mr. IIcGurdy, Mr. Amery, and 
Sir Philip Iloyd-Groame) that without publicity officers it 
will be impossible to restart a publicity organisation at 
short notice. ThGy, therefore, suggest that there should be 
in each of the principal Dopartments an officer thoroughly 
acquainted with the work of the Department, having some 
experience of publicity work, who will be able to devote all 
his time to publicity in an emergency. 

http://vd.ll


If the Cabinet decide that a nucleus publicity 
organisation should bo retained in being, I suggest that 
Departments should be Instructed to detail cno, officer each 
for this work. 

PHOTaCTIOil. lieither- the Homo Office nor the Protection 
Sub-Committee maintains any special organisation for Supply and 
Transport purposes. During a period of emergency, additional 
work is, of course, thrown on the Police, and some increase 
of expenditure is involved under that head; but this would 
bo the case whether the Supply and Transport organisation as 
a whole wore abandoned or not. Indeed, but for the effective 
coordination secured by the Supply and Transport Committee and 
its Sub-Committee the Police expenditure would have been greater 
than it has been; and certainly, if there were a failure in the 
food supply and disturbances resulted, there would bo greatly 
increased Police expenditure and possibly heavy claims to 
be paid under the Riot (Damages) Act, 1886. 

HO AD T?,AI-SP0?.T. The expenditure on this organisation 
during normal times is limited to incidental travelling and other 
expenses incurred by the 13 Hoad Commissioners and 90 Head 
Officers distributed at various centres in the country. Up 
to the present these gentlemen have been acting in a volun
tary capacity, but if it is proposed to maintain a permanent 
organisation for carrying on road transport during strikes 
it is not likely that thoy will be abls to continue to 
volunteer their services as they have been doing during 
the period of acute industrial unrest which has continued 



for the past 18 months. Even if, as private persons, they 
were prepared to continue to act for the Government in 
their present capacity,, it would probably be necessary to 
regularise their position by offering them some form of 
honorarium or emolument, and at the same time formally to 
obtain the consent of the various Local Authorities to 
the assumption of these duties by their officers9 

SgPPLY DPJP/JtTOirTT, This Department is one of the most 
elaborate sections of the Supply and Transport organisation^ 
It has under its control through the Civil Commissioners 
(who are of ministerial rank) some 90 or so volunteer 
Committees throughout the country. These Committees are 
responsible for recruiting labour during strikes and 
generally for carrying on,, in conjunction with Local 
Authorities, services on which the life of the cormunity' 
depends. After the Supply Department and its connected 
organisations are disbanded it will be impossible to re
create an equivalent organisation at short notice. It 
has taken many months to create the present organisations 
In favour of the retention of the Supply Department, I 
may mention the following facts:

(1) The chairmen of Local Committees provide 
a useful body of trustworthy personnel 
throxxghout the country, and can be employed 
to sound local opinion^ and approach Local 
Authorities unofficially.. - They can even 
supersede Local Authorities of doubtful . 
loyaltyj 



(2) The chair-man in conjunction with the 
local Authorities form an admirable nucleus 
for setting up a news and propaganda service ' 
in the provinces in the event of die-affection 
among Post Office employoes; 
(Z) Ho cost or expenditure of Public money 
need be involvsd since the Chief Inspectors 
of the Ministry of Health, can, I am informed, 
quite wall keep tho present system in being 
in the ordinary course of their duties, ^ven 
if the entire body- of Chairmen is not maintained, 
a nucleus of efficient men in important centres 
would be valuable. 
( 4 ) Generally if the Cabinet think that the 
present organisation is on too large a scale 
it can be reduced very much and held in readi
ness for expansion at need. 

As regards the- whole question of maintaining an 
organisation to combat,strikes; my personal opinion is that 
the time has now come for the disbandraent of the Supply and. 
Transport Organisation. This -machinery has bee-n in 
existence for 2 years and has, I think, served its purpose 
well.. It was essential that for tho maintenance of order 
and decent living the Government should take upon itself 
during the period of unrest which followed the war, the 
duty of protecting the community frem the irresponsible 
attacks of extremists. The war had created in the people 



a hat it of looking to the Government for direction and 
initiative in almost every department of life, and the 
Government was the only "body which possessed sufficient 
strength to oppose' the great industrial organisations, 
This state of things has now passed. Private initiative 
has once more reasserted itself. The power of the Trade 
Unions has visibly diminished, principally from economic 
causes, and the general strike has failed. I do not think 
it will be tried again in the immediate future. Moreover 
every section of Government machinery, however long 
established or however necessary, is subjected to fierce 
criticism and all expenditure is intently scrutinised. 

It is for these reasons that I suggest that the 
Government should now disband the Supply and Transport 
Organisatiohi Whether a publie announcement should be 
made or not is a matter for consideration. 

Should, the Cabinet decide that the Supply and 
Transport Organisation should continue, I must ask thorn 
to nominate a new Chairman for the Committee in view of 
my forthcoming resignation. 

(Intd.) B.G. 

Ministry of Transport^S;:. 
September 15th, 1921. 
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S U M M A R Y 

The organisation of the unemployed by Communists acting under 
Russian inspiration is still developing. Particulars are given of 
the antecedents of a number of the "agitators. 

Tho General Council of the Trade Union Congress intends to 
organise a national campaign to "educate" public opinion on the 
subject of unemployment. The National Administrative Council of 
the unemployed is organising a week's "agitat ion beginning on October 
10th. There will be demonstrations to put uniform demands for 
higher rates of relief before the Guardians. These demonstrations 
may deteriorate into riots. 

The Council intends to send a deputat ion to the Government at 
an early date. 

There has been a serious disturbance at Liverpool and one on a 
smaller scale at Sunderland: in Liverpool 162 arrests have been made 
and in Dundee the damage done last week is estimated to exceed £3,000. 

Extracts from typical speeches made to the unemployed and a list 
of recent demonstrations are given in an appendix to this report. 

The rinanoeCommittee of the Bethnal Green Borough Council is 
recommending the Council at its meeting on September 22nd to decline 
to levy the L.C.C. rates as a protest against the imprisonment of 
the Poplar Councillors: Stepney Borough Council has resolved to take 
similar action. 

The organisers of the Poplar Tenants1 Defence League appear to 
be uncertain of a unanimous response when the order to. pay no rent 
is given, but No Rent strikes are being suggested in other London 
boroughs and in a few provincial towns. 

A summary, pf the Trade Union Congress is given. 
Sylvia Pankhurst has been expelled from the Communist Party of 

Great Britain with the approval of Moscow. 



THE UNEMPLOYED 
Evidence ia accumulating regarding the communist 

activity among the unemployed and of the inspiration of the 
agitators from Russian sources. It will he remembered that in 
April of this year a National Conference of Unemployed 
organisations was held at the International Socialist Club, 
London, at which 81 delegates represented 50 committees: as a 
result of this meeting a National Administrative Council of 
Unemployed was formed, of which J.W. Holt is chairman and 
P. Haye secretary; the remaining members are the organisers 
for the five English areas (North, South, Bast, West and 
Central) and the women"s representative; all are communists. 
The original aims and methods were as follows 

"l. To organise the whole of tho unemployed for the 
removal of the cause of unemployment, i,e., the 
capitalist system, and the substitution of a system 
of Workers' Cvmership and Control of Industry. 

2. Work, or full maintenance, for the unemployed and 
partially unemployed workers at Trade Union rate of 
wage s. 
As a means of finding employment for the unemployed 
in tho trades with vrhich they are associated, the 
immediate putting into operation of the Trading 
Agreement with Russia., and the recognition of the 
Soviet Government. 

3, All Unemployed Committees 3hall make the fullest 
demands of the local authorities, and Government 
Boards, such as v;ill ensure full maintenance of all 
unemployed and their dependents." 

The headquarters of the unemployed are at the International 
Socialist Club whore the London District Council of the 
Unemployed and tho London District Council of the Communist 
Party also transact their business. The club is entirely 
controlled by the Communist Party, which.has paid £1,000 
towards its upkeep. E.W. Cant, one of the leading officials 
of the Communist Party, who spends practically the whole of his 
time at the Club, has been, appointed chief communist organiser of 
the unemployed and instructs provincial delegates on tho action 
to be taken at frequent secret meetings. 

Although/ 



Although the communists are responsible''for and doubtless 
have a fairly free hand iii the arrangement of organisation in 
this country, there is'little doubt that the national 
Administrative' Council of Unemployed is a section of the 
International Union of Unemployed, which has branches in France, 
Italy, Belgium,- Switzerland and Germany: this Union takes its 
orders- from Soviet Russia and its object is to prepare the 
unemployed for the World devolution. ' It is clear that the 
method pursued at present aims at the creation of a state of 
financial cbxos which, it is thought, may facilitate a revolution 

In this connection it is of interest to note that the 
representative of the Third International in this country last 
winter, a man named Fachers, has been recalled and ia to be 
replaced by Anton Beratz, a member of the West European 
Secretariat, which has its seat at Worms and is controlled by 
the notorious Jacques SadouU This Secretariat, which, 
according to Huorteva, Director of Propaganda under the Third 
International, "assiduously supervises the activity of; 

individual nuclei, furnishing them with instructions, resources 
and literature"has decided, that Fachors' concentration on 
the mining districts and "heavy industrials" was-mistaken. 
Instructions have, accordingly been issued for special attention 
to be paid to ports and, although it may be merely coincidence, 
that the recent disturbances have.occurred in Bristol, Dundee, 
Sunderland and Liverpool, there is definite evidence that the 
Seamen's Vigilance Committees, which are an outcome of Moscow's 
propaganda for a Red International of Water Transport Workers, 
have joined forces with the organised unemployed committees. 

Further proof of the'interest taken by the Third 
International, whioh is merely a synonym for the Soviet Government 
in the unemployed problem, is contained in the following 
confidential circular:,.; 

"CBHTRAD/ 



"CENTRAL COMMITTEE TEC ED I HTKRIf ATIOKAIi 

Propaganda Department for Western Europe. 
To the West European Secretariat. 

German Section. 
"The Secretariat of Western Europe, by neglecting the 

instructions of the International Central Committee whioh were 
quite clear with respect to this matter, is very often guilty 
of considerable delay in rendering the necessary assistance 
to all those organisations which have been founded for the 
purpose of bringing aid to the unemployed proletarian masses 
of Western Europe, This negligence constitutes a real obstacle 
to the development of these organisations, 

"The International Union of Unemployed, which is a rank
and-file organisation of the workers, intends to render material 
aid.to its members without any underlying motive of a political 
character. It has got into touch with a certain number of 
political groups comprised in the Third International, thus 
manifesting clearly the spirit and foresight which animates 
the leaders of this Union in their endeavour to tighten the bonds 
which unite the proletarian masses. 

"The Secretariat of Western Europe should therefore"devote 
all its efforts to aiding the members of this new Union. When 
the Union has attained its highest degree of development 
it may become one of the secret ramifications of our organisation 
in the West and serve as a base for the future works of the 
Secretariat. This is particularly necessary at the present 
time because a great number of the organisations affiliated to 
us have changed their attitude .as a result of certain intrigues 
of which their leaders have been guilty. Although these 
organisations have not yet taken up a point of view directly 
and openly opposed to the Third International, they have 
none the less freed themselves from our sphere of influence. 

"The work which we have undertaken in Italy, in Serbia, in 
Csecho-Slovakia and in France is making formidable progress. 
The same can be said of the new organisations which we have 
::ound.ed"in England", and especially of the organisations in 
in Ireland, 

"In view of all this the International Central Committee 
of the Third International are firmly convinced that by means 
of skilful manoeuvres the International Union of Unemployed 
will constitute in the hands of the Agency of the Secretariat 
of ?festern Europe an efficacious means for the complete 
overthrow of capitalism not only in Western Europe but 
throughout the entire world. 

"Although the leaders of the Secretariat of Western 
Europe are sufficiently acquainted with the arguments set forth 
above, they have neglected to satisfy numerous demands which 
have reached them from the International Union of Unemployed, 

"H&ving been apprised of this fact by indirect channels, 
the International Central Committee finds itself confronted with 
the disagreeable task of having to state here that its agents 
have ̂ been guilty of a gross neglect of duty. 

"After/ 



"After having examined' the actions and conduct of the 
Secretariat of Western Europe, which it considers to be 
inadmissible and prejudicial to the task Which lies before it, 
the International Central Committee Of the Third International 
at its plenary meeting on March 10th, 1921, decldod:
1. To instruct all the sections of the Secretariat of 
Western Europe togive,their special attention to the creation 
and development of all sorts of organisations affiliated to tha 
International'"Union of Unemployed̂ --
2* To, render these organ!satlons material asgistance by 
employing for -this purpose, the special. funds-,which the 
Secretariat has at its disposal. In addition .to these funds. 
Ey.;8,opplsmentary sum of 220,000 Swedish crowns will, be placed 
at the disposal of the financial department of the Secretariat 
through the agency of the competent authorities., 
3. To comply with all requests made by the leaders of the 
International Union of Unemployed in connection with the sendiis 
of comrades .for the -purpose- of, instructing the unemployed in 
political questions. .,- The Department of.Propaganda shall be 
advised of-these requests in prder that, this department may tier 
be-in a position to place, at the disposal of the Secretariat fe 
required number of experienced instructors. 

"Considering -:- f i n a .1 ly.'that the ,stipulations set forth 
above must be executed with all,possible -despatch, the 
International Central Committee instructs the Secretariat of 
Western Europe to--submit to its weekly meetings-, a detailed 
report of the progress vaceomp listed ih the development of the 
Union, together with a statement,of disbursements made by the 
Secretariat on behalf of the various organisations." 

The President of the International Central 
Committee of the Third International: 

(Signed) , ZIKOVIEEP. 
Members of the Council: 

A. Wassow, 
J . Sadoul, 
J.J. HiiSsel. 

The present plan of the national Executive Council is to 
organise "a week of national agitation from October 10th - 16th 
during which demonstrations wi11,make,the following uniform 
demands upon the-Boards of Guardians,: 

36/- for man and wife 
30/- for single persons over. 18 
15/- for:single.persons,between 16 and: 18 
. 5/-. for each child up to 16 years 
15/- (maximum) rent 
1 cwt. coal or equivalent in gaa 

Mo deductions to be allowed from these amounts 
except by Labour Exchanges?, 

Meanwhile 



Meanwhile, the National Executive Council, which intends 
to send a deputation to tho Government at an early date, has 
ordered that processions of unemployed shall parade the 
streets of every town and city at least once a week. 
Provincial oomnittees are acting on this advice as is shown 
by the list of demonstrations which is given in tho 
appendix: in several cases they are also agitating for the 
free use of halls and exchanging idoas through the medium 
of "Out of Work", the scurrilous organ of the London District 
Council, which claims a fortnightly circulation of 14,000, 
The Sheffield secretary wrote in the currect issue: 

"Maintain a hellish long memory for your enemies, 
and the day will suroly dawn when we shall reckon with 
the opposing fqrces for all past injuries, etc. Become 
a general nuisance.if you cannot-get a hall, by getting on 
the streets in your hundreds, and congregating in the 
libraries and other places. Don't stay at home and 
starve quietly." 

Mrs. jhring is;the editor of "Out of Work". She is a 
Russian Jewess, naturalised in England, whose husband 
was in the Public Service and was murdered by Egyptians 
in 1912: her Government pension was stopped owing to 

" her activities in the Women's Suffrage movement. She 
is a member of the Communist Party, the Industrial 
Workers of the v. or Id and other revolutionary organisations 
end was one of the'leaders in the house-seizing oampaign 
last winter-. Mrs. Thring took an active part in the 
Islington riot in January, 1921, when she suggested 

; burning down the Town Hall and claimed that the 
incendiary mixture, found on the half-caste Gilmour, was 
made in her rooms. On September 1st she took an 
active part in the "si^s" of the Woolwich Guardians. 
In private Mrs., Thring cvdvocates sabotage: she frequents 
the International Socialist Club and Is a woman of loose 
habits. 
Closely associated with Mrs. Thring, as ringleaders of 

the organised unemployed, are Hannington, Haye, Holt, 
Jenaett and Squair... 

rv.. Hannington is organiser for the London District Council 
'of unemployed and has latterly been active in most 
London boroughs. In.May, 1921, he was elected to the 
London District Council of the Red Trade Union 
International. ,He is an avowed revolutionary and has 
been very active among the London, unemployed recently. 

P. Haye was a' member'of the London Workers1 Committee anu* 
Hands off Russia Committee and took a prominent part in 
revolutionary movements in 1919: last winter he 

associated/ 
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associated himself1-with' the unemployed movement and was 
elected secretary of the national Administrative Council 
in April, 1921.. - He' organised the unemployed march 
to Brighton in June last, is vice-chairman of the Soho 
branch of the Communist Party and in'July was nominated 
for a seat on the national Executive of that body. 

J.W. Holt 1a ohairroan,of the National Administrative.Council 
and London District Council of Unemployed and'was In 
charge of the Tottenham contingent in the unemployed 
march to Whitehall on 30.6.21. He has advocated the 
adoption of "forcing tactics" by the London unemployed. 

D , Jennet t was concerned in a riot of discharged soldiers and 
sailors, who endeavoured to gain admittance to the 
House of Commons,on 26.5,19; ,he boasted of throwing 
wood paving blocks at the police on this occasion; He 
was Qharged at Westminster with obstruction but did not 
appear owing to Illness* jennett appears to have served 
in the Array and deserted a^d wag ,active in the Sailors', 
Soldiers', and Airmen's Union in 1919. He took part in 
the raid on the Public Library, Islington,, in November, 
1920, and was subsequently fined 40/- for obstruction. 
In Deoember, 1920, Jennett organised the raid on the 
Islington Town Hall which culminated.in a riot. He is a 
member of the London Distriot Council of Unemployed, has 
advocated sabotage in London and in April, 1921, taught 
the Leioester unemployed how to throw the police in 
case of a baton charge. He is now active among the 
London unemployed. There are various convictions 
against him in Leicester fer minor offences. 

A. Souair is a member of the industrial Workers of the World, 
chairman of the International Socialist Club, a member of 
the Communist Party and of the London Workers1 Committee, 
He"negotiated the deal when the Communist Party paid 
£1,000 and took over the International Socialist Club, 
Sguair freouontly addresses unemployed meetings in 
London and was one of the leaders of a deputation to the 
Shoreditch Guardians on 31,8,21, On 7,9.21, he visited 
the Shoreditch relieving officer in connection with the 
unemployed. He is not a believer in constitutional 
methods. 
Although the Communist Party: dominates the. H&tional 

Executive Council and the London District Council of 
Unemployed it is leaving no loop-hole in other directions and, 
as a result of a secret committee meeting held in the 
International Socialist Club on September 5th, has issued 
the following confidential instructions to the provinces: 

"1.' All members of the Communist Party, who are 
unemployed, are to actively associate themselves with 
the unemployed organisations in their localities. 
Every committee seat and every official position mus\t
be held by a.reliable Coirmunist, in order that the 
L.D.C, as the unemployed may also contain a reliable 

... communist majority. 



2. Ho attempt must "be made by any member of the 
the Party with the unemployed agitation, to . 
disguise the fact that he is a member of tho Communist 
Party. 35very endeavour should bo made to convince the 
unemployed that our Party is a Party of action, the 

; only Party to whom they ,can look for .any effective 
work. 

3. No attempt must be made to make any'local 
' unomployod organisation a doctrinaire body, having 

as its objects sueh things as tho Dictatorship of 
the Proletariats If the-unemployed os&eratsnd and 
desire the Dictatorship of the Proletariat their 
place is inside tho Ocmmunlst Partyc If they do 
,not understand-and desire it then it is no good 
making that tho ostensible-object- of their,
organization, £very effort should bo made to make 
the unemployed movement a broad mass movement .^hich. 
will unite overy sectisa of the working class on the 
-/basis',-of the slogan "Work and Maintenance" end it will 
look; to the '.- Communist Party as its natural Isa&sxs. 
These Instructions have been obeyed with the result 

that, apart from very few except ions, communists 
dominate provincial committees; the situation in the 
various tewns differs only on the degree ef organisation, 
It is universally true that the genuins unemployed wish 
to adhere to constitutional measures, but their natural 
desire to avoid privation is exploited by agitators0 

Liverpool constitutes an illustration of events which' 
are liable to occur in any large industrial Centre* Th-a 
number of unemployed exceeds 22,000,. and1 the Finance 
Committee of the Corporation 13 making arrangements 
by moans of whioh work will shortly bb provided for 
500 mQn who will bo given two to six days1 work per week 
according to thoir needs.' The organization of tho 
unemployed cry3tallisod on Soptombor 4 th, when ex-
Police Sergeant Eobert Tissyman urged a meeting of 
th3 National Union of Police and Prison Officers to
demonstrate at a meeting of tho City Council on September 
7th-: daily meetings followed,organised by the SeemenTs 
Vigilance Committee and othor extremists with the Hev. 
Jo Vint IeughXan&,3raddoo-k, and Breslow, members of the 

Industrial/ 
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Industrial Workers- of the World and tho other 
rerolutionaa-y organizations well to the foro. Tho 
demonstration on September 7th was dealt with in my last 
report and it was subsequently dooidod to organize 
daily marches through the better parts of.tho town, in 
ordor to impress the "ruling classes"; it was also 
resolved to demand the uso of 3t.Goorgos.Hall for meetings, 

* 

On September 10th an unemployment committee was eloctedj; 
five of tho seven members being avowed communists. On 
Soptembor 11th inflammatory speoohes wore delivered by 
Meahan, who is tho Committee's link with tho National 
Executive Council and Nisid, of the Vigilance Committee, 
but their remarks were repudiated by Tissyman, who supports 
Laughland in the contention that orderly demonstrations 
which impede traffic and are a nuisance are more effective 
than violence or theft. On Soptembor 12th a demonstration 
of over 5,000 on St. George1s Platoau led to a serious riot. 
A rush was made for the Walker Art Gallery and about SCO 
forced their way in; the police followed and closed the 
doors and after a free fight 153 people were arrested. 
Among tho prisoners were J. Vint laughland, Tissyman, and 
Mrs.Bamber, a member of the. British Bureau of the god Trade 
Union International: the leaders were allowed bail in 
£50 each and the romaindor in fivs pounds; each and all were 
romanded for a week when charged on September ISth with 
unlawful and riotous assembly. 
Bsv, Jo Vint Laughland is a prominent socialist speaker 

wh'o"fVaighe'd from the Wsslsyan Church' in 1919 owing 
to tho objections raised to his Revolutionary ideas; 
in July 1920 he was elected Chairman of the 
Anti-MilitotfiSTn and Civil Liberties League in Liverpool 
and, In the sains year addressed several meetings of 

. tL.3 unemployed and Irish Self-Determination Loague0 

Laugh Lani became President of the Liverpool bra:V?h 
of the Communist Party in January 1921 and in Septembe 
was elected secretary of the Liverpool Unemployed" 

Committee/ 
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Committoe. As the result of his aotivities on 
September 7th all the officials of. his Chapel havo 
resigneda 

Resolutions have been passed by municipal authorities 
in many parts of the country urging the Government to deal 
with unemployment on a national "basis and to provido 

, financial assistance. Many of these emphasise tho 
demoralising offoot of dolas and propose that work, even 
if uneconomic shouia bo providod4 

It is estimated that, after deduoting tho number of 
men who have partioipatod in moro than one mooting; about 
85,00 0 unemployed havo demonstrated within tho last weak; 
serious as is this total, it yot amounts to less than 6 
per cont. of tho wholly unomployod in this country, who 
total about one and a half millions. These figuros 
indioato that although diotross and extremist propaganda 
are gaining groundj the great majority of tho unompleyod 
are still guiosoent. 

POPLAB 
. As is usually the case when pooplo go to prison of 

their own volition enthusiasm for the imprisoned 
councillors appoars to bo on tho wane although tho idoa 

ground 
of a no-rent strike has gainoa/in other iondoi."
boroughs and in a fow provincial towns6 Tho attondanoo at 
London meetings held in support of tho councillors1 action 
has averagod only about 400, although between 3,000 and 

...... p*r 

4,000 attended a Trafalgar Square meeting on September 
10th; a fair, proportion of this audience. howover9 

consisted of. irresponsible youths, who wore onjeying a 
holiday. Tho spoakers included the Deputy mayor of Poplar,' 
Key and Councillors Kolly,VJatts and Edge. The resolution 
passed endorsed tho action of the Poplar councillors, 
protested against the!""monstrous prison treatment", 
demanded thoir instant release and "immediate oonsidoration 

ansj / 
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and settlement of the issue involved". 

Georgo Lansbury, who does not appoar to enjoy 

tho prison llfo, has addressed a letter to Charles 

Key from V&ioh tho following extract is taken 
"We"look to you, end to each ono of. our. 

comrades, to bring pveeauro on tho Government 
in every"potssihle way, short of violence, not 
merely to release us", but, 'i?hat is of much' more 

. -importeaco, to secure for the work!ess cud tho 
poor the roforms wo are in prison to aooomplish", 
The Tenants1 Defenoo League appoars to be 

disappointing its promoters. The organizor,Fred Potter, 
said at a mooting on September Ilths- i 

If we have to declare a rent strike 
ovoryono must be in it. It is up to everyone to 
soo that his neighbour puts a oard in his window 
to ahT-r thaifc ho Is going to support tho Council. 
Pickets will go round and find out the reasons in 

. bases fchors people aro too proud to put them up.' 
or afraid of offending tho landlord., It is up 
to Poplar to shew tho Police or any representative 
of tho QuvsxBmeat who may come this way that wo 
aro uni-ood"0 

It is reported that tho National Union of Police 
and Prison Officors is prepared to police Poplar 
should the Divisional Foroe be withdrawn; as,hp waver, 
those mon would require payment for their services tho 
offor is not viewod favourably as a rato would have to 
be levied to provldo tho necessary money. 

On Septombor 12th an agitator named Poolo stated 
that in a few days, probably on Saturday next, the 
organized unemployed of various boroughs would march 
through the City to Brixton prison; during tho march 
thoy would doliborately hold up traffic and cause as 
much annoyanoo as possible This statement was 
subsequently repeated by Conway and enthusiastically 
reoolvod by an audience of about 400. 

THE TRADE UMQN CONGRESS 

Tho 53rd annual meeting of the Trades Union 
Congross was held at Cardiff from September 5th-10th 
inoluslvo; tho chair was taken by E.1.P0U1T0N 



( B o o  t and Shoo Operatives Union) and was 
attondod "by 023 delegates representing 6,416,510 
organized workers, The outstanding features wore 
the passing of the Parliamentary Committee/replaced by 
tho General Council and the oollapso of oommunism as a 
forco among tho delegates. Much money, propaganda and 
litoraturo woro oxpendod by the Communist Party and the 
Rod Trada Union International in thoir endeavour to 
influenoe tho Congress and. a special manifosto signod by 
Zinovioff, Losoveky and McManus, representing respectivelyp 

tho oxocutivss of the Oommunist International, the Hod 
Trade Union International and tho Communist Party of 
Groat Britain, was addressed to tho dologatos. This 
manifosto, whloh laid down the linos to bo followed by 
tho General Council and the Congress, was published in 
full in the "Daily Herald" and in the "Communist", and 
would appear to constitute in fact, if not in 
namo, a broach of the Trading igreement. Other 
manifestoes on similar linos were issued and "distributed 
by the British Bureau of tho Bed Trade Union International 
and tho Communist Party, but the axfcromists devoted most 
of their attention to "intensive pormeation of the 
delegates." Various meetings were hold during tho week 
but, in spito of tho presonoo of "star" speakers suoh as 
Moan Ablott,McManus,Walton Howbould,Pollitt, Watkina and 
Murphy, proved a failuro, tho audionco in no oaso 
ezoeoding 300. In the Congross itself %he fleds fared 
ovon worso although they siloeosded in causing 
pandemonium on two or throe occasions. 

The question of unemployment dominated the opening 
stagos of the Congress and a resolution was passed 
urging the provision of work or adequate maintenance by 

' the/ 



the State, the relief of ratepayers.^ronuburdens 
arising fromTineiirploymenlrand tho immediate summoning 
of Parliament and exprosaing tho opinion that the Poplar 
councillors "havo rendered a real national service." 
In his opening address tho president suggostod a shortor 
w&rking week as a solution of tho unemployment problem 
and endorsed a'popular labour fallacy by saying that 
"The nation^ capacity for production has increased 
enormously, and the workors must reap tho benefit of 
this increase in tho form ofa shorter working week.W 
The General Oounoil is to organize" a national campaign 
to "educate" public opinion in regard to unemployment. 
The unemployod deputation, headed by John McLean, made 
more improssion than was the case last year, but 
contributed nothing useful to tho debate; his 
suggestion of a general strike was scouted. 

The General Council was empowered to use the whole 
power of Organized British Labour for .the purposs of 
inducing the Government to furnish the necessary medical 
supplies, means of transport, raw material, and money 
credits that are so urgently, needed by the Russian people, 
and the Congress urged the British Government to recognise 
the Russian Government- so a3 to-make it possible to 
oarry cut these proposals. A. sum of £1000 was voted 
to start a fund for the relief of the Russian workers. 

After a somewhat lengthy debate a resolution moved 
by the Iron and Steel Trades Moderation, whioh advocated 
the provision of adequate machinery to settle disputoo 
without strikes or, failing such settlement, to co
ordinate the whole resources of the movement, was defeated 
by 5,628,050 to 981,000 votes, .. 

Considerable friction arose Regarding the 
disarmament rosoliiti" i rod. the Congress demanded the 



aright to appoint representatives to the approaching 
Washington Conference. Pollitfs speech provokod 
Thomas to exclaim " Their (i0o. the communists1) 
remedy is tho Bed International as understood by tho 
Russian position to-day. If that is tho monument, 
they hold up to us I say, bad as is bur position "God 
savo us.from-the r&medy1." 

; The discussion cf the domestic quarrel between 
the National union of Rallw&ymen and the Amalgamated 

* 

Engineering I'nion: ended in uproar and tho carrying of 
tho previous question. , * 

The Congress drew attention to the discrepancy 
botwean the index figure of the cost of living as 
calculated by the Ministry cf labour and tho labour 
Party and condemned the Government for failing to 
disclose the results of enquiries into profiteering,, 

. The concluding session was as stormy as the 

opening one owing to the mistaken policy of the 

scrutineers in the ballot for tho election of a 

General Council: the proposals to elect a permanent 

chairman had previously been withdrawn by the 

Parliamentary. Gommilfbee in view of general opposition 

and, as a now ballot on the Council is to be taken,that 

body is unable to got immediately to work. 

THE C CMMUN13TB . ... ' * 
"Red Week", like its prodooessor "Famine $oak", 

must be recorded as a failure ; despite the issue 
of tens of thousands of leaflets and 
membership cards, it is doubtful.if the Party1 s 
membership has actually increased 5 per oenta A 
special "Rod i?oek1T number of the "Itommtuiitft" was 
issued. and boars traces of new directions RoWo 

Postgato/ 



Poatgato having been eleoted editor. Special attention 
is paid to the unemployed who are informod that "the 
Communist Party is out to tako action now. It is not 
going to wait about in Parliamentary lobbies. The 
workers must take oontrol of industry themselvos. They 
must oxpropriate the boss. Nothing short of the complete 
control of production by the producer 1B going to helx? 
you.!' 

Tho following extract from an article by J,B. Iy . 
has been submitted to the DIroator of Publio Prosecutions 
for consideration: 

"The Only Way 
"Communists do not blind themselves to the fact 

that to get this change will mean a fight. They do 
not share the pious hope of other parties that 
preaching and voting will remove tho stranglehold of 
private ownership from the means of life. 

"The workers will have $0 organize their eoonomh 
power and seize control of industry. In the seizing 
and in the maintaining they muet be ready to crush 
with physical force, if need bo, the capitalist 
organisation. 

"They will have to establish a dictatorship' 
of tho proletariat during the transition period,and 

until all vestigo of revolt by the expropriated 
has been suppressed, 

"These are the only linos on whioh the workers 
can hopo to end unemploymonfe, ' It is not a matter 
of hosr we wish or how we would, but how we must. 

"The issue is a class struggle. It is imposed 
on us by the capitalist system, and the struggle 
will not be ended without a trial of strength, tho 
extent of which will be determined by the greed and 
vioiousness of the evil thing we must destroy." 
Reports from the Provinces indicato abnormal activity 

in connection with Red il/eek 
with negligible results/ Travelling agitators j&ave 

visited most of the important centres and have in 
some cases deliverod inflammatory speeches. In Leeds 

tho/ 



the audiencesnumb^rod about 500 and wore addressed by 

Smith, of Shoffield, but in South Wales, in spite of 
an unusual-concentration of loaders, such as McManus, 
lockio, Pollitt and Mrs.Bamber, the average attendance 
was only 300; i on- boptember 11th a. communist., meeting 

. ii.t the D.e.ll,OhepstowB, which was to have been addressed 
by J*B. Wilson,' the South Wales organizer, was broken 
up by about 300 ex^Sorvioo men, who marched to tho spot 
headed by a brass band and held an opposition meeting a 

;It is reported from Coventry.that the Communist 
Executive intends to use messengers to carry important 
literature to tho branches, but it is doubtful if tho 
funds of the Party will stand the strain of this 
procedure. 

James Stowart informed cy correspondent last wook 
that ho was leaving the Midlands to organize the "Young 
Communist" movement at Howeastie; he added that Germany 
had financed this movoment to tho extent of nearly ono 

million pounds and that Emery had recently boon to 
Berlin to make arrangemonts for additional propaganda: 
in point of fact, howover, the funds for the "Young 
Communist International" have been provided by Mcs cow 
and Borlin is merely the olearing house for money and 
literature. 

Willie on his wa*? from Switzerland to Br.Pitzmann 
]?,LcSehrhahn was arrested in Bavaria on the charge of 
being there without poradS3ion: he was sentenced to 
one weGk*s imprisonment, 

Sylvia Pankhurst has been, expelled from the 

Communist Party with the sanction of the Third InterneiUcnal 

the reason given is hor refusal to hand over the control 

of tho "Workersr Iroadnought" whioh constituted "a breach 



of.-4JLsuipline whloh^-oould-not be tolerated"; the actual 
reason,3^wovcr, is probably "Frank Penman In londoM" , a 
series of articles in whioh Bho has lashed the Communist 
Party with ridioulc, SylTia Pankhurst is anxious to 
go to America and , if allowed to enter that oountry, 
will prebably join the anti-Lenin sect. 

Franoia Meynell has returned to the attack on 
Hobert Williams, whom he stigmatises im the current issue 
of the "Communist" as a "oad" and a "skunk". It is 
doubtful,however, if this resuscitation of "Black Friday" 
will do more than increase the volume of inveotlve v&ioh has 

l/j-a poured forth in connection with the breakdown of the 
Triple Alliance. 

THE BSD TEASE! UMIOB IflTj&lLiTIOIUL. 
The death knell of the Bed Trede Union International 

in this country was sounded at Cardiff in September, when 
a joint conference af tho Executives of the British 
Bureau, Communist Party and Workexa1 Committee agreed 
to merge these bodies into one; the proceedings wore 
soar*ely more than a fermality, since Moscow decreed the 
fusion and out off tho funds of the industrial arganization 
at the Third Congress of the Third International. A 
sub-oommittea of two members of each Executive has still 
to settle minor details and meetings are to be held under 
the auspices of the British Bureau until the end of this 
month; meat of the officials have already joined the 
ranks ef the unemployed. Tho Third International has 
instruoted Tom Mann and Nat watkyns to look after tho 
affairs of the ited Trade Union International in this 
oountry when the British Bureau is defunct, but the 
domination of the Communist Party w i l l render abortive 
any attempts to resuscitate revolution on the industrial 
side. 

S O U / 
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SIM ffBIN IJ2 GREAT B B M I M . 

There has been little activity among; Sinn Peinors 
during the reek, but Irish people generally oxpross 
anxiety at the present condition of the negotiations: 
they are of opinion that if another meeting between the 
Government and Sinn Fein representatives oould bo 
arranged a settlement may bo reached. 

-The Standing Committee of fie Irish Self-Determination 
league is considering the question of taking over the 
"Irish Exile" and issuing it weekly as an official organ; 
at present it is only published monthly.-

Alderman. Scurr and his wife and Messrs. Kelly and 
0*Gslleghan, four of.the Poplar Councillors who are in gaol 
are Irish. Alderman Scurr is president and Councillor 
0ICallaghan is vice-president of tho Poplar branch 
of tho Irish Self-Determination League. 

Meetings have been reported from various towns,.but 
' no speeches cf importance appoar to have been made. 

The Irish in Glasgowicmsin quiescont: the Scottish 
Sinn Fein Executive mot on September ICth and CSheohan, 
who has been asked by Irish headquarters to remain in 

... Scotland until the end of the year, reported that three 
clubs havo been formed recently in" Dundee, Delkeith &nd 
Glasgow. Daggan,Holland and Hutchiuson have boen 
appointed delegates to a conference in Dublin on 

' ' October 18th. The finances of Sinn Fein in Scotland are 
considered unsatisfactory and clubs aro suspected of 
not kooping correct accounts, books having been burned 
in some casos. 

It has been decided to hold the World Oonferenoo 
of the Irish Self-Determination League in Paris or in 

Dublin/ 
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Lublin on January 21st, 1922; oablos to thici off sot have 
been sent by Robert Brennan, undor-socretary of the 
"Irish Republic" for Foreign Affairs,to Canada,,Au.stral3s 
Hew 2iealandj South Afrioa. America, and to Irish familiej 
in various European countries., Eeadquerters in London 
and Scotland have also been notified.

Cathal Q1Shannon1s speech at the Mansion Houso on 
the 4th in which he lauded the name and memory of 
Connolly, and belittled tho Dail has proved vory 
disturbing to that body. 01 Shannon told the Bookers tha 
if they had to'come out on strike to fight for their wagoi 
thoy must not remain hungry, and while there was food in 
the shops or in the houses of the wealthy, thoy were to 
go in and help themselves. They could rob banks end woro 
at liberty to got what was thoirs by right. They woro coi 
to mind tho Bail or the British Govornmont so long as 
these two continued to be Capitalists, and to sweat tho 
workors * 

The Prime Minister^ reply to do Valera is reported 
to have caused a shook to tho Lail. Do Valera,Barton, 
Griffith, and McNeill are all in favour of going to the 
oonferenoe and Griffith was said to be oonfident that he 
will carry the Lail with him on rtodhesday. The Left 
j/ing of the "Republic" are equally confident that they 
will win the issue. It is disquieting, but it seems a 
faot that tho younger mon aro all out for a rofusal to 
meet unlioas they can dc DO froe from any reservations. 

It is reported that Messrs Arthur GrjffitL,'Michael 
Collins,R.C.Barton, E.J.Luggan and CG&van Duffy have beea 

appointed/ 
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appointed to attend the Oonferonce at Inverness, 
£he next few days may see how far the old brigado, 

the "dieharda", ropros anted by the Irish Republican 
Drothorhood, are still tho power behind the scenes. 

Boland and Walsh, the American representatives,aro 
both putting their weight into tho fight on tho sido of 
do Valors and modorato counsel, end their advice that 
if anything rash is deno tho Republic may lose the support 
and sympathy of America is acting as a considerable check 
on tho Qut-and-Outers. Theso two aro at present engaged 
on e. campaign to raise funds, tho shortago of which is 
beginning once again to bo a sorious menace,and is hampering 
tho development of some of the civil Departments of the 
Dall, and is of course vitally nooos3ary to the continuance 
of Military operations. 

Military preparations oontinue, and it is reported that 
a special emergency ordor has boon issued for all 
Volunteers who can drive motors to report at the 
diff6rent camps. 

There has been a slight fraoas between two oompanios 
of the *rish Republican Army in Dublin, when one of the 
oompanies composed o£men of the labouring class came to 
blo-ws with the other, composed of mon of the usual 
Sinn Fein grocers and Drapers Assistants, because thero 
was a class distinction. 

Several of the "soldiers" had to be put under arrest. 



UNEMPLOYED DEMONSTEATIONS AND ATTENDANCE 

DATE PLACE
. . APPROXIMATE 

 TfUMEEfi
OF IDSlEifCE 

 REMARKS 

;pt ember 4th Aston 150 

" 5th Earlestown,
Lanes * 

 200 

6th Southwici: 150 Organised by 
Lenagh of 
Sunderland and 
Qfm Wheeler. 

IT 6th Stockton-on-
Tees 

If 7th Birmingham 600-700 
It 7th Bristol 70 3 1 arrest, 6 

police injured, 
TT 7th Bury 300 
It 7th Coventry Z demos

strations 
totalling 

5,000 
If 7th Earlestown, 

Lanes. 
350 

11 7th Farnworth 50 
It 7th Gateshead 1,500 
It St, Helens 4,000 
n 7th Southampton 1,200 
w 7th Southwick 300 
n 7th Sunderland 3,000 

IT 8th Battersea 400 



APPROXIMATE 
DATE \ ^  p Q f  ) PLACE 

OP A.UDIEHC2 

September 8th Birmingham . 8  0 
n 

T! 

W 

TT 

IT 

n 

Oth 

8th 
8th 
8th 

8th 

Oth 

Bristol 

Burnley 
Bury 
Cheltenham 

Dundee 

Pulham 

500

700 
250 

,,,,,,,

2 meetings 
250 and 
2,000 

Barton charge, 4 
arrests 
subsequently 

 bound over for 
12 months. 

(Bight demon
(stration.' 
(Damage £3,000 
(£4,000 
(50 police 
(drafted from 
(Edinburgh; 33 
( from Glasgow; 
( 40 special 
( constables. 

8th \ *C'steshead 1,500 Unemployed 
Committee secy, 
is a communist 
and may overthrow 
moderate 
members. 

n 8th Glasgow 1,000 Led "by McLean 
and McShane. . 

IT 8th Hammersmith 300 
n 
W 

n 

Oth 
8th 
8th 

Islington 
Southampton 
Southwark 

500 
200 

3,000 

II 

II 
8th 
8th 

Stepney 
Sunder land 

3,000 
3,000 

jt 8th Tottenham 300 
n 

J! 

8th 

8th 

West Hartlepool 

VTestminster 

600

50 

 No sign of " 
communist 
influence 
relations with 
police good. . 

II 8th Woolwich 1,000 



APPROXIMATE 
DATS REMAINS 

Se-etorator 9th. Battersea (morning) 

M : 9th Battersea (ovoning 

U 9th Birmingham (Aston) 

I! 9th Birmingham 

1! 9th Bow 

if 9th Brixton 
H 9th Bury 
n 9th Cheltenham 
IT 9th Chingforfi 
11 9th Croydon 
11 9th Dundee 

n 9th Epping 
11 9th Fulham 
11 9th Gateshead 
11 9th Glasgow 

11 9th Hillingdon 
11 9th Huddersfield 
11 9th Islington 

100 

2,000 

100 

150 

150 

100 
100 
130 

100 
50 

2,000 
3,000. 

2,000 
500 

Audi enoe 
apathetic. 
Joined by Putney
contingent 
dissension 
"between organisers 
ef two bodies. 
Unemployed 
Committee formed. 
Unemployed 
Committee forced. 
Audience chiefly
hooligans. 

Damage to windows 
£300; 700 cases 
relieved in 
forenoon. 

D.ed by McLean 
and McShana \ 
threatened to: 
sleep in ohurcNb.es 
and publi c halls. 

Communist Martin,
secretary of 
Unemployed 
Committee is 
likely to provoke 
disorder at' first 
opportunity^;" 

http://ohurcNb.es


DATS PICAS APPROXIMATE 
REMARKS mum1 " 

September 9th Deeds 50 Engineers 

9th Liverpool 

9th Mile End 
9th Preston 
9th Sihepherd1^ 

Bush 
9th Southwiok 
9th Sunderland 

9th Walham Green 

" 9th Walsall 
" 9th Westminster 

(afternoon) 

" 9th Westminster 
(evening) 

" 9th Winson Green, 
Birmingham, 

" 9th Woolwich 

Traffic blocked: 7.000 to. led by communists 8,000 Braddock, ex-P,S,; 
TIssyman and Rev. 
J* Vint Lau&hland. 

400 
3,000 

100 

100 
3,000 Baton charge - 9 

injured - one 
rioter 
subsequently 
sentenced to 2 
months1 hard 
labour and one, 
who carried a 
poker, to 1 month. 
3 grocery vans 
looted. 

2,000 One speaker, an 
ex-convict. 
Crowd in angry 
mood. 

100 Committee of 
genuine 
unemployed still 
in charge. 

150 

350 

400 Organiser,-
McCarthy, stated 
that he had. 
been offered work 
whioh he refused 
because he is 
single. 

Cent6../ 
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APHROXIMATE 
PLACE' 

oiriruLnrgNc^ 

Edinburgh 1,500 

Aston, 150 
Birmingham 
C&rdiff 800 

Liverpool 3,000 

Peckham Rye 800 

Aston, Birmingham 350 

Liverpool 1,000 

8,000 

Nottingham 

REMARKS 

Ac". Pressed by 
Eoulis, Scottish 
Divisional 
organiser, of the 
Red Trade Union 
International and 
Chairman of 
Unemployed Committee. 

Communist, Po 11er, 
ele cted & e er etary 
of Unemployed 
Committee. 
Rev.- J,^tint, 
Latigh^nd^and' 
Ti&syman. spoke,, 
Uncler auspices cf 
Lend o n Dxstrict 
Council of" 
Unemployed, 
Spradbrcw. "Mayor 
of Caraberwell, 
Councillors An6rews, 
Manni ng an d - Lest e r 
of Vancouver 
spoke. 
Organised by 
communist Robertson, 
bound over. 

Service in 
Pembroke Chapel 
attended by many 
unemployed. 
Islington Square 
after Service. Rev. 
J. Vint Laugh land 

" Tissynar  ahd 
Me e han (3o mmuni s t 
and Vigilance 
Committee) spoke. 
Unemployed 
Committee chairman 
is a communist and 
a Red Trade Union-
International 
official. 

Con'-!./ 



APPROXIMATE 
DATS PLACE 

OF ItJDCTCS 

September 12th Barrow (Several 
thouc-ianAj) 

w 12th. I Battersea 500 
11 
It 

12th 
12th 

N 

II 

ir 
ii 
n 

T1 

II 

11 
'

12th 
12th 
12th 
12th 
12th 

12th 
12th 
12th 

II 

11. 
11 

12th
12th
12th

ii 
ji 

12th
12th
12th

12th

Blackburn 
BoIton 

Braintree 
Brixton 
Camberwell 
Cardiff 

750 
80 
600 
3,000 

Clapham Junction 

- Edinburgh 
Ebbw Vale 
Glasgow 

Ruddersfie Id
 Hoxton
 Moseley. Road, B'ham.

 Stockport 
Sunderland 
Westminster 
(morning) 
(evening) 

Woolwich 

100 

1,000 
-

2,000 

2,000 
80 
350 

2,000 
100 

50 
1,200 

REMAHKS 

Daily
demonstrations 

Violent 
speeches by
Holmes and Lyle 

Hooligans led ' 
by John HeLean,
who intends to 
arrange daily
procession to 
demand shelter. 
Disorder 
considered 
probable. 

Organised & 
addressed by
secretary of 
Smethvick 
Unemployed 
Committee, 

Labour Party
meeting
broken up by
unemployed le' 
by McCarthy,
who took 
platform. 



BATE 

September 13th 
" ': isth 
" ;I3th 
" 13th 

13th 

13th 

13th

if 

13th 

13th 
13th 

PLACE 

Aston, Birmingham 
Battersea 
Brixton . 
Bart-ford 

Gloucester 
(morning) v 

Gloucester 
(afternoon.) 

APPBOXIMATE 
OF AUDIENCE 

250 
150 
70 

2,000 

500 .; 

1^L50 

 Handsworth, Birmingham 1,000 

Host on 
(morning) 

Hoxton 
(evening) 
Leeds 
Liverpool 
(morning) 

130 

100 
5O0 
150 

PEMliPKS 

Contingents 
from 
Belvedere, 
Erith, Bexley, 
Bexley Heath, 
Cray ford; 
resolved to 
march to 
Dartford 
Workhouse on 
Sept. 16th 
if increase 
in relief 
Inadequate * 

1,000 men 
150 women and 
children. 
Addressed by 
Wakefield and 
Mrs. Flattery 
of National 
Administrative 
Council of 
Unemployed. 
Squair, of 
London" 

: District 
Council 
suggested no 
rent strike 
on lines laid, 
down for 
Poplar, 

Violent speech 
by MoQuiggan 
who was 
subsequently 
arrested for 
incitement. 
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APPROXIMATE 
DATE P M C 3 T O T S * REMARKS 

OFTEtntEMCB  ; ; 

September 13th Liverpool 2,000 
(afternoon) 

1? 13th Liverpool' ' Addressed by 
(evening) local 

- oommunists 
all members of 
Unemployed 
Committee * 
hiving been 
arrested. 

ti 13th North Shields 1,500 
it 13th Nottingham 1,000 
tt 13th Preston 6,000 

'13th Sandcroft Kd.,S.E. 50 
ti '-' : 13th Shepherds Bush 150 Speakers 

denounced 
"apathy" of 

,, 'C Ci 'H local 
unemployed. 

u 13th Sunderland 
n 13th Tredegar 5,000 
it . 13th Wallasey 500 
it - 13th Westminster 120 
tt 

: 13th Woolwich 200 

it 14 th Lambeth 50 Arrangements 
(morning) made for 

demonstration 
to Lambeth 
Guardians of 

it .' .14 th Lambeth 80 Lambeth, Poplar^ 
(evening) Camber we 11 and 

Battersea 
unemployed on 
September 16th. 

n 14th Liverpool 6,000 Addressed by 
Tissyman and 
Braddock 
who are on 
remand * 

it l*th Westminster 120 
(morning) 

it 14th Westminster 150 
(-evening) 



EXTRACTS FROM SPEECHES TO: TOIIMPLOYEI). 

jptember 7-th., SILK, Ropowalk, Bristol: 
"Wp have tried peaceable methods and will try them to-day

for the last time. If they fall to..-day- the responsibility
lies with them, not no, so we want you to collect all your '. 
women folk and we will meet the Seamen*-s Vigilance! Committee.,
who will finish- their - sitting about IS.at the Kingsley Hall,;
Wo will moot them and they will help to enforce our ' demand s.-
Thfey had.tho Mounted. Police ell ready yesterday to deal withs

us, but we do not mind as thoy are not the only ones,who ,,can : ri

carry sticks , You stick to your Committee and we shall win". 

eptember 7th, f.W. ROBERTSON, Birmingham: . 
"Comrades, I want you to pay no rent. I donxt pay . 

rent, If you pay the-landlord, you are only robbing the 
children of, their food. Before 'I -conclude J, want you to 
prepare for-the demonstration-noxrfj Monday.-,1 ssiVono of the 
deputation to see the Herd Mayor, .1 know itns useless to see 
the Lord Mayor or a hundred Lord Mayors". 

September 8th Councillor BASSEL, of Lambeth, at Urn Park,Brixton 
Bill,.: ' ' 'V; - . - v ' , , 

"Things are. coming to such a pass that some tiling will : 
have to be donoP my f r i e n d si- Go'-to Downing Street,,tGoto. Whitehall.... But' for. Gcd'*s /sake - do something; .. Bo net rest.:,
content with ,things as .they are,- - T believe that if we could 
go to' Downing. Street and Whitehall after this- meeting to-night,

:something-would bo::'5.p'ns.. . I loiowthat-David-Moyd, George is in9Scotland; , we. could not sea''h:iV -but we- should; ,be able,to make 
such a noise that it would' have to. 'be: telephoned to him. 
Donft you know what happened to some,-of my colleagues three 
years ago last -August?: They went to' Downing Street.and they
filled Downing Street and -Whitehall" and:they made such a noise 
that they stirred up Lloyd George, and -he: was- soon-saying,'!',,
IWhly wasn rt I told?1 I speak to you from experience. I know 
the way things are done i A-, report goes in throughvtho; channels 
that we' know of,- and in a short time this report -goes"-forward,
saying'that a meeting addressed?:by chaiim-an e'o-.and-rso, -speakers 
so-and-so," was held at - Mm- ParJc. . o n the evening pf such and'. 
gu.h a day. About 600 persons were present:, tho. "Red! Flag" 
was sung; .- cheers wore.-given for George Lansbury',;.., ,.and the 
meeting--closed' at about 10c30.p*mall.".ouiet;' , no necessity
for police action^ That goes forward through "the heads of 
your police, to the Director' of Public Pr executions and the 
officials at the Home. Office; and they laugh,, j They.laugh,.,,
my friends! And they will continue to laugh so, long ^s you 
are content to pass resolutions and then go' home, ! The time 
has come to  D O something... For God^s sake do -something',. I 
repeat, go - to "Downing Street and Whitehall,, and. get on. the 
knocker of I09" Downing: Street, end you will socn see' a charge. It is deeds, nowB my friends, and not words: I believe the 
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time Is coming - and q.\iickly - when we "shall hare to act. 
Do as I say: get on the knocker of 10, Downing Street. 
(A voice: ,What are you geing to take in your hands? 
Are you going there with your hands in your pockets?1)
What are we gslng to do with our hands? "We shall have to 
take them out of our pockets, of course, if we are going 
to use the knocker of 10, Downing Street". 

September 8th, HOLMES, Clapham Junction, said tbat:-
When the dark nights come, the unemployed would be 

able $o start a guerilla warfare with little crowds here 
and there and so get their own back for the alleged rough 
play of local police at unemployed demonstrations. 

September 8th, WAKSFIELD (national Admi-oistaative Commit tee of 
Unemployed Organisations), Handsworth, Birmingham: 

W I want to tell you that I am a member of the National 
Administrative Council of Unemployed and I have done a great 
amount of travelling lately, in order to organise the 
unemployed of other districts. The National Council of 
Unemployed are out to get a standard scale of relief. 
This meeting is called to organise the unemployed of Handsworth 
and I am here to assist in forming a Committee $r the 
Handsworth District. This is a National affair, therefore it 
is up to you to organiso yourselves and fall into line with 
those who are already organised. Various Boards of Guardians 
have been receiving deputations and the reply received has been 
r0h, I am very sorry, we cannot do anything until we hear 
from the Ministry of Health1. That reply is all tommy rot. 
We want the right to lire. -If the Capitalist Glass refuse us 
the right -fee work then it"s for us to say. *If you cannot find 
us "work yo-a must maintain us till you ao.' We have come here 
to-night to ask you to endorse our policy. We want your 
assistance and then we might get the demand we are out for 
until such times as we get work. We want yeu to shew your 
solidarity. We want to carry the National Council ef Unemployed 
to see the "Premier, not only to make a standard scale for the 
unemployed, but to make the standard scale a law of the Realm. 
We want all the unemployed from lsnd*s End to John 0'Groats 
organised. I waat you to abolish the system of starvation. We 
are determined to stand no more of it. and by your solidarity 
we are bound to win... 

"New I am going to deal with the rent question. The 
question of paying rent must be the farthest from the minds of 
the unemployed. When the National Scheme is adoeted, which will 
be adopted if you stand solidly, you must feed your wives, 
children and yourseires. You must get clothes for yourselres 
and wha torero is left, the landlord can hare. No unemployed 
must pay rent. No rent must be paid until you are in"work... 

"I am out to enoircle the city of Birmingham and the 
commencement if being made in Handsworth to-night." There is 
going to be a gigantio demonstration in Birmingham, but the 
date hap got to be fired and all the unemployed will converge 
en the centre of the city and demand that the national 
standard soale be made a Law of the Realm. I also want to 
tell you that demonstrations will take place the week 
Tfreginnlng 14th October in every pa£t of Gveat Britain. 

September/ 



September 9th, Councillor James BASSEL,of Lambeth, said at 
Elm Park, Brixton Hill, S.W., that: 

Something would hare to he done. It was no 
use going along qu3e tly as they wero doing. Something 
would have to be done. He had mentioned the previous 
ovening, going to Downing Street; "and if George lansbury 
was not soon out of Brixton Prison, that is what they 
would have to do. He did not wish to provoke any disorder, 
£rut if the time should come when they would have to go to 
Downing Street, there would be no use in their announcing 
the matter for the information of the Police. They would 
simply announce that a march was going "to he heM, and their 
followers would be under sealed orders, and leave the 
authorities wondering as to where they were going. 

September 9th, W. POOLS, at Bromley Public Sail, Bow: 
"Ho damned man will find me a 30b, whilst I am your 

accredited leader. When I want a job I will find one for 
myself without any one else getting it for-me, and while 
I am unemployed I shall remain your leader. I do not care 
who I have to speak; to, I shall convey any message you 
require me tp convey." In answer to the suggestion *let us 
go to the Workhouse', Poole retorted, "Not B..... likely, I 
like my freedom, and while any relief is going I am going
to have it". 

September 11th, MEEHAN, at Islington Square, Liverpool: 
"There are fire communists dn your Unemployed Vigilance 

Committee. There are no leaders, you alone are the leaders, 
and we are your advisers. The work of the Committee will 
be to "link up with the Vigilance Committee in other large 
towns, then those Committees will link up into a national 
movement, and the national committee will link up with 
committees in other countries until there is one solid 
international movement... There will be trouble sooner or 
later. It is inevitable, and then you will be shot down by 
your own olass, the workers, for you have sens or relatives 
soldiers or navy men or policeman. I want to tell you 
right here and now that you must write to them and tell them 
that when the day comes when they are ordered to fire, and 
come that day will very Boon, they must turn their guns and 
shoot in the right direction. You must be prepared for 
that day when the workers will take over the means of 
production and force tr/? capitalist class to become workers 
also." 

September 11th, NIELD, at Islington Square, Liverpool: (same 
meeting as above) 

"I have heard the last speaker and I believe him. 
Members of this Committee are too fond of using the rno 
violenoe1 call. I say, if you are hungry, take what you 
want. We have walked round the streets since last Wednesday, 
and where are we? Nowhere and no bettor off than when we 
started. Are we to walk round for another week on a If 
bob dole? What use will it be if they give xm £3 a week, 
-for who will pay it. It will be the workers who are 
employed who will have to pay it in taxes and then the 
capitalist class will "nut up the urices until both emplovod 
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and unemployed will be in a starving condition. The blood, 
suokera will let us "walk round until we o&n stand no longer 
and we will have lost the game. Are you content to walk 
round all the time? Very well then if you w£nt things, you*ll 
have to take action to get them and I for one will take 
whatever action I think fit". ' ' 

September 12th, LYLE, at Battersea: 
xjyle attacked Comrade Holmes, Vioe-Chairman of 

the Batterssa Unemployed Committee, who bo alleged lot
him down on the occasion of the march to Ftilham cn . 
September 9th, Lyle said that he was in charge of the " 
unemployed contingent from Battersea and not Holmes. When 
ho arrived outside the Pulbam Board of Guardians1 Offices 
ho had absolute "control of the situation. The polioe were 
small in number, powerless, end he could have done as he 
pleased. He saw to that; he bad placed his men to form 
barriers and thus prevent any interference by police. 
Had it not been for Holmes oalling the men and women 
together and marching them back to Battersoa. whilst he was 
with Hanson in the Fulham Board of Guardians4 Offices, they 
might have taken up a threatenong attitude and forced the 
Guardians to grant the men^B demands. 

September 12th (evening) LYLE, Church Read, Tooting: 
Lylo eaia that be intended to organise the unemployed 

of London and march to the West End to briig home to the 
aristocracy what labour can do. It was no use marching 
round the suburbs of London, because if they want to pillage 
thoy must go where those commodities were in abundance. He 
did not tell them to pillage but if the worBt came that was 
the only thing for them to resoot to. 

EOLIiSS, of the Communist Party, at the same meeting 
said that he hoped these route marches would produce 
suffioient recruits to form a Red Army to take charge of the 
situation when the time came. The workers in Russia, had led 
the way and the British workers intended to follow in their 
footsteps. 

September 13th MCQUIGGAN at Liverpool: 
"There will be an attempt to hold a meeting to-day at 

2 p.m. at St. George*s Hall Plateau, and you saw what 
happened yesterday. I want you all to come to-day, and 
donxt come with your hands in your pockets. Show your 
backbone. These are no good (holding up his hands]. 
Jack Johnson may be able to fight with these, but you 
oanH. They are no good against armed men. Bring 
something in your hands or in your pockets, and if it is 
going to be a fight with the Police I will be with you, 
I donTt want to keep you here all day. I want to go to 
the meeting thi3 afternoon, and I hare something to do 
in the meantime and that is to put something in my pocket." 
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OF SUGGI3ST HD NAVAL CONDITIONS 
in connection with the proposals 

for an Irish settlement. 

In. order to guard against all possible contingencies, 
and to show for all time that the agreement botsreen Great ' 
Britain and Ireland clearly recognises the vital principle that 
whatever status Ireland may enjoy nothing can fetter the Royal 
Navy in its complete freedom of action in Irish waters, the 
Board of Admiralty urge that condition (I) of the 6 conditions 
mentioned in the Prime L&nister' s letter of 20th. July be 
inserted in full in the preamble of -bine agreement to he drawn 
up between Great Britain" and Ireland. Ihat condition is 
as follcirs 

The Comnon concern o? Great Britain and Ireland in 
the defence of their interests by land and sea shall be 
mutually recognised. Great Britain lives by sea-borne 
food; her comrrmni cations depend upon the freedom of the 
great sea routes. Ireland lies at Britain's side across 
the sea-ways north and south that link her vrith the 
sister nations of the Entire, the markets of the world 

. and. the vital sources of hor food supply. In recognition 
of this fact, whioh nature has imposed and no statesmanship 
can change, it Is essential that the Royal Navy alone 
should control the seas around Ireland and Great Britain, 
and that such ri?hts and liberties should be accorded to 
it by the Irish State as are essential for naval purposes 
in the Irish harbours and on the Irish coasts. 

Whilst the principle in this condition should bo 
embodied in the preamble, the Board are of ojjinion that In 
the text of any,, new constitutional document a provision 
should also be made- bringing out in seme detail the status 
of the Royal Navy on the Irish coast. A draft of such a 
provision is contained in paragraph 2 f£3& of this memorandum, 

2, . Owing -to the geographical position of Ireland, it 
is essential that the following Naval conditions should be 
borne in mind and, included in any new Constitution Document:

(a) 



(a) Such rights and liberties shall be accorded to the 
Royal Navy by the Irish State as are essential for Naval; 
purposes in the Irish, harbours and on the Irish coasts . 
Measures of Naval defence, the preservation of order and the 
carrying out of any legislation affecting Irish waters that 
require a floating Armed force shall be carried out by the 
Royal Navy, and no Naval force or armed vessels may be 
maintained by the Irish State, whilst at the same time voluntary 
recruitment for any Naval force authorised by the Imperial 
Government will be permitted throughout Ireland. The Irish 
State shall not have power to make laws In respect of the Navy 
or any Naval force or any Naval matter: the King's Ships ,of 
War, Royal Fleet Auxiliaries and Dockyard Craft shall be 
exempt from Irish legislation. 

(b) ' As regards Submarine Cables and Wireless 
Telegraphy, the Irish State shall not grant permission for the 
landing of submarine cables or the establishment of wireless 

stations for communication with places outside Ireland without 
the concurrence of the Imperial Government. , 

They shall continue the existing cable landing rights 
and. wireless concessions. 

The Imperial Government shall have the right to land 
additional submarine cables or to establish additional wireless 
stations for communication with places outside Ireland, and the 
Irish State shall, if desired, accord similar facilities to 
Telegraph Companies upon such conditions as may be recommended 
by the Imperial Government, 

The Imperial Government shall control all cables and 
wireless stations in Ireland in time of war. 

(SO It shall be provided that power shall be reserved 
to His Majesty to confer on the Naval, Military or Air Force 
Authorities of the United Kingdom, control over any harbours, 
lighthouses and vessels, buoys, beacons, or other navigational 
marks, or any navigational aids to such extent at such t^mes 
and in such circumstances as may appear to His Majesty to be 
required in the National interests in times of war or emergency. 

Ĉ r) Lighthouses, buoys, beacons, and any navigational 
marks or navigational aids shall be maintained as at present 
end not removed without the consent of the Imperial Government 
given through a Secretary of State, whose concurrence is also 
to be obtained for the establishment of others. 

September 16th, 1821. 
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Copy of Telegram from the Prime Minister 
to Mr.de Valera dated September 15th.1921v 

Sir, 
I informed your emissaries who came to me here on 

Tuesday, the 13th, that the reiteration cf your claim 
to negotiate with His Majesty^ Government as the representa
tives of an independent and sovereign State would make 
conference "between us impossible. They brought me a 
letter from you in which you specifically reaffirm that 
claim, stating that your nation "has formally declared 
its independence and recognises itself as a sovereign 
Statej"and "it is only," you added, "as .the representatives of 
that State,and as its chosen guardians fiat we have any 
authority or powers to act on behalf of our people." 
I asked them to warn you of the very serioxis effects of such 
a paragraph, and I offered to regard the letter as undel?.vered 
to me in order that you might have time to reconsider it. 

Despite this intimation, you have now published the 
letter in its original form. I must accordingly cancel 
the arrangements for conference next week at Inverness, and 
must consult my colleagues on the course of action which this 
new situation necessitates. I will communicate this to 

as 
you as soon as possible, tout/l am for the moment laid ixp 
here a few days1 delay is inevitable. -

Meanwhile, I must make It absolutely clear that His 
Majesty's Government cannot reconsider the position which I 
have stated to you. If we accepted conference with your 
delegates on a formal statement of the claim which you have 
reaffirmed, it vrould constitute an official recognition 

http://Mr.de


by- His Majesty?s. Government of trie s everance,.'of- Ireland ' 
from the Empire and of Its existence as an independent 
Republic. It would, moreover, /entitle you to-declare 
as of right acknowledged by us that in preference to 
association with the British Empire you would pur-sue a 
closer association by treaty with some ether foreign 
Power. There Is only one answer possible to such a 
claim as that. 

The great concessions which His Majesty's Government 
have made to the feeling of your people in order to secure 
a lasting settlement deserved, in my opinion, some more 
generous response, but, so far, every advance has been 
made by us.-'On your part you have not come to meet us 
by a single step, but have merely reiterated in phrases 
of emphatic challenge the letter and the spirit of your 
original claim. 

I am, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Sgd.)' LLOYD GEORGE.. 

2, 7?hitehall Gardens, S.W* 
September 16th. 1921, 

-2
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Mr, de Valera1 a Reply dated September 16th-, 1921, 
to the Prime Minister1s Telegram of 15th ' 

- September, 1921. 

(Reference ^aper No*C?-5511). 

THE RIGHT HON. D. LLOYD GEORGE., 

Sir, 16th September, 1921. 
I received your telegram last night. I am 

surprised that you do not see that if we on our side 
accepted the Conference on the basis of your letter of 
September 7th without making our position equally clear, 
Ireland's representatives would enter the Conference with 
their position misunderstood and the cause of Ireland's right 
irreparably prejudiced. Throughout the correspondence 
that has taken place you have defined your Government^ 
position. We have defined ours. If the positions were 
not so definitely opposed there would Indeed be no problem 
to discuss, It should be obvious that in a case like this 
if there is to be any result the negotiators must meet 
?/ithout prejudice and untrammelled by any conditions what
soever except those Imposed by the facts as they,know then... . 

(Signed) RAMON de VALERA.. 

2t Whitehall Gardens; S.W., 
16th September, 1921, 
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W E E K L Y S U R V E Y OF T H E S T A T E OF I R E L A N D . 

MEMORANDUM BY THE CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRELAND. 
I S U B M I  T for the consideration of the Cabinet my survey for the week ended 

the 12th September. 

GENERAL STATE OF THE COUNTRY. 
Observance of Truce. 

Although on the whole the country remains undisturbed the number of breaches 
of the truce shows an increase which is somewhat disquieting. The most serious cases 
occurred at Bandon, co. Cork, where on the 7th instant a soldier of the Essex Regiment 
was kidnapped; he succeeded in effecting his escape three days later. In the early 
morning of the 8th instant a sentry on duty outside the Police barracks was fired at 
by three men at close range. He was not hit, and returned the fire. A further 
incident of a serious "nature occurred at this place on the 9th instant, when for the 
second time two Constables of the Royal Irish Constabulary were kidnapped. In 
my survey for the week ended the 29th August, I dealt with the events which.led 
up to the kidnapping of two Constables on the 23rd August. These men 
subsequently escaped from Sinn Fein custody, and the later outrage on two other 
Constables is a sequel. The men are being released forthwith. Another case in 
which two Constables were kidnapped is reported from co. Roscommon. These 
men were seized while on leave in the Strokestown District on the 12th instant, and 
were rescued later on the same day by Royal Irish Constabulary. Three men who 
were guarding the Constables were" detained. 

An escort of the I.R.A. men arrived at Annaghs, Dundalk District, on the 
6th instant, in charge of the remains of a male civilian who is thought to have met 
his death in a disturbance which occurred outside Armagh after the meeting 
addressed by Michael Collins on the 4th instant. The relatives refused to give the 
Police any information, and declined to allow them to examine the body on the 
ground that the matter was in the hands of the I . R A  . Another sequel to this 
meeting was the wounding of two civilians who were returning home in motor cars;. 
neither case, however, is serious. I t appears that a Unionist crowd jeered and 
threw stones at the occupants of the cars, one of whom thereupon fired. The crowd 
replied, and in all about sixty shots were exchanged. Armagh was also the scene 
of an attempt to derail a train. This outrage took place on the 12th instant, but 
the attempt was unsuccessful, and no one was injured. 

Other breaches of the truce reported during the week include 20 illegal arrests 
of civilians. A raid on mails, a case of cattle-stealing, and one of malicious hay 
burning also appear to come into, this category. The removal of the Standard 
Weights and Measures from the Ballickmoyler Court House, Abbeyleix District, 
on the eve of a general test, must also be recorded as a deliberate act of Police 
obstruction. 

State of Belfast. 
No actual disturbances have occurred in Belfast during the week, but an 

atmosphere of unrest still prevails and a general feeling of nervousness is apparent 
in both parties. A notable development took place on the 9th instant, when a 
number of representative Unionists and Nationalists in the York Street district, 
the scene of recent rioting, met at the Police Barracks and agreed to use their 
influence towards the prevention of disorder. This agreement has probably not 
been without its influence, but to herald it as a n  " Unofficial Truce," as certain 
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newspapers did, is to exaggerate its usefulness. There is no doubt that party
feeling still runs dangerously high. 

Trials of Civilians by Court-Martial. 
One trial of a civilian by court-martial was reported during the week. The 

charge was attempting to escape from a place of internment, and a sentence of 
1 year's imprisonment with hard labour was inflicted. 

Internment Orders. 
The following statement shows the position as regards internments up to the 

10th instant. 

Total orders made .. ... ... ... 4,245 
Orders cancelled for reasons other than release 162 
Releases ordered ... ... ... ... 428 

590 

Number of persons now interned ... ... ... 3,655 

The number of appeals awaiting hearing is 29. 

STATE OF THE POLICE FORCES. 

The following figures show the present strength of the Irish Police Forces :— 

Royal Irish Constabulary. 
Regular Force. 

Strength on the 4th September, 1921 ...
Deaths during week ... ...
Retirements ... ... ...
Resignations ... ... ...
Dismissals or discharges ... ...

Total wastage
Recruits ... ... ...

Net decrease ... ... ...

Strength on the 11th September, 1921 ...

A uxiliary Division. 
Strength on the 4th September, 1921 ...

Resignations ... ... ...
Dismissals ... ... ...
Struck off (missing) ... ...
Discharged medically unfit... ...

Total wastage
Reinstatements ... ... ...

Net decrease ... ... ...

Strength on the 11th September, 1921 ...

Dublin Metropolitan

Strength on the 3rd September, 1921 ...
Retirements ... ... ...

 ...
 ...
 ...
 ...
 ...

 ...
 ...

 ...

 ...

 ...
 ...
 ...
 ...
 ...

 ...
 ...

 ...

 ...

 Police. 

 ...
 ...

Recruits (Ireland) ... . . .  . ....

Net increase ... ... ... ...

Strength on the 10th September, 1921 ... ...

 ... 14,062 
 Nil 

1 
9 

 13 

 23 
 Nil 

 23 23 

 ... 14,039 

 ... 1,449 
7 
1 
4 
1 

 13 
4 

9 9 

 ... 1,440 

 ... 1,133 
 Nil 

4 

4 4 

 ... 1,137 



PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN IRELAND. 

Though somewhat bewildered by the unexpected discussion between the Prime 
Minister and the Irish envoys on the 13th instant, the Nationalist press has shown 
unwillingness to give the incident a sinister significance, and the " Independent," 
which has been associated most intimately with Sinn Fein policy, has again laid 
stress on the fervent desire for peace and security. In this there is no doubt that 
it still expresses the feeling by which practically the whole country is animated. 
While, however, there is a general eagerness for an early conference of 
plenipotentiaries, there has been no manifestation of impatience nor any indication 
of the possibility of a moderate " cave " either in the inner circles of Sinn Fein or in 
the country. 

H . G. 
Irish Office, S.W. 1, September 16, 1921. 



STATEMENT showing Total Number of Serious Outrages from January 1, 1919, to 
July 30, 1921. 

Weekly Totals to Week ended September 10, 1921, and Totals at that date. 

Week ended— 

Totals from 

6,
19

21
. 

13
,1

92
1.

 

20
,1

92
1.

 

27
, 

19
21

. 

3,
19

21
. 

10
, 
19

21
. Totals 

to 
Sept. 10,. 

1921. 

Jan. J, 1919, 
to 

Nature of Outrage. 

July 30,1921. 

bb bb ba a. 0 i.- *\ M CO 

Courthouses destroyed 88 88 

E.I.O. vacated barracks destroyed 522 522 

B.I.C. vacated barracks damaged 121 . 121 

E.I.C. occupied barracks destroyed . . 25 - - 25 

E.I.C. occupied barracks damaged 267 267 

Eaids on mails 2,567 1 2,568 

Eaids on coastguard stations and light
houses .. . . . . . 97 97 

Eaids for arms .  . 3,220 3,220 

Eaids on offices of rate collectors and 
Petty Sessions clerks 122 122 

Policemen killed 405 405* 

Policemen wounded 682 ... . 683f 

Policemen fired at, &c. . . ., Not recorded l 2 * * 

Soldiers killed 150 150 

Soldiers wounded 345 345 

Soldiers fired at, &c. Not recorded -.  1 . . . 

Civilians killedj . . . . 196 1 197 

Civilians wounded 185 2 187 

Totals 8,992 1 l 7 8,997 

Arrests for outrages and political 
offences . . . . . . f 

* This figure includes six Special Constables, 
f This figure includes ten Special Constables. 
j These figures do not include casualties in Ulster riots during period June-September, 1920; 

twenty civilian deaths occurred in Londonderry riots and sixty-two in Belfast riots during that period. 

N.B.—The above particulars do not include outrages of a kind which are not now being committed, 
eg., 119 raids on revenue offices which occurred during months of April and May, 1920, and resulted in 
the destruction of many official documents and much other public property. Minor forms of outrages (e.g., intimidation, cattle-driving, &c.) are also not included. The Agreement for the cessation of hostilities came 
into force on the 11th July, 1921. 
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GENERAL. S U R V E Y OP THE W E E K . 
The Trades Union Congress concluded its annual session at Cardiff on Saturday, the 

10th inst. An account is given below of the more important proceedings during the last 
four days of the Congress. 

Taking the Conference as a whole, the two most notable debates perhaps were those 
on the question of armaments and on the central control of disputes. In both of these 
there was a real clash of reasoned opinion that was fought out in debate, instead of—as 
is so often the case—the Government, employers or some other dummy, being set up and 
shot at from all sides. The whole meeting, however, gave the impression that the 
importance of constructive thought is being more definitely realised : indirectly connected 
with this, the interest shown in matters connected with education was notable. The fate 
of the many resolutions, however, dealing with matters of domestic concern to the trade 
union movement, such as those regarding men in the railway workshops and the Triple 
Alliance, once more demonstrated the fact that Congress is not a body capable of settling 
difficult matters of dispute. 

No trade disputes of national importance are in progress at the moment, but there 
are indications that the last few days of the present month may be critical as regards the 
coal mining industry, the engineering and shipbuilding industries and the printing 
trades. 

Public attention is concentrated to a considerable degree upon the unemployment 
position and the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress is about to 
conduct a national Labour Campaign in support of the policy on this subject adopted by 
the Congress last week. The centre-point of the campaign will apparently be a demand 
for the immediate termination of the Parliamentary recess. The estimated total on the 
live register of all Employment Exchanges on the 9th September was 1,502,600, as 
compared with 1,527,500, the corresponding figure for the previous week. It is estimated 
that some 290,000 persons have exhausted their unemployment benefit rights, for the 
current benefit period, which ends on the 1st November. , 
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F E A T U R E S OP T H E W E E K . 
G e n e r a l T o p i c s . 

Oversea Settlement.—Details have now been published of the proceedings of a 
conference to consider the question of State-Aided Empire Settlement, held at the 
Colonial Office on the 29th and 31st January and the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd February, 1921, 
between - representatives of His Majesty's Government, and representatives of the 
Governments of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, and New Zealand. The object 
of the Conference was to formulate proposals for the settlement of this question for 
consideration at the conference of Prime Ministers and representatives of the United 
Kingdom, the Dominions and India, which was held in June, July and August, 1921. 
After considerable discussion certain proposals were submitted by Lt.-Col, Amery, M.P., 
as Chairman of the Oversea Settlement Committee, and were approved by the Conference. 

The following extracts from the minutes of the Conference indicate the scope of 
the proposals * :  — 

(1) His Majesty's Government to co-operate with the Oversea Governments in a 
comprehensive policy-of Empire land settlement and Empire directed migration extending 
over a period of years, and to this end to contribute up to a maximum of £2,000,000 
a year in any year. 

(2) His Majesty's Government to assign normally about half its total contribution, 
namely £1,000,000, to land settlement. In view, however, of its commitments in respect of the 
free passage scheme for ex-Service men and women and other kindred expenditure arising 
out of the special conditions of the post-war situation the amount available for land settle
ment for the financial years 1921-2 and 1922-3 will probably not exceed £750,000. 

(3) His Majesty's Government to assign the balance of its contribution to assisted 
passages, including, if necessary, outfit and landing money allowances. 

(4) If the dominion would prefer in lieu of a joint contribution to assist passages, some 
alternative scheme for the assistance of settlers generally or for land settlement, His Majesty's 
Government to consider the allocation to such scheme of the amount it would otherwise have 
contributed to assisted passages in respect of settlers proceeding to that dominion. 

(5) In view of the commitments of His Majesty's Government to its ex-Service men up 
to the end of 1922, and of the arrangements already made by other Governments for their own 
schemes of assisted passages, it is not contemplated that the general scheme for assisted 
passages referred to above should come into operation before the middle of 1922 or the 
beginning of 1923. 

The conference passed a resolution, recommending these proposals for consideration 
at the Conference of Prime Ministers of the Empire. 

A resolution was also adopted as follows :— 
^ " That it is desirable in order to emphasise the distinction between the movement of 

British subjects within the Empire and emigration to or immigration from foreign countries, 
that such expressions as "oversea settlement,' 'Empire settlement' or ' British settlement,' 
and ' oversea settlers ' or ' British settlers ' sh ould be used in conneotion with the movement 
of British subjects within the Empire in preference to ' emigration ' or ' immigration ' and 
' emigrants' or ' immigrants,' these latter expressions being confined to movements to and 
from countries outside the Empire." 

At the Conference of Prime Ministers and representatives of the United Kingdom, 
the Dominions, and India, these proposals and resolutions were considered by a special 
committee under the Chairmanship of the Secretary of State for the Colonies. The 
following resolutions were finally adopted by the conference :  — 

(1) The conference having satisfied itself that the proposals embodied in the report of 
the conference on State-Aided Empire Settlement are sound in principle, and that the several 
dominions are prepared, subject to parliamentary sanction and to the necessary financial 
arrangements being made to co-operate effectively with the United Kingdom for the 
development of schemes based on these proposals but adapted to the particular circumstances 
and conditions of each dominion, approves the aforesaid report. The South African 
representatives wish to make it clear that the limited field for white labour in South Africa 
will preclude co-operation by the Union Government on the lines contemplated by the other 
dominions. 

(2) The conference expresses the hope that the Government of the United Kingdom will 
at the earliest possible moment secure the necessary powers to enable it to carry out its part 
in any scheme of co-operation which may subsequently be agreed on, preferably in the form 
of an Act which will make clear that the policy of co-operation now adopted is intended to 
be permanent. 

(3) The conference recommends to the Governments of the several dominions that they 
shall consider how far the existing legislation on the subject of land settlement, soldier 
settlement, and immigration, may require any modification or expansion in order to secure 
effective co-operation, and should work out for discussion with the Government of the United 
Kingdom such proposals as may appear to them most practicable, and best suited to their 
interests and circumstances. 

* For the full text of the proposals and other resolutions and proceedings, see " Summary of 
Proceedings and Documents of the Conference of Prime Ministers and Representatives of the 
United Kingdom, the Dominions and India held in June, July and August, 1921." (Cmd. 1474.) 



Considerable prominence has been given during the last few days to a detailed scheme 
for settlements on the Crown Lands at present undeveloped in Australia, which has been 
put forward by Sir Joseph Carruthers, a former premier of New South Wales. It is 
proposed to place 1,000,000 farmers on farms within 20 or 25 years, and it is expected 
that most of the farmers will be drawn from the British Isles. To enable this proposal to 
be carried out it is suggested that a joint British and Australian fund of £30,000,000 
should be raised to be spent in the first six years, and that the construction of railways, 
roads and water conservation works should be put into operation at once, so that the land 
may be available for agriculturists at an early date. 

Unemployment.—In view of the abnormal amount of unemployment and the conse
quent distress prevailing at the present time, a Cabinet Committee on Unemployment was 
set up before the beginning of the Parliamentary recess, consisting of the following 
members : Sir Alfred Mond (Chairman), Sir Robert Home, Dr. Macnamara, Mr. Stanley 
Baldwin, Mr. Robert Munro, together with the Earl of Crawford (First Commissioner of 
Works), Mr. E. Hilton Young (Financial Secretary to the Treasury), and Mr. Arthur 
Neal (Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport). 

The Committee met on the 13th September and reviewed the whole position with 
regard to unemployment and considered reports by the Departments, including reports on 
special areas. Various proposals were examined as to methods of rendering financial 
assistance, in. districts where unemployment is specially severe, to local authorities who are 
prepared to undertake relief schemes upon work of public utility. The Scottish Parish 
Councils have been circularised by the Scottish Board of Health with a view to their 
making provision to meet distress on the lines in force in the case of Boards of Guardians 
in England and Wales. 

In connection with the increased scales of relief proposed by various Boards of 
Guardians which have been submitted to the Ministry of Health for sanction, a circular 
was issued on 8th September to Boards of Guardians throughout the country for their 
guidance in dealing with this question. The circular states that relief given under the 
poor laws should be sufficient for the purpose of relieving distress, but that the amount 
of relief so given should be calculated on a loMTer scale than the earnings of the independent 
workman who is maintaining himself by his labour. Relief should not be given without 
full investigation of the circumstances of each applicant, and, in the cases now in question, 
the greater portion of relief should be given in kind. The attention of the Guardians is 
also drawn to the regulations allowing the granting of relief by way of loan, and the 
Ministry considers it desirable, wherever practicable, that this course should be adopted. 
The Ministry" of Health has also arrived at the decision that the scale of relief 
suggested by the Islington Guardians of £'6 IBs. 6d. a week, for a man, his wife and six 
children, cannot receive sanction, and the Guardians have therefore reverted to the old 
scale, while promising that the matter shall be further discussed. This has caused con
siderable discontent among the unemployed in the borough, and several deputations have 
waited on the Guardians. 

Deputations and demonstrations of unemployed demanding work or adequate 
maintenance are reported from all parts of the country, and breaches of the peace arising 
therefrom are reported to have taken place in several centres, the most serious being at 
Dundee, Bristol and Liverpool. At Bethnal Green, a meeting of representatives of 
London boroughs passed various resolutions which were sent to the Prime Minister with 
a request that he would receive a deputation from the meeting, and that Parliament should 
be convened at once for the purpose of dealing with the problem. 

A manifesto dealing with the question has been. issued by the executive committee 
of the London Labour Party to all Labour Mayors, party leaders, party whips, and 
secretaries of affiliated local trades councils and borough and divisional labour parties, 
which insists that the problem of unemployment is a national one, and that the 
Goverment should be compelled to " cease its policy of shifting national burdens on to 
the shoulders of working and lower middle-class ratepayers in the poorer areas " ; and it 
demands that the unemployed shall receive proper assistance out of national funds, and 
that machinery shall be set up to deal with the problem on the lines of the Labour Party's 
Prevention of Unemployment Bill. The National Administrative Council of Unemployed 
Organisations has decided that all local Unemployed ^ Committees shall, during the week 
October 10-16th, hold factory meetings and on 16th October organise mass demonstrations 
and arrange for deputations to wait on local authorities, while the Council itself will 
interview various Government officials. 
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It is reported that, at the national conference of the Amalgamated Engineering 
Union held on 2nd September a l-esolution was proposed that the Executive Council 
should take a ballot vote on the levying of Is. 6d. per Aveek in order to give additional 
benefits to those members who are unemployed, but the resolution was defeated. At the 
end of August there were 89,290 unemployed members of the union, representing a 
decrease of 13,572 from the previous month. The total membership was 438,844, 
showing a decrease of 5,136 from the previous month's figure. 

Corn Production Acts (Repeal) Act, 1921.—At a meeting, held on 24th August, of the 
Council of the National Farmers' Unionj a resolution Avas adopted protesting against the 
action of the Government in placing this Act upon the Statute book ; but expressing the 
opinion that the best interests of the industry would be served by an endeavour to ensure 
the successful working of the local voluntary conciliation committees set up under the 
Act, by co-operation with representatives of the employees. The Council also urged the 
members of the District Wages Committees appointed by the Union to accept the invita
tion extended to them by the Minister of Agriculture to become members of conciliation 
committees, and to take immediate steps to have such committees recognised. 

Safe-guarding of Industries Act, 1921.—At a meeting of the executive committee 
of the National Joint Industrial Council of the Glass Industry, it was unanimously 
decided that representations should be made to the Board of Trade that, on any matter 
affecting the industry in connection with this Act, the Joint Industrial Council for the 
Industry should be the means of communication with the GoArernment. This decision 
was arrived at as a result of the discussion concerning the action of the members of the 
flint glass section of the industry, who haÂ e already approached the Board of Trade to 
find out what can be done on their behalf under the Act. 

It was also decided that the various Associations connected with the Industry should 
be asked to collect and collate all possible information which might be required by the 
Board of Trade under Section 2 of the Act. -

I n d u s t r i a l O r g a n i s a t i o n s . 

Forthcoming Conferences.—Several conferences of interest will be held in the near 
future. 

The annual meeting of the Labour Research Department takes place on 1st October 
and will consider a recommendation that the work of the Department shah be revised in 
order to avoid oA^erlapping with the new Joint Department of Research and Information 
to be set up by the Labour Party and the Trades Union Congress. It is expected that 
the affiiliation of trade unions to the Department will cease. 

The National Federation of Professional, Technical, Administrative and Supervisory 
Workers will meet on 17th September to determine upon the form of a questionnaire to be 
put before members of, and candidates for, Parliament and Municipal bodies. The 
meeting will consider the formation of a Standing Joint Committee to give effect to the 
'Adews of the grades of workers covered by the Federation, it being considered that they 
represent a distinct third party in industry, coming between the shareholders and the 
manual workers. 

A Delegate Conference of those unions affiliated to the N.T.W.F. which are to be 
amalgamated to form the Transport and General Workers' Union will be held from 
20tb-22nd September, further to consider the proposed constitution of the new union. 

Other Conferences to be held include that of the National Union of Pottery Workers 
on 17th September, the National Federation of Class Teachers on 22nd-24th September 
and the National Council of Women 27th-29th September. 

National Union of Shop Assistants, Warehousemen and Clerks.-A conference of 
delegates of the above Union was held in London on 11th September with the object of 
discussing the position of members under the Grocery Trade Board. 

A resolution was passed welcoming the establishment of a trade board but expressing 
disappointment at the delay of the Minister of Labour in confirming rates fixed by the 
Board. In addition the l-esolution regretted the reAdsions made by the Board when 
considering the objections to the rates originally fixed and considered that the last rates 
were quite inadequate. The resolution also pressed on the Board the urgent necessity of 
fixing rates for the higher grades of workers as quickly as possible. ' 



National Union of Railway men.—A Conference of the National Carriage and Wagon 
Grades Movement was held in London on the 9th and 10th September. The delegates 
present numbered 120 and a material strengthening of the movement was reported. The 
attack made by the Trade Union Congress on the cost of living index numbers was 
approved and it was decided to ask the N.U.R. to call a Conference to review the position 
of the grades represented in the movement. 

Trades Union Congress.—The Trades Union Congress continued its proceedings on 
Wednesday, 7th September, when Mr. J. R. Clynes, M.P., introduced a resolution 
demanding specific representation of labour on the Council of the League of Nations ; 
and instructing the General Council to take steps to secure popular support for this 
policy, and to obtain the united aid of national and international labour in support of a 
League of Nations fully representative of the people, recognising the rights of all 
nations without regard to influence or power. The resolution was carried unanimously. 

A delegation was received from the Belfast Expelled Workers' Committee, and 
Congress instructed the General Council to take all steps necessary to safeguard the 
interests of trade unionists denied the right to work in the Belfast area. 

On the following day the chief resolution of interest was one welcoming the decision 
of the United States to call an International Conference on the question of disarmament, 
and claiming the right of labour to appoint representatives to that Conference. In the 
course of the debate Mr. Smillie drew attention to the possibility of an international 
miners' strike in' the event of another war. No decision was reached on the differences 
between the National Union of Railwaymen and the Amalgamated Engineering Union, 
the debate being closed at an early stage by the passing of the previous question. The 
General Council was instructed to -report to Congress on the question of fixing a minimum 
wage for all workers, and a resolution was approved protesting against the attack made 
on the wages of lower paid workers and calling on the Government to set up Trade 
Boards in all industries where the workers demanded protection. 

The remainder of Thursday's session was devoted to the addresses of the fraternal 
delegates. 

On Friday considerable time was devoted to a discussion of the famine in Russia 
and a resolution was passed expressing the sympathy of Congress with the Russian people 
and authorising the General Council to start a fund for the purpose of affording financial 
relief. The General Council was empowered to use the whole power of organised British 
labour for the purpose of inducing the Government to furnish the necessary medical 
supplies, means of transport, raw materials and money credits and the British Government 
was urged to recognise the Russian Government in order to make these measures possible. 

An important resolution dealing with the conduct of industrial disputes was moved 
on behalf of the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation. It pointed out the need for pro
viding adequate machinery whereby, in the event of any industrial dispute being likely to 
lead to a stoppage of work which would involve directly or indirectly large bodies of 
workers, suitable intervention might be brought to bear in order either to obtain an 
equitable settlement of the dispute without a stoppage of work, or, failing such a seftle
ment to provide that the machinery and resources of the movement should be so applied 
as to secure a successful issue. The resolution was opposed by the Miners Federation 
and the National Union of Railwaymen and was defeated on a card vote by 
5,628,000 votes to 981,000. Discussion on the resolution served however to indicate the 
presence of a growing body of feeling in favour of exercising stricter control over the 
strike weapon. Further resolutions carried demanded a 48 hour week for seamen and 
that procedure on the Hours of Employment Bill should be completed. The action of the 
Government in restricting its commitments on housing was deplored, and the scheme 
proposed by the trade union Education Enquiry Committee* for the provision of educa
tional facilities for adult workers was approved. 

The proposal of the Parliamentary Committee for a full-time paid chairman was 
withdrawn as it became evident in the course of a long discussion that the appointment 
had not the support of the meeting, and the election of members of the Council was 
declared void owing to a misunderstanding on the method of taking the ballot. The 
General Council- was therefore not constituted, and a fresh vote of the Unions is 
to be taken. 

* See this Report, Vol. IV . No. 10. 3rd September, p. 95. 



Apart from fairly strong indications of policy with regard to unemployment and to 
foreign affairs, the Congress did not succeed in throwing light on many outstanding 
problems. It showed, a marked inclination to avoid contentious issues and referred most 
of its resolutions to the General Council with very little indication of how their objects 
were to be attained. There has been in the past a tendency to regard resolutions of the 
Trade Union Congress merely as expressions of opinion ; the proceedings of this Congress 
would appear to indicate that in future the truth of this criticism will depend to a very 
great extent upon the degree of activity shown by the General Council. 

N E G O T I A T I O N S A N D D I S P U T E S . 

Demands and Negotiations. 
Plumbers (West Biding).—A reduction in wages of l^d. per hour proposed by the 

West Riding Federation of Master Plumbers has been put into operation by the employers, 
notwithstanding the fact that at a conference on loth August, between representatives of 
the Master Plumbers' Federation and the Operative Plumbers' Society, no- agreement was 
reached.. Resentment against this action is felt by the men, but it is stated that the Area 
Committee, although authorised by the Executive to call a strike in the event of their 
deciding against the reduction, are not prepared to act on this authority. It is probable 
that the reduced rates will be accepted by the Area Committee at their meeting next week. 

Engineering and Shipbuilding Workers (National).—It is anticipated that the 
question of the withdrawal of the 12J per cent, and per cent, bonuses will be the 
subject of joint conferences of employers and employees in each 01 these industries, to be 
held in London in the near future. 

As regards the shipbuilding industry, the conference will be the one proposed by 
the Shipbuilding Employers' Federation on their withdrawal of their notice to the 
Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades to discontinue the payment of these 
bonuses as from the 1st September.* This conference is to be held on the 23rd September. 
The conference to deal with the engineering industry will be the conference provided for 
in the agreement of July last, under which the advances granted in 1920 by Award 180' 
of the Industrial Court were withdrawn. The date of this second conference is not yet 
known. 

A delegate meeting of the Amalgamated Engineering Union was held at York on 
the 2nd instant to determine the policy to be pursued by the union in the negotiations. 
It was decided to put forward as a basis of discussion the principle that no reduction 
should take place unless justified by a proportionate decrease in the cost of living. 

The Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades have invited the 
Amalgamated Engineering Union, the Foundry Workers, the Foundry Trades' Federation 
and the General Workers' Federation to a preliminary conference next Tuesday, the 
20th instant. 

Railway Wagon Workers (Midlands).—The employers in the Railway Wagon 
Building and Repairing trades have notified the Joint Committee of Engineering Trade 
Unions, Birmingham, of their intention to deduct the 12^ per cent, and 7g- per cent, 
bonuses on and after 12th September. The Joint Committee has requested a conference 
to discuss the matter. 

Cotton Operatives (Oldham).—A dispute is threatened between the Anchor Spinning 
Mill Company and their employees. A change from the production of coarse to medium 
counts necessitated an adaptation of certain machinery and the consequent temporary 
displacement of a number of operatives. The stoppage of their pay led to the tendering 
on their behalf of a week's notice by the Oldham Card and Blowing Room Association. 

The action of the Union has been brought to the notice of the Federation of Master 
Cotton Spinners' Associations, and the General Committee of the Federation have 
summoned a meeting of members at which they will submit a resolution pledging the 
members to take any action which the General Committee may recommend, " if the 
operatives at the Anchor Spinning Mill Company do not return to work." 

Printers (National).—It has been agreed between the Federation of Master Printers, 
and the Printing and Kindred Trades Federation that the employers shall suspend the 
posting of notices referred to in last week's Report, in order that the unions concerned 
may take a ballot of their members. The ballot, which is to be concluded by 27th 
September, will be upon a proposed initial reduction of 5s. a week to take effect on the 

* See this Report, Vol. IV, No. 9, 27th August, 1921, p. 80. 



Negotiations and Disputes—continued, 

pay-day of the week ending 1st October.. In the event of the acceptance of these terras, 
the second reduction of 2s. 6d. per week will take effect on the pay-day of the week ending 
7th January, 1922. 

Leatherworkers (National).—Negotiations for wage reductions have been in progress 
between the Leather Producers' Association, the National Leather Trades Federation, and 
the National Federation of General Workers. The employers' proposals embodied a 
reduction of Id. per hour as from 1st August, and a further Id. per hour as from 1st 
September. The first reduction was accepted by the unions, but a ballot taken on the 
second showed a large majority against acceptance. The Joint Committee of the 
Federations, however, recommend that the workers should accept the second reduction, 
and it is probable that their recommendation will be adopted. 

Strikes and Lockouts. 
Tramwaymen (Saljord).—As a result of the mass meeting held on the 10th instant, 

tramway workers employed by the Salford Corporation ceased work*on Sunday night in 
support of their contention that certain tramway inspectors should continue their member
ship of the United Vehicle Workers Union. An attempt by the Mayor of Salford to bring 
about a settlement has been unsuccessful. 

Settlements and Agreements. 
Building Trade Operatives (Peterhead District).—A strike of building trade 

operatives was settled as the result of a conference on the 6th instant between 
representatives of the Peterhead Master Builders' Association and the Building and 
Monumental Workers' Association, Scotland.-

A rate of Is. 10c?. per hour was agreed upon to operate from 7th September, until 
1st February, 1922, when the building trade industry in the district' will be grouped 
under the National Agreement. 

Electrical Engineering Workers (National).—The ballot of the Electrical TradesUnion 
on the proposed agreement to regulate wages according to a sliding scale based on the 
" Labour Gazette " index number, has resulted in a majority favourable to accepting the 
agreement. A joint committee will meet this month to make the first adjustments. 

Railwaymen (Ireland).—The award of the chairman of the Irish Railways 
Arbitration Tribunal* was issued on the 12th instant. The award approves the adoption 
of the principles of standardisation in the settlement of wages and conditions of service 
on the Irish Railways, subject to a classification of the various railway groups, or sections 
of railways, with a view to securing, as far as practicable, uniform rates of wages and 
conditions on all railway-groups or sections in the same class. The reasonableness of 
maintaining an eight-hour working day in some grades of Irish railway service is 
recognised, but the universal application of an eight-hour working-day is decided against 
as being inconsistent with the solvency of certain of the railways, and so rendering im
possible their restoration to that state of efficiency which subsisted prior to the period of 
Government control. 

Dissatisfaction with the terms of the award has been expressed by the men. A 
meeting between representatives of the companies and of the unions to consider the terms 
of the award will be arranged as soon as possible. 

Chemical Workers (Pontardawe).—A dispute that threatened to arrest the application 
of the national settlementf to the chemical industry throughout South Wales arose in the 
works of Messrs. L. G. Lewis & Co. through the employees action in withholding wages 
from men who had left work without notice, and in issuing summonses against them for 
breach of contract. The firm having now withdrawn their summonses, and the men 
having promised not to leave again without notice, work has been resumed on the terms 
of the national settlement. 

Brewery Workers (Sheffield) The following reductions in the wages of Sheffield 
Brewery workers have been agreed upon :—inside and outside male workers 5s. per 
week on 8th October, and 2s. per week on 11th November ; women workers, 3s. per week 
on 8th October but no reduction in November. 

Yorkshire brewery workers generally will lose 4s. per week in September, 2s. per 
week in November and Is. per week in December. 

* See this Report, Vol. IV, No. 11,10th September, 1921, p. 104. 
t See this Report Vol. IV, No. 10, 3rd September, 1921. p. 99. 



S T A T I S T I C A L A P P E N D I X . 

Employment Exchanges. 
The Unemployment Position.—On the 2nd September, in the United Kingdom 1,562,443 

unemployment books under the Unemployment Insurance Acts, remained lodged for 
workers totally unemployed, of which 1,244,551 were lodged by males and 317,892 by 
females. At the same date, 402,598 unemployment books remained lodged for workers 
on short time, of which 214,107 were lodged by males and 188,491 by females. 

These figures show a decrease on the previous week of 40,927 totally unemployed 
and 5,051 working short time. 

The following table shows the work of the Exchanges in respect of registrations, 
vacancies and placings during the week ending the 2nd September :— 

Men. Women. Boys. Girls. Total; 

1 
* 

Registrations— 
On.live register at beginning of week
Fresh applications 
On live register at end of week 

Vacancies— 

... 1,190,390 
94,327 

1,162,001,162,0077 

274,981 
28,640 

261,79261,7922 

60,681 
7,575 

59,076 

46,740 
6,682 

45,1945,1922 

1,572,792 
137,224 

1,528,061,528,0677 

Carried forward at beginning of week
Fresh notifications 
Carried forward at end of week 

... 4,514 
7,620 
4,535 

14,387 
6,467 

13,617 

677 
1,120 
. 658 

1,542 
1,798 
1,529 

21,120 
17,005 
20,339 

Placings 8,048 4,177 1,038 1,336  14,599 

Appointments and Training. 
Appointments.—During the week ending the 2nd September, the Appointments Depart

ment placed 212 candidates, bringing the total number of candidates known to have been, 
placed to 58,857. Of these, 7,499 have been placed through the agency of the department^ 
Interviewing Boards. Applications were registered from 611 ex-Service men and 16 
civilians. The number of candidates available for appointments on the 19th August was 
13,170 ex-Service men and 1,394 civilians. At the same date, 599 " live " vacancies 
were at the disposal of the department, 291 having been registered during the week. 

Training of Disabled and Other Ex-Service Men.—On the 6th September 22,673 
men were in training as against 22,964 on the 26th July. There were 20,824 men 
awaiting training, the corresponding total for the 26th July being 17,542. The number 
of men whose training had been completed since the 1st August, 1919, was 39,210, the 
total for the 26th July being 36,653. 

Apprenticeships Interrupted by Service.—Up to the 6th September agreements have 
been received at headquarters in respect of 46,638 apprentices, under the 41 schemes 
approved. Grants had been sanctioned in respect of 44,470 apprentices, employed by 
17,710 employers. The total number of agreements lapsed on expiration of the 
appropriate period of training, or by mutual agreement between the parties, is now 
30,743. 

Priated by His Majesty's Stationery Office Press,
11-17, Hare Street, E.2. 
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IRELAND. 
3TER'S INTERVIEW WITH IRISH PRIME MIHISI 

REPRESENTATIVES, FLOWERMEE HOUSE, GAIRLOOH 
SEPTEMBER 13th, 1921 

PRESENT: 
BRITISH IRISH 

THE PRIME MINISTER. MR. McGEATH 
MR. BOLAHD 

SIR EDWARD GRIGG 

Mr McGrath and Mr Boland arrived about 5.15 and delivered a 
letter from Mr de Valera which was immediately opened and read by 
the Prime Minister. The letter was as follows 

"Sir, We have no hesitation in declaring our willingness 
'to enter a conference to ascertain how the association of 
Ireland with the community of nations known as the British 
Empire can best be reoonciled with Irish national aspirations'. 
Our readiness to contemplate such an association was indicat
ed in our letter of August 10th. We have accordingly summcn
ed Bail Bireann that we may submit to it for ratification the 
names of the representatives it is our intention to propose. 
We hope that these representatives will find it possible to 
be at Inverness on the date you suggest, September 20th. 

In this final note we deem it our duty to reaffirm that 
our position is and can only be as we have defined it through 
out this correspondence. Our nation has formally declared 
its independence and recognises itself as a sovereign State. 
It is only as the representatives of that State and as its 
chosen guardians that we have any authority or powers to act 
on behalf of our people. 

As regards the principle of 1 government by consent of the 
governed", in the very nature of things it must be the basis 
of any agreement that will achieve the purpose we have at 
heart, that is, the final reconciliation of our nation with 
yours. We have suggested no interpretation of that principle 
save its every-day interpretation, the sense, for example, in 
which it was understood by the plain men and women of the 
world when on January 5th, 1918, you said: 

*....The settlement of the new Europe must be based on 
such grounds of reason and justice as will give 3omo promise 
of stability. Therefore it is that we feel that government 
with the consent of the governed must be the basis of any 

vterritorial settlement in this war.
These words are the true answer to the criticism of our 

position which your last letter puts forward. The principle 
was understood then to mean the right of nations that had been 
annexed to empires against their will to free themselves from 
the grappling hook. That is the sense in v/hich we understand 
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it. In reality it is your Government, when it seeks to 
rend our ancient nation and to partition its territory, 
that would give t o the prinoipldan interpretation that 
1would undermine the fabric of every democratic state and 
drive the civilised world back Into tribalism1. 

I am, Sir, 
Faithfully yours, 

Eamon de Valera." 
THE PBIME MIKiaEER, after reading it, said at once that the 

second paragraph made it impossible for him to hold the suggest
-

ed conference at Inverness nest week. He explained that he had 
aone his very utmost to make it possible for Mr de Valera to 
come, but it was absolutely out of the question that he should 
consent to moet Mr de Valera and his colleagues in conference 
as the representatives of a foreign power like Prance or 
Germany. Even if he were willing to do it himself - whioh he was 
not - his action would not be tolerated by the country. There 
was no British statesman of whatever party who could enter 
a conference with leaders of Sinn fein on such terms. He had 
no objection to any part of the letter except the second para
graph, although, of course, he did not agree with the argument 
regarding "government by consent of the governed." He.did not 
in the least mind the quotation from his own speech of January 
1918. It was a good controversial score, and - he repeated 
he did. not mind it in the very least, but the second paragraph 
was different; he could not express his objection to it too 
strongly. It made it impossible for him to hold the caference. 
Why had Mr de Valera put that paragraph in? 

MR. McGBATH said that Mr de Valera had had great difficulties 
with his own people, and that it was o&ly by inserting language 
of this kind that he would probably be able to get the support 
of all his followers. He begged the prime minister to remember? 
Mr de Valerars difficulties- which were very considerable. 

THE PRIME MJIISTBB replied that he had always shewn the 
greatest consideration for Mr de Valera1 s difficulties. He under
stoodyfchem perfectly, and he would never have gone to the lengths 
which he had in order to meet him unless he had appreciated to 
the full the obstacles which Mr de Valcra had to overcome. It 
was, however, absolutely impossible to go any further than he 



f&rious. 
Association' in order to help Mr de Yalera to accepts-their irrvl^ 
ation. He refused all help and went out of his way to* 
position whioh helenew^ould. never Toe accepted by any British 
Government-and -which he had-already aasertod in all previous 
o ommunic ati ons. 

MB BOLAJKD interjected that Mr de Valera had done his best to 
overcome his difficulties. 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked what he had done. So far every 
single, concession had been made by the British Government and not 
a single concession had been made on the side of the Irish. He 
had very great experience of conference and negotiation, with many 
different nations, arJSfche had never met representatives of any 
nation who were so difficult to deal with as Mr de Valera and his 
colleagues. Their idea of negotiation appeared to he that the 
other side should make all the concessions and that they should, 
simply adhere tp thelx-orlglnal-position. Thai; was not the way to 
do business. It wculd lead them to ruin. The tragedy of Ireland.' 
at present was that there was not a single -man of experience .among 
the Sinn Pein leaders. They might-be-very clever men, but thi^ 
had absolutely TIA -experience. If they had any glimmer of exper
ience they would have known that he (the Prime Minister) had done 
his utmost, and that to reitorate this.... claim to sovereignty must 
make- -conferenoe-impossible. 

MR MoGRATH "asked whether Mr Lloyd Gearge could not overlook 
this paragraph until they got into the conference. He said it was 
very easy to settle things-̂ -acro-ss a. table but very hard to make 
"concessions beforehand on paper. He begged the Prime Minister to 
let the oonfererce meet and to overlook the second paragraph in 
the letter. 

THE PRIME MINISTER replied that he would not do so if he 
could, and he could not do so if he would. It shewed their utter 
lack of experience that they should come to him with such a 
suggestion. They seemed to think that they were the only people 



In ih^mirt^^rl-fcn-0tilfttxa^d^ea4jp^s and great difflenities. Ho 
begged them to understand that the strong feelings and the 
difficulties were not all on their side. 

The people of Great Britain 
had shewn-wonderful forbearance and great generosity* but their 
temper was being very sorely tried, and he had received many 
telegrams ana letters to shew that feeling was rising very strong
ly against any further1 discussion of tho extreme demands of Sinn 
Fein. He was not in the least surprised at this — in spite of 
his desire for a settlement, which had made him, go all this length 
to meet Mr de Valera, he found it very hard to preserve a remnant 
of patience with Mr do Yalera's proceedings. 

0*he Prime Minister then withdrew to consider his course of 
action, asking the Irish representatives to wait for his answer. 

He returned in five minutes and said that he could only 
repeat - if possible even more strongly - what he had already 
said. He would not meet Mr de Valera as the representative of a 
foreign power. He felt that there was not a single man with 
experience amongst them at the Mansion House, and that they, had, 
by this letter, made the conference absolutely impossible. 

MS McG-RATH asked if this was absolutely final. 
TH3 PRIME MI2TIST2R replied that it was. Ho could only make 

two suggestions. On the one hand, if they liked, he would givo 
them back: the letter and treat itvae "if he had never received it; 
'they, in the meanwhile, communicating his observations on it to 
Dublin; or else, if they preferred it, he would keep the letter 
but would not publish the fact that he had received it, and would 
allow them time in Dublin to think better of it. He was perfect
ly Beady for either of these courses-, but they must understand 
that if Mr do Valora persisted in the attitude shewn by the 
second paragraph of the letter that conference would be absolutely 
impossible. 

The Irish delegates asked time to consider these twe 
alternatives, and were left to themselves to do so. After an 
interval of about 5 minutes they explained that they preferred the 



sWnad-A2rtwnatiYe. They would return to Dublin Immediately 
in order to tell Mr do Valera what the Prime Minister had said 
to them, and undertook to oommujaioate again on Friday or Saturday. 
They asked whether they should send counters again to delivor tbo 

-

answer, or whether they might oommunicate it through Mr Cope 
by telegraph, 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that they might communicate it to Mr 
Ctpe, who would be instructed to hand it te the Viceroy to be 
forwarded by telegraph Immediately. Ho again repeated that they 
must understand themselves, and make it perfectly clear to Mr de 
Valera, that the conference would not be held unless he eliminated 
the second paragraph of his letter. Assuming that, and provided 
he received their reply by Friday, he would be prepared to meet 
them in conference, as *riginally suggested, at Invornoas tn Tuesday 
the 20th, If their reply was not received till Sattirday he would 
prefer that the conference should not meet at Inverness till 
Thursday the 2Snd. They agreed to this, and asked the Prime 
Minister to assist them In getting the necessary accommodation. 
He replied that he would do so and enquired how many delegates 
they would send. They said probably five. They then asked what 
the Prime Minister would tell the Press. By the Prime Ministers 
instructions- the following communique was drafted and accepted by 
them;

"Mr MoGrath and Mr Boland had an interview with Mr 
Lloyd Geerge *his afternton, and discussed some points in 
reference to the Conference suggested in the Britieh 
Governments last oommunioation. They are returning to 
Dublin with Mr Xltyd George's views for further consideration." 
THE PRIME MINISTER said he would mako no conmunieatien what

ever of having received a letter, and understood that they would 
do the same. They said they would be very careful that no mention 
of the delivery of a letter was made nn their side. 

* 

The Irish representatives then withdrew, the prime Minister 
repeating tksLk as they left that he wished them to report every
thing that he had said most carefully and completely to 
Mr de Valera. 

-



It was noticeable throughout the interview that both 
Irish -representatives were anxious for a oonferenoe. They 
almost begged the Prime Minister to overlook their phrases and 
to let them meet him round a treble in spite of them. They 
shewed no resentment whatever at the very strong observations 
which he Aaude, and they gave the Impression that they, at any 
rate, would do their utmost to secure the elimination of the 
second paragraph from the letter^ It must, however^ in justice 
to them be u&de perfectly clear that they said more than once 
that they had no authority to discuss or interpret the letter, 
and were merely acting as couriers. 

Gairloch 
September 13th 1921 
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THE UNEMPLOYMENT PROBLEM. 
MEMORANDUM BY THE MINISTER OP LABOUR. 

RET 
The Cabinet will remember that on August 12th 

y / . - - i " 

I oiroulated a paper balling attention to the situation whioh 
would immediately arise as the result of the exhaustion of 
Unemployment Benefit between that time and November 3rd (when 
the new provision of benefit cornea into operation), and to the 
situation which would confront us during the winter. 

As regards the immediate situation things have 
eventuated precisely as I forecasted; and as the Cabinet is 
aware, the Communists have done their best to exploit the fact 
that numbers of persons - about 380,000 at present and it will 
be not leas than 500,000 before the new benefit commences 
have for the time-being nothing to subsist upon, so far as 
this emergenoy is concerned, it is in the hands of the Cabinet 
Unemployment Committee with, as I understand, full powers to do 
whatever is possible and necessary. 

No doubt also the Cabinet Unemployment Committee will 
devote its attention to the position in the coming winter. But 
I should be wanting in my duty if I did not onoe more state to 
the Cabinet itself the position with whioh we shall be confronted. 

We shall have to carry through the winter at least 
a million persons unemployed - probably a million and a quarter. 
The Unemployment Benefit will be 15/- for men; 12/- for 
women. It was that figure last winter. But there is this 
vital difference. Last winter that figure was substantially 
augmented from Trade Union Out-of-work - Funds; from Local 
Guardians Relief; and from other sources. Tho continued 
depression has made such demands upon those additional 
souroes of assistance that whilst 15/- Unemployment Benefit 

/was 



waB only a part of the means of subsistence for a good many 
people last winter, it will "be thelr only ^ income  this winter. m

As regards the possibility of a Trade revival, I 
regret to say that the latest reports received from the 
Provincial Officers of my Ministry make it dear that there is 
little improvement in industry to record. In certain areas, 
indeed., tho tendency is rather in the opposite direction, the 
Live Registers of the unemployed showing increases, and there 
are signs of further short-time being worked in certain industries. 
(I append a short summary of the reports to me). 

Now I am very ful"1 y conscious of the gravely embarrassed 
state of the Nation"s finances. I may take some credit for 
having given practical recognition to that in the endeavour to 
deal with the unemployment problem through the Insurance Act, 
rather than by way of direot Treasury grant in the form of 
Out-of-work Donation. As a matter of fact, from the Armistioe to 
the 31st March this year the Treasury had to make - under the 
policy then in existence - direct grants to the unemployed to 
the extent of 62 millions. By utilising the Unemployment 
Insuranoe Fund and assisting the unemployed out of the contribu
tions to the Insurance Act of their own comrades and of the 
employers since 8th November laat - though the volume of 
unemployment which I have had to face has been Inconceivably greater 
than anytning recorded duriiig the Out-of-work Donation period 
the direct Treasury contributions have not boon more than IS 
millions (S millions-to tae Lord St. Davids' Committee, and 
about 10 millions the State's contribution to the Unemployment 
Insuranoe Act - a considerable part of the latter accumulated 
prior to last November), There is in addition, of course, the 
amount millions to September 2nd) advanced by the Treasury 
since the exhaustion of the Unemployment Fund; but this should 
be repaid from the contributions of 3mployor3, Employed, and 

. " ./the 



the state as and when the Fund becomes solvent. 
But hopelessly embarrassed though our finances may be, 

the situation is one which has got to be faced if grave civil 
disorder is to be avoided. The Communists have, I think, failed 
this time Just as they failed in oonneotion with the dispute in 
the Mining Industry. But the winter will give them an opportunity 
the like of whioh they have not yet had. I imagine the Cabinet 
Unemployment Committee will endeavour to deal with the winter 
problem on a scale far larger than anything upon which it is now 
engaged - a soale whioh, as I think, must include far larger 
sohemeB of emergency work, Reclamation Work, Afforestation, 
Light Railway Construction, Harbour Works, and so on. But I 
consider it to be my duty to trouble the Cabinet onoe more with 
the prospect that lies before us. And I imagine the members of 
the Cabinet Unemployment Committee would be assisted rather than 
otherwise if the whole problem of the winter could be discussed 
by the Cahinet itself at the earliest possible date. 

(Sgd) T.J. MACWAMARA. 

Ministry of Labour. 
17/9/1921. 



APPENDIX. 
Opal Mining. A further depression is reported, particularly 
from the Auckland area in Durham, and also from some of the 
collieries on. the Tynaside. . In Lanarkshire the miners are only 
employed 3 to Zj? days a week. In South Wales the rate of 
absorption is still very low. 
Ironiand,Steel^Industry. A slight improvement is reported in the 
Middlesbrough area,, two more furnaces having been put into 
operation. At Workington three more Siemens furnaces have been 
put Into operation and an additional blast furnace has been lighted. 
In this case the men are working half shifts in order to give 
more men employment than if the men were working full time. 
In Coafbridge about two-thirds of the men normally employed are 
now engaged. At Wellin^boro' furnacemen are preparing for the 
re-opening of works. 

Iron Ore Mining. At Cleator Moor two-tnirds of the miners 
have already exhausted their unemployment benefit, and there 
appears to he no immediate prospect of the mines reopening. 
Little additional employment is reoorded in the Cleveland area. 
In this case also the bulk of the workmen have exhausted their 
unemployment benefit. 
Shlubuilding. On the Tyne and Weir shipbuilding is In an 
extremely depressed condition. On the Clyde the bulk of tho 
firms are simply completing work which it is anticipated will 
only last a short time. A few firms appear to have anough 
work in hand to last until the end of the present year. 
Textiles. As regards the cotton areas, at Blackburn employment 
shows a downward -tendency. At Nelson and Chorley the holiday 
has boen extended. As regards the woollen industry, at 
Barasley, Halifax, and HuddersfieId there is no improvement. 
A slight improvement in the silk lace trade at Long Saton Is 
reported, but the anticipated improvement at Nottingham has not 

/taken 



taken place. The linen industry is Sootland, however, shows 
brighter prospects. 
General Engineering. Reports from all areas show that firms 
are either closing down or working short-time, the number of 
men employed being far below the normal. 
Boot and Shoe ̂Industry. A slight improvement is reported 
from Norwich and Wellingboro1. The position in Leicestor is 
much the same. 
Building Industry. In the London area it is reported that 
the number of painters now out of work la muoh larger than is 
normally expeoted in September; generally the registers do 
not increase until the end of Ootober. 
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SECRET. C A B I N E T . j *XP 
C sP * 3J31S * 

I R E L A N D . 

THE PRIME MINISTER'S REPLY DATED SEPTEMBER 17th. 1921. 

(Reference - Paper N0.C.P. 3312.) 

Gairloch, 
September 17th, 1921. 

Sir, 
I have received the oommuriication whioh you telegraphed to 

me last night * ,-. 
It is idle to say that a conference inwhloh we had already 

met your delegates as representatives of an .independent and 
sovereign State would be a conference "without prejudice". 
TO receive them as such would constitute a formal and official 
-recognition of Ireland's severance from the King's Domains, 
It would indeed entitle you, if you thought fit^ io make a 
treaty of amity with the King, hut It would equally entitle 
you to make no treaty at all, to break off the conference with 
\is at any period, and by a right which we ourselves had already 
recognised to negotiate the union of Ireland with a foreign 
Power. It would also entitle yo\i, if you insisted upon another 
appeal to force, to claim from foreign Powers by our implicit 
admission the rights of lawful belligerents against the King, 
if we dealt with you as a sovereign and independent State we should 
have no right to complain of other Powers for following our 
example. These would be the consequences of receiving your 
delegates as representatives of an independent State. We are 
prepared, in the words of ray letter of the 7th, to discuss with 
you "How the association of Ireland with the community of nations 
known as the British Empire can best be reconciled with Irish 
national aspirations.H 



!7e cannot consent to any abandonment, however1 

Informal, of the principle of allegiance to the King, 
upon which the whole fabric of the Empire and every Constl
tutioti within it are based. It is fatal co that principle 
that your delegates in the conference should be there aa 
the frepresentatiyes of an independent and sovereign State, 
While you Insist on claiming that, conference between us is 
impossible. 

I am, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Sgd) D.LLOYD GEORGE. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 
September l9th.!921. 
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CABINET. 
SECRET * 

I R E L A N D . 
CP.3319. 

MR DE VALERA'S REPLY DATED SEPTEMBER 17th 1921 
m T a g m r o g C T g w^m^m— 
17 th, i92i7 : 

(Reference - Paper No.CP.3318.) 

Dublin. 
Mansion House. 

September 17th.1921. 

The Right Honourable P.Lloyd George, 
Sir, 

In reply to yourlast telegram Just received, I have 
only to say that we have already accepted your Invitation in 
the exact words which you re-quote from your letter of the 
7th inst. We have not asked yon to abandon any principle, 
even informally, but surely you must understand that we can 
only recognise ourselves for what we are. If this self
recognition be made a reason for the cancellation of the 
Conference, we regret it, but it seems inconsistent. 

I have already had conferences with you, and in these 
conferences and in my written communications I have never 
ceased to recognise myself for what I was and am. If this 
involves recognition on your part, then you have already 
recognised us. Had it been our desire to add to the solid 
substance of Ireland's right the veneer of the technicalities 
of International usage which you now introduoe we might have 
claimed already the advantage of all these consequences which 
you fear would flow from the reception of our delegates now. 
Believe me, we have but one object at heart - the setting of 



77 

the Conferehce on such a basis of truth and reality as 
would make it possible-to-secure-through it the res\ilt 
which the people of these two Islands so ardently 
desire. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours faithfullyj 

(signed) eamojw m valera. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.w, 
September 19th.1921. 

-2
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SECRET. CABINET. "V,-. ; A 

CP.5520. I R E L A N D . 

THE PRIME MINISTER'S REPLY DATED SEPTEMBER 18th,1921 
ffrTBT BE^VlLmrs^TETTER11 O F Sl^TMffi'' T7'th' XgfTt ' 

(Reference - Paper No,CP.3319) 

Gairloch, 
September 18th, 1921*. j 

Sir, 
I have received your telegram of laet night, and observe 

that it does not modify the claim that your delegates should 
meet us as the representatives of a sovereign and independent 
State. 

You made no such condition in advance when you came to 
see me in July, I invited you then to meet me, in the words 
of ray letter,, as "the chosen leader of the great majority in 
Southern Ireland", and you accepted that invitations From the 
very outset of our conversations I told you that we looked to -
Ireland to own allegiance to the Throne, and to make her future 
as a member of the British Commonwealth, That was the basis 

-

of our proposals, and we cannot alter It. The status which 
you now claim in advance for your delegates is in effect a 
repudiation of that basis. 

I am prepared to meet your delegates, as I met you 
in July in the capacity of "chosen spokesman", for your people 
to discuss the association of Ireland with the British Common

 wealth. My colleagues and I oannot meet them as the representa
tives of a sovereign and Independent State without disloyalty 
on our part to the Throne and the Empire. I must, therefore,-. 

1



repeat that, unless the second paragraph In your letter of 
the 12th la withdrawn^ conference between us Is impossible. 

I am, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) D.LLOYD GEORGE. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, 
September 19th.1921., 

-2-.. 
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B 0 R B I , 
C A B I H B T , 

.P9-33gl* 
RUSSIA! FAMINE. 

. Sî .. ip, Lloyd^Greame on the fj^tho^^ro
oeedin^s^oT"tfie"International "B^TBT^OW^BBi on. 

1. The Commission on Russian Relief appointed "by the 
Supreme Counoil reassembled in Paris on the 15th 
and 16th September to consider the Reply of the Soviet 
Government to tho telegram sent to M9 Ghiohealn by 
MB Noulens, on behalf of the Commission, requesting the 
Soviet Government to admit a Mission of Enquiry, ' A copy 

of the Reply of the Soviet Government is attaobsd (l^peciix 

So The reply consists largely of a violent personal 
att&ek on M* Noulens, coupled with a number of misrepres
sentations as to the purpose and objects of the mission^ 

The Commission deoided that no useful purpose would 
be served by entering into further correspondence with 
the Soviet Government. 
3, The Commission received from M* Prick, who attended on 
behalf of M. Ador, an account of ,Dr. Nansen*s negotiations 
with the Soviet Government, and a report of M. AdorTs 
speech at The Assembly of the League of Nations * If. Prick 
also informed the Commission that Dr* Nansen and M* Ador 
attached the greatest importance to the despatch of an 
impartial expert mission of enquiry; and that they had both 
pressed the Soviet Government to acoept this proposal, 
4. Tho Commission then oonsidered what further action, 
if any, it was possible for them to take in view of the 
attitude of the Soviet Governmento It was ultimately 
decided that, notwithstanding the very serioixg difficulties 
presented by the refusal to permit an invesfcigafelon whioh 



the whole Commission regarded as essential, they ought to 
oontinue their task. 

The Commission accordingly resolved to Invite Border 
States and other countries which had evinced a willingness 
to assist, to $ oin the Commission and to "be represented 
at a meeting to be held In Brussels on the 6th October. 
.5, A copy of the letter which has been despatched to 
the Prime Ministers of the respective countries is attached 
^Appendix ffife), together with a list of the countries invited 
to attend -(Appendix JTC^)* 

It will be seen that the letter oontaina a reasoned 
statement of the action already taken by the Commission and 
of the scope of the work of the proposed Conference. 
Sfcnphasis is laid on the eoonomio issues involved in the-crisis, 
and the impossibility of arriving at any final solution 
whioh does not reoognlse and meet the eoonomic factors. 

(Signed). P. LLOYB-GBSAMB. 

17th September, 1931. 



APPENDIX "A" 

Cest aveo le plus grand 6tonneroent que le Gouverne
raent Sovietiste Busse a pris oonnalssance de la Note de 
Monsieur Noulens reoue le quatre Septembre, laquelle 
d^montre c;ue la Commission Internationale, presided par 
lui, au lieu d'offrir une 4ide re"elle aux sff&mes de 
Russia, entreprand dee aotes' qui font dooter de son d^sir 
mSme de les seoourir. le nom seul do Monsieur 
Noulens, on quality de repr^eentant de la Prance dans la 
Commission Internationale et ensuite de President de oette 
Commission, a provoque' dans toute la Ruesie, dans les 
couches les plus largea du peuple travaillaur, une explosion 
dlindignation. Les travailleurs rueses n'ont pas oublie" 
le nom do celui qui fut un de leurs ernemis les plus 
acharn^s et les plus perfides au moment ou ils menaient 
une lutte h mort aveo la contre revolution et 1'interven
tlon etrangere. Xls n'ont pas oublie celui qui, dans les 
premiers jours du gouvernement ouvrier et paysan, se montra 
1c plus obstine" des re pre" sent ants Strangers & empSoher un 
acoord et une oomprehonsion mutuelle entre le Gouvemoment 
Sovletieto et les Gouve moments de 1"Entente. Au printemps 
suivant oe fut 1'interview de Monsieur Noulens public dans 
les Journaux rusees qui pour la premiere fois posa de 
facon claire precise la question d'uno intervention arm^e 
des puissances de 1 "Entente et ferma ainsi la porte h. tout 
arrangement entre oes puissances ot le Gouveroome-nt Soviet iste 
Ce dernier d£clara immediatemeat au Gouvernement Pran^ale 
qu," 11 6tait impossible de tolerer plus lon^temps corame 
repre"sentant de la JPrance en Russie la -nexaonm qui poussait 
a la querre entre oes deux pays. Dans son d£sir invariable 
de paix avec tous les peuplcs. Is Gouve a e ^ a o Sovietiste 
s  ' a b 3 t i n t dTexpulser violemment Monsieur Nonlens, maia; 

it. fit consultre que d^sormais it ne le cons Ida::?, it plus 
i 

quo oomme personne priv^e. Reste en R u s 3 i s en deplt de 
-1- oette/ 
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ootte declaration Monsieur Uoulons employe" toutes ses forces 
a pr^parer des conspirations oontre la security de la 
Republic,ue et la vie de ses dirigeants, h fomenter des 
insurrections, a reoruter des participants aux aventures 
de toute sorte contre la R^publique, a organisor des 
explosions de ponts et des d^raillements de trains, etc. 
Monsieur Noulens est le principal capable de la muiinerie 
des Toheoo-Slovaquos trotnpes par les ennemis du peuple 
Russe ot entraln^s par eux h. combattre lo pouroir des 
Soviets, Monsieur Noulens fut on des esprits dirigeants 
les plus aotlfs de oe systems de clocus qui mena tout le 
peuple Russe a. la misare ot au dem&ment et en grande partie 
oausa la oalamitd aotuelle de la famine. Bntre t o u 3 oeux 
qui partioiperent aux hostilites mllltaires et 6conomiques 
oontre la R6publique ouvriero et paysanne Monsieur loulens 
supports" plus que tout autre la responsabilite" des terribles 
malheurs preoipitds sur le peuplo Russe et des souffranees 
presentOS dos paysans affam6s. 

La nomination de cet inspirateur et de oet ex^outeur 
perpetuel de toutes les entroprises hostiles a la Russia 
Sovie*tlste au poste de President de la Commission Inter
nationale de Sec ours a dejja frappe de stupour les masses 
populairos Russes et los a remplis de la plus violente 
indignation. Le nom de Monsieur JSoulens est tout un 
programme. Le fait seul do la nomination commo President 
de la Commission Internationale d*un representant de cette 
Prance qui jusqu'a present s'obstine dans sa politique de 
haine irreconciliable contra la Russie Sovietiste a aussi 
prodult lfimpression la plus d^primante sur les masses 
laborieuses Rusees. Les premiers pas de oette Commission 
justiflent toutes les craintee. Elle 8'adresse au 
Gouvernement Russe non pas pour se oonoerter avec lul 

* 

sur les formes et methodes du seoours a fournir aux affame^v. 
ma is 



ma is elle remplaoe oette assistance par tw^plaruoomplique 
et a longue eoheanoe df investigations sur touts la situa
tion interieure de la Russia Sovietiste. Hi ^Association 
ie Seeours Amerioalne, qui a deja commence" en fait k 
prcourer dee vivres aux enfant a mourant do faim, ni le 
Haut Oommiseaire de la Conferonoe de Geneve, Ifansen, n'ont 
trouve neoessaire ni possible 4'obliger les masses 
agonieant de faim ft attendre one aide Jusqu^u Jour ou 
seront terminee les investigations approfondias. La 
Commission, preside" par la represontant de la France, V 
initiateur fameux de 1 J intervention. Monsieur Bfoulens, 

remplaoe ^assistance aux affames par une investigation 
de oette nature. St oela se passe au me"me moment on le 
Gouvemement Pranoals envois d'eno^moB quant it o a de 
mat6rial de guerre en Pelogne et en Roumanla ch les 
bandoa blanches de Savinkew et Petlura manifeatent une 
reorudescenoe d'aotivit5 le long des frcntieres Sevi^tiste 
ou lea Gouvernomonts Polonais et Soumain intlmement allids 
a la France aooordent a oes ra£mes bandos de gardes blancs 
aide et soutien de touts nature, ou le Gouvernesment 
Polonais inforrae en details des le quatre Juillet par 
le Gouvernement Russe de oette activity des gardes blanos, 
ses proteges, loin de manifestor le moindre desir de mettre 
un frein a leur activity, leur permet, au oontraire, de la 
developper plus que jaoais. Lea gardes blancs do Pclogne 
ot do Rouoanie qul se concentrent pr&s du terrltoire 
Sovi6tiste eommettent des incursions constantss sur le 
territoire des Republiques, oontribuant ainsi a aggraver 
ii famine. Parmi les merat res de la Oonmisslon Internationale 
^nous voywna aussi un representant iu Japon, pays qui 
Jusqu'a present n*a pas renonce 1'intervention armse sur 
la territoire 4'une RSpublique amis et alliSe, et qui 
eoutient militairement lee groupes oontre-rSvolutioinaires, 
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usurpateurs du pouvoir dans les regions de la Edpublique 
Extreme Orientale, occupies par les Japonais. La 
Commission do Monsieur floulens a done substltue" a 
^assistance aux affaires un collectionnement dTinformations 
sur la situation interioure de la Eussie. £lie prbpose un 
programme 6tendu d'etudes dont l'ex$outlon deraanderait 
un temps considerable visant les ressources et moyens 
d^xietenoe de la Eepublique Sovietiste dans les domaines 
de 1!agrioulture de l^levage les transport, etc. Ce 
travail dolt se fairs sous la direction de eeux m&nies 
qui l'on sont d6ja occupes dans 1'intention avouee de 
fomenter des dmeutos et de faciliter 1'invasion des armees 
ennemies. le faim et les souffranoes des travailleurs 
Eusses ne sont pour cette Commission qu'un pretexts pour 
ttoher de profiter des forces et moyens dont disposent 
le Gouvemoment Sovi^tiste. II semble qu'on veuille tournsr 
en derision les millions d'nomrac-s qui meurent de faim dans 
les provinces du Sudest tout en manifestant sa profonde 
ignorance, quand on de*olare vouloir studior les conditions 
et possibility d'ensemencement a une date ou la p^riode 
des semailles approche de sa fin et ou les masses labo
rieuses de Eussie sous la direotion du Gouvernement 
Sovietiste et gr&ce a des efforts surhumaines ont deja 
obtenu des suoo&s oonsiderables assurant 1'ensem9ncement 
d^mmenses etendues, priveosde ble par suite de la 
e^oheresse, Tandls qua des. dlsainos de millions d^ommes 
sont priv^s de toute nourriture, et, en effet meurent de 
faim en masse, la Commission de Monsieur iloulens, au lieu 
de pain, propose de collectionner des renseignements sta
tistlques sur la Eussie Sovietlate. 

II eBt cependant facile de se procurer toutes 
Informations n£oessalres pour assister les affam^s sans 
abandonner un seul instant IMouvre immediate d'assistances 
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L^As^ooiation-Aia^lcalae et le Baut Gommiasaire Nansen 
l'ont oompris. lie ont negooie' aveo le Gouve mement Russe 
lea moyone de aedourir les affam^s sur une base stricte
ment pratiquo ct un aeoord entre eux-ot le Gouvernement 
Sovlfitisto a doji 6t6 obtenu avee toute l^ampleur desirable. 
Coux-la nfattendant pas le rdsultat do longues Etudes 
ooropliqu^es pour agir. Du mSme le Gouvernement d'Bsthonie, 
la droix Rougo jkilemande, la Worvo^e ont commence k 

exp^dior des vivres aux affam^s. M$me le Gouveraement 

Turo, malgrS sa situation difficile dans une p^riode 
&'invasion Stranger, a mis % la disposition du Gouvernenient 
i^oviStiste le bio" do la rioho province de Samsoun, Toue 
des gouvorneraents et B O o i 6 t e "  s savent que tout la neoessiiire 
pour leur actidn leur sera donne" par le Gouvernement 
3ovi6tiste, quo! tout 1 1 information voulue sera recue par 
eux, cue tout be dont ils doivent £tre fiolaires pour leur 
oeuvre de seoours, leur sera faoileroent communique par 
1'entrcmise dii Haut Oomffilssaire Nansen* au ,uel le Gou
vernemcnt Sovletiate acoordora plelne satisfaction dans 
tous soatravaux et see efforts et avec lecuel il tra-
Vaillera la Main dans la main en ploin accord et union 
le gouvernement Sovi^tiBte eat ferm^ment persuade cue 
tout malentendu qui pourrait surgir entre lui et le Eaut 
Commissalre sera toujours eplani sans dlfficultes, le 
but de oe dernier etant vfirltablement de servir l ea 

affamls et non aucun autre dessein Stranger. II acaoilcra 
de mê me pleine satisfaotion au d^sir de toute organisation 
des qulil vorra qu^lle veut reellement seoourir lea 
affames. k toutes les organisations de oe genre le 
Gfouvernement SovlStiete propose de fixer de fa^on concrete 
et precise les m^thodes dAssistance, les formes de 
contr8le et de distribution des seoours aux affarals sous 
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1'aspoot de traites en bonne et due forme, & l'example 
des traites ddja oonolus avec 1 Association Amerioaine 
et le Haut Commissaire Kansen. 1'aljuenoe de toute intention 
serleuse de travail,dans la Commission de Monsieur Woulens 
saute aux yeux encore plus olairemexlt quand on la compare 
aux r^sultats grandioses deja obtenus par les masses 
ouvrieres de tous les pays qui pr^levant sur leurs salaires 
d^risoires des sommes dTargent, organisent des reunionset 
meetings, otc Les masses d'cuvriers n'attendent pas la 
fin d'une ehqu^te; ils apportent iram£diatement lour aide 
dans touto la mesure oh. elles le peuvent, Le G-ouveraement 
Sovietiste pouvait sTettendre que lToeuvre de seooure aux 
travailleurs affames de Bussie ne soit pas confine a leurs 
pires ennemis, oorarne monsieur Nculens, II s'attend a ce 
que lee organisations de secours abordent leur t&ohe dans 
le meme esprit pratique que le Haut Commissaire KanBen, il 
s'attend a ce que cette oeuvre soit aocomplle immediatement 
et non avec des delais en annulant la portde, et surtout 
ne soit pas transformed on un paravent pour des pr^paratifs 
de nouvelles attaques oontre les masses laborieuses de 
Bussie, A toute tentative pxatique et s6rieuse de secours 
aux affames, le gouvernement ouvrier et paysan de Russie 
acoordera toujours pleine satisfaction et fera tout ce que 
est en son pouvoir pour la faciliter. Quant aux propositions 
de la Commission de Monsieur JNoulens, le Gouverneraent 
Sovietiste ne peut y voir qu'une derision monstrueuse a 
1'egard af.:ames. 

Le Commit.saire du peuple pouir lee 
Affaires Etrangeres, vj. 

TCHITCHEBINE. j \ 

I 



Appendix 11B" 

Monsieur le President 

La Commission Internationale de Secouro & la Russie 
avait r£aolu &£s le ler Septembre 1921 d'appeler parmi ses 
membresles represent ants de tous les Gouvornements qui 
voudraient pr.rticiper a l'oeuvre humanitaire dont le 
Conseil Supreme l'a ohargee. Toute fo 1 s,avant de sollioiter 
oes nouveaux cononurs et pour leur assurer une efficaoite' 
complete, la Commission ddsirait Stre en mesure de soumettre 
a sen Assembl$epleni£re tous les elements d1 appreciation 
relatifs aux besoins des populations affamdes et aux moyens 
de leur venir en aide. A ost effet, olle avait dlcidfc 1' 
envoi prsalable on Russie d'une mission d'exports appele*s 

x% se renseigner sur 1' 'otendue des besoins, les ressources 
lCcales en vivres et en materiel, las moyens de transport, 
les possibilites d' ensesronoements et enfin la lutte contre 
les epidemies,, 

D'autre part, la Commission Internationale consid^rait 
si bien que toutes lee organisations de seoours existantes 
devaient oontineur et deVelopper leur action, que d£s sa 
premiere stance elle r^clamait leur concours et insistait 
agpres. de chacune des delegations qui la composent, pour 
abtenir que celles-ci sooondent de toute 1'auSJorite qufelles 
tienmant de leur Gouvernement respeotif, les Associations 
charitables et notamment les Croix-Rouges, susceptibles 
de fournir aux pxpulationd russes des vivres et des 
medicaments. 

La ne'cessite' de 1'enquete projeteC est eVidente et 
ressort des declarations mfimes du Gouvernenent sovi&tique.. 
II ne s'agit pas d'etablir 1 Existence de la famine, Celle
oi ne fait malheureusement pas de doute. Le veritable ' 
objet de la mission est de determiner quelles mesures peuvent 
etre adoptees pour attenuer le dcTaastre actuel et emp^cher 



eon ret our. Q,uelques exemples pris au mil ieu de beaucoup 
d'autres, sufficent & le faire apparaftre, 

Le G-ouvernement sovi&tique a informe" le Docteur NA183II 
que la quantite de eeVeales dont manquerait la region 
affam^e pour les dVuze saois qui viennent, e'e'leve a 
4 millions de tonnes, mais un excedent de 2 millions de 
tonnce existe dans d'autres parties de la Russie. Lee 
rensiegnements pourtant indiepensables sur lee raoyena de 
oohoentrer, de transporter et de distribuer cet exce&ent 
sont fournis en terrnes trop vagues pour permettre de rien 
entreprendre d'effectif. La question inte'reese non 
seulement le rassemblement et la distribution des ceVealea 
de. provenance rus.se, mais aasei la possibilite do faire 
parvenir a destination 1'outillage agricole, ies vStements 
et autres marchandises importea en Russie; elle domine ainai 
tout le developpement des ^changes ulteVieurs das produits. 

L'incertitude que nous constatons sur les moyens de 
transport, subsists egalement sur 1'importance ot la 
direction des migrations d'habitants qui ont e*te* eignale*es 
oomme une menace pour lee regions relativement bien 
appro vieionne*es, 

L'e*tude des experts oonduite d'urgence su£ place, avec 
tbute 1Jattention qu'6n peut attendre d'hommes compeTtents, 
devait permettre a la Commission Internationale alors 
constitute par des Kepre*sentants de tous les Itats 
a'inte*resaant a\ la Russie, d'etablir le programme d'action 
a appliquer et les moyens d'y pourvoir, 

Le Gouvernement Sovi^tiquo ne parait pas consentir a, 
co qu'il en aoit ainsi. Son refus d'accorder les facilites 
r^clanees pour effectuer cette snquSte dans des conditions 
de sinc^rite" absolues, a coame resultat non seulement. 
d'entraver 1'effort de la Commission Internationale tendant 
a pre*parer les mesures definitives de secours, rnais aussi. 
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de paralyser l'oeuvre des Ov^s^^ti^nB^ohaxit^hl^B-dont 

les demandes de sousorlption s'adressent au public. 
H^anmdins j la Commission est re^solument decided a 

oontinuer sa tache.. Son mandat a une ported qui depasse 
de beaucoup les questions de personnes ou les contingencies 
politiques et nous interdit tout esprit de polemique. 
II n'a qu'un objet, oelui de sauver les millions de Russes 
que d^ciment la famine et les maladies epid^miques et de 
permettre au peuple russe de reprendre sa grande place 
economique dans la conununaute' des nations, 

La Probheme & resoudre efet si vasfce que la collaboration 
amicale de tous les pays qu1 interesse 1'avenir de la Russia 
est necessaire pour arriver a une solution satisfaieante. 

La Commission Internationale de secours & la Rusaie m Ta 
charge d''avoir 1'honneur de VOVLB demander si le haut int̂ rfet 
que Votre Gouvernement ne peut manquer de porter a la natibn 
r U 3 s e ne justifie pas el vos yeux la representation de votre 
pays parmi nous. ' L'autorite' qui rious est nedeesaire pour 
faire accepter les solutions que les sentiments univereals 
d'humanite* et une connaissance exacte de la situation aotuelle 
on Russia comporteront he pourra que se trouver grandie et 
fortifies par l1adhesion que vous Stes susceptible de donner. 

Le r6le de la Commission Internationale de Secours a la 
Russie est nettement defini. II consiste a rassembler 
toutes les informations sur l'e*tat actuel non seulement des 
regions expoBe*es A la famine, mais 4'autree territories de 
la Russie; de 6'enquerir sur les mesures pratiques 
officielles ou privies a\ proposer aux divers Gouvernementa 
et aux Associations charitables, afin d^tablir et de euivre 
d'un oommun accord un programme coordcnne de secours au 
peuple russe. 

La Commission serait amenee & grouper autour d'elle 
toutee les activites et a les diriger sans effort pexdu vers 
le but d atteindre. 



Quels que soient d'ailleurs les sentiments 
d'humanite* qui nous guident dans la recherche des 
solutions que comporte la crise russe, nUl ne saurait 
n^conndltre que le probierne n'a pas un simple caractere 
d'assistance et qu'ii est par essence d'ordre economique. 
Nous devons done pour aboutir aux reoultata effectifs dont 
depend le salut de ia Russie, nous attacher k des methodes 
conformes adx lois et aux realite*s economiques. 

Dans ie Cae ou la demarche que j'ai l'honneur de faire 
aupre"s de votre Excellence serait favorablement accueillis-?, 
je vous prierais de vouloir bien faire representer votre 
Gouvernement a la prochains session que tiehdra la Commission 
Internationale lc 6 Octobre & Bruxelles, 

Veuillez agrler, Monsieur le President, 1'assurance de 
ma haute consideration. 



APPENDIX "0". 

Argentine * 
Brazil. 
Bulgaria. 
China * 
0 ze oho- 31ovakia* 
Denmark, 
Eathonia. 
Finland, 
Germany, 
Holland, 
Lithuania, 
Latvia. 
Norway, 
Poland, 
Portugal. 
Roumania, 
Serb, Croat Slovene State, 
Spain, 
Sweden. 
Switzerland. 
United States of Amerioa, 
Vatican. 
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DESPATCH OF ROYAL AIR FORCE DRAFTS TO THE 
, 3322. EAST IN VIEW OF POSSIBLE' CONTINGENCIES 4 0

IN IRELAND. A O 

Memorandum by the Air Staff. 
(* Reference Cabinet 72(21) Conclusion 2) 

At a meeting, held on the 2Sth of August, 1921, the Cabinet 
took a number of decisions relative to the despatch of drafts 
for the Army in India. 
2. Two of these decisions closely concern the Royal Air Force, 
These are as follows:

-

(a) That the drafts for India due to leave this 
country on October 1st, should not be despatched 
without further instructions from the Cabinet: 

-

( b ) That in the meantime the Commander-in-Chief in 
India should have authority to retain there all 
time-expired men. 

3. As regards (a), the Air Staff are of opinion that this 
decision should not be mado applicable to the Royal Air Foroe on 
the following grounds 

(a) The Royal Air Force drafts due for despatch tp 
the East during the forthcoming trooping season 
only number 3,300. Irrespective of these drafts, 
three air squadrons are in reserve in England 
against possible emergencies. 

fb) Ireland is an unfavourable theatre for the 
employment of aircraft, both on account of 
geographical and climatic conditions and also 
"because of the nature of the trouble, i.e. a 
mixture of civil riot and military opposition, 
makes it difficult to use air forces effectively. 

(c) The air forces in Ireland are up to strength and 
General Macready has stated that he will only 
require that they should be maintained in that 
condition, and tho War Office support this view: 
this will be possible without touching drafts . 
for the East. * 

(d) Air reinforcements are exceptionally urgently v 
needed abroad. In the East the Air Force is alnM?s& 
daily engaged in minor operations where it is of *\ 
the greatest value and tends to great economy in 
the use of ground forces. Moreover, although the 
total number of 2,300 is small, these drafts are 
to a great extent required to make up deficiencies 
in technical trades, and in a highly technical 
service even small deficiencies exercise a 
proportional influence on the efficiency of thejwhole. 

(e).. 



(e) Finally, in the oase of Mesopotamia the Royal Air 
Force has been given increased responsibilities 
and drafts of air personnel to that country will 
result in the releaso of many times their number 
of British and Indian trocps. These will be held 
up indefinitely if the trooping programme oannot 
be carried out, 

4, In view of these considerations the Air Staff would 
urge that these men will be of far greater value abroadt dis
tributed in their proper trades in the correct proportion, than 
retained in this country as replacements of extremely doubtful 
value for Ireland, 

5. As regards decision (b), that the Commander-in-Chief 
in India should retain all time-expired men, the Air Staff 
recognise that any preferential treatment of Royal Air Force 

* 

personnel mieht^give rise to adverse comment. They do not, 
therefore, desire to obpose the retention of time-expired -Royal 
Air Force personnel, should the Indian Government advocate this 
step, but since the numbers are so small (under 500) they hdpe 
that it will be possible to allow their return. 

6. Since the first drafts are already due to sail an 
early decision is essential. 

Ministry. 
gl&gsway, W.O. 
ife-mber 16th. 1921 
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3323. 

LEAGUE OP NATIONS. 

PERMANENT COURT OP INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE. 
S 

Copy of telegram from the Secretary-General, League of Nations 
to the Secretary, Cabinet, received September 20th,1921. 

(Oirdulated for Information). 

Acting under the unanimous decision of the Assembly of 
the League of Nations, I have the honour to bring io your 
attention that the election of Judges of the ^permanent Court 
of International Justice having been completed, this Court is 
now definitely established. 

ERIC LRUMMONL. 

L Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 
September 20th. 1921. 
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S E C R E T . 

cp. W%u. 
CABINET. 

M G P L A H RIOTS. 

VII. 
I circulate to my colleagues the following further telegrams which have been 

received from the Viceroy on the subject of the Moplah riots. 
E. S. M. 

19th September 1921. 

From Viceroy, Rome Department, 15th September 1921. 

687 Political. Malabar disturbances. Following two reports, dated 14th September, 
received from Madras District Headquarters :— 

First. " Situation, 10.00 hours. Company Suffolks arrived at Tirur 20.30 hours 
13th. Company British Infantry due Bezwada, 09.00 hours to-day. Commanding, 
Malabar, reports two columns converging on Mellatur effected junction 12.30 hours 
12th, and returned Pandik Kad yesterday. Rebel ambush fired on; result not yet 
known. Column left Pandik Kad 17.00 hours yesterday, hoping surprise Chem
brasshers, Tan gal, to-day. Platoon left at Pandik Kad reports rebels active there 
after column left. Rebels at. Mavarakandu. Five Kalikavu fired on column passing 
through village. Twenty-five arrests made by 83rd Infantry near Vaikkatur. Police 
sub-inspector and two constables, who left Devala on patrol on 10th, reported killed. 
Party police leave Ootacamund for Pandalur to-day. No further development, Madras, 
but situation does not permit reduction in troo]DS now there." 

Second. " Situation, 20.00 hours. Nothing further to report regarding Malabar 
Detachment at Gudalur moves westwards to-morrow, seven miles to Nadghani, to 
support special police and planters, as rebels reported collecting in valley Lavarinde, 
south-west Pandalur. Company Bedfords arrived Bezwada 10.00 hours, and report 
all quiet there." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 15th September 1921. 
Clear the line. 
Malabar disturbances. On 9th September we asked Madras Government to take 

all possible measures to ensure close touch being maintained between civil and 
military authorities in martial law administration, and requested prompt report to us 
of cases of improper orders or wrong exercise of power. We also enquired whether 
troops were sufficient, aud what local Governments views were regarding probable 
date of termination of martial law. Following is local Governments reply dated 
14th September:—" In the light of information elicited during visit of His Excellency 
the Governor of Madras to Malabar, and. subsequent information regarding military 
situation, position now clearly appears more serious than Avas hoped. Spirit of 
rebellion is unbroken. - Except close to railway and in immediate vicinity of troops, 
life and jn-operty of non-Muhammadans unsafe. Bridges and roads repaired by troops 
are broken after they have passed. Office of Sub-Registrar at Mannarghat Avas 
destroyed on the 12th. Interior of Ernadd and Walluvanad (? Taluks) still in hands 
of rebels, of Avhom five bodies are known to be in existence with a total strength 
estimated at 3,000. Owing to their mobility and our difficulties regarding transport, 
communications and intelligence, military are experiencing difficulties in dealing 
Avith them. Please refer to telegram of 13th September from General Officer 
Commanding, Wellington, to Chief of the General Staff, Simla, No. S. 250/227/G. 
Local GoA^ernments have been compelled to oppose suggestion of moving troops 
from Madras to Malabar area, and have also been obliged to ask for a detachment of 
British troops to be sent from Secunderabad to Bezwada. It appears therefore to 
local Government that troops in Malabar are insufficient. It is impossible to 
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re-establish police at stations, still more so to re-open ordinary courts and offices or 
even to ascertain extent of damage done to public and private property. All that is 
possible at present is to maintain close association between Civil and Military 
Authorities, and to provide for trial of those arrested for serious offences. A relief 
fund has been started by Collector of Malabar, but its administration will be imprae
ticahlo till normal conditions are restored. Please note that trials that have taken 
place are for what -would be offences against ordinary law in normal times, such as 
robbery, extortion, dacoity, arson, damage to railway and telegraphs, and not merely 
for any (? produced by) special regulations. It has not been possible to take many 
wounded rebels prisoners, but those few captured are being looked after in exactly 
the same Avay as our men. It is quite impossible at present to forecast when it will 
be practicable to terminate martial law." 

Military telegram quoted :—" The following report is from Officer Commanding, 
Malabar:—On the 12th September the (? Moplahs') activity increased. There are 
.15 rebel bands at large, their total strength being about 3,(300. Two of them are in 
neighbourhood of Manjeri, and the rest are about Nilambur, Nannarakkad and 
Melattur. Disposition of troops on 12t3i September was as follows :—Military head
quarters of Malabar and Supply, Railhead, Tirur. Two platoons 64th Pioneers, 
Tirur. One platoon 83rd Infantry, engaged in making arrests near Tirur. Two 
platoons 64th Pioneers, Ollavamot. Second Dorsetshire Regiment, Headquarters, 
and one company, Malapuram. One company less two platoons, Perintalmanna. 
One platoon, Mannarghat. One (? company), Wanclur: One company and one 
platoon, Pandik Kad. One company and one platoon, Leinstar Regiment, Calicut. 
The section of Royal Field Artillery, Mannarghat. Sappers and Miners, one platoon, 
Pandik Kad, one platoon, Wandur. One company of the Suffolk Regiment went 
from (? Walluvanad) at 11 hours to-day (13th September) for Tirur in response to a 
request for reinforcements. The Officer Commanding, Malabar, has, however, been 
instructed not to draw on the Suffolk Regiment unless he cannot dispense with them, 
and to send the company back to (? Walluvanad) as soon as circumstances allow. 

Officer Commanding, Malabar, has the 83rd Light Infantry at Cannauore at his 
disposal, and if that is inadequate, I will bring more of the 64th Pioneers from 
Bangalore. Two companies of the Dorsetshire Regiment are proceeding at 8 a.m. 
to-day (13th September) to Helatuir to deal with a band of Moplahs, 800 strong. 

On the 11th September His Excellency the Governor of Madras presided at a 
conference at Tirur, at which there was a thorough discussion of the administration of 
martial law under the Ordinance. 

Also on the 11th and 12th the General Officer Commanding paid a visit to 
Malapuram. The main military difficulty lies in following the intentions and the 
movements of the rebels, and in the transmission of information. We have now 
established good signal communications. 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 11th September 1921. 
Clear the line. 
Moplah disturbances. In view of Gandhi's expected arrival in Madras, Officer 

Commanding, Malabar, issued martial law order restraining him from entering or 
staying in martial law area. Order was endorsed by General Officer Commanding, 
Madras District, who asked for orders of Government of Madras as to whether it should 
hold good, stating, in his opinion, essential it should. Government of Madras, in view 
of conditions prevailing in area, approved, and Gandhi was informed of order probably 
ou journey to Madras. If he enters martial law area, he will be stopped at Tirur, and 
sent back with escort to outside limit of area. Expected to arrive Madras to-day. 
AVe discussed matter in. Council this morning, and as Civil and Military authorities 
both agreed that Gandhi should be kept out of martial law area, we have approved 
externment order, and method of enforcing it, and have informed Madras accordingly. 
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PART IP NAVAL . LNTSLLIG3NCE. 
GREAT BRITAJN. 

Movements, of H.M.Ships* 
16th September, H.M.S. "Coventry" and 1st Flotilla 

arrived Rosyth from Dutch Ports. 
17th September. 2nd Light Cruiser Squadron and 2nd 

Flotilla arrived Reval from LIbau via Riga. 
H . K . S  . "Wolfhound11 and Viceroy left Reval for Rosyth. 

PROGRAMMES * 
K.LI.S8. "Hawkins" (Flag of O-in-C), ""Carlisle", and 

n Colombo" o On leaving Wei-hai-Wei proceed to Yokohama, 
Masampo and Ghemalpho, Afterwards ships proceed separately 
to Hong Eong* arriving there bGtween 23rd November and 1st 
December. 

H.ia.S. "Centaur". Leaves Malta 1st Ootober for 
Constantinople calling at Brindisl and Athens en route. Due 
0onstantinople 5th Ootober (approx.) 

Conciander-in-Chief, Africa, in H ayuS. "Lowestoft", 
leaves Simonstown 23th September, for Mossol Bay, returning 
to Simonstown 30th September. 

H.K*S. "Wallflower!". Leaves Sheerness 21st or 22nd 
September, Gibraltar 27th September - 1st October, Las PaLmas 
4th-6th October, Sierra Leone, 12th - 22nd October, Lagos 27th 
31st Ootober, Waif is ch Bay, 8th - 12th November, Simonstown 
16th November. H.2S.S. "Wallflower" calls at Portsmouth en 
route for Gibraltar. 

SOUTH AFRICA. 
Approval has been given to the transfer of H.M.S.. 

"Crozier" to the Government of the Union of South Africa. 
She will be employed on surveying duties, and it is expected 
that she will be ready to sail by the end of Ootober, 1921. 
The arrangements for manning and comnissiorring this ship are 
not yet settled.. 

ESTONIA. 



a S T 0 N I A, 
The Submarine salved by.Estonians previously reported 

as "L.55"4 is evidently * 0.32", destroyed in the Baltlo in 
Ootober 1917 to avoid capture by eneiry. 

R U S S I A . 
Bolshevik Fleet. Archangel Section. Repairs have 

been carried out on the' Battleship hTdiesmaX'. It was intended 
that this ship should proceed to sea In the first week In 
September. 

It is hoped to complete by Ootober 1921 the following 
ships now undergoing repairs 

Submarine :- "Koraminist' (ex - "Sviatoi Georgi") 
Destroyer "Kapitan Yurasovski". 
Ice-breaker "Dreyer". 

Bolshevik Fleet in the Baltic. According to Information 
received from "Estonian1 official" sources, there are at the present 
time 215 combatant and 40 engineer-mechanic officers as coia
pared with 3,000 - strength in 1916. 

The following ships are actually fit for sea 
Battleship "Paris Commune" (ex-"Sevastopol") 
Gunboat :- "Khrabri". 
Destroyers :- 5 of "Novik" class. 
Submarines 4. 

This represents about 50$ of the flavit̂ ation Programme 
for 1921. 

Subimrines at Sea. The Estonian S.S. "Kodum", when 
nearing Kronstadi in August, met three submarines flying the 
Red Flag, ("Tigre", "Leopard", and another). These submarines 
accornpanied the ship to Petrograd. 

Odessa Coastal Area. Naval patrolling is carried out 
in the Odes sa area by Wo submarine3, one small, the other 
larger, both of old type (probably "Trotsky" ex - "A.G.23", 
and one nl£inogatt type). Another submarine ("Pelikan" or . 
"Lebed") has been salved at Odessa and Is at present at 
Nikolaev near the Ingul Bridge; no repairs are, however, 
being carried out at present. 

Oonditicms at Rostov. There are four tugs -available 
and twelve former armed bar ses ("E" Class") are now acting as 
tugs. There are 25 Black Sea and River boats all in the docks 
needing complete repairs; no work is being done on them, and as 
there are no guards, these ships are being gradually destroyed 
by the inhabitants, "who steal various parts for fuel. Only 
the most insigniflcent repairs are being carried out at the 
docks and workshops. 



R U S S I A (Contd.) 
There is only a small supply of coal, sufficient 

until the end of September. 
Crews of ships make a good living by profiteering 

on imported goods. The principal commodity is (Train whioh 
is brought from the upper reaches of tfee Don. The grain 
elevators are working. 

T U R K E Y . 
The Greek Battleship "TO-ikis' and Destroj^er "Aetos" 

bombarded Rizeh on 19th August. 23 rounds were fired, and 
one man and one woman were killed. No material damage was 
caused. These ships also visited Trebizond, but did not 
bombard. 

J U G O , 5.L A, V I A. 
The Jugo-Slav Danube Flotilla has be on carrying out 

gunnery practices in the river Danube, using the island of 
Zomun as a target. 

It is understood that the practices, which were of 
a straightforward nature, were considered satisfactory by 
the authorities, 85f* effloienoy havinrr been obtained. 

The estimate by Which this percentage is adjudicated 
is unknown. 

Indirect bombardment with aorial spotting is to be 
carried out next ,year. 

R U U A N % A. 
A Contract providing? for the establishment of a 

British Naval Liaison Mission to Rujaainia in April, 1922, 
was signed at the Foreign Office on the 16th instant. 

( 



PART II. GENERAL IIWEH^IGME. 

P S R S I A. 
H.H. Government cannot accept the Persian Government's 

offer to take over the South Persian Rifles at their own cost. 
The disbandment of this force will, therefore, be continued. 

' Strong anti-Britlda propaganda continues to be con
duoted by the Soviet Minister in Td&eran. Rot stein is now 
on good terns again with the Persian liinister for War owing 
to the French Legation having handed over Israelenko to tho 
Persian Government in order that his case- may be considered 
by a neutral tribunal. Rotstein has offered to send Russian 
troops to Khorassan to 15x10II. the rebel leader Mohamad Taqi, 
should the Persian Government require fchemi 

The Russian wireless installation recently ereoted 
has been partially destroyed by a fire which completely £fatted 
the main building of tho Russian Legation. 

A F G H A N I S T A N . 
The Government of India have Instruoted Sir Henry 

Dobbs to inform the Afghans that he has been ordered to leave 
Eabul on the 17th instant unless he receives full information 
regarding the Afghan Treaty with Russia before that date. 

I RAJ,. 
King Feisal has called on the Naqib of Baghdad to farm 

a new Cabinet. Portfolios have been distributed and the 
Naqib is President. 

In order to relieve Imperial troops in Iraq and make 
possible their reduction to 8 battalions by April, 1922, 
further native troops will be raised. 

3 G Y P. T. 
Propaganda in favour of the deposed Ehedive and 

against the Sultan is making its appearance, and. Ali Fahmi 
Kamal, a brother of the late Nationalist Leader Is implicated. 

Proceedings under iaartial law are being taken against 
him, with a view to the suppression of the Treason party. 

E U S S I A. 
River Don..and Sea of Azov. Passenger communication 

between Rostov'"and"Sisk"1 3"maintained by sea three times a 
weeko Between Azov and Eagalnik there is a daily service. 
There is also a bi-weekly service up the Don as far as 
Kagacha. 

TURKEY. 
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5. 

T U R K S . Y. 
Greek Operations. 

It appears that the attack on Angora will be definitely 
abandoned, and that the Greek Army will retire to some place 
between Angora and Eskishehr, there to live on the country 
(while the Greek authorities collect taxes), after having 
made a desert for 200 kilometres between themselves and the 
Kemalists. The Greek General Staff have definitely announced 
the retirement of the entire Greek Army to the West of the 
Sal&aria river. 

Casualties. The Greek General Staff place their 
casualties IHHJEe reoent fighting at not more than 14,000. 
Estimates from British Officers place them at 18,000 (2,000 
killed) while the Turks lost 12,000, plus 1,500 prisoners. 

H 0 N D U R A S. 
Tegucigalpa in the Republio of Honduras has been 

selected as the Federal Capital of the proposed Central 
American Federation. 
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S E C R E T . 
C P . 

CABINET. 

M O P L A H R I O T S . 

V I I I . 
I circulate to my colleagues the following further telegrams which have been 

received from the Viceroy on the subject of the Moplah riots. 
E. S. M. 

20th September 1921. 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 15th September 1921. 

Malabar disturbances. Following report received from Headquarters, Madras 
District, 19.55 hours, 13th September :— 

" Following is the situation report at 6 p.m. to-day. A company of British 
Infantry is being sent from Secunderabad now to Bezvada, at the particular request 
of Madras Government, in view of forthcoming arrest at Waltair of the Ali Brothers 
on 14th September. Further, the Madras Government sends the information that 
Gandhi means to go to Malabar on or about Thursday the 15th September." 

Following from Headquarters, Southern Command, 14th September : — 
" A movable column is being got ready at Secunderabad to go to Bezvada at 

short notice if required, consisting of one squadron of Indian Cavalry, one section of 
Royal Field Artillery, one additional company of British Infantry. From Madras, 
half a company of British Infantry has been detailed to go to North Arcot, and half a 
company of British Infantry to go to Chittoor if necessary. 

" In Malabar the situation is that there is increased activity ; rebel bands totalling 
about 3,000 are out. The troops in the districts are as follows ; the 2nd Dorsetshire 
Regiment, 1-12- companies of Leinster Regiment, section of Royal Field Artillery, 
a platoon of the 64th Pioneers (sic, there is really (? a) company), and the 33rd at 
Cannanore. A company of the Suffolk Regiment is reinforcing Malabar temporarily 
from Wellington. If this is not enough, more of the 61th Pioneers will be sent from 
Bangalore. There is no report of anything unusual from the other districts of the 
Southern Command." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 15th September 1921. 

Poll. 685 C. Malabar disturbances. Following is Indian News Agency telegram 
of 14th September last:— 

" According to Madras Mail, at modest calculation, 75 forcible conversions of 
Hindus been made during Moplah rebellion, leaving out of account numberless Hindu 
families who escaped from horror of conversion by leaving their homes. Arrange
ments for starting special tribunal for trial of serious offences during disturbances 
are being pushed on, and an announcement as to the composition of tribunal is 
expected very shortly. Magistrate of the District at Calicut states that large body 
(bodies) of rebels reported to have arrived yesterday at Mannarghat and where (sic) 
brmht down record Sub-Registrar's Office. Rebels went in the direction of 
Angadipuram. All the forest buildings burnt down at Nilambur." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 17th September 1921. 

Malabar disturbances. Following report dated 22.45 hours, 12th September, 
from "Madras District Headquarters :— 

" It is reported that there are .1,000 Moplahs between Mannarghat and Palghat 
proceeding to Palghat to effect the release of Elikanair, a rebel leader. Accordingly, 
a patrol train (1 corrupt group) from getting across the railway line. 

463S 100 9.21 



" 2. It is expected that, owing to Madras Governments proposal to arrest the Ali 
Brothers about the 14th instant, there will he rioting in North Arcot, Bezwada, and 
Chitoor. I have therefore acted as follows : — 

" (a) I have requested that a company of British Infantry shall he sent to 
Bezwada from the battalion at Secunclerabad if necessary, by 14th instant 
noon. 

" (b) I have arranged that, if necessary, two columns, each half company of 
British Infantry, will go from Madras to Chitoor and North Arcot 
respectively. The 83rd Light Infantry have made some arrests at 
Aiyrania and Kaippakanacheri, which they are searching. 

" Repetition of above has been delayed by an oversight." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 17th September 1921. 
Malabar disturbances. Following is report from General Officer Commanding, 

Madras District, despatched 15th September, 7 pan. : — 
" Situation 18.00 hours. No developments to report in Malabar or Wynaad,. 

Some leading rebels arrested by 83rd Infantry near Kattiparutti. One column fired 
on from dense juugle near Tuvur (sic) and fire returned. Bezwada reports quiet. 
Nothing for Madras Press." 
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SECRET * 0 A B I N E T  . 
M * 3387j IRELANDx 

MR. DE V;ILERAIS REPLY DATED SEPTEMBER 19th, ;1921 TO 
M I ^ I S T E R / S ^ E T T E T O P SEPTEMBER. 18th I9BT. 

(Reference - Paper No ̂ C , P. 3320)* 

Dublin. 
Mansion House. 

September 19th 1921. 
The Right Honourable D* Lloyd George, 

Gairloch, 
Sootland. 

Sir j 
We have had no thought at any time of asking you to accept 

any conditions precedent to a conference. We would have thought it 
as unreasonable to expect you as a preliminary to recognise the 
Irish Republic, formally or informally, as that you should expect 
usi formally or informally, to surrender our national position. 
It is precisely because neither side accepts the position of the 
other that there is a dispute at all, and that a conference is 
necessary to search for and to discuss such adjustments as might 
compose it. 

A treaty of accommodation and association properly concluded 
between the peoples of these two islands ^nd between Ireland and 
the group of States in the British Commonwealth would, we believe, 
end the dispute for ever, and enable the two nations to settle down 
in peace, each pursuing its own individual development and contrl
buting its own ouota fo0 civilisation, but working together in free 
and friendly cooperation in affairs of agreed common concern.^ To 
negotiate such a treaty the respective representatives of thevtwo 

nations.,.. 
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nations must meet. If you seek to impose preliminary con
ditions whioh we must regard as involving a surrender of our 
whole position, they cannot meet. 

Your last telegram makes it clear that misunderstandings 
are more likely to increase than to diminish, and the cause of 
peace more likely to "be retarded than advanced by a continuance 
of the present correspondence. We request you, therefore, to 
state whether your letter of September 7th is intended to be a 
demand for a surrender on our part or an invitation to a oon
ferenco free on both sides, and without prejudice should agree
ment not be reached. If the latter, we readily confirm our 
acceptance of the invitation, and our appointed delegates will 
meet your Government*s representatives at any time in the 
immediate future that you designate. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) EAMOU DE YALEJBA. 

, Whitehall Gardens. S.W. 
September 31st. 19S1. 
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SECRET. 

C P . 3 3 2 8 . 
GREECE A N D T U R K E Y . 

T H  E serious reverse which the Greeks have sustained in their attempt to 
take Angora should add another to the long series of opportunities which have 
occurred for making a good settlement in the East. It will indeed be disgraceful 
if we do not make a real effort now to secure such a settlement. The waste and 
ruin by which the whole of this part of the East is ravaged and its reaction upon 
the general impoverishment of the world is in itself a sufficient reason. But we 
have also a much more particular one. As the Greek Army retires they will no 
doubt destroy the railway behind them, and if they are able to continue in the 
possession of the junctions which they took in the earlier battles the Turks should 
find it very difficult to come forward and menace them with active operations. 
The war is therefore likely to come into a condition of stalemate so far as the 
Mediterranean side is concerned. Mustapha Kemal, if he is wise, will not attempt 
to attack the Greeks once their retreat is complete, but will rather be content 
with forcing them to keep a very considerable army indefinitely in the field. This 
is bound to produce in the long run most disastrous reactions in Greece. But what 
will happen to us during this indefinite and possibly lengthy interval ? Mustapha 
Kemal, unable to develop any strong offensive towards the West, will have only one 
outlet for any forces at his disposal, namely, Mosul. Here, for the very smallest 
expense of troops and ammunition, he can cause us enormous embarrassment. We 
are steadily and swiftly withdrawing our troops from Mesopotamia, and only in 
this way can the abatement of the cost be obtained. The arrangements which are 
contemplated after the troops are gone make no provision at all for the defence of 
the country against external attack, bat are only devised to maintain internal order 
on the basis of a political system agreeable to the great majority of the people. 
A few thousand Turkish troops sent into the Mosul Vilayet will compel us to 
choose between stopping the evacuation of the Army or even bringing back new 
troops and embarking on field operations at the cost of at least 5 or 6 millions on 
the one hand, or giving up the Mosul Vilayet altogether on the other. The Arab 
Army and the levies are not yet ready to take any effective part in a defence against 
external attack. I have never been an enthusiast for Mesopotamia, still- less for 
Mosul; but I should be sorry if jusfc when things are beginning to go well 
internally in these regions we were forced to throw aside all our work and admit 
failure. Those who have supported on the one hand the retention of Mosul, and 
on the other a forward policy on the part of the Greeks, ought really to explain how 
these policies can be reconciled. 

Is it not, therefore, the very moment now for decided intervention to secure a 
settlement, whether for the sake of Greece or for the sake of Turkey ? It may 
well be that this further spell of bloody and disappointing fighting may have 
induced the wish for peace on both sides. Mustapha Kemal may no longer be in 
the unreasonable mood in which the Bekir Sami negotiations were conducted, and 
the Greeks must be getting nearer and nearer to bankruptcy and revolution. Now 
is the time to address ourselves to both sides in the mood which we had reached 
before the Greek resumption of the offensive. No doubt the terms proposed would 
have to be remodelled. But having decided ourselves what we think is reasonable, 
we ought to press upon both sides to the utmost limit of our force, not excluding 
a blockade of the Piraeus if Greece is unreasonable, or direct assistance in money 
and supplies to her if Turkey is unreasonable. We seem to have done absolutely 
nothing during the last three months but watch the progress of this disastrous 
conflict, and if we continue in this attitude we shall certainly find ourselves 
formidably disturbed in Mesopotamia.. 

I ask that this matter should be considered by the Cabinet at an early date. 

W . S. C. 
Colonial Office, September 26, 1921. 

[6964] 
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SECRET. C A B I N E T . 
C.P.3329. 

UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Copy of letter from Lord Stamfordham 
to the Secretpry, Cahinet * 

Balmoral Castle, 
September £1st.1921. 

My dear Hankey, 
I do not know whether you have returned from 

leave, but I am writing to you because the King does not 
want to bother the Prime Minister with any letters whioh 
are not absolutely neoessary for him to receive. At the 
same time His Majesty is very much troubled about the 
unemployment question and still more after reading 
D^Machamara^ Secret Memorandum to the Cabinet (C.P.3317) 
of the 17th Instant: and, as the IClng hopes that the 
question will come before the Cabinet at an early date, 
he would ask you to lay before thorn either this letter or 
its general contents. 

His Majesty does not know what the Cabinet 
Unemployment Committee are likely to recommend: but he 
does most earnestly trust that the Government will agree 
to some scheme by whioh work, and not doles, will bo supplied 
to the unemployed, the great majority of whom His Majesty 
understands honestly want to work.. Smergonoy work such 
as road making, land reclamation, light railways, forestation, 
although unrsmunerative, will nevertheless be doing some 
good and meet the claim of those who demand work and not 
charity. 

It is impossible tc expect people to subsist 
upon tho enemployment benefit of 15/- for men ana" 12/
for women. 
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The King appeals to the Government to meet this 
gravej but he believes temporary difficulty, with the 
same liberality as they displayed In dealing with the 
enormous daily cost of the War. 

Yours very truly, 
(Signed) STAMFOHDflAM. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir MiHahkey, G.C.B., 
Secretary to the Cabinet* 

2, Yfhitchall Garden?!, S.W.1, 
22nd September, 1921. 
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S U M M A B Y . 
G E N E R A L . 

The abandonment by the Soviet Government of many of the prin
ciples of Communism is raising doubts in the minds of Bolsheviks 
abroad. The Western European Communists consider that a revolution 
is at present impossible, and have no wish to sacrifice themselves fo 
internal affairs in Russia. Meanwhile, active operations by the Third 
International have been for the time suspended owing to lack of funds, 
and efforts are being concentrated solely on the distribution of 
propaganda. 

The Balkan and East European States appear to be carrying out a 
policy of severe repression against the extremists in their respective 
countries. 

Particular attention is drawn to the article on the activities of the 
Red Trade Union International in England, which appears in Part I I  . 
of this number. 

P R A N C E . 
The struggle between the Right and Left Wings of the C.G.T. still 

continues, but is likely to end in a victory for the Moderates. 
In spite of the fact that the French Communists are receiving funds 

from Moscow, propaganda is on the wane, and efforts to obtain sympathy 
for famine-stricken Russia have met with little success. 

The strike of textile workers in the north has been extended by the 
C.G-.T. to other industries. So far no settlement has been reached. 

B E L G I U M . 
The two Communist parties in Belgium, which are led by Van 

Overstraeten and Jacqnemotte respectively, are now to be united under 
the leadership of the latter as the result of a decision by Moscow, 

I T A L Y . 
The draft commercial agreement between Italy and Russia is very 

much on the same lines as the British agreement. It has met with 
considerable opposition in certain Government circles on the grounds that 
the Anglo-Russian trade agreement has turned out to be " a complete 
illusion." The Government appears to be determined to suppress distur
bances between the Fascisti and the Communists. The Firearms Act is 
being rigidly enforced, and penalties for carrying arms are to be increased. 

S P A I N . 
The labour situation in Barcelona has suddenly become much oasior, 

but the adherents to Communism are said to be increasing, and it is 
anticipated that a union of the two Communist parties will take place 
shortly. 

N O E W A Y . 
There are indications that the extremists in Norway and Sweden are 

trying to co-ordinate their revolutionary policy. \ ^ 
I t is thought that another meeting will be held "shortly by the trade 

unions in order to enforce the policy of adhesion to the Moscow Inter
national. 

The Norwegian Government has signed a commercial agreement with 
Moscow, whioh implies de facto and quasi-diplomatic recognition of the 
Soviet Government, 

A 2 
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S W E D E N . 
Tlio disaster in Russia, has had its effbct on tho working classes, and 

there is little chance of their giving support to the Communist Party, 
which itself is urging a policy of making common cause with the 
Moderate Socialists at the coming elections. 

D E N M A R K . 
The negotiations for a trade agreement with Soviet Russia have so far 

not been completed. 
Unemployment has given considerable impetus to the Communist 

movement. 

G E R M A N Y . 
A split between the Right and Left Wings of the United Communist 

Party has been averted by a letter from Lenin. He criticised both 
sections and emphasised the fact that unity was necessary to win over 
the majority of the organised workers of Germany to Communism. 

The Communist Labour Party has definitely broken away from tho 
Third International, and is proposing to found a new International, which 
all national groups, restive under the lash of Moscow, will be invited to 
join. 

German schemes for trade and concessions in Russia have been 
considerably hampered by the famine. 

S W I T Z E R L A N D . 
Moscow has apparently decided that it does not get valne for money 

spent in Switzerland. I t is thought that even a successful revolu
tion there would make an insufficient impression on the surrounding 
countries. 

A t the Tenth International Co-operative Congress at Basle, which 
' was attended by Dr. Polovtzeva, representing Russia, it was decided to 
make an attempt to establish international trade through co-operative 
channels and to formulate a scheme for an international co-operative' 
bank. 

A U S T R I A . 
The Communist Party is very short of funds, but is making every 

use of the industrial crisis and unemployment. The police have issued 
a warning that any extension of agitation will result in forcible dis
solution of the Communist Party. 

H U N G A R Y . 
Moscow is endeavouring to start agitation among the soldiers, but 

funds are short and police vigilance is acting as a severe check to 
propaganda. 

R U S S I A . 
I t is difficult to estimate tlie extent of the famine, which, thougli 

serious, is probably not so acute as the Soviet authorities make out. 
The crisis is likely to reach its height in December. It is becoming 
increasingly evident that the Soviet Government will only accept relief 
under its own terms and under its own control. Even admitting that 
the Soviet Government is sincere'in its wish to get food to the distressed 
areas, it is highly improbable that the grain would reach its destination, 
owing to transport difficulties and the activities of the Green bands. 
Dr. Nansen's agreement with the Soviet authorities is likely to prove 
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abortive. There does not appear to be any guarantee that the dis
tribution. of supplies can bo carried on without the interference of the 
Soviet Government, nor is there any security for the loan of 10,000,OOOZ. 
sterling which Dr. Nanseu is asking- from the Allied Governments at 
the request of the Bolsheviks. The arrest of tho members of the 
Moscow Relief Committee is thought to be an act of provocation by 
Litvinolf aimed at Krassin, who may have seen in the Committee a 
chance of co-operation with, the better classes and of building up little 
by little a coalition. 

There are no immediate indications of a fall of the Soviet Government, 
but if the worst happens tho leaders will probably try to hold the 
industrial centres and let the rest go temporarily. 

A religions revival on a large scale is taking place. 
Krassin has made a mournful confession of economic failure. " The 

" English treaty has produced no lasting results, and KerjentsefFs 
" treaties in Scandinavia have led to nothing. English firms are only 
" offering short credit, whereas the Soviet requires at least fiv,e years 
" for small purchases and up to 15 or 20 years for larger transactions. 
" As regards concessions, in spite of the. protracted negotiations, not a 
" single contract has been completed." 

P O L A N D . 
Employees in many public services have been on strike, believed to 

be due to Bolshevist and German Communist agitation. The Govern
ment is preparing to mobilise soldiers to operate the trains and public 
services. -

G R E E C E . 
The repression of the Communists continues ; their headquarters have 

been raided and most of the labour executive are in prison. 

J U G O S L A V I A . 
The Anti-Communist Bill has been passed by a large majority, 

resulting in the annulment of the mandate of the Communist Deputies. 
There is now definite evidence that the attempt on the life of the Regent 
was the result of a decision taken by the Communist Party as a whole. 

B U L G A R I A . 
So far the Government has avoided the renewal of official relations 

with Moscow. Sweejjing measures against the Socialists are being 
prepared to take place in the immediate future. 

R O U M A N I A . 
The Government has declared the Communist Party illegal and 

dissolved every Trade Union. 

T U R K E Y . 
The Bolsheviks, in conjunction with Enver, appear to be doing 

everything in their power to prevent the settlement of. the Turkish 
question. Although the population of Anatolia maintains its attitude of 
hostility towards the Bolsheviks, Euver's intrigues with the Turkish 
Communists, some of whom are occupying positions in the Anatolian 
Government and in the army, are causing Mustapha Kemal considerable 
anxiety.j 
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EGYPT. 

The Third Internationa] is considering the advisability of turning its 
attention to Egypt, which it considers a promising field for its anti-
British activities. 

AZERBAIJAN, ARMENIA, and GEORGIA. 
These countries are now faced with famine, due to the same causes 

that are operating in Russia, i.e., Soviet maladministration. In Georgia 
tho peasantry and working classes are showing a growing hostility to the 
Communists. 

CANADA. 
Unemployment continues steadily, and at Vancouver the temper of 

the workless is growing more bitter. I t has been definitely established 
that 2,500 dollars have been sent by the Pan-American Bureau to 
organise the Communist Party of Canada. This money came from 
Moscow. 

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA. 
The Communist Party has decided to establish "Labour Alliances " 

on both sides of the boundary. The American Labour Alliance is being 
set up in opposition to the American Federation of Labour. The alliance 
with the Canadians is not yet complete. 

The number of unemployed is increasing, and a winter of unexampled 
distress is in prospect. 

Senator France has returned from Moscow and hopes to persuade the 
United States Government to recognise the Soviet Government da facto. 



CONFIDENTIAL. 

A Review of Revolutionary Movements in 
Foreign Countries. 

PART I. 

1. L A T I N C O U N T R I E S . 

FRANCE. 
The Struggles in the Confederation Generale du Travail. 

The struggle between extremist aud moderate members of the 
Confederation Generate du Travail continues unabated. The extremists 
are in despair because the moderates wish to separate themselves from 
them. They fear that the followers of Jouhaux will retain all the 
buildings and material belonging to the Confederation Generate du 
Travail, and will leave the extremists without meeting places. They 
have lately been appealing to the conscience of the moderates, basing 
their arguments ou the liberty of opinion and the principles of revolu
tionary trades unionism. 

It is gradually becoming evident that the moderates have, the upper 
hand and are determined to be masters in their own house. 

The Communists have been called to order for holding a special 
congress on the day after the close of the'Lille Congress. They are 
reminded that they are a defeated party, aud have no right to establish 
an " imperium in imperio." The Confederation has also issued its ruling 
in the dispute that has split the Rail waymen's Federation since the last 
congress, when the Left Wing unions obtained a majority and elected a 
revolutionary executor. The Confederation now over-rules this election, 
on the ground that certain Belgian unions were not admitted to the vote, 
and declares the election of the Reformist Executive appointed by 
Bidegaray aud Ms friends 1o be valid. A new national congress is to be 
called in two months' time in order to restore unity between the two 
opposing sections. 

Another significant event is the decision of the Federation of Clerical 
and other Workers and the Federation of Agricultural Labourers to 
exclude the recalcitrant unions which adhere to the revolutionary trade 
union organisation. Two organisations will thus exist, as is already the 
case with the railway workers. 

The Central Executive of the Revolutionary Trade Union Committees, 
who represented the minority at the recent Congress of the Confederation 
Generate du Travail, have issued a declaration reaffirming the autonomy 
of the French Trade union movement, and declaring at the same time that 
they hope to affiliate with the Red Trade Union International at an early 
date. They hope that a second Congress of the Moscow International 
may be called shortly, which will make it possible for the French Unions 
to affiliate without losing their traditional independence. 

The Communist members of the Federation of Railway Workers who 
seized the Federation offices two months earlier, were expelled at the 
beginning of August, on the order of the Seine Tribunal. 



It is stated that the French Communists receive subsidies from the 
Soviet Government, but the authorities have so far been unsuccessful in 
finding proof sufficient to justify a prosecution. Everything points to a 
continued relationship between the Communist leaders in France and 
those in Berlin and Moscow. 

The Communist campaign is for the moment directed chiefly to the 
revictualling of Russia. At the same time a campaign of suspicion and 
distrust, in which " L'Humanite " has an evil pre-eminence, is being led 
against the Governments who wish to assist the Russian people. The 
workers have been asked, on tho usual grounds, to refuse to manufacture 
war material, and the Confederation Generate du Travail has gone so 
far as to forbid the metal workers to make arms and ammunition of any 
kind. This order has met with some obedience in the north, but the 
manufacturers, whose only present orders are for war material, have 
locked out their, employees. This stale of things is not expected to last. 
Some Parisian, workers have taken up a characteristically egotistical 
attitude, and have refused to obey the orders of the Communist Federation 
and the Confederation Generate du Travail, arguing that they cannot 
remain unemployed. 

; The campaign has produced another incideut which satirises 
Communist professions. Gaston Moufflard, the secretary of the 
Communist Section of Pan tin, and a model among Communists, who 
was administrator of the local co-operative, has absconded with the 
funds collected from his comrades, amounting to some 100,000 francs. 

The first flush of propaganda has, however, now died away and has 
been followed by a period of apathy. The clever compaign by the 
principal newspapers, exposing Communist fallacies and contradictions, 
has not failed of effect. The proletariat is asking how it is that the 
adoption of Communist principles in Russia has resulted in ruin and 
death. The economic crisis and the reduction of salaries are another 
brake on proletarian ardour. In spite of the furious campaign of 
" LTIurnanite" and other organs of class hatred, hardly 4,000 people 
attended a mass meeting organised in Paris in favour of starving Russia. 
The Communist leaders are attempting to revive morale by a series of 
mass meetings, and that gentle, aged cynic, Anatole Frauce, is one of 
those who will make an extensive tour of France. The leaders are. 
announcing that Moscow has fixed the world revolution for September 15th. 
This, is a blind, however, and if any movement is attempted it will not 
take place before the end of September. 

The "independent attitude of Laporte, secretary of the Young 
Communist Federation, at the Congress of the Third International, has 
scandalised the Communist Federation. Laporte dared to charge Lenin 
—-it is; thought at the suggestion of Trotsky—with trying to enter into 
an alliance with the bourgeois parties of the Entente. Hence LemVs 
great coldness towards the French delegation. 

Labour Troubles. 
The strike or lock-out of textile workers in the north is now general 

and involves some 60,000 operatives. Strikes among the textile workers 
are also proceeding in Alsace, the Tarn and the Vosges. The textile 
workers of the north have been on short time for two months, and have 
had to face a difficult time. The decision of the employers to reduce 
salaries.fired the smouldering discontent, aud the lock-out, decided upoii 
hi "the case" of workmen refusing to accept the reduced scale of wages, 
completed the rupturel 



The dispute has now extended to the union of foremen and overseers 
who do not form part of the Confederation Generale du Travail, and to 
the transport and leather workers serving the industry. The metal 
workers are in a state of ferment. The disputed question of the index 
figure has moved the Conseil General of tho Department of the Nord to 
send a resolution to the Ministry of Labour for the immediate convocation 
of the Departmental Commission to examine the present cost of living 
with a view to revising the index figure. Tliey also ask for a reconstitu
tion of the Commission. A good deal of bitterness between the extreme 
and the moderate labour representatives was shown during the voting of 
the resolution. The Socialists, who have up to the present managed to 
keep control of the situation, wished to preserve the purely industrial 
character of the struggle ; the Communists following their usual policy of 
inflaming class hatred—witness the reckless calumnies of " L'Humanity " 
—wish to transfer the fight to political grounds. They would also like 
to lead the strike in correlation with their campaign against the mauufac
ture of munitions and arms, whioh is beginning to boar some fruit in the 
Paris districts. Here the Government, which does not wish to be 
confronted with a conflict in Paris as well as with one in the north, has 
recommended the greatest prudence and tolerance to the employers. 
Fresh troops have been sent to the north. These have had to intervene 
against the sacking of bakers'and provision merchants'shops, but they 
did so with extreme gentleness, both on orders received and of their own 
will. 

Tho struggle is keen, and the extremists may at any moment get the 
upper hand. The quarrel between moderates and extremists appears to 
strengthen the position of the employers, who show at present no intention 
of modifying their attitude. 

Trade union organisations are trying to arrange a general strike of 
protest if salaries are not maintained at previous rates. 

The lock-out of dockers at Havre ended in a compromise. 

A Bolshevik on the Situation. 
A certain V. Prihodko, apparently a Bolshevik agent in France, has 

communicated to the Agitation Section in Moscow his impressions of the 
situation. These emphasise the sharp division between the two currents 
of Socialist thought. According to Prihodko, the leaders of the Syndi
calists are obsessed with the idea that Moscow has concentrated its efforts 
at present not so much on fighting Capitalism and the Yellow Socialists, as 
on attempts to break down the Syndicalist organisations, The party 
arbitration, proposed by Prihodko, was refused by the Syndicalists. 
Prihodko hopes that when Sadoul arrives he will be able to bring influence 
to bear on both sides, and thus help peacefully to end the conflict. He 
states that Antoine Barass, who is going to England to replace Fachers, 
has been working for the last two years in Brittany, the "Red Vendee " 
of contemporary France, where the workers are alleged to listen more 
attentively to Bolshevik doctrine than the population of Central France, 
and particularly that of the north-east. 

Miscellaneous. 
There are rumours that Hugo Stinnes is at present secretly buying 

the shares in several very important Paris newspapers. 
A ship laden with foodstuffs, medical stores and clothing has left 

St. Nazaire under the French flag for Petrograd. 
Sentence of eighteen months' imprisonment has been passed upon 

Louis Williams, manager of the newspaper " Le Conscrit," for publishing 



an article inciting soldiers to disobey orders. " Lo Consent" was an 
Anarchist-Communist journal, run by the Association of Communist 
Youth. 

One Sebastian Schwartz, born at Bucharest, is said to bo an agent 
of Lenin and also to be in touch with Hugo Stinnes. Schwartz was in 
Paris during June, and afterwards left for Berlin and Stockholm, whence 
he was reported to intend' going to Dublin and London. He spends 
lavishly on propaganda and is reputed to be a millionaire. 

On the occasion of his last journey to London Krassin is said to have 
met Mikailoff in Berlin as the secret agent of M. Briand. Mikailoff 
is alleged to have returned with some 500,000,000 francs worth of orders 
for French industry. I t is said that the Soviet would prefer to trade 
with France, from whom they fear no commercial tyranny, rather than 
with Germany and Great Britain, whose ambition they seem to fear. 

BELGIUM. 
Communist Activities. 

The Socialist Federation .of the Borinage has decided, at the forth
coming election, to contest with all its energy both the " bourgeois " 
reaction and the Communist movement " attempted by a handful of 
Brussels hot-heads." 

An effort is being made to induce members of the " Vlaamsch Oud 
Strijdersbond" (Flemish ex-Combatants'Organisation) to break away 
from Parliamentary groups and develop on revolutionary lines. This 
policy, advocated by extremists, has little likelihood of success. The 
militant members of the organisation are freely discussing the question 
of " direct action" against what is termed, the Francophile military, 
ascendency. 

Anticipating the apparently inevitable fusion, the members of the 
two Communist parties are fraternising. Van Overstraeten appears for 
the moment to have sunk his differences with Jacquemotte and to be 
advocating the same methods. It is generally thought that Jacquemotte 
will lead the united movement under the name of the " Parti Communiste 
Beige," and it is probable that Van Overstraeten will be a member of the 
committee to be formed of equal numbers of the two existing groups, to 
direct the propaganda and campaign of the party. 

The " Committee for the Fusion" of the party has practically 
completed its negotiations, and the final conditions for the joining of the 
two groups have been sent to all brandies for consent. The congress 
which will ratify the conditions and officially form the Communist Party 
will be held early in September. Communists are to be asked to stay in 
the trade unions for the time being, and to work individually to gain new 
adherents to the Communist Party. A united provincial campaign is to 
be organised in order to capture new members. 

A t the end of July, at Brussels, Jacquemotte gave an account of his 
mission to Russia, before the largest Communist meeting yet held in 
Belgium. He glossed over the lamentable condition of Russia, and 
asserted that it was necessary for the proletariat of the whole world to 
revolt, if the Russian revolution was to triumph, A resolution was 
passed protesting against the actions of Belgian "militarists" in 
occupied German territory. 

Van Overstraeten has been criticising the Belgian workers' organisa
tions, which, in his opinion, are not alive to the necessities of the moment, 
and not equal to the need of preparing for a Bolshevik regime. 



Miscellaneous. 

Contrary to previous reports there is no evidence that appreciable 
quantities of Russian jewels are being sold or offered for sale in Belgium. 

The headquarters of the International Federation of Unemployed in 
Belgium are reported to be at No. 51, Ommeganckstraat, Autwerp. One, 
Jan Chapel, is the secretary of the branch in Antwerp. It is believed 
that these offices are not only the branch offices for Belgium, but that 
the headquarters of the whole movement are situated in Antwerp. 

A woman travelling with a Belgian passport issued at Stockholm in 
the name of Alexandre de Kramer was recently arrested on arrival at 
Antwerp from Stockholm. She admitted her correct name to be 
Alexandre Pfingsthorn. She is a German subject and worked during 
the war for the German Secret Service. She has produced conclusive 
evidence that M. Bovy de Witte, chancellor at the Belgian Legation at 
Stockholm, whose mistress she was, finding himself in debt, sent her to 
Warsaw and Riga with a proposition that he was willing to issue 
Belgian passports to Bolshevik agents^ M. de. Witte has been recalled 
to Brussels and placed under arrest, but not before many transactions 
favourable to the interests of the propaganda bureau of the Third 
International had actually taken place. 

ITALY. 
Relations with the Soviet. 

In the Senate it has been stated, on behalf of the Government, that it 
is not possible to ignore the de facto Government of Russia, for Italian 
trade must not be shut out from Russia by the competition of other 
countries. The draft commercial agreement between Italy and Russia 
contains the explicit obligation on the part of the Soviet to abstain from 
all political propaganda in Italy. The agreement provides for a mutual 
undertaking to open negotiations immediately for an economic and 
commercial agreement of the widest kind. Russia will give Italy the 
same facilities and advantages as other countries and she will give 
equitable consideration to Italian claims for credits. 

Senator Gonfalo has sharply criticised the Governmeut's attitude to 
the Russian commercial delegation pointing out that no diplomatic 
precedent existed for ltaly's entering into an agreement with a Goveru
ment that was not recognised. He thought that the Anglo-Russian 
Trade Agreement had turned out to be a " complete illusion." 

According to the " Epoca," Vorovsky's first important purchase in 
Italy for the Soviet is Italy's two greatest airships specially constructed 
by the Fiat Company to cross the Atlantic. They are to go direct from 
Turin to Moscow. 

The Socialist Programme. 

Sigiior Turati and other leaders of the Socialist party have issued a 
manifesto advocating a union of the Socialists at the forthcoming 
Congress. The document is resolute in tone; it openly condemns 
Bolshevism, and acknowledges that the bourgeois regime still has a 
mission to accomplish. Turati goes so far as to oppose the direct 
participation of the proletariat in the Government at a moment which 
is full of danger. The party may have to decide at the Rome Congress 
whether it is to remain aloof or to transform itself into a real Government 
party. In the latter case the Communists may succeed it as the party 
of the masses. 
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The Government has determined to proceed with the disarmament of 
the Arditi del Popolo and tho Fascisti. The Firearms Act will be 
enforced ; exceptional powers will, if necessary, be given to the police ; 
and penalties for carrying arms will be markedly increased. Legislation 
is proposed for the supervision of the badly guarded ammunition dumps 
and arm stores scattered throughout Italy. In view of the vast 
quantities of arms and ammunition now in the hands of the populace, 
these measures can scarcely be effective. 

More trouble has meanwhile occurred between Socialists and Fascisti 
in several parts of Italy, though in some centres peace really seems to 
exist. 

The Fascisti in the province of Emilia Romagua having disapproved 
the peace with the Socialists, Signor Mussolini, who organised the 
Fascisti, has resigned from the Executive Committee. The Fascisti 
hostile to the agreement argue that they were duped into a peace which 
did not oblige the Socialists to respect the Fascisti. They complain 
that their party has been attacked in various towns by Communists and 
Socialists, and that the Government has done nothing to prevent such 
assaults. The Cabiuet has, however, repeated its strict instructions to 
the authorities to repress the internal guerilla. 

Miscellaneous. 

The Turin police have raided the Communist daily, " Online Nuovo," 
and arrested 25 persons described as Red Guards. 

The metal workers have agreed to a reduction of wages in accordance 
with special circumstances at the various factories. 

The cotton masters have demanded a 50 per cent, reduction of wages, 
which has been flatly refused by the National Federation of Textile 
Workers. A general strike is threatened. The chemical workers have 
also resolved to resist a reduction of wages. 

Enver Pasha is reported to have referred to the recent Spanish 
reverse in Morocco as the beginning of a rising which would spread to 
Tripoli. Pan-Islamic propagandists appear to have been active in 
Tripoli. 

Ali Bey Shemsi's pro-Zaghlul propaganda is said to have resulted in 
the Egyptians in Rome protesting against Adli Pasha's going to London 
with the official delegation. The inducements offered by Ali Shemsi are 
said to have inclined various newspapers in Rome, Milan, and Genoa to" 
assist his propaganda. 

Trebitsch-Lincoln, who is now in Rome, has submitted certain 
articles, which he calls "wonderful," and for which he wants 
2,000 dollars, to the Hearst Syndicate for approval. -The"French police.' 
have issued instructions that Lincoln is not to be allowed to enter 
France. 

SPAIN. 
The Situation in Barcelona. 

The labour situation in Barcelona has rather suddenly become very 
much easier. Police action, however harsh it may be, seems to be 
succeeding in making the profession of murder risky. Anido has been 
ordered from Madrid to refrain as much as possible from arresting any 
more syndicalists, so that the working classes may not be ,unduly 
incensed. 



The police and the press attribute importance to the arrests of 
terrorists which have recently taken place. These are mostly young
people between the ages of 15 and 21, who received a salary of 100 to 
150 pesetas per week for their work. Their confessions are said to 
implicate other people more highly placed than themselves. 

The workers are glad of the peace which allows them to work 
quietly for good wages, and they are largely relieved from the unpleasant 
duty of subscribing to the syndicates, which are now collecting money 
on a very much reduced scale. Unemployment has considerably 
diminished. Anti-militarist propaganda continues at Barcelona and 
Valencia, but nothing serious seems likely to come of it. 

Recent discoveries are said to establish that the syndicalists are 
better off financially than was generally thought, and are estimated to 
possess about one million pesetas. I t seems to have been intended to 
institute reserve funds all over Spain, but aa far "as is known the 
syndicalists have succeeded only in Barcelona. The death of Boal, who 
manipulated all money, including the secret funds, will probably have 
a far reaching effect on the organisation in Barcelona. The income of 
the syndicates was put in July at about 15,000 pesetas a week, of which 
the collectors keep about 5,000 pesetas. 

The Progress of Communism. 
The Spanish delegates to the Third International were R. M. Garcia, 

secretary of the Spanish Communist group, J. Ramos, G. Sanz, R. Milla, 
A . Pumarega, and H. Arlandis. At the last congress only one man was 
sent from Spain ; on this occasion the Spanish party, practically all of 
them manual labourers, was made as strong as possible. The delegation 
complained that they had great difficulty in reaching their destination. 
Four delegates represented the Confederation Nacional del Trabajo, and 
the Partido Communista Obrero also sent four delegates. Spanish 
labour, encouraged by the representation of its three great parties, is 
expecting great things and the final disappearance of differences of 
opinion to result from the congress. 

Hopes of a split in the Communist ranks have so far been dis
appointed. Both the Partido Communista Espanol and the Partido 
Communista Obrero are members of the Third International, and in 
agreement upon all political and social questions. A formal union is a 
very possible outcome of the forthcoming Communist Congress. Some 
difficulties arise from Communist co-operation with the Syndicalists, who 
are looked upon as clearing the path to Communism throughout Spain. 
The adherents to Communism increase daily, and the Miners' Syndicate 
of Asturias have thrown over their old leader Llaneza and joined the 
Partido Communista Obrero. 

John Arnall, the prominent Socialist and pro-Turk, whose activities 
in gun-running and subverting the natives in Morocco have more than 
once been mentioned, informed the Spanish Ambassador in London quite 
frankly that he was working for the Moors on the Riff. 

Miscellaneous. 
Documents regarding the arms stored in Spain have been sent from 

America to Berliu for transmission to John de Kay. I t is suggested 
that knowledge of the movement of these arms and of the active 
participants in securing them may be obtained through the American 
Consular Service in Spain. The arms consist of 17,000 Spanish rifles 
and 1,000,000 cartridges and are held, according to de Kay, as security 
for money due to him from the Mexican Government, 



PORTUGAL. 

Trouble with the Polieia Segnranca do Estado is reported. Many 
agents went, revolver in hand, to the office of the Chief of Police 
(Captain Campos Eego) and threatened, if he did not resign there and 
then, to shoot him and bomb the building. Under duress the chief 
resigned. The ground of tho mooting is that the men are all Democrats 
and the Chief is a Liberal. The Government is dismissing and replaciug 
the mutineers. 

2. S C A N D I N A V I A N C O U N T R I E S . 

NORWAY. 
Communist and Revolutionary Activities. 

A meeting of Norwegian and Swedish revolutionaries was held on 
August 14th at the Peace Monument at Charlottenburg on the Norwegian-
Swedish border. Tranmael was one of the principal speakers. It is 
said that the main object of the meeting was to perfect an understanding 
between revolutionary Norway and Sweden and thoroughly to co-ordinate 
revolutionary policy. Tranmael said that the fight for the workshops 
could be divided into three stages, the first of which has already been 
won by the Trade Uniou movement. These are : 1, influence, 2, control 
by labour of work decided on ; and 3, decision by labour as to what shall 
be done and how. A Soviet system must be formed to attain the second 
and third stages. 

The Communists recently sent representatives to the naval port of 
Horten, to agitate for Communism. Here permission to hold a big open
air meeting was refused and naval ratings generally seem to have taken 
little notice of their visitors. A t a meeting at the local Folkets Hus, 
Eugene Olaussen outlined Communistic fighting methods. I t appears 
that a general meeting, of the Trades Unions will be called soon, at 
which withdrawal from the Amsterdam International and affiliation to 
the Moscow International will be insisted upon. If the lock-out is used 
to enforce reductions when various industrial agreements lapse in the 
autumn, labour must take over the workshops, forcibly if necessary. 
Olaussen declared that arms were being obtained, to meet force by force. 
Workmen were advised to study the business methods of their 
employers and to report anything likely to serve the forthcoming 
Communist management. 

There are reports that Communists and Syndicalists alike have 
started a campaign of agitation among teachers in the national schools. 
The object is to spread Communism among the young ; the teachers in 
the senior boys' classes are especially aimed at. This campaign is being 
carried out in fertile soil, for 50 per cent, of Norwegian school teachers 
have socialistic, if not revolutionary, leanings on account of their poor 
pay and consequent economic difficulties. 

Several Norwegian Communist leaders, including Scheflo and 
Tranmael, are said to be conscious or unconscious tools of the Anarchist 
International. Syndicalists and Anarchists in Norway are now in tacit 
union ; Christiania and Ejukan are the main centres. The chief execu
tive centre of the Anarchist International is in Paris ; the main 
intelligence and courier clearing-houses are in Berlin and Amsterdam. 

It is reported from various sources that Tromso is at present, an 
important Bolshevik revolutionary clearing-house. The courier service 
runs through Murmansk via Vardo to Tromso. Captain Bochowsky 



directs this centre. As has already been stated, the Russian Soviet has 
timed an attempt at Norwegian and, if possible, Scandinavian revolution 
for the late autumn of this year. 

Recent ambiguous statements in the extremist press may plausibly be 
interpreted as incitements to the workers to obtain explosives. " Social 
Domokraten" has contained an advertisement calling for offers of con
tracts for blasting work—this is probably a method of getting hold of 
explosives. 

A curious development of Communist activity is reported from 
Christiania, where the local revolutionary party is trying to sell to the 
upper classes small red flags bearing the Soviet Star, on the-under
standing that their possession will guarantee the holders against personal 
attack or looting when revolution or attempted revolution takes place. 
This scheme is admittedly one to make a little money, and has slender 
prospects of success. 

The Russian Trade Agreement. 
It. was reported at the beginning of August that the Norwegian 

Government had accepted in all its essentials the draft commercial 
agreement prepared by the Norwegian Delegation and the Russian 
Delegation at Stockholm. The Government was later reported to have 
telegraphed to Stockholm that Kerjentseff might come to Christiauia to 
sign the Commercial Treaty if he had full authority. The terms of 
the treaty will, almost certainly give the Russiau representatives some 
measure of diplomatic rights. The Conservative Press is criticising the 
agreement which implies de facto recognition of the Soviet. I t is 
deplored that the Government has not obtained recognition of Norwegian 
compensation claims amounting to about 300,000,000 kr. for Norwegian 
property in Russia seized by the Bolsheviks. 

The Transmission of Russian Propaganda. 
The recent removal of the ban on the import of Russian literature 

into Norway appears to extend also to the export of such matter. The 
only check now existing in Norway against the sending of Russian 
propaganda literature to England is the unwillingness of the shippiug 
companies to involve themselves in difficulties in England. This attitude 
is annoying Folkets Iius which may conceivably, by agitation on the 
ground that the companies have no longer any right to interfere, succeed 
in removing this difficulty. 

Miscellaneous. 
I t is stated that the Employers' Federation intend to make con

siderable reductions in the rates of pay for skilled mechanics. These 
reductions are to be : for first class mechanics 25 per cent, at once and 
15 per cent, on January 1st next; for second class mechanics, 20 per 
cent, at once and 10 per cent, on January 1st. 

I t appears that in the near future the Norwegian Seamen and Fire
men will undoubtedly follow the example of their British comrades, and 
break away from the transport workers. The Norwegian Engineers' 
Union has expressed its willingness in such case to form an alliance 
with the seamen and firemen. 

One of the Finnish representatives on the Finnish-Norwegian 
Boundary Commission is reported to be Lampio, Finnish Consul at 
Vardb, who is alleged to be in Bolshevik pay aud a most undesirable 
individual politically. He has managed to conceal his sentiments arid, 
activities from the Norwegian authorities, 



The notorious Captain Bochowsky appears to be patrolling the 
Norwegian coast on a Soviet ice-breaker. He visited "Vardii on the 
pretence of making contracts for the sale of fish, but he made no big 
contract to the disappointment of the fishermen. He ascribed his failure 
to the attitude of the Norwegian Government. Early in July Bochowsky 
received 50,000 kr. from Klishko. The money was sent to Vardci, 
for buying fish or for propaganda purposes. 

SWEDEN. 

Communism on the Defensive. 
The Communist Party has made a remarkable change of front. 

Frederick Strom, who has persistently derided Parliamentary methods, 
has now urged the Communists to make common cause with the 
Moderate Socialists at the coming elections. Strom confesses that 
the working classes have been beaten back to a position of defence. 
The action seems to be the result of pressure by the extremists who have 
induced the party to decide that the Stockholm section should vote 
under the name of the Communist Party and put up as candidates only 
thorough-paced Communists. 

The disaster in Russia has had an effect and it is thought that 
the workers in general will not vote Communist. The more 
moderate Communists share the prevailing scepticism about the Russian 
experiment, and see little hope of early revolution. 

A police report on the Communist plot divulges that Thun, one of 
the suspects, was engaged in 1919 in recruiting unemployed unmarried 
workmen for a so-called "Swedish battalion," which was to support the 
Finnish Reds in the event of a renewed attempt at revolution. The 
scheme faded away owing to the absence of instructions from Stockholm. 
Wanhainen, one of Thun's associates, was engaged in organising arms 
depots, and in anti-military propaganda. The great body of the workers 
are feebly interested in the affair, and sympathy with the men affected is 
non-existent outside the Communist Party. 

The Seamen's Strike over. 
Firemen and sailors have resumed work with 20 per cent, reduction 

of their wages. Only the leader, Grip, was for a continuance of the 
fight, and he was obliged to surrender to the majority. During the 
strike many sailors broke with their union and signed on, vowing that 
they would never pay another penny to the union again. Their keenest 
present desire is to be rid of Grip. Grip is a young man who has never 
been to SG!l £IS Or sailor. Most of the members of the Union resent Grip's 
rather dictatorial methods, and are hinting that it is high time he was 
sent about his business. Grip has Communist sympathies, and when the 
Firemeu's Union came to an agreement with the shipowners, he started 
a campaign with the object of forcing the sailors to strike. His 
propaganda, however, had little effect. 

The firemen themselves were never unanimous in their demands, and 
the strike was never popular. A considerable minority voted against the 
strike, and were willing to agree to 20 per cent, reduction of wages. The 
shipowners wanted a 30 per cent, reduction, but after a time agreed to 
20 per cent. The majority of the firemen, who know nothing of social 
problems, however, voted for the strike, which continued. The firemen 
know little of the administration even of their own union or of its financial 
standing. The subscriptions are entirely absorbed by expenses, 



Miscellaneous. 
Moscow has reported that from August 1st Stockholm harbour will 

be enlarged to meet the increased shipping which is expected in conse
quence of trade with Russia. 

Lomonosoff has denied the report that the Bolshevik Commercial 
Delegation is being transferred to Berlin. 

It is said that Kcrjentseff was not informed before his departure of 
the Swedish Governments objections to his return, and that a return 
visa was given him. He will not, however, come back to Sweden. 
Oschmiansky is for the moment head of the Bolshevik Delegation in 
Stockholm. 

Litvinoff has informed Vorovsky in Rome that Brukwitz has been 
refused a permit to enter Russia ; that the Soviet is allowing Swedes to 
enter the country only in exceptional cases " in view of the indecent 
behaviour of the Swedish Government." 

A reduction of 10 per cent, on the substantive wages paid on 
January 1st of this year will be introduced in the Swedish iron works 
from September 12th. This will affect all the workmen who have no 
contract. It is the third reduction following upon previous reductions of 
20 per cent, and 10 per cent. 

DENMARK. 

Progress towards a Trade Agreement. 
Moscow reported at the end of July that negotiations had been taking 

place between Kerjentseff and representatives of the Danish Government 
with regard to the conclusion of a trade agreement between Russia and 
Denmark, and that agreement had been reached on a number of points. 

Kerjeutseffhas since declared that negotiations have passed the official 
stags, but that a number of questions have yet to be discussed. 

Miscellaneous. 
The prevalence of unemployment is reported to be helping the 

Communists, who are steadily increasing in number. 
I t is reported from Copenhagen that the Commissariat for Jewish 

undertakings in Soviet Russia has invited the Skandinavisk Jodisk 
Hjaelpekomite to send delegates to a conference in Moscow, which is to 
discuss the question of Jewish emigration to Europe and America. 

3. C E N T R A L E U R O P E A N C O U N T R I E S . 

GERMANY. 

United Communists in Congress. 
TheUnited Communist Party opened their second party congress at 

Jena on August 23rd. The party was faced with taking a definite 
attitude on the recent decisions of the Third International, and sharp 
divergences of opinion were revealed. The extremists evidently desired 
a heresy hunt, but their ardour was damped by a letter from Lenin, in 
which, according to the "Dai ly Herald," the " majestic personality" of 
that tyrant appeared. Adopting a pontifical pose Lenin censured the 
extremists on both sides. He criticised Radek for attempting to convey 
the impression that the party which criticised the March rebellion had 
been totally defeated at the Moscow Congress, and then, turning 
impartially to Levy, described him as an intellectual anarchist who must 
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be expelled if he contiiuiod an agitation to justify his breach of discipline. 
The problem before the Congress was, Lenin maintained, that of 
preparing means for.winning over the majority of the organised workers 
of Germany to Communism. This could not be clone by the Parliamentary 
democratic method, but by intensive propaganda in the trade unions and 
the existing organisations of workers. This accords with the present 
policy of the Third International and with the general temper of the 
advanced workers in Germany, who recognise that revolution is not at 
hand, and that the next offensive must be preceded by the penetration 
and ultimate capture of the trade unions. But it is curious at a time 
when, in England, Moscow has ordered the submission of the Red Trade 
Union International to the Communist Party. 

Much time was given to party stocktaking. The Central Committee 
vehemently denies that the party is declining and now numbers only 
160,000 members. The Committee puts the membership at a little over 
300,000 ; there are in addition about 50,000 unemployed members who 
are unable to pay subscriptions. But the discussion on tactics made it 
abundantly clear that moral has declined and that it is doubtful if the 
party is able to fight in earnest. The party is at present divided into 
three groups, differing on how to attain the conquest of the trade unions. 
One group, probably the ablest, follows the clever but unauthorised 
leadership of Paul Levy, and looks with suspicion on the Executive of 
the Moscow International and its pretensions to govern the universe. 
The second group, the strongest at the Congress, is led by Wagner, and 
follows a policy of action, fearing that unless something is done soon, the 
masses will sink into a slough of apathy The class conscious and 
desperate elements in the great cities are behind Wagner. There is 
finally the group led by the veteran Klara Zetkin. Zetkiu is seeking to 
bring about a reconciliation between the followers of Wagner and those 
of Levy. She is inclined to temporise, though she does not condone 
passivity. She preaches that Europe must be ripe before the workers 
can come into power. The great problem before the Communists is to 
rouse the workers to action without offending their feelings and making
theni think that action has beeu ordered from Moscow. That idea has 
bseu prevalent since the failure of the March rising. 

The resolutions finally accepted appear on the surface to indicate that 
the Communists believe that Germany is nearing a social upheaval. The 
Left Wing profess that they cau exploit the resentment at the impending 
heavy taxation and the fight for a wage standard, which is threatened by 
the rise of prices, to win over the local trade councils and provincial 
branches of the Majority Socialist parties to direct action. The Congress 
demanded the imposition of all the taxation caused by the sanctions and 
reparations on the propertied classes ; a rise in wages of 100 per cent. ; 
and the control of production by the workers' councils, as put forward by 
the trade union officials during the Kapp coup, but shelved; ever since. 

The police kept a watchful eye on the congress and especially on the 
foreigners who attended it. Raids were made, but the result of them has
not yet been divulged. 

The Split in the Communist Ranks. 

It is now evident that a definite split in German communism has 
occurred. The Communist Labour Party broke away from the Third 
International in July, when a heated scene was followed by the 
expulsion of the party delegates from Russia. The sequel was a secret 
meeting at which the Communist Labour Party decided to lose no 
opportunity of attacking the Third International. To this end a special 
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party meeting is to be held in Berlin on September 11th, when an 
attempt will be made to found a new International, which all national 
groups, restive under the lash of Moscow, will be invited to join, as will 
also the groups and organisations which have not joined the Third 
International. One line of attack will be the distribution of propaganda 
designed to show that the Russian Communists surrendered to the 
demands of the peasants. The first expenses—a sum of 620,000 marks 
for propaganda literature is mentioned—are apparently to be met from 
reserve funds, aud help from dissatisfied foreigners is suggested, though 
this is unlikely to be very great. 

The Communist Labour Party has also defined its attitude towards 
the Soviet. If the Soviet G-overnment comes forward as protagonist of 
the proletarian revolution, the party will support it with active solidarity ; 
should the Soviet Government appear as advocate of the bourgeois 
revolution, the party will just as actively fight against it. This decision 
is said to have so far placated the Third International that it affects to 
consider that the K.A.P.D. has not formally withdrawn from the Third 
International. 

The Communists and Upper Silesia. 

Bolshevik plans in Upper Silesia were mentioned in the " Review " 
for July. Three independent groups were apparently to be concerned 
with the organisation of propaganda. Prague mainly organises pro
paganda on the spot, and for this purpose detaches an operating 
subsection to Breslau ; the Russian section of the German Communist 
Party in Berlin is charged with undermining the German formations by 
propaganda ; and the Silesian subsection of the Section for Propaganda 
has to bring its influence to bear among the troops of the Allied Powers. 
The last-named group is probably a branch of the Mannheim Central, 
which spreads propaganda among the troops of occupation and has 
subsections in Silesia and temporarily in East Prussia. The West 
European Secretariat for Propaganda is informed that it must have no 
hesitation in using the Soviet Embassy for purposes of communication— 
an indication that the Soviet Government and the Third International 
work in collusion on the Upper Silesian question. 

Kopp has been instructed by Moscow to watch events in Silesia very 
closely and to keep the Soviet informed of affairs. Larin (not the 
notorious Communist of that name), Schneerson, and Pipper, who are 
employed by Kopp, belong to the military Chresvychaika, to which 
department Upper Silesia has been assigned. These men maintain direct 
communication with Polish and German Communists in Upper Silesia, 
and with the central office for propaganda of the West European 
Secretariat of the Third International. All money for Communist propa
ganda, on which the Soviet has so far spent over 20,000,000 Polish 
marks, goes through their hands. Moscow sees a chance in Silesia of 
settling accounts with Poland. 

The Red plans seem, however, to have failed. It is stated in 
explanation, that the peasants desired peace at any price, that the 
German insurgents were hostile to the idea of Communism or even 
Republicanism, and that the propaganda agents were unsuitable. Wager, 
the emissary of the Western European Secretariat, who investigated the 
matter, reported that it was impossible to establish any Soviet military 
organisations in Upper Silesia. He is reorganising the propaganda 
centres and basing them all on Cracow. The present object of the 
Communists is to control aud exploit dissatisfaction, 
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The Russian Communists; 

The Russian group, numerically the strongest of the foreign Com
munist groups in Berlin, has for chief task to watch the activities of tho 
counter-revolutionary groups in Germany. The Soviet Mission is 
greatly interested in the struggle in Ukrainian circles between the 
adherents of Skoropadsky and of Colonel Poltawetz-Ostranitza. The 
-Hungarian group consists of 27 membors, including Stefan Leiter, the 
murderer of Count Tisza. Its influence is considerable, and it employs 
numerous agents to collect information as to tho activities of German 
and Hungarian Government departments. 

Communism: General. 

Three persons named Yaroshenko, Ysif, and Marchenko are said to 
have been sent by the Executive of the Third International to Germany 
to keep in touch with the French Communists. 

Dr. Curt Geyer, Diiwell, and Waldemar have been expelled from the 
Communist Party for contributing to Paul Levy's newspaper " Unser 
Weg." 

The Communists in the Ruhr are reported to be organising a Red 
Army for a new " Putsch " to take place at latest in October. The 
central organisation is at Halle. A simultaneous movement is to begin 
from east to west across the Balkans. 

The illegal Bezirks Directorate of the United Communist Party is 
said to be daily increasing its activity in Northern Bavaria, The 
methods employed for the organisation of the Red Army in Bavaria 
accord with instructions issued from the Berlin Centre. Illegal organisa
tions in the district of Wurtemberg are also said to be in rapid preparation, 
and training corps for United Communist leaders have been formed. 

A Communist Committee of three persons is said to exist in Berlin, 
which has a very strong influence on all matters connected with the 
Soviet regime. This committee works independently, behind the backs 
of the official and leading members of the Soviet Republic and the Third 
International. The only member of the committee who is known is a 
Jew, Joseph Steinberg, a friend of Radek and Vorowsky. 

A fresh indication of the decay of Communism is provided by the 
election of representatives for the meeting of the Metal Workers' Union, 
which is to take place in Jena in September. The Metal Workers have 
always been strongly radical and more obedient to Moscow than any 
other body of workers in Germany. Now Majority and Independent 
Socialists have combined against the Communists and have in almost 
every case obtained a victory. Tho Communists seem to have been 
successful only at Dresden. 

The Soviet Delegation. 

The Trade Mission has bought a house ou the Liitzow Ufer, Berlin, 
and now calls itself " Bevollmiichtigte Vertretung des Kommissariats fiir 
Aussenhandel." This bureau directs all espionage work and propaganda, 
and employs agents of all nationalities, including two Irishmen. The 
names of these men are given, doubtfully, as Fred Cowan and William 
Take. 

It was reliably stated early ih August that Victor Kopp had finally 
resigned his post as head of the Soviet Delegation in Berlin and had 
returned to Moscow. Krestinsky, formerly People's Commissary for 
Finance, who was expelled from Bavaria, has been appointed to succeed 
Kopp in charge of the diplomatic work of the Mission, Krestinsky is an 



irreconcilable Communist who was mainly responsible for the national
isation of tho Russian Co-operative movement. It is suggested that his 
task is to ascertain how far the present situation and public feeling in 
Germany may be used to stimulate Communist action by oxploiting 
disappointment at possible decisions on Upper Silesia and possibly the 
sanctions, and to seize any opportunity of making bad blood between 
Great Britain and France. Krestinsky has been in the past an official 
of the Communist Internationa], 

Trade Relations with Russia. 

Differences of opinion revealed themselves in the German Foreign 
Office during the negotiations for a trade agreement with Soviet Russia. 
The majority argued that the Treaty was useless as the Bolsheviks had 
no money to pay for supplies ; the minority that the Bolsheviks could 
give such privileges in exploiting Russia as no other Government could 
give. The sole reason for signing the Treaty was, it is said, to prevent 
England monopolising trade with Russia. The Government had hoped, 
to obtain mining concessions in exchange for goods—an end to which 
Hugo Stinnes particularly worked—but the Russian famine has upset all 
the plans of the financiers, who are adopting a waiting attitude 

Hilger, the German representative in Moscow, has reported that the 
feeling in Russia was entirely pro-German, and Germany should profit 
by it. Credit must be given.; concessions should be made to the Soviet 
in the question of diplomatic and consular representatives in Germany 
and official diplomatic relations should be resumed. Hilger did not 
think that the present moment favoured the colonisation of Russia by 
German peasants. He advised the immediate establishment of ten 
German consulates. 

The various co-operative societies and companies interested in trade 
with Russia, have combined in an association called " German-Russian 
Association for fostering and promoting mutual commercial relations." 
The best known business men in Germany head the Association, which 
has behind it commercial undertakings with an immense capital. The 
firms concerned work with the Soviet representatives and for Soviet 
Russia. They intend to capture the Russian market, both at present and 
also in the event of a revolutionary change in Russia. 

The " N o v y M i r " has published details, professedly authentic, 
regarding the milliard mark fund- assigned by the Soviet for the purchase 
abroad of manufactured articles to be exchanged for grain in those parts 
of Russia which have escaped famine. I t states that a considerable part 
of these orders were to be placed iu Germany, whose industry was more 
adapted to the needs of the Russian population. For this purpose the 
German Government has been asked to admit specialists and to supply 
fresh premises. It is hinted that if all the orders cannot be executed in 
Germany, they may be placed mainly in England. 

The Standing o£ Hugo Stinnes. 

Competent opinion, judging that the greatest possible concentration 
of capital is the first essential for a healthy carrying on of big business, 
is predicting that Stinnes' policy of dividing up capital will entail the 
ultimate collapse of his enterprises. It is pointed out that this policy 
renders impossible the carrying out in the long run of economic projects 
without the help of extensive bank loans. Now that Stinnes' scheme for 
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gaining ascendency over, the Hamburg-Amerika line through amalga
mating with its own shipping line has failed, tho Stinues line has become 
an extremely unprofitable venture. It is reported that the Government has 
decided to iutervoue, in view of the injury likely to be caused to German 
interests at large through an economic struggle between tho Harriman 
(to which the Hamburg-Amerika line belongs) and Stinnes shipping 
groups. 

Economists see a second dangerous stroke in Stinnes' participation in the 
Alpine Montane Gesellschaft. As no revival of Austro-Czech commercial 
relations has yet set in, and as Stinnes has gained no firm footing in 
Czecho-Slovakia, the Alpine Montane Gesellschaft is practically eating 
up its own resources. French intervention has prevented Stinnes from 
obtaining the coal necessary to run those works, but he has now acquired 
an independent source of supply by the purchase of the Witkowitz mines 
in Czecho-Slovakia. Stinnes' political connections with the officers 
centring round Ludendorff are also hampering his industrial and business 
plans. Stinnes has no bright prospects in connection with Russian 
reconstruction work. The German-Russian shipping lines to Petrograd 
have slipped out of his hands, and he seems to be practically excluded 
from the reconstruction of the Petrograd metal industry. The failures 
may be in great measure attributed to the financial support which 
Stinnes is lending to the Russian monarchists. His opposition to 
Rathenau has caused the Stinnes enterprises to take second place in the 
reconstruction work of Northern France. Of late Stinnes has modified 
his attitude, and is willing to co-operate, but he cannot overtake his 
competitors. 

Following upon his turning out of the board of the Hamburg-Amerika 
line, Stinnes has been cast out by the German-African line on the ground 
that he has the controlling interests in competing concerns. His place 
has been taken by the directors of the Haniel industrial group, com
petitors of Stinnes in the coal, iron, and engineering world. Stinnes 
now has control only of the Hamburg Transport Company. 

Stinnes' activities in the Succession States include a scheme for 
the wholesale buying up of securities and property of watering places. 
Arrangements have been left in the hands of German elements in 
Czecho-Slovakia. The plan for the amalgamation of the Wittkowitzer 
Works with the Stinnes group is reported to have fallen through owing 
to the possibility of interference by the Czecho-Slovak Government, 
especially in the way of taxes on foreign capital. 

The ex-Hetman Skoropadsky is reported to have concluded an agree
ment with Stiunes, who has advanced 2,000,000 marks to Skoropadsky 
so that the latter may attempt to re-establish his power in Galicia and 
Bukovina. Skoropadsky has promised in return a series of mining 
concessions. 

An Indian named Desai, who manages the Berlin branch of 
A. Jeevanjee & Co., a Bombay firm, recently proposed to Stinnes that 
he should combine with Jeevanjee & Co. for the purpose of buying 
Indian raw materials for German industries and for flooding the Indian 
market with German goods. Stinnes was unwilling to buy raw materials 
owing to the unsteadiness of prices, but was willing to pour out German 
goods, especially machinery. He stipulated that Jeevanjee & Co. must 
prove that the firm was well organised with branches throughout India, 
and that it had a strong press behind it, able to counteract any action by 
the Indian Government. As Jeevanjee & Co. have not many branches 
in India, Desai sought to enlist the interest of another Indian firm. 
Desai consulted von Wosendonck, notorious during the war for his 
connection with German-Indian conspiracies, ou the matter of the Press, 



and was advised that any paper over which Joevanjee might obtain 
influence should put itself on the side of the Constitutional Party. 
Stinnes has in the meantime arranged for the appointment of Jeevanjee 
& Co. as sole agents in India of the Siemens-Halske Co., of Berlin. 

Indian and Oriental Intrigues, 

During his last short stay in Berlin Enver Pasha is said to have 
busied himself in organising a pan-Islamic committee with headquarters 
in Berlin, and a branch at Lausanne for Egyptian pan-Islamic propa
ganda. Early in August Enver was reported to have arrived in 
Switzerland, travelling with a German passport under the name of 
Doctor Blei. 

Dr. Prabhakar has been in charge of the Berlin Indian Committee 
during the absence of the Nationalist Delegates in Mosow. The 
representatives of the Indian Section of the West European Secretariat 
for Propaganda of the Third International are said to be named Johnson, 
Wright, Black, aud Nicholson. Nothing more is known of them, but 
it is supposed that they may be in Moscow. 

Information received in Berlin goes to show that the Indian agitators 
have, under pressure, accepted Bolshevism as the only possible organisa
tiou which can be introduced into the new state of India, aud have 
pledged themselves to further Bolshevism throughout the world. Moscow 
refused to help under any other conditions, but agreed, as a concession, 
that the terms of the agreement should remain secret in order to prevent 
a split in the Indian Nationalist movement. It has, however, become 
known. Moscow appears to have decided that the time has come for 
action in India, and Chatto intends to organise an Indian National 
Congress. A propaganda campaign, subsidised by the Soviet, is to 
follow. In this connection efforts are to be made to win tho support of 
some reputable German newspaper. 

Heramba Lai Gupta, who is back in Berlin from Moscow, believes 
that India must reach Communism through Nationalism, and he has 
advised Bhupen and Chatto, who are staying in Moscow, not to agree 
to terms which would force them to carry out all Soviet orders with 
regard to India. They should remain free to make their own choice. 

Of tho three Egyptian parties in Berlin, that led by Dr. Eloui and 
Shekib Arslan is the most violently nationalist. There are 40 to 50 
Egyptian students in Berlin, most of them wealthy Nationalists. 

A  t a Pan-Islamist Conference recently held in Berlin two Russian 
delegates—one of them, Krestinski, the new head of the Soviet Trade 
Delegation—pointed out that in the abseuce of arms use should be made 
of bacilli to inflict injury on the foreign garrisons and foreign population 
in the East, due precautions being taken to protect the local Com
munists. Inquiries are (o be made as to the availability of the bacilli 
of typhus, cholera, &c, and inquiries addressed to factories at Hoclist 
and Frankfurt, where serum is produced in large quantities. Emir 
Shekib Arsalan reported that he had secured a large number of Blue 
Cross bombs. It was thought that all these, which were the latest 
thing in poison bombs, had been destroyed. The Pan-Islamist programme 
is directed specially against England, and envisages a Holy War if 
necessary. 

The officers who are reported to be sent almost daily to Afghanistan 
via Russia belong to the Nationalist group of Germans and Turks, calling 
themselves " The Group of the late von der Goltz Pasha." The leaders 
of this group live in Berlin, and Hugo Stinnes and his friends seem to be 
involved with them. Some 600 to 700 first-class officers, topographists 



and engineers, and about 2,000 workmen have been despatched. Tho 
engineers and workmen go largely to the mountain passes, and their work 
and propaganda are being supported by an abundance of German money. 

A Tale of Passports. 
There appears to be pretty conclusive evidence that the German and 

Esthouian authorities connive with the Russians lit assisting the secret
transit to Moscow of certain delegates. An Australian delegate, William 
Smith, arrived in Berlin with a passport to visit the United Kingdom, 
bearing no German visa. On presenting a letter from the Trades Hall 
Council, Melbourne, to the Passport Office in Berlin, he was granted a 
Russian visa on a separate sheet of paper, which was gummed upon the 
British passport, the Soviet official considerately indicating that the 
removal of this sheet would efface all trace of Smith's visit to Russia. 
The German Pass Office readily gave their visa on the gummed sheet, 
and the Esthoniaus followed suit. There is reason to believe that the 
Germans and Russians have been following this practice for some time, 
the German excuse being that the occupation of the Rhlneland deprives 
them of effective control of foreign arrivals. 

Labour Questions. 
The Independent Socialists are said to be trying to foment a general 

strike on the left bank of the Rhine, with the object of preventing the 
despatch of troops to the Ruhr in case of complications in Upper Silesia. 

The trouble in the mining industry appears to be coming to a head. 
The owners insist on settlement on district lines, while the men demand 
one on a national basis, because of the rapid and general rise in the cost 
of living. The miners ask for an immediate increase of 12 marks a shift, 
but the owners refuse any further negotiation until the present agree
ments terminate. 

The 50,000 workers of Danzig have been out on strike. Wages in 
the city have not been increased since the war, the employers pleading 
the uncertain future of the city and the foreign military occupation as an 
excuse to postpone increases. An incident of the strike was the arrest 
of all the Communist members of the City Council during a sitting of 
of that body. 

The Government has decided that no unemployment pay may be 
given to workers who were employed in an industry wholly or in part 
closed in consequence of a strike or lock-out. I t is also to be withheld 
from persons thrown out of work in consequence of a strike breaking out 
in another industry or in another industry suspended by reason of a lock
out, so long as the strike or lock-out is the preponderating cause of the 
unemployment. 

Miscellaneous. 
Al l the persons who took part in the seizure of documents at tho 

residence of Colonel Freyberg, SemenofPs representative, have been 
arrested. The documents havo apparently been taken to Russia. 

I t was reported early in August that John de Kay was either in 
Berlin or in one of the holiday resorts near the city. His financial 
position is very precarious, and access to Switzerland has been forbidden 
him by the Swiss authorities. 

Victor Kopp has been expressing the opinion that nothing will come 
of the negotiations between the British Cabinet and the Irish rebels, but 
that in the meantime the Sinn Feiners will be better supplied with 
ammunition. Contraband goods for Sinn Fein are said to be carried 



6n small steamships and motor boats to various ports in the West of 
Ireland. 

Herman Miiller, the former German Chancellor, is reported to be 
engaged at present on preparatory work in connection with the Congress 
of tho Majority Socialists in September. He is expected beforehand to 
visit Switzerland, where ho will meet French Socialists, in particular 
Longiiot, with whom he wishes to discuss the Silesian question. 

SWITZERLAND. 
Extremist Movements. 

The Communist counter-demonstrations organised on August 1st, the 
Swiss National Day, had little success. The most important display 
was at Basle. 

Humbert Droz told a meeting of Geneva Communists that he intended 
to return to Russia as soon as possible, as he had been appointed a 
member of the Secretariat of the Third International. Up to the present 
the German authorities had refused him a visa. He explained away 
Russia's deviations from Communism, and admitted that the Communist 
Party could not enforce its principles until the revolution was supported 
by the majority of the nations. 

A new French Communist daily, " Avant Garde," which made its 
first appearance on May 1st, is said to cost 285 francs a day. It has 
only 652 subscribers. A new subsidy appears to have been received 
from Berlin, but the publishers have feeble hopes of the continuance of 
Russian help. Moscow has apparently decided that it does not get value 
for money in Switzerland, and that even a successful revolution there 
would make an insufficient impression on surrounding countries. 

The Swiss Socialist Congress, which meets in September at Lucerne, 
will have before it a motion to establish a Press Fund. Each member 
will be asked to subscribe 1 franc annually, the subscriptions going in 
subsidies to small Socialist organs aud eventually to the establishment of 
a new newspaper. A rival scheme will also be presented for the amalga
niation of all the Socialist newspapers into one organ, capable of 
competing with any bourgeois journal. 

The President of the " Groupe Socialiste Romand " is one Robert 
Kohler, a postman employed at Zurich. The group co-operates with the 
revolutionary " Clarte" group, and is also in close relations with an 
anarchist group. 

The International Federation of unemployed is reported to have no 
section in French Switzerland, but a section in Zurich, where it is 
patronised by the " Workrnen's Union." The Federation is in touch 
with, and receive orders from Soviet Russia ; it has branches in Italy, 
France, Germany, Switzerland, and England; its object is to prepare the 
unemployed for the World Revolution. 

The Co-operative Congress. 
The Tenth International Co-operative Congress, which has been held 

at Basle, rejected an amendment proposed by the Committee to the report 
recommending the Congress to leave vacant until the next meeting of 
the Central Committee the places to which Russia is entitled on the 
Central Committee. The Congress elected a new Central Committee, 
including Krassin and Dr. Polovtzeva as representatives of Russia. It 
was decided to make an attempt to establish international trade through 
co-operative channels and to formulate a scheme for an International 
Co-operative Bank. 



The Eastern Agitators. 
There are reports that Mohammed Fahmi has been expelled from 

Switzerland for debt and misconduct, and lias gone to France. 
Al i Shemsi Bey is said to be conducting, in co-operation with 

Mohammed Fahmi and without great success, an active Zaghloulist 
propaganda among Egyptian students. The current of opinion is 
turning towards Adly Pasha. 

Krishnavanna, who was present at a lecture given some time ago at 
the Geneva University by Rabindranath Tagore, is said to liavo then 
renewed his offer to the University of 20,000 francs for the founding of 
an annual Congress for the Independence of India. 

Miscellaneous. 
The well-known Anarchist Vera Zassoelitsj died in Switzerland a few 

weeks ago. Her principle exploit was the shooting, in 1878, of General 
Trepof, Commander of the St. Petersburg police. 

AUSTRIA. 

The Position of the Communist Party. 
At a committee meeting of the Communist Party, hold during July, it 

was reported that the regular paying members were 16,824, including 
2,444 women and excluding 3,460 members of the soldiers' group. The 
unorganised adherents number about 20,000. Tomann, who reported on 
the general situation, stated that the time for an offensive was not yet 
ripe, but would come when the industrial crisis, signs of which were 
already apparent, became acute. Lohner proposed a resolution, which, 
in view of the absence of important members of the party, was not put 
to the vote, favouring the. adoption of a more moderate attitude towards 
the Social Democrats, especially by the party organ the " Rote Fahne." 
This is an important indication that a " right " faction is being secretly 
formed within the party for the purpose of actively fighting tho extre
mists (Putsohists) and gradually transforming the party with a view to. 
ultimate re-fusion with the Social Democrats, on whom the Right hopes to 
exercise a radicalising influence. Not until Strasser (who has gone to 
Moscow as representative of the Moderates or Levites) returns will the 
secret constitution be finally drawn up and operations started. Frey, the 
party chairman, remains in Vienna. 

The financial difficulties under which the Party labours are sufficiently 
indicated by the latest general directions. These order the permanent 
reduction by one half of grants from party funds to various organisations, 
and prescribe the strictest economy. 

Berlin has intimated that no money can be expected during August, 
and, in addition, that all money at the disposal of the party, even if 
already allotted, is to be held at the disposal of Berlin. It.was probable 
that no salaries would be paid in Vienna during August. 

The directions also enjoin strict discipline and obedience. The 
Soldatengruppe is called upon to carry out the instructions previously 
issued, with special vigour, and particularly to do all in its power to 
widen the breach between officers and men. The creation of Communistic 
factions among the Soldatenraete of the various barracks is to bo 
systematically worked for. The approaching period of serious unemploy
ment is looked upon as an excellent opportunity for agitation and action. 
The liaison service with Moscow is to be improved, the closest possible 
connection established with the party in Germany, Czecho-Slovakia, and 
Bohemia, and special attention directed to conditions in Hungary. 



Tomann has, however, been warned by the police that any extension of 
agitation will result in the forcible dissolution of the party. 

Vienna as Propaganda Centre? 
I t is reported that the first plan of transferring tho centre of 

Communist propaganda from Moscow to Vienna has not been carried out. 
Alexandrowski, the secretary of the Vienna Soviet Mission, has taken up 
an important position in Germany, and has been succeeded by one Klotz, 
who was imprisoned during the Russian-Polish war, but escaped. An 
agitator named Marian Frankel, a close friend of Leuin and Trotsky, has 
arrived in Vienna with schemes for creating disturbances among the 
White Russians. The Soviet is said to be afraid of tho Paris and 
lieichenhall White Russian movement. 

Communism : Miscellaneous. 
Communist propaganda is active among the troops, especially at the 

Reunweg Barracks. 
The staff of the " Freie Tribune" (the organ of the " Poale Zion " 

group) is becoming the centre of the Viennese Communist Party. 
Contrary to expectation, Bronski Warshawski has returned to Vienna 

to take up his former duties. 
Wiener Neustadt is seeking to become tho headquarters of the 

Communist Party for West Hungary. 
The Bolsheviks are said to have sent a Commission lo Austria, which 

is to negotiate with the Steyor-Skodn Works for the construction and 
fitting up of an artillery factory in the Urals. Tho works are said to 
have been granted extensive concessions. 

The Viennese Anarchists. 
The Viennese Anarchists appear to consist of two groups—the 

Theoretical Anarchists and the Anarchists of Action. The Theorists 
have been organised by Pierre Ramus (really a Jew named Grossmann) ; 
they are anti-Bolshevik, pacific, and opposed to all violence. They call 
themselves " Masterless Socialists," and are forming a settlement near 
Vienna, in which to put their theories into practice. The Activists 
have been organised on a communist basis, forming a separate union 
within the Communist Party. 

Poale Zion. 
The Left Wing of Poale Zion in Vienna has now organised a Press 

Bureau, in conjunction with the Communists and with financial help 
from Moscow. The Bureau collects information from and for Moscow, 
and has started a Secret Intelligence Department, which has for one task 
to obtain information about the anti-Revolutionaries in Europe. Similar 
Intelligence Departments have been formed in Berlin, Stockholm, 
Lemberg, and Danzig. 

A Communist settlement has been founded at Wolfsberg, near Hugel
dorf, where a hundred Poale Zionists are being trained for propaganda 
work in Palestine. 

Another International. 
The Convention of Boot and Shoe Operatives and Saddlers, which has 

been meeting in Vienna, has founded a new international, embracing all 
workers in the leather industries. After heated discussion the Conven
tion decided to adhere to Amsterdam. The secretarial bureau of the new 
organisation starts work on January 1st, 1922 ; a new constitution is to 
be drafted and presented to the next congress. 



Communism discredited. 
The revelations of Engelbert Kucera have completely discredited 

the Communist Party, which is in a state of collapse. Kucera, who was 
an Austrian prisoner of war and formerly Communist Commissary in 
Moscow, disclosed during July that the Communist leaders in Prague 
had been receiving bribes from Moscow, and, acting under instructions 
from Bela Kun, were working, not for Communism, but for the re
partition of Czecho-Slovakia in favour of Hungary. Internationalism 
has not yet killed patriotism, aud these statements, whioh seem to be true 
enough, have altogether demoralised the rank and file. The future for 
Communism is very dark. Much depends upon Smeral, who has managed 
to vindicate himself at Moscow, and much upon events in Russia and 
the changed attitude of Moscow to Czech Communism. 

Communist activity is, however, not altogether dead. The Party is 
said to have decided to work for the formation of a united German and 
Czecho-Slovak Communist Party on a centralist basis, without federalism 
and with a definite Communist programme ; also for the control of trade 
unions and for linking them with the International. 

The Communist parties of Yugo-Slavia and Czecho-Slovakia are also 
said to have plans, as yet unmatured, for uniting their activities and 
forming a private " Slav Corridor " oE their own. Prague and Kaschau 
would be headquarters, with au intermediary station in Vienna at the 
headquarters of the Czech Communist group there. There appear to 
be objections from the Austrian national point of view to the creation of 
separate Czech groups in Austria, and of Slovak groups on the acquisition 
of Western Hungary. 

Secret Committees are being organised by the Czech Communists 
under cover of the existing legal committees. These secret bodies, 
which have for function to stir up agitation and to spread propaganda, 
cover the official committees, which can avoid responsibility in the case 
of direct action. The secret committee automatically replaces any 
official committee rendered powerless by governmental action. The 
central secret committee in Czecho-Slovakia has 60 members and has no 
fixed seat. 

The Czecho-Slovak Communist Press Bureau started operations 
in Prague during July. I t was opened at the instigation of both the 
Czecho-Slovak and German Executive Committees of the Communist 
Party. 

The Juvenile Communists. 
The Juvenile Communist Associations in Czecho-Slovakia are 

reported to be affiliated to the Untersekretariat in Vienna. There are 
three of these associations—tho League of Czech Socialist Juveniles, 
harmlessly active ; the League of Social Democrat Juveniles in the 
German-speaking territory, undisguisedly and aggressively Communist; 
and the League of Socialist Juveniles in Slovakia, controlled by the 
Hungarian Communists and centred at Bratislava. The German 
organisation had become so dangerous by April of this year that the 
police made a number of arrests. A large increase in Communist 
juvenile literature has been observed. 

For their part the Juvenile Communists of North Bohemia have 
decided to form a new uuited Communist Juvenile organisation working 
with the Czech Communist Party. Anti-militarist progapanda is to be 
recommenced on a great scale. 



The National Socialists. 
The present political disruption does not affect the Communists only 

The National Socialist Tarty sooms to bo near death, aud will probably 
be largely absorbed by tho Social Democratic Right. Tho leader of the 
Agrarian organisations of the National Socialists, deputy Dobry, has left 
(he party and declared the independence of his group, thereby endangering 
all the success attained among the Agrarian working classes. Dobry is 
now negotiating for joint action with the Agrarians and their Associations 
of Small Fanners. Other secessions are threatened. There is no 
foundation for tho tales of a split between Agrarian members and tho 
rest of the National Democrat Party. 

Esperantists in Congress. 
The Czech police persistently maintain that no Bolshevik represen

tatives attended the Esperanto Congress held in Prague during the first 
week in August, and. that the Congress in no way cloaked Communist 
communication. No representative from Soviet Russia and no Germans 
were present. The French delegates included some teachers apparently 
with Communist leanings. Tho Congress passed a resolution in favour 
of the development of Ido, an improved form of Esperanto. 

The French Anarchist Esperanttsts managed to secure a majority for 
a change of name from " Librerer Stelo " to " Sennacta Asocio Tutmondo " 
(S.A.T. ) . A resolution was also passed, on French anarchist inspiration, 
that a central board should bo created, which, later on, when the world 
has been converted to anarchism, will become the executive for world 
administration. 

Russian Activities. 
The Government has decided that business people wishing to treat 

with the new Soviet Commercial Mission can do so only through the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, or an office which is directed by the 
Czech Vice-Consul. Dr. Hillerson has gone to Moscow, after delegating 
all his powers to Mostoveuko. Mostovenko is already in touch with the 
Communist centre in Vienna. The new Mission is said to subsidise 
discreetly tho separatist movement of Johlicka and Unger, in Cracow, 
and to have been responsible for recent trouble and communist agitation 
in Sub-Carpathian Russia. 

Hillerson is said to have been conducting negotiations, fruitless so 
far, with the Skoda Werke and other munition factories for the supply 
of artillery and munitions to Soviet Russia. Prague believes that these 
negotiations merely cloak Hillcrson's real object, which is Bolshevik 
propaganda. 

Telegraphic communication between Czecho-Slovakia aud Soviet 
Russia has been established. 

Miscellaneous. 
Proposals arc said to have been passed between Hugo Stinnes and 

Baron Rothschild, by whioh the Stinnes group will acquire a large 
interest in the Czecho-Slovak mining districts. 

A Communist employed in a munition factory, who was caught filling 
shell-caps with wadding instead of with explosives, admitted that the 
Communist leaders had issued instructions to this effect. 

The Czocho-Slovak Government is holding hostage Alexander 
Abraniovich, alias Frantisek Zalewsky, the Third International 
propagandist, in the hope of exchanging him for Czech agents held 



prisoners in Moscow. Abraniovicli was known in France as " T h  e Eye 
of Mosepw," and it will be remembered that he and Klara Zetkin 
represented the Russian Communists at tho Congress of Tours. 

HUNGARY. 
Communist Plans and Propaganda. 

A marked increase in the postal circulation of Communist literature 
was observable during July, but police vigilance chocked any possible 
success of this propaganda. As far as Communism is concerned things 
are very quiet. 117 officers have recently been removed from the Army 
under suspicion and are under special observation. 

Communists were reported to be planning to create trouble in the 
Western Komi tats during the period when these districts are being 
handed over to Austria, in order to discomfort and possibly discredit the 
Hungarian Government. A special West Hungarian Communist Section 
is working to recruit members amongst the workmen. Both Budapest 
and Moscow wore solicited for propaganda funds. 

I t was reported at a secret meeting of the military Sub-Committee 
held in Moscow in connection with the Congress of the Third Inter
national that at present 300 persons were actively spreading propaganda 
in Hungary. These were sufficient for necessary work, although more 
money was wanted for agitation among the soldiers. Moscow has 
devised a definite scheme for creating trouble in barracks in foreign 
countries. 

The Treaty concluded between Hungary and the Soviet obliges 
Hungary to release 400 persons and allow them to return to Russia. 
The Hungarian People's Commissaries of the Belli Kun regime are 
included. Russia will liberate Hungarian officers and interned civilians 
hitherto held prisoners. 

4. R U S S I  A A N  D T H  E B O R D E  R S T A T E S  . 

RUSSIA. 
The Famine. 

The famine is the dominating concern, not for Russia only, but for 
Europe. It is still difficult, in the absence of independent official 

, information, to measure tho precise extent of the disaster. The numbers 
affected, as estimated alike by the Soviet and by foreigners in Russia, 
show discrepancies of millions. It is doubtful whether the Soviet itself 
possesses much reliable statistical information, so great has been social 
dissolution since the Bolsheviks came into power. It appears probable 
that the height of the crisis will be reached in December. Colonel 
Ryan, the Commissioner of the American Red Cross in the Baltic, has 
gone so far as to say that over 2,000,000 Russians will die of famine, 
despite all the help that tho world can offer, and it is,questionable if there 
will be one Communist among them. The Soviet, meanwhile, is fighting 
the despair and disillusion of the starving peasants with propaganda— 
its only weapon. Thousands of Communists are being sent into the 
stricken districts to carry on propaganda for the Soviet Government. 
These agitators ascribe the miseries of Russia to Tsarist rule and civil 
war,.and predict that the Western Powers will exploit the famine in 
order to turn Russia into a sort of colony. Agitation seems at present to 
be chiefly directed against France. 

I t became increasingly clear during August that the Soviet would 
accept relief only under its own terms and under its own control. The 
Soviet Government and the Soviet Press, as before, have cried, now for 



help, and now against capitalist measures of relief. The Soviet itself 
knows that it can do nothing, except pass such derisive measures of 
relief as the freeing of the famine region from food taxes and suspending 
internal trade in farm produce. The frantic appeal against " Tsar 
Famine " issued during August ordered the workers to load 400 trucks 
per day with seeds "for winter crops during the short time that remained 
till September. I t was admitted that hitherto loading had reached only 
60 trucks, and that the seeds purchased abroad would not arrive in time. 
Kameneff has since proclaimed that 10,000,000 poods of seed have 
reached the famine area. 

TyDical of the hatred which bites the hand that would feel it is the 
outburst in " P ravda " of August 13th, denouncing foreign schemes of 
relief as a cloak for intervention and the robbery of the last of Russia's 
wealth. " If in return for your assistance you demand the political rights 
" of tho Russian people besides gold, we may frankly tell you that for 
" our gold we can buy bread more profitably without your ' humane ' 
" intervention. However hungry the Russian people may feel, they 
" have not yet lost their senses, and they can very well see the cruelty of 
" the wolf and the cunning of the fox concealed under your mask of 
" humbleness and wisdom." On the same day the Third International 
issued another inflammatory appeal, making reckless accusations of 
cheating and lying, and alleging that a war of extermination is being 
rjrepared. The workers of the world were asked to form independent 
relief committees, but no indication is vouchsafed as to how such relief 
is to be collected or administered. The French workers are asked to 
prevent the Government from unchaining a fresh war against Russia, the 
German workers to watch all movements coming from the West. 

If any proof were needed of the determination of the Soviet to reject 
any aid but its own, such rjroof is to be found in the arrest of the 
members of the Ail-Russian Famine Relief Committee—this a few days 
after ample independent powers had been conferred upon it. Thus are 
illustrated the distrust aud the obscure jealousies of the Kremlin. With 
this maybe coupled the candid avowals of " Pravda," which declares : 
" We cannot hope to help the starving with the food supplies received, 
for all these resources are exclusively required for the Red Army." 

The only pretext revealed for the suppression of the Ail-Russian 
Famine Relief Committee is the vague charge of " counter-revolutionary 
activities." The population was already beginning to look to the 
Committee as the only hope of relief from their troubles, and it is hinted 

. that the Soviet Government saw in the Committee a body capable of 
taking up Government in the event of an overthrow of the present 
regime. There seems, in fact, to have been a rush of delegations and 
deputations to Moscow, beseeching the help of the Committee and 
ignoring the Soviet and its institutions. The latest reports state that 
the members of the Committee have been released, with the exception of 
the three leaders, F. A. Golovin, Dr. N. Kishkin, and Professor 
Prokopovitch. I t is not improbable that the Committee was suppressed 
as an act of provocation by Litvinoff, aimed at Krassin, who may have 
seen in the Committee a chance of co-operation with the better classes 
and of building up little by little a coalition. Litvinoff will probably do 
his utmost to protect Mr. Hoover's mission. There is said to be 
complete agreement between Krassin, Lenin, Kameneff, and Trotsky. 
The opposition comprises Tchitchcrin, Litvinoff, and Djerjinsky. 

Meanwhile, whether the foreign supporters of the Soviet can stomach 
it or not, relief can only come from the capitalist world, whatever talk 
there may bo of au international proletarian loan. Mr. Hoover's 
activities are voluntary, and concern the feeding of children only, and the 



Soviet will only honour its guarantees as long as it is expedient to do so. 
Dr. Nansou's agreement with the Soviet authorities will prove abortive. 
His scheme appears to consist of the appointment of a committee of two, 
which, presumably, is to sit in Petrograd and supervise relief, one of tho 
representatives to be a Bolshevik and tho other a nominee of Dr. Nansen. 
As to the local machinery, Dr. Nanscn's personnel will also co-operate 
with the Soviet bodies. Further, Dr. Nansen does not seem to have been 
provided with any definite proposals regarding security for the ten 
millions sterling credit for ton years at 6 per cent, which he is asking from 
the Allied Governments at the request of the Bolsheviks, nor is ho 
furnished with any statemetit regarding the attitude of tho Bolsheviks to 
their obligations to the Allies in respect of Russians indebtedness. The 
Soviet will undoubtedly argue that, being the principals responsible for 
the repayment of the loan, they are the people mainly entitled to 
participate in the distribution. On this point, either the negotiations will 
fail before they fructify, or, while the contract is in- operation after tho 
main portion of the relief has reached Russia, the guarantees may be 
cancelled by reason of the international body having failed to carry out 
some portion of the agreement. 

Dr. Nansen has now gone to Paris, where he will meet the members 
of the All-Russiau Famine Commission and discuss with them his plan for 
dealing with the Russian famine before proceeding to Geneva for the 
Assembly of the League of Nations. He wishes also to place his 
agreements before Mr. Lloyd George and the French Government. 

The Delegation is under tire impression that the British Government, 
especially the Premier, realises the necessity of affording assistance to 
Russia, and will be forced to find means to do so. They believed 
that Russia has no reason to hurry or propose other forms of security, 
and that it is essential to insist on the recognition of Russian state 
bonds. 

Further, it is thought that the offer of the Children's Relief 
Committee to arrange for Russian children to stay in England should be 
accepted as giving Englishmen the opportunity of knowing Russian 
children and of helping them. 

Gorviu and another person are in Riga, explaining that their main 
object is to find out the attitude of the Soviet towards the International 
Red Cross aud other relief organisations, and to attempt to secure the 
Soviets request for relief credits from various governments. According 
to Gorvin the International Relief Credit Committee still has seven million 
pounds unallocated. He assigned two million from neutrals aud the 
balance from the British, which he hopes can be diverted to the Soviets, 
if they request it. A letter has been seut to Litvinoff outlining the 
above funds and emphasising that in their distribution Soviet machinery 
would bo employed. . This offer of assistance through Soviet organisations, 
though it is very intangible, will probably help to consolidate LitvinofPs 
position, which is perhaps what they' desire. 

The arrival in Riga of a party of about 12 representatives of various 
governments to discuss the means of assisting Russia had already 
been notified. I t was then considered that thoy were likely to make 
complications. 

The Political Position. 
According to a Stockholm newspajjer, Lenin recently told a meeting 

of the Peop]o's Commissaries that the situation was very dangerous, and 
that it would be difficult, if not impossible, for the Government to 



maintain its power until the winter. The Commissaries resolved to ask 
for help from abroad in order to save the people from famine, to convene 
a congress at which all the opposition parties would be represented, and 
to send delegations to all foreign countries with the task of endeavouring 
to enter into relations with the G-overnment of those countries. The 
heads of these delegations are Professor Bekhtereff for France, England, 
and Spain; M. Lunaeharsky for Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, 
and Belgium ; and M. Yoffe for Switzerland, Italy, Czecho-Slovakia, and 
Poland. 

The peasants do not scruple to admit that they were better off under 
the old regime, but it is very hard to shake them from their apathy. The 
Soviet authorities are probably justified in their belief that they have 
secured the bulk of hidden arms. The peasants are organised locally, 
but no larger and effective organisation exists. Much anti-British feeling 
is apparent. The Bolsheviks have taught the masses that England is 
responsible for the blockade and for much of their suffering ; the signing 
of the Trade Agreement is considered an admission of Great Britain's 
defeat. The other side is inclined to regard the agreement as a betrayal 
of the " White Cause." If the worst happens, the Soviet leaders will 
probably try to hold the larger towns and industrial centres, and let the 
rest go temporarily. The people who prefer authority of any kind, 
however bad, to anarchy, may continue to support the Soviet: 

The position of the people in Petrograd, exhausted with hunger and 
privation, is reported to be tense. The " non-Party " movement is pre
dominaut, and one of its organisations, the " Military League," is 
preparing to take over the maintenance of order when the Soviet 
regime collapses. The attitude of the organisation is generally inde
pendent, and they refuse any relations with the West and with the 
Russian emigres, declaring that any support or assistance by the "latter 
is quite unnecessary. They are well supplied with printing-presses, which 
allow them to circulate propaganda. A marked exodus of Jews has been 
taking place. 

Abandoning Ship. 
The flight of Soviet intellectual elements continues. Besides this, 

many Soviet administrators are constantly coming and going between 
Russia and the Border States, evidently on special missions for the Soviet 
Government. Simultaneously various banks have been established 
abroad for the sole purpose of carrying out financial operations for the 
Soviet. These activities may indicate that the Sovitt is preparing to 
transfer the centre of its activities from Moscow and Petrograd to the 
West, and is establishing a financial base beforehand. Efforts are being 
made to induce the various Socialist and revolutionary elements to 
participate in this transfer. Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries are 
being amnestied, and the so-called non-party elements are being, if 
possible, induced to occupy posts in the administration. A quite probable 
development may bs the introduction of non-Communist socialists into 
the Government, under the guise of a coalition cabinet consisting of 
representatives of all labour parties standing on the platform of the 
Revolution. The Bolsheviks may in time be content to abandon Russia 
to the Social Revolutionaries and concentrate their energies on new 
bases, tempting the Red Army by promises of new plunder. 

I t was reported last month that the Soviet had acquired banks in 
Warsaw and Bucharest. The Warsaw bank may be a banking agency 
firm, owned by a shady individual named Volyansky and chiefly 
occupied in selling lottery tickets and Polish premium bonds. 



The Collapse of Communism. 
Determined to sa,ve something from the wreck, tho Communists are 

jettisoning principle after principle. A decree orders house property in 
towns to be returned to the former owners if the latter are willing to 
accept. The sale and purchase of house property is made legal. 
Another decree recognises as private property furniture and other 
movable property in houses, and declares that it can be sold and 
transferred at the owners' will. Co-operative unions and private 
citizens have been given the right to build houses in municipal territory. 
They will be guaranteed non-eviction. 

The Soviet is now considering the reintroduction"of a general com
pulsory levy on all agricultural produce. The food tax has failed 
completely, the peasauts, even in districts where the crop is satisfactory, 
refusing to part with a tithe of their grain. A decree is also to be 
issued making the cultivation of all land in the famine area compulsory, 
and troops will bo sent to enforce this decree. The ban on the con
sumption of alcoholic drink is to be removed. The sale of wines 
containing not more than 17 per cent, alcohol is permitted, at a tax of 
15,000 roubles on each bottle. The Soviet is also reported to he 
seriously considering tho reintroduction of the vodka monopoly. Free 
education is also at an end. From now onwards all education, including 
elementary, must be paid'for. The free transport of passengers on the 
railways has also been abandoned, and fares at something like commercial 
rates are being charged, at an increase of 2,500 per cent. 

The Religious Revival. 

Various reports, supported by the evidence of Englishmen who have 
lately returned from Russia, emphasise the importance and extent of the 
religious revival. Hunger and misery have strengthened the reaction 
against Bolshevik and Atheist doctrines, and the Orthodox Church is 
coming back to its own, in town and country alike. Many priests are 
said to be telling their people that their misery will only cease when God 
again gives them a Tsar. 

Norwegian foreign missionaries, for their part, report that Russia is 
in a state of religious hysteria. Religious hatred is concentrated against 
the Jews, who are murdered daily in all parts of Russia, and whoso 
houses are sometimes demolished, their sites ploughed, and salt strewn 
in the furrows. In their misery the wretched people are having recourse 
to the black art. 

The reports of a religious revival, unpleasant though some of its 
manifestations may be, add force to the growing opinion that after the 
approaching collapse of the Communist regime there will be an almost 
inevitable call for the Patriarch Tikhon to become the spiritual and 
political head of Russia. There is a universal cry for a personal dictator, 
and no Russian except the Patriarch is known and obeyed throughout 
the country, and has the organisation for keeping his authority and 
influence alive. 

The Divisions in the Third International. 

So sharp is the division of opinion between the Western delegates ou 
the one hand and the Russian and Eastern delegates on the other that 
an internal split among the members of the Third International appears 
to be inevitable—a split which will be repeated in the various national 
Communist parties. 



The Left extremists are disappointed because of the decision to stop 
active operations and to concentrate on propaganda ; the foreign repre
sentatives complain that tho Executive Committee has misled them as 
to conditions in Russia ; and the agents working abroad are annoyed 
that unlimited funds are no longer forthcoming for their propaganda of 
class hatred. The shortage of funds is, indeed, the real reason for the 
decision of the International. 

The representatives of the Western European Bureau are said to 
have decided to call a new congress, in which the French will take a 
leading part, aud the Communists of Western Europe may not improbably 
form themselves into an independent organisation. The Russians insist 
that a revolution must be started immediately in Europe ; the Western 
European Communists consider that a revolution is at present iinpos
sible, and have no wish to sacrifice themselves for internal affairs in 
Russia. 

I t is clear that coutact, which ia now weakening, between the 
International and the Communist organisations in Western Europe was 
kept up exclusively through the Bolshevik representatives abroad. This 
order will continue for the future also. Moscow is said to be placing 
increasing reliance on the Alliance of Youth which, according to Trotsky, 
is not yet infected by opportunism and bourgeois spirit. I t is hoped 
through the Alliance to introduce great activity into the workers' 
movement in Western Europe. 

The more extreme Russian representatives of the International are, 
meanwhile, said not to be averse from war ou one or more border 
countries, in the hope of diverting the minds of the people from their 
present miseries. 

The Red Trade Union International has issued a manifesto, in 
which it sets itself " the immediate task of uniting all really revolutionary 
fighters in the formation." A sop is thrown to syndicalists, who are 
told that new mutual concessions will be necessary, but. that they must 
remain in the International and strengthen it if they wish to accomplish 
really revolutionary work. 

The Bed Army. 
Through the Press the Soviet is giving the impression that a new 

attack is being planned against Russia. This move may be set down to 
nervousness or interpreted as an attempt to prepare public opinion for an 
offensive by the Bed Army. A circular to the leaders of the Red Army 
points out, however, that Russia has no aggressive imperialistic plans. 
The Red frontier guards on the Finnish frontier north of Petrograd have 
been considerably strengthened, and troops have been transported to the 
Murman district. The Finnish Geueral Staff, however, does not take 
the increase of Red. forces on the Isthmus very seriously, though they 
cannot explain the reason for it and are strengthening their frontier 
guards very considerably. Zinovieff has made a very inflammatory 
speech against Finland. 

The sixth and seventh Communist regiments, mainly composed of 
Poles, have been ordered to Smolensk, and the first and fourth Communist 
regiments, also largely composed of Poles, have been transferred to Minsk. 
These changes have been made in order to bring the Polish Red soldiers 
nearer to Poland, where they can more easily influence their fellow 
countrymen. Trotsky is said to be making a tour of inspection of the 
troops on the Polish-Russian front. 

Disquiet is, meanwhile, said to prevail in leading circles in Moscow at 
the receipt of strong notes from Finland, Esthonia, Latvia, and Poland, 
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pointing out the Soviet Governments breaches of the respective peace 
treaties. 

Trotsky has stated that the numerical strength of the Eed Army is 
three times smaller than it was eight months ago, and continues to 
decrease. The Bolsheviks are, however, increasing the number of 
military schools. Trotsky denies that Red troops are concentrated in the 
Caucasus and that Red Divisions are fighting for Mustapha Kemal. 

The Soviet Delegation at Helsingfors is said to have been informed 
that Brusiloff has disappeared with important documents and with part 
of his staff. The latest information places him in West Siberia, where 
he is organising a rising which the Army is joining. 

It was reported some time ago that the well-known General Kuropatkin 
had been implicated in a conspiracy against the Soviet Government and 
subsequently poisoned. It is now stated, however, that he was shot for 
refusing to proceed against Belov in Siberia, and that General Leman 
has been appointed in his place. 

The Co-operatives return to Grace. 
At a Congress of Ceutrosoyus representatives in Moscow it was 

admitted that the failure of the harvest had frustrated the entire barter 
plan. Efforts were being made to counteract this, and the Soviet of 
People's Economy had already granted a certain increase in power to the 
Ceutrosoyus. 

The Soviet, in fact, is sparing no efforts to restore the co-operative 
movement, which it was at great pains to destroy two years ago. It has 
of late made repeated advances to the leaders of the Centrosoyus. The 
Moscow Centrosoyus loaders have, however, required, among other 
conditions, that a full amnesty be granted immediately to the members of 
the Russian co-operative societies at present in London, who have been 
sentenced in contumaciam by the Soviet Government to forced labour, 
and that they be permitted to return to Russia, that the right of the 
Centrosoyus to control without interference the Russian Co-operative 
movement be acknowledged, and that freedom of purchase and sale of 
goods, and the immediate abolition of the Government monopoly of 
foreign trade be recognised. The Soviet is reported to have accepted 
these conditions. 

The People's Commissariat for Finance assigned five milliard roubles 
for the month of July to the Central Workmen's Co-operative for the 
requirements of the Co-operatives. 

Khinchuk has been elected president of the new Board of Directors of 
the Centrosoyus. 

Krassin on Trading Failures. 
Through the " Krasnaja Gazeta," Krassin has made a mournful 

confession of economic failure. The English treaty has produced no 
lasting result, and Kerjentseffs treaties have led to nothing. English 
firms have offered only short credit, whereas the Soviet would require a 
credit of at least five years for small purchases and up to 15 or 20 years 
for larger transactions. As for concessions, Krassin is disappointed that 
in spite of the protracted negotiations, not a single contract has been 
completed. He thinks, however, that before the present year is out 
concessions will have been completed in respect to forest and paper 
factories. Discussions are progressing with England and Belgium in 
regard to concessions in the naphtha regions. 

In connection with these avowals the sharp criticism of the work of 
the Commissariat for Foreign Trade which was heard at a meeting of the 



Soviet of Labour and Defence during July should be noted. The Corn
rnissariat was accused of producing exaggerated reports of its purchases 
abroad, of improper keeping of accounts, of unbusinesslike methods of 
working, resulting in purchases being paid for twice, and of large 
organisation expenses. Krassin defended unprofitable transactions in 
England by pointing out that they had interested British firms in further 
transactions and had produced offers from German firms, which meant 
that prices were brought down to the normal. He also protested against 
the system of constantly changing the personnel of the delegations, and 
demanded that espionage on members should cease. I t was ultimately 
decided that Soviet Delegations abroad might distribute their funds at 
their own discretion, provided they did not exceed such funds and 
carried out the general purchasing programme in accordance with the 
conditions prevailing on the foreign markets. 

The Soviet and Concessions. 
Reports as to concessions are conflicting. It is reliably stated that 

Krupps have acquired the Obukhovsky Works in conjunction with the 
Skoda (Austrian Krupps) as well as the Semeuikovski Works. They 
have further taken up iron-ore concessions on Mount Blagodat, in the 
Urals. Hugo Stinnes is said to have acquired the Treugolnik Rubber 
Factory, in which he was largely interested before the war. 

On the other hand the negotiations between Kopp and the German 
heavy industrials for the reconstruction of the Petrograd industry ave 
said to show little chance of ending favourably. The Soviet is still 
intransigent, and advances one-sided proposals which give the German 
firms all the work and expense and the Soviet Government all the 
rights and advantages. 

A reliable report states that Krupps' negotiations for securing a 
concession to work the Putilov factory have collapsed. Negotiations 
between Stinnes and Krassiu with regard to extensive forest concessions 
in Russia have not yet reached a definite conclusion. Kopp is trying, so 
far without success, to win over the Allgemeine Elektrizitiits Gesellschaft. 
The Hirsch Copper Concern has shown itself interested in the recon
structioii of the Rosenkranz Works at Petrograd and the cable works 
formerly belonging to Siemens, but has concluded that it cannot risk the 
necessary capital of from 200,000,000 to 30 3,000,000 marks. I t has 
made a counter-proposal that it should undertake the purely organising 
work and the Russian Government supply the capital, but it is very 
doubtful whether this proposal will be accepted. German industrial 
circles are becoming less and less inclined to bear the sole financial risk 
of reconstructing Russian economic life, and appear to desire a partiei
pation of British capital. They would prefer the floating of an inter
national loan, a plan which is said to be supported in the German Foreign 
Office by Wiedenfeld. Kopp is still determined to exclude British 
capital, at least as far as Petrograd industry is concerned. The Soviet is 
trying more and more to come to credit agreements, and various large 
German tool factories have tried to grant credits for goods against the 
mortgaging of Russian objects d'art. 

A report from Reval states that negotiations between the British 
financial group owning the Vickers and Armstrong dockyards and the 
Soviet Government regarding the concession of Russia's largest naval 
dockyard at Nikolaieff, on the Black Sea, are nearly completed. The 
terms of the concession provide for the staff the same ex-territorial rights 
as for foreign diplomatic representatives in Russia. Twenty-five per 
cent, of the output will be the property of the Soviet Government. 
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Mr. Urquharfs Visit to Russia. 

Mr. Leslie Urquhart has gone to Russia at the invitation of the 
Soviet Government to arrange the final formalities of an agreement 
between himself, on behalf of tho Russo-Asiatic Consolidated, and the 
Soviet, by which the company's properties are to be restored to them and 
they are to bo given facilities for working them. Mr. Urquhart has 
offered to place his own services and those of his organisation at tho 
disposal of the authorities in fighting famine and pestilence. 

I t is believed that Mr. Urquhart is seriously seeking to briug 
influence to bear upon the British Government through industrial circles 
for opening a credit of 10 million pounds for Russia. 

Mr. Hoovor has telegraphed to Mr. Urquhart questioning whether 
the time is ripe either inside or outside Russia for his suggestions, as a 
further swing to the right is vital before confidence can be created abroad 
upon which such vitally constructive plans as Mr. Urquhart's can be 
erected. " In the meantime we must do the best we can to promote sane 
progress both ways." 

Personal Notes, 

One Penoff has been appointed head of the Visa (?) department of the 
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs. 

I t is reported, whether reliably is not known, that Zinovieff, disposing 
of unlimited funds, is now in charge of all Bolshevik propaganda. 

Bela Kun is said to be in charge of propaganda work in the countries 
of the former Austrian empire, while Radek superintends that in Poland, 
Germany, and Roumania. 

One Sarah Ravich is reported to be in charge of tho Foreign Office in 
Petrograd under control of the Moscow Foreign Office. Her assistants 
are Zalkind and Levitski. Al l three are Jews. 

Bogdanov is said now to be president of the Supreme Council of 
People's Economy and Trades Unions and Smilga (ex-chief Military 
Commissar for the Polish front) one of the chief members. Neither is in 
the least qualified for his work. 

Schliapnikof, leader of the Workmen's Opposition Group, is now chief 
of the Soviet of Trades Unions. 

Quarrelling in London. 

The enmity between Litvinoff and certain members of the Trade 
Delegation in London is evidenced by tho sanding of a telegram en clair 
by which Litvinoff deprives Klishko of the right of signing passports and 
visas in view of the fact.that Klishko granted these contrary to instruc
tions from Moscow. In view of this lack of confidence Klishko has 
officially requested that he may be recalled to Moscow. Berzin has, 
however, refused to satisfy Klishko's request to resign, considering that 
Litvinoff has acted incorrectly. The visas in question were given by 
Klishko on the basis of Krassin's instructions, and it had been decided 
that in future visas and passports should be signed by Berzin. Litviuoff 
has in consequence been asked to cancel Ins telegram. Berlin affirms 
that Klishko has not merited the affront he received in LitviuofFs 
telegram. 

Quarrels are also raging in the Arcos Company now that the 
mollifying influence of Krassiu is removed, Klishko informs Tchitcherin 



that Solomon has taken the bit between his teeth and categorically 
refused to work with the Boardaccording to the Collegiate scheme. 

In his defence, Solomon states that the non-presentation of the 
accounts demanded from Arcos is solely the result of the chaos into 
which Gaastra has brought the Accountant and Finance Department. 
Solomon complains that his instructions and orders have not been carried 
out by Gaastra and the most open and impudent sabotage has resulted. 
He slates that as the result of a severe reprimand Gaastra resigned. He 
was afterwards reinstated by a majority of two votes against Solomon's 
single vote. The board decided to transfer the control of the manage
ment of the Accountant and Finance Department to Krysin. Solomon 
declares that his attempts to regularise the work of Arcos are frustrated 
by a majority of two votes to one and that the dismissal of Gaastra is 
essential. Krysin states on his side that Solomon's statement is largely 
based ou misunderstanding aud that they propose that no decision should : 
be made until Krassin's arrival, when a detailed report will be presented. 

A Venture ot Arcos. 

The Arcos Society in London has organised an expedition consisting 
of five steamers and an ice-breaker, which left Murmansk in the middle 
of August for the Polar Seas and was joined at Archangel by another 
12 steamers. The fleet carried chiefly agricultural machines and imple
ments, and hopes to convey wheat for Archangel and other goods on the 
return journey. S. L. Solomon seems to have had most to do with the 
organisation of this venture. The Berlin and Stockholm Trade Delega
tions co-operated. 

Miscellaneous. 

Moscow is re-registering the members of the Communist Party and 
cleans;ng the ranks by vigorous measures of expulsion. The members 
have been called upon to help by denunciations. 

The Bolshevik Press - credits the Soviet with a proposal to summon a 
" Pacific Conference " simultaneously with and in opposition to that at 
Washington. China, Mongolia, the Far Eastern Republics, and the 
various Soviet States are the suggested participants. 

Tho centres of Esperanto in Russia are said to be in Simbirsk, 
Samara, and Kherson. The Soviet has voted 200,000 roubles (a few 
shillings) for assisting the work of the Esperanto branches abroad. 

. The Red Academy at Moscow, for the World Revolution, is directed 
by Tukotchevsky and is attended mainly-by Jews, aud also by certain 
emigrants from abroad. 

" Isvest ia" remarks that though the Communist University for 
the Women of the East has been in existence only for a few months, 
hundreds of young people are streaming to it from the border provinces 
of the Soviet Republic, from the Near and Far East. Thirty-two 
nationalities are represented. In from six to eight months 600 to 700 
young men and women will return to the East aglow with revolutionary 
kuowledge and ardour. 

The Special Department and the provincial Tcheka in Odessa and 
district are said to have been responsible for. the murder of about 28,000 
persons since the beginning of the year. Moscow is said to have trans
ferred to Odessa its chief bureau for the fabrication of forged foreign 



passports, chiefly Bulgarian and Italian. There is some talk also of 
transferring the central institutions of the Third International to Odessa. 

The British Bureau of the Red Trade Union International has 
intimated that after September 30th it will not be able to meet any 
deficit incurred in propaganda as formerly. 

According to Moscow the British Miners' Federation has expressed 
its gratitude for tho Soviets gift of 2,000,000 roubles during the miners' 
strike, and promised help for the starving population of Russia. 

The first cargo of Welsh coah to be shipped to Russia for several 
years has been despatched to Black Sea ports. Several orders from 
Petrograd are said to be pending. 

It is stated thatup to July 15th the Bolsheviks had in hand 37,000,000 
roubles in coin aud 240 poods of platinum. Al l other resources have 
been exhausted. During 1920 only 7 poods (252 English lbs.) of 
platinum were produced in Russia, as against approximately 300 poods 
per year before the war. Some 300,000 poods of naphtha are being 
stored in the Grozny district, as there is no possibility of transporting it 
into the interior. Moscow admits that the position in the oil fields is 
very serious. Here the bore holes have been flooded, and l  i Baku is in an 
agony ; tho strong organism of Grozny is wavering." The Soviet news
papers state that actual catastrophe threatens in the Don, where rations 
are so short that 70 mines are being closed down. The workmen 
are deserting, and what has been accomplished by months of work is 
destroyed in a few days. 

The Soviet has been obliged to sell as quickly as possible 600,000 
poods of cement and to purchase coal, small implements, clothing, and 
footwear. It is proposed to make Constantinople the base of operations. 

With reference to the establishment of a Soviet bank in London, 
it is considered by the Delegation that to open a bank it is essential to 
have in London at least £500,000 free. This sum should be transferred 
immediately and set aside. Directors have apparently not been 
obtained. 

The Bolsheviks consider that the refusal to permit Chialapin to enter 
England is a scandal. I t is pointed out that the right of private earnings 
is not abolished. Chialapin has also been entrusted by the Commissariat 
for foreign trade with organising the export of articles of Russian art. 

FINLAND. 

The Government and the Red Question. 
The Finnish Government are reported to be at present fairly easy in 

their minds over the Red question. The stories told by Finns who have 
escaped from Russia make the best possible counter-propaganda, which 
is being encouraged by the Government. The Government have acceded 
to a demand from the Socialist Party and have announced that they will 
give passports to Finnish workmen who wish to seek employment in 
Russia. So far only six workmen have applied and only one has crossed 
the frontier. 

Before his departure Berziu presided over an emergency secret meeting 
in connection with the question of germ cells. 

The Difficulties of Traders. 
When the Finnish Trade Delegation arrived in Petrograd early in 

August it was informed that other foreigners had been first in the field 



and that practically the whole of the stocks reserved for foreign trade 
had been exhausted—this in face of the list of articles which Russia was 
able to sell to Finland, published a few days previously by Krassin. The 
Delegation decided to move on to Moscow and see Krassiu. 

Kopp has demanded that negotiations for the purchase of paper in 
Finland should be stopped, as he has had an offer in Germany of paper 
of all kinds at prices considerably lower than those in Finland. The 
offer amounts to 50,000,000 Finnish marks. This demand violates the 
powers of Shvedchikoff, who arrived in Fitdand recently with the news 
that the local Bolshevik Trade Delegation was the centre for transactions 
in paper and was permitted both to regulate prices and to alter orders. 
Shvedchikoff has now hurriedly left for Moscow, as he was afraid to 
continue negotiations in Finland without consulting the authorities. . 

Miscellaneous. 

The real name of Comrade Koronetz and his wife is Jackson. They 
are American subjects. 

The only member of the Bolshevik Trade Delegation who is reported 
to be a Communist is the cashier, A . I. Kiriakoff. 

Sadoul has been staying at the Bolshevik Delegation^ headquarters. 
Rumour says that he came to Finland to meet Albert Thomas, who made 
a very brief stay at Helsingfors. 

Strong pro-German influences are reported to prevail in the Finnish 
Schutz Corps, in which nearly all the regular officers of the army are 
enrolled. A Committee of Jaegers is also a pro-German organisation 
and exercises a considerable influence on army policy. 

The latest development in the manufacture of false passports in 
Stockholm is said to be the forging of a visa stamp in Stockholm, where 
the visas are affixed in order to obviate the necessity of getting the 
Swedish visa from Helsingfors to Stockholm. 

The' Soviet contre-espionago organisation in Finland is named 
" Torse." I t has 45  of whom 17  Tcheka  agents,  experienced are
workers, and has for main object to combat White organisations. I t is 
in touch with the Red Finns. 

Baltic States. 

ESTHONIA. 

The Activities of SeheePs Bank. 

The dubious activities of the bank of G. Scheel & Co., Reval, have 
already been mentioned. I t appears probable that Scheol conducts, 
under cover of great secrecy, most of the financial transactions of the 
Russian Soviet Government in Central Europe and obtains for them the 
necessary valuta of other countries. There is evidence that the bank 
has received, through the Enskilda Bank at Stockholm, large sums of 
money in British notes sent by the British Banks on account of Scheels. 
Certain of these notes have later been discovered in the hands of well
known British revolutionaries. 

The bank at Reval is said not long ago to have written a draft on the 
Harju bank at Reval for over 130,000 reich marks. The Harju bank 
gave a draft on the Deutsche Bank, Berlin, where the money was paid 



to tho Soviet Delegation. The Deutsche Bank has informed the Harju 
Bank that it does npt wish such transactions to occur in future, as the 
bulk of the money in question was used for propaganda purposes. 

Russian Matters. 
Litvinoff left Reval for Moscow on August 23rd. The appointment 

of Leonid Stark to replace him is confirmed. The work of the Delegation 
is going on as before : the rumour that owing to lack of funds employees 
have not been paid their salaries is untrue. 

The Esthonian and Lettish Ministers in Moscow are reported to have 
presented to the Soviet Government riotes protesting against the failure 
of Russia to observe the peace treaties. 

Trotsky's family passed through Reval towards the end of July en route 
for Germany. 

LATVIA. 

Soviet Proposals and Threats. 
While in Riga Krassin is said to have discussed with M. Meierovich 

a project for an economic alliance to be concluded with Soviet Russia by 
Latvia, Esthonia, Lithuania and Finland. It is understood that the 
Baltic Alliance will reply in the negative. As far as Latvia alone is 
concerned she will not eveu consider the proposal; 

With regard to the Military convention between Latvia and Poland, 
the Bolsheviks are reported to have unofficially warned the Letts that 
such an agreement would be regarded by the Soviet Government as a 
casus belli. 

Ganetsky has intimated that if the final reply of the Lettish Govern
ment to the Soviet Note is unsatisfactory, Russia will sever diplomatic 
relations with Latvia. 

Riga reported on August 10th that a peace treaty has been signed in 
Moscow between Latvia and the Ukraine. The treaty settles questions 
concerning the return of refugees and option for citizenship. 

LITHUANIA. 

In order to check in some degree the growing discontent in the army, 
10 per cent, of the men were released under certain conditions, for a month 
for work in the fields. 

Baron Fircks & Co., of Riga are said to work with the Lithuanians 
in the secret purchase of arms from Germany. Although he hails from 
Latvia, Baron Fircks has been issued a Lithuanian passport by a special 
order of the Lithuanian Cabinet, as a reward for special services rendered 
to Lithuania. He is a member of the Lithuania C E . 

POLAND. 

Labour Troubles. 
The Posnanian railwaymen have come out on strike for an extra 

month's wages as bonus to meet the increase cost of living. 
Warsaw has been deprived of gas, electricity and tramcars, and cut off 

from railway communication with Paris and Danzig by strikes of various 
bodies of workers. Tho Government maintains that the strike is a result 



oi Bolshevist, aud German Communist agitation and is preparing to 
mobilise soldiers to operate the trains and public services. 

Bolshevik Intentions. 
Vosnesensky, a member.of the Soviet Repatriation Committee in 

Warsaw, has stated that the Bolsheviks will not conduct propaganda 
among the Polish population, but that they reserve to themselves the 
light to conduct propaganda among the Russian citizens in Poland. 
Propaganda among the Poles can only be successful if it comes from the 
West and not from the East. 

Personal. 
Karakhan, the Soviet emissary to Poland, has arrived in Warsaw with 

the members of his legation. 
According to Moscow, the Counsellor of the Polish Mission at Moscow 

is to be Knoll, and the First secretary Moravski. 
Jack Mills, the Labour M.P., with Professor Seager, has gone to 

Poland to make personel investigation into the assertions that Poland 
contemplates a new attack on Soviet Russia. 

It is reported that Dimitry Rubinstein, the ex-Petrograd and now 
Berlin banker, who exorcised a very evil influence during the war, has 
not been invited to Berlin for negotiations concerning the improvement 
of the currency value of the Polish mark, but is using this rumour to 
disguise his objects in Warsaw. He is arranging personal financial 
affairs and establishing relations with Polish banks in order to finance 
the Bolsheviks, who are using his Berlin firm aud its branches in Vienna 
and Dantzig. 

5. B A L K A N A N D E A S T E U R O P E A N S T A T E S . 

GBEECE. 

The Anti-Communist Campaign. 
The repression of the Communists continues. Pamphlets have been 

confiscated ; the Communist headquarters have been raided and portraits 
of Lenin and other Commissars removed. 

As in Venizelist days the Royalist workmen used to vote for the 
Communists, so the Venizelists are now voting for Communist candidates. 
In this way they have captured the machinery of the Athens Labour 
Centre. The policy is of doubtful value, as it gives the Government a 
double handle. Most members of the Labour executive a*'e in prison. 

Miscellaneous. 
According to the " Patris," a Greek envoy has arrived at Rostoff to 

negotiate and conclude a commercial convention with the Soviet 
Government. 

Leon Pavlides has now become chief editor of the Communist organ 
" Rizospastis," in place of Petsopoulos, who ia in goal. The paper, which 
is violently anti-English, displays increasing Bulgarophil and Turcophil 
tendencies. 

In consequence of the opposition of the landed proprietors, the 
Government have temporarily shelved the question of land expropriation. 
I t has to be remembered, however, that all Thessaly voted Royalist on 
the assumption that expropriation would be continued. The Communists 
have sent agitators and propagandists to Thessaly and elsewhere. 



YUGOSLAVIA. 

The Breaking of Communism. 
The Bill for the better security of the State, the drastic terms of 

which were mentioned in the Review for July, was passed by 190 votes 
against 54. The minority was composed of Communists, Clericals, and 
Social Democrats, the latter voting against the Bill not because they 
approve of terrorism but because they disagreed with the annulment of 
the mandate of the Communist deputies. The loss of their mandates is 
not the only evil that has come upon the Communists. It now appears 
that Stejic, the author of the attempt on the Regent Alexander, did not 
act ou,his own initiative or at the instigation of Copic, Filipovic and 
Kavacevic, the three arrested Communists deputies, but as a result of 
the activities of all the Communist deputies. The Communist Club had 
decided to answer the proclamation of December 29th by terrorism 
directed against the Regent and prominent politicians, and the decision 
to make the attempt on the Regent was taken by the Communist Club 
itself in the National Assembly Building and communicated to Stejic 
there. The Communist deputies have now been arrested. New members 
must be elected to replace the Communists, but the elections will not 
take place for about three months. Simon Marcowics, the leader of the 
Communists, is said to be on his way to England. 

The " Baranya Republic." 
The " Barauya Republic " proclaimed at Pecs before the occupation 

of the Baranya area by the Hungarians was speedily at au end, and the 
threats to blow up the mines if Horthy's troops entered the district never 
materialised. 30,000 persons of all classes are said to have, left the 
Baranya at the approach of Horthy's troops. About 6,000 fugitives 
have, according to the " Daily Herald," been put into an internment 
camp by the Yugo-Slavs and have so far been well treated. It is 
expected that most of them will be distributed among Yugp-Slav mines 
and industries. There are 600 "Intellectuals" to whom Yugo-Slavia 
will not permit permanent residence, while Austria will not allow them 
to come to Vienna. 

BULGARIA. 

The Government and the Soviet. 
The country is said to be constantly visited by Soviet agents who 

are doing their -utmost to induce Bulgaria to renew political and trade 
relations with Russia. A convenient opportunity was found in the 
organisation of tho repatriation of Russian prisoners of war. Varna, the 
only Bulgarian port, maintaining communications with Russia, is the 
centre of propaganda. 

The Government has, so far, been cautious. Before replying to the 
blandishments of the Bolshevik Trade Delegation it sent a mission of 
inquiry to Russia. The report submitted stated that. Bulgaria had 
nothing to gain economically from trade relations, but that from a 
political point of view it was necessary for Bulgaria to renew relations 
with Russia. The Government could not, however, bring itself to renew 
official relations with the Soviet, and confined itself to the establishment 
of a regular boat service between Varna and Odessa. 

Tho Government is said to be preparing sweeping measures against 
the Socialists in the immediate future. 



Threats from the Soviet. 
The Russian and Ukrainian Commissariats for Foreign Affairs liave 

addressed a note to Roumania, protesting against the alleged hostile 
operations whioh are being prepared against the Soviet in Roumania. 
Roumania is accused of supporting Pethira's organisations,'and warned 
that should Petlurist bands escape into Roumanian territory', Soviet troops 
will continue their pursuit there. 

Tho Commissariat for Foreign Affairs was previously reported to 
have forwarded a project for a treaty between Russia and Eoumauia. 
There are various provisions for the control of the Dniester, aud ono for a 
commission to proceed to Russia to arrange for the return of prisoners. 

The Communists and the Government. 
The Social-Communist Congress of Roumania had decided to adhere 

without restrictions to the Third International. Tho Socialists who 
voted in favour, of adherence, with certain restrictions, have been refused 
the right of vote in .the Party Directorate but have not been excluded 
from the Party. 

The Government has declared the Communist Party illegal and 
dissolved every trade union. In quarters inspired by Moscow this is 
considered a move to eliminate disturbing elements in the event of trouble 
with Russia. 

Miscellaneous. . 
On the discovery of a plot to derail the train in which the Crown 

Prince was-to travel to Transylvania, six Communists suspected of mining 
the track were arrested., 

The new agrarian reform law, which has been passed by the National 
Assembly at Bucharest, provides for tho parcelling out of at least 10 per 
cent, of the feudal ownings. The owners will receive, total compensation 
from the State. 

6. N E A R E A S T E R N S T A T E S . 

TURKEY. 

Angora and the Bolsheviks. 
Rumours that Brusiloff is in Angora and that Bolshevik troops have 

arrived in Anatolia have been circulating in Constantinople. There is 
little doubt that these rumours owe their inspiration to the Angora 
Government, but the actual state.of affairs is very difficult to unravel. 
Brusiloff' is certainly not in Angora, though he may have been appointed 
head of a military advisory mission, which was expected to reach Angora 
about the beginning of September. Ali Fuad Pasha in Moscow is 
reported to have informed Angora during the latter half of July that 
the Soviet was of opinion that the Kemalists could not decisively defeat 
the Greeks without assistance. If Angora refused the offer of the Soviet 
it was possible that the Bolsheviks would act independently and without 
invitation. The same source states that Angora recently learned that 
Enver Pasha was preparing to cross the Turkish frontier at the head of a 
Moslem army which he had recruited in the Caucasus. The Angora 
Government took immediate, steps to prevent the fulfilment of his plans. 
The truth of the matter may be that Angora is seeking to frighten the 



Ailies by the Bolshevik bogey, and to check tho despondency of the 
army and the population by persuading them that a Russian army will 
shortly help in driving tho Greeks into the sea. A relatively small force 
of Moslem troops may have crossed the Turkish frontier, and a Bolshevik 
military mission may have been appointed, to study how some assistance 
may best be given. Bolshevik policy appears to be directed to pre
venting a settlement of the Turkish question by every possible means. 

For their part the population of Anatolia are reported to maintain 
their attitude of hostility towards the Bolsheviks. Bagirov, the Soviet 
Consul at Trebizond, has been recalled to Russia at the request of the 
Angora Government. The name of his successor has not yet been 
ascertained. A Sovie't Consulate has been opened in Sarasun, the Consul 
being a Jew. named Golub. The Soviet Mission in Angora is said to 
have been cut down in numbers. 

The Bolshevik representative in Angora is said to have notified the 
Kemalists that the Azerbaijan Republic would be represented in Angora 
by its own ambassador, Comrade IliefF (not identical with the notorious 
Eliava), who has been appointed by the Russian Soviet. Moscow intends 
to send a commercial mission to Angora in order to arrange, amongst 
other matters, for the exchange of Turkish cereals for petroleum. 

The Kemalists and Envei Pasha. 

The most valuable link binding the Bolsheviks with the Turkish 
Communist Party in Anatolia is said to be Euva Pasha. Enverists and 
Communists are, indeed, synonymous. But Enver is in Kemalist opinion 
an enemy of his country and his presence in Anatolia is not tolerated. 
His party is, however, far from being destroyed. As many as four 
hundred Turkish Communists are said to be working secretly and ener
getically in Anatolia, most of them cloaking their activity under Govern
ment emplo3'ment. The majority of the members of the party are keen 
young Turkish intellectuals. They are present in the army itself, and 
Mustapha Kemal is said to be in fear of the organisation and of the 
popularity which Enver Pasha'enjoys among certain circles in Anatolia, 
of his connection with Germany and of his activities in Turkestan and 
Afghanistan. For their part, the Bolsheviks are prepared to use the 
Turkish Commnnists for their purposes in Anatolia, as they did in the 
case of Daghestan and Azerbaijan. I t is conceivable that present event3 
may create the situation required by the Bolsheviks and Enver Pasha. 

It is said to have been decided some time ago between Bolsheviks 
and Enverists that in the event of a decisive defeat of the Kemalists by 
the Greeks, the Bolshevik army would enter Anatolia, but that if the 
Kemalists held fast the Bolsheviks would move against Persia. I t is 
also suggested that the drive towards the Caucasus of hordes of starving 
Russian peasants may force the Bolsheviks into Anatolia. 

I t was reported late in August that the antagonism between the 
supporters of Mustapha Kemal and the adherents of Enver Pasha was 
growing and had become particularly acute among the headquarters 
staff of the Eastern front. The Kemalists seem to have more than 
held their own. 

The Communists in Constantinople. 

The Border Commissariats of the Bolsheviks are being warned of 
the position of affairs in Constantinople and are being strictly forbidden 
to go there unless they have previously obtained a visa from the British 



Military Authorities in Constantinople, otherwise they will most 
certainly be arrested and deported. I t is stated that Kuzuetsoff was 
arrested on the evening of August 1st. 

Secret Turkish Communist centres, working underground, are said to 
have existed for some time in Constantinople. One such centre, known 
as the Turau Artisans' Club, exists in Stamboul, and is an offshoot of the 
notorious Unionist institution known as the Turkish Club. Its activities 
have hitherto limited themselves to Communist propaganda amongst 
Turkish workpeople, university students and professors. Funds are 
obtained by begging. Nuri Bey, Inspector of Public Instruction, is 
president of the Club. 

The District Communist Committee of Constantinople has sufficiently 
recovered from the fright occasioned to it by the raid on the Soviet Trade 
Delegation to call a general meeting at which one Leikin, was appointed 
temporarily president. Leikin pledged himself to active support of 
Communism and terrorism, but au extreme discretion prevailed generally. 
No active work is to be undertaken ; the distribution of propaganda is 
to be stopped, and the Committee is to cut away altogether from the 
remaining members of the Trade Delegation. In was also decided to 
hold aloof from the Beikos organisation and the Kemalists until the 
position is clearer. A small centre has been established at Scutari. The 
appointment as temporary president of Leikin, a member of the Russian 
Communists Party since 1919, gives the organisation a semi-official footing 
as regards recognition by Moscow. 

The Boikos Committee is even more nervous than the District-
Communist Committee. It, too, has stopped all active work, and has 
taken extraordinary precautions as regards secrecy. The members have 
scattered. As the result of a letter commenting upon the work of the 
Committee and demanding exhaustive information concerning the military 
and political situation in Constantinople, the Committee are arranging a 
general meeting at which a new executive committee will be chosen and 
the future of the organisation discussed. 

A reliable source states that a new Bolshevik financial organisation is 
about to be formed in Constantinople', called " The Financial Industrial 
Bank '-' (Finansovo-Promishlonny Bank). This concern will subsidise 
the Turkish Nationalists' undertakings in Constantinople, provided these 
allow the spread of Communist ideas in the Near East. It will also be 
responsible for financing the various Bolshevik-Kemalist secret organisa
tions in Constantinople, whose work has been approved by the-authorities 
themselves. The organisers count on establishing branches in Georgia, 
Persia, and South Russia, as well as at Trebizoud aud Samsun. 

The activities of the Trans-Caucasian Trade Delegation, of which a 
certain Georgian named Modabadze is tho head, have aroused some 
suspioiou. Strong reasons exist for the belief that the organisation is 
likely to replace the former so-called Trade Delegation as the new centre 
for Communist activity in Constantinople. 

Kuznetsoff on Current Affairs. 

Certain Russian refugees have asked Kuznetsoff whether they might 
return in a group to their native country for the purpose of tilling the 
soil for the next harvest. If this is permitted they intend to bring with 
them some agricultural implements and seeds, but they wish to know 
whether they would suffer penalties as some of them in the past belonged 



to the Anti-Soviet Army. Tlicro are also suggestions of organising a 
systematicexport of foodstuffs to relatives who have been left behind 
in Russia. .A Committee for organising help for Russia, which appears 
to consist largely of anti-Soviet elements has been formed in Coustanti
nople, but according to KuznotsofF, most of the local refugees are 
dissatisfied with this Committee. 

With regard to questions of trade Kuznetsoff complains that local 
foreign trade committees arrive in Constantinople with all kinds of money 
and raw produce and try to transact business independently of the Soviet 
Trade Delegation. 

The Zionists. 
The Constantinople Zionist Committee has for head of its Palestine 

Emigration Bureau a certain Dr. Temkin, who appears to be in touch 
with the Bolshevik Trade Delegation. The Committee exists officially 
in order to provide relief for- Jewish emigrants from Russia and arrange 
for their disposal in Palestine and elsewhere. Its unofficial activities 
are wider ; an intelligence centre has been established which appears to 
watch the proceedings of real or supposed anti-Semitic groups, and the 
members of the Committee are markedly interested in politics. 

Miscellaneous. 
A sum of half a million Turkish pounds, believed to be a subsidy 

from the Soviet Government, is said to have reached Angora during the 
first fortnight of July, and to have been used in paying in gold the 
salaries of civilians and militaiw officials. 

The Persian Diplomatic Mission arrived in Angora during July. Tt 
is headed by Amir Hashmet Khan, a Baili chief, who is in reality a 
leader of the Persian Tureophiie revolutionaries, and who means to 
resume, in co-operation with the Bolsheviks, certain ' revolutionary 
activities in Persia. 

Recent information goes to show that the Pan-Islamic Association 
known as the " Muvahidin Jemieti " has changed its title to " Muham
madie Jemieti," aiid has grown in importance with the growing influence 
of the Nationalists and with the religious revival in Anatolia. Letters 
taken from an Indian deserter in Turkish territory and designed to 
promote sedition among Indian troops, go to prove that there exists an 
Indian section of the society. 

E G W T . 

The Progress of Bolshevism. 
The decision of the Third International to turn its attention towards 

the East may indicate an imminent Bolshevik campaign in Egypt, 
which the International appears to consider a promising field for the 
opening of its movement against Great Britain. It is considered that a. 
successful rising in Egypt will be the signal for setting the whole 
Mohammedan world ablaze. Bolshevik efforts are to bs devoted mainly to 
the Nile Delta and the Suez Canal area. Moscow cannot give much 
material assistance, but the Communist nuclei can support the rising and 
Western representatives can assist through .communications established 
via, Marseilles, Messina and Crete. 

The Egyptian Bolshevik organisations are meanwhile reported to be 
working for the enlistment of the Nationalists under the Red Flag. The 



extremist Nationalists are displaying a revolutionary tendency, and are 
ripening for the reception of Bolshevik propaganda. I his propaganda 
has for present aim, not the establishment of Communism, but revolution 
against Great Britain and British rule. The Egyptian army does not 
appear to have so far been infected with Bolshevism. 

The Activities of Joseph Rosenthal. 
Joseph Rosenthal, mentioned in the Review for July, has been known 

to the Alexandria police for 20 years as a holder of extreme opinions. 
There is little doubt that he has very strong Communist ideas, which 
he actively disseminates. But he is a cautious person. While he does 
not apparently favour violent methods, he has for present aim to unite 
all workers in Egypt into one big confederation. He seems to be an 
agent or correspondent—open as far as is known—of the Third Inter
national ; he is in touch with LitvinofF and with Third International 
agencies in Vienna and New York. There is little doubt that Rosenthal 
is also in touch with Bolshevik elements in Palestine. His Workers' 
Syndicate includes a good many Jews with Communist ideas. Tho 
Club in Alexandria known as " Groupe d'Etudes Sociales " is said to 
require watching in view of its connection with Rosenthal and his 
activities. I t need not, however,"be taken very seriously for the moment. 
It is believed to be responsible for the distribution of an inflammatory 
Communist manifesto. 

Miscellaneous. 
Outward political excitement is completely stilled, but the followers 

of Zaghlul are doubtless working along their chosen lines of attacking 
the Government for its " coercion " and " tyranny " ; of discrediting the 
official delegation at home and abroad and of organising for the sweeping 
of the country when the elections for the National Assembly takes place. 
Zaghlul has gone to his property in the country where he will remain 
for some weeks. The Greek advance in Anatolia has chastened the 
Kemalists. - * 

A large number of influential Egyptians, including many dissentient 
members of ZaghluPs delegation, have formed an."Independent Egypt " 
Party for the active support of tho Adly Cabinet. 

PERSIA. 

Rothstein's Activities. 
Theodore Rothstein's attitude is mild and apparently reasonable, on 

the testimony of the Shah himself. But the Shah, like all Persians, 
official or other, is sceptical of the value of Russian assurances. He 
showed the British Minister the volume presented to him by Rothstein, 
which he referred to as "1'album des assassins." This book contains 
very large photographs of all the leading personalities of Soviet Russia, 
in whose features the Shah professed to detect strong signs of criminal 
tendencies. 

At the beginning of August it is believed that a fairly large sum of 
money was transferred through London by Litvinoff to Rothstein or to 
the representative of the Commissariat for Foreign Trade. 



According to Moscow, a revolutionary movement lias broken out on 
the frontier of Persia and Turkestan, on the Caspian coast. The leader 
has ordered the division of the land among the peasantry, 

Mohammed Taki, who was appointed Military Governor of Khorasan 
by the Sayyed Zia ed Din's Government, lias refused to accept dismissal 
from the present Government, and has proclaimed the independence of 
Khorasan. 

The Government is rorjorted to havo gained an important success in 
Mazandaram over the Persian Bolsheviks, who appear no longer to enjoy 
Russian support. 

7. CENTRAL ASIATIC STATES. 
CENTRAL ASIA. 

AFGHANISTAN. 
An Outpost of Revolution. 

There can be no question of the aims of the Bolshevik penetration of 
Afghanistan. I t is directed towards spreading revolutionary teaching in 
India. Within 18 months Suritz has secured concessions which have 
been withheld from British missions during the last 70 years. The 
Soviet envoy has secured treaty rights for the making of roads, the 
laying of a telegraph line along the Herat-Kabul route, and the installa
tion of printing presses in Kabul. Railway connections with Afghanistan 
are being completed on the Persian Afghan frontier, a junction is being 
made with the Herat and Kabul roads, and the Oxus line has been 
pushed down to within 70 miles of the Northern Afghan outposts. This 
line is connected with tho great highway of the East towards India. 

For their part, according to statements by Rabindranath Tagore, the . 
Indian revolutionaries have the idea of converging towards Afghanistan 
where they feel that they have a friend in the Amir. This idea appears 
to be gaining ground. The" Indians look for help to Enver Pasha, who 
is said to be organising the frontier troops on the Pamir side, as well as 
an army in Bolshevik Turkestan. 

Seventy German officers are reported to have gone via Russia to 
Afghanistan, where General Leman is workiug. His Headquarters are 
near the frontier, and these officers are proceeding to Horat. 

AZERBAIJAN. 

Both Azerbaijan and Armenia are, like Georgia, now faced with 
famine. Systematic requisitions have stripped the land and driven the 
peasants to sow no more than the bare area of land required for their own 
needs. Deaths from cholera in Baku alone amount to 400 a day, and 
children are perishing in thousands from dysentery and other epidemics. 

GEORGIA. 
The Russification of the Country. 

The fears of the Georgians that Moscow means to Russify their 
country are being strengthened by present events. Russian policy and 
practice were montioned in the Review for July. The Russians seek to 
justify their continued presence in Georgia on the ground that the 
organisation of the Georgian Red forces has not beentcompleted. 20,000 
men are said to have been enlisted, and a force of 36,000 men is aimed 



at. Shalva Eliava's plans for organising the Georgian army on a 
national basis have been modified as a result of representations by 
Gekker, Commander of the 11th Red Army, and the Georgian army has 
been set under the direct orders of the Army Commander of Rostov, 
instead of under Gekker in Tiflis. These are potent sources of discon
tent. Meanwhile the internal administration is being organised ou lines 
which broadly resemble Communist policy in Russia. 

The strong national feeling in the country, expressed by the virile 
Georgian. Menshevik Party, is the greatest enemy to Communism in 
Georgia. The opposition works through the formation of illegal Socialist 
organisations, the boycotting of Communist efforts at propaganda, the 
formation of partisan detachments, open demonstrations, aud the efforts 
of the anti-Bolshevik organisations to take joint, action with the Armenian 
insurgents. The peasantry and working classes are showing a growing 
hostility to the Communists. Many of them have joined the Mensheviks, 
and they have proved their mettle in various ways—notably by the 
powerful protest which defeated the attempts of the Communists to 
arrest popular Georgian leaders. Various counter-measures have been 
attempted by the Bolsheviks. 

The Communist Party itself appears to have split into Russophile and 
Russophobe elements. The pro-Russian element has been strengthened 
by the recent nomination of Budu Moivani, the late Soviet representative 
in Angora as People's Commissar for Foreign Trade in the Tiflis 
Government, The Communists are becoming more hostile to the Social 
Democrats, I t was, in fact, stated at a party meeting that should the 
Communists be compelled at any time to leave Georgia they would first 
of all clear the country of all Social Democrat Mensheviks. 

Famine and Ruin. 

The economic ruin which has befallen Russia is rapidly overtaking 
Georgia. The price of food rises continually, and grave fears are enter
tained that the harvest will fail. The same causes are operating here as 
in Russia. Anatolia is looked upon i as a possible granary. The towns 
are taking on the air of destitution characteristic of Russia, and depression 
and hopelessness are increasing. The salary of employees has been 
fixed at 15,000 to 20,000 roubles per month—the price of one pound of 
meat. 

Typhus, and cholera, introduced from Russia, are raging. The 
Bolsheviks privately admit that the position is desperate, but they 
continue to provision the Red Army at the expense of the Georgian 
people. Flour imported from Constantinople is sent away to Baku and 
Georgia ; only absolute necessities are left in Georgia to meet the 
immediate requirements of the Communists. Bread is dearer in Georgia 
than in the famine regions of Russia. 

An Abkhasian Soviet. 

The Abkhasian Province is said to have been declared an " Abkhasian 
Soviet Socialist Republic," which has asked Lenin, through the Com
munist leader, Eshba, to be allowed to join Soviet Russia without being 
subordinated to Russia. Lenin replied that Eshba could play at being 
an Abkhasian president, but that Abkhasia was bound with Georgia 
economically and historically, and the sooner she joined Georgia the 
better for her. The Abkhasian Revolutionary Committee has nationalised 
all raw material in the country ; nevertheless, all supplies of wood are 
controlled by the Tiflis Wood Department and the Georgian Sovnarkhoz. 
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Miscellaneous. 
The Bolsheviks are said to meditate transferring the Caucasus Army 

headquarters from Rostov to Tiflis. 
The Georgian Soviet Government has sent to Constantinople two com

mercial delegates, one Zhuruli, a National Democrat, and one Modebadze, 
a Bolshevik acting as Georgian l?oople's Commissary for Foreign Trade. 
Zhuruli, who was Minister of Finance under tho former Menshevik 
Government, has been authorised to deal with the question of exporting 
manganese from Georgia ; Modebadzeis trying to arrange for the purchase 
and exchange of various commodities. 

TURKESTAN. 
Nizam Bai, who has constantly been waging guerilla warfare against 

the Bolshevik invaders in Ferghana, is said to have won a considerable 
success by capturing Irkishtam, on the borders of Chinese Turkestan, and 
almost annihilating the Bolshevik garrison. Slier Mohomed, another 
guerilla warrior, is in control further south, near the Kara Lake. He has 
embraced the cause of the ex-Khan of Bokhara against the Bolsheviks. 

I t is reported that the Bolsheviks have removed to Tashkend and 
Orenburg the country's coal and oil, which are being used chiefly for 
running propaganda trains. The people are gathering the dried roots of 
sumach bushes, which will be their only fuel in the coming winter. Al l 
payment is in kind. There are no holidays and no recreation. 

8. F A R E A S T E R N S T A T E S . 

SIBERIA. 
Anti-Soviet Movements. 

Ungern-Steinberg is said to be still resisting the Reds in the area 
south-east of Lake Baikal, and the stories spread by Moscow of his com
plete defeat are untrue. Kappel's troops have cleared the littoral of the 
Coast province of Bolsheviks, and at Vladivostock MerkulofFs Govem
ment is consolidating its opposition. I t refuses for the present to embark 
on an aggression policy against the Bolsheviks. Sporadic revolts 
continue further west, in the territory held by the Bolsheviks. The 
Moscow wireless was alleging early in August that the position of 
Merkuloff s supporters was desperate, and that the financial crisis was 
becoming catastrophic,. A Chita report, sent via Moscow, declared that 
Merkuloff's Government was terrorising'the strikers, with the object of 
provoking them and securing Japanese intervention. 

According to Moscow the Cossack Conference at Vladivostock 
deprived Semenoff of the title of Ataman. As a consequence the Cossack 
groups have become divided. 

JAPAN. 

A Russian newspaper is responsible for the statement that a Communist 
movement among Korean revolutionaries has spread considerably among 
the Korean proletariat during 1921. Owing to circumstances in Korea 
the Congress of Korean Communists was held on Russian territory. 

I t was reported to the Congress of the Third International that the 
Japanese Socialist League has a membership of a little over 3,000. An 
underground party, with which the Communists of America are said to 
be in direct touch, is being formed. 

Considerable and increasing unrest is reported to prevail among the 
workers, due in great measures to the contrast between vast war fortunes 



and excessively low wages. A deputation representing 25,000 workers 
in the munition factories is said to have been recently denied the release 
of its leaders, whereupon the crowd stormed the War Ministry in. Tokio. 
Tho appearance of troops compelled the withdrawal of the mob. So 
strong is tlie agitation that the Government may be forced to allow the 
trade unions to function. 

CHINA. 
Extremist Movements. 

Information from China states that during the past year undoubted 
progress has been made by the Russian Bolsheviks and the Chinese 
Anarchist Societies, whose tenets, but not control, are Bolshevik. 
Nevertheless, the prospects of the Russian Soviet obtaining serious hold 
over China and the surrounding countries have diminished. Moscow, 
though it sends missions from time to time, and is very far away, is even 
now sending another; and no Bolshevik State, in Siberia is strong 
enough to be of much support to a Bolshevik party in China. The 
outstanding features of the past year have been the establishment of a 
Far Eastern Mission at Pekiu, covering a direct Bolshevik intrigue in 
China, and the success of General Chen Chiung-ming and Dr. Sun Yat 
Sen at Canton. 

Sun Yat Sen.has lately been devoting much time to Socialism, and 
has refused foreign concessions. It is understood that a delegate has 
been sent to the Russian Soviet Government, and it is thought that 
Bolshevik propaganda will be extensively spread in Southern China. 
The Chinese Press has published the outline of an agreement said to 
have been concluded between Canton and Soviet Russia. The alleged 
terms provide for mutual recognition, commercial intercourse, financial 
help from Russia to the Associated Provincial Government, and help 
from the latter in spreading Bolshevik ideas in China. This report must, 
however, be taken with reserve. 

Shanghai has been the chief centre of extremist activity. Here the 
establishment of a Bolshevik paper called " Shanghai L i f e  " and the 
control of the Russian Go-operative Society enabled finance and propa
ganda to work hand in hand. The offices of the " Shanghai Life " are a 
centre for disaffection in Shanghai, and for the various agents who visit 
the place. Funds are low, however ; the agents have received no money 
for the last two or three months, and representatives have been sent to 
China to try to obtain funds. 

As for the Anarchists, their progress owes much to the open action 
of Chen Chiung-ming and the secret support of Sun Yat Sen. The 
leading Anarchists have congregated in Canton, and have founded 
Societies in China as well as in Malaya, the Dutch East Indies and the 
Philippines. They circulate much literature and appear to have made 
special efforts to tamper with the troops in North China—a danger which 
the Peking Government is seriously fighting. But the chief danger lies 
in the anti-British and anti-foreign feelings and propaganda of the 
Chinese Anarchists, and in their influence over labour at the ports. The 
Kung Tang, or Labour Union, has a very real control over Chinese 
Labour, particularly at the ports, and the Anarchist leaders have a 
powerful hold on its organisation. Bolshevism in the North, possible 
general strikes" in the South, and Bolshevik propoganda designed to 
exploit anti-Japanese feeling, are the chief dangers. The Central 
Government is said to have little authority outside Peking, and the 
real power is in the hands of the reactionary military governors. 
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Miscellaneous. 
Turkish emissaries, affecting a profound interest in the future of the 

Far East, are said to be busy in China. Their activities are anti-British. 
The " Daily Herald " alleges that the Military Governor of Chinese 

Turkestan has thanked Lenin for the courageous support given to the 
Chinese authorities by the Russian lied troops in liberating the province 
from White Guard bands. 

Yourin has been replaced by Alexis Agariev, a former Mayor of 
Vladivostock aud a worker on the " Shanghai Life," and a strong 
propaganda organisation is reported to have been established at Chita 
under the leadership of Vorvowsky, who has had a successful career in 
Europe. 

Sudhindra Bose, the well-known Indian agitator, is reported to have 
been in Shanghai for a few days during June. He affirmed that he was 
one of 50 Indians scattered all over the world serving " The Mother." 
The chief centre of the work in the East would be Tokio. Bose visited 
Sun Yat Sen, who is said to have a genuine desire to help India against 
" the common enemy of mankind," Great Britain. According to Bose, 
all the leaders in Canton are very anti-British, and are trying to prevent 
British trade finding a market in Kwangtung. 

9. B R I T I S H C O L O N I E S . 
CANADA. 

The Unemployment Problem. 
Unemployment continues steadily, and at Vancouver the temper of 

the workless is growing more bitter. The unemployed in South 
Vancouver have demanded the control of all relief work, and have gone 
so far as to threaten to use force in making men leave a job which is not 
run according to their wishes. In the city of Victoria relief work is rapidly 
nearing an end. Heavy dismissals—a reduction from 8,000 to 4,000 men 
—are taking place from the Hydro-Electric canal works in Ontario. The 
men here are a rough class and have already talked of violence. 

Many of the unemployed at Begina are reported as refusing to take 
works on the farms at wages now quoted, and are holding out for better 
pay when the harvest starts. The dissatisfaction among the workers 
appears to be greater than at any time during the last two years. 

The radical and especially the foreign element in Montreal is said to 
he under the impression that the unemployment problem will force a 
revolution in Canada during the coming winter. 

Communist Movements. 
I t seems to be pretty definitely established that 2,500 dollars have 

been sent by the Pan-American Bureau to organise the Communist Party 
of Canada. This money came from Moscow. The Bureau is keeping its 
Canadian adherents short of cash, perhaps, because the Canadian party 
has not yet obtained the formal recognition of Moscow. That may not, 
however, be much longer delayed, as the head of the Pan-American 
Bureau recently inspected the Toronto headquarters and expressed him
self satisfied with the progress made. Jealousy prevails in the party. 
Bell is busily trying to oust Macdonald as chief organiser. 

The Central Executive Committee of the Communist Party of Cituada 
state that they have appointed district organisers covering the whole 
country, and that the structure of the new organisation is almost 
complete. Language bureaux have been appointed for the Russian, 
Jewish, Lithuanian, Finnish, and Bulgarian groups, and a convention of 
the Ukrainians has been called to form its' own language section. Que 



sinister activity is reported—the Party is said to be trying to place 
adherents in munition works and factories for making explosives. The purpose, apart from sabotage, is to train as many Communists as possible 
to manufacture explosives, with an eye to contingencies. 

Various activities are reported from the local branches. The English
speaking Communists in Ontario are proceeding with the work of 
organisation. In Hamilton the party has resolved to purge itself of five 
active agitators, two of them men who were tried and acquitted on 
charges of sedition last April. 

The Communist organisation of Western Ontario now has three sub
districts—Toronto, the Hamiltou-Kitohener-Cuelph area, and the Niagara 
district. 

Toronto is said to have been visited recently by a representative from 
Moscow. The Communist Party there is being looked over with a view 
to being recognised and subsidised, and is working furiously. 

With reference to individuals it has been discovered that the Com
mnnist Convention held in May appointed Jack Kavanagh, chief organiser 
for the whole of Cauada west of Port Arthur. During his recent journey 
Kavanagh organised several centres and laid the foundation for the 
establishment of at least one group. 

A rumour prevailed in Edmonton some time ago that a certain 
" George Carscadden " had gone to Moscow as a delegate to the Red 
International of Trade Unions. Inquiries in Windsor show that the 
revolutionary journalist, Gordon Cascadden, has been absent some time, 
and that it is regarded as probable that he has gone to Moscow. 

F. W. Kaplan, of Winnipeg, appears to be an important link in the 
Communist organisation. He is trying to found a Communist group at 
Regina. 

The Ukrainian Organisations. 
The connection between the Ukrainian Labour Temple Association 

and the Communist movement appears to be now established. Speaking 
at Ottawa, a travelling organiser named Hoculiuk revealed that the 
party was united with the Third International and now called itself the 
Cauadiam Communist Party. He had been told by the Communist head
quarters at Winnipeg that the Canadian Communist section would hold a 
secret congress at Toronto as soon as the delegates arrived from Russia. 
Hoculiuk is to go west during the harvest, on a propaganda and organi
sation campaign. 

Not all the Ukrainian movements are revolutionary. The society 
called " Bogan " in Calgary opposes the Ukrainian Temple Association, 
and is described as' being supported by the Catholic and Orthodox 
churches, a statement which seems to contradict itself. It is strongly 
nationalist and opposes both Bolshevism and Canadianisation. 

Ukrainian teachers and students have held a convention at Winnipeg. 
A new organisation was formed, which is to promote higher education 
among the Ukrainians, to acquaint them with Canadian history and 
Canadian poetry, to check Bolshevism among the people, and to promote 
the interests of the Ukrainian from the educational point of view. 

A proposal has been made to float a million dollar issue of bonds for 
the " Western Ukrainian Galician Republic." The revolutionary group 
of Ukrainians seems to be strongly opposed to this project. 

The Canadian National Union of Ex-Service Men. 
The activities of that dangerous body, the Canadian National Union 

of ex-Service Men, have somewhat subsided, but the membership main
tains itself. The Union say, without mincing words, that they are out 



for straight revolution and that they will not bo hound by the theories of 
the Socialist Party or of its leaders when the time comes for action. 
Headquarters in Vancouver frequently avow themselves to be in touch 
with the National Union of ex-Service Men in England, and hint 
occasionally that they are connected with an international organisation 
presumably the Union of Former Combatants. 

In Vancouvor itself the Union is said to be declining, in some 
measure owing to the transfer of Jack Kavanagh'8 interest to his newest 
toy, the Communist Party. It may also be. surmised that the Union has 
completed its organisation and enrolled all possible recruits, and so has 
time to spend in squabbling. I t should be noted that for reasons at 
present unknown, the Communists are fiuding it difficult to organise in 
Vancouver. 

Tho prospects of the Union elsewhere are not very bright. In 
Toronto, where local opinion is much divided, it is difficult to found a 
branch. At Prince George, where the Union is seeking to establish a 
unit, its efforts are received on the whole.with indifference. Henry 
Sullivan, who calls himself the " military leader" of the Union, is at his 
wits' end for money. His schemes for procuring funds are said to extend 
even to highway robbery. As far as Calgary is concerned the Union is 
an absolute failure, the returned men refusing to have anything to do 
with it. After great trouble in getting a permanent secretary the Union 
has now completed its organisation in Winnipeg. 

Extremist Labour Movements. 

The position of the One Big Union appears to be declining. The 
Fort Rouge unit, the strongest financially in the Union, has seceded, and 
the gravity of the situation for the Union is thereby considerably increased. 
R. B. Russell lias withdrawn his request for employment in the railway 
shops and will continue to organise for the One Big Union. R. J. Johns, 
on the other hand, has declared that be is " through " with Russell, and 
wants to get back to work. In Winnipeg the One Big Union is still 
torn with strife. On the other hand, One Big Union sentiment is said 
to be growing in the Alberta mine fields. 

The disintegration and financial embarrassment of the Loggers' Union 
continue. A fresh blow has been the action of the One Big Union in 
admitting persons to membership without paying dnes. Two lumber 
camps at Ocean Falls have deserted the Loggers' Union for the One Big 
Union. 

The north-western states of America are said to be full of Industrial 
Workers of the World and bad characters moving north. Though pains 
are being taken to close the border, au irruption of these undesirables into 
Canada is to be feared. 

The Labour Congress. 

Five hundred delegates attended the Trades and Labour Congress at 
Winnipeg. The delegates who have decided to form a national political 
party are to confer with the leaders of the Farmers' Party with the 
object of effecting a working alliance. Planks in the party platform are 
the removal of taxation on necessaries of life, abolition of fiscal legislation 
leading to class privilege, nationalisation of the banking system, and a 
capital levy for the reduction of the war debt. Mr. J. W. Bruce, of 
Toronto, has been elected President of the Labour Party, and Mr. Dixon, 
who leads the Labour group in the Manitoba Legislature, vice-president. 



Miscellaneous. 
The Vancouver Sikhs are issuing a weekly publication called "Bande 

Mataram," which seems to be largely intended for circulation in India. 
It has been discovered that the membership of the Samo Obrazowania 

Society includes a number of Bolshevist-minded Jews. 
A feature of the election campaign in Calgary was the scant interest 

taken in the Socialist candidature. The two Labour candidates were, 
however, elected. 

The paper strike which has lasted since May 1st has come to an end, 
an average wage reduction of 20 per cent, having been accepted by the 
employees of the Anglo-Newfoundland Developments Compauy's Paper 
Mills. 

The British Empire League, which works hard against disloyalty, 
has made much headway in British Columbia, particularly in Vancouver. 
The radical element is trying to plant spies in it. 

The International Bible Students' Association appears to propagate a 
very subtle species of Bolshevism. It also promotes an expectancy of 
tumult and revolution which is favourable to the efforts of other agitators. 

SOUTH AFRICA. 
A Council of Action. 

A letter from the International Socialist League at Johannesburg to 
the Secretary of the British Bureau at Manchester mentions that at 
present " The International" is the only paper in South Africa which is 
devoted to Socialism and the Workers' interests. I t is stated that the 
League is watching very carefully the lied Trade Union movement in 
Great Britain and has attempted to follow the British example, but so far 
there has been no successful co-ordination of the efforts of the Left Wing 
Trade Unionists in South Africa. The latest development has been the 
formation of a Council of Action within the South African Mine 
Workers' Union. It is being organised by the fighting section, who 
allege victimisation by the Union at the request of the Chamber of Mines 
for calling an unauthorised strike. The leaders were fined from 151. to 20/. 
each and suspended from office in the Union for periods varying from one 
to four years, The International Socialist League was to meet with 
other Left Wing organisations in Cape Town on July 30th for the purpose 
of forming a United Communist Party (South African section of the 
Third International). 

Miscellaneous. 
Employees in the building trade have been instructed by their Union 

to accept a lock-out rather than a reduction of wages. Some 9,000 men 
are affected. 

The Band strike has terminated by an acceptance of tlie owners' 
terms, and work will be resumed as soon as possible. Kecent amalgama
tions have resulted in placing every mine in South Africa and Rhodesia 
under the authority of the South African Mine Workers' Union, as far as 
trade union affairs are concerned. 

The municipal elections at Durban, fought exclusively on the tramway 
strike issue, have endorsed the city councils rejection of the strikers' 
demands and its refusal to submit the dispute to arbitration. Durban has 
been tramless since June 12th. 



AUSTRALIA. 

The Queensland Premier, Mr. Theodore, has denounced the Industrial 
Workers of the World as simply a baud of destroyers, who have only a 
policy of direct action opposed to the spirit and hopes of the Labour 
movement. Labour, if it is to survive, must rid the community of the 
Industrial Workers of the World. 

Mr. Barwell, the Prime Minister of South Australia, has stated that 
there is increasing evidence that arbitration is bringing disaster to the 
Federal aud State Governments and people, and causing unemployment 
by imposing impossibly high wages. Tho system needed revision at the 
earliest possible opportunity. 

The Labour caucus in New South Wales met at the end of August 
to elect 10 nominees to the Legislative Council, who will be appointed 
afterwards according to constitutional practice. The caucus already 
elects the Miuisters, but this is the first time that it has elected councillors. 
The candidates are required to sign the Labour pledge, including the 
abolition of the Legislative Council. Councillors are unpaid but travel 
free, and the appointment is for life. 

NEW ZEALAND. 

The One Big Union condemned. 

Serious opposition to the proposal to form One Big Union of all 
Trade Unions throughout Australasia is apparent in Labour circles. 
The officials of the Seamen's aud Watersiders' Union and the " The 
Maoriland Worker," the organ of the extreme Labour Party, are 
dissuading the workers from the scheme. The newspaper is advocating 
the cohesion of the workers of New Zealand and the finding of some 
common ground which shall deprive the capitalists of control of the 
Government. But it has departed from its policy of advocating any and 
every means to a change, and now pleads for constitutional methods. 

Miscellaneous. 

Unemployment has not yet become acute. Financial stringency 
continues, with marked effects in the larger centres. 

I t is reported that Communist literature from Russia is reaching the 
Dominion through the medium of Karl Malmsten, of Stockholm, who is 
apparently a distributing agent for Bolsheviks. 

Branches of the Irish Self-Determination League have been established 
at Wellington with a membership of about 300, and at Christchurch with 
a membership of about 200. There are indications that the movement is 
spreading throughout the country. 

WEST INDIES. 

The Negro Question in Jamaica. 
The well educated negroes in Jamaica are reported to have little or 

no actual racial prejudice. During the last few years, however, the cry 
of " Jamaica for the Jamaicans " has been growing among the ignorant 
peasant class, but it is not likely to cause any immediate trouble. Trade 
Unionism, which has been introduced into Jamaica, may present a graver 
problem, if it is recklessly used, but the chances a.re that it will break 
down. The Universal Negro Improvement Association has been active, 
but its propaganda has not greatly impressed the Jamaican negro. The 



nature of the people and the general conditions are adverse to any general 
native rising. 

The Jamaican Government has been obliged to repatriate hundreds of 
Jamaicans who had been working on the sugar estates in Cuba, where 
the situation is serious owing to financial stringency and the closing 
down of estates. The repatriated Jamaicans report that there is a large 
number still in Cuba without food or money. 
Marcus Garvey's Campaign. 

Marcus Garvey was in Belize at the beginning of July, and left on 
tho 5th of that month for Guatemala on a tour of the Spanish Republics. 
Garvey addressed several meetings, which were not well attended. His 
speeches were moderate in tone, and he stated that bis movement was 
not intended to overthrow any established Government. The aims of 
the Universal Negro Improvement Association were, he said, firstly the 
establishment of a Black Star Mercantile Marine, and secondly the forma
tion of a negro empire in Africa. Garvey made fervent appeals for funds 
for these objects. 

PERU. 
Reports have reached Lima of a revolt of Government workers and 

troops in Iquitos, the capital of the province of Loreto. Soldiers looted 
the Peru and London Bank, carrying away £23,000. Troops have been 
sent to Iquitos, a three weeks' journey distant. 

10. U N I T E D S T A T E S OF A M E R I C A . 

Communist Developments. 
An important recent development is the decision of the Communist 

Party to establish " Labour Alliances " on both sides of the boundary. 
There is to be an American Labour Alliance and a Canadian Labour 
Alliance—the latter as yet but a project. The idea is to federate all the 
Labour and other bodies which are controlled by Communists. The 
American Labour Alliance apparently hopes to set up as an opposition to 
the American Federation of Labour, and has won the support of a number 
of extremists and revolutionary associations. The secretary is "Caleb 
Harrison," the Communist organiser, who until lately was living in 
Toronto under the name of "Caleb Atwood," and who orgauised the 
present Communist Party of Canada. 

The American Zionists. 
The quarrel of Dr. Weizmann, the International Jewish leader, with 

the leaders of the American Zionist organisation has resulted in the 
resignation of 36 out of the 50 members of the Zionist organisation of 
America. This split is likely to affect the raising of funds in the United 
States for the development of Zionist activities in Palestine. The 
American Zionist Organisation, a rich and powerful body, has hitherto 
been directed by a committee of prominent American Jews. Its aims 
have been practical; it has been opposed to political interference in 
Palestine, and has considered it unwise for the Jews to attempt to form 
any kind of political organisation in that country. Dr. Weizmann and 
his supporters, however, thought themselves justified in spending money 
raised by the American Jews for Palestine on the foundation of a Jewish 
college in Vienna ; they also hold that they may spend these moneys on 
general Jewish propaganda in Europe and on improving the status of 
Jews in such countries as Poland and Roumania. Weizmann's party also 



wish to encourage immigration into Palestine on a democratic and some
what sentimental basis. Weizmanu is suggesting that tha Zionist 
organisation of America is anti-British in order to damage it in the eyes 
of the British Government. The facts, however, seem to be rather the 
reverse. 

Labour Problems and Troubles. 
A report submitted to the Senate by the Secretary for Labour shows 

that 5,730,000 persons are unemployed in the United States. The 
number of unemployed is growing, and a winter of unexampled distress is 
in prospect. In New York alone there are half a million unemployed. 

Strike ballot-papers have been sent to the 400,000 members of tho 
four railway brotherhoods on the question of the acceptance or rejection of 
the order of the Railroad Labour Board reducing the wages bill by 
£30,000,000 annually. 

The United States Steel Corporation has decided to reduce the wages 
of its day labour seven cents per hour. 

Mr. Gompers has appealed to labour in tho countries which will 
participate in the Disarmament Conference to endeavour to have labour 
represented on the Delegations. 

The President has drafted a proclamation declaring martial law in the 
coal region of West Virginia, which is terrorised by bands of armed 
miners and other marauders. The proclamation refers to the movement 
of the miners as insurrectionary and threatens that failure to disband will 
entail dispersal by armed force. The attitude of the men is defiant. 
Heavy fighting has since been reported. 6,000 miners are opposing a 
force of almost equal strength, composed of State police, deputy sheriffs, 
and citizens. Military aid has been summoned. An effort to recruit a 
body of ex-Service men to fight the miners failed. 

The Movements of Senator France. 
Senator France and Mrs. Harrison left Riga for Berlin on the 

2nd August. It is confidentially stated that the Senator has little real 
knowledge of the Russian situation and apparently expounds without 
question the misinformation given him by the Bolshevik leaders. He is 
carrying with him a large quantity of Bolshevik propaganda. Senator 
France will try to persuade the United States Government to recognise 
the Soviet Government do facto, as he hopes thereby to help them to 
continue their work. 

Notes on Extremists. 
Dr. N. S. Hardiker arrived in San Francisco in July with the inten

tion of going ou to New York and London aud possibly to India. His 
views are milder—he is. not now opposed to British rule in India and is 
dead against violence. 

According to the "Daily Herald," George Andreitchine, a member of 
the Industrial Workers of the World, who was sentenced to 20 years' 
imprisonment, but managed to escape from America before his incarcera
tion, has arrived in Moscow, where he is serving as an American member 
of the executive of the Red Trade Union International. 

Louis C. Fraina, an Italian Jew, who is credited with the formation 
of the Communist Party of America in 1919, appears to be trying to 
enter the United States. Before be devoted himself to Communism he 
was actively engaged in what was known as the left wing movement of 
the Socialist Party, of which he directed the official organ, the "Revolu
tionary Age . " He is said to be a prolific writer and a man of no mean 



intellectual ability. Since leaving America be has been in Russia, where 
he was in close touch with the Moscow Foreign Office and the Third 
International. 

Miscellaneous. 
A pamphlet written in Greek, which was found at Hull, England, 

deals with the troubles in the American steel trade, and violently attacks 
tho steel companies and capitalists generally. It is a plea for membership 
of the Industrial Workers of the World. 

The anarchist publication " Free Society " appears to be issued by 
the Anarchist Communists formerly known as tho Union of Russian 
Workers. The place of publication has never been definitely ascertained, 
but at present it appears to be issued in New England. 

Tho attempted boycott of British goods by Irish organisations has 
taken a new development." Women carrying placards exhorting purchasers 
to buy only American goods have been parading the shopping district of 
New York. The ringleader is a Mrs. Rita McJMamara. Though the 
usual Irish camouflage that there is no organisation behind the campaign 
is employed, there is little doubt that it is of Irish origin. Mrs. McNarnara 
admits that some 2,000 women are being recruited. 

11 .—CENTRAL A M E R I C A N S T A T E S . 

MEXICO. 
The Liberal Constitutional Party in the Chamber of Deputies have 

proposed that the President should be asked that urgent measures be 
taken to deal,with the serious situation in Yucatan, "where political 
assassinations are now the order of the day." The press states that 
Moscow has decided to establish in the State of Yucatan a general 
agency for propaganda in Latin America. It is also reported that a 
Mexican Commission of Labour leaders left the country to attend the 
Communist Congress in Moscow, aud that an active centre of Communist 
propaganda will probably be set up in Merida, the capital of the State of 
that name. There are rumours that a deputy of Congress was president 
of the Commission in question. 

Great friction exists between the Catholics and the Reds. In 
Morelia, for instance, the Reds have sworn to kill two Catholics daily, 
and in Mexico City itself they have sworn to profane the Basilica of 
Our Lady of Guadaloupe and to kill the Archbishop. An astonishing 
story has reached New York that President Obregon threatened at a 
Cabinet meeting to execute three Archbishops as the only means of 
stopping their alleged activities against the Government. The cause of 
the trouble is that the Archbishops have protested against the promulga
tion of the Constitution of 1917 on the ground that it outlawed the funda
mental rights of Catholics. 

12. S O U T H A M E R I C A N S T A T E S . 

CHILE. 
The New Labour Code. 

The new and comprehensive labour code which has been drafted 
contains some 500 articles covering the industrial field. It recognises the 
right to strike, and prescribes severe measures for protecting the right 
to work of those who do not wish to strike. I t provides for the creation 
of conciliation and arbitration courts to adjust differences between capital 
and labour and to eliminate strikes. Labour is, however, reported to be 



increasingly impatient at the failure of the Presidents pre-election 
promises to materialise. 

A movement is on foot to federato tho agricultural labourers and to 
bring them under the control of the Workmen's Central Federation. The 
danger of this is generally recognised. Tho National Society of Agri
culture, on behalf of the labourers, has indicated to the President tho 
grievances of the labourers, and asked for improvements in their condition. 
In reply the President proposed a Ministry of Agriculture and legislation 
in the form of a labour code, and suggested conditions to landowners and 
to labourers alike. He appears to have dissatisfied the labourers by his 
advice against joining the General Federation, and the employers by his 
recommendation that the labourers should form local federations. 

Socialists in Congress. 
The two deputies for Antofagasta, Luis Recabarren and Victor Cruz, 

who are the first Socialists to be elected to Congress, have taken their 
seats. The judge who investigated the labour troubles at Antofagasta, 
now some considerable time ago, recommended that Recabarreu should be 
brought to trial, and that Congress should suspend his privilege of 
immunity as a deputy. There is little doubt that Recabarren instigated 
the movement which culminated in the massacre at the San Gregorio 
Nitrate Oficinas. He is one of the principal agitators in the North and 
has published a violently revolutionary pamphlet. 

THE ARGENTINE. 
A serious Soviet movement is said to have been discovered in the 

20th Infantry at Jujny. The documents seized revealed an extensive 
Communist plot. The Anarchist Federations are also reported to have 
been active in Army circles. The principal centres are in Uruguay and 
Chile, where the work is less risky than in the Argentine. Jose Rugel
mann is one of the Argentine leaders, and took part in fomenting the 
violence at Forestal and Las Palmas works in the north aud outrages in 
the south. 

The Argentine Communist Workers' Federation has informed Tom 
Barker, who represents it in Moscow, that it repudiates centralisation, 
and refuses to accept the 21 points as a condition precedent of 
admission to the Red Trade Union International. If such a condition is 
insisted upon, Barker must withdraw. He is informed , more or less 
politely that he is a servant and not a master. 



PART II. 

1. MOSCOW, THE WESTERN EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT AND 
THE BRITISH BUREAU OP THE RED TRADE UNION 

INTERNATIONAL. 

The firm John Lawrie & Co., of Walker Lane, Tony, Aberdeen, 
and Veruon Mansions, 40, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, dealing mainly 
in its early days in scrap metal, but latterly in electrical and other 
appliances, acts as cover in the financing from abroad of the British 
Bureau of the Red Trade Union International, whose centre is in 
Sheffield and whose principal officials are Albert Edward Booth, George 
Peet and Edward Lismer. 1 

The partners in the firm are— 
(1) John Lawrie, private address, 87, Ashley Road, Aberdeen, about 

40 years of age, a native of Peterhead. About 1911 he began business 
in Aberdeen on a small scale as a scrap metal merchant, his business 
prospering during the war till early in 1919 he bought the house in 
whioh he now resides. Formerly a preacher of extreme socialism, he no 
longer appears on the platform at Aberdeen, though he occasionally 
attends Communist meetings, carefully eschewing a prominent part. 

(2 ) Arthur Fraser Mackintosh, a town councillor, of 7, King's 
Crescent, Aberdeen, who also holds extreme Socialist views, began to 
work with Lawrie in the scrap metal business about 1916. Lawrie gave 
up his broker's licence to him in March 1920, since when the actual 
business has mainly been carried on by Mackintosh and Lawrie's son, 
formerly a bank clerk, who is responsible for the firm's clerical work, 
Lawrie himself taking a comparatively small part in the management. 

(3) Anton or Antonen Berate, stated variously to be a Czecho-Slovak 
and a native of Brittany, France. Born 28th April 1881, single, describes 
himself as general merchant. This man is in possession of a Czecho-
Slovak passport; 40 years of age ; 5 ft. 8 ins. ; stout; full face ; 
imperial beard and moustache, otherwise clean-shaven. He is, as will 
appear below, the principal link between John Lawrie & Co. and 
extremists abroad. He came to this country early in May of this year ; 
stayed at the Waldorf Hotel in London ; proceeded from there to 
Aberdeen, where he arrived on 10th May 1921, and stayed with Lawrie, 
leaving Aberdeen on the 18th May for the Waldorf Hotel, London, and 
finally leaving that address for Berlin on the 9th June 1921. During 
this visit Berate entered into partnership with Mackintosh and Lawrie 
in the firm of John Lawrie & Co., and an arrangement was made with 
the Company's banks that cheques should be signed conjointly by any 
two of the partners in the business. 

(4) John Westermark. This man, who is married to a daughter of 
John Lawrie, and who resides with him at 87, Ashley Road, Aberdeen, 
is not a partner in the firm, but conducts a certain amount of its corre
spondence and is known to be in its secrets and to be cognisant of the 
accounts of the British Bureau of the Red Trade Union International. 
He was a munition worker during the war and is about 28 years of age, 
and came to Aberdeen from a situation in London at the end of 1920. 

Messrs. John Lawrie & Co. bank with the North of Scotland and 
Town and County Bank, head office Aberdeen, and have also art accouut 
with Lloyds Bank, Limited, 22, Fenchurch Street, 



Connection of Messrs. John Lawrie with the British Bureau of the 
Bed Trade Union International. 

On examination o£ tlio banking accounts of John Lawric and 
Company at Lloyds Bank, Fehehurch Street and at the North of 
Scotland and Town and County Bank Limited, Commercial Road branch, 
Aberdeen, it was found that when cheques were cashed in Aberdeen 
drawn upon Lloyds Bank, English notes were taken in payment. 
Unfortunately the Aberdeen bank had omitted to take their numbers and 
nothing further could be done. An examination of the Lloyds Bank 
account, however, ied to interesting disclosures. In- addition to amounts 
cashed in English notes by Lawrie himself in Aberdeen, there was a 
cheque for 2,500Z, dated April 19th, drawn in favour of W. S. Unkles 
on the Union Bank of Scotland. Stockwell Street, Glasgow, and a 
cheque for 850Z., drawn on May 17th in favour of one Fletcher, at the 
Yorkshire Penny Bank, Attercliffe, near Leeds. 

W. S. Unkles was not known to belong to the Communist Party, but 
was friendly with them because he hoped to trade in herrings with the 
Russian Government. The circumstances in which the cheque for 
2,500Z. was cashed were as follows :—on the afternoon of tho loth April, 
Unkles came to the Union Bank of Scotland, Stockwell Street, with 
John Lawrie. They explained that Lawrie had come from Aberdeen to 
London, and was held up on account of the railway strike, which 
threatened to take place that night. They requested the manager to 
cash the cheque for 2,500Z., Unkles guaranteeing Lawrie's identity and 
Lawrie producing his passbook, showing a balance standing there to his 
credit of 5,000Z. to 6,000Z. The manager answered he could not cash 
the cheque without first wiring the Lloyds Bank to satisfy himself that 
it would be honoured. This was agreed to. The cheque was made 
payable to Unkles and he endorsed it. On Monday, 18th April, Unkles 
called at the bank and received payment of the cheque, payment being 
made to him in 100Z. notes of the Union Bank of Scotland. Unkles then 
observed that the notes were going to Sheffield, but did not say for what 
purpose or to whom. Shortly thereafter, however, an examination of the 
account of George Peet, corresponding secretary of the British Bureau of 
the Red Trade Union International in Manchester, disclosed a corre
sponding payment in 100Z. notes, which were later ascertained to have 
been notes of the Union Bank of Scotland. 

The cheque for 850Z. drawn on May 17th, by John Lawrie and 
Company on their account at Lloyds Bank, Fenchurch Street, in favour 
of Fletcher at the Yorkshire Penny Bank, Attercliffe, was paid out by 
that Bank to George Henry Fletcher of 67, Crinicar Lane, Sheffield, a 
prominent local extremist, who, on 9th June, was fined 50Z. or two 
months' imprisonment (the latter of which he elected to serve) for 
making a speech at Rotherham on 29th May calculated to cause disaffec
tiou among the Rotherham police. This man, in February this year, had 
endeavoured to go to Germany and thence to Russia, but the German 
authorities refused him a visa, and in consequence he had never left the 
country. He cashed the cheque for 850Z., in two sums ; 100Z. on May 
9th in 1Z. Treasury notes and ten 51. Bank of England notes, and 750/. 
on May 18th in 1Z. Treasury notes. When cashing the cheque he told 
the bank clerk, in the presence of the bank manager, that the money 
was required for strike pay. This was during' the miners' strike. 

On the 15th June 1921 it was ascertained that certain bank notes 
had been issued to Lawrie & Co. by Lloyd's Bank, Limited. Among 
these was the 5Z. Bank of England note No. A/25 17,414. On the 27th 
June information was received that this note had been received into the 



headquarters branch of tbo Sheffield Banking Company, George Street, 
Sheffield. I t bore an endorsement showing that it had passed through 
the account of the Brightside and Carsbrook Co-operative Society, Pagc
hall Branch, Drapery Department, Pagohall Road, Sheffield, and also 
bore what was proved to be a momber's trading number in that Society, 
10,344. Confidential inquiry elicited that the member designated to 
that number was Elizabeth Ann Booth of 14, Lander Street, Sheffield, 
the wife of Albert Edward Booth, Financial Organiser of the Provisional 
International Council of Trade and Industrial Unions. 

More recently three additional lots of bank notes paid out to John 
Lawrie & Co. on the 7th June 1921 by Llovd's Bank, Limited, viz., 
201. notes 19/M 27,743/5 and 101 notes, 75/fc. 96,122/31 and 75/K. 
96,138/9, were traced into the hands of E. Lismer, Organising Secretary 
of the British Bureau of the Red Trade Union International, who paid 
them to the Wayfarers' Travel Agency, Geoffrey Franklin, 31, Alfred 
Place, W.C., to furnish letters of credit for H. Pollitt, Ellen Wilkinson, 
Forster, and other Red Trade Union International extremists on that 
mission to the Congress of the Red Trade Union International in Moscow, 
from which the remnant, who have not succumbed to railway accidents 
and disease, has now returned. 

Three distinct financial transactions have therefore been traced 
between Messrs. John Lawrie & Co. and the officials of the British 
Bureau of the Red Trade Union International in Sheffield, while one 
instance of the financial support by that firm of strikers in this country 
has also been brought to light. 

This connection of the firm with the British Bureau of the Red Trade 
Union International is considerably strengthened by the intimacy of 
Lawrie, Mackintosh, & Co., with a British revolutionary named Ian 
MacPherson of 21,Nelfield Place, Aberdeen, who receives correspondence 
c/o A. E. Booth, Financial Organiser of the British Bureau of the Red 
Trade Union International, and is an important member of the Bureau's 
Publicity Committee. 

The Relations of John Lawrie & Co. with Agents of the organisations 
of the Communist International in Berlin. 

The credit side of the account of John Lawrie & Co. ou Lloyd's 
Bank, Fenchurch Street branch, was scarceiy less interesting than the 
debit. For the most part credits were paid in up to May 17th in dollar 
notes, 10,000 of which were paid in ou December 20th, shortly after 
John Murphy had returned from Russia via Berlin and the Red Trade 
Union International had been formed in this country. A further sum of 
15,260 dollars was paid in on April 19th ; dollar notes are untraceable 
and pass from hand to hand virtually until they fall to bits. A cheque 
for 5,000L on the Swiss Banking Corporation London, E.C., and signed 
Carsch, Simon & Co., Mohrenstrasse, Berlin. The account of Carsch, 
Simon & Co., at the Swiss Banking Corporation showed a payment in 
drafts from Berlin which has proved untraceable. Investigations in 
Berlin, however, with regard to Anton Beratz, whose connection with 
one Friedrich Feyerherd, 2, Mauerstrasse, Berlin, had been established by 
an intercepted letter, led to exceedingly interesting-oresults. The Feyer
herd family had been fugitives from East Prussia and arrived in Berlin 
in the winter of 1916. Their shop in the Mauerstrasse deals in stoves 
and electric fittings, but it has no customers and the business has been 
discovered to be a cloak for propaganda and courier activity. The shop 
is run by one Carl Fcyerherd with his son, Friedrich Feyerherd, and his 
nephew Franz Feyerherd, There are also two daughters, Freda and 



Martha. It was established that Anton Beratz had at one time, under 
the name of Sturm, frequented Karl Feyerherd. Beratz cheated the elder 
Feyerhord in some way and their friendship ceased. That Beratz had 
continued his relations with Friedricb, the son of Karl Feyerherd, is 
proved by the fact that it was a telegram from either Lawrie, Macintosh 
or Ian MacPherson, sent at the request of a person signing him or 
herself " Esther" and writing from the Mauerstrasse address which 
brought Anton Beratz to this country in April last. It would appear, 
therefore, that though Beratz is reported no longer to be in friendly 
relations with the father he has maintained an intimate and confidential 
connection with the son. 

Now Karl Feyerherd is known and reported by the German Goveru
ment to be a courier in the employ of the German United Communist 
Party and the German Government states that there is no doubt that in 
this capacity Feyerherd has close connections with the Soviet Mission in 
Berlin and with the Third International in Moscow. 

Particular interest attaches to the alias STURM under which Anton 
Beratz was formerly known to Karl Feyerherd. It was reported in June 
that Feyerherd was a pseudonym for Samuel Marcovitz Sachs, alias 
Sturm, formerly Soviet State Secretary for Commerce, more recently in 
charge of their Printing Department, who had resided in Eteval for some 
time. This Sachs alias Sturm had in September, 1920, been elected 
principal director of propaganda in Germany. It is known that he had 
been in custody in Berlin and liberated after a short period of imprison
ment. When matters became too hot for his liking in Berlin he decamped 
to one of the larger cities in the North of Germany where he took an 
active part in the organisation and execution of Spartacist disturbances 
and the distribution of propaganda. In view of the intimacy of Beratz 
with the two Feyerherds, it seems just possible that Anton Beratz, the 
partner of John Lawrie, known to the Feyerherds as Sturm alias Beratz, 
may be identical with Sachs alias Sturm and may have, for convenience 
sake, at some time taken the name of his friends, the Feyerherds, as 
a further alias. This possibility is strengthened by the fact that among 
the agents recently subordinated to Jacques Sadoul on his taking over of 
the direction of the West European Secretariat for communist propaganda, 
occurs the name of one Sachs, who may well be identical with Samuel 
Marcovitz Sachs alias Sturm. 

Intercepted communications have proved that Arthur Fraser Macintosh, 
the partner of John Lawrie and Beratz, and Ian MacPherson, the friend 
of the firm and of George Peet of the Red Trade Union International, 
are also in relations with the Feyerherds, though the presence of neither 
has hitherto been detected at the shop, 2, Mauerstrasse, Berlin. Both, 
however, travel pretty frequently to and from Berlin. 

Interest in A.nton Beratz and in his firm, Messrs. John Lawrie & Co., 
has quite recently been much enhanced by a letter, dated Paris, 
14th June, and addressed by one V. Prihodko to the Agitation Section, 
Bolskaya Dmitrovka, 15, Moscow. This letter is stated to be addressed 
to one Taratoulla, a Ukrainian working in the Foreign Office, Moscow, 
who may be identical with a personage named Taratouta who was, in the 
earlier months of this year, reported to be coming to England as the 
organiser of a system of Communist agents. The writer of the letter 
states that, on the previous day, he had seen " Antoine Barrass, who is 
going to England to replace Fachers." Fachers has been known to us 
as the English representative at the Secret Conference of the Communist 
Party held at Sachsa in the Hartz Mountains on December 24th, 1920. 
He is now stated in the letter to have been the principal organiser for 
the Red International in Great Britain, a statement largely confirmed by 



signatures on Communist doeumeuts intercepted iu the country. The 
writer of the letter to Moscow says that Barrass intends to repair the 
mistakes made by Fachers in England, where the latter concentrated his 
attention exclusively on the organisation of the mining districts and the 
workers cf the heavy industrials, remaining entirely indifferent to the 
newly created Union of Seamen. Barrass will probably take up his 
abode in Cardiff where Fachers lived, but he considers it necessary to 
establish one of the chief bureaux besides Plymouth in Bristol or Exeter, 
as those two towns are the most convenient for establishing constant 
connections and communications with the seamen of the commercial 
fleet. Barrass himself, who, from this letter and in the covering report, 
seems to be a native of Brittany, is full of hopes and energy, but the 
writer is afraid that the activism with which he is so completely saturated 
may lead him to commit indiscretions undesirable in the present situa
tion of Great Britain. There are indications in the letter that Barrass is 
also engaged in the transmission of literature to Ireland. 

This letter bears all the marks of authenticity. The " newly created 
Union of Seamen " is known and its secretary at Hamburg, Otto Rieger, 
is known to be a principal intermediary for dispatching secret Bolshevik 
agents to this country. Details in the letter correspond exactly with 
information received from domestic sources as to the foreign organisations 
here, and certain documents interpreted in the new light not only confirm 
the information supplied but will, it is thought, considerably extend and 
unify our knowledge of the machinations of the International of Red 
Trade Unions in this country. 

Anton Beratz, in his journey to England in April and May last, was 
the bearer of Czecho-Slovak passport No. 70630 granted at Berlin on the 
14th April 1921. The fact that no such number was issued by the 
Berlin Office makes it more than probable that this passport is a forgery. 
On this count, as well as others, Anton Beratz has now been circulated 
in the U K  . for arrest. He is believed recently to have attended the 
conference of the unemployed at Jena and may go on after a short stay 
in Germany to the so-called Kissingen Conference in Czecho-Slovakia. 
The German authorities have been told about his movements and given 
the gist of his activities, and it is believed that they will co-operate in 
effecting his arrest. Quite recent information indicates that Beratz is not 
now in .such favour with the Central Executive Committee of the Third 
International as he was earlier' in the year. In a document dated the 
13th August and intercepted between Moscow and the Propaganda 
Department of the Western European Secretariat in Berlin the activity of 
Beratz is noted as having for some time not been remarkable for that 
energy and resolution which at the moment of his appointment seemed 
likely, and it is suggested by the Agitation Department that, should he not 
produce satisfactory explanations, the Secretariat should signify their 
desire for a candidate to replace him. 

Meanwhile, the premises of the firm of John Lawrie & Company in 
Aberdeen and London, as well as John Lawrie's private address in both 
centres, have been searched and John Lawrie and Arthur Fraser Mac
intosh separately interviewed. Compromising documents were found at 
87, Ashley Road, Aberdeen, John Lawrie's private address. The courage 
of the partuers rather evaporated under interrogation. The spectacle of 
Lawrie aud Macintosh each simultaneously shifting the blame for their 
connection with'Beratz on to the shoulders of the other showed that 
the solidarity inculcated by Communism tends, in its application, to be 
universal rather than familiar. 
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3. THE KOMMINTERN AND THE SOVIEr GOVERNMENT. 

Lists of members of the Council of People's Commissaries and 
members of the Executive Committee of the Third International,, 
compiled iu Moscow about the beginning of August, are printed below 
for comparison. The few names appearing on both lists are printed iu 
italics. In additiou it is noteworthy that though ZinoviefF, President 
of the Executive Committee of the Third International, is not a member 
of the Council of People's Commissaries, he, along with Lenin and 
Trotsky, is a member of the Council of Labour and Defence. The link 
between the two groups therefore consists of Zinovieff, Lenin, and 
Trotsky. 

Members of the Executive Committee of the Third International. 
President - Zinovieff. 

Russia - Zinovieff, L. ; Btjkharin ; Radek, Karl ; 
Lenin.; and Trotsky.

Germany - Heckeet, Friedrich, and Feoehxich, Max. 
France - Souvarine, Boris. 
Italy - - Tereacini and Gennari. 
Czecho-Slovakia Bum an, Edmund, and Kreibich, Jarl. 
The Ukraine - Shumski, Audrey. 
Poland - - - Glinski. 
Bulgaria Popoff, Gheorgy or Chrisbo G. 
Jugo-Slavia - Maekovitoh. 
Norway - Scheflo, Olav. 
England - ----- Bell, Tom. 
United States - Baldwin, Roger N. 
Spain - - - - Ramon Moeino y Gaecia. 
Finland - - - - Sieola, Yrjoe (or Irjo). 
Holland - - Jansen. 
Belgium - - - - Van Oversteaten, Edward Leonard Henri. 
Sweden -' - - - - - - Khilbom, Karl. 
Roumania Bolubesou. 
Lithuania Stutschka. 
Switzerland - - Aenotjld. 
Austria - - - - koritsohoner, A. 
Hungary - Bela Kun. 
Communist International Munzenbeu& and Lekai. 

of Youth. 

Members of the Council of People's Commissaries. 
President of the Soviet of PeopIe's Lenin- Ulianov. Deputy, Kala-

Commissaries. KIN. 
People's Commissary for Internal Dzeezhinsky. Deputies, Men-

Affairs. shinsky and Aslanov. 
People's Commissary for War - Tbotsky. Deputy, Mekho-

NISH1N. 
People's Commissary for Finance Krestinsk.y. Deputies,Tchutz

kaev and Oseeov. 
People's Commissary for Foreign Chicheein. Deputies, Lit-

Affairs. vinov and Jokovlev. 
People's Commissary For Food Tsueiopa, Deputy, Brukha

nov. 



M e m b e r s o f t h e C o u n c i l o f P e o p l e ' s C o m m i s s a r i e s — c o n t . 

People's Commissary for Education - L u n a c i i a r s k y . Deputy, Poic
r o v s k y . 

People's Commissary for Ways and E m s h a n o v . Deputy, B o r i s o v . 

Communications. 
People's Commissary for Health S o l o v i o v ( S e m a s h k o ?). De

puties, S e r a f i m o f s k y (Jew) 
and M a d a m K o l l o n t a i . 

People's Commissary for Foreign K r a s s i n . Deputy, L e z h a v a . 

Trade. 
President of the Council of PeophVs B o g d a n o v . Deputies, M i l y u t i n 

Economy and L o m o v . 

People's Commissary for State Con- S t a l i n . Deputy, A v a n e s o v . 

trol. 
People's Commissary for Agriculture T h e o d o r o v i c h . Deputy, M u r a 

l o v . 

People's Commissary for Social Wel- V i n o k u r o t . Deputy, V o l z i i 

fare. s k y - Z d c k e r m a n n (Jew). 
People's Commissary for Labour S c h m i d t - Y u r i e . Deputy, S e r e 

b r t a k o v , L .P. 

People's Commissary for Posts and N i k o l a e v , I.M. Deputy, S e v a s 

Telegraphs. T I A N O V . 

People's Commissary for Justice K u r s k y (Jew). Deputy, 
S t u c h k a . 

People's Commissary for Nationalities S t a l i n . Deputies, T e r - A v a n e 

sov (Armenian)and N u o r t e v a 

(Finn). 
Chief of Chancery of Soviet of People's Y a b l o n s k i . 

Commissaries. 
Secretaries of the Council of People's Miss F o t i b v a , L u t o v i n o v , 

Commissaries. C h i c h i n a d z e . 

Revised List of Members of the Council of Labour 
and Defence. 

President Lknin. 
Deputy - E y k o v . 

Members : 

Trotsky - Representatives for the Peoplo's Commissariat 
S k l i a n s k y * for War. 
Zinotiev - Representative of the Petrograd Soviet. 
S t e k l o v - Representative of the Communist Party and 

Moscow Soviet. 
K a s s i o r Representative of Trades Unions. 

Member of the AU-Russian Central Executive 
- A n t o n o v - A v s e e n k o Committee. 

Member of the AU-Russian Central Executive 
O r z h a n i k i d z e - Committee and President of the Georgian 

Revolutionary Soviet at Tiflis. 
p o d v o i s k y . 

M e k h o n i s h i n . * 

P a r s k y . * 

K l e m b o v s k y . * 

* Representing the Commissariat for War. 
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R E V I S E D L I S T O F M  E M B E R S O F T H E C  O U N C I L O F L  A B O U R , &o.-cont. 

B R U S I L O V . * 
SYTIN.* 
B  O N C H - B  R U E V I C H . * 
C  H D T S K A B V T  A R T A N - Representing Commissariat for Finance. 
G  E N E R A L K  A M E N E V . * 
V  L A D I M I R S K Y Representing Commissariat for Internal Affairs. 
N  O G I N - Representing Supreme Council of People's 

Economy. 
S  A P R O N O V .Do. do. 
FlNKELSTEIN Do. do. 
Y  A K H O N T O T Representing Co-operative Societies. 
S  K O K O V . 
K  A M E N E V . 
Y  A K O V L E V A . 
R A T T E L L . 
B  A R A N O V S K Y . 
B  E L Y A E V . 
G O L O S T C H E K O V . 
B  E R G M A N N . 

3. A SOVIET RUSSIAN REVIEW OF THE SITUATION AND 
PROSPECTS IN THE NORTHERN CAUCASUS. 

The following report on the situation in the Northern Caucasus is 
condensed from.the original by Pavlovich, political commissary of 
the Second Soviet Army and member of a special Revolutionary 
Commission sent to carry out an investigation in that area by the 
All-Russian Central Executive Committee. It is remarkable for 
its indication that local Communists look to the religious community 
of the Dukhobors for an example, both moral and material, which 
may enable the demoralised population io stave off the disaster 

, during the coming winter. 

The district of the northern Caucasus, embracing the Terskaya, Kuban 
and Stavropol territories, from the time of the October revolution was a 
fertile ground for ali counter-revolutionary conspiracies. I t is now one 
of the most loyal areas in the Soviet Republic. 

The turbulent elements little by little became reconciled by the 
inevitable failure of the various minor risings and disturbances which 
took place. 

The- object of the Soviet Government, restored in the Northern 
Caucasus after the final liquidation of Denikin, consisted mainly in 
endeavouring to reconcile two hostile elements of the population in the-
Cossack territories—the native Cossacks and non-Cossack peoples. The 
Cossacks, extremely clannish and united by long standing traditions, 
considering that the territory which had been given to them as a reward 
for their services should remain exclusively their own, regarded immigrant 
settlers as an unnecessary and even harmful element forcibly thrust upon 
them for the purpose of disorganising their Cossack life aud impairing 
their material prosperity. 

* Representing the Commissariat for War. 



Non-Cossacks could only secure a plot of ground to cultivate from 
each particular stanitsa or Cossack village, on lease. Though insignifi
cant compared with the land of the Cossacks, such estates were always a 
subject of disputes and protests on the part of the latter, who regarded 
them as an attempt to dismember the wealthy Cossack organisations 
through a non-Cossack element. 

- The first settlers in the Kuban earned their livelihood as farm labourers 
to rich Cossacks. Gradually they settled down in the villages and began 
to lease small plots, first of Imperial land and then from the Cossack 
" Voisko." The Cossacks held an average of 15 dessiatines a family 
and so could sell half their holdings or more to landless Batraks. 
Cossack villages were gradually filled with immigrants from Governments 
where land was difficult to get. These dependants, known as Taurians 
hated the Cossacks and their privileges. Afterwards called " Inogerodnie " 
or " men of other towns " at the outbreak of revolution they formed the 
great majority of the population in Kuban, outnumbering the Kuban Cossacks by three to one. 

The reasons of their hatred were economic. In the Kuban 79 per 
cent, of the laud was held by the Cossack " Voisko," the Church and the 
Imperial Chancellery : only 21 per cent, was held'by the " Inogerodnie." 
So that the October revolution found the Cossack territories of the 
Northern Caucasus divided into hostile camps, the enmity between which 
served the initiators of volunteer formations against the Soviet Govern
ment. 

The position of the Northern Caucasus Republics in July 1921 is 
favourable for the further development, of the social reforms of the Soviet 
Republic. Notwithstanding the failure of the harvest in the Western 
part of the northern Caucasus, notwithstanding tbe epidemics threatening 
from the north-east, this territory, one of the richest in the Soviet 
Republic, will soon be both the granary of the Federated Republics of 
the north and the cultural seeding ground for practical Communism for 
the whole nation. Three years of civil war have cleared the territory of 
turbulent elements. The petty warfare in the mountains maintained by 
those who strive for Cossack traditions is developing into banditism. 
The appeals of White agents are distrusted by the remnants of the 
Cossack peoples. 

But the economic position is not brilliant. The large farms, organised 
in accordance with the latest demands of agricultural technique, have been 
almost entirely destroyed during the civil war. The complete absence of 
agricultural equipment and only very casual supply of labour has rendered 
their transfer to the local communes fruitless. Tillage by the Red Army 
succeeded in places, and sowing of crops w.as completed, but for the most 
part a harvest cannot be reckoned on in these districts for they have 
suffered most from the drought.* The small holdings of the non-Cossack 
population have remained intact, but tbe inadequacy of their agricultural 
equipment precludes any increase in tillage. The senseless administration 
of minor officials of the Commissariat for Food, the irregular execution 
and inelasticity of plans for distribution frustrate the efforts of the 
administrative organisations, who, together with the army staff on the 
Caucasus front, are working hard to avert disaster in the coming winter. 

The Rostov Department of the Commissariat for Foreign Trade has 
not only never once assisted the conclusion of contracts between foreign 
contractors and the administration in the territories, but has failed to 
arrange for the arrival of the required commodities, and its conduct has 

* Note by D. of X.—By the end of August the Soviet Government had issued a 
map showing the north-western and north-eastern Caucasus as a famine area, and 
the Northern Caucasus as an area in which the harvest had been below the average. 



been such that foreign contractors decline to discuss business with it. 
The complete equipment required to restore old farms and start new 
cannot be had. The communes, far from extending their work and 
introducing improvements, scarcely satisfy their own most elementary 
demands. Only the communes of the Dukhobors, who have developed 
remarkably in the Maikop area, can be said to flourish. Notwithstanding 
the gulf which separates them from us, work with the organisations of 
the Dukhobor communities has had such a satisfactory influence on our 
young Communists, the example set by the Dukhobors is so important, 
that the Government Commissary considers it its duty to permit these 
religious communities to develop their organisations, giving them a 
support equal to that accorded to the communes. Only by this means 
will the Kuban and the Northern Caucasus be in a position to cope with 
the failure of the harvest and to survive the coming winter. 

Printed by Eyrb and SrOTTiswooDi, Ltd., East Harding Street, E.C i. 
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C O P I E S O F D O C U M E N T S 

RELATING TO THE 

PROPOSALS OP HIS MAJESTFS GOVERNMENT 

POR AN IRISH SETTLEMENT. 



Copies of Documents relating to the "Proposals of His 
Majesty's Government for an Irish Settlement. 

I. 
T H E K I N G ' S S P E E C H . 

The Northern Parliament on June 22, 1921. 

T H E following is the text of the King's Speech from the Throne in opening the 
Northern Parliament:— 

Members of the Senate and of the House of Commons—For all who love 
Ireland, as I do with all my heart, this is a profoundly moving occasion in 
Irish history. 

My memories of the Irish people date back to the time when I spent many 
happy days in Ireland as a midshipman. My affection for the Irish people has 
been deepened by successive visits since that time, and I have watched with 
constant sympathy the course of their affairs. 

I could not have allowed myself to give Ireland, by deputy alone, my earnest 
prayers and good wishes.in the new era which opens with this ceremony, and I 
nave, therefore, come in person, as Head of the Empire, to inaugurate this 
Parliament on Irish soil. I inaugurate it with deep-felt hope, and I feel 
assured that you will do your utmost to make it an instrument of happiness and 
good government for all parts of the community which you represent. 

This,is a great and critical occasion in the history of the six counties, but 
not for the six counties alone; for everything which interests them touches 
Ireland, and everything which touches Ireland finds an echo in the remotest 
parts of the Empire. 

Few things are more earnestly desired throughout the English-speaking 
world than a satisfactory solution of the age-long Irish problems, which for 
generations embarrassed our forefathers, as they now weigh heavily upon us. 

Most certainly there is no wish nearer1 my own heart than that every man of 
Irish birth, whatever be his creeds and wherever be his home, should work in 
co-operation with the free communities on which the British Empire is based. 
I am confident that the important matters entrusted to the control and guidance 
of the Northern Parliament will be managed with wisdom and moderation; 
with fairness and due regard to every faith and interest, and with no abatement 
of that patriotic devotion to the Empire which you proved so gallantly in the 
Great War. 

Full partnership in the United Kingdom and religious freedom Ireland 
has long enjoyed. She now has conferred upon her the duty of dealing with all 
the essential tasks of domestic legislation and government, and I feel no mis
giving as to the spirit in which you who stand here to-day will carry out the 
all-important functions entrusted to your care. 

My hope is broader still. The eyes of the whole Empire are on Ireland 
to-day—that Empire in which so many nations and races have come together in 
spite of the ancient feuds, and in which new nations have come to birth within 
the life-time of the youngest in this hall. I am emboldened by that thought to 
look beyond the sorrow and anxiety which have clouded of late my vision of 
Irish affairs. I speak from a full heart when I pray that my coming to Ireland 
to-day may prove to be the first step towards the end of strife amongst her 
people, whatever their race or creed. 

In that hope I appeal to all Irishmen to pause, to stretch out the hand of
forbearance and conciliation, to forgive and forget, and to join in making for 
the land they love a new era of peace, contentment and goodwill. 

I t is my earnest desire that in Southern Ireland, too, there may, ere long, 
take place a parallel to what is now passing in this hall; that there a similar 
occasion may present itself, and a similar ceremony be performed. For this the 
Parliament of the United Kingdom has in the fullest measure provided the 
powers. For this the Parliament of Ulster is pointing the way. 



The future lies in the hands of my Irish people themselves. May this 
historic gathering be the prelude of the day in which the Irish people, north 
and south, under one Parliament or two, as those Parliaments may themselves 
decide, shall work together in common love for Ireland upon the sure foundation 
of mutual justice and respect. 

II. 
The Prime Ministers Message to the King. 

I am confident that I can speak not only for the Government of the United 
Kingdom, but for the whole Empire, in offering Your Majesty and the Queen the 
hearty congratulations of all your loyal subjects on the success of your visit to 
Belfast. We have been deeply moved by the devotion and enthusiasm with which 
you were greeted, and our faith in the future is strengthened by the reception given 
to Your Majesty's words in inaugurating the Parliament of Northern Ireland. None 
but the King could have made that personal appeal; none but the King could have 
evoked so instantaneous a response. No effort shall be lacking on the part of your 
Ministers to bring Northern and Southern Ireland together in recognition of a 
common Irish responsibility, and I trust that from now onwards a new spirit of 
forbearance and accommodation may breathe upon the troubled waters of the Irish 
question. Your Majesty may rest assured of the deep gratitude of your peoples for 
this new act of Royal service to their ideals and interests. 

III. 
The King's Reply to the. Prime Minister. 

His Majesty sent the following reply :— 
The Queen and I have received with warm gratitude your message of congratula

tions upon the happy conclusions of our visit to Belfast. We are moved beyond 
expression, not only by the enthusiastic greeting given to us in Northern Ireland, 
but also by the general reception in all quarters of the words which I spoke, and spoke 
with all my heart. Those services to my people, to which you so generously refer in 
your message, will be more than amply rewarded if they assist in any way the efforts 
of my Government to bridge over the unhappy differences standing between the Irish 
people, and that peaceful settlement for which the whole English-speaking world 
so earnestly looks. 

IV. 
The Terms of the Armistice. 

The following conditions were agreed to on Saturday, the 9th July, 1921 :— 
On behalf of the British Army it was agreed as follows :— 
1. No incoming troops, R.I.C., and Auxiliary Police and munitions except 

maintenance drafts. 
2. No provocative display of troops, armed or unarmed.. 
3. It is understood that all provisions of this truce apply to the martial law area 

equally with the rest of Ireland. 
4. No pursuit of Irish officers or men, or war material or military stores. 
5. No secret agents noting descriptions or movements, and no interference with 

the movements of Irish persons, military or civil, and no attempts to discover the 
haunts or habits of Irish officers and men. Note: This supposes the abandonment 
of curfew restrictions. 

6. No pursuit or observance of lines of communication or connection. 
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On behalf of the Irish Army it is agreed :— 

(a.) Attacks on Crown Forces and civilians to cease. 
(6.) No provocative displays of forces, armed or unarmed. 
(c.) No interference with Government or private property. 
id.) To discountenance and prevent any action likely to cause disturbance of 

the peace which might necessitate military interference. 

V. 
Letter from the Prime Minister to Sir James Craig and 

Mr. de Valera. 

Sir, 10, Downing Street, S.W., June 24, 1921. 
The British Government are deeply anxious that, so far as they can assure it, 

the King's appeal for reconciliation in Ireland shall not have been made in vain. 
Rather than allow yet another opportunity of settlement in Ireland to be cast aside, 
they feel it incumbent upon them to make a final appeal in the spirit of the King's 
words for a conference between themselves and the representatives of Southern and 
Northern Ireland. ^ 

I write, therefore, to convey the following invitation to you as the chosen leader 
of the great majority in Southern Ireland, and to Sir James Craig, the Premier of 
Northern Ireland :— 

1. That you attend a conference here in London, in company with Sir James 
Craig, to explore to the utmost the possibility of a settlement. 

2. That you should bring with you for the purpose any colleagues whom you 
may select. The Government will, of course, give a safe conduct to all who may be 
chosen to participate in the conference. 

* * 

We make this invitation with a fervent desire to end the ruinous conflict which 
has for centuries divided Ireland and embittered the relations of the peoples of these 
two islands, who ought to live in neighbourly harmony with each other, and whose 
co-operation would mean so much, not only to the Empire, but to humanity. 

We wish that no endeavour should be lacking on our part to realise the King's 
prayer, and we ask you to meet us, as we will meet you, in the spirit of conciliation 
for which His Majesty appealed. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signed) D. L L O Y D GEORGE. 

. The Prime Minister sent simultaneously an invitation in like terms to Sir James 
Oraig, Premier of Northern Ireland. 

VI. 
Sir James Oraig's Reply to the Prime Minister. 

My Dear Prime Minister, Belfast, June 26, 1921. 
I am in receipt of your letter of the 24th inst., conveying an invitation to a 

conference in London at an early date; 
I avail myself of your courier to intimate that I am summoning a meeting of my 

Cabinet for Tuesday, when I hope to be able to obtain the presence of all the 
members,, and you may rest assured that no time will be lost in intimating the result 
of our deliberations. 

JAMES C R A I G . 
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Mr. de Valera's Reply to the Prime Minister. 

The Right Hon. David Lloyd George, 
10, Downing Street, London. 

Sir, " Dublin, June 28, 1921. 
I have received your letter. I am in consultation with such of the principal 

representatives of our nation as are available. We most earnestly desire to help in 
bringing about a lasting peace between the peoples of these two islands, but see no 
avenue by which it can be reached if you deny Ireland's essential unity and set aside 
the principle of national self-determination. 

Before replying more fully to your letter, I am seeking a conference with certain 
representatives of the political minority in this country. 

(Signed) E A M O N D E V A L E R A , 
i Mansion House, Dublin. 

VIII. 

Letter from Mr. de Valera to:— 
Sir James Craig. 
The Earl of Midleton. 
Sir Maurice E. Dockrell. 
Sir Robert H. Woods. 
Mr. Andrew Jameson. 

A Chara, Dublin, June 28, 1921. 
The reply which I, as spokesman for the Irish nation, shall make to Mr. Lloyd 

George will affect the lives and fortunes of the political minority in this island, no 
less than those of the majority. 

Before sending that reply, therefore, I would like to ,confer with you and to 
learn from you -at first hand the views of a certain section of our people, of whom 
you are representative. 

I am confident that you will not refuse this, service to Ireland, and I shall await 
you at the Mansion House, Dublin, at 11 A . M . on Monday next, in the hope that 
you will find it possible to attend. 

Mise 
(Signed) ' E A M O N D E V A L E R A . 

IX. 

Sir James Oraig's further Reply to the Prime Minister. 

(Telegram,.) 

Prime Minister, 10, Downing Street, S.W. 
Dear Prime Minister, Belfast, June 28, 1921. 

With further reference to your communication of the 24th instant, as a result 
of the decision of my Cabinet this morning, I am now in a position to reply. In view 
of the appeal conveyed to us by His Majesty in His gracious message on the opening 
of the Northern Parliament for peace throughout Ireland, we cannot refuse to accept 
your invitation to a conference to discuss how best this can be accomplished. I 
propose to bring with me :— 

Right Hon. H. M. Pollock, Minister of Finance. 
Right Hon. J. M. Andrews, Minister of Labour. 
Right Hon. the Marquis of Londonderry, K.G., Minister of Education. 
Right Hon. E. M. Archdale, Minister of Agriculture-. 

Wi l l you kindly inform me of the place and hour of meeting 1 
Yours sincerely, 

(Signed) JAMES C R A I G . 
Right Hon. D. Lloyd George, M.P. 



To Sir James Craig, Craigavon, co. Down. 

Can you come Dublin Monday next, 11 a.m.'? On receipt of your reply will 
write you. 

Eamon de Valera, Mansion House, Dublin. 

XI. 
i 

Telegram from Sir James Craig to Mr. de Valera. 

In reply to this Sir James Craig immediately telegraphed:— 

Impossible for me to arrange any meeting. I haye already accepted the Prime 
Ministers invitation to London Conference, and, in order to obviate misunder
standing in press between my namesake in the Southern Parliament and myself I 
am publishing these telegrams. 

(Signed) JAMES CRAIG. 
Prime Minister of Northern Ireland. 

Note.—Mr. de Valera's telegram was wrongly addressed, Sir James Craig being 
resident at Cabin Hil l and not at Craigavon. 

XII. 
Mr. de Valera's Reply to Sir James Craig. 

Sir James Craig, City Hall, Belfast. 
Sir, ' Dublin, June 29, 1921. 

I greatly regret you cannot come to conference here on Monday. Mr. Lloyd 
George's-proposal, because of its implications, impossible of acceptance in its present 
form. Irish political differences ought to be adjusted, and can, I believe, be adjusted, 
on Irish soil. But it is obvious that in negotiating peace with Great Britain the Irish 
delegation ought not to be divided, but should act as a unit on some common principle. 

(Signed) E. DE V A L E R A : 

XIII. 
The Prime Minister^ Letter to Lord Midleton. 

Dear Lord Midleton, 10, Downing Street, S.W., July 7, 1921. 
In reference to the conversation I had with you this morning, the Government 

fully realise that it would be impossible to conduct negotiations, with any hope of 
achieving satisfactory results, if there is bloodshed and violence in Ireland. I t would 
disturb the atmosphere, and make the attainment of peace diflicult. As soon as we 
hear that Mr. de Valera is prepared to enter into conference with the British 
Government, and to give instructions to those under his control to cease from all acts 
of violence, we should give instructions to the troops and to the police to suspend 
active operations against those who are engaged in this unfortunate conflict. 

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) D. L L O Y D GEORGE. 



The Right Honourable David Lloyd George, 
10, Downing Street, London. 

Sir, Mansion House, -Dublin, July 8, 1921. 
The desire you' express on the part of the British' Government to end the 

centuries of conflict between the peoples of these two islands, and to establish 
relations of neighbourly harmony, is the genuine desire of the people of Ireland. 

I have consulted with my colleagues, and secured the views of representatives 
of the minority of our nation in regard to the invitation you have sent me. In reply, 
I desire to say that I am ready to meet and discuss with you on what bases such a 
conference as that proposed can reasonably hope to achieve the object desired. 

I am, Sir, faithfully yours, 
(Signed) EAMON D E V A L E R A . 

XV. 

The Prime Ministers Reply to Mr. de Valera. 

E. de Valera, Mansion House, Dublin. London, July 10 1921 
I have received your letter of acceptance, and shall be happy to see you and any 

colleagues whom you wish to bring with you at Downing Street any day this week 
J-Please wire the date of your arrival in London.

XVI. 

Telegram from Mr. de Valera to the Prime Minister. 

Right Honourable David Lloyd George, Dublin, July 10, 1921. 
Telegram received. I will be in London for conference on Thursday next. 

(Signed) E . . D E V A L E R A . 

XVII. 

Proposals of the British Government for an Irish Settlement, 
July 20, 1921. 

(Handed by the Prime Minister to Mr. de Valera on July 20, 1921.) 

The British Government are actuated by an earnest desire to end the 
unhappy divisions between Great Britain and Ireland which have produced so many 
conflicts in the past and which have - once more shattered the peace and well-being of 
Ireland at the present time. They long with His Majesty the King, in the words of 
His Gracious Speech in Ireland last month, for a satisfactory solution of "those 
age-long Irish problems which for generations embarrassed our forefathers; as they 
now weigh heavily upon us " ; and they wish to do their utmost to secure that 
" every man of Irish birth, whatever be his creed and wherever be his home, should 
work in loyal co-opera/tion with the free communities on which the British Empire is 
based." They are convinced that the Irish people may find as worthy and as complete 
an expression of their political and spiritual ideals within the Empire as any of the 
numerous and varied nations united in allegiance to His Majesty's Throne ; and they 
desire such a consummation, not only for the welfare of Great Britain, Ireland and the 
Empire as a wholo, but also for the cause of peace and harmony throughout the world. 
There is no part of the world where Irishmen have made their home but suffers from 
our ancient feuds; no part of it but looks t6 this meeting between the British 



Government and the Irish leaders to resolve these feuds in a new understanding, 
honourable and satisfactory to all the peoples involved. 

The free nations which compose the British Empire are drawn from many races, 
with different histories, traditions and ideals. In the Dominion of Canada, British and 
French have long forgotten the bitter conflicts which divided their ancestors. In South 
Africa the Transvaal Republic and the Orange Free State have joined with two British 
colonies to make a great self-governing union under His Majesty's sway. The British 
people cannot believe that where Canada and- South Africa, with equal or even greater 
difficulties, have so signally succeeded, Ireland will fail; and they are determined that, 
so far as they themselves can assure it, nothing shall hinder Irish statesmen from joining 
together to build up an Irish State in free and willing co-operation with the other 
peoples of the Empire. 

Moved by.these considerations, the British Government invite Ireland to take her 
place in the great association of free nations over which His Majesty reigns. As earnest 
of their desire to obliterate old quarrels and to enable Ireland to face the future with 
her own strength and hope, they propose that Ireland shall assume forthwith the status 
of a Dominion, with all the powers and privileges set forth in this document. By the 
adoption of Dominion status it is understood that Ireland shall enjoy complete autonomy 
in taxation and finance ; that she shall maintain her own courts of law and judges ; that 
she shall maintain her own military forces for home defence, her own constabulary and 
her own police ; that she shall take over the Irish postal services and all matters 
relating thereto, education, land, agriculture, mines and minerals, forestry, housing, 
labour, unemployment, transport, trade, public health, health insurance and the liquor 
traffic ; and, in sum, that the shall exercise all those powers and privileges upon 
which the autonomy of the self-governing Dominions is based, subject only to the 
considerations set out in the ensuing paragraphs. Guaranteed in these liberties, which 
no foreign people can challenge without challenging the Empire as a whole, the 
Dominions hold each and severally by virtue of their British fellowship a standing 
amongst the nations equivalent, not merely to their individual strength, but to the 
combined power and influence of all the nations of the Commonwealth. That guarantee, 
that fellowship, that freedom the whole Empire looks to Ireland to accept. 

To this settlement the British Government are prepared to give immediate effect 
upon the following conditions, which are, in their opinion, vital to the welfare and 
*afety of both Great Britain and Ireland, forming as they do the heart of the Common
wealth :— 

I. The common concern^ of Great Britain and Ireland in the defence of their 
interests by land and sea shall be mutually recognised. Great Britain lives 
by sea-borne food ; her communications depend upon the freedom of the 
great sea routes. Ireland lies at Britain's side across the sea-ways north 
and south that link her with the sister nations of the Empire, the markets 
of the world and the vital sources of her food supply. In recognition of 
this fact, which nature has imposed and no statesmanship can change, it is 
essential that the Royal Navy alone should control the seas around Ireland 
and Great Britain, and that such rights and liberties should be accorded to 
it by the Irish State as are essential for naval purposes in the Irish 
harbours and on the Irish coasts. 

I I . In order that the movement towards the limitation of armaments which is now 
making progress in the world should in no way be hampered, it is stipulated 
that the Irish Territorial Force shall, within reasonable limits, conform in 
respect of numbers to the military establishments of the other parts of these 
islands. 

I I I . The position of Ireland is also of great importance for the air services, both 
. military and civil. The Royal Air Force will need facilities for all purposes 

that it serves, and Ireland will.form an essential link in the development of 
air routes between the British Isles and the North American continent. 
It is therefore stipulated that Great Britain shall have all necessary facilities 
for the development of-defence and of communications by air. 

IV. Great Britain hopes that Ireland will, in due course and of her own free will, 
contribute in proportion-to her wealth to the Regular Naval, Military and 
Air Forces of the Empire. I t is further assumed that voluntary recruitment 
for these forces will be permitted throughout Ireland, particularly for those 

. famous Irish regiments which have so long and so gallantly served His 
Majesty in all parts of the, world. 





Letter from Sir James Craig to the Prime Minister. 

My Dear Prime Minister, . Belfast, July 29, 1921. 
Your proposals for an Irish settlement have now been exhaustively examined by 

my Cabinet and myself. We realise that the preamble is specially addressed to 
Mr. de Valera and his followers, and observe that it implies that difficulties have 
long existed throughout the Empire and America attributable to persons of Irish 
extraction. In fairness to the Ulster people, -I must point out that they have always 
aimed at the retention of their citizenship in the United Kingdom and Empire of 
which they are proud to form part, and that there are not to be found in any quarter 
of the world more loyal citizens than those of Ulster descent. They hold fast to 
cherished traditions, and deeply resent any infringement of their rights and 
privileges, which belong equally to them and to the other citizens within the Empire. 

In order that you may correctly understand the attitude we propose to adopt 
it is necessary that I should call to your mind the sacrifices we have so recently made 
in agreeing to self-government and consenting to the establishment of a Parliament 
for Northern Ireland. Much against our wish, but in the interests of peace, we 
accepted this as a final settlement of the long-outstanding difficulty with which 
Great Britain has been confronted. We are now busily engaged in ratifying our 
part of this solemn bargain, while Irishmen outside the Northern area, who in the 
past struggled for Home Rule, have chosen to repudiate the Government of Ireland 
Act and to press Great Britain for wider power. To join in such pressure is 
repugnant to the people of Northern Ireland. 

In the further interest of peace we therefore respectfully decline to determine 
or interfere with the terms of settlement between Great Britain and Southern 
Ireland. I t cannot then be said that " Ulster blocks the way." Similarly, if there 
exists an equal desire for peace on the part of Sinn Eein, they will respect the 
status quo in Ulster and will refrain from any interference with our Parliament and 
rights, which under no circumstances can we permit. In adopting this course we 
rely on the British people, who charged us with the responsibility of undertaking 
our parliamentary institutions, to safeguard the ties that bind us to Great Britain 
and the Empire, to ensure that we are not prejudiced by any terms entered into 
between them and Mr. de Valera, and to maintain the just equality exhibited 
throughout the Government of Ireland Act. . . , 

Our acceptance of your original invitation to meet in conference still holds good, 
and if at any time our assistance is again desired we are available, but I feel bound 
to acquaint you that no meeting is possible between Mr. de Valera and myself until 
he recognises that Northern Ireland will not submit to any authority other than His 
Majesty the King and the Parliament of the United Kingdom, and admits the 
sanctity of the existing powers and privileges of the Parliament and Government of 
Northern Ireland. In conclusion, let me assure you that peace is as earnestly 
desired by my Government and myself as by you and yours, and that, although we 
have nothing left to us to give away, we are prepared, when you and Mr. de Valera 
arrive at a satisfactory settlement, to co-operate with Southern Ireland^ on equal 
terms for the future welfare of our common country. In order to avoid any 
misunderstanding or misrepresentation of our views I intend to publish this letter 
when your proposals are made public. 

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) JAMES CRAIG . 
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V. While the Irish people shall enjoy c implete autonomy in taxation and finance, 
it is essential to prevent a recurrence of ancient differences between the two 

. islands, and in particular to avert the possibility of ruinous trade wars. 
With this object in view, the British and Irish Governments shall agree to 
impose no protective duties or other restrictions upon the flow of transport, 
trade and commerce between all parts of these islands. 

V I . The Irish people shall agree to assume responsibility for a share of the present 
debt of the United Kingdom and of the liability for pensions arising out of 
the great war, the share, in default of agreement between the Governments 
concerned, to be determined by an independent arbitrator appointed from 
within His Majesty's dominions. 

In accordance with these principles, the British Government propose that the 
conditions of settlement between Great Britain and Ireland shall be embodied in the 
form, of a treaty, to which effect shall in due course be given by the British and Irish 
Parliaments. They look to such an instrument to obliterate old conflicts forthwith, to 
clear the way for a detailed settlement in full accordance with Irish conditions and 
needs, and thus to establish.a new and happier relation between Irish patriotism and 
that wider community of aims 'and interests by which the unity of the whole Empire is 
freely sustained. 

The form in which the settlement is to take effect will depend upon Ireland herself. 
It must allow for full recognition of the existing powers and privileges of the Parliament 
and Government of Northern Ireland, which cannot be abrogated except by their own 
consent. For their part, the British Government entertain an earnest hope that the 
necessity of harmonious co-operation amongst Irishmen of all classes and creeds will be 
recognised throughout Ireland, and they will welcome the day when by these means 
unity is achieved, but no such common action can be secured by force. Union came in 
Canada by the free consent of the provinces. So in Australia; so in South Africa. It 
will come in Ireland by no other way than consent. There can, in fact, be no settle
ment on terms involving, on the one side - or the other, that bitter appeal to 
bloodshed and violence which all men of goodwill are longing to terminate. The 
British Government will undertake to give effect, so far as that depends on 
them, to any terms in this respect on which all Ireland unites. But in no conditions 
can they consent to any proposals which would kindle civil war in Ireland. Such a 
war would not touch Ireland alone, for partisans would flock to either side from Great 
Britain, the Empire and elsewhere with consequences more devastating to the welfare 
both of Ireland and the Empire than the conflict to which a truce has been called this 
month. Throughout the Empire there is a deep desire that the day of violence should 
pass and that a solution should be found, consonant with the highest ideals and interests 
of all parts of Ireland, which will enable her to co-operate as a willing partner in the 
British Commonwealth. 

The British Government will therefore leave Irishmen themselves to determine by 
negotiations between them whether the new powers which the pact defines shall be 
taken over by Ireland as a whole and administered by a single Irish body, or taken 
over separately by Southern and Northern Ireland, with or without a joint authority to 
harmonise their common interests. They will willingly assist in the negotiation of such 
a settlement, if Irishmen should so desire. 

By these proposals the British Government sincerely believe that they will have 
shattered the foundations of that ancient hatred and distrust which have disfigured our 
common history for centuries past. The future of Ireland within the Commonwealth is 
for the Irish people to shape. 

In the foregoing proposals the British Government have attempted no more than 
the broad outline of a settlement. The details they leave for discussion when the Irish 
people have signified their acceptance of the principle of this pact.. 

(Signed) ' D. LLOY  D GEORGE. 
10, Downing Street, S.W. 1, 

July 20, 1921. 
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Eamon de Valera, Esq., 
Mansion House, Dublin. Savoy Hotel, London, 

My dear de Valera, August 4, 1921. 
Lane duly reported to me the substance of his conversations with you, and 

handed me your letter of the 31st July. He told me of your anxiety to meet and 
discuss the situation with Ulster representatives. Since,then I have, as I wired 
you yesterday, done my best to bring about such a meeting, but Sir James Craig, 
while willing to meet you in a conference with Mr. Lloyd George, still remains 
unwilling to meet you in his absence, and nothing that I have been able to do or 
say has moved him from that attitude. If you were to request a meeting with him, 
he will reply setting forth his position and saying that Ulster will not be moved 
from the constitutional position which she occupies under the existing legislation ; 
she is satisfied with her present status, and will on no account agree to any 
change. 

On the other hand, both in your conversation with Lane and in your letter you 
insist on Ulster coming into a United Ireland constitution, and unless that is 
done you say that no further progress can be made. There is therefore an impasse 
wThich I do not at present know how to get over. Both you and Craig are equally 
immovable. Force as a solution of the problem is out of the question both on your 
and his premises. The process of arriving at an agreement will therefore take 
time. 

The result is that at this stage I can be of no further use in this matter, and 
I have therefore decided to adhere to my plan of sailing for South Africa to-morrow. 
This I regret most deeply, as my desire to help in pushing the Irish settlement 
one stage further has been very great. But I must bow to the inevitable. 

I should like to add a word in reference to the situation as I have come to 
view it. I have discussed it very fully with you and your colleagues. I have also 
probed as deeply as I could into the Ulster position. My conviction is that for the 
present no solution based on Ulster coining into the Irish State will succeed. 
Ulster will not agree, she cannot be forced, and any solution on those lines is at 
present foredoomed to failure. 

I believe that it is in the interest of Ulster to come in, and that the force of 
Community of interests will, over a period of years, prove so great and com
pelling that Ulster will herself decide to join the Irish State. But at present 
an Irish Settlement is only possible if the hard facts are calmly faced and Ulster 
is left alone. Not only will she not consent to come in, but even if she does, the 
Irish State will, I fear, start under such a handicap of internal friction and 
discordance that the result may well be failure once more. 

My strong advice to you is to leave Ulster alone for the present, as the only 
line along which a solution is practicable ; to concentrate on a free constitution for 
the remaining twenty-six counties, and, through a successful running of the Irish 
State and the pull of economic and other peaceful forces, eventually to bring 
Ulster into that State. I know how repugnant such a solution must be to -all 
Irish patriots, who look upon Irish unity as a sine qua non of any Irish settlement. 
But the wise man, while fighting for his ideal to the uttermost, learns also to bow 
to the inevitable. And a humble acceptance of the facts is often the only way of 
finally overcoming them. It proved so in South Africa, where ultimate unity 
was only realised through several stages and a process of years, and where the 
republican ideal for which we had made unheard-of sacrifices had ultimately to 
give way to another form of Freedom. 

My belief is that Ireland is travelling the same painful road as South Africa, 
and that with wisdom and moderation in her leadership she is destined to achieve 
no less success. As I said to you before, I do not consider one single clean-cut 
solution of the Irish question possible at present. You will have to pass through 
several stages, of which a free constitution for Southern Ireland is the first, and 
the inclusion of Ulster and the full recognition of Irish unity will be the last. 
Only the first stage will render the last possible, as cause generates effect. To 
reverse the process and to begin with Irish unity as the first step is to imperil the 



whole settlement. Irish unity should be the ideal to which the whole process 
should be directed. 

I do not ask you to give up your ideal, but only to realise it in the only way 
which seems to me at present practicable. Freedom will lead inevitably to 
unity; therefore begin with Freedom—with a free constitution for the twenty-six 
counties—as the first and most important step in the whole settlement. 

As to the form of that Freedom, here, too, you are called upon to choose between 
two "alternatives. To you, as you say, the republic is the true expression of 
national self-determination. But it is not the only expression, and it is an 
expression which means your final and irrevocable severance from the British 
League. And to this, as you know, the Parliament and people of this country will 
not agree. 

The British Prime Minister has made you an offer of the other form of 
Freedom—of Dominion status—which is working with complete success in all 
parts of the British League. Important British Ministers have described 
Dominion status in terms which must satisfy all you could legitimately wish for. 
Mr. Lloyd George, in his historic reply to General Hertzog at Paris, Mr. Bonar Law, 
in a celebrated declaration in the House of Commons, Lord Milner, as Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, have stated their views, and they coincide with the highest 
claims which Dominion statesmen have ever put forward on behalf of their free 
nations. 

What is good enough for these nations ought surely to be good enough for 
Ireland, too. For Irishmen to say to the world that they will not be satisfied with 
the status of the great British Dominions would be to alienate all that sympathy 
which has so far. been the main support of the Irish cause. 

The British Prime Minister offers complete Dominion status to the twenty-six 
counties, subject to certain strategic safeguards which you are asked to agree to 
voluntarily as a free Dominion, and which we South Africans agreed to as a free 
nation in the Union of South Africa. To my mind, such an offer by a British 
Prime Minister, who-unl ike his predecessors—is in a position to deliver the 
goods, is an event of unique importance. 

You are no longer offered a Home Rule scheme of the Gladstone or Asquith 
type, with its limited powers and reservations of a fundamental character. Full 
Dominion status, with all it is and implies, is yours- i f you will but take it. It is 
far more than was offered the Transvaal and Free State, who fought for Freedom 
one of the greatest wars in the history of Great Britain, and one which reduced 
their own countries to ashes and their little people to ruins. 

They accepted the far less generous offer that was made to them; from that 
foothold they then proceeded to improve their position, until to-day South Africa 
is a happy, contented, united and completely free country. What they have finally 
achieved after years of warfare and political evolution is now offered you-no t in 
doles or instalments, but at once and completely. If, as I hope, you accept, you 
will become a sister Dominion in a great circle of equal States, who will stand 
beside you and shield you and protect your new rights as if these were their own 
rights; who will view an invasion of your rights or a violation of your status as if 
it was an invasion and a violation of their own, and who will thus give you the 
most effective guarantee possible against any possible arbitrary interference by the 
British Government with your rights and position. In fact, the British Govern
ment will have no further basis of interference with your affairs, as your relations 
with Great Britain will be a concern not of the British Government but of the 
Imperial Conference, of which Great Britain will be only one of seven members. 
Any questions in issue between you and the British Government will be for the 
Imperial Conference to decide. You will be a free member of a great League, of 
which most of the other members will be in the same position as yourself; and the 
Conference will be the forum for thrashing out any questions which may arise 
between members. This is the nature and the constitutional practice of Dominion 
Freedom. 

The difficulty in Ireland is no longer a constitutional difficulty. I am satisfied 
that from the constitutional point of view a fair settlement of the Irish question 
is now possible and practicable. It is the human difficulty which remains. The 
Irish question is no longer a constitutional but mostly a human problem... 

A history such as yours must breed a temper, an outlook, passions, suspicions, 
which it is most difficult to deal with. On both sides sympathy is called for, 
generosity and a real largeness of soul. I am sure that both the English and 
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Irish peoples are ripe for a fresh start. The tragic horror of recent events, followed 
so suddenly by a truce and fraternising all along the line, has set flowing deep 
fountains of emotion in both peoples and created a new political situation. 

It would be the gravest reflection on our statesmanship if this auspicious 
moment is allowed to pass. You and your friends have now a unique opportunity— 
such as Parnell and his predecessors and successors never had—to secure an 
honourable and lasting peace for your people. 

I pray to God that \ou may be wisely guided, and that peace may now be 
concluded, before tempers again change and perhaps another generation of strife 
ensues. 

Ever yours sincerely, 
(Signed) J. C. SMUTS. 

XIX. 

Reply from Mr. de Valera. 

(Official translation.) 

The Right Hon. David Lloyd George, 
10, Downing Street, 

Whitehall, London. Office of the President, Dublin, 
Sir, Mansion House, August 10, 1921. 

On the occasion of our last interview I gave it as my judgment that Dail Eireann 
could not, and that the Irish people would not, accept the proposals of your Government 
as set forth in the draft of the 20th July, which you had presented to me. Having 
consulted my colleagues, and with them given these proposals the' most earnest 
consideration, I now confirm that judgment. 

The outline given in the draft is self-contradictory, and " the principle of the pact" 
not easy to determine. To the extent that it implies a recognition of Ireland's 
separate nationhood and her right to self-determination we appreciate and accept it. 
But in the stipulations and express conditions concerning the matters that are vital the 
principle is strangely set aside and a cluim advanced by your Government to an 
interference in our affairs and to a control which we cannot admit. 

Ireland's right to choose for herself the path she shall take to realise her own 
destiny must be accepted as indefeasible, it is a right that has been maintained 
through centuries of oppression and at the cost of unpai'alleled sacrifice and untold 
suffering, and it will not be surrendered. We cannot propose to abrogate or impair it, 
nor can Britain or any other foreign State or.group of States legitimately claim to 
interfere with its exercise in order to serve their own special interests. 

The Irish people's belief is that the national destiny can best be-realised in political 
detachment, free from imperialistic entanglements which they feel will involve enterprises 
out of harmony with the national character, prove destructive of their ideals, and be 
fruitful only of ruinous wars, crushing burdens, social discontent, and general unrest 
and unhappiness. Like"the small States of Europe, they are prepared to hazard their 
independence on the basis of moral right, confident that as they "would threaten.no 
nation or people, they would in turn be free from aggression themselves. This is the 
policy they have declared for in plebiscite after plebiscite, and the degree to which any 
other line of policy deviates from it must be taken as a measure of the extent to which 
external pressure is operative and violence is being done to the wishes of the majority. 

As for myself and my colleagues, it is our deep conviction that true friendship with 
England, which military coercion has frustrated for centuries, can be obtained most 
readily now through amicable but absolute separation. The fear, groundless though we 
believe it to be, that Irish territory may be used as the basis for an attack upon 
England's liberties can be met by reasonable guarantees not inconsistent with Irish 
sovereignty. 

"Dominion status" for Ireland everyone who understands the conditions knows to 
be illusory. The freedom which the British Dominions enjoy is not so much the result 
of legal enactments or of treaties as of the immense distances which separate them from 
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Britain, and have made interference by her impracticable. The most explicit guarantees, 
including the Dominions' acknowledged right to secede, would be necessary to secure 
for Ireland an equal degree of freedom. There is no suggestion, however, in the 
proposals made of any such guarantees. Instead, the natural position is reversed; our 
geographical situation with respect to Britain is made the basis of denials and restrictions 
unheard of in the case of the Dominions; the smaller island must give military 
safeguards and guarantees to the larger and suffer itself to be reduced to the position of 
a helpless dependency. 

I t should be obvious that we could not urge the acceptance of such proposals upon 
our people. A certain treaty of free association with the British Commonwealth group, 
as with a partial League of Nations, we would have been ready to recommend, and as a 
Government to negotiate and take responsibility for, had we an assurance that the 
entry of the nation as a whole into such association would secure for it the allegiance of 
the present dissenting minority, to meet whose sentiment alone this step could be 
contemplated. 

Treaties dealing with the proposals for free intertrade and mutual limitation of 
armaments we are ready at any time to negotiate. Mutual agreement for facilitating 
air communications, as well as railway and other communications, can, we feel certain, 
also be effected. No obstacle of any kind will be placed by us in the way of that 
smooth commercial intercourse which is essential in the life of both islands, each the 
best customer and the best market of the other. It must of course be understood that 
all treaties and agreements would have to be submitted for ratification to the National 
Legislature in the first instance, and subsequently to the Irish people as a whole, under 
circumstances which would make it evident that their decision would be a free decision, 
and that every element of military compulsion was absent. 

The question of Ireland's liability " for a share of the present debt of the United 
Kingdom" we are prepared to leave to be determined by a board of arbitrators, one 
appointed by Ireland, one by Great Britain, and a third to be chosen by agreement, or 
in default, to be nominated, say, by the President of the United States of America, if 
the President would consent. 

As regards the question at issue between the political minority and the great 
majority of the Irish people, that must remain a question for the Irish people 
themselves to settle. W  e cannot admit the right of the British Government to 
mutilate our country, either in its own interest or at the call of any section of oUr 
population. We do not contemplate the use of force. I f your Government stands 
aside, we can effect a complete reconciliation. We agree with you " that no common 
action can be secured by force." Our regret is that this wise and-true principle which 
your Government prescribes to us for the settlement of our local problem it seems 
unwilling to apply consistently to the fundamental problem of the relations between 
our island and yours The principle we rely on in the one case we are ready to apply 
in the other, but should this principle not yield an immediate settlement we are willing 
that this question too be submitted to.external arbitration. 

Thus we are ready to meet you in all that is reasonable and just. The responsibility 
for initiating and effecting an honourable peace rests primarily not with our Government 
but with yours. We have no conditions to impose, no claims to advance but the one, 
that we be. freed from aggression. We reciprocate with a sincerity to be measured 
only by the terrible sufferings our people have undergone the desire you express for 
mutual and lasting friendship. The sole cause of the "ancient feuds" which you 
deplore has been, as we know, and as history proves, the attacks of English rulers upon 
Irish liberties. These attacks can cease forthwith, if your Government has the will. 
The road to peace and understanding lies open. 

I am, Sir, 
Faithfully yours, 

(Signed) EAMON DE VALERA. 



August 10,1921. 

Sir, , - 10, Downing Street, August 13, 1921. 
The earlier part of your letter is so much opposed to our fundamental position that 

we feel bound to leave you in no doubt of our meaning. You state that after consulting 
your colleagues you confirm your declaration that our proposals are such as Dail Eireann 
could not, and the Irish people would not, accept. You add that the outline given in 
our draft is self-contradictory, and the principle of the pact offered to you not easy to 
determine. We desire, therefore, to make our position absolutely clear. 

In our opinion, nothing is to be gained by prolonging a theoretical discussion of the 
national status which you may be willing to accept as compared with that of the great 
self-governing Dominions of the British Commonwealth, but we must direct your 
attention to one point upon which you lay some emphasis, and upon which no British 
Government can compromise, namely, the claim that we should acknowledge the right 
of Ireland to secede from her allegiance to the King. No such right can ever be 
acknowledged by us. The geographical propinquity of Ireland to the British Isles is a 
fundamental fact. The history of the two islands for many centuries, however it is 
read, is sufficient proof that their destinies are indissolubly linked. Ireland has sent 
members to the British Parliament for more than a hundred years. Many thousands of 
her people during: all that time have enlisted freely and served gallantly in the forces 
of the Crown. Great numbers in all the Irish provinces are profoundly attached to the 
Throne. These facts permit of one answer, and one only, to the claim that Britain 
should negotiate with Ireland as a separate and foreign Power. 

When you, as the chosen representative of Irish national ideals, came to speak with 
me, 1 made one condition only, of which our proposals plainly stated the effect—that 
Ireland should recognise the force of geographical and historical facts. It is those facts 
which govern the problem of British and Irish relations. I f they did not exist, there 
would be no problem to discuss. 

I pass therefore to the conditions which are imposed by these facts. W  e set them 
out clearly in six clauses in our former proposals, and need not restate them here, 
except to say that the British Government cannot consent to the reference of any such 
questions, which concern Great Britain and Ireland alone, to the arbitration of a foreign 
Power. 

W  e are profoundly glad to have your agreement that Northern Ireland cannot be 
coerced. This point is of great importance, because the resolve of our people to resist 
with their full power any attempt at secession by one part of Ireland carries with it of 
necessity an equal resolve to resist any effort to coerce another part of Ireland to 

abandon its allegiance to the Crown. We gladly give you  the assurance that we will 
concur in any settlement which Southern and Northern Ireland may make for Irish 
unity within the six conditions already laid- down, which apply to Southern and 
Northern Ireland alike, but we cannot agree to refer the question of your relations with 
Northern Ireland to foreign arbitration. 

The conditions of the proposed settlement do not arise from any desire to force our 
will upon people of another race, but from facts which are as vital to Ireland's welfare 
as to our own. They contain no derogation from Ireland's status as a Dominion, no 
desire for British ascendancy over Ireland, and no impairment of Ireland's national 
ideals. 

Our proposals present to the Irish people an opportunity such as has never dawned 
in their history before. We have made them in the sincere desire to achieve peace ; but 
beyond them we cannot go. We trust that you will be able to accept them in principle. 
I shall be ready to discuss their application in detail whenever your acceptance in 
principle is communicated to me. 

I am, 
Tours faithfully, 

(Signed) ' D. LLOY  D GEORGE. 
Eamon de Valera, Esq., 

The Mansion House, Dublin. 



(Official Translation.) 

The Right Hon. David Lloyd George, 
10, Downing Street, 

Whitehall, London. Mansion House, Dublin, 
Sir, August 24, 1921. 

' The anticipatory judgment I gave in my re'ply of the 10th August has been 
confirmed. I laid the proposals of your Government before Dail Eireann, and, by 
an unanimous vote, it has rejected them. 

From your letter of the 13th August it was clear that the principle we- were 
asked to accept was that the " geographical propinquity" of Ireland to Britain 
imposed the condition of the subordination of Ireland's right to Britain's strategic 
interests as she conceives them, and that the very length and persistence of the efforts 
made in the past to compel Ireland's acquiescence in a foreign domination imposed 
the condition of acceptance of that domination now. 

We cannot believe that your Government intended to commit itself to a principle 
of sheer militarism destructive of international morality and fatal to the world's 
peace. I f a small nation's right to independence is forfeit when a more powerful 
neighbour covets its territory for the military or other advantages it is supposed to 
confer, there is an end to liberty. No longer can any small nation claim a right to 
a separate sovereign existence. Holland and Denmark can be made subservient 
to Germany, Belgium to Germany or to France, Portugal to Spain. I f nations that 
have been forcibly annexed to empires lose thereby their title to independence, there 
can be for them no rebirth to freedom. In Ireland's case, to speak of her seceding 
from a "partnership she has not accepted, or from an allegiance which she has not 
undertaken to render, is fundamentally false, just as the claim to subordinate her 
independence to British strategy is fundamentally unjust. To neither can we, as 
the representatives of the nation, lend countenance. 

I f our refusal to betray our nation's honour and the trust that has been reposed 
. in us is to be made an issue of war by Great Britain, we deplore it. We are as 
conscious of our responsibilities to the living as we are mindful of principle or of 
our obligations to the heroic dead. We have not sought war, nor do we seek war, 
but if war be made upon us we must defend ourselves and shall do so, confident that 
whether our defence be successful, or unsuccessful no body of representative 
Irishmen or Irishwomen will ever propose to the nation the surrender of its 
birthright. 

We long to end the conflict between Britain and Ireland. I f your Government 
be determined to impose its will upon us by force and, antecedent to negotiation^ 
to insist upon conditions that involve a surrender of our whole national position and 
make negotiation a mockery, the responsibility for the continuance of the conflict 
rests upon you. 

On the basis of the broad guiding principle of government by the consent of the 
governed, peace can be secured—a peace that will be just and honourable to all, and 
fruitful of concord and enduring amity. To negotiate such a peace, Dail Eireann 
is ready to appoint its representatives, and, if your Government accepts the principle 
proposed, to invest them with plenary powers to meet and arrange with you for its 
application in detail. 

I am, Sir, 
Faithfully yours, 

(Signed) EAMON DE V A L E R A . 



August 24, 1921. 

Sir, 10, Downing Street, London, S.W. 1, Augtist 26, 1921. 
The British Government are' profoundly disappointed by your letter of the 

24th August, which was delivered to me yesterday. You write of the conditions of 
a meeting between us as though no meeting had ever taken place. I must remind 
you, therefore, that when I asked you to meet me six weeks ago, I made no 
preliminary conditions of any sort. You came to London on that invitation and 
exchanged views with me at three meetings of considerable length. The proposals 
which I made to you after those meetings were based upon full and sympathetic 
consideration of the views which you expressed. As I have already said, they were 
not made in any haggling spirit. On the contrary, my colleagues and I went to the 
very limit of our powers in endeavouring to reconcile British and Irish interests. 
Our proposals have gone far beyond all precedent, and have been approved as liberal 
by the whole civilised world. Even in quarters which have shown a sympathy with 
the most extreme of Irish claims, they are regarded as the utmost which the Empire
can reasonably offer or Ireland reasonably expect. The only criticism of them which 
I have yet heard outside Ireland is from those who maintain that our proposals 
have outstepped both warrant and wisdom in their- liberality. Your letter shows no 
recognition of this, and further negotiations must, I fear, be futile unless some 
definite progress is made towards acceptance of a basis. 

You declare that our proposals involve a surrender of Ireland's whole national 
position and reduce her to subservience. What are the facts? Under the settlement 
which we have outlined Ireland would control every nerve and fibre of her national 
existence; she would speak her own language and make her own religious life; she 
would have complete power over taxation and finance, subject only to an agreement 
for keeping trade and transport as free as possible between herself and Great 
Britain, her best market; she' would have uncontrolled authority over education and 
all the moral and spiritual interests of her race; she would have it also over law 
and order, over land and agriculture, over the conditions of labour and industry,, 
over the health and homes of her people, and over her own land defence. She would, 
in fact, within the shores of Ireland, be free in every aspect of national activity, 
national expression and national development. The States of the American Union, 
sovereign though they be, enjoy no such range of rights. And our proposals go even 
further, for they invite Ireland to take her place as a partner in the great common
wealth of free nations united by allegiance to the King. 

We consider that these proposals completely fulfil your wish that the principle 
of " government by consent of the governed " should be the broad guiding principle 
of the settlement which your plenipotentiaries are to negotiate. That principle was 
first developed in England, and is the mainspring of the representative institutions 
which she was the first to create. I t was spread by her throughout the world, and 
is now.the very life of the British Commonwealth. We could not have invited the 
Irish people to take their place in that Commonwealth on any other principle, and 
we are convinced that through it we can heal the old misunderstandings and achieve 
an enduring partnership as honourable to Ireland as to the other nations of which 
the Commonwealth consists. 

But when you argue that the relations of Ireland with the British Empire 
are comparable in principle to those of Holland or Belgium with the German Empire, 
I find it necessary to repeat once more that those are premises which no British 
Government, whatever its complexion, can ever accept. In demanding that Ireland 
should be treated as a separate sovereign Power, with no allegiance to the Crown 
and no loyalty to the sister nations of the Commonwealth, you are advancing claims 
which the most famous national leaders in Irish1 history, from Grattan to Parnell 
and Redmond, have explicitly disowned. Grattan, in a famous phrase, declared 
that " the ocean protests against separation^ and the sea against union." Daniel 
0'Connell, the most eloquent perhaps of all the spokesmen of the Irish national 
cause, protested thus in the House of Commons in 1830 :— 

' ' Never did monarch receive more undivided allegiance than the present 
King from the men who in Ireland agitate the repeal of the Union. Never, too, 



was there a grosser calumny than to assert that they wish to produce a separa
tion between the two countries. Never was there a greater mistake than to 
suppose that we wish to dissolve the connection." 

And in a well-known letter to the Duke of Wellington in 1845, Thomas Davis, the 
fervent exponent of the ideals of Young Ireland, wrote :— 

" I do not seek a raw repeal of the Act.of Union. I want you to retain the 
Imperial Parliament with its Imperial power. I ask you only to disencumber 
it of those-cares which exhaust its patience and embarrass its attention. I ask 
you to give Ireland a Senate of some sort, selected by the people, in part or in 
whole; levying their Customs and Excise and other taxes; making their roads, 
harbours, railways, canals, and bridges; encouraging their manufactures, 

y commerce, agriculture and fisheries; settling their Poor Laws, their tithes, 
tenures, grand juries and franchises; giving a vent to ambition, an opportunity 
for knowledge, restoring the absentees, securing work, and diminishing poverty, 
crime, ignorance and discontent. This, were I an Englishman, I should ask for 
England, besides the Imperial Parliament. So would I for Wales, were I a 
Welshman, and for Scotland, were I a Scotchman; this I ask for Ireland." 

The British Government have offered Ireland all that 0'Connell and Thomas Davis 
asked, and more; and we are met only by an unqualified demand that we should 
recognise Ireland as a foreign Power. I t is playing with phrases to suggest that the 
principle of government by consent of the governed compels a recognition of that 
demand on our part, or that in repudiating it we are straining geographical and 
historical considerations to justify a claim to ascendency over the Irish race." There 
is no political principle, however clear, that can be applied without regard to 
limitations imposed by physical and historical facts. Those limitations are as 
necessary as the very principle itself to the structure,of every free nation; to deny 
them would involve the dissolution of all democratic States. I t is on these elementary 
grounds that we have called attention to the governing force of the geographical 
propinquity of these two islands, and of their long historic association despite great 
differences of character and race. We do not believe that the permanent reconcilia
tion of Great Britain and Ireland can ever be attained without a recognition of their 
physical and historical interdependence, which makes complete political and 
economic separation impracticable for both. 

I cannot better express the British standpoint in this respect than in words 
used of the Northern and Southern States-by Abraham Lincoln in the First 
Inaugural Address. They were spoken by him on the brink of the American Civil 
War. which he"was striving to avert:— 

"Physically speaking" (he said) "we cannot separate. We cannot remove 
our respective sections from each other, nor build an impassable wall between 
them. . .  . I t is impossible, then, to make that intercourse more advantageous 
or more satisfactory after separation than before. . . . Suppose you go to war, 
you cannot fight always; and when, after much loss on both sides and no gain 
on either, you cease fighting, the identical old questions as to terms of 
intercourse are again upon you." 

I do not think it can be reasonably contended that the relations of Great Britain 
and Ireland are in any different case. 

I thought I had made it clear, both in my conversations with you and in my 
two subsequent communications, that we can discuss no settlement which involves 
a refusal on the part of Ireland to accept our invitation to free, equal, and loyal 
partnership in the British Commonwealth under one Sovereign. We are reluctant 
to precipitate the issue, but we must point out that a prolongation of the present 
state of affairs is dangerous. Action is being taken in various directions which, if 
continued, would prejudice the truce and must ultimately lead to its termination. 
This would indeed be deplorable. Whilst, therefore, prepared to make every 
allowance as to time which will advance the cause of peace, we cannot prolong a 
mere exchange of notes. I t is essential that some definite and immediate progress 
should be made towards a basis upon which further negotiations can usefully 
proceed. Your letter seems to us unfortunately to show no such progress. 

In this and my previous letters I have set forth the considerations which must 
govern the attitude of His Majesty's Government in any negotiations which they 
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undertake. I f you are prepared to examine how far these considerations can be 
reconciled with the aspirations which you represent, I shall be happy to meet you 
and your colleagues. 

* I am, Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) D L L O Y D GEORGE 
Eamon de Valera, Esq., 

Mansion House, Dublin. 

X X I I I . 

Reply received from Mr. de Valera, August 31, 1921. 

(Official Translation.) 

The Right Hon. David Lloyd George, - . 
10, Downing Street, 

Whitehall, London. Mansion House, Dublin-, 
Sir, - August 30, 1921. 

We, too, are convinced that it is essential that some "definite and immediate 
progress should be made towards a basis upon which further negotiations can 
usefully proceed," and recognise the futility of a "mere exchange" of argumenta
tive notes. I shall therefore refrain from commenting on the fallacious historical 
references in your last communication. The present is the reality with which we 
have to deal. The conditions to-day are the resultant of the past, accurately 
summing it up and giving in simplest form the essential data of the problem. These 
data are:— 

s 1. The people of Ireland, acknowledging no voluntary union with Great 
Britain, and claiming as a fundamental natural right to choose freely for 
themselves the path they shall take to realise their national destiny, have, 
by an overwhelming majority, declared for independence, set up a 
republic and more than once confirmed their choice. 

2. Great Britain, on the other hand, acts as though Ireland were bound to her 
by a contract of union that forbade separation. The circumstances of the 
supposed contract are notorious, yet, on the theory of its validity, the 
British Government and Parliament claim to rule and legislate for 
Ireland, even to the point of partitioning Irish territory against the will 
of the Irish people, and killing or casting into prison every Irish citizen 
who refuses allegiance. 

The proposals of your Government, submitted in the draft of the 20th July, are 
based fundamentally on the latter premises. We have rejected these proposals, and 
our rejection is irrevocable. They were not an invitation to Ireland to enter into 
"  a free and wi l l ing" partnership with the free nations of the British Common
wealth . They were an invitation to Ireland to enter in a guise and under conditions 
which determine a status definitely inferior to that of these free States. Canada, 
Australia, South Africa, New Zealand are all guaranteed against the domination of 
the major State, not only by the acknowledged constitutional rights which give them 
equality of status with Great Britain and absolute freedom from the control of the 
British Parliament and Government, but by the thousands of miles that separate 
them from Great Britain. Ireland would have the guarantees neither of distance 
nor of right. The condition sought to be imposed would divide her into two artificial 
States, each destructive of the other's influence in any common council, and both 
subject to the military, naval and economic control of the British Government. 

The main historical and geographical facts are not in dispute, but your Govern
ment insists on viewing them from your standpoint. W  e must be allowed to view 
them from "ours. The history that you interpret as dictating union we read as 
dictating separation. Our interpretations of the fact of "geographical propin
qui ty " are no less diametrically opposed. We are convinced that ours is the true 
and just interpretation, and, as a proof, are willing that a neutral, impartial 
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arbitrator should be the judge. You refuse, and threaten to give effect to your view 
by force. Our reply must be that if you adopt that course we can only resist, as the 
generations before us have resisted. 

Force will not solve the problem. I t will never secure the ultimate victory over 
reason and right; If you again resort to force, and if victory be not on the side of 
justice, the problem that confronts us will confront our successors. The fact that for 
750 years this problem has resisted a solution by force is evidence and warning 
sufficient. It is true wisdom, therefore, and true statesmanship, not any false 
idealism, that prompts me and my colleagues. Threats of force must be set aside. 
They must be set aside from the beginning, as well as during the actual conduct of 
the negotiations. The respective plenipotentiaries must meet untrammelled by any 
conditions save the facts themselves, and must be prepared to reconcile their 
subsequent differences not by appeals to force, covert or open, but by reference to 
some guiding principle on which there is common agreement. W  e have proposed 
the principle of government by the consent of the governed, and do not mean it as 
a mere phrase. I t is a simple expression of the test to which any proposed solution 
must respond if it is to prove adequate, and it can be used as a criterion for the 
details as well as for the whole. That you claim as a peculiarly British principle, 
instituted by Britain, and " now the verv life of the British Commonwealth " should 
make it peculiarly acceptable to you. On this basis and this only we see a hope of 
reconciling " t h e considerations which must govern the attitude" of Britain's 
representatives with the considerations that must govern the attitude of Ireland's 
representatives,' and on this basis we are ready at once to appoint plenipotentiaries. 

I am, Sir, 
Faithf ullv. yours, 

(Signed) E A M O N DE V A L E R A . 

X X I V . 

The Prime Minister^ Reply to Mr. de Valera's Letter of 
August 30, 1921. 

Sir, Town Hall, Inverness, September 7, 1921. 
His Majesty's Government have considered your letter of the 30th August, and 

have to make the following observations upon i t :  — 

The principle of government by consent of the governed is the foundation of 
British constitutional development, but we cannot accept as a basis of practical 
conference an interpretation of that principle which wrould commit us to any 
demands which you might present—even to the extent of setting up a Republic and 
repudiating the Crown. You must be aware that conference on such a basis is 
impossible. So applied, the principle of government by consent of the governed 
would undermine the fabric of every democratic State and drive the civilised world 
back into tribalism. 

On the other hand, we have invited you to discuss our proposals on their merits, 
in order that you may have no doubt as to the scope and sincerity of our intentions. 
I t would be open to you in such a conference to raise the subject of guarantees on 
any points in which you may consider Irish freedom prejudiced by these proposals. ' 

His Majesty's Government are loth to believe that you will insist upon rejecting 
their proposals without examining them in conference. To decline to discuss a 
settlement which would bestow upon the Irish people the fullest freedom of national 
development within the Empire can only mean that you repudiate all allegiance to 
the Crown and all membership of the British Commonwealth. I f we were to draw 
this inference from your letter, then further discussion between us could serve no 
useful purpose, and all conference would be vain. If, however, we are mistaken in 
this inference, as we still hope, and if your real objection to our proposals is that 
they offer Ireland less than the liberty which we have described, that objection can 
be explored at a conference. 

You will agree that this correspondence has lasted long enough. His Majesty's 
-Government must, therefore, ask for a definite reply as to whether you are prepared

to enter a conference to ascertain how the association of Ireland with the community 
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of nations known as the British Empire can best be reconciled with Irish national 
aspirations. If, as we hope, your answer is in the affirmative, I suggest that the 
conference should mê et at Inverness oii the 20th instant. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) D. L L O Y  D GEORGE. 
Eamon de Valera, Esq., 

Mansion House, Dublin. 

XXV. 

Reply received from Mr. de Valera, September 13, 1921. 

(Official Translation.) 

The Right. Hon. David Lloyd George, 
10, Downing Street, 

Whitehall, London. Mansion House, Dublin, 
Sir, September 12; 1921. 

We have no hesitation in declaring our willingness to enter a conference to 
ascertain how the association of Ireland with the community of nations known as 
the British Empire can best be reconciled with Irish national aspirations. Our 
readiness to contemplate such an association was indicated in our letter of the 
10th August. We have accordingly summoned Dail Eireann that we may submit to 
it for ratification the names of the representatives it is our intention to propose. 
We hope that these representatives will find it possible to be at Inverness on the date 
you suggest, the 20th September. 

In this final note we deem it our duty to reaffirm that our position is and can 
only be as we have defined it throughout this correspondence. Our nation has 
formally declared its independence and recognises itself as a sovereign State. I t 
is only as the representatives of that State and as its chosen guardians that we have 
any authority or powers to act on behalf of our people. 

As regards the principle of " government by consent of the governed," in the 
very nature of things it must be the basis of any agreement that will achieve the 
purpose, we have at heart, that is, tbe final reconciliation of our nation with yours. 
We have suggested no interpretation of that principle save its every day inter 
pretation—the sense, for example, in which it was, understood by the plain men and 
women of the world when on the 5th January, 1918, you said :— 

" The settlement of the New Europe must be based on such grounds of 
reason and justice as will give some promise of stability. Therefore it is that 
we feel that government with the consent of the governed must be the basis of 
any territorial settlement in this war." 

These words are the true answer to the criticism of our position which your last 
letter puts forward. The principle was understood then to mean the right of nations 
that had been annexed to empires against their will to free themselves from the. 
grappling hook. That is the sense in which we understood it. In reality it is your 
Government, when it seeks to rend our ancient nation and to partition its territory, 
that would give to the principle an interpretation that " would undermine the fabric 
of every democratic State, and drive the civilised world back into tribalism." 

(Signed) EAMON DE V A L E R A . 



(Telegraphed.) 
"Sir, ' : September 15, 1921. 

I informed your emissaries who came to me here on Tuesday, the 13th, that the 
reiteration of your claim to negotiate with His Majesty's Government as the repre
sentafives of an independent and sovereign State would make conference between us 
impossible. They brought me a letter from you in which you specifically reaffirm 
that claim, stating that your nation "has formally declared its independence and 
recognises itself as a sovereign State," and " it is only," you added, " as the repre
sentatives of that State, and as its chosen guardians, that we have any authority or 
powers to act on behalf of our people." I asked them to warn you of the very serious 
effects of such a paragraph, and I offered to regard the letter as undelivered to me 
in order that you might have time to reconsider it. 

Despite this intimation, you have now published the letter in its original form. 
I must accordingly cancel the arrangements for conference next week at Inverness, 
and must consult my colleagues on the course of action which this new situation 
necessitates. I will communicate this to you as soon as possible, but, as I am for the 
moment laid up here, a few days' delay is inevitable. 

Meanwhile, I must make it absolutely clear that His Majesty's Government 
cannot reconsider the position which I have stated to you. If we accepted conference 
with your delegates on a formal statement of the claim which you have reaffirmed, 
it would constitute an official recognition by His Majesty's Government of the 
severance of Ireland from the Empire and of its existence as an independent Republic. 
I t would, moreover, entitle you to declare as of right acknowledged by us that in 
preference to association with the British Empire you would pursue a closer 
association by treaty with some foreign Power. There is only one answer possible 
to such a claim as that. 

The great concessions which His Majesty's Government have made to the 
feeling of your people in order to secure a lasting settlement deserve, in my opinion, 
some more generous response, but, so far, every advance has been made by us. 
On your part you have not come to meet us by a single step, but have merely 
reiterated in phrases of emphatic challenge the letter and spirit of your, original 
claim. 

I am, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) D. L L O Y D GEORGE. 

XXVII. 

Reply received from Mr. de Valera, September 16, 1921. 

(Telegraphed.) 
The Right Hon. D. Lloyd George. 
-Sir, " September 16, 1921. 

I received you telegram last night.. I am surprised that you do not see that if 
we on our side accepted the conference on the basis of your letter of the 
7th September without making our position equally clear, Ireland's representatives 
would enter the conference with their position misunderstood and the cause of 
Ireland's right irreparably prejudiced. Throughout the correspondence that has 
taken place you have defined your Governments position. We have defined ours. 
If the positions were not so definitely opposed there would indeed be no problem to 
discuss. I t should be obvious that in a case like this if there is to be any result the 
negotiators must meet without prejudice and untrammelled by any conditions 
whatsoever, except those imposed by the facts as they know them. 

(Signed) E A M O N DE V A L E R A . 



September 16, 1921. 

(Telegraphed.) 
Sir, Gairloch, September 17, 1921. 

I have received the communication which you telegraphed to me last night. 
It is idle to say that a conference in which we had already met your delegates 

as representatives of an independent and sovereign State would be a conference
"without prejudice." To receive them as such would constitute a formal and 
official recognition of Ireland's severance from the King's domains. It would 
indeed entitle you, if you thought fit, to make a treaty of amity with the King, but 
it would equally entitle you to make no treaty at all, to break off the conference 
with us at any period, and, by a right which we ourselves had already recognised, 
to negotiate the union of Ireland with a foreign Power. I t would also entitle you, 
if you insisted upon another appeal to force, to claim from, foreign. Powers, by our 
implicit admission, the rights of. lawful belligerents against the K ing ; if we dealt 
with you as a sovereign and independent State we should have no right to complain 
of other Powers for following our example. These would be the consequences of 
receiving your delegates as representatives of an independent State. We are 
prepared, in the words of my letter of the 7th, to discuss with you " H o  w the 
association of Ireland with the community of nations known as the British Empire 
can best be reconciled with Irish national aspirations." 

We cannot consent to any abandonment, however informal, of the principle of 
allegiance to the King, upon which the whole fabric of the Empire and every 
Constitution within it are based. It is fatal to that principle that your delegates in 
the conference should be there as the representatives of an independent and sovereign 
State. While you insist on claiming that, conference between us is impossible. 

I am, 
Yours faithfullv, 

(Signed) - D. L L O Y D GEORGE. 

XXIX. 

Reply received from Mr. de Valera, September 17, 1921 

(Telegraphed.) 

The Right Hon. D. Lloyd George. Mansion House, Dublin, 
Sir, - September 17, 1921. 

In reply to your last telegram just received, I have only to say that we have 
-already accepted your invitation in the exact words which you re-quote from your 
letter of the 7th instant. W  e have not asked you to abandon any principle, even 
informally, but surely you must understand that we can only recognise ourselves for 
what we are. I f this self-recognition be made a reason for the cancellation of the 
conference, we regret it, but it seems inconsistent. 

I have already had conferences with you, and in these conferences and in my 
written communications I have never ceased to recognise myself for what I was and. 
am. I f this involves recognition on your part, then you have already recognised us. 
Had it been our desire to add to the solid substance of Ireland's right the veneer of 
the technicalities of international usage which you now introduce we might have 
claimed "already the advantage of all these consequences which you fear would flow 
from the reception of our delegates now. Believe me, we have but one object at heart 
—the setting of the conference on such a basis of truth and reality as would make it 
possible to secure through it the result which the people of these two islands so 
ardently desire. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) E A M O N DE V A L E R A . 



 I 

(Telegraphed.) 
"Sir, . Gairloch, September 18, 1921. 

I have received.your telegram of last night, and observe that it does not modify 
the claim that your delegates should meet us as the representatives of a sovereign 
and independent State. 

You made no such condition in advance when you came to see me in July.
invited you then to meet me, in the words of my letter, as " the chosen leader of the 
great majority in Southern Ireland," and you accepted that invitation. From the 
very outset of our conversations I told you that we looked to Ireland to own allegiance 
to the Throne, and to make her future as a member of the British Commonwealth. 
That was the basis of our proposals, and we cannot alter it. The status which you 
now claim in advance for your delegates is in effect a repudiation of that basis. 

I am prepared to meet your delegates, as I met you in July, in the capacity of 
" chosen spokesmen " for your people to discuss the association of Ireland with the 
British Commonwealth. My colleagues and I cannot meet them as the representa
tives of a sovereign and independent State without disloyalty on our part to the 
Throne and the Empire. I must, therefore, repeat that, unless the second paragraph 
in your letter of the 12th is withdrawn, conference between us is impossible. 

' I am, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) D. L L O Y D GEORGE. 

X X X I . 

Reply received from Mr. de Valera, September 19, 1921. 

(Telegraphed.) 
The Right Hon. D. Lloyd George, 

Gairloch. Mansion House, Dublin, 
Sir, September 19, 1921. 

We have had no thought at any time of asking you to accept any conditions 
precedent to a conference. We would have thought it as unreasonable to expect you 
as a preliminary to recognise the, Irish Republic formally or informally as that you 
should expect us formally or informally to surrender our national position. I t is 
precisely because neither side accepts the position of the other that there is a dispute 
at all, and that a conference is necessary to search for and discuss such adjustments 
as might compose it. 

A treaty of accommodation and association properly concluded between the 
peoples of these two islands and between Ireland and the group of States in the 
British Commonwealth would, we believe, end the dispute for ever and enable the 
two nations to settle down in peace, each pursuing its own individual development 

. and contributing its own quota to civilisation, but working together in free and 
friendly co-operation in affairs of agreed common concern. To negotiate such a 
treaty the respective representatives of the two nations must meet. I f you seek to 
impose preliminary conditions which we must regard as involving a surrender of 
our whole position they cannot meet. 

Your last telegram makes it clear that misunderstandings are more likely to 
increase than to diminish, and the cause of peace more likely to be retarded than 
advanced by a continuance of the present correspondence.. We request you, 
therefore, to state whether your letter of the 7th September is intended to be a 
demand for a surrender on our part or an invitation to a conference free on both 
sides, and without prejudice should agreement not be reached. I f the latter we 
readily confirm our acceptance of the invitation, and our appointed delegates will 
meet your Government's representatives at any time in the immediate future that 
you designate. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) EAMON DE V A L E R A . 



(Telegraphed.) 
Sir, Gairloch, September 29, 1921. 

His Majesty's Governxnent have given close and earnest consideration to th& 
correspondence which has passed between us since their invitation to you to send 
delegates to a conference at Inverness. In spite of their sincere desire for'peace, 
and in spite of the more conciliatory tone of your last communication, they cannot 
enter a conference upon the basis of this correspondence. - Notwithstanding your 
personal assurance to the contrary, which they much appreciate, it might be argued 
in future that'the acceptance of a conference on this basis had involved them in a 
recognition which no British Government can accord. On this point they must 
guard themselves against any possible doubt. There is no purpose to be served by 
any further interchange of explanatory and arguxnentative communications upon 
this subject. The position taken up by His Majesty's Government is fundamental 
to the existence of the British Empire, and they cannot alter it. ,,My colleagues 
and I remain, however, keenly anxious to make, in co-operation with your delegates, 
another determined effort to explore every possibility of settlexnent by personal 
discussioxx. The proposals which we have already made have been taken by the 
whole world as proof that our endeavours for reconciliation and settlement are xxo 
empty form; and we feel that conference, not correspondence, is the most practical 
and hopeful way to an understanding such as we ardently desire to achieve. W e 
therefore send herewith a fresh invitation to a conference in London on the 11th 
October, where we can meet your delegates as spokesmen of the people whom you 
represent, with a view to ascertaining how the association of Ireland with the 
coxnmunity of nations known as the British Empire may best be reconciled with 
Irish national aspirations. 

I am, Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

(Signed) D. L L O Y D GEORGE. 

XXXIII. 

Reply received from Mr. de Valera, September 30, 1921. 

(Telegraphed.) 

Sir, Dublin, September 30, 1921. 
We have received your letter of invitation to a conference in London on the 

11th October, "w i th a view to ascertaining how the association of Ireland with
the community of nations known as the British Empire may best be reconciled 
with Irish national aspirations." 

Our respective positions have been stated and are understood, and we agree 
that conference, not correspondence, is the most practical and hopeful way to an 
understanding. W e accept the invitation and our delegates will meet you in 
London on the date mentioned " to explore every possibility of settlement by 
personal discussion." 

Faithfully yours, 
(Signed) EAMON DE V A L E R A . 

o 
/ 
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S U M M A R Y 

Though there are signs that the unemployed are becoming 
tired of their communist leaders and there have been fewer 
and leas well-attended demonstrations during the past week, 
the temper of the unemployed is becoming strained and the 
tendency of the violent minority towards lawlessness is 
increasing. 

There were disorderly scenes in Woolwich, Kentish Town, 
West London Police Court, Clerkenwell Police Court, 
Hevington and in Aberdeen, but in two cases only had the 

/ police to draw their truncheons. 
The Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union 

Congress and the Labour Party Executive are pressing for 
the assembling of Parliament to deal with unemployment. 

The National Administrative Council of Unemployed is 
making progress in organisation and is arranging large 
demonstrations for the "week of national agitation", 
beginning on October 10th. 

There is little purely communist activity, owing to 
the attention paid by the Party to the unemployed. 

October 2nd - October 9th is to be a "Red Youth" 
week of propaganda. 

A summary is given of an interesting secret report of 
titie Red Trade Union International Congress at Moaoow. 

There is much discontent among the miners, especially 
in/ 
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TBS UNEMPLOYED 
ffm w$—-'"""""" . - 

f According to the reports reoeived, there haB been a 
' slight -'&:dtfeWe ilin'%ĥ  numb ar ̂ ^e"i8p^8t^i^ni';'ahd' in the 

ujv b : j :lo(.nv,;fle;qp, £aOf̂ ocf.  , ia ' i ' . l3 'X rrcov,-eotfho"! oi -:h*jfie^Ji.ev 

^-ali^ienoe^s. -^The processions ;i!n elude, a large number of 
'3Snaia%tu*'d"'-ytftafetf4frpea?-etttly! oohcerne&uoaly with Hire possibility 

oJ 3-bfratfafc&g!^^1p*4n"'.^*t'otV'o It is significant'that the "Evening 
*(jojfffcovni en*. afrsQrtvbQQOitq $asxtbb:)'etf£^osJ". as -cm Jt'tc:r ;
.̂ s;Hev̂ !, '̂';'WKijoll*ia'dP stated--theft Westminister had sent a contingent 

lericMo ^oalalq ci/sai bdt BJEW sev-eH .oa oMooh ire-?; '.; 
ov-nty %h'e: ̂ efflb"nstra*fl̂ n3'bn!: -Tuesday;0 KSeelvodd a- prote st from 
''Y/es4smUiis%e^ a man had gone 

yf;ari^Aij*sblia eel 6*rfoa*%£ -'erftf-3:o ?:' 
;t(Tmoiirom*Wa%$ia!lB^ei^^eame.'!*be'3me!r$ljoy*d' in that Borough 

* n%^p6ng3Ly^ d^apj&orea^ o^Ooainttaist itaaties. It is estimated 
oifat aoh3i"sipo nadir ahrjsri mro,wo(j; cti t v  \ ;t  

s n L
a*fclita'b6ut"-75 ,X)0fcltel6'tolfftftfart i'0 ipat ad in demonstrations and 

%ha f b i r b w i n f e places, although the audiences in no 
" 0 7.0 led $£ t ld i f OQJuO 

ease exceeded 5.000: Aberdeen, Batley, Battersea (3); Bethnal 
woe hevjoXcrffisrsU To / 'ivrr 
Green (8); Birkenhead, Birmingham (8); Bolton, Brixton (3): 

tevo hrj.-3 ssoaxvoi".? -
Bury, Camberwall (3); Cardiff, Clapham Junction (2); 
Coventry ( 2 ) ; Derby, EarleBtown, Ecoles ( 2 ) ; Edmonton, Parnworth. 
Î ulham ( 2 ) ; Glasgow ( 2 ) ; Highbury, Hockley, Eoxton ( 4 ) ; 

Lambeth (3); Leeds (3): Leicester, Liverpool (9); 
Manchester ( 2 ) ; Merthyr, Newcastle, Portsmouth, Radcliffe, 
Salford, Shadwell Pish Market, Snepherd's Bush ( 3 ) ; Shoreditch, 
Stapney ( 2 ) ; Stourbridge, St. Bancras, Stratford ( 3 ) ; 

Tottenham f3); Tydfil, Walham Green, Westminster (8); Widnes, 
Wigan, Wishaw, Wolverhampton, Woolwich (3); Wrexham. 

The organisation of the unemployed is making rapid 
strides, although various committees are at present engaged 
chiefly in spade work: a typical example of the methods 
followed in London is the following circular letter, addressed 
to the Camberwell unemployed by F.H. Burnett, chairman of the 
Unemployed Committee: 

"The time for action has arrived. In spite o f 
all the efforts put forward on your behalf to bring 
the Guardians to a reasonable understanding, they 
definitely refuse to grant you anything like a fair 
scale of relief. Before the General Relief Committee 

on/ 
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wr/eed BBd eieritf ,hevioQoi at fTioqoi et$' o*'*g^J5toooA'  ' 

threatened to reduce ̂ OMi reliefto ,lQs. ̂ er, sveek, 
inj. spmoa o:as^anJJt sto^t^^i^e^ 
call upon you .to decida,,.wba,t, pol^cy,,you, ,shquid ̂adop̂ t. 
for or againsrt entering..Gordon .-BoaaJ-tofitl^p^^^mth 
information as to the correct procedure ;the jê ant, of 

.. you decidffeftg '^&MMm$f ^A^mm(^^'k^m^ 
you if you decide so.: Never was t h e ,is$ueplainer^ either 
we must, fighlfcwfy&sn o ^ j ^ l t f c ^ ^ J ^ i l ^ b ^ W W v  e 
faced death, are you prepared to f ace 1 if p,?.4 Either -life 
or non-existmw3& 
Social Meeting of the Branch to be held at. the Central 
Rail, on Tuesd^t&epto 
You are specially requested . to attend,',and'hafa' your 
vot ing pap er. marked mXmMm^ %9a'*o&itaMi^$$te*$&&a
you have your fate in your own hands., then comrades into 
the breach.; . Remembers.y^i&?M^d^^yM^iS^M^m^3 

issue. They have thrown down the gauntlet, will you 
pick it up. as men? , Then e.emra^x i^P 'M^ '$&B$&kB?t*&&v

serried ranks and smash t h e rotten thing before us." 
The National Administrative Council of Unemployed now 

; , ' . .  v i T i g ' ; ( s f fteoieO controls about one hundred committees in the provinces, and over 
thirty in the London area. P.E. ICealoy, of Manchester, has 

^ *" \ %%$mvoQsucceeded Crossley and T.L. Pennell has succeeded Dove as 
organisers respectively of the Northern and Eastern areas. The 
plans of the National Administrative Council, to which referenc 
was made in my last report, were formulated at a meeting held 
in the International Socialist Club on September 2nd and 3rd 
when the main resolution passed was: 

"That during a specified period, say one week, all 
committees ehell demonstrate, andif possible hold factory 
meetings, finishing up with a Mass Demonstration and 
deputation to the Local Authorities. The. National 
Administrative Council to meet responsible Government. 
officials simultaneously in order to.demand the terms 
of the national policy of the unemployed, i.e. work and 
full maintenance at Trade Union-rate,- of wages. . The 
immediate putting into operation of the Trading Agreement 
with Russia, and the recognition of the Soviet Government;! 
to also protest against the reduction of the dole, and 
against, any increase in rent." ... . , 

It was also resolved that the National Administrative 
Council should take over "Out of Work", which has hitherto 
been the organ of the London District Council; Holt, Banninĝ toij 
and Haye were elected ae the editorial committee and were 

given/ 



SiiiJiri&Wam^ ****** a ^ M a ^ O W ^ bo held 
immediately after the week of national agitation,,, 

hpAomi u committees 
':;;! th*Quih;^ f&orts from the 

seoretKries. The following oopy^f^fopoW^submitted by the 
Boa J ^ $  ̂ 'tia typical 

"The organisation of several of the oountry^distriots 
' V h a s . m e t ohoe  with good results.. The St. Faith1S and Forei 
-emoa ^^MhmEm.^m^hmm^m4 -workieas of Ring] land, 

,Taverham ,and.Wymondham. Coatessey and B&wburgh respectively 
w-j-W ai ^4h^^2m m m l & m m o  w a  s granted and work 

;* found for a number of men.; Qur demand for "Work or Full 
f?!WaMaaW*w$Km fmRented -tc every ---Rural Authority 

in Norfolk and/a conference of Rural Mstriot Councils 
on Unemprdyli^rt^Was' b'e;bn--held at" No-rwioh,;- but they only 

wrBucccaded-in passing a resolution to be sent to the 
B o r i * ; ^ ^ p ^ c . a o *  i m r a u t f ax  ; ; 

008*-.teoaA- .eXv.i^ Secret demonstration--of "women was- arranged whioh 
******^surprised the Guar,dians. and demanded boots for their 
''Ui?dfo o X ( j 0chlldren. ' A meeting subsequently- decided1 to detain the 

...,:v ....children from schppl .until the Vqots were, forthcoming. On 
the 16th September a mass demonstration took place' and a 

i-.,.;-;- deputation of/three - Comrades Pennell, Ley and Forster 
placed the national demand scale of relief before the loca l 
Guardians and also the question of providing boots for 
the children. The Guardians "said they were considering the 
question of increasing their present scale, to include 
single persons and had- set up;a committee with the Education 
Authority on the boot question. Subsequently a crowd of 
some-2,000, vh ich had surrounded the Guardians1 offioeB 
whilst, the deputation was putting forward i t s claims, met 

' on Norwich -Market Place and heard the resultt6f "the 
deliberations. 

, Lowostoft 
"On the 15th September some hundreds of Lowestoffs 

workless were addressed by Comrade S. Smith, their new 
chairman, who stated that the National Demand Scfcle of 
Relief would be presented in force to the Board: of 
Guardians, the following week. H.S. Adams, a Councillor, 
interrupted the proceedings but was allowed: to address the 
crowd and after, much heckling was ordered to clear off. 

Great Yarmouth 
"On the 10th September the Yarmouth unemployed formed 

a committee and were given the use of Thome Hall as 
headquarters/ 
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Guardians with the result that tfec^ssltWs ̂ eaces 
r v: i--r?tmdaB*9^($&yi\&$Qo aniwoXXbt e r i r -Vobit̂ rfô oaa''3 

'f o r aInternational Social 1st C l ^  ^  $ e t d ^ S g ^ ^ ^ - l ^o 0

; ; T h ^ 

!-

Be 

' . '  ; " ' -" - ' J . 21 a s cx i o r t e tHoo a ins jflolioll ni 
:. the London,district Council,.^  ,,7,? a & .  u

'in incident occurred in-*Br^xfon3%ri^ge^^m^L6th,r when 
a deputation interviewed the Guardians while a cr^v^^oj,, about 

- 3,000 was addressed by Panning, Holmes and Lyle. About 800 
of the demonstrators marched to the workhouse ana threatened 
to force their way in when told there, was more room: the 
situation was critical for about half an hour but the crowd 
finally took the advice of the speakers and dispersed. 

; On September 20th contingents of unemployed from the 
"West London District Right to Work Counoil", Fulham, Paddingt 
and Chelsea districts to the number of about 2.000 mar oh ed to 
Westminster, when a deputation of nine interviewed the 
Assistant Seoretary of the Poor Law Department of the Ministry 
of. Health and the Director of Labour Sxchanges at Montague Hou 
at the Ministry, of Health the deputation asked that the Isling 
scale of relief should.be put into operation throughout London 
and at the Ministry of Labour the abolition of all Labour 
Exchanges was suggested. The deputation consisted of R. Howe 

u

oj3 i.h.\l aniofj')) t o ^ o s x r sjrfd s e v W ^ e v / has. oo^rj&uKor" a .and/' 
\ jSire f, 4-fart n':T\r*es A ' 

or.. wha.t;,sraaller n u m b e r s o a n ^ ^ y ^ o  t ^ ^ W ^ W ^ . *mM*
 ;:'T/V^- so.!? ,-' s £JLO rants to iflfftpra a ̂ oS: hnffoifc. J A ^ throe boroughs rival leafes, a ^ / ^ ^ ^ h j ^ o r i t y , of. 
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and G. Barker, Hammersmithji Ĉ . Jteston and G. Green, 
Padding ton; A. Glynwood and P. Price, Kensington; R. Brown, 
Chelsea; S. Hanaci, lul8lo?Bi^d0S?^.e^kwtfdAfitojnaol 

;;: Sept ember -21st over 3Y0$t) uMlrapi^ye d\vf &ci£ TO^jenfcam^Hprnsey 
,and Wood Green B u r r oraraa^d^n^S6Wlfc&oto&taBe$ ê uft.frfc&j 

c;or,a 4 iietfoo-Xfto^oXcranjj 1o * r 
d l o l f' refused" to recoWe^a" d%p4a$fc$bssfcroifqes no 

^'^ikm^T%t^i%6^^^^. Qtemw&ai$8.& Raraded 
* Eentish:! Town "and hold araeetflag^-t %£a%^sStWot where, they were 

Joined by a rougtf Qiime$^'ldo*Mi?&k&$ s^c^ting ̂through the 
* aoxaaooo odor no .no.*ur.v o* fleets r . ^ B £ 

c ; a :  :  '  B t r e e t s : when they reached Ev0fsho3Jt Ŝ reet:,atithe,;C,orner of 
isatevrtl 0 * 8103*:.? -modsj i9 aal^n^ u 

x o -which there is a post offi^e,-a^cBrdon-of polieeevwas^put across 
V'the roadv- Two ccnstables^wlrl^aseaulted/- as-avresult.of which 

two men, named Bdwara. toatw^end^idwara-:ildridge, were charged 
on-T-no-aod^' ̂  ed^aitora^fi o* 
, a  t Clorkenwell Police Court yesterdayV ' Each was fined- £2 or 
a-ieota neqo od ciwod - 

dtf^eefat ended to one mdrith"rs''imprisonment in" the- ISecond Division for 
insulting'behaviour and to two months' in the Second Division for 

onob&rmi do t f l k vc iz ai :f ..... 
Assaulting the nolice, "the sentences to.run. concurrently. A 

, , ,aodqcc..:,raoij: akj d.H.1" t.? *i , - . - ; v . .., v ...... 

large crowd demonstrated noisily outside the Police .Court. 

Jr.,;;"; \, On September'2i'sV''j.Lyi;e; Chairman; and-rjv Holmes, Vice
,Chairman of the" Batter sea' Unemployed -Committee wore each ordered 
to find a surety in £25c and to find one of like amount themselves, 
to be of good Dehaviour^fdrig^mdStKsi- theyr were -given. 7 days to 
find the money, but sentehoe'd in default to -21; days',,.imprisonment. 
A large crowd of un"empi'dy'ed ,the course 
of which fivo men were arrested.: -* Zs-aoUlsix 

The Fulham unemployed have adopted'a new, method' of showing 
their disapproval of one of' the'Guardians':-oh September 18th 
about 60 men, women and"children- attended, the evening service at 
St. Augustine's Church," which' th%y"ieft! soon after the commence
ment of tbe service as a protest against the preacher, the'Rev. 
G.B.S. Probert, who'"is "cKaî ndfâ cff '-t:he'jloeal Board of Guardians. 

Several of the London leaders â ipear; to -favour disorderly 
action/ 

s
rdisturbanc a.,., in;a-fc*aii!$ad ; ;'



0 ,,aoe*0 .a baa o o J a a w . . £ j A f j t m a t e B B i a i l ^ r  h 
wiB .H jjw^Blantoa ,eoi*S ftoowotCO ,A 

On S a p t a t ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ 

n d o l o t h fa*m^^***w* ^ m ^ m ^ ^ f i ^ ^ *  

-" J pr ooaS atgfe s& 4&aut X pdO accompanied J. JVaughan, th 
p  ra-  *wiraTsra od*; 3-aomoXo d^o*£ & ^ honlotBolshevik Mayors! B ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ t  o occasion 

oeicfa 
his departure *t\to&fv$fflg ^Labour ^yors^t^lnverm 

to; interview- the,  - n * i ^ P & l $  e f i x t f i fefreooe owT .£301 
01 My Newcastle corrompn&ent jreportis that tne£lewcastle 

G&teshoad unemployed propose, to Remonstrate at Ryton-on-Tyne 
if the Prime Minister visits that town to open aged, miners' 

. y:^-noc: -sno atf £ooiro^oa 
!on October 8 th... '. - i: :v;

-Speakers at. unemployed meetings in Shoroditcb have done 
their utmost to bring about a no-rent strike a8 frqm.'Sopteml 
12 th, but there is, as yet, no evidence of their success. 

On September 19th, tho cases arising from the disturbs: 
in the Art Gallery, came up for hearing at the Liverpool ?o 
Court: on the recommendation, of the prosecuting counsel the 
-majority were bound pver:to keen the peace for 6 months in 
sum of £5; the nine leEd^erswill probably be committed for 
An cdditional charge of inciting to steal has been made agcB 

-the Rev. J. Vint Laughland. 
': Oh September 19th about 3,000 people attended a meetii 
held under the auspices of the Liverpool Trades Council cnl 

Labour Party in the Stadium. when the following resolution 
was passed: 

"This...meeting, ,pf;..citizens registers its "emphatio 
^adherence to the policy of work or maintenance. It 

furt 
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t  b I e d a o o t f e T f l r ftoo8^^2&£??$^  a  BgaJStfeam sx/oisrawK 

gf ̂ Bfjnottfl -cecdA -KCOBV Vcoai ni" $df* ; a*&JlBJB*roC- WfeoT. 
rJ'" further calls for an impartial public inquiry 

"^^Xos orit sn iJ jKBaof i EacJttxr loaefc b o s s cj&v -/eXqoeq: cause o.;r 
into the events.that occurred on, September 11th, when înrip ^oltcz.:-r.':a zcll^Gozcpzo'-ic 3%o'XX̂ b'firjoO etff ::. 

M- - ' ' 'WMnrfL4jp&.ml%i.sane were, in our opinion,
eliocurqO d$wascH nctoott istLto' e&t 'ao aelfi*idtBjn 

A " A! j -uhmerolfully: batoned by the. police without the 
*xiorrt .1c plqm&z?cd$- woXXcS o*' eoSsjfoxrXox J&e£iov:r 

slightest provocation." 
vena swwBfrB J5xsb ceouSD lacdtfoa ilstiodiJ1 -;co^-.ceXXt- -

It is;worthy of note that the Rev." J. Vint Laughland 
dfrx,*evewcri ,vor:qo^8 lo os-eo erft "iti " jeadlihibexc v..; 
toi rf 'gh^vgx-Police Sergeant Tissyman were among the speakers. 

^gniflao holmes v&t xol £elvoX nootf e vM 
ateyrn o.r -j^-leads correspondent reports that on September 15th 

nl^eshcoge-x aol^Ttfenctne-D JTSOB^X OIJT'' .:,;;;.. 
a conference of representatives of 43 of the municipal 

erfw ,aote£sff. fcs oosfg 2ioo* stoew ed? ' 
- U / J'' author it les in the West Riding was held at Ruddersf ield: 

noieaooo eitit ixo jtWSX 
^^""f^eVeral^Members of Parliament were present and a resolution 
0d$ t£oca !liw eW" eoaeU - . ,. 

ait*'!was passed calling upon the Government to promote export trade 
 with,Germany and other European countries and expressing the t

at;,? ̂  opinion that stable employment can be found only, if the world's 
" "markets are freed from all restrictions. 

On September 19th two demonstrations of about 3,000 
unemployed were held in Aberdeen, one of the leaders being 
George Wright, who has frequently been convicted of house- 
breaking and theft. Towards the end of the evening meeting 
the younger members of. the crowd clamoured to be led to the 
residences of the Lord Provost and Dean of Guild and about 
1,000 marched to the latter's house: a number of police 
were moved to the spot in taxis and a cordon was drawn up 
about 50 yards from the house. Stones were thrown and the 
police were forced to make a baton charge, whereupon the 
crowd broke and fled. Very little danage was done. 

POPLAR/ 



Jtfuraerous meetings have been held in suppert. o f .the 
Poplar Councillors, hut;in most; cases those are attended h 

\%lupitl olXotrq laiitijqrnl "as t o t " a £ W \ 6 ^ ' v f t 

thoraama people-, who pass resolutions demanding, tho releas 
Li tedmotfqoa no Sorxwooo Jucti" o'.*,*ieva ' *il$0iteni 

of the Councillors or expras^ins a&miratipn. of. tholr aotioli 
vnoiniro tiro xti ;eie.v anasilfto ibv,oX;cKae'(W;''*'; 

So far, majorities on the other London..Borough Councils 
''"; iirod&Iw soltol QiUt v,d hondefced 'ixXMdiomwj:'' 

show decided reluctance to follow tho example of their 
H'.woJttfabovb*£q $ao^gixii 

Poplar colleagues, though Bethnal Green .and Stepney may 
0 0 rr:r.t-y .1 .roJI eritf .ta.i* e,toa"lb' ^ t b  ̂ W f i '  

prove the exceptions; in the oase;of Stenney; however, th \ 
"' "'ri " ^ m o at aw naanysai? *naostb8 eb^Xol-xS &rt.a 

rate appears to have boon levied for the period ending 
;n ;?h:.:s a H o q o x .tae'£riocraoT$ob ahabil t$:'"' 

March 31st, 1922. The largest demonstration reported in 
- to aevitfatfuaaetsot to' abna^tifdo athis connection during the week took place at Brlxton, whet 

- - : .atbm rfaaW oriit at aol^itoH^na 
3,000 assembled on September 18th: on this occasion 

"-JiXt 3I to btoajtsfoH'' XBto'vVa Lanaburyls voice assured the audience "Y/e will kpop the 
fight going in here and you carry on outside.."" 'J, The 
"Daily Herald" is running a fund for the ^"Coimclliors1 

Kiddies" and claims to have received to datG , "2486 (, T Omost o 
which has boon given by Trade Union branches. 

The National Union of Police' and Prison Officers, whi 
is evincing considerable and probably solfish interest in 
the Poplar Councillors, is holding frequent meetings outsij 
Brixton Prison: on September 19th i.ansburyrs voioe was agi 

heard, thanking the demonstrators, who had cheered and suJ 
t h e "Bed Flag", for their sympathy.' 

Nightly meetings are being held outside' Eolloway 
Prison, but the audiences have not exceeded 100. 

The Poplar Tenants' Defence- League claims that the 
organisation is complete,, but that the no-rent strike will 
not commence until the order is given by the imprisoned 
Councillors: in spits of extensive propaganda-, the leader 
deplore the "apathy" in certain areas. The Stepney 
Councillors are also considering the feasibility of a Iocs 

no-rent strike. \, 
The/1 
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ft AaAaaitta 003,X too to ,xovawon* ,rfjuf ledmocrqoS 
M j i l .  : ''':

.r!^!.5..:j.ij!,.;.^t
, Ooramuniqt activity remains centred in the unemployed, 

;: :, !
tatopHoo

i g &
 if'.!jc\zc,Q':bM

 
em; doldvi -ti$tB'Gxloa&\ ax. ^tltom 

 a o i ^ o ^ a aeed pad on $mi j&ofrsfra w  W . ' j X &'£.t loaisiast 
"although the Exeputlve is making comprehensive plans for 

, . fOOTf oflipa tpj exirte^ox B^Xtfeom j jb- ;o..V::"^" 
PLarlianiohtary and municipal elections, The present 

fte.f

 r. ; , ? . ; ; ; j f ^ a B a j w f l *eeffl0O3d &oelif .5afl" so oxaljtfc orfST 
intent tpinisAo oppose Labour candidates wherever possible, 

ba$$%h^Ha?Z$?,. ̂ otlffooY d-ioqo-a Q O i f o u s t d odd- no ' 
'"...' 'deapite the fact that the Party'a chances oh a purely 

I , m a3 loraui orfJ al ;-wox.maxf8flJtfflteiS to â odcrpaf v, 

s 

' ''Jcb^uiaiaiic;-piatform are negligible, 
t  ... e x w flJdf .roc.v;o1hr08 no MwL $Lttom a te t

J"''1 ,', There is information v/hich has not yet been verified 
, ^ moxiTooIIoo oav/ oanaxBira tlodt %d dor,-, 

that tho Party intends to flood tho country with seditious 
"leaflets urging the unemployed to drastic action: my 

j^x,tppm f â fixrmmoo eftJ % a:lo-sd oBw no r . 

' Coventry correspondent reports that elaborate preparations 
? YZ .V i'* are boLng made for the dispatch and distribution of these 

leaflets within a period of twenty-four hours and it is 
0X9 probable that they will be issued during tho "weok of 

^aat^pnal agitation." 
.̂ , Thefollowing circular, drawn up by Cant for the 
.London District,Council of the Communist Party, indicates 
the attention which is devoted by the Party to a l l 

opportunities of exploiting unrest:' 
, "As you are doubtless aware the Poplar 

Borough Council have refused to levy the rates from 
outside bodies and have been ,sent to prison. Their 
defiance of the Central Authority creates a 
situation of which advantage must be taken by the 
Communist Party, and the Divisional Executive 
have decided that speakers must be concentrated upon 
-the Borough of Poplar -in order;that the position 
may be fully exploited, 

"At the same time a parallel agitation has 
arisen amongst the unemployed of Shoreditch and 
the neighbouring districts towards a rent strike on 
the part of the unemployed. It is easy to see 
that a wholesale refusal to levy rates for the Central 
governing authority, and at the same time'a refusal 
on.the part of the unemployed to pay rent, may 
very easily have far-reaching results," 
Comparatively few purely communist meetings have 

been reported during the week, owing to the activity of 
speakers on the platforms of the unemployed: on 

September/ 



September 18th, however, about1 1,500 at tended "â oommflnlat i 
meeting in Manchester, which "was^addrddsed^y^Richai^s^ ani 

.**aa edf at h&;t$txc.o mlmop, :$xt1*f^fottt0tea& Jenkins; the latter stated that he had been addressing 
- J i" 5 l erxeneiio^OTtop anl^aa ̂ x, evjfatoeaK eid* (&&6'd£ft£ft unemp.:.oysa meetings in Yorkshire for some time. 

v'A ,I,.0 f l 2" ' , tsaoii-oolo iBgiioirtsffli:;tef' rtMmm&tmThefailure of "Red Week" becomes increasingly 
apparent, as the branches report results: Coventry gained 
two new mombors and Birmingham four; in tho latter City, 
speakors at a meeting held on September 16th were 

; :;'cn md rtotdvt mitimxotaH&i--Q'%6&T^i?iyd\?severely heckled by their audience who oalled them 
..'- - .. . : - soon ot.a&uoiui %H&fM&miw" 
"Bolshies and Russians". 

The ex-Service men who broke up the communist meeting 
at Chepstow on September 11th have formed themselves into 

:,' ' . * x g l - efim aai&rf ,a branch of the British Legion and have resolved not to 
allow any communist meetings in ..their "immodiate "" 
neighbourhood, * , 

A.J. Cook has severed his connections with^f^e" 
Communist Party because he believes that the miners are 
more competent to carry out their business than anyone 
outside the industry. He has been severely criticised 
by Communist Exeeutivo members for the action he took 
during the latter part of the recent.coal struggle, which, 
it was alleged, was calculated to help the capitalists. 
Ho states that he could not remain a member of the Party, 
as he believes its tactics are destructive and disruptive 
and he is not prepared to take instructions from "any 
small clique". 

i Robert Stewart, the communist candidate in the 
recent bye-election at Caerphilly,. was disfranchised in 
Dundee Registration Court on -September 14th, because he was 
a conscientious objector during the war, ^ 

- William Brains.who..has for seme tine, organised the 
Communist movement in Birmingham and has been'a salaried 
official of the Red Trade Union International, has 

announced/ 



-umaa tfMArt  *fl& !38.*'SW t t e l f t t e r b o d y / W ,

,oao tmtt^sMStoOan.  d F W f o M S ^ fi.**2R^f £ " t e a 

candidate in tile xorthcoiaing Glasgow munloipal elections 

M o d  H $ m s & &Wg2m%?$$x'g?l&BZta2 l e V l u t i o n a r y 
i " W U a  ̂ S F  & a - i m  & ^ T r f ^ a S  0 " f o i a c t i o n " n i i o  h h a s 

K :' V ' ^ 4 W t e 4 f i W W  ?  c 1 ? v  W % T h r " f  V  t h o e x p l o i t e r , 0 9 0
0 M C" rtMilWWti' c % l W i f f i  t  o  / ?  a V ^ l e a d e r s ' a

W v i e w w i t h M o k Beeeh 
, H fcjflB&bSMW tifftn^ffilTrwhich: s e e c h t a t . d t h a tS

, the communists, are fully aware :that no revolution could be 
^^aSiogJuf c o t t n t * ? untiiVihp rebels gained control

v"'v *i' ""'" "" "w ' ooo"DOS vw/PKi^ 

of the. lavy^Jf^s matter, however^is receiving their w

speoialMatten.tion at this moment;-,? land they are quite 
jtsatisfi^d w m , % progress,;niade.,.-..-,;3eech intimated that he 
w

;wwaa speedal̂ y'('i'n'formecl upon,.-,thia; -ppint. He inferred-that 
, ̂ propaganda $$"favour of Coiimiiindsffl.;;wa!,s being - introduced into 
the Navy through the Stoker branch of that service, or it 
may be that the ships of.the Navy- were to be rendered 
impovton^s^iimtaitanedusly' by' some action taken by certain 
stokers "on' each ship (such as placing a bomb in the 
machinery), Tho revolutionaries apparently do hot consider 

w

1the,Navy ^-serious difficulty-."'-"  ' ' '" 
- /1ot, , A"GgSmah" and ship'snfireman0by becupation, Beech 

attaches great importance to the spreading of'propaganda 
' " "-afibnl-s^larihg ,men. He is very' disappointed by the manner 

in which the seamen ,have responded, so far. He said that 
- ''4 "duringrebent;'minersstrike;; ' urged the^JSxecut ive to 

f ĉalrr̂  ̂ n^ihiensive propaganda in tkb Vea-ncrt, towns where 
: - miners:'-''JjjCfacials should;' address meetings, in '.ordei - to 

bring/ 
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,r./o"  I ^ V e T V ^ J S ^ i S t o n e 

certain aa they eouia oSjfcj^the l  ? o J ^ J l g g l I l S f the 

:  I ;seamon because "you can't ea.t oo^l"i,r  ^ *, ' 

Arthur McLteims has received' a ;^&rtj^om *Antpn 

that they ^ ^ ^ ^ j e a  ̂ ^ o ^ ^ a j ^ p  ̂ n B 
cellectea la ^j^^^j^^^Sk^^ It 
is intended meaiolaet 
and to mate the greatesVjoa^Mi j ^ j ^  f for 
propaganda purposes. ^ . ''* , l\V 

Norway ^ P P ^ O O ^ J . ,.1." fifrd
 0 f i : rHolland 380*000^*  * 0 " 

Denmark 220:Q0Q,^"r^sarm1'' 
I ; ' 0 0 -Belgium liojodo  ^ a " 3 " 

Spain 60,000 j,,.̂ " 
Czeoho-Slovakia 100; 000 -'"'-J 1 3 w S" 
Italy 200,000,,.,.., " 

8 f t W "Switzerland 1,000,000  ; "
Prance 3,000,000 ," " 

JEngland 300,odti  ": ---;.-'*'.. 

THE YOUNG COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL :.j B̂rl&- -co" -
Following the "Famine ?toek̂  and tho^od; Week" the 

Communists propose to have a "Red Youth Week" from 
October 2nd - 9th. ..:iy . 

On August 28th the Executive Committee of the, Young 
Communist International issued the following;;manifesto from 

sr

t 

:Mosoow:- . - ,- . v;oc.c../ 
"1 ATTENTION I TO BE PUBLISHED IMMEDIATELY BY;,THE 

PRESS OF PARTY AND YOUTH. 
"The Communist International has named the week 

from'2nd to 9th October a Propaganda Week.. During thii 
week, then, it is the duty of every section affiliated 
with the Communist international to mobilise Its enti*6 

forces for the carrying on of an intensive propaganda 
which is to win new adherents for the entire Communist 
Movement. It need hardly be pointed out that the Young 

Communist/ 



^MMp&B&i totwrjift^fWS^d i$e ^oUmBmip. do 
thoir utmost to render the Propaganda Week as broad 
,an,d 9Xton.Bi.yo as possible. Saiiwwio? 

. , "Accordingly, we call upon all organisations 
to obmssenbe im&y&pMt^WtoJ^bM^ifo? &h.9 
mob 11isatlon offia1 H";frKalytorw.' joTlfcir^ ok. Eve ry 
Young Workers1 Group and every Children's Group 
"Special task every single one of them; they must also 
K%91tS^:JW$^&^tee8ol^ho^Jhfjlf?^ale!and- -central 
Committees' for Propaganda formed by the Parties. 

^S^:^3^hoSpm^^i^fr, not. be en formed, 
'th'e "youth must insist upon them being created 
limmedi^&K) o$&. &XtegB&faW6i*k$*e$  ̂  e same work 
:i's werformod twice or that some special work Is 

*&W*Slm*a&M-ik%- iloWffl^?, J 0- d  i stribute 
"the forces available iri conjunction with the Party. 
:$$&&Q$&i$&&\ $fee a^ei^^ choi$.;d,,be made to. utilise the membershin"of' our sections and of the Children's 
latter for work amongst "the Young Hovement and the 
GMHTSB&R &mmm .mi mama% f v.o 

ifjo. o.*̂ %5w'o*J3.jâ r̂etl.on of tho; previously mentioned 
branches, of "the' Movement" should find expression 
iiferauj^el^end fraternal, halpv And th,is is the fc4m: 
To recruit^ new followers fOr the phalsnx.of the 
jgnjt-î e-f OofflmonTst ^torgmenj *'"''..' , We" 1 eave it to our 
sections to give out slogan adopted to the situatiop 
In.the.individual countries. 

 "Get ready'.
Bouse tho indifferent!

, Commence; . rep a rations at one el :

 Mobilise every single member! 
Recruit; , new members! - . .,. 

"For the Communist International! 
"For the Young Communist International! 
^For the Phalanx of the Proletariat!" 

Propaganda in this country appears to bo in the hands 
of T, 3ell (organising secretary);. A.J. IJott ("for the 
Young Communist International");. and P.E. Lower ("for the 
Communist Youth Movement"): these men are urging all 
branches of the Communist Party, to arrange daily meetings 
during "Red Youth V/eek" culminating with a mass demonstra
tion on Sunday, October 9th; they are making arrangements 
for a Meeting in Trafalgar Square on-that date and are 
preparing special literature. .-.; 

The Young Workers' League, whioh is theSnglish branch 
of the Young Communist International, issues a monthly 

papor/ 
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pa^er entitled "The young Worker" whic:; is published by 
r f e ^ of the 
Communist Party., -eldXaaOft as, pvlatto^asa; fcoo 
jaioagto XIs noqw Xiao ew , ^£33!£soaok" 

THUJ 33-1) ^ ^ " g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ f e g p x ; -oogoctaoovofr 
s/aejxMXdO ipteya fcca- jpxro-sQ. ^a&kioW m̂rot" V ^ - t e ^ meeting 
. IT jraê y to e&o oXsqxsi. ̂ xova aCaitf Xsieoioa 
of thefRed^TfM^1pFiaiP^&mnmm. M - e W s ea the faot tha1 a 
the l e a d e W ^ f ^ ^ et the b 

------- - rifiTeti wertf nocfir j-aiacx dairm̂ ddXrot "tfltt̂  *s 

results. s^-far^ma^neWt^ln^he Congre-ceB lifts elf there was 
-oo era emoa Esfltf TO eoiwtf beano tie c?-ai 

. great d"iveTaiWpf* op^iW%M3^e*^%$it$** were unable to b 
- -o-y ofiwfcnoo ul GXenXXXiV^ epoTof-adtf 
decide on4jarf-'aM?&W tei^J fPnes%M4.Wtolling that trade 

.;. srroxffoea -sjyo to oxdsTecfcom odd 
unions should'-be''dVsiroy^d!T4nt^aHo^erSWat'Huey should be 
- - . cad Jfagapoa -aliow tox- toWal 

won over for communism. &imW :&nm^a$Bided that in 

"regard to'England the'bes't'-;^ll%awa!s^'"to encourage amalgam fa 

. tiPn to an even-greater extent -*&aî fifow^aii-& by this means 
to increase Communist influence and pressure on the ,Committ i\ 
and older members. Thus by uniting labourers and skilled 
workmen of the - same - industrial category End introducing 
specially qualified workers it should be possible for the 
extremists to impress their will on the moderates." 

In regard to organisation the Congress decided that it 
was only possible to increase the "Section for liaison with 
abroad", to which 17 more members were allotted: it was ale 
agreed that the- agents of the Third International proceedin 
abroad should'execute commissions for the'Red-Trade Union 
International: v) ithout expense to the latter. The Congress 
resolved not to publish any new literature, with the exoent 
of the "Hews sheet of the International Trades Unions" and! 
few bulletins; ' i-'---' '.-:*-T ' *-' p $ -,

Agentsf in"Great Britain"have been given the :f oil owing 
instructions: 1 

1 
j r;^;:-- gjo enoourage -the'organisation and union of existi -j 

Trade Unions on a wide basis, so that one single I I 
union will';em'brace all-branches of a given industj I 



fit lfl *? 

2. To attraot into the unions unimportant workers, such 
to Mtw%. ̂ M ^ f e  ̂ M * 

more ir.fi.v;tial men ilf the"'mSk -why ê -Kme- labourers 
will graftal-IE influence Jiha; skilled ̂ workers and 

Lai is la. iranKtw oit .ffaaiiit HBZ;?:: i. 

Communist ideas and literature. 
4.

' B n v i ;.;;:;,.p/;;;:: :̂;Pf the iYelJcw' unions,'by proving that'/.they ere

usually working in co-operation with the bourgeoisie. 
with making general accusations, but are to -create 

 To take every possible steo to compromise the leaders 
" 

ad ^Ot*:Tod^(f^??ed^^t^^^a'c'W^et.e,.influence over the 
working men's pi  e s s . " U J J 

tmzw£(.teQOff'-$%Btiw';, sola? rfctoos a? 
Experienced workers were detailed to form a "germ cell" 

-sa$3s*o*8.ea*- iW*Ji^a* IXi*v stf̂ f.r,v . .. , . 
among the printers, in order that they can be won over without 

S u f f i ^ %$-'! 80 * Shield OnoXX.-.! r.-V . . , : Y 

breaking from the moderate elements,' The Council of the Ped Trade 
*$fei$8&*?aoo- -\jati* ? ,- , . . , . 

Union International seems doubtful "as"'to the success, which can be 
achieved in Great Britain, owing mainly to lack of funds. It was 

Qgl&VfykB OV^r: . oo.: -; - . . . . , ... ,  , . - ,.5

thought that 'if one or two of the large trade unions could be 
CtftXi$q(£p&'-::- j"-.r,..: - -. - , --, ........ 

attached greater results might be obtained. 
The cniesti oh of funds appeared to be one of the'-most difficuli 

with which the Congress had to deal; according to a statement made 
'by Zinovieff on August 4th, the Third International can only spare 
£10,000 for the work'of the Red Trade Union International. 

The depression of the International- Council in regard-'to thex 

movement in England is well founded", since'"the' British -organisers 
Jlave very little hope that" the'movement--'willr survive in "this 
country without funds. ICime has stated that'"the finance -of the 
Workers' Committees has now come to ah"end';.This' of f ice (:Ue. 
Headquarters at Manchester) will be closed on the 25th of this 
month ... We are going to get a place at Sheffield, if possible, 
but how we are going to run it without finance from the local 
committees is a problem which I cannot solve." '-'"' -l ' ' -

In a letter to E. lismer, Peet bemoans the cost of" his recent 
- appeal/ 
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(1.o. Arthur.Tfeaoth):,itftiMMjiTO 'reri.it?tafloe "u'e boon^cs 
- e w f c m n i 6ria aaoii

:

 ^ X o w i ^ t ^ ^ 

'o X d f *0THIS COAL MINZBS ' "'*rf-75? " S t ^ ^  '  a o ? W O e*a* oT .* 
' j j' 7\ - £ j ^ o ^ e a l ^i^/^x^arf J ^ ,' 

There are r e p  ̂ t  $ f ^ duo 
largely to fears :£hatH^it$&%%g$ 8  *hU' 4  ̂ m 0 & M $ 

termination of 'ttia:te.wpwS^f,B&il^B%B&4^^m^k^or..J30*b. BQr 
correspondent.states that in/South Vales, whara unemployment is 

i v ;- x - o t o w . .D̂ e;Iiow JboDttpiib-^f:' 
serious eoonp, tho miners and the cuts will he heavy, there are 

' - ni ,aio^pl^ oiit "$ftoma . 
signs that trouble is brewing. . The men allege' breaches; of the 
National Agreement end are smarting under what they consider to 
be "victimisation": they complain that, in complying with the 

*" ' "on".' r.J: Bavptdda 
employers1 demand for increased production,they havo added to 

- -------- ------ : . r- ,-;....v \trtsfctfori£ 
the stocks of unsaleable coal, thereby retarding the absorption 
of about 50,000 local miners. My correspondent forecasts that 
the exhaustion of the Government subsidy will be followed by 
active discontent. \ 

The South Wales Miners1 Federation has decided to revert, 
for the time being, to the monthly contribution of 2s. -oor membe] 
with sn adjustment of benefits, conditions end practises to tho 
standard existing prior to August 1920: it will be remembered, 
that on that, data contributions woro doubled. 

In Durham end Northumberland the mining outlook is not 
considered to bo favourable: very few collieries are working moj 
than three or four days a week and miners end their wives state 
that wages should not, bo further reduced until the cost of livi 
comes down. Llo&t of -the men realise, however, that their power] 
of resistance Is crippled by their, financial position..v

\ - - SYLVIA/ 
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SYLVIA PANKHURST 
daxflttECtoO add avion ad Iw*s to Xlrtfc aaw ,.fô a aiid a t 

add Jgft £ f e ^ f t i 5 f t i B f o t f t P t y * H ^ 
rtj;iEj;;oiraIdajo atom Saoc ?mi raod *oquq £exaumaO teeaoxq 

" HitffflB%lMxMtoU*WB tiMmmm *M*tem& £proceeding 
a m orawrofla ax roof le^aq a jŷ tttiieo odf ai' saqaq 
from which that her 

of tho 

Sylv"P&khtfca^ odd oi; adaiw aad-̂ intiaoa ai£.t d,ujSf,t' 

"Freedom of Discussion" 
*yix;t*aa odd to fciew doSTPTTEST "ITW "tffll&qim ffl, " 

-^ax loq a qoXoyefiBut dl iil fixrde boo a aioea - n ^ - 1 

jgfii*ga&4 % a^t^ ^ B^e^l^^a^^lga^ut-^-to br&nche8 of the 
^ ,jdxrtf' joaf -^fc^t/^o^eiiil^d * 1 W  ̂ ^ b W * f  :  a n  d the 1 Worker' 

at ion 
beyance. 

Many branches took this 1&%&&P%t&&'$fiS' fDreadri6ught' must 

,8&??.08.a^jg&fj&hbWias'- an uhsubsldised'pape'r ifes intensified, in fLse 
$f f S j p t&J. ' Communist'" hetvily sub sidlsedl&rgely adyert ised' 

* end"sold'at 4d. a quir^''en%&p$i£;njj$^&*'n%&and branches . 
"3oon after my release from half a year1 a imprisonment 

6 8 £I' met a sub-committee of the Communist Party Sxeoutive, which 
;V, \ cpnaistedof Comrades W. Paul, F. Poet, F. Willis\ and JS,
' * . /Claric; ' This eub-eommittea put it to me that 'as a. disciplined 

member ofsthe Party1 I should hand the "Workers' Dreadnoutftot' 
oyer to the Executive, to atop it, or continue it, and, 
should it continue the paper/-to put it: to any use or policy' 
it chose, and.to plj.co.it under the editorship of any person, 

^whom it might select; I was.'not to be consulted, or even 
Informed, till, the' decision should be made. Thus; with a ; 
aplce of brutality) the disciplinarians sat forth; their 
terms to one who had for eight years maintained a pioneer 
paper with 6ons t tii V struggla and in face of much persecution. 
"I replied t.at I could not agree to such a'pr6p6ai't'ion, but 
would consider carefully, and in a comradely spirit, any 
nropoaal that the Party might make to me regarding the paper.. 

""Later on I suggested meeting the Party Executive, as 
readsra up end down the oountry were writing to me telling 
me that certain organisers and members of the Party had 
renewed their Campaign against the Workers' Dreadnought1. 
The Party Executive ignored my suggestion that we should 
meet, but wrote demanding that I should surrender the 
dreadnought' to it within the space of two. weeks.. To this 
demand I did not reply, and the two weeks, saying expired I 
received a summons to meet the Executive. 

"Eventually I did so on Saturday, September 10th. It 
was a strange scene. Dressed in a little brief authority 
this Executive, which meeting only fortnightly,- is 
necessarily controlled by the paid officials who are always 

on/ 
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 so; but 

on the spot, was full of zoal to serve the Communist 
pioneer Communist paper that has been more continuously 
any paper in tho country? a paper that is known to the 

. i SSlftb^l v1*$&tH^*ttjjB (W& j fDrea^npught 
might do, but tho harm it might do,'said Comrade MoM/nus, 
his red silk handkerchief showing ao smartly frpm^hla pooke 

n ,What the oommit tee wants la-thety*$$^k-My*lm.vi--r 
"Dreadnought1, "said another oomraao. rrmnf?'-

WaoIpliaB I K f m r f f t c h word of the meeting. 
a si ::d.j.fitS iayiO- %.o ifsxtwOTtaO":o,f?" 
-wOoinrad*JlqllWSfta Jwadftfa at^^ft - i l l a^^^oMaWiat 

the l&iPfrijiftj&jRMtti^^ of 
the "Communist", and \vbe.n, ll^dfbe4^^on^lt^tcShal1 
begin to get some good stuff in it and develop a policy1

One member of the, :Pfm^\fi^ ^^--t^Q&P^^ SV^ attacking 
B 

the "Communist1 ln: *Vb9^i&$%wmk* bJte'$*Jffh4p%-$pW* 
. in any oase, it would h a m b o w  d ^ ^ i b  ̂ J t ^ A i s  ̂ ^ w t h l B g 
leas complimentary abPnt,m%-i9^m0^L^$cfrps'0*& 
remark, of-Comrade MoM nue. alrii aJoô  certafmrf 

"The oomrades . intendedtb^enfmQfai^P^pl^S?i ]  a 

moat stultifying aspect, 'Ooinya^e':l4al^uJ^J^a ̂ ajrman, 
informed mo that they would notpermiti j^4y*memb^jOf the 
Party to write or publish a book or -a...p^^o^r^i^iout 
the sanotion of the Executive, Ti:oee; wbp^iiD^c^Efer froa' 
the Exeoutive on any point of prlnolple,. V9%£$?a££atactics,
or even those whose method of dealing with;a^r^eq*.theory 
is not approved or appreciated iby ̂ & f r ^ a ^ u ^ y ^ , - i g j ^ 
therefore to be gagged 

"Comrade McMtaiue stated that it is he who decides 
whet work shall be allocated to the members of the Party, 
and indicated that had 1 been a disciplined member of the 

-Party he-would have sent me to work.in the Oaerphilly 
election^ a,type of work whioh,he considered."more suited1 

to my oapabilities than that of editing the dreadnought',. 

T h e resolution for expulsion was proooedod with. 
Its mover was lately a Conscientious Objector and a 
member of the H.C.JP, In the days when the "Dreadnought1 

was the only pa^or in London fully supporting the Russian 
Communist Revolution and calling for the Soviet 
Revolution also in Britain, this comrade worked as a clerk 
in the W,S,F..office, but was unable to see eye to aye 
with us on this $great question. He did. not then approve 
Revolution or the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, He oamo 
to us when, as a CO,, he could not find work in an 
ordinary business office, and left us to take a 
oommeroial post at a higher salary when more prosperous 
days dawned - now the Conscientious Objector has become 
the d i80iplinarian." 

J?he Corrjvmnist B^rty 
"The Executive Committee at its .1 act meeting 

considered the question of the relationship of Sylvia 
Pankhurst and tho Workers1 Dreadnought' to the P-a-ty. 

file:///vbe.n
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air, ioliiw.Kiiiqifc, J t o^pvo i s oiii of til oofiohivo oa 8* 

( %4tfCH^(frk^1^ifl Parfy membership that 
li "'r.'I'Ttbie matter came up.fpr discussion at the first conference 

arid a t f , ^ ^ decided 
that the. dreadnought1 should'be left toAthe -Exeoutive 

^U3t0'6fem4t%de^jf $Hearty chslr-mah^fBr nego t i a t i on with those 
- Ft responsible, for the -m*je*with a.view to A r r i v i n g could be  a t 
na p ^ f l l l ^ f e ^ j ^ l ^ l i l  l $ $ f l $ $ f ^ cou 

r

placed, in oontrol of the ̂ Dreadnought1. . 3 uxummoO &ettf to Jao &oee:o ocX g o w aPxe.Jp-6 safario-i iu j s i ^Since that time various endeavours have been cade 
aetwle ^o-&oo^gr0tifeimtSll! . . . . .$4%*. H m f h W ^  w £ $ Wthat Sylvia P.-nkhurst was in gaol l t r a s M  t Inadvisable by the 

D 

* & £ t ^S&$ H v * , 90definite Version until Ma ss 
' Pankhurst*s release would enable, her tp take part in any 

*mecision o ^ i v P d W . *Sfi it fS^^3$$S her release a 
r;.isub^oogMittee;of the E.C. was appointed to approach her in 

order to ascertain her views and opinions on the question, 
and the committee reported back that whilst Mxss Pankhurst 
was prepared to consider any;, proposition which the 
*,&keb*uÛ  she defa ni tely re fused 

?̂ v : to hand over, the control of the dreadnought1 to. the 
So .:^'isiStoifr&:iim^W£ib$ ̂ e^tfotathist Party./ She' further 

Insisted on meeting the full Executive Committee., She was 
^ e ^ e t ^ ^ ^ t ^ W ^ t e r i a 1 - t h e " - riext'full meeting of the 

ft.? Executive but.did not reply, although it was subsequently 
1q-̂ ô̂ lftĵ ĵjiagftfS bne'' aay: before the Executive Committee meeting 

that sis refused to meet the Executive Committee until . 
vv.ro.-; the return of Miss Smyths from-Moscow. Inwediately upon 

%-'fi '-;. the. re turn of Miss Smythe she was again summoned to appear 
r'--...?fc%frbre; -'the Exeoutive Committee-.1 She attehaed and was 

IR^-;:;; , informed th%t ne weekly political paper published by any s
ott*'*member of the Party could be permitted outside the oontrol 

, ̂  ^ , of the Exeoutive Committee, and she was asked to place the 
oicra3 i vnL "Dreadnought11 under the control of the Executive. The 

' - matter was exhaustively dia cussed, and at the conclusion 
.ao?;r : Miss:Pankhurst definitely refused' to comply'with the 

decisions of the Executive Committee, who had no other 
alternative but to expel her^' 

"One: point:is worthy of attention. After the , 
discussion had gone on for the best part of three hours, and 
the motion- that she be expelled was moved:  seconded and t

discussed, it was just previous.to putting the vote that. 
. she informed[ the Executive Comraittee that the dreadnought1 

in any case would be. going out of exiatenoe at.the next 
number^. Miss' Pankhufst further; stated that- she did " 
not. want this fact to influence the yoting, but was \ 
reminded by one-member of the Executive Committee that\she 
apparently preferred the dreadnought1 to go out of 
exi stehce-entirely I -father- than'-come - under the control, o* . 
the Executive Committee. The chairman, however, on this 
statement; end eavoured 'to re^opeh the Who! e discuss ion, 
but it was of no avail. Miss Pavikhurst definitely and 
finally refused, with the result as aforesaid." 

. Although Sylvia-Pankhurst stated In her paper that the 
, issue dated September 17th \/ould be;tha:lalst, -ahe. now declares 
that the VWorkers" Dreadnought" is "to continue., There is, 

as / 
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as y*t, no evidence ae to tiie source of the funds which are 
1an&HtM W** l i W f  ^ ^ ,  ̂ ^ H o r a h Smythemay 

^ot h f ^ r e t u r n o ^ e ^ y4sit to the 

Ponkhurst in forming a left wing independent of the Oommunisl 
svsd aiybyeo&aa avoiisr orata' tfady%-efcolIF--*'-':l*'v 

WBfelBraEO^HVIt1 Eialf ^$ f̂tinwsfro-sjio^gnt elements, 
This, secession,,MMoV^Uk tftipfeM*l&mimi$h*JlX:.i 

led aXcfane DXaow Qaeelei Bxfstmidxi&l 
invariahie $kp^Mmbsme a m r n g f e w - : -mmuit 

- 5'ê nlQjggs bbw0,fi erfj lo .pej$i/H?oo-da8 fj go

T  /Ycm .;/rt-nvv, Ea^Y-fins ewelv ied- -nlstft-eaaa oi^i^frxS^5 u" 
-'  : - '.v-.i'Wfi,.ifa .-ie'&.ienpo o*- ;"-BBfS0e^^fawi^??^ 

la the. ̂ intarva^&^rj&ty , 
John Maclean is aevoti:ng:,.hi^ the 

i' -j - . !" -vC'--'4 erM" saX^eeia:ao ke^aiafiJT10 * "One Big Union P u b l i c i t y ,  M W ^ I ^ W ^ ^ 
a

provisional secretary. He has always £jen-j^^vocate of 
. & a : ; Vv -too;...! o? Bssjriei ' ola1 twit,'.: Industrial unionism. .- zt.ss$&ir

On September 17th, about a hundreu del^gal^B from 
Trade Union branches attended. 50, Renfrew; $\ree^,i(tae 
Headquarters of the Socialist L..bour PVrty) oni the invitation 
ofMaoLean, to oonslder the question of the One Big Union. 
The matter w b g explained at length by Maclean and it was 
resolved to organise in trade union branches. It was also 
decided to circularise trade unions, trades and labour 
councils, Socialist organisations in Scotland and ask them 
to appoint delegates to a Conference in Glasgow within the 
next two months and to demand a Special Trr-.de Union Congress 
to make preliminary arrange tents to formulate one big union. 

The Committee elected to carry on the work is 

Hferry MoShane - OV.airman 
James D. Ifoo&ousall - Secretary :

John Maclean - Consulting Organiser 
frank Duffy 
William Buffy 
Malcolm Mac7arlane 
1. Armstrong 
R. Young 
William Watson. 
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On September 20;h Jihn MaeLean was arrested at the 
w&mti&&$£ o"/' *J*7otlt Mi- ecF- I;Xlw if t- deh*d;:: fa ax v, kit' ba& oltttiiqyA

close of an unemployed demonstration and charged the 
following day, at Glasgow Southern Court, with having said, on 

vr-iv va,iviaXaV-'-*b'-^0 a^;W'*binq'oj^%XvAi,;"' .oa ofc o* ad" w 
September 13th "As long as X am a free man I will B a ysmovos, 

: ewaitta^^iim^aii^' ufcSiVab - t o v?i i&ilxf"--ni 'ieit'd" XX iw ei'-^-"
that is if you cannot gat food In a constitutional way, I 

n&tiib&iB&Qt-a jtooMoStosq -fasMtoitf'mro?' afraid" s a o U * 
say take it", Maclean wee remanded ta tbe Sheriff, ball 
being refused, ana ie now hunger-striking. 

,rfa&flaalpita^iiKoftldtt X6&-id'x& 'io ettea W sit iaofrpaJ *- 
^ j o i ^ W ^ M i i l W ^P^tW^oy^are.appearing in each issue 

QlMityi SMI? ? 9 H ? * t w o F * a S ^ o ^ ^ e o ^ ^ 8 * * J f * & "Baok to a 
a t . T O ! t j p f t & b t t r/^w^ating -light is :. 

"llTO t&ot&e lW\$9ssfc$^*tfh* paper is prepared to ge 
Co:to.m Wn*%Ml*! ,%e*,tev,,written last weak to a solicitor 

by HUJij£,$̂ 14wocd., secretary to the "Daily Herald Ltd.".
mtfoji fl% understand the Registrar of F:. iendly Societies v

has "within the peat few day a, or quite recently, given 
68fioT.sD8 - i  - a ^ l  i n S that a $,Tde Union having a Political Fund may 

""invest money from that iFund without tho signature of the 
B O i  * a n W 0 , ^ ,  B  2ruetees. . 

jf. , "You will see that this ie of great interest to us, 
£eitfotf r$n -"" 

"While I am not author lead to consult you 
professionally - as you are not our Company's Solicitor -
I should be very much oblige^ if you would oare to give 
me any specifio information you could obtain about this 
Ruling with a view to our citing it when asking Unions 
to invest in the D,It," 
$be attention of tbe Registrar is beinp. called to this. 

In his issue of the 14th the 23* It or is euite frank in 
warning Intending Investors In the "Dally Herald" that tbay 
will lose their money, adding "Any way, the good It will 
to to the Movement will never be lost". 

3IHN PaiH IM A R M B g m i J 

Irishman of moderate views in this country are much 
disturbed b y tho turn the peace negotiations have taken, Secy 
point out that De Valera and his party have proclaimed a 
Republlo and have issued bonds in America payable b y the 

Republio/ 
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Republic and they fear that it will bedlffioult to persuade 
*M bpzyustlQ hap nou^i^eucm^^ &ev,oX$ma.w as xo ceofe 

him publioly to renounce his declarations1,however- anxious 
he may be to ao so. 1 lslrge; percentage "of'"de-Valei?a*s 

XIlw I neat otfil & COS I ** $aoX  K I wrfttSI ̂orfmcttfee 
followers will support him in whatever * odurse^he' may^fursue: - Xsitoi&rfltotsoo a ol 6 0 0  1 (fegitfomxeo iro^c 11 at yAtw 
if negotiations break down theyarc prOjeotfhR^^fermidable 

, S odJ 0 * 6o biwtws S£w a&i&o&U ea£s£ v,aa 
winter campaign for whioh p*epaa?atl6as^s*aX^^inl^*iaae. 

* JSIIBII*£lc-*3CD'uwri TOit al faxa ,eea.ole* '̂ tieo* 
Tho inquest in the oase of MibMeX-lIcilWeMeyp injured 

July 28th was resumed on 
in an explosion at a garage in S o u t h  : ; S t r ^ e ^ l ^ ^ % i ^ c ^ 
the 17th Septembe-r̂ vreijsfcvjf̂ tSSr  ̂ ^ e ^ ^ ^ s 
Mclnerney's o o n ^ ( f l M ^ o f k ^ " i ( g l f f ' fs^flStle 
doubt, however, t ^ '  J i b i  ̂ ( f c a ^ H ^ 8 ^ t  ̂ f l l ^ ^ ^ i 

manufacture of \rio6nGid$y*1fflBB^8$%W& A f t f W flMft 
:  m oIrish Republican Army oonimflbf ^ £ ^ f .  i l & f c $  &  H i o h o : 

Hlckey, who was injured in "On ^ x m n ^ ^ ^ M & i ^ 

Arsenal on the 15th September, died immediately*$fjjf&$ 
admission to the surgery, Wh*n Hockey'- olb^xn^ltee^^earohei 
three membership tickets of the Irish Self-DetermlkationL 

1c; .'ue for himself, his son and his wife, were found in 
his pocket. So far as is known Hickey was an ordinary 
member of the organisation and there is no evidence to show 
his conr.ieotion with the explosion on the 28th July in the 
garage at South Street, Oreonwloh, I. is, however, 
significant that both he ana" Molnerney ryere members of the 
same organisation. A member of Woolwich Arsenal, in the 
original Irish Republican Army orders, was to help in the 
manufacture of the bombs at the par ago. 

Preparations for the big meeting of th6 Of alio La ague 
in the Central E'\l, W stmiaster, on the 23rd S-ptimber, are 
being pushed forward with all1 haste. Gaelic leaguers 
have been circularised to be particular to present their 
cards of memberBhip at the door. 

Various meetings of the Irish Self-De termination league 
have been held in the provinces and P.J. Kelly, of Liverpool, 
continues to make stormy speeches: throughout the truce he 

has/ 
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&ssra?J$*W^^ ^6*i*a*fij9^ioMritf tho 
^ i i ^ ^ d % o ^ S o o  ̂ ^ f i d r o ^ a a  a f i n ^ : ^ ^ and at a o o

imB^$*$$W&M addedito the . 
sXdY. J^ttifth-Boyaott-Committee/ ,. va-xo&soX^; * 
0 d  & cooperation of 
h-M^^^^Mi^Mihm s^-appljleationfcy.:faolc CShoehan, 

\m'.'XM: iwOfc- :;tt^^M^^.^'^fyte$\W4mw**totn&. e, - Is to he 
. oona^l^iSi . . ^ ' . B ^ % W n ^ & ^ e 1 ^ t ^ v ^ t e i ' Union at an early 

^ i f t ^^ f i ^ ^a^o^^^l^^^ -T IDj&fcejsldsnt OF the Union. 
^/^l^lf^^W^m Jfcttfr -and John- Turner were 

ori îo\ln̂  arising out of the 
)doi:l ql^ i ^^%^p^^^.^i.:Wfy last: ft'.id.was sentenced 

to 'f ̂ fsjKp :?onWi%e:Vvi-tude and Turner to 12 months1 

iia;o^spnmen%.'' The third prisoner, B.J, MoCaulay was found 
arxXXXoD Eearfaf-\r 

j 0 ^ B T ,VI IO,T, .GUIRT^ sad dlsohargea, The three men are Sinn Fein 
^^ners in the lochgelly district, 

3 I

t 0' September 18th about 1,500 people attended aa

oilAstct t - ' 
meoting of the Irish -Btgrmi:oatlon league in Leeds: 
the obair was taken by Joseph MO K J I U S ; President of the 
Leeds District Coyamltteo and the speakers Included' 
Mrs, Pinchbeck, Joseph Watson, Secretary of Leeds District 
Committee of the League, Mr. Biker, of Liverpool, who is 
secretary of the Liverpool District Committee of the League, 
and Mr* Austin Henry, organiser for West Yorkshire. The * 
following resolution was passed: 

"That wa the Irish Smiles in Leeds, re-affirm 
our support of and confidence in President de Valors 
and Bail Slreann In the stand that they have taken in 
defence of representative government In Ireland, and 
are determined to see fulfilled the principles far 
which they stand," 

The Prime Minister*s note to de Valera declaring that 
"while/ 



"whtHoiyoaiinelBtDOtt oiling t^t 0yo^ bdgjeg^^e94u a jho 
oonfe*enae£ehofcldlbec.$heTej^ 
indepen^afcyliM 

fcnpo ssible.^ has.--,e.ausea ,oonsid^r^fifti^piipif%'^l^0 Jhe 
Sinn Folnleaders. - 1 . ^ t o ^ ^ f  ̂ 

Publics cfojal^io^nsf^^ 
aoor to peaoS A a & ^ ^ ^ O i a j d ^i^^SliM^i^t^isi^ 
aemana that tbeoaaaeoitl̂ tJiOPa? wfa&M^WMula teaa'ol^-

The re 1 at ̂ ealaDn?^^.^ ̂eyej-jfcbadkf ̂ ^i%felKnoo* 0 

a elevates were: cidLleii. rta3^asj^ bj 
1the oraers of the epeo&sai tfmtfmfr rfW ^^^!^ 

Rir.Nublioan Army and -the tXs&sii ^IB^Mpm?1^^^^^^ 
1 1 8 extremist section of the 3J?4^ ^ ^ f e i  ̂ l ^ ^ ^ M f t W

L egreat a iff iculty in keepingT^aeta?nOj^1jiP,^. 4^si^ ^  ^ W
v

that if de Taler a had as free a hand, a a he Sit ^ $ j F ^ 
have chosen McNeill ana Childers in place of MlQhaei' Cbilins 
and Duggan. - ,^.ho,,;-c .' , ; ,t aleS*f 

i The Extremists,, while still proplaiming for- an1-^'-1 

inaepenaent Republic9 are beginning to realise that ptibaio 
opinion is very strong in favour of peaoe, that the moderate 
party can^jaot be pushed on one side too easily, and that 
lack of financial support would be disastrous. In thin 
c onne c :aion i t 1 s: Interesting that A w rioan, o or re s pond enits 
in Dublin have been given the cold shotilder the last few 
d ay a, the result doubtless, of Ameriaafs outspoken, comments 
on the fairness and r/easonableness of: the Prime Minister !s, 

offer to the Dail. ni" v * 
Irish Labour;ha4 another grievance, it is" not represent 

at the conference to-be held at Inverness. It feels ̂ it has 
a. right to be so represented in view of what it has. done;for 
the "Republic" and particularly as a* the last election it 
refraineia from pressing %t*B olaim too strongly on Sinn Fell 

1 Among st/ 



imongst Labour and the younger Sinn Joiners there has 
been a distinct move towards Bolshevism. There is no evidence 

,r$hat. this, ,i.sy the result of Agents and propaganda from Moscow, 
and..,it,would appear to have come about from the example that 
has been shown them in the methods of terrorism and robbery 
of which the country has been'so full'.' Shis spirit of 
&aj$e,s,s£ess.will have to be seriously reckoned with by the 
Authorities, in Ireland, whoever they may be, within the next 
few months.. 
,c,f.,A.t a meeting of the Cork and District Trades an? Labour 
tCouncil held at Cork on September 9th- Walton Eewbould, whose 

£85.ae.gh was not too well received and has been sharply 
rcriticised, by some members of the Labour Party in Cork, said 
he was very glad to see that tho red flag floated over the 
Harbour Board,^ and to hear that it floated over Mallow and 
;ovor some unpronounceable place in Limeriok. It was a very 
good sign,, The battle of the Irish people against the 
British Government was part of the Communist battle. The 
Communist Party wanted to establish ths rule of the workers 
in England, Scotland and Wales, and until they had absolutely 
ana utterly destroyed the present State on the other side, 
destroyed it politically and all its attendant forces of the 
British Crown, they could not establish the rule of tho 
Workers on the other side, and it was because of that that the 
should of necessity stand for the ind rpendence of Ii^iacii. 

http://�85.ae.gh
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GENERAL SURVEY OF THE WEEK. 

The more notable events of the week under review have been concerned with the 
administrative activities of the State with regard to conditions of labour rather than with 
conflicts between employers and employed on questions of hours or wages. The unem
ployment position has been the centre of greatest discussion and the remedial measures 
proposed by the Government are being subjected to hostile criticism by the national 
labour bodies. - The Portsmouth magistrates in virtually refusing to enforce, in the cases 
before them, the payment of statutory minimum rates fixed by a Trade Board and 
confirmed by the Minister, voiced the criticism which some groups of employers have for 
many months been passing upon the working of the machinery of the. Trade Boards 
Acts. A conference of associations, representing clerical and professional workers', have 
questioned the administration of the Industrial Courts Act, and demanded legislation on 
the lines of the Factory Acts to improve the conditions of work in offices. 

The close of the^present month will, however, be a time of much activity in wages 
and hours negotiations. In the shipbuilding and engineering industries, active negotiations 
are beginning on the subject of the 12J per cent, and 1\ per cent, bonuses, while the Scottish 
railway companies are proposing both reductions in wages and a revision of hours. The 
Co-operative Wholesale Society, who incurred a net trading loss in the tirst six months of 
the year of £3,484,600, will enforcers from 26th September a.further wages reduction of 
10 per cent. Further developments are also expected next week in the current negotiations 
in the printing, and. soap and candle trades. The termination on the 30th inst. of the 
subsidy in aid of coal miners' wages, together with the change-over from the temporary to 
the permanent scheme, may also occasion a position of considerable delicacy in the coal min
ing industry. 

The estimated total of the Live Register of all Employment Exchanges on the 16th 
September was 1,479,700, as compared with 1,502,600 the corresponding figure for the 

-previous week. 
(34691-31) Wt.78 300 9/21 H. St. G 99/8 



FEATURES OF THE WEEK. 
General Topics. 

Unemployment.—The Cabinet Committee on Unemployment again met on 16th 
September to consider schemes for relief work and approved the following proposals for 
assisting public authorities, which it is hoped will enable them to proceed with useful 
public work, calculated to provide a large amount of employment at the present time, 
which would otherwise not be carried out until a later date :— 

(1) Where for the purpose of providing employment in the present emergency local 
authorities (including statutory bodies who do not trade for profit) put in hand or accelerate 
approved works (other than revenue producing works) which would not otherwise have 
been proceeded with, or so accelerated, at the present time, the State wil l give financial 
assistance on the following basis :— 

Grants equal to 50 per cent, of the interest and sinking fund charges on loans raised by 
local authorities to meet expenditure on schemes actively commenced before 1st January, 
1922, will be paid by the State for a period of one half the term of the loans subject to a 
maximum of 15 years. The expenditure to be taken into account wil l be all approved 
expenditure incurred within the period ending 31st March, 1923. 

In approving schemes special regard will be had to the direct employment of 
unemployed persons and to a preference being given to ex-service men. 

(2) In the case of the revenue p oducing works grants will be paid, in approved cases, 
equivalent to 50 per cent, of the interest on loans, raised for a period of not less than 10 years, 
in respect of expenditure on schemes actively commenced before 1st January, 1922, provided 
that such expenditure is incurred within the period ending 31st March, 1923. These interest; 
grants will be paid for a period of 5 years. 

The Unemployment Grants Committee under the Chairmanship of Lord St. Davids wil l 
continue for the time being to deal with schemes submitted to it. 

These proposals had been explained and discussed at a meeting held on 15th September, 
presided over by Sir Alfred Mond, of representatives of local authorities throughout Great 
Britain. 

A circular was issued on 15th September, by the Ministry of Health to local 
authorities concerning economy in public expenditure. In a previous circular issued on 
15th February 1921, it was urged that no fresh capital expenditure should be undertaken 
which could be postponed without material risk to the public health. It is now stated that 
this recommendation has been modified and the Minister of Health is prepared to 
consider favourably applications fox sanction to loans for necessary work giving a 
relatively large amount of employment, provided that such work be carried out on 
recognised economic lines and with no undue extravagance through the employment of 
uneconomic labour. 

A t a meeting of Labour Mayors of the London Boroughs, held on 14th September, 
it was decided that they should visit the Prime Minister at Gairloch for the purpose of 
discussing the unemployment problem and relief measures. They were referred to the 
Cabinet Committee on Unemployment and a meeting was arranged for 17th September, 
at which the Minister of Health outlined the proposals of the Committee. These were 
held to be inadequate, and the London Labour Mayors accordingly went to Inverness 
on- 18th September. An interview with the Prime Minister has been arranged for 
22nd September. 

The . Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress met on the 10th 
September to consider the whole problem of unemployment. A sub-committee, consisting 
of Messrs. Poulton and Swales and Miss Bondfield, was appointed to work with the 
Labour Party. . This sub-committee was authorised to proceed with arrangements for 
demonstrations to enforce the demands put forward^ at the recent annual meeting of the 
Congress, that Parliament should be summoned immediately and that practical schemes 
of work should be introduced and necessary financial aid should be given. 

Demonstrations of unemployed men and deputations to Boards of Guardians are 
reported from all parts of the country, but during the past week there have been no 
serious breaches of" the peace. The demand that Parliament shall be summoned 
immediately has been made at many of the unemployed demonstrations and by many of 
the municipal authorities. 

Trade Boards Acts.—Summonses brought by the Ministry of Labour against certain 
drapery firms were heard at Portsmouth on the 13th September, when Messrs. J. D. 
Morant, Ltd., and other local drapers were charged with infringements of the Trade Boards 
Acts. The offences alleged were the non-payment of the minimum rate of wages 
fixed by the Dressmaking and Women's Light Clothing Trade Board and the failure of 
the firms concerned to post up in their workrooms notices which set out the rates of 
wages. The Magistrates imposed fines of 10s. for the failures to post up the Trade Board 



notices, but dismissed, under the Probation of Offenders Act, the charges of failure to pay 
the prescribed rates of wages. The reasons for the latter decision* were given as 
follows :— 

" The bench were not satisfied that any reasonable or proper inquiry was made as to 
whether those prosecutions were necessary or desirable, having regard to the conditions of 
trade prevailing in Portsmouth. Further, it had been admitted that the informations were 
laid in cases where the employees were not only perfectly satisfied with the terms and 
conditions of their employment, but had actually petitioned the Ministry of Labour to leave 
them alone. It had not been suggested that anything in the nature of sweating or other 
objectionable practices for which legislation was required existed in these cases, and the 
bench could not help regretting that the Ministry of Labour should have thought it fit to lay 
the informations -which were before the Court in view of all the admissions that had been 
made. In the circumstances the bench had no hesitation in dismissing all the informations 
under the Probation of Offenders Act, 1907." -

The present constitution of Trade Boards was considered at the annual general 
meeting of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Retail Garment Makers' and Milliners' 
Association. The Association objected to the undue representation of " professional trade 
unionists" and also to the method of nominating appointed members. 

The Association of British Chambers of Commerce has recently circularised its 
members with a view to obtaining their opinions on the working of the Trade Boards. 

The Minister of Labour, in addressing a meeting at the Grocers' Exhibition on 
the 19th September, replied to recent criticisms of the Trade Board system and stated that 
a Committee, with Lord Cave.as Chairman, is to be set up to examine the Trade Boards 
Acts and to suggest modifications and improvements. 

industrial Organisations. 
The National Federation of "Professional Technical and Supervisory Workers.—This 

Federation held a Conference at Caxton Hall, Westminster, on 17th October. Proceedings 
were divided into two sessions both of which were presided over by Mr. G. Latham of 
the Railway Clerks Association. , 

The morning meeting comprised representatives of societies already affiliated to the 
Federation, and considered methods of promoting closer relations amongst associations of 
non-manual workers. A Standing Joint Committee to consider the basis of affiliation to 
the Federation was constituted as follows :— 

Messrs. Fred Hughes (N.Q. Clerks), S. Wimhurst (Guild of Insurance Officials), 
J. Gibson (Scottish Bankers Association), S. Juleff (Shipping Guild), C. H. Sykes (Stock 
Exchange Guild), J. Hart (Railway Clerks Association) and C. Band (National Union of 
Law Clerks). 

The afternoon meeting was an open conference, and a number of unaffiliated Associa
tions sent representatives. It discussed the form of a questionnaire to be presented 
to members of, and candidates for, Parliament by means of which it is hoped to obtain 
support for the legislative programme of the Federation. During the discussion a letter 
was read from Mr. W. Graham M.P-. in which he questioned the legality of the decision 
of the Minister of Labour in refusing to appoint, at the request of the insurance officials 
union, a Court of Enquiry under the Industrial Courts Act to report upon the strike of 
143 employees of the. General Accident, Fire and Life Assurance Corporation, which 
occurred in November last year. 

The conditions of work in city offices received much attention and it was considered 
that in many cases these were below the standard laid down for factories by the Factory 
and Workshop Acts. 

The questionnaire in its final form was adopted as follows :— 
1. Do you agree that non-manual (professional, technical, clerical, administrative and 

supervisory) workers are entitled to organise in trade unions for the protection and advance
ment of their interests ? 

2. Are you prepared to advocate, in Parliament or elsewhere, that the protective 
associations representing such workers should be recognised by employers, private or public, 
as the negotiating mediums on all matters appertaining to the conditions of their employ 
ment ? 

3. Are you prepared to resist any attempt to prevent pr hinder non-manual workers 
organising in their protective associations, and to oppose any form of intimidation or 
victimisation of those so organised ? 

* Since these cases were heard a similar case has been taken at Bridport and a Bermondsey employer 
has appealed against conviction for paying wages below the Trade Board Rate. In both cases a 
decision was given in favour of the Ministry of Labour. 

31644 
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4. Are you prepared to support or introduce, if necessary, an amendment to the Industrial 
Courts Act, 1919, that will make it obligatory for a public inquiry to be held—provided that 
no conciliation machinery (such as an industrial court) exists, or where such negotiating 
machinery had been unsuccessful in effecting a sett lement-when one or both parties involved 
in a trade dispute PS defined by the Act make application for such inquiry ? 

5. Will you assist in promoting legislation for offices to be kept up to the standard of 
modern requirements with regard to ventilation, air space, cleanliness, and sanitary 
convenience ? 

National Pottery^Workers1 Society.—The Annual Delegate Meeting of this Society 
was held at Derby on l?th September under the presidency of Mr. W. Aucock, who will 
continue in office during the coming year. 

The Secretary's report dealt at length with the financial position of the Society and 
illustrated to a remarkable degree the disastrous effect of disputes in the mining industry 
upon other workers. During the miners' strike in October, 1920, the Society paid £4,000 
in unemployment benefit, and during the dispute commencing in April of this year 
£56,000. In order to repay a debt of £10,000 incurred during the last of these f)eriods 
a weekly levy, has been imposed upon members of the Association. 

It was reported that the work of the Joint Industrial Council had been hampered by 
the. long periods of unemployment, and that the Executive Council of the Society had 
decided, partly owing to the difficulty of obtaining repayments from the Ministry of. 
Labour, to discontinue the payment of State unemployment benefit. 

The Society interests itself very keenly in the problem of occupational diseases. 
A meeting with the employers to discuss silicosis or " potter's asthma " was reported, 
and a prominent feature of the Delegate Meeting was a speech on- industrial diseases 
affecting the pottery industry, made by Dr. F. Shufflebotham, medical adviser to the 
Society. He said that pottery was one of the most unhealthy industries so far as the 
workpeople were concerned, and emphasised the need for strenuous preventive measures. 
He strongly advocated the inclusion of silicosis in -the schedule of industrial diseases 
attached to the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

Trades Union Congress.—A meeting of the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades 
Union Congress was held on 15th September. Arrangements were made for the issue of 
ballot papers to affiliated trade unions, returnable by 22nd September, for the election of 
the General Council, and a sub-committee was appointed to give effect to the resolution 
on unemployment passed by the Trades Union Congress at Cardiff. 

Textile Workers International Congress.—The International Textile Workers Feder
ation opened its first congress since June 1914, in Paris on 19th September. Representa
tives were present from England, France, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Holland and Denmark, 
but the United States, Austria and Hungary were unable to send delegates and no reply 
to the invitation was received from Russia. 

The Congress decided that Mr. Tom Shaw should continue as International Secretary 
and that the Headquarters should remain in England. The work of the Federation will 
be extended to cover the collection of information and statistics relating to various aspects, 
of the textile industry. 

A commission has been appointed to consider and report to the Congress on the length 
of the working week, and a resolution was passed granting subventions from the 
International strike fund to the textile workers on strike in France and Belgium against a 
reduction in wages. 

The Congress will continue in Session until 24th September. 

-NEGOTIATIONS AND DISPUTES. 

Demands and Negotiations. 
Soap Workers (National).—At a meeting of the' Soap -and Candle Trades Joint 

Industrial Council in London on the 15th instant, the employers put forward definite 
proposals for wages reductions and the trade union side, after consultation with a delegate 
conference, rejected the proposals and requested that the dispute should be referred to the 
Industrial Court for arbitration. The employers refused to accede to this request. The 
situation is now being reported to the workpeople in the various districts by their 
representatives, and a delegate conference is arranged on the 25th instant for consideration 
of the position. 

The employers', proposal was for a reduction of 4s. for men and 2s. for women, to be 
put into force in two halves, on the 1st October and 1st December. It was also 



announced that those firms who were paying rates in excess of " ' A ' town rates," no 
longer considered themselves obliged to continue these extra payments, and they would 
be regarded as ex gratia payments, and not minimum rates payments. 

Co-operative Wholesale Society Employees (National).— The Co-operative Wholesale 
Society have determined to put into force, as from the 26th September,* the second half 
of the wages reduction of 10 per cent, in accordance with their revised proposals of the 
17th August. The first half of the reduction was put into force on the 22nd August 
without serious opposition. The proposal of the unions concerned that the question of 
reductions should be referred to arbitration has been declined. 

Strikes and Lockouts. 
Boilermakers (Barrow).—A strike of 1,200 boilermakers at Messrs. Vickers' naval 

construction works at Barrow began on the 15th instant as a protest against the employment 
of a member of the Boilermakers' Society who was in arrears with his union subscriptions. 
The member in question has promised to clear off his arrears, but it is pointed out that he 
must apply for re-instatement, a process involving some passage of time. A large number 
of platers, riveters, caulkers, sheet-iron workers, angle-iron smiths, and labourers are 
involved in the stoppage of work. 

Railway Shopmen [Ireland).—The imposition of a wages reduction of 6s. per weekf 
upon railway shopmen, members of the Irish Transport and General Workers Union, has 
resulted in a strike by the men, which affects the Great Southern and Western, the 
Midland and Great Western and the Dublin and South Eastern Railways. Members of 
the union employed in the Dublin railway yards have also struck. Few of the members 
of the National Union of Railway men are involved. 

Settlements and Agreements. 
Building Trade Operatives (Cornwall).—The strike of building trade operatives in 

Penzance, Oamborne, Redruth,,Falm.outh, Truro andLaunceston, against wages reductions 
proposed by the employers, has terminated,.following a joint conference on the loth inst. 
between the Cornwall County Building and Allied Trades Employers' Association and 
representatives of the National Federation of Building Trades Operatives. Definite rates, 
with a cost of living sliding scale on the lines of that contained in the National 
Agreement, have been agreed upon and the difference between the wages of craftsmen and 
labourers has been fixed at 4i. per hour, provided that on reduction the rate of wages of 
labourers shall not be less than 75 per cent, of the craftsmen's rate. 

Iron Miners (West Cumberland).—A ballot of the workers on the terms proposed 
by the masters has resulted in the acceptance of wages rates of 10s. 9)d. per day for 
miners, 10s. '5d. for craftsmen, and 7s. for labourers.. These rates represent a reduction 
of nearly 50 per cent, on the wages paid twelve months ago. The mines will be 
re-opened after having been idle since the beginning of the year. 

Leadminers (Wanlockheocl, Lanarkshire).—As the result of a conference between the 
Wanlockhead Mining Company, Ltd., and representatives of their employees, with an official 
of the Lanarkshire Miners' County Union, the strike of miners which began at the 
Wanlockhead lead mine on 28th January % is now ended. The Company's offer of £2 per 
week has been accepted by the men concerned. 

The offer by the Leadhills Mining Co., Ltd., however, stated to average 30s. per 
week, has been rejected by their employees and the strike at their mines therefore 
continues. ^ 

Boilermakers (Mersey).—The strike of boilermakers against the decision by the 
Mersey Shiprepairers' Federation to rescind a local rule requiring the employment of 25 
men upon an oxy-acetylene burner has been ended by an agreement to resume work, 
where possible, pending a conference between the parties on the 26th inst. The union 
concerned is the Boilermakers' Society. 

* See this Report, Vol. IV. No. 5, 30th July, 1921, p. 57 ; Vol. I V , No. 9,"27th August, 1921 
jp. 91 ; Vol. IV., No. 11, 10th September, 1921, p. 105. 

f See this Report-Vol. IV. No. 10, 3rd September, 1921, page 99. 
j See this Report, Vol. I l l , No. 6, 5th February, 1921, p. 135. 
^ See this Report Vol. IV., No. 11., 10th September, 1921, p. 105. 



Shipyard Joiners (National).—The current issue of the monthly journal of the 
Amalgamated Society of Woodworkers contains an address to members explaining and 
justifying the decision of the executive council of the Union to terminate the shipyard 
joiners strike.* 

It is stated in the course of the address that at a conference on the 30th June 
the Federation of Shipbuilding Employers offered that " during apprenticeship each lad 
should be supplied with tools by his employer ; and on completion of apprenticeship, a 
full kit of joiners' tools should be signed over to each lad and become his property." This 
is regarded as " a valuable concession which may help to settle in the future the vexed 
question of tool allowances." 

Cotton Operatives (Oldham).—-The threatened stoppage of cardroom workers 
employed by the Anchor Spinning Mill Co., mentioned in last week's Report, has been 
avoided by the withdrawal of the notices tendered by the Oldham Card and Blowing Room 
Association. This action of the union is attributed to the vigorous attitude adopted on 
the matter by the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' Associations. 

Tramwaymen (Salford).—The strike of tramway workers employed by the Salford 
Corporation (mentioned in last week's Report), terminated on the 17th instant as the 
result of joint conferences arranged by the Mayor of Salford between the disputants. 
The following points were agreed upon :— 

(1) That the preBent dispute be terminated immediately -without prejudice. 
(2) That the present Negotiating Committee of 12 shall at once proceed to consider the 

whole question with a view to arriving at a satisfactory settlement. 
(3) That the Inspectors shall resume payment of contributions to the Union as arid from 

23rd September, 1921. 
(4) That failing the arrival at satisfactory conclusions by the Committee, the question as 

to whether or not the Inspectors shall remain outside the Union shall be submitted to 
arbitration. 

Coal Miners (National).—A meeting of the National Board, constituted under the 
settlement of the 1st July which terminated the recent coal dispute, will be held on the 
29th instant. In preparation for it the Executive of the Miners' Federation will meet on 
the 28th, and it appears that meetings of district boards and of district miners' conferences 
will also be held before the national meetings of the 28th and 29th, It will be 

" remerhbered that the "temporary period" under the settlement ends on the 30th 
September, and that the "permanent scheme " will operate as from the 1st October, at 
least in the districts in which there has been a break in the continuity of monthly 
reductions in wages. In those districts where the so-called economic wages have not yet 
been reached, the " temporary period," in so far as the sacrifice by the owners of 
aggregate net profits is concerned, may apparently extend until the 31st October. The 
meetings of next week will have to deal principally with the change over from the 
" temporary period" to the " permanent scheme." The National Board has still to 
fix the " periods of ascertainment" under the latter scheme. The making of an 
" ascertainment" is a lengthy proceeding and it does not seem probable that the wages 
actually to be paid in the various coal mining districts as from 1st October, will be 
known until some days after that date. 

The results of the district ascertainments for the month of July, which determined 
the wages payable during September, were made known about the 14th instant. "In ac
cordance with the provisions of the temporary settlement, the changes in wages to operate 
as from the 1st September are expressed in terms of flat rate increases or decreases. In 
the " settlement district" which covers the statutory districts of Yorkshire, Nottingham
shire, Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Cannock Chase, and Warwickshire, the men 
received a flat rate increase of S^d. per day as compared with their wages. during 
August. In the Scottish district there was no change. In the settlement district 
which includes Lancashire, North Staffordshire and Cheshire, there was a reduction 
of 2d. per shift as compared with August. In. the other districts, the most important 
of which are Northumberland, Durham and South Wales, die maximum reduction 
of 6d. per shift was necessary. It is stated that in South Wales, the reduction as from the 
1st October may be as much as a further Is. or 2s. per shift. 

Steps have been taken in the last two months to set up the District Boards provided, 
for in the settlement of the 1 st July. So far as can be ascertained the usual form of 
constitution is that the Board consists of equal numbers of miners' and owners' 
representatives who appoint a President and Vice-President chosen from the two sides to 
conduct the ordinary sessions of the Board. The independent Chairman appear s to be 

* See this Report, Vol. IV, No. 9, 27th August, 1921, p. 91. 



regarded as a referee to whom recourse will be had only when the Board in ordinary 
session fails to agree. In Northumberland the County Court Judge for the Newcastle 
circuit is to appoint the independent Chairman ; in Scotland, the Lord President of the 
Court of Session. In Cumberland, failing acceptance by Sir W. J. Collins, the Lord Chief 
Justice will be asked to nominate the independent Chairman, while it is proposed to ask 
Sir William Plender, the independent Chairman of the National Board, to nominate the 
independent Chairman for the District Board for Durham. 

The first duty of the National Board upon its institution, was to consider and deter 
mine the definitions to be adopted, in making the periodical ascertainments, for such terms 
as "proceeds," "wages," and "costs." Upon the,interpretation of these terms naturally 
depends the detailed working of the settlement. The procedure followed was for the 
National Board to lay down rough terms of definition ; for these to be then considered in 
detail by the accountants to the respective sides. The accountants reported differences 
of opinion to the National Board at two meetings on the 28th July and 9th August, and 
after this double consideration by the accountants and the National Board, the points of 
dispute left over were submitted to the independent Chairman, Sir William Plender, who 
issued his final award upon the points in dispute on the 12th August. The folio wing
details illustrate the kind of points that were raised and the general lines upon which the 
terms to be defined have been settled :— 

(1) General Basis.—The industry (of which the.proceeds, standard wages and costs of production 
other than wages, determine the wages payable in addition to standard wages) is the Coal Industry. 

(a) " Other activities " as, for example, the running of coke ovens and by-product plant, 
the manufacture of patent fuel and the conduct of selling agencies and merchanting depots, 

' are to be excluded from the ascertainments. 
(&) " Mixed collieries," that is, where coal is only raised incidentally to other minerals 

.. for the purpose of working the mine or of treating the minerals, are also to be excluded, 
though the terms of settlement may govern the wages of workers therein. 

(c) Collieries temporarily closed will be included in the periodical ascertainments, the 
independent Chairman deciding against the miners' contention that collieries " suspended 
through industrial disputes or from questions of policy " should be excluded. 

(2) " The proceeds of the Industry in a district."—The proceeds are to include the net pit-head 
value of sales of coal to outsiders or transfers of coal to excluded departments, and also of other 
products as for example, water, ironstone and clay. Transferred coal will be calculated. at market 
value and adjustments will be made for any difference in the values of coal on hand at the beginning 
and at the end of the period of ascertainment. 

(3) " Cost of Standard Wages"—Here the owners wished to extoud the definition while the 
miners wished to restrict it. It will be remembered that the owners are allowed standard profits 
ejuivalent to 17 per cent, of the cost of standard wages. The independent Chairman's ruling was 
that the following four items should be excluded from this calculation :— 

(a) The wages or salaries of all clerical and administrative staffs. 
(b) "Wages charged as part of capital expenditure. 
(c) The value of privileges in the form of coal or houses free or at reduced rates. 

(4) "Costs of production other than wages."-The following items among others will be included 
as c o s t s : - * 

(a) Allowances to provide a subsistence wage to low paid day wage workers, as 
determined by the District Boards. 

(b) "Wages and salaries of all clerical and administrative staffs.' 
(c) The Id. per ton welfare levy under the Mining Industry Act, 1920. 
(d) The value of the consumption of timber and stores/excluding materials consumed 

on account of capital expenditure. Stocks of timber and stores will be valued at proper intervals. 
(e) Such depreciation charges as are allowed for incpme tax purposes. 

The following items among others will be excluded :— 
(a) Income tax, corporation profits tax and super tax. 
(b) Charitable subscriptions even where allowed for income tax purposes. 
(c) Interest charges on fixed loans, bank overdrafts, etc. 
(d) Amortisation of capital expenditure over and above income tax depreciation. 

The following provision with regard to the remuneration of owner managers to be included in the 
costs of production is of general importance :—" The amount so to be included would not necessarily 
be remuneration actually charged ; it should represent the fair remuneration which would be payable 
in the district for the work done or services rendered as measured by the facts and circumstances 
in comparable cases where officials have no interest in the ownership of the colliery." 

(5) "Accountants'' Test Audits."-In cases where the Accountants to the sides of a District Board 
fail to agree, the question will be submitted for decision to the independent Chairman of the District 
Board, who will refer any question of general principle to the independent Chairman of the National 
Board. 

(6) " 20 Per Gent. Guaranteed Minimum Addition to Standard Wages."—The owners' accountants 
drew attention to the apparent failure of the terms of settlement to provide for the recovery of sums, 
said to make up the guaranteed minimum jaddition, from other periods in which the proceeds 
warranted rates of wages higher than the minimum. The miners stated that the intention of the 
terms of settlement were against this claim. The Chairman ruled that the terms did not provide for 
wages representing this minimum addition being included in any deficiency to be carried forward.5, 



STATISTICAL APPENDIX.; 
Employment Exchanges. 

The Unemployment Position.—On the 9th September, in the United Kingdom 
1,545,281 unemployment books under the Unemployment Insurance Acts, remained 
lodged for workers totally unemployed, of which 1,240,424 were lodged by males 
and 304,857 by females. At the same date, 381,938 unemployment books remained 
lodged for workers on short time, of which 204,186 were lodged by males and 
177,752 by females. 

These figures show a decrease on the previous week of 17,162 totally unemployed 
and 20,660 working short time. 

Th*e following table shows the work of the Exchanges in respect of registrations, 
vacancies and placings during the week ending the 9th September :— 

Men. Women. Boys. Girls. Total. 
-

Registrations— 
On live register at beginning of week,
Fresh applications ... 
On live register at end of week ... 

Vacancies— 

 ... 1,162.007' 
103;203 

1,144,154 

261,792 
31,144 

251,850 

59,076 
.7,574 
57,706 

45,192 
7,755 

44,480 

1,528,067: 
149,676 

1,498,190 

Carried forward at beginning of week ... 4,535 13,617 658 1,529 20,339 
Fresli notifications ... , 8,261 6,614 1,081 1,586 17,542 
Carried forward at end of week 4,789 13,971 647 1,642 21,049 

Placings 8,609 . 4,029 980 1,274 14,892 

Appointments and Training. 

Appointments.—During the week ending the 9th September, the Appointments Depart
ment placed 189 candidates, bringing the total number of candidates known to have been 
placed to 59,046. Of these, 7,518 have been placed through theugency of the departments 
Interviewing Boards. - Applications were registered from 562 ex-Service men and 11 
civilians. The number of candidates available for ajopointments on the 9th September was 
13,370 ex-Service men and 1,387 civilians. At the same date, 590 " live " vacancies 
were at the disposal of the department, 275 having been registered during the week. 

Training of Disabled and Other. Ex-Service Men.—On the 13th September 22,943 
men were in training as against 22,673 on the 6th ^September. During the week 303 
men were placed in training. There were 21,571 men awaiting training, the correspond
ing total for the 6th September being 20,824. The number of men whose training had 
been completed since the 1st August, 1919, was 39,693, the total for the 6th September 
being 39,210. -

Apprenticeships Interrupted by-Service.—Up to the 13th September agreements have 
been received at headquarters in respect of 46,649 apprentices, under the 41 schemes 
approved. Grants had been sanctioned in respect of 44,477 apprentices, employed by 
17,716 employers. The total number of agreements lapsed on expiration of the 
appropriate period of training, or by mutual agreement between the parties, is now 
31,071. 

Printed by His MAJESTY's STATIONERY OFFICE PKESS, 
U-17, Hare Street, E.2. 
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s o c i  E t  E d e s n a t i o n s 

C O M M I S S I O N D E S A M E r V D E M E r V T S A U P A C T E . 

D E U X I E M E R A P P O R T D E LA COMMISSION AU CONSEIL. 

La Commission a, dans un premier rapport adresse au Conseil (document de 
la Commission A. C. 26 A.), expose les resultats des travaux qu'elle a accomplis au 
couts de ses deux sessions tenues, 1'une a Geneve, au mois d'avril' 1921, 1'autre a 
Lotidres, au mois de juin de la meme annee. 

e rAu cours d'une troisieme session tenue a Geneve le  i  septembre 1921, la 
Commission a poursuivi ses travaux. ' 

Etaient presents a cette troisieme session: 

MM. BALFOUR (President de la Commission), 
BENES (Vice-President), 
BLANCO, 
HATOYAMA, 
NOBLEMAIRE (remplacant ,M. VIVIANI), 
DE PALACIOS, 
RESTREPO, 
SCIALOJA (remplace au cours des deux premieres seances par M. SCHANZER) ,
DE VISSCHER, 
WANG-CHUNG-HUI, 
ZAHLE. 

Secretaire de la Commission: 
rM. le D   VAN HAMEL , Directeur de la Section juridique du Secretariat de la 

Societe des Nations. 

L'ordre du jour des travaux etait le syivant: 

1. Proposition de la Delegation canadienne a la premiere Assemblee, tendant a 
supprimer 1'article 10. .. 

2. Amendements des articles 12, 13, 14 et 15 du Pacte, necessites par1'institu
tion de la Cour permanente de Justice internationale. 

3. Disaccords et divergences entre le texte frangais et le texte anglais du Pacte. 

4. Proposition d'amendement a 1'article 16, introduite par les Gouvernements 
danois, norvegien et suidois, et envisagee par la Commission internationale du Blocus. 

5. Article 9: proposition d'amendement du Gouvernement frangais. 
6. Correspondance echangee entre le Secretaire general et le Gouvernement 

de 1'Argentine relative a certaines propositions de la Delegation argentine a la 
premiere Assemblee. 

7. Methode a suivre pour amender le Pacte et forme que devrajent prendre les 
amendements adoptes par 1'Assemblee. 

La Commission a pris en consideration ces diverses questions a 1'ordre du jour 
et a nomme MM. DE VISSCHER et ZAHLE rapporteurs.. En conclusion de ses travaux, 
la Commission a l'honneur de presenter au Conseil les considerations suivantes: 



L E A G U E OF NATIONS 

C O M M I T T E E O N A M E N D M E N T S T O T H E C O V E N A N T . 

SECOND R E P O R T OF T H E COMMITTEE TO T H E COUNCIL. 

The Committee, in its First Report to the Council (Committee Document 
A C. 26 A.), has set forth the results of the work which it accomplished during its 
first and second Sessions, which were held respectively at Geneva in April, 1921, 
and at London in June, 1921. 

The Committee has continued its labours at a third Session, which was held 
at Geneva, beginning September 1st, 1921. At this Session there were present :  -

MM. BALFOUR (Chairman of the Committee), 
BENES (Vice-Chairman), -
BLANCO, 
HATOYAMA, 
NOBLEMAIRE (representing M. VIVIANI), . 
DE PALACIOS, .: , . 
RESTREPO, 
SCIALOJA (represented at the first two meetings by M. SCHANZER), 
DE VISSCHER, ;
WANG-CHUNG-HUI, 
ZAHXE. 

Dr. VAN HAMEL , Director of the Legal Section of the Secretariat of the League 
of Nations, acted as Secretary of the Committee. 

The agenda of this Session was as follows :— 

1. The proposal of the Canadian Delegation at the First Assembly to strike 
out Article 10. 

2. The amendment of Articles 12, 13, 14, and 15 of the Covenant, necessitated 
by the establishment of the Permanent Court of International Justice. 

3. Discrepancies and divergencies between the French and the English texts 
of the Covenant. 

4. The proposals of the Danish Government, of the Norwegian Government, 
and of the Swedish Government for the' amendment of Article 16, and the Report 
of the International Blockade Commission regarding the amendment of the same 
Article. 

5. The.proposal of the French Government for the amendment- of Article 9. 
6. The correspondence between the Secretary-General and the Argentine 

Government regarding certain proposals made by the' Argentine Delegation at the 
First Assembly. . . 

7. The method by which the Covenant should be amended and the form 
which should be taken b y an amendment. 

The Committee has undertaken the consideration; of these, matters, and has 
appointed MM. DE VISSCHER and ZAHLE rapporteurs for them. At the conclusion 
of its Session the Committee has the honour, to submit the following considera
tions to the Council :— 
S. d. N. D. 1300. 9/21. Imp. Kundig. ; 



I. 

ARTICLE IO. 

SUPPRESSION DE L'ARTICLE. 

La Commission a ete saisie d'une proposition, presentee par la Delegation 
canadienne a 1'Assemblee, en vue de la suppression pure et simple de 1'article i o . 
A 1'appui de cette suppression,les memoires remarquables de M. Charles J. DOHERTY et 
de Sir Robert BORDEN ont fait valoir en ordre principal la consideration que 1'article i o 
implique une reconnaissance de la legitimite. du statut territorial existant, et 
une obligation pour les Membres de la Societe d'en garantir a tout jamais la pos
session. 

La Commission estime que cette interpretation ne tient pas un compte sufft
sant des procedures pacifiques prevues par le Pacte en vue d'apporter des modi
fications au statu quo existant si elles paraissent imposees par la justice et 1'interet 
de la paix. L"interpretation canadienne s'est rattachee d'ailleurs a une tendance 
assez generale qui conduit a exagerer la portee des obligations de 1'article i o . 

A cette meme tendance se rattache l'opinion qui s'est fait- jour dans certains 
pays, selon laquelle les Etats membres de la Societe contracteraient, du fait de leur 
adhesion au Pacte, 1'obligation absolue de mettre leurs forces a la disposition du 
Conseil qui pourrait les utiliser dans quelque partie du monde que 1'agression se 
soit produite. 
: ' Le Pacte, en pareil cas, se borne a conferer au Conseil le pouvoir de faire 
de simples recommandations; la teneur des recommandations adressees a chaque 
Membre dependra des circonstances politiques et geographiques. 

La Commission s'est prononcee a 1'unanimite en faveur du maintien du prin
cipe consigne dans 1'article i o ; 1'exclusion des actes degression comme moyen de 
modifier le statut territorial et 1'independance politique des Etats est de 1'essence 
meme de la Societe des Nations. D'autre part, 1'article i o a sa portee et sa valeur 
propre, et Ton ne pent pas dire qu'il fait double emploi ayec 1'un quelconque des 
autres articles du Pacte: il proclame comme principe general le maintien de 1'inde
pendance politique et de 1'integrite territoriale contre la violence; les articles sui
vants (12 a 17) envisagent specialement la procedure pour les cas degression 
en cours. 

Toutefois, la Commission s'est parfaitement rendu compte des divergences 
d'interpretation auxquelles le texte, dans sa redaction actuelle, a donne naissance; 
desireuse de les dissiper, elle a prie une Commission de Juristes de procMer a l'exa
men de la question suivante: (t Quelles sont, en dehors des obligations precisees 
par les autres articles, les obligations supplementaires que 1'article 10 impose aux 
Membres de la Societe  ? M -

Eclairee par ce remarquable rapport 1 , la Commission s'esttrouvee en presence 
de deux solutions possibles: 1'adoption d'un amendement au texte ou une declaration 
interpretative de 1'article 10, dans sa teneur' actuelle, par 1'Assemblee. Apres avoir 
discute les merites et inconvenients des deux methodes, la Commission s'est pro
noncee en faveur du maintien du'texte actuel pour les raisons suivantes: 

L ' a r t i c l e i o est un article fondamental dans 1'economie du systeme instaure 
par le Pacte. On n'y peut toucher qu'avec la plus grande prudence, et seules des rai
sons a la fois precises et pressantes en pourraient justifier le remaniement. 

La grande portee politique de 1'article commande egalement cette reserve. 
Beaucoup d'Etats voient dans la garantie qu'il implique la meilleure sauve
garde de leur integrite et de leur independance- et la contre-partie du programme 
de reduction des armements. 

Une attenuation apportee a la teneur actuelle du texte serait de nature a 
alarmer 1'opinion, peut-etre meme a causer des embarras aux Gouvernements. 

. Enfin, la Societe des Nations est encore incomplete; elle attend 1'entree de 
membres nouveaux; il parait done premature de vouloir entreprendre la revision 
de 1'article To. 

, On ne saurait meconnaitre toutefois la gravite des divergences d'interpretation 
auxquelles le texte actuel a donne naissance, divergences qui presentent ce trait 

1 Voir Annexe I. 



ARTICLE IO. 

STRIKING OUT THE ARTICLE. 

The Committee has had referred to it the proposal, presented by the Canadian 
Delegation at the First Assembly, that Article i o of the Covenant be struck out. 
The very able Memoranda of the Right Honourable Charles J. DOHERTY and of Sir 
Robert BORDEN , in support of this proposal, have been based principally upon the 
premise that Article i o implies a recognition of the rightfulness of the existing terri
torial settlement and an obligation for all the Members of the League to guarantee 
its continuance perpetually. 

The Committee considers that this interpretation does not take into accoun 
sufficiently the peaceful procedures set out in the Covenant for modifying the 
existing status quo, if its modification appears to be just and in the interest of 
peace. Indeed, the Canadian interpretation is closely connected with a tendency, 
only toe general, to exaggerate the scope of the obligations of Article io . . ' 

From this same tendency there results the view,which has been held in certain 
countries, that the States Members of the League have contracted, as a result of 
their adhesion to the Covenant, an absolute obligation to put their forces at' the 
disposal of the Council, which may use them in any part of the world where aggres
sion occurs. 

The provisions of the Covenant, in fact, are confined to conferring on the 
Council the power to make simple recommendations. Political and geographical 
considerations will influence the nature of the recommendation addressed to each 
Member. 

The Committee has decided unanimously in favour of the maintenance of 
the principle set'out in Article i o . The exclusion of acts of aggression as a means 
of modifying the territorial integrity and the political independence of States 
is the very essence of the League of Nations. On the other hand, Article i o has its 
application and its own value, and it cannot be said that to be a duplication 
of any other Article whatever of the Covenant. It enunciates as a general prin
ciple the maintenance of political independence and territorial integrity against 
violence. The Articles which follow it (Articles 12 to 17) provide in detail the pro
cedure to be followed for cases ef actual aggression. 

However, the Committee took into consideration the divergence of inter
pretation to which the text, in its present form, has given rise; and, being 
desirous of dissipating it, asked a Committee of Jurists to examine the following 
question: " What obligations does Article 10 impose on the Members of the League 
in addition to, and apart from, the obligations contained in the other Articles of 
the Covenant ? " 

The Committee received a very able report from the Committee of Jurists, 1 

and then found itself confronted with two possible solutions : (1) the adoption of 
an amendment of the text of Article 10; (2) the adoption by the Assembly of a 
declaration interpreting the present wording of Article 10. After considering 
the advantages and the inconveniences cf each method, the Committee has decided 
in favour of the maintenance of the present text of the Article, for the following 
reasons :— 

Article 10 is one of the fundamental Articles in the system established by the 
Covenant. Only with the greatest prudence can it be touched, and then only if 
clear and pressing reasons justify such modification. 

The great political importance of the Article also necessitates this caution. 
Many States regard the Article as embodying the best protection of their integrity 
and of their independence, and as the counterpart of the programme cf the 
reduction cf armaments. -

A limitation of the present scope of the Article would be calculated to alarm 
public opinion, perhaps even to cause embarrassment to Governments. 

Finally, the League of Nations is still incomplete; it awaits the entrance of 
new members. It would appear, therefore, premature to wish to undertake, the 
revision of Article 10. 

It is impossible, however, not to recognise the gravity of the divergence 
between the different interpretations of the present text, which interpretations 

 See Annex I. 1



commun d'elargir indument la portee des obligations resultant de 1'article 10 au 
point de le faire considerer comme inacceptable. II a paru a la Commission que 1'adop
tion par 1'Assemblee d'une declaration fixant le sens a attacher a 1'article TO cons
tituerait la procedmre la mieux appropriee aux circonstances actuelles. Elle fourni
rait une reponse adequate a des critiqxies injustifiees, sans leur rien sacrifier de la 
valeur du principe essentiel. 

Sanctionnee par un vote de 1'Assemblee, cette declaration aura toute la force 
morale d'une interpretation authentique. 

Le texte de cette declaration, que la Commission a adopte a 1'unanimite et 
qu'elle a 1'honneur de soumettre a 1'Assemblee, serait le suivant: 

DECLARATION INTERPRETATIVE. 

En vue de preciser davantage la portee et 1'esprit de 1'article 10 du Pacte, 
1'Assemblee adopte la resolution suivante: 

aL'objetde 1'article 10 n'est pas de perpetuer 1'organisationterritoriale et poli
tique telle qu'elle a ete etablie et telle qu'elle existait a 1'epoque des recents traites 
de paix. Des modifications pourront etre apportees a cette organisation par divers 
moyens legitimes. Le Pacte admet cette possibility. 

((L'article 10 du Pacte a pour objet de proclamer le principe que dans 1'avenii 
le monde civilise ne pourra tolerer des. actes degression comnie un moyen de modi
fier le statut territorial et 1'independance politique des Etats du monde. 

* A cette fin, les Membres de la Societe ont pris en premier lieu 1'engagement 
de respecter 1'integrite territoriale et 1'independance politique presente de tous les 
Etats membres de la Societe; en second lieu, ils se sont engages a maintenir cette 
integrite et cette independance contre toute agression exterieure, qui serait le fait 
ou d'un Etat membre ou d'un Etat non membre de la Societe. En vue d'assurer 
1'execution de cette deuxieme obligation, le Conseil avise aux moyens ;.il doit le 
faire non seulement en cas degress ion accomplie, mais encore en cas de danger 
ou de menace degression. I I remplira cette mission en adressant aux Membres des 
recommandations les mieux appropriees a 1'espece, en tenant compte des articles 
II, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17 et 19 du Pacte. )) . . 

I I . 

AMENDEMENTS AUX ARTICLES 12, 13, 14 ET 15, 

Necessites par 1'institution de la Cow permanente de Justice internationale. 

L'Union britannique pour la Societe des Nations, dans ses lettres en date du 
23 mars et du 8 juillet 1921 (Documents de Commission A. C. 9 et A. C. 32), a suggere 
certains amendements de redaction aux articles 12, 13, 14 et 15 du Pacte, amende
ments qui ont pour objet de mentionner dans ces articles la procedure judiciaire qui 
est maintenant etablie grace a la creation de la Cour permanente de Justice inter
nationale. 

La Commission, dans sa session de Londres, a decide de proceder a un nouvel 
examen de la question avant de formuler, dans une session ulterieure, des propo
sitions a soumettre au Conseil. 

La Commission a, au cours de sa troisieme session, etudie les modifications a 
apporter aux articles sus-mentionnes et propose d'introduire dans le texte actuel 
les amendements suivants. Ces amendements sont tous la consequence forcee de 
1'institution de la Cour permanente de Justice internationale qui est actuellement 
un fait accompli. 

ARTICLE 12. 

Tous les Membies de la Societe conViennent que, s'il s'eleve entre eux un diffe
rend susceptible d'entrainer une rupture, ils le soumettront, soit a la procedure de 
l'arbitrage ou d'un reglement judiciaire, soit a 1'examen du Conseil. Us conviennent 
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present the common characteristic of enlarging unduly the scope of the obligations 
of Article 10, to the point of making the Article appear unacceptable. It'has 
seemed to the Committee that the adoption by the Assembly of a declaration 
establishing the meaning to be attached to Article 10 would be the most 
appropriate procedure to follow in the present circumstances. It would furnish 
an adequate response to unjustified criticisms, without sacrificing any of the strength 
of the essential principle. 

Sanctioned by a vote of the Assembly, this declaration will have all the moral 
force of an authentic interpretation. 

The Committee has unanimously approved, and has the honour to submit to 
the Assembly, the following text of such a declaration :— 

INTERPRETATIVE RESOLUTION. 

With a view to indicating more precisely the scope and intention of Article 10 
of the Covenant, the Assembly adopts the following Resolution :— 

"Article 10 was not intended to perpetuate the territorial and political organi
sation as established and as existing at the t ime of the recent treaties of peace. 
Changes may be effected in that organisation b y various legitimate means. The 
Covenant admits of this possibility. 

"The intention of Article 10 is to enunciate the principle that hereafter the 
civilised world cannot tolerate acts of aggression as a means of modifying the terri
torial status quo and the political independence of the States. 

"To this end, the Members of the League have pledged themselves, first, to res
pect the territorial integrity and the existing political independence of all the 
States Members of the League, and, secondly, to maintain this integrity and this 
independence against any external aggression, whether on the part of a State Mem
ber or a State not Member of the League. With a view to assuring the fulfilment 
of this second obligation, the Council shall advise upon the means; it must do so. 
not merely in the case of actual aggression, but also in the case of any danger or 
threat of such aggression. The Council will perform this function by addressing 
to the Members such recommendations as are deemed proper in regard thereto, 
taking into account Articles n  , 12, 13, 15, 16, 17 and 19 of the Covenant. " 

I I . 

AMENDMENT OF ARTICLES 12, 13, 14 AND 15, 

Necessitated by the Establishment of the Permanent Court of International Justice. 

The League of Nations Union, in letters dated.March 23rd and July 8th, 1921 
(Committee Documents A. C. 9 and A. C. 32 respectively), suggested certain drafting 
amendments to Articles 12, 13, 14 and 15 of the Covenant, which have for their 
object the mentioning in these Articles of the judicial procedure which has now 
been set in motion by the establishment of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice. 

The Committee decided, at its London Session, to give further consideration 
to this subject, with a view to the formulation at a later Session of proposals for 
submission to the Council. 

' At its third Session, the Committee has considered what modifications should 
be made in the Articles in question, and now proposes to insert in the present text 
of the Articles the amendments indicated below. These amendments have all 
been necessitated by the establishment of the Permanent Court of International -
Justice, which has now been completed. 

. ARTICLE 12. 

The Members of the League agree that if there should arise between them any 
dispute likely to lead to a rupture, they will submit the matter either to arbitration 
or judicial settlement or to enquiry by the Council, and they agree in no case to 



encore qu'en aucun cas ils ne doivent recourir a la guerre avant 1'expiration d'un 
de la ide trois mois apres la decision arbitrate ou judiciaire, ou le rapport du Conseil. 

Dans tous les cas prevus par cet article, la [dicision doit etre renclue dans un 
delai raisonnable, et le rapport du Conseil doit etre etabli dans les six mois a dater 
du jour oil il aura ete saisi du differend 

ARTICLE 13. 

Les Membres de la Societe conviennent que s'il s'eleve entre eux un differend 
susceptible, a leur avis, d'une solution arbitrale ou judiciaire, et si ce differend 
ne peut se regler de facon satisfaisante par la voie diplomatique, la question sera 
soumise integralement a un reglement arbitral ou judiciaire. 

Parmi ceux qui sont generalement susceptibles d'une solution arbitrale ou 
judiciaire, on declare tels les differends relatifs a ^interpretation d'un traite, a tout 
point de droit international, a la realite de tout fait qui, s'il etait etabli, constituerait 
la rupture d'un engagement international, ou a 1'etendue, ou a, la nature de la repa
ration due pour une telle rupture. 

La cause sera soumise a la Cour permanente de Justice internationale, ou a 
toute juridiction ou cour designee par les Parties ou prevue dans lews conventions 
anterieures. - ' - A'-^:^':^^:'-''':/:.^ 

Les Membres de la Societe s'engagent a executer de bonne foi les sentences 
rendues, et a ne pas recourir a la guerre contre tout Membre de la Societe qui s'y 
conformera. Faute d'execution de la sentence, le Conseil propose les mesures qui 
doivent en assurer 1'effet. 

ARTICLE 14. 

(Est maintenu tel quel.) 

Le Conseil est charge de preparer un projet de Cour permanente de Justice 
Internationale et de le sdumettre aux Membres de la Societe. Cette Cour connaitra 
de tous differends d'un caractere international que les Parties lui soumettront. 
Efle donnera aussi des avis consultatifs sur tout differend ou tout point dont la 
saisira le Conseil ou l!Assemblee. 

ARTICLE 15. 

(Seul le premier para graphe est modi fie ainsi qu'il suit.) 

S'il s'eleve entre les Membres de la Societe un differend susceptible d'entrai
ner une rupture et si ce differend n'est pas sounds a la procedure de 1'arbitrage ou 
d'un reglement judiciaire prevu a 1'article 13, les Membres de la Societe conviennent 
de Ie porter devant le Conseil. A cet effet, il sutnt que l'iin d'eux avise de ce diffe
rend le Secretaire general, qui prend toutes dispositions en vue d'une enquete et 
d'un exaihen complet. 

I I I . 

"DESACCORDS ET DIVERGENCES ENTRE LES TEXTES FRANCAIS ET ANGLAIS DU PACTE. 

La Commission a examine le rapport distribue a ce sujet; ce rapport, prepare 
en 1919, signale de nombreuses divergences de texte. La Commission estime qu'il 
aurait ete sans doute prudent d'examiner ces divergences au moment de la redac
tion du Pacte, mais qu'actuellement elles ne justifient pas du tout un amendement 
au texte du Pacte. 



resort to war until three months after the award by the arbitrators or the judicial
decision, or the report by the Council. ., 

In any case, under this Article the award of the arbitrators or the judicial decision 
shall be made within a reasonable time, and the report of the Council shall be made 
within six months after the submission of the dispute. 

ARTICLE 13. 

The Members of the League agree that whenever any dispute shall arise between 
them which they recognise to be suitable for submission to arbitration or judicial 
settlement, and which cannot be satisfactorily settled b y diplomacy, they will submit 
the whole subject-matter to arbitration or judicial settlement. 

Disputes as to the interpretation of a treaty, as to any question of international 
-law, as to the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute a breach 
of any international obligation, or as to the extent and nature of the reparation 
to be made for any such breach, are declared to be among these which are generally 
suitable for submission to arbitration or judicial settlement. 

For the consideration of any such dispute, the court to which the case is referred 
shall be the Permanent Court of International Justice, established in accordance with 
Article 14, or any tribunal agreed on by the parties to the dispute or stipulated in 
any convention existing between them. 

The Members of the League agree that they will carry out in full good faith 
any award or decision that may be rendered, and that they will not resort to war 
against a Member of the League which complies therewith. In the event of any 
failure to carry out such an award or decision, the Council shall propose what steps 
should be taken to give effect thereto. 

ARTICLE 14. 

(No change proposed.) 

The Council shall formulate, and submit to the Members of the League for 
adoption, plans for the establishment of a Permanent Court of International Justice. 
The Court shall be competent to hear and determine any dispute, of an international 
character which the parties thereto submit to it. The Court may also give an advi
sory opinion upon any dispute or question referred to it by the Council or by the 
Assembly. 

ARTICLE 15. 

(The first paragraph only is modified to read as follows.) 

If there should arise between Members of the League any dispute likely to 
lead to a rupture, which is not submitted to arbitration or judicial settlement in accor
dance with Article 13, the Members of the League agree that they will submit the 
matter to the Council. Any party to the dispute m a y effect such submission by 
giving notice of the existence of the dispute to the Secretary-General, who will 
make all necessary arrangements for a full investigation and consideration thereof. 

III . 

DISCREPANCIES AND DIVERGENCIES BETWEEN THE FRENCH AND ENGLISH TEXTS 
OF THE COVENANT. 

The Committee has examined the report which was distributed on this subject.-
This report, drawn up in 1919, pointed out numerous discrepancies and divergencies 
between the two texts. The Committee considers that it would certainly have been 
advisable to examine these discrepancies and divergencies at the time when the 
Covenant was drafted; but that they are not of a nature to justify any amendment 
of the text of the Covenant at the present time. 



Bien que cette conclusion s'applique a toutes les divergences, il y a lieu peut
etre de mentionner comme particulierement importantes, celles qui suivent: 

ART. 7 (dernier paragraphic). — Le texte anglais est beaucoup plus compre
hensif que le texte francais; il attribue 1'inviolabilite aux batiments et autres pro
prietes occupes par un representant siegeant a une session de la Societe. Le texte 
francais est limite a la propriete immobiliere (batiments et terrains) occupes par la 
Societe, par ses fonctionnaires ou utilises pour les sessions. 

L'effet de cette divergence est cependant tres attenue par les termes du para
graphe precedent du meme article. Les privileges et immunites diplomatiques 
- dont jouissent les Representants des Membres de la Societe dans 1'exercice de 
leurs fonctions — comprennent, dans la pratique la plus generale, une certaine invio
labilite du domicile. 

ART. IO. — La deuxieme phrase de 1'article 10 contient deux divergences. 
L'expression fraricaise K en cas degress iona ne correspond pas aux mots anglais 
din case of any such aggression)), c'est-a-dire en cas seulement degression venantde^ 
l'exterieur. En outre, la phrase francaise K Le Conseil avise aux moyens d'assuier... )) 
signifie: le Conseil prend toutes dispositions utiles pour assurer , tandis que l'ex
pression a The Council shall advise upon the means n signifie seulement: le Conseil 
donnera son avis sur les moyens ; 

ART. 15 (deuxieme phrase du premier paragraphe). — Dans le texte francais, 
on peut grammaticalement entendre 1'expression a 1'un d'eux M comme 1'un quel
conque des Membres de la Societe. II suffirait ainsi qu'un Membre quelconque avisat 
le Secretaire general d'un differend entre Membres de la Societe. D'apres le texte 
anglais, a any party to the dispute)), c'est un Membre partie au differend, qui peut 
soumettre la question au Conseil en avisant le Secretaire general. 

Les consequences de cette divergence sont en realite minimes, car, dans les 
deux textes, les Membres ont convenu de porter devant le Conseil les differends 
definis dans la premiere phrase de Particle; et si on limitait aux Membres parties au 
differend la possibility d'aviser le Secretaire general (sens du texte anglais), tout 
autre Membre aurait le droit, en vertu de 1'article 11, 2   paragraphe, d'appeler m e

1'attention du Conseil sur ce differend. 
ART. 18. — Le texte francais fait une obligation au Secretariat d'enregistrer 

tout traite ou engagement international conclu a 1'avenir; le texte anglais met a la 
charge de tout Membre, qui deviendra partie dans un traite ou engagement interna
tional, 1'obligatioii de faire enregistrer cet acte au Secretariat. 

L'examen de cette divergence semble devoir etre subordonne a 1'examen des 
conclusions du rapport de la Commission de 1'article 18. Mais il convient de remar
quer que si Ton estimait desirable la suppression de la deuxieme phrase de cet article, 
cette divergence deviendrait plus importante. 

ART. 24 (premier paragraphe). — Le mot nsuch)) du texte anglais limite la 
portee de cet article aux bureaux crees a 1'avenir par traites collectifs; 1'expression 
frangaise a tous autres bureaux internationaux)) offre un sens plus etendu. -

La Commission fait remarquer que le Conseil de la Societe a deja pris, au sujet 
du rattachement des Bureaux internationaux a la Societe, une decision de principe. 

m eART. 26 ( 2   paragraphe). — Le texte anglais indique que, pour ne pas etre 
lies par un amendement devenu definitif, les Membres de la Societe doiveut notifier 
leur non-acceptation; le texte francais indique seulement que les Membres sont 
libres de ne pas accepter les amendements au Pacte, mais ne parle pas de notify 
cation a faire. 

I V . 

ARTICLE 16. 

* Blocus. 

Les Gouvernements danois, norvegien et suedois ont respectivement propose 
un amendement au paragraphe 1 de cet article. Ces trois amendements sont congus en 
termes presque identiques; voici le texte propose par le Gouvernement danois : 

K Toutefois, sur la demande d'un Membre 1 pour lequel 1'application de ces 
dispositions 2 viendrait a presenter un danger grave, le Conseil peut autoriser le 

1 Le texte suedois porte: a d'un Etatn. 
2 Les textes norvegien et suedois portent: cide la disposition ci-dessus enonceeb. 



Although this consideration applies to all the divergencies, it is perhaps desirable 
to draw attention to the following, as particularly important:— 

ART. 7 (last paragraph). — The English text is much more comprehensive than 
the French text. The English text provides that the buildings and other property 
occupied by a representative attending a meeting of the League shall be inviolable, 
while the French text refers only to inviolability of real estate (buildings and lands) 
occupied by the League or its officials, or used for its meetings. 

The effect of this discrepancy is, however, greatly reduced by the provisions of 
the preceding paragraph of Article 7. The diplomatic privileges and immunities 
which the Representatives of the Members of the League enjoy when engaged on 
the business of the League include, according to the general usage, inviolability of 
domicile. 

ART. 10. — The second sentence of Article 10 contains two discrepancies. The 
expression in the Fiench text "en cas degress ion" does not correspond to the 
English wording "in case of any such aggression," that is, in case of external aggres
sion. In addition, the phrase in the French text, "Le Conseil avise aux moyens".. . 
has the meaning that the Council shall take all the necessary steps, while the provi
sion in the English text : "The Council shall advise upon the means.. ." has the effect 
only of providing that the Councilshall give its opinion on the steps to be taken. 

ART. 15 (paragraph 1, sentence 2). — In the French text the expression "1'un 
d'eux" may grammatically be taken to mean any one of the Members of the League. 
It would' thus suffice for any Member to give notice to the Secretary-General of the 
existence of a dispute between Members of the League. According to the English 
text, only "any party to the dispute," that is, only a Member which is a party in the 
dispute in question, may submit the question to the Council by giving notice to the 
Secretary-General. 

The consequences of this discrepancy are in point of fact negligible, for, in both 
texts,' the Members have agreed to submit to the Council the disputes described in 
the first sentence of the Article; and even if the possibility of notifying the Secretary-
General were restricted to the Members which are parties to the dispute (the meaning 
of the English text) , any other Member would have the right, under Article n  , 
paragraph 2, of bringing the dispute to the attention of the Council. 

ART. 18. —- The French text lays upon the Secretariat the obligation of register
ing every treaty or international agreement entered into hereafter. The English 
text makes it incumbent upon any Member which may enter into a treaty or inter
national engagement to register it forthwith with the Secretariat. 

It would appear that this discrepancy must be considered in the light of the 
conclusions arrived at in the Report of the Committee.of Jurists on Article 18. 
But it should be observed that, if it is considered desirable to strike out the second 
sentence of the Article, this discrepancy would assume a greater importance. 

ART. 24 (paragraph 1).  :— The word " s u c h " in the English text limits the 
application of this Article to international bureaux, hereafter constituted by general 
treaties; the French express ion^- "tous autres bureaux internationaux" — c o n v e y s 
a wider meaning. 

The Committee observes, however, that the Council of the League has already 
laid down a-general principle governing the affiliation of international bureaux to 
the League. 

ART. 26 (paragraph 2). — T h e English text provides that if they are not to be bound 
by an amendment which has come into force; Members of the League must, signify 
their dissent, while the French text merely indicates that Members are free to 
dissent from amendments to the Covenant, and says nothing about any duty to 
signify such dissent. 

- ' - ; iv. ; : . 

ARTICLE 16. 

Blockade. 

The Danish Government, the Norwegian Government and the Swedish Govern
ment have proposed almost identical amendments to paragraph 1 of Article 16. 
The Danish Government proposes to add the following:— 

"At the request of a Member1 for whom the application of the above provi
s ions 2 might entail serious danger, the Council may authorise this Member3 to 

1 The amendment proposed by the Swedish Government reads " S t a t e . " 
2 The amendments proposed by the Norwegian. and Swedish Governments read "provis ion." 

3 The amendments proposed by the Norwegian and Swedish Governments read' " this 
State " . 



Membre en question 1 a maintenir, dans la mesure qu'il determinera, ses relations 
avec 1'Etat en rupture de Pacte. 

Au cours de sa premiere session, la Commission a estime preferable d'attendre.. 
pour etudier cette proposition des Gouvernements danois, norvegien et suedois, 
jusqiTa ce que la Commission Internationale du Blocus, chaigee d'etudier 1'appli
cation de 1'article 16, ait depose son rapport. Ce rapport n'a pu etre communique 
a la Commission qiTau cours de la premiere seance de sa troisieme session. En outre, 
le rappoit de la Commission du Blocus suggere d'autres amendements a 1'article 16, 
amendements destines a en faciliter Implication. Ces diver ses questions presentant 
entre elles une certaine connexite, et, d'autre part, les amendements proposes dans 
le rapport de la Commission du Blocus semblant appeler une refonte generale de 
1'article, il a paru preferable a la Commission de differer 1'examen des diverses pro
positions d'amendements jusqu'au moment oil les deliberations de 1'Assemblee 
auront indique les directions generates a suivre en cette matiere. 

V: 

ARTICLE 9. 

Proposition d'amendement du Gouvernement francais. 

Le Gouvernement francais a propose a cet article 1'amendement suivant: 

K Une Commission permanente sera constitute pour donner au Conseil son avis 
sur 1'execution des prescriptions des articles 1 et 8 et pour proceder, dans les formes 
et au moment prealablement agrees par les Gouvernements, aux constatations 
que le Conseil jugera necessaires en dehors des investigations specialement prevues 
dans les stipulations d'ordre militaire, naval ou aerien des differents Traites de Paix. 

(i Cette Commission sera chargee, en outre, par le Conseil, de le renseigner sur les 
questions militaires, navales et aeriennes, et notamment de prevoir et etudier les 
conditions de Taction commune que le Conseil pourrait, en vertu de 1'article 16, 
etre appele a recommander aux Membres de la Societe. 

((Dans les cas d'urgence, la Commission serait invitee par le Conseil a lui proposer 
des mesures d'etncacite immediate. * 

La Commission a c m devoir ajourner 1'examen de cette proposition qui, par 
ses aspects techniques, lui parait relever en premier lieu de Texan:en des specia
listes. Dans cet ordre d'idees, la Commission a invite le Secretaire general a sou
mettre egalement la proposition en question a la Commission permanente consul
tative pour les questions militaires, navales et aeriennes,' ainsi qu'a 1'etude de la 
Commission temporaire pour la reduction des armements. 

La Commission a decide d'attendre les resultats des deliberations des Commis
sions consultees, avant d'examiner la proposition. 

Les textes norvegien et suedois portent: xcet Etat". 



maintain intercourse, in such measure as the Council shall decide, with the Cove
nant-breaking State. " 

At its First Session 1 the Committee decided to defer consideration of these 
proposals until the Report of the International Blockade Commission which had 
been appointed to examine the application of Article 16, should have been received. 
It was not possible to transmit this Report to the Committee before the first meeting 
of its Third Session. Furthermore, in this Report of the International Blockade 
Committee there are suggested other amendments to Article 16, intended to 
facilitate the application of the Article. -Inasmuch as these various questions are 
more or less interrelated, and inasmuch as the amendments proposed in the Report 
of the International Blockade Committee seem to call for a complete redrafting 
of Article 16, the Committee has considered it preferable to postpone the conside
ration of the various proposed amendments until the deliberations of the Assembly 
shall have indicated the general policies which are to be followed with regard to the 
subject. 

V. 

ARTICLE 9. 

Amendment proposed by the French Government.' 

The French Government has proposed that this Article be amended to read as 
follows:— , 

"A permanent Commission shall be constituted to advise the Council on the 
execution of the provisions of Articles 1 and 8, and to proceed, at such a time and 
in such a manner as may have been previously agreed upon by the Governments., 
to such enquiries as the Council shall deem necessary, apart from the investigations 
specially provided for in the stipulations concerning military, naval or air questions 
in the various Treaties of Peace. 

"This Commission shall further be instructed by the Council to supply it with 
information on military, naval and air questions, and particularly to make,provi
sion for and enquire into the circumstances calling for such immediate action as 
the Council,.by virtue of Article 16, might be called upon to recommend to the Mem
bers of the League. - 

"In cases of urgency, the Commission might be asked by the Council to lay 
before it any measures which could be' carried into immediate effect. " 

The Committee has decided to postpone the consideration of the amendment 
to Article 9 which has been proposed by the French Government, for the reason 
that, in view of the technical questions involved, the proposal appeared to the Com
mittee to be a matter which should undergo a preliminary examination by experts. 
Accordingly, the Committee has invited the Secretary-General to submit the pro
posal in question to the Permanent Advisory Committee for Military, Naval and 
Air Questions, and also to the Temporary Committee for the Reduction of Arma
ments. ' ' - ^ - :'y- \ ' * . 

The Committee has decided to await the results of the deliberations of the 
Committees which have been consulted, before commencing its consideration of 
the proposal. 



VI. 

Lettre de la Commission au Secretaire giniral 
concernant la correspondance de ce dernier avec le Gouvernement argentin.1 

La Commission a decide d'envoyer au Secretaire general la lettre suivante: 

ri e  septembre 1921. 

Monsieur le Secretaire general, 
Le 24 mai dernier, vous avez bien voulu soumettre a la Commission des 

Amendements au Pacte, une correspondance que vous avez echangee avec le Gouver
nement de 1'Argentine sur la nature et la portee de diverses propositions presentees 
a la premiere Assemblee par la Delegation de 1'Argentine. Cette correspondance' 
comprend votre lettre en date du 22 Janvier 1921, une lettre du Ministre des Affaires 
etrangeres de 1'Argentine en date du 31 mars 1921, ainsi que votre reponse en date 
du 20 mai 1921. 

J'ai 1'honneur de vous informer que la.Commission des Amendements a exa
mine avec soin les questions soulevees dans cette correspondance et m'a charge 
de vous soumettre a ce sujet les observations suivantes: 

1. La proposition de la Delegation argentine relative a 1'admission de tous 
les Etats souverains a ete examinee par la Commission au cours de sa session de 
Londres et a fait 1'objet d'une partie du premier rapport de la Commission au Conseil 
(page 6). La Commission a juge que la portee de la modification impliquant un chan
gement fondamental dans la nature meme de la Societe des Nations, il n'appar
tient pas a une Commission de se prononcer a ce sujet. Dans ces circonstances, la 
Commission a estime qu'il appartiendra eventuellement a 1'Assemblee, oil se trou
veront reunis les Membres memes de la Societe, de discuter cette question: 

2. La proposition relative a la composition du Conseil, soumise a la premiere 
Commission de 1'Assemblee par la Delegation de TArgentine, a ete renvoyee a la 
Commission des Amendements, conformement a une Resolution de 1'Assemblee 
en date du 11 decembre 1920. De meme que les autres propositions sur le meme sujet, 
elle a faitTobjet, de la part de la Commission, d'un examen serieux; les conclusions 
de la Commission figurent aux pages 10 et 11 du premier rapport au Conseil. La 
proposition de la Delegation argentine figure a la page 27 du meme document. . 

3. Vous avez bien voulu soumettre a la Commission, en meme temps que la 
correspondance que vous aviez echangee avec le Gouvernement de 1'Argentine, 
1'original du Document de 1'Assemblee  N 0 217, contenant les propositions soumises 
par la Delegation de 1'Aigentine au sujet de 1'arbitrage obligatoire ou du renvoi a 
la Cour permanente de Justice internationale de tous les differends, a 1'exception 
de ceux qui touchent a la constitution des Etats parties au differend. La Commission 
a pris note du fait que ces propositions avaient deja ete examinees par la troisieme 
Commission de 1'Assemblee et sa Sous-Commission, lorsqu'elles ont etudie le projet 
presente par la Commission consultative des Juristes en vue de 1'etablissement 
d'une Cour permanente de Justice internationale. Elle a pris note egalement du 
fait que Ton a tenu compte de ces propositions en en inserant urie partie dans les 
statuts de la Cour permanente de Justice internationale, et en particulier, en incor
porant le principe de la juridiction obligatoire a Particle 36 du statut. 

4. Vous avez egalement saisi la Commission des Amendements de la proposition 
soumise par la Delegation de 1'Argentine a la cinquieme Commission de 1'Assemblee 
le 27 novembre 1920, concernant 1'admission dans la Societe, de pays qui n'etaient 
pas reconnus comme Etats souverains. M. Pueyrredon avait, en effet, souleve la 
question dans sa lettre du 31 mars 1921. -

La Commission a pris note du fait que cette proposition avait fait 1'objet d'un 
examen de la part de la cinquieme Commission de 1'Assemblee, en meme temps que 

Cette correspondance est reproduite en Annexe. 



Letter from the Committee to the Secretary-General regarding the Correspondence 
between the latter and the Argentine Government.1 

The Committee decided to send to the Secretary-General the following letter :-

September is t , 1921. 

Sir, 
On May 24th last you were good enough to lay before the Committee on Amend

ments to the Covenant, certain correspondence between the Argentine Government 
and yourself regarding the nature and status of various proposals which had been 
made by the Argentine Delegation at the First Assembly. This correspondence 
consists of a letter of yours dated January 22nd, 1921, a letter from the Argentine 
Minister for Foreign Affairs dated March 31st, 1921, and your reply thereto dated 
May 20th, 1921. 

I have the honour to inform you that the Committee on Amendments has 
attentively considered the questions raised in this correspondence, and has directed 
me to present to you the following observations concerning them : — 

1. The proposal of the Argentine Delegation regarding the admission of all 
Sovereign States has been examined by the Committee at its London Session, 
and has formed the subject of a section of the Committee's First Report to the 
Council (page 6). The Committee considered that, the scope of the modification 
implying a drastic change in the very nature of the League of Nations, it did not 
fall within the competence of a Committee like the present one to give its views 
on the subject. In these circumstances, the Committee was of the opinion that 
the question was one which should be discussed in due time by the Assembly, 
where the Delegates of all the Members of the League will meet together. 

2. The proposal regarding the Membership of the Council, which was submitted 
to the First Committee of the Assembly by the Argentine Delegation, was referred 
to the Committee on Amendments as a result of the Assembly's Resolution of 
December n t h  , 1920. Together with the other proposals on this subject which 
were similarly referred, it was carefully examined by this Committee, whose conclu
sions appear on pages 10 and ; 11 of the First Report to the Council. The proposal 
of the Argentine Delegation appears on' page 27 of the same document. 

3. You were good enough to submit to the Committee, with the correspon-. 
dence which had taken place between you and the Argentine Government, the 
original copies of Assembly Document No. 217, containing proposals by the Argen
tine Delegation with regard to obligatory arbitration or submission to the Perma
nent Court of International Justice of all disputes, except those affecting the 
constitutional system of contesting States. The Committee has taken note of the 
facts that these proposals were examined by the Third Committee of the Assembly 
and by its Sub-Committee, in the course of their consideration of the Draft Scheme 
of the Advisory Committee of Jurists for the establishment of a Permanent Court 
of International Justice; and that the object of the proposals has been taken into 
account by the insertion of some of them in the Statute of the Permanent Court 
of International Justice, in particular by the incorporation of the principle of 
obligatory jurisdiction in Article 36 of the Statute. 

4. The proposal which was submitted by the Argentine Delegation to the Fifth 
Committee of the Assembly on November 27th, 1920, regarding the admission to 
the League of countries which were not recognised as Sovereign States you also 
placed before the Committee on Amendments, since it had been referred to by 
M. Pueyrredon in his letter of March 31st, 1921. 

The Committee has noted that this proposal was considered by the Fifth 
Committee of the Assembly, together with other suggestions on the same subject, 

 This correspondence is reproduced as an Annex. 1



cTautres propositions relatives au meme sujet, et qu'a la suite de cet examen 1'Assem
blee avait adopte la Recommandation du 16 decembre 1920, relative a 1'Esthonie, 
la Lettonie, la Lithuanie et la Georgie. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire general, 1'assurance de ma haute consi
deration. 

Pour la Commission: 

(Signd) VAN HAMEL, 
Secretaire de la Commission, 
Directeur de la Section legate. 

VII. 

MMhode a suivre four amender le Pacte, et forme que devraient prendre les amendements 
adoptis par 1'Assemblee. -

La question de la methode a suivre pour amender le Pacte et de la forme, que 
doivent prendre les amendements adoptes par 1'Assembles n'a pas ete soumise par 
1'Assemblee a 1'examen de la. Commission. Comme neanmoins cette question est 
de celles qui pourraient soulever quelqu.es difficultes, la Commission a cru utile.d'en 
aborder 1'examen. En consequence, elle se permet de formuler les. observations 
suivantes: , 

a) Il y aurait lieu, semble-t-il, de donner tout d'abord aux amendements la 
forme d'actes emanant .de TAssemblee, seule competence pour les voter. 

b) Chaque amendement vote par 1'Assemblee pourrait faire 1'objet d'un pro
tocole special, contenant le texte del 'amendement et enregistrant les votes; chacun 
de ces protocoles serait revetu de la signature des. delegues qui auraient vote 1'amen
dement. On aurait ainsi uri document qui servirait de baise pour la ratification 
prevue a Tarticle 26. 

. c) II n'cst pas desirable qu'un amendement reste soumis a la ratification 
pendant une peiiode indefinie, et il conviendrait de fixer un terme limitant la peridde 
durant laquelle" un Membre pourra se retirer de la Societe, comme consequence 
de sa notification qu'il n'accepte pas Tamendement. \ 

A cet effet, il conviendrait d'ajouter a chaque amendement adopte par 1'Assem
blee, une disposition speciale declarant que, pour e n t r e r e n vigueur, il devra etre 
ratine selon les stipulations de rarticle. 26, dans les deux ans, par exemple, qui sui
vront la date du vote de Tamendement. . ..

d) De meme, 1'Assemblee pourrait decider expressement que toute notifica
tion par laquelle un Membre refuse d'accepter un amendement, conformement au 
paragraphe 2 de 1'article 26, devra etre faite au plus tard dans 1'annee qui suivra 
la notification aux Membres de la Societe de 1'entree en vigueur de 1'amendement. 

On estime que cette disposition reglerait d'une fa9on raisonnable 1'exercice 
des droits accordes aux Membres de la Societe, en vertu du paragraphe 2 de 1'aT
ticle 26. 

Le 7 septembre 1921. 
Le President: A. J. BALFOUR. 
Le Secritaire: J. A. VAN HAMEL. 
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and that the result was the adoption by the Assembly of the Recommendation of 
December 16th. 1920, regarding the States of Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania a n d 
Georgia. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

For the Committee : 

(Signed) VAN HAMEL, 
Secretary of the Committee, 

Director of the Legal Section. 

VII. 

The Method by which the Covenant should be amended and the form which should be 
taken by the Amendments. 

The question of the method by which the Covenant should be amended and 
of the form which should be taken by the amendments was not referred to this 
Committee by the Assembly. However, as this question is one which may present 
certain difficulties, the Committee has considered that it would be useful to under
take the examination of it. Accordingly, it ventures to submit the following 
observations :— 

(a) It would seem to be desirable that amendments should in the first place 
take the form of acts emanating from the Assembly, the only body competent 
to vote them. 

(b) Each amendment voted by the Assembly might be made the subject of a 
special protocol, containing the text of the amendment and recording the votes. 
Each of these protocols should then be signed by the Delegates who have voted 
for the amendment. This would give the documentary basis for the ratification 
by Members of the League which is provided for in Article 26. 

(c) It is not desirable that an amendment should stand open for ratification 
during an indefinite period. It would also be well to limit the period during which 
a Member may withdraw from the League as a result of the signification of its 
dissent from an amendment. 

For this purpose, there should be added to each amendment voted by the Assem
bly a special provision to the effect that, for the amendment to become valid, it 
must receive the ratifications prescribed by Article 26 within a period of, say, 
two years, from the date of the voting of the amendment. 

(d) Similarly, it should be expressly resolved by the Assembly that a notifi
cation of dissent from an amendment in accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 
26, should be made within a period of not more than one year after the coming 
into force of the amendment.has been notified to the Members of the League . 

It is believed that such a provision would be a reasonable regulation of the 
exercise of the right given to the Members of the League by paragraph 2 of 
Article 26. 

September 7th, 1921. 
A. J. BALFOUR, Chairman. 

J. A. VAN HAMEL, Secretary. 



AJVrVEXE I 

R A P P O R T D E LA COMMISSION C H A R G E E D ' E T U D I E R L'ESPRIT 
E T LA P O R T E E J U R I D I Q U E D E L'ARTICLE 18 D U PACTE, A LA 
COMMISSION D E S A M E N D E M E N T S A U PACTE, R E L A T I F A U X OBLI-

GATIONS J U R I D I Q U E S IMPOSEES PAR L'ARTICLE i o . 

\ GENEVE , le i o sep tembre 1921. 

- La Commission de juristes1, institute par la resolution du Conseil du 21 fevrier 
1921, aux fins d'etudier 1'esprit et la portee juridique de 1'article 18 du Pacte, a 
ete saisie d'une demande de la Commission des Amendements au Pacte de bien 
vouloir etudier la question suivante: a Quelles sont, en dehors des obligations preci
sees par les autres articles, les obligations supplementaires que 1'article 10 impose
aux Membres de la Societe ? B, et de donner une consultation juridique a ce sujet. 

La Commission, faisartt suite a ces demandes, a etudie la question qui lui avait 
ete renvoyee et a pris connaissance du rapport de la Commission des Amendements 
au Pacte, ainsi que de la proposition de la Delegation canadienne a 1'Assemblee, 
et a designe M. Struycken comme rapporteur. M. Green, membre de la Section juri
dique du Secretariat permanent de la Societe des Nations, a rempli les fonctions de 
Secretaire de la Commission, en Ce qui concerne 1'article 10. 

La Commission est arrivee aux conclusions suivantes: 
L'article 10 a ete insere dans le Pacte, sur la proposition du President Wilson. 

La proposition originaire etait concUe en ces termes: 

ARTICLE III . 

a The Contracting Powers unite in guaranteeing to each other political 
independence and territorial integrity; but it is understood between them 
that such territorial readjustments, if any, as may in the future become neces
sary by reason of changes in present racial conditions and aspirations, or pre
sent social and political relationships, pursuant to the principle of self-deter
mination, and also such territorial readjustements as may in the judgment 
of three-fourths of the delegates be demanded b y the welfare and manifest 
interest of the peoples concerned, may be effected if agreeable to those peoples; 
and that territorial changes may in equity involve material compensation. 
The Contracting Powers accept without reservation the principle that the 
peace of the world is superior in importance to every question of political 
jurisdiction or boundary, w 

Dans une redaction ulterieure, la proposition fut formulae comme suit: 

ARTICLE I (ii). 

* They undertake to respect the territorial integrity of all States Members 
of the League, and to protect them from foreign aggression, and they agree 
to prevent any attempts by other States forcibly to alter the territorial settle
ment existing at the date of, or established by, the present treaties of peace. 0 

Note: La Commission etait composee de M. SCIALOJA (President), M. BOUR-
QUIN, Sir Cecil HURST , M. STRUYCKEN et M. GOUT (assiste de M. PEPIN, rempla
cait M. FROMAGEOT). 

1



AIVJVEX I 

R E P O R T OF T H E COMMITTEE A P P O I N T E D TO S T U D Y T H E SCOPE OF 
ARTICLE 18 FROM A LEGAL POINT OF VIEW, TO T H E COMMITTEE 
ON AMENDMENTS TO T H E COVENANT, REGARDING T H E LEGAL 
OBLIGATIONS IMPOSED BY ARTICLE 10 OF T H E COVENANT. 

GENEVA , Sep*emfeep**e£b, 1921. 

The Committee of Jurists 1 , which was instituted by the Councils Resolution 
of February 21st, 1921, for the purpose of studying the scope of Aiticle 18 of the 
Covenant from a legal point of view, has been requested by the Committee on Amend
ments to the Covenant to be good enough to consider the question, "What obli
gations does Article 10 impose on Members of the League, in addition to and apart 
from, the obligations contained in the other Articles of the Covenant ?" and to 
give a legal opinion concerning it. 

In compliance with this request, the Committee has studied the question 
submitted to it and has examined the report of the Committee on Amendments 
to the Covenant, as well as the proposal of the Canadian Delegation at the Assem
bly. It named M. Struycken as its Rapporteur. Mr. Green, Member of the Legal 
Section of the Permanent Secretariat of the League of Nations, acted as Secretary 
of the Committee during.the consideration of Article 10. 

The Committee has arrived at the following conclusions:— 
Article 10 was inserted in the Covenant on the proposal of President Wilson. 

The original proposal read as follows:— 

ARTICLE III. 

"The Contracting Powers unite in guaranteeing to each other political 
independence and territorial integrity; but it is understood between them 
that such territorial readjustments, if any, as may in the future become neces
sary by reason of changes in present racial conditions and aspirations, or 
present social and political relationships, pursuant to the principle of.self
determination, and also such territorial readjustments as may in the judgment 
of three-fourths of the delegates be demanded by the welfare and manifest 
interest of the peoples concerned, may be effected if agreeable to those peoples; 
and that territorial changes may in equity involve material compensation. 
The Contracting Powers accept without reservation the principle that the 
peace of the world is superior in importance to every question of political 
jurisdiction or boundary." 

In a subsequent draft the proposal was worded as follows:— 

ARTICLE I (ii). 

"They undertake to respect the territorial integrity of all States Members 
of the League, and to protect them from foreign aggression, and they agree 
to prevent any attempts by other States forcibly to alter the territorial settle
ment existing at the date of, or established by, the present treaties of peace." 

Note. The Committee was composed of M. SCIALOJA (Chairman), M. BOUR-
QUIN, Sir Cecil HURST M. STRUYCKEN, and M. GOUT (who replaced M. FROMAGEOT 
and who was assisted by M. PEPIN). 

1



ARTICLE 2. 

((If at any time it should appear that the boundaries of any State gua
ranteed by Article 1 (i), (ii) do not conform to the requirements of the situa
tion, the League shall take the matter under consideration and may recommend 
to the parties affected any modification which it may think necessary. If 
such recommendation is. rejected b y the parties affected, the States Members 
of the League shall, so far as the territory in question is concerned, cease to 
be under the obligation to protect the territory in question from forcible 
aggression by other States, imposed upon them by the above provision, a , 

20 Janvier 1919.) 
Le 3 fevrier, 1'article fut presente a la Commission de la Societe des Nations 

de la Conference de la Paix, sous la forme suivante: 

ARTICLE 7. 

M The High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and preserve 
. as against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing political 

independence of all States- Members of the League, n 

(3 fevrier 1919.) -

Au cours. de sa dixieme seance, tenue le 13 fevrier 1919, la Commission adopta 
la proposition sous la forme suivante: 

ARTICLE 10. 

K Les Hautes Parties Contractantes s'engagent a respecter et a maintenir 
contre toute agression exterieure 1'integrite territoriale et 1'independance 
politique presente de tous les Membres de la Societe. En cas degress ion, de 
menace ou de danger degression, le Conseil Executif avise aux moyens d e s s u 
rer 1'execution de cette obligation. * -

A la Conference de la Paix, l'article subit encore quelques legeres modifications 
et le texte definitif fut redige en ces termes: 

ARTICLE 10. 

K Les Membres de la Societe a The Members of the League 
s'engagent a respecter et a maintenir undertake to respect and preserve 
contre toute agression exterieure as against external aggression the 
1'integrite territoriale et l'mdepen- territorial integrity and existing 
dance politique presente de tous les political independence of all Mem-
Membres de la Societe. En cas d'a- bers of the League. In case of 
gression, de menace ou de danger any such aggression or in case of 
degress ion, le Conseil avise. aux any threat or danger of such 
moyens dessurer 1'execution de aggression, the Council shall advise 
cette obligation, v upon the means by which this obli

gation shall be fulfilled, n 

La pensee fondamentale de r article 10 est la suivante : aucun changement 
ne pourra etre desormais apporte, a la suite d'une agression, a 1'integrite territoriale 
et a 1'independance politique des Etats , elements essentiels de leur personnalite 
internationale; de tels changements ne pourront etre apportes q u  e la suite de deli
berations pacifiques et par 1'entremise salutaire de la Societe des Nations. 

De la, la double obligation, pour tous les Membres de la Societe, de respecter 
mutuellement leur integrite territoriale et leur independance politique presente, 
et de les maintenir contre toute agression. exterieure, soit de la part des autres Mem
bres de la Societe, soit de la part des Etats qui n'en font pas partie. 

Cette pensee juridique constitue 1'un des principes directeurs de la Societe 
des Nations. Etant donne que la guerre a presque toujours pour but deppor ter des 
modifications a 1'integrite territoriale ou a 1'independance politique des autres 
Etats , la nouvelle regie de droit exprimee a rarticle 10 fait de la Societe des Nations 
un organisme de paix appele a sauvegarder le principe que des modifications ne 



ARTICLE 2. 

"If at any time it should appear that the boundaries of any State guaran
teed by Article 1 (i), (ii) do not conform to the requirements of the situation, 
the League shall take . the matter under consideration and may recommend 
to the parties affected any modification which it may think necessary. If 
such recommendation is rejected by the parties affected, the States Members 
of the League shall, so far as the territory in question is concerned, cease to 
be under the obligation to protect the territory in question from forcible 
aggression by other States, imposed upon them by the above provision.''' 

(January 20th, 1919.) 

On February 3rd, the Article was submitted to the League of Nations Commis
sion of the Peace Conference, in the following form:— 

ARTICLE 7. 

"The High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and preserve as 
against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing political 
independence of all States Members of the League." 

(February 3rd, 1919.) 

In the course of its tenth meeting, held on February 13th, 1919, the Corn
mission adopted the proposal in the following form:— 

ARTICLE IO. 

"The High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and preserve as 
against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing political 

- independence of all States Members of the League. In case of any such aggres
sion, or in case of any threat or danger of such aggression, the Executive Council 
shall advise upon the means by which this obligation shall be fulfilled." 

At the Peace Conference the Article was again slightly amended, its final text 
reading as follows:— / 

ARTICLE 10. 

"Les Membres de la Societe s'en- "The Members of the League 
gagent a respecter et a maintenir undertake to respect and preserve 
contre toute agression exterieure l : in- as against external aggression the 
tegrite territoriale e t ' 1'independance territorial integrity and existing poli
politique presents de tous les Membres tical independence of all Members of 
de la Societe. En cas degression, de the League. In case of any such 
menace ou de danger degression, le aggression or in case of any threat or 
Conseil avise aux moyens d'assurer danger of such aggression, the Coun
1'execution de cette obligation." cil shall advise upon the means by 

which this obligation shall be ful
filled." 

The fundamental idea of Article 10 is. as follows: no change can henceforth 
be made, by means of aggression, in the territorial integrity and political indepen
dence of States, which are essential elements of their international status; such 
changes cart only be made as a result of peaceful negotiation and b y the helpful 
mediation of the League of Nations. 

This involves for all Members of the League the twofold obligation of mutually 
respecting each other's territorial integrity and existing political independence, 
and of maintaining these against all external aggression, either on the part of other 
Members of the League or on the part of States which are not Members. 

, This legal conception constitutes one of the guiding principles of the League 
of Nations. In view of the fact that war almost always has for its object some 
change in the territorial integrity or political independence of other States, the new 
rule of law expressed in Article 10 makes the League of Nations an organisation 
for the maintenance of peace, which is called upon to safeguard the principle that 
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pourront etre apportdes aux limites territoriales et a 1'independance politique des 
Etats qu'a la suite de deliberations pacifiques et d'une mediation amicale. 

On ne peut sans doute pas voir dans 1'article 10 la legitimation sans reserves 
du statu quo territorial, tel que les derniers traites de paix l'ont cree et tel que les 
traites futurs 1'etabliront peut-etre. 

La Societe des Nations ne pourrait ni ne devrait assumer la responsabilite de 
cette legitimation, mais la Societe des Nations peut et doit meme, si elle desire 
devenir une organisation pacifique des peuples et contribuer au maintien de la 
paix mondiale, faire sienne la these qu'un Etat ne pourra plus'cheicher a faire valoir 
par la violence, c'est-a-dire par la guerre, des titres a un changement territorial 
quelconque, si justifies qu'ils puissent paraitre. 

Quoique le President Wilson ait prevu, dans son premier projet cite ci-dessus, 
une procedure speciale et un pouvoir extraordinaire de la Societe applicables aux 
modifications pacifiques des limites territoriales, il a compris lui-meme, avec les 
autres redacteurs du Pacte, que la procedure generate prescrite a 1'article 19 du Pacte, 
relativement a la revision des traites devenus inapphcables et aux relations inter
nationales dont le maintien peut mettre en danger la paix mondiale, serait la plus 
propre a amener egalement, par des moyens pacifiques et conformes au droit, les 
modifications tertitoriales apparues comme necessaires. 

L'article 10, considere ainsi comme une interdiction de violer le statu quo terri
torial et politique confirme par les traites et comme une garantie contre cette vio
lation, contient la pensee fondamentale sur laquelle reposent les articles suivants du 
Pacte. 

Ces t le principe dominant auquel les Membres de la Societe se soumettent 
et auquel se rattachent les articles suivants comme des reglements de procedure 
et de contrainte legale. 

L'Etat membre de la Societe, qui commet une infraction a la regie de droit 
formulee a 1'article 10, et viole 1'integrite territoriale et 1'independance politique 
d'un de ses co-Membres, verra se dresser contre lui tous les autres Membres de la 
Societe, qui devront accomplir leur devoir de maintenir le statu quo contre un acte 
de violence injuste; c'est 1'article 16 qui regie en detail les obligations auxquelles 
les Membres de la Societe sont tenus en pareil cas a se conformer. Or, en general, 
la violation de 1'integrite territoriale et de 1'independance politique d'un Etat ne se 
congoit pas autrement que comme un acte de guerre. De deux choses 1'une: ou bien 
la violation a lieu sans que 1'auteur ait suivi la procedure indiquee par les articles 
12, 13 ou 15 du Pacte qui lui prescrivent de faire examiner le bien-fonde de ses reven
dications, et, dans ce cas, il est Clair qu-il commet un acte de guerre contraire aux 
obligations formulees dans ces articles ou bien il a d'abord suivi cette procedure, 
mais alors il verra ses preventions repoussees en application du principe contenu 
a 1'article 10 et de celui qui se trouve exprime au paragraphe 8 de 1'article 15; si 
done il essaie, cependant, de satisfaire ses revendications par violence, il sera egale
ment considere, aux termes de 1'article 13, alinea 4, et de 1'article 15, alinea 6, 
comme un belligerant ayant viole les obligations formulees dans ces articles. Si 
1'auteur de 1'agression est un Etat non membre de la Societe, Particle 17 du Pacte 
regie, en se referant d'ailleurs a 1'article 16, la maniere dont les Membres de la 
Societe doivent accomplir leurs devoirs. 

II resulte done de ce qui precede que le devoir qui incombe aux Membres de 
la Societe, de maintenir, contre toute agression exterieure, 1'integrite territoriale 
et 1'independance politique de tous les Membresfde la Societe. se trouve explique 
et precise a 1'article 16 :1'Etat membre qui a viole le territoire d'un autre Etat mem
bre est considere comme ayant commis un acte de guerre contre tous les autres 
Membres de la Societe. Ceux-ci s'engagent a rompre immediatement avec lui 
toutes relations commerciales ou financieres, a interdire tous rapports entre leurs 
nationaux et ceux de l 'Etat en rupture de Pacte et a faire cesser toutes communi
cations financieres, commerciales ou personnelles, entre les nationaux de cet Etat 
et ceux de tout autre Etat, membre ou non de la Societe. 

Les Membres ne sont pas obliges de prendre part a une action militaire. II est 
vrai que 1'article 16 parle d'une action militaire commune a organiser, sur recom
mandation du Conseil, entre les differents gouvernements interesses; mais, en ge
neral, les Membres ne sont pas juridiquement obliges d'y prendre part. Le para
graphe 3 du meme article prescrit cependant aux Membres de la Societe de prendre 
les dispositions necessaires en vue de faciliter le passage a travers leur territoire 
des forces de tout Membre de la Societe qui participe a une action commune. 

Au moment du retablissement de Pordre normal, le principe de 1'article 10 de
vient de nouveau applicable. L'integrite territoriale et 1'independance politique des 
Etats membres de la Societe devront etre restaures. 

II resulte de ce qui precede que le devoir des Membres de la Societe exprime a 
1'article 10 du Pacte, de maintenir 1'integrite territoriale et 1'independance poli
tique presentes de tous les Membres, se retrouve dans les obligations formulees a 
l'article 16. 
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no changes can be made in the territorial limits and political independence of States 
except as the result of peaceful negotiation and friendly mediation. 

We cannot, however, interpret Article i o as unreservedly confirming theter
ritorial status quo as it has been established by the last treaties of peace, and as. 
future treaties will perhaps establish it. 

The League of Nations neither could, nor should, assume responsibility for 
such a confirmation; but the League of Nations can, and indeed should, if it desires 
to become a peaceful organisation of peoples and to contribute to the maintenance 
of world peace, adopt as its own the thesis that a State can no longer endeavour 
to establish by violence, that is to say by war, its claims to any territorial change 
whatsoever, however justifiable these claims may appear to be. 

Although President Wilson, in the first draft which has been quoted above, 
laid down a special procedure and an extraordinary power for the League with 
respect to peaceful changes in territorial limits, he and the other authors of the 
Covenant understood that the general procedure laid down in Article 19 of the 
Covenant, with regard to the revision of treaties which had become inapplicable 
and the consideration of international conditions the continuance of which might 
endanger the peace of the world, would also be the best method of bringing about, 
by peaceful and rightful means, the territorial changes which might seem necessary. 

If Article 10 is thus interpreted as a prohibition of any violation of the terri
torial and political status quo which has been established by treaties, and as a gua
rantee against any such violation, it will be seen to embody the fundamental idea 
on which the succeeding Articles of the Covenant are based. 

Article 10 contains the governing principle to which all Members of the League 
subscribe the methods of application and the legal means of enforcement thereof 
being laid down in the succeeding Articles. 

A State Member of the League which infringes the legal principle formulated 
in Article 10 and violates the territorial integrity and the political independence 
of one of its fellow-Members will find itself confronted by all the other Members 
of the League, who will have to fulfil their duty of maintaining the status quo against 
the wrongful act of violence. Article 16 lays down in detail the obligations which 
rest upon the Members of the League in such a case. In general, the violation of 
the territorial integrity and political independence of a State can be regarded only 
as an act of war. There are two possible cases: either the aggressor has committed 
the act of violation without having adopted the procedure laid down in Articles 12, 
13 or 15 of the Covenant, which provide that he must submit his claims to exami
nation, in which case it is clear that he has committed an act of war contrary to 
the obligations formulated in these Articles; or he has first followed this procedure 
but his claims have been rejected by the application of the principle contained 
in Article 10, and of the principle which is expressed in paragraph 8 of Article 15; 
if, in these circumstances, he still attempts to gain his end by violence, he will in 
this case also be considered, in accordance with the provisions of Article 13, para
graph 4, and of Article 15, paragraph 6, as a belligerent who has violated the obli
gations laid down in these Articles. If the aggressor is not a State Member of the 
League, Article 17 of the Covenant, by referring to Article 16, provides for the 
manner in which the Members of the League shall fulfil their duties. 

It appears, therefore, from the above, that the duty which is incumbent upon 
the Members of the League to preserve against all external aggression the terri
torial integrity and political independence of all Members of the League, is explained 
and defined in Article 16: the Member State which has violated the territory of 
another Member State shall be considered to have committed an act of war against 
all the other Members of the League. The latter pledge themselves to sever imme
diately all trade or financial relations with this State, to prohibit all intercourse 
between their nationals and the nationals of the Covenant-breaking State, and to 
prevent all financial, commercial or personal intercourse between the nationals of 
the Covenant-breaking State and the nationals of any other State, whether a 
Member of the League or not. 

The Members are not obliged to take part in any military action. It is true 
that Article 16 alludes to joint military action to be organised, on the recommen
dation of the Council, by the several Governments concerned; but, in general, 
the Members are not legally bound to take part in such action. Paragraph 3 
of the same Article lays down, however, that the Members of the League shall take 
the necessary steps to afford passage through their territory to the forces of any 
of the Members of the League which are co-operating in the joint action. 

When normal conditions have been re-established, the principle of Article 10 
again becomes applicable; the territorial integrity and the political independence 
of the States Members of the League should be restored. 

It appears from the above that the obligation of the Members of the League 
which is expressed in Article 10 of the Covenant, to preserve the territorial inte
grity and existing political independence of all Members of the League, is to be 
found again in the obligations formulated in Article 16. 



II est impossible d'interpreter 1'article 10 autrement que comme la base des 
obligations formulees a 1'article 16; c'est-a-dire d'y voir, en outre, une obligation 
pour tous les Membres de prevenir par tous les moyens a leur disposition la violation 
de 1'integrite territoriale et de 1'independance politique des autres Membres. 

L'esprit du Pacte est la lutte commune contre toute guerre illegale; le caractere 
et 1'organisation de cette lutte se trouvent regies a 1'article 16. II est inadmissible 
de croire que les dispositions concernant cette lutte commune ne seraient pas appli
cables dans les cas ou la guerre, constituerait une violation de 1'integrite territoriale 
ou de 1'independance politique d'un Membre de la Societe, car alors ces disposi
tions ne trouveraient presque jamais leur application, puisque les guerres auront 
presque toujours ce caractere. 

En outre, il est inadmissible de croire que le Pacte, d'une part, decrirait et 
organiserait en detail a 1'article 16 la lutte commune contre la guerre illicite, et, 
d'autre part, obligerait, par 1'article 10, les Membres de la Societe a une lutte inde
finie et inorganisee contre 1'Etat qui aurait viole rintegrite territoriale et 1'inde
pendance politique d'un d'entre eux. 

. L/article 16, il est vrai, ne renvoie pas a 1'article 10 et meme il n'y renvoie pas 
intentionnellement; 1'explication en est que les redacteurs du Pacte ont compris 
que la violation de Tintegrite territoriale et de 1'independance politique se produira 
toujours par un acte de guerre contraire aux obligations des articles 12,13 et 15; il 
n'etait done pas necessaire de renvoyer a 1-article 10 et, comme on l'a declare aux deli
berations preliminaires, un renvoi a cet article aurait pu donner lieu a une equivoque. 

Si done Ton veut considerer le Pacte comme un ensemble raisonnable et cohe- ... 
rent, il est necessaire de voir dans les articles 16 et 17 1'expression.de 1'idee posee 
en principe a 1'article 10, a savoirqueles Membres sont obliges de maintenir 1'inte
grite terrritoriale et 1'independance politique presentes de tous les Membres contre 
toute agression exterieure. 

La Commission comprend 1'article comme applicable dans chaque cas de viola
tion de fait de rintegrite territoriale et de 1'independance politique d'un des Mem
bres, quand meme 1'intention finale ne serait pas 1'annexion definitive de terri
toires ou la diminution de 1'independance politique de ce Membre. Un des avant
projets cites plus haut pourrait donner 1'impression que Ton avait seulement en 
vue une agression ayant pour objet de porter a jamais atteinte a rintegrite d'un 
autre Etat ; de 1'avis de la Commission, la redaction definitive ne laisse subsister 
aucun doute sur le fait qu'il ne faut pas tenir compte de 1'intention finale de 1'agres
seur, qui, d'ailleurs, n'est pas connue et est sujette a des changements au cours de la 
guerre. 

Si Ton admet qu'il est possible qu'une violation de 1'integrite territoriale et de 
1'independance politique d'un Membre peut avoir lieu, sans qu'il y ait acte de guerre 
— la Commission a des doutes a cet egard -— les articles 16 et 17 ne trouveraient 
pas' d'application en ce cas. Quelles seraient alors les obligations que 1'article 10 
imposerait aux Membres ? Ces t la un point qu'il serait difficile de definir. II est 
certain que, dans ce cas, conformement a 1'esprit du Pacte, chacun des Membres 
devrait juger pour lui-meme a quelles mesures il serait tenu. Le Pacte ne les indique 
pas et n'attribue a aucun organe de la Societe le p o u v o i r d e se prononcer sur la 
question. 

La seconde phrase de 1'article iq/ainsi concue: ft En cas degression, de menace 
ou de danger degress ion, le Conseil avise aux moyens d'assurer 1'execution de 
cette obligation *, n'es't pas de nature a modifier les conclusions precedentes^ 

La Commission fait observer d'abord qu'il ne saurait subsister aucun doute 
sur le fait que, d'apres les termes de 1'article, il ne peut qu'aviser aux rnoyens; il 
ne peut obliger. 

Quant a 1'avis du Conseil, en cas d'une agression, la disposition de 1'article 10 
y relative n'est autre chose qu'une anticipation des dispositions de 1'article 16; -il 
y a la un manque d'elegance pardonnable dans un document comme le Pacte. 

Pour autant qu'il s'agisse de menace ou de danger degress ion, la disposition 
deTarticle 10 a son utilite, car les Membres de la Societe apprecieront sans doute le 
fait d'avoir 1'avis du Conseil sur les mesures qu'il leur conviendrait de prendre 
pour prevenir un danger imminent, meme s'ils ont le pouvoir de decider eux-memes 
si et jusqu'a quel point ils croient devoir donner suite a cet avis. Sur cette question, 
1'article exprime a peu pres la meme chose que le paragraphe 1 de 1'article 11 du Pacte. 

Si, enfin, Ton demande si les considerations precedentes ne doivent pas amener 
a la conclusion que 1'article 10 fait double emploi avec les articles. 16. et 17 du 
Pacte, la reponse doit etre negative. 

Quoique 1'article 10 ne prescrive aucune regie speciale de procedure ou de 
contrainte qui ne pourrait etre trouvee dans les autres articles du Pacte, 1'article 10 
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It is impossible to interpret Article TO otherwise than as the basis of the obli
gations laid down in Article 16; that is to say, it must be regarded as containing an 
obligation upon all Members of the League to use every means in their power to 
prevent violation of the territorial integrity and political independence of the other 
Members. 

The fundamental idea of the Covenant is by common endeavour to prevent 
any unjustifiable war; the nature and organisation of such endeavour are defined 
in Article 16. It is impossible to believe that the provisions relating to this united 
effort would not be applicable to cases where war would constitute a violation of 
the territorial integrity or political independence of a Member of the League, for 
if that were so, these provisions would hardly ever be applicable,. since wars are 
almost always of that nature. 

Moreover, it is impossible to believe that the Covenant would, in Article 16, 
describe and minutely organise the united effort against illicit war, and at the same 
time, in Article i o , would compel the Members of the League to engage in an inde
fmite and unorganised struggle against a State which had violated the territorial 
integrity and political independence of one of their number. 

It is true that Article 16 does not refer to Article i o either expressly or b y 
implication. The explanation of this fact is that the authors of the Covenant 
considered that any violation of territorial integrity and of political independence 
would always be preceded by an act of war in contravention of the obligations 
arising out of Articles 12, 13 and 15. There was therefore no necessity to refer 
to Article 10; and, as stated in the course of the preliminary discussions, a reference 
to this Article might have been ambiguous. 

If, therefore, we desire to regard the Covenant as a logical and coherent whole, 
Article 16 and 17 must be read in the light of the fundamental principle contained 
in Article 10—namely, that Members are under an obligation to preserve the terri
torial integrity and existing political independence of all Members against any 
external aggression. 

The Committee considers that the Article applies to all cases of actual violation 
of the territorial integrity and political independence of a Member, even if the ulti
mate purpose of such violation is not the definite annexation of the territory or 
the diminution of the political independence of the Member. One of the drafts 
quoted above might give the impression that its authors had in mind only an act 
of aggression which was intented to inflict lasting injury upon the integrity of ano
ther State. In the opinion of the Committee, the wording which was adopted 
leaves no room for doubt that the ultimate intention of the aggressor does not 
affect the issue; this intention would not, moreover, be known, and would be liable 
to modification during the course of the war. 

If the possibility is admitted that a violation of the territorial integrity and 
political independence of a Member may take place without the occurrence of an 
act of war—the Committee has some doubt on this point—then Articles .16 and 17 
would not apply. What obligations would Article 10 impose upon Members of 
the League in such a case ? That is a very difficult question. It is certain that, 
under such circumstances, each Member would have to decide for itself, in accor
dance with the spirit of the Covenant, what action was incumbent upon it. The 
Covenant is not explicit oh this point and does not specify any organ of the League 
as the. competent authority to pronounce on the question. 

The second sentence of Article 10, which reads : "In case of any such aggres
sion or in case of any threat or danger of such aggression, the Council shall 
advise upon the means by which this obligation shall be fulfilled," does not in 
any way modify the above conclusions. ' 

. In the first place, the Committee wishes to point out that there can be no doubt 
that . the Council, under the terms of this Article, can only advise as to the means 
to be employed; it cannot impose them. -

The relevant provision of Article 1.0. with regard to the Council's advice in 
the case of an act of aggression is merely an anticipation of the provisions of Ar
ticle 16; this is an awkwardness in drafting which is pardonable in a document 
like the Covenant. 

In so for as. it deals with the threat or danger of aggression, this portion of 
Article 10 has its use, for Members of the League will doubtless be glad to receive 
the advice of the Council as to the measures which they ought to take in order to 
combat a pressing danger, even though they are entitled to decide for themselves 
whether, and to what extent, they feel called upon to follow the advice given. 
In regard to this point, the effect of Article 10 is rather like that of the first para
graph of Article 11 of the Covenant. 

Finally, if it be asked whether the considerations set forth above do not lead 
to the conclusion that Article 10' duplicates Articles 16 and 17 of the Covenant, 
the answer is in the negative. 

Although Article 10 lays down no general rule o f procedure and contains no 
obligation which cannot be found elsewhere in the Covenant, it nevertheless pos
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conserve cependant sa valeur propre. II formule un des principes de droit sur les
quels repose la Societe des Nations: respect mutuel et maintien de 1'integrite terri
toriale.et de rindependahce politique presentes de tous les Membres de la Societe; 
c'est un principe directeur, non seulement pour les Membres dans leurs rapports 
mutuels, mais aussi pour les organes de la Societe, chaque fois qu'ils sont appeles 
d'une maniere quelconque a faire valoir leur influence ou leur autorite pour la solu
tion des differends et pour le maintien et le retablissement.de la paix mondiale. 
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sesses a certain value of its own. It enunciates one of the legal principles upon 
which the League of Nations is based, namely, the principle of mutual respect 
for, and preservation of, the territorial integrity and existing political independence 
of all Members of the League. This is a governing principle to be observed, not 
only by the Members in their relations with one another, but also by the organs 
of the League, whenever they are called upon to exert their influence or authority 
in any way for the settlement of disputes or for the maintenance or restoration of 
the peace of the world. 



ArVIVEXE I I 

CORRESPONDANCE ECHANGEE ENTRE LE SECRETAIRE GENERAL 
ET LE GOUVERNEMENT ARGENTIN. 

I . 

[Traduction.] - Geneve, le 22 Janvier 1921. 

Monsieur le Ministre, 

J'ai 1'honneur de me referer aux paroles prononcees par vous le 17 novembre 
1920, a la cinquieme Seance pleniere de la premiere Assemblee de la Societe des Nations, 
et a la lettre que vous avez adressee au President de 1'Assemblee, le 4 decembre 
1920, lettre par laquelle, au nom de la Delegation argentine, vous informiez le 
President que la Delegation argentine regardait sa mission comme terminee. Aussi 
bien dans votre declaration que dans votre lettre, vous faisiez mention de certains 
amendements que la Republique Argentine desirait voir apporter au Pacte. 

L'une de ces propositions, formulee en termes precis, relative a Tadmission 
des Etats souverains dans la Societe des Nations, a ete officiellement soumise par 
vous a 1'Assemblee, le 4 decembre. 

L'Assemblee, dans sa seance du 6 decembre 1920, a renvoye cette proposition 
a la Commission que le Conseil doit instituer pour etudier la question des amende
ments au Pacte. 

J'ai 1'honneur de vous demander si Ton peut considerer comme etant le desir 
du Gouvernement argentin, de voir soumettre a la Commission, chargee d'etudier 
les amendements au Pacte, tout ou partie des autres propositions qui n'ont pas ete 
officiellement presentees a i Assemblee par la Delegation argentine, mais auxquelles 
vous avez fait mention dans votre declaration et dans votre lettre du 4 decembre 
1920. S'il en est ainsi, puis-je demander au Gouvernement argentin de bien vouloir 
formuler, en termes precis, sa proposition, sous forme d'amendements au Pacfe? 

J'ai egalement 1'honneur, a cette occasion, de vous rappeler ma note circulaire 
du 28 decembre 1920, par laquelle j'informais les Membres de la Societe des Nations, 
desireux de soumettre des amendements a la Commission chargee de les etudier, 
que le Conseil avait fixe le 31 mars prochain comme date extreme a laquelle les 
amendements pourraient Stre presentes. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Ministre, les assurances renouvelees de m a haute 
consideration. 

(Signe") ERIC DRUMMOND, 
Secretaire gdndral. 

A Son Excellence Senor Honorio PUEYRREDON, 
Ministre des Affaires etrangeres, 

BUENOS-AYRES. 



A M E X I I 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE SECRETARY - GENERAL AND THE ARGENTINE 
GOVERNMENT. 

I. 

[Translation.] Geneva, January 22nd, 1921. 

Sir, 

I have the honour to refer to your address at the 5th Plenary Meeting of the 
First Assembly of the League, held on November 17th, 1920, and to the letter ad
dressed by you to the President of the Assembly on December 4th, 1920, in which, 
on behalf of the Delegation of the. Argentine Republic, you informed the President 
that the Argentine Delegation considered its mission to be at an end. . Both in your 
address and in this letter, you referred to certain amendments to the Covenant,which 
were desired by the Argentine Republic. -. . . 

One of these proposals, that concerning the admission of all sovereign States 
to the League, which had been formulated in precise terms, was formally submitted 
to the Assembly b y you on December 4th. . . 

The Assembly, at its meeting of December 6th, 1920, referred this proposal 
to the Committee which is to b e s e t up b y the Council for the consideration of 
amendments to the Covenant. 

I have the honour to enquire whether it may be assumed to be the desire of the 
Argentine Government that the other proposals which were not formally submitted 
to the Assembly by the Argentine Delegation, but which were referred to by you in 
your address and in your letter of December 4th, 1920; or any of them, should be 
submitted to the Committee which is to consider amendments, and if that is the 
case, to suggest that the Argentine Government be good enough to formulate the 
proposals as amendments to the Covenant, in precise terms. 

In this relation, I have the honour also to refer to m y circular note of December , 
28th, 1920, in which Members of the League who desired to submit proposed amend
ments to the Committee which is to s tudy such amendments, were informed that 
the Council had fixed March 31st next as the date of the termination of the period in 
which the amendments might be submitted. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) ERIC DRUMMOND, 
Secretary-General. 

His Excellency, Sen or Honorio PUEYRREDON, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs', 

BUENOS-AYRES. 



II. 

MlNISTERE DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES 
ET DES CULTES. 

[Traduction.] Buenos-Ayres, le 31 mars 1921. 

Monsieur le Secretaire general, 
J'ai 1'honneur de vous accuser reception de votre communication en date du 

22 Janvier dernier; je desire y repondre a seule fin de relever une inexactitude qui 
s'y trouve. 

Dans la note en question, vous indiquez, Monsieur le Secretaire general, qu'une 
seule des propositions de 1'Argentine formulee en termes precis et relative a 1'admis
sion des Etats souverains dans la Societe des Nations, a ete soumise officiellement 
par le soussigne a 1'Assemblee a la date du 4 decembre, et que toutes les autres 
ou quelques-unes des autres ne furent pas presentees officiellement a 1'Assemblee 
par la Delegation argentine. 

Ghacune des propositions auxquelles vous faites allusion et dont j'ai fait mention 
dans mes declarations ainsi que dans la note du 4 decembre 1920, a ete redigee 
separement, en termes precis, et presentee officiellement, en temps opportun, par 
la Delegation argentine, devant les Commissions respectives competentes, confor
mement aux Resolutions de 1'Assemblee; ces propositions sont enregistrees de la 
maniere suivante dans les documents officiels publies par la Societe des Nations 
au cours de la session de Geneve: 

- a) La proposition concernant 1'admission de tous les Etats souverains figure a 
la page 152 du N  0 19 du K Journal de 1'Assemblee a en date du 5 decembre 1920. 
(Amendement a 1'article 1 du Pacte.) 

b) La proposition touchant a la composition du Conseil de la Societe figure 
dans les a proces-verbaux j; de la premiere Commission, a la page 4 du N  0 8, en date 
du 3 decembre 1920. Cette proposition a ete soumise a la dite Commission aux 
termes de 1'article 4 du reglement interieur de 1'Assemblee. (Amendement a 1'article 
4 du Pacte.) 

c) La proposition touchant 1'arbitrage et la juridiction obligatoire de la Cour 
permanente de Justice internationale a ete publiee dans le document  N 0 217 a la 

rdate du i  e  decembre 1920. (Amendement aux articles 13 et 14 du Pacte.) 
d) La proposition touchant 1'admission sans droit de vote des Etats non encore 

reconnus comme Etats souverains par la Communaute internationale se trouve 
publiee dans le document de i'Assemblee  N 0 20/65/10.E.7. 

Je saisis 1'occasion pour vous renouveler, Monsieur le Secretaire general, les 
assurances de ma tres haute consideration. 

(Signe) H. PUEYRREDON. 
Sir ERIC DRUMMCND , Secretaire general 

de la Societe des Nations, 
GENEVE. 

III. 
[Traduction.] Geneve, le 20 mai 1921. 

Monsieur le Ministre, 
J'ai bien recu votre lettre du 31 mars et j'ai examine les observations que vous 

avez faites, avec beaucoup d'attention. 
Evidemment il y a un malentendu sur certains points auxquels avaient trait 

ma lettre du 22 Janvier 1921 et votre lettre du 31 mars 1921. Je m'empresse done 
d'attirer votre attention sur quelques details qui, j'espere, pourront elucider ce 
malentendu. 

Je me permets de suivre les differentes propositions dont vous avez fait l'enu
meration dans votre lettre. 

1. Par votre lettre du 4 decembre 1920, la Delegation argentine a propose: 
K Que tous les Etats souverains reconnus par la communaute internationale 

soient admis a faire partie de la Societe des Nations, de telle facon que leur 
non-incorporation soit le resultat d'une decision volontaire de leur part, n 

Conformement a la Resolution de 1'Assemblee, cette proposition a ete placee 
devant la Commission chargee par le Conseil d'etudier les propositions d'amende
ments. 

2. A la reunion de la premiere Commission de 1'Assemblee du 3 decembre 1920, 
ou avait lieu 1'etude preparatoire de differentes suggestions faites concernant 1'elec



MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS. 

[Translation.] Buenos. Ayres, March 31st, 1921. 

Sir, 
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication, dated January 22nd 

last, to which I take the liberty of replying solely for the purpose of correcting an 
error contained in that communication. 

In the Note in question the Secretary-General states that only one of the Ar
gentine proposals, formulated in precise terms, and relating to the admission of 
sovereign States into the League of Nations, was officially submitted by the under
signed to the Assembly on December 4th, and that all or some of the others were not 
officially submitted to the Assembly by the Argentine Delegation, 

Each of the proposals referred to by the Secretary-General and mentioned by 
me in m y statements and in the Note of December 4th, 1920, was formulated sepa
rately, drawn up in precise terms, and duly submitted by the Argentine Government 
officially to the Committee in whose competence it lay, in accordance- with the reso
lution of the Assembly; they are, moreover, registered among the official documents 
published by the League of Nations during the meetings at Geneva, as follows:— 

(a) The proposal relating to the admission of all the sovereign States appears 
in No. 19 of the "Assembly Journal", page 152, of December 5th, 1920. (Amend
ment to Article I of the Covenant.) 

(6) The proposal relating to the composition of the Council of the League, ap
pears in the Minutes of the First Committee, No. 8, page 4, dated December 3rd, 
1920. It was submitted to this Committee in accordance with Article 4 of the 

. Rules of Procedure of the Assembly. (Amendment to Article 4 of the Covenant.) 

(c) The proposal relating to arbitration and compulsory jurisdiction of the 
Permanent Court of International Justice was published in Document No. 217, 
dated December 1st, 1920. (Amendment to Articles 13.and 14 of the Covenant). 

(d) The proposal relating to the admission, without the right to vote, of States 
not yet recognised as sovereign States by the international community is published 
in Assembly Document No. 20 /65 / i o E. 7. 

I have the honour to be, etc. 

(Signed) H. PUEYRREDON. 
To Sir ERIC DRUMMOND, 

Secretary-General of the League of Nations, 
GENEVA. 

III. 

[Translation.] Geneva, May 20th, 1921. 

Sir, 
I have received your letter of March 31st, and have carefully considered the' 

observations which you make. 
There is evidently a misunderstanding regarding certain points dealt with 

in my letter of January 22nd, 1921, and your letter of March 31st, 1921. I there
fore beg at once to draw your attention to several details, which I hope will clear 
u p this misunderstanding. 

I venture to. repeat the various proposals which you set forth in your letter. 

1. In your letter of December 4th, 1920, the Argentine Delegation proposed: 
"That all sovereign States recognised by the community'of nations be 

admitted to join the League of Nations in such a manner that if they do not 
become Members of the League this can only be the result of a voluntary deci
sion on their part. " 
In accordance with the Resolution of the Assembly, this proposal has been 

placed before the Committee entrusted by the Council with the duty of considering 
proposed amendments. 

2. At the meeting of the First Committee of the Assembly on December 3rd, 
1920, at which a preliminary investigation was made of various suggestions put 



tion des Membres non permanents du Conseil, on avait, entre autres, a examiner la 
formule de roulement proposee par la Delegation argentine dans la Commission, 
ainsi concue: 

((Le Conseil se compose de neuf Membres elus par 1'Assemblee pour une 
periode de quatre ans. Dans chaque renouvellement, cinq seulement des 
Membres pourront etre reelus. Les autres seront elus par roulement de telle 
sorte que tous les Etats membres de la Societe arrivent a etre representes au 
Conseil. s ,' ' 

Ainsi que les autres suggestions faites au sujet de i election des Membres non 
permanents du Conseil, la formule proposee par la Delegation argentine fut pre
sentee sur Tinitiative de cette Delegation a la premiere Commission de 1'Assemblee, 
et non a 1'Assemblee elle-meme. Ces t sur cette distinction que je me suis permis 
d'attirer votre attention dans ma lettre du 22 Janvier 1921. Toutefois, je puis vous, 
assurer que votre proposition ne manquera pas d'etre examinee par la Commission des 
Amendements. Conformement a la Resolution de 1'Assemblee. du 11 decembre 
1920, toutes les suggestions faites a, ce sujet pendant 1'etude de la question par la 
premiere Commission de 1'Assemblee, ont ete reunies par le Secretariat et transmises 
a la Commission des Ameridements au Pacte dans sa reunion du 6 avril 1921. 

3. Les propositions de la Delegation argentine concernant la Cour permanente 
de Justice internationale et Tarbitrage obligatoire ont ete considerees, d'apres 
leur indication, comme' amendements a Tavant-projet du Comite consultatif de 
Juristes pour 1'institution d'une Cour permanente de Justice internationale, modi
fie par le Conseil de la Societe des Nations. 

Ces propositions ont ete discutees en meme temps que d'autres suggestions, 
pendant la reunion de la troisieme Commission de 1'Assemblee et de la Sous-Com
missiOn de cette Commission. Personnellement vous avez pris part aux discussions 
dans la Commission. 

Vous n'ignorez pas que le resultat des travaux de cette troisieme Commission 
a ete 1'adoption unanime par iAssemblee d'un Statut pour la Cour permanente 
de Justice internationale. Dans ce Statut plusieurs des propositions suggerees par 
la Delegation argentine ont ete adoptees, et notamment le principe de la juridic-. 
tion obligatoire, ainsi qu'il a ete incorpore dans 1'article 36 du Statut de la Cour. 
Les rapports de la Commission et de la Sous-Commission, indiquent queries proposi
tions ont ete adoptees dans le Statut de la Cour et lesquelles n'ont pas eteincorporees 
dans 1'instrument defmitif. Dans ces cifconstances il serait difficile de considerer, 
sauf precision ulterieure, les propositions argentines faites pendant la redaction 
du Statut de la Cour Internationale de Justice, comme des propositions d'amende
ments au Pacte. 
V 4. La proposition concernant 1'admission des peuples qui n'etaient pas admis 
a s'incorporer a la Societe des Nations par le fait de n'etre point reconnus comme 
des Etats souvetains, a ete presentee par la Delegation argentine comme une pro
position a.la cinquieme Commission de iAssemblee, le 27 novembre 1920, sous la 
forme suivante: 

a Les peuples qui ne sont pas admis a s'incorporer a la Societe des Nat ions , 
par le fait de n'etre point reconnus comme des Etats souverains, peuvent, 
avec iassent iment du Conseil, nommer des representants pour sieger dans 
1'Assemblee, mais sans le droit de vote. Cette concession n'entraine aucun 
engagement pour la Societe.)) 
Ce texte fut communique aux membres de la cinquieme Commission. 
Cette proposition n'avait pas non plus, a premiere vue, le caractere d'une pro

position d'amendement au Pacte. Elle a ete consideree avec d'autres suggestions sur 
le meme sujet par la cinquieme Commission. Le resultat a ete le vceu adopte par 
1'Assemblee sur la proposition de la Commission, le 16 decembre. Dans ce vceu il 
a ete dit que: 

K En attendant les decisions ulterieures de 1'Assemblee, il est desirable 
que l'Esthonie, la Lettonie, la Lithuanie et la Georgie soient, si elles le deman
dent, traitees de la meme. maniere que les Etats- membres de la Societe des 
Nations, en ce qui concerne leur.participation ases organisations techniques, w 

J'espere avoir eclairci par ces explications les raisons pour lesquelles je me suis 
permis de demander dans ma lettre du 22 Janvier 1921 si Ton pouvait considerer 
comme etant le des irdu Gouvernement argentin de voir soumettre a la Commission 
des Amendements au Pacte tout ou partie des autres propositions qui n'avaient 
pas ete officiellement presentees a iAssemblee par la Delegation argentine. En ce 
cas, je priais le Gouvernement argentin de bien vouloir formuler en termes precis 
ses propositions sous forme d'amendements au Pacte. 

Tout e n n o t a n t que dans votre reponse vous n'avez pas tenu a presenter des 
formules a soumettre a la Commission des Amendements, je m'empresse de trans



forward regarding the election of non-permanent Members of the Council, the method 
of rotation proposed by the Argentine Delegation in the Committee was examined 
among others. It read as follows:— 

"The Council shall be composed of nine Members, elected by the Assembly 
for a period of four years. At each term of renewal, five only of the Members 
may be re-elected. The others shall be elected by rotation in such a way that 
all the States Members of the League ultimately, obtain representation on the 
Council. " 

As in the case of the other suggestions put forward regarding the election of 
non-permanent Members of the Council, the proposal of the Argentine Delegation 
was submitted to the First Committee of the Assembly by the action ot the Dele
gation itself, and not to the Assembly as a whole. It was to this distinction that 
I ventured to draw your attention in m y letter of January 22nd, 1921. I can, 
however, assure you that your proposal will be considered by the Amendments 
Committee. In accordance with the Resolution of the Assembly of December n t h  , 
1920, all the suggestions made on this subject during the consideration of the ques
tion by the First Committee of the Assembly were collected by the Secretariat and 
transmitted to the Committee on Amendments to the Covenant at its meeting on 
April 6th, 1921. 

3. The proposals of the Argentine Delegation regarding the Permanent Court 
of International Justice and compulsory arbitration were considered, in view of the 
form it which they were presented, as amendments to the draft scheme of the 
Advisory Committee of Jurists for the establishment of a Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice, a scheme which was modified b y the Council of the League of 
Nations. 

These proposals were discussed at the same time as other suggestions during 
the meeting of the Third Committee of the Assembly and of the Sub-Committee 
of this Committee. You yourself took part in the discussions of this Committee. 

You are aware that the work of this Third Committee resulted in the unani
mous adoption by the Assembly of a Statute for the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice. Several proposals in this Statute which had been suggested by 
the Argentine Delegation were adopted; in particular, the principle of compulsory 
jurisdiction as incorporated in Article 36 of the Statute of the Court. The Reports 
of the Committee and the Sub-Committee show which proposals were adopted in 
the Statute of the Court and which were not incorporated in the final instrument. 
In these circumstances, the Argentine proposals made during the drawing up of 
the Statute of the Court of International Just ice could hardly be regarded, without 
further specific directions, as proposed amendments to the Covenant. 

4. The proposal regarding the admission of countries which had not been ad
mitted into the- League of Nations, owing to the fact that they were not recognised 
as sovereign States, was submitted by the Argentine Delegation as a proposal 
to the Fifth Committee of the Assembly on November 27th, 1920, in the following 
form:— 

"Nations which are not permitted to become Members of the League of 
Nations because they are not recognised as sovereign States, may, with the 
permission of the Council, appoint representatives to sit in the Assembly, but 

- without the right to vote. - This concession involves no obligation on the part 
of the League. " 
This text was communicated to the members of the Fifth Committee. 
This proposal also did not, at first sight, appear to be designed as an amend

ment to the Covenant. It was considered by the Fifth Committee, together with 
other suggestions on the same subject. The result was the Recommendation adop
ted by the Assembly regarding the proposal of the Committee on December 16th. 
This Recommendation was to the following effects:— 

"Pending a further decision of the Assembly, it is desirable that Esthonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania and Georgia should, on presenting a request to that effect, 
be treated on the same footing as States Members ot the League of Nations, 
as regards their participation in the work of the Technical Organisations of the 
League. " 
I hope that these explanations have made clear the reasons for which I ventured, 

in m y letter of January 22nd, 1921, to ask if the Argentine Government desired 
that the whole or part of the other proposals, which have not been officially sub
mitted to the Assembly by the Argentine Delegation, should now be submitted 
to the Committee on Amendments . In this case I begged the Argentine Govern
ment to submit a definite statement of its proposals in the form of amendments to the 
Covenant. 

I note that you state in your reply that you do not desire to formulate proposals 
for submission to the Committee on Amendments; I am therefore transmitting to 



mettre votre lettre, ainsi que la correspondance sur ce sujet, a cette Commission. Je 
ne doute pas que les suggestions dont vous avez fait mention seront considerees 
sous une forme ou une autre par la Commission dans le cours de ses travaux; et la 
Commission ne manquera certainement pas d'etudier avec beaucoup d'interet 
les points exprimes a 1'Assemblee par vous-meme et par la Delegation argentine. 

Ayant ainsi, comme j'espere, pu expliquer que ma communication du 22 jan
vier 1921 etait conforme a la situation veritable, je vous prie, Monsieur le Ministre, 
de bien vouloir agreer les assurances renouvelees de ma haute consideration. 

(Signd) ERIC DRUMMOND, 
Secretaire gdndral. 

A Son Excellence Senor Honorio PUEYRREDON, 
Ministre des Affaires etrangeres, 

BUENOS-AYRES. 



this Committee your letter, together will all correspondence on this subject. I have 
no doubt that the suggestions which you have mentioned will be considered b y the 
Committee, under one form or another, in the course of its meetings, and that the 
Committee will carefully examine the points brought forward at the Assembly 
by yourself and b y the Argentine Delegation. 

I hope that I have made it clear that m y letter of January 22nd, 1921, gave 
a true statement of the position, and have the honour to remain, etc. 

(Signed) ERIC DRUMMOND, 
Secretary-General. 

His Excellency Sehor Honorio PUEYRREDON, 
. Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

BUENOS AYRES. 
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SECEET. 

CP.-3336. 

C A B I N E T . 

W E E K L Y SURVEY OF THE STATE OF IRELAND. 

MEMORANDUM BY THE CHIEF SEGRETARY FOR IRELAND. 
I SUBMIT for the consideration of the Cabinet my survey for the week ended 

the 19th September. 
GENERAL STATE OF THE COUNTRY. 

Observance of Truce. 
I am glad to note that the Police Reports for the week indicate that there has 

been a marked improvement in the observance of the truce conditions on the part of 
Sinn Fein, although this is inflat contradiction to other reports including one from 
General Tudor, in reference to the six counties. The breaches alleged in the Police 
Reports were few in number, and; with two exceptions, comparatively unimportant. The exceptions were the illegal arrest of two civilians for trial by Sinn Fein Courts, 
one of the persons arrested being a Nationalist farmer of Bantry District, co. Cork, 
who had disobeyed a summons to attend as a witness before a Sinn Fein Court, and 
the other an ex-soldier charged with assaulting Sinn Fein policemen. The latter, 
who is believed to have Sinn Fein sympathies, has since been liberated. 

With the exception of Belfast, the country has been generally peaceful, but one 
incident of a somewhat sensational character occurred near Cookstown, co.. Tyrone, 
on the 15th instant, when a body of the I.R.A. who had been drilling in the 
neighbourhood came into collision with an armed party.of Ulster Volunteers. An 
exchange of shots resulted in one member of the I.R.A. party being wounded, and 
twenty-five were taken0 prisoners, but after being deprived of their arms were 
released uninjured. Eight loaded revolvers which were found in their possession 
were retained by the Ulster Volunteer Force. 

The boycott of English and Ulster goods continues to be maintained in spite 
of the truce and three acts of violence committed in pursuance of this policy were 
reported during the week. On the 14th instant a number of men entered the 
Goods Store attached to Tralee Railway Station and forcibly removed seven casks 
of jam consigned by two well-known London companies to a localfirm, and on the 
15th instant a quantity of boots of English manufacture were taken from Sligo 
Railway Station and thrown away. A similar outrage in connection with the Ulster 
boycott was perpetrated in Dundalk on the 16th instant, eleven barrels of lubricating 
oil consigned from Belfast being wantonly destroyed. 

As a result of strong"' representations made to the Chief Sinn Fein Liaison 
Officer for the Martial Law Area the two Constables of the Royal Irish Constabulary 
who were kidnapped at Bandon on the 9th instant were released on the 15th instant 
and returned safely to Barracks on the same day. 
Further disturbances in Belfast. . * 

A further outbreak of party rioting occurred in Belfast about mid-day on the 
15th instant and continued intermittently throughout' the following three days. 
The origin of the outbreak appears to have been the exchange of provocative words 
between two fortuitous gatherings of opposing partisans in Vere Street, a " mixed " 
locality, and the affair developed with such suddenness thatfirearms were in use 
before the Police were aware of its occurrence. Sniping was freely indulged in by 
both sides and in the course of the four days' rioting resulted in two deaths (the 
victims being women aged 22 and 23 respectively), and six cases of serious wounding. 
The areas principally affected by the outbreak were those of Vere Street, Grove 
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Street, York Street, North Queen Street and Ballymacarrett. A number of arrests 
of persons belonging to both parties were made- by the Police and Military, and 
one of the persons arrested will be charged with the murder of the two women. 

Trials of Civilians by Court-Martial. 

Three trials of civilians by Court-Martial were concluded during the week 
resulting in two convictions and one acquittal. Both the convictions were for the 
possession of arms and ammunition, and sentences of three years' penal servitude 
and of two years' imprisonment with hard labour, respectively, were imposed. 

Internment Orders. 

The following statement shows the position as regards internments up to the 
117th instant.  -

Total orders made .. ... ... ... 4,245 
Orders cancelled for reasons other than release 220 
Eeleases ordered ... ... ... ... 429 

649 

Number of persons now interned ... ... ... 3,596 

The number of appeals awaiting hearing is 31. ' 

STATE OF THE POLICE FORCES. 

The following figures show the present strength of the Irish Police Forces :— 

Royal Irish Constabulary. 
Regular Force. _ 

Strength Oil 11th September, 1921 ... ... ... 14,039 
Deaths during week ... ... ... 2 
Retirements ... ... ... ... 5 
Resignations ... .... ... ... 9 
Dismissals or discharges ... ^ ... ... 7 . 

Total wastage 23 

Recruits ... ... ... ... Ni l 
Net decrease 1 . .. ... ... ... 23 23 

Strength on the 18th September, 1921 ... . . .  . ... 14,016 

Auxiliary Division. 

Strength on the 11th September, 1921 ... ... ... 1,440 
Resignations ... ... ... ... 2 
Dismissals ... ... . . . . . . 10 
Discharged medically unfit... ... ... 2 

Total wastage ... 14 

Recruits ... .... ... Ni l 

Reinstatements ... ... ... 2 

Net decrease ... ... ... ... 12 12 

Strength on the 18th September, 1921 ... ... ... 1,428 

Dublin Metropolitan Police. 

The strength of the Dublin Metropolitan Police has remained unchanged ,at 
1,137 throughout the week. 



IEISH RAILWAYS LABOUR DISPUTE. 

Another serious labour crisis on the Irish railways has been precipitated by the 
sudden strike of the railway shopmen on the three principal southern lines. The 
subject of the dispute is a proposed wage reduction of 6s. per week, which has 
already been accepted by similar grades of English railwaymen. As the men affected 
include the coalmen in the locomotive yards their action has already caused a con
siderable dislocation of the railway services radiating from Dublin to the south and 
west, and if persisted in must result in an almost total stoppage of that traffic 
within a few days. The Irish Transport Workers' Union, to which the men belong, 
has given its support to the strike in spite of the opposition of the two important 
railway unions concerned, the Irish Engineering TTnion and the Amalgamated 
Engineering Union. A proposal put forward on behalf of the companies that the 
men should resume work forthwith and submit the question of the reasonableness of 
the reduction to arbitration within a week has been rejected by the men, but negotia
tions are still proceeding. 

PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN IRELAND. 

Notwithstanding the severe disappointment caused by the cancelling of the 
Inverness Conference the optimism of the Irish public as to the eventual successful 
issue of the peace negotiations does not appear to have been seriously shaken. Mr. 
de Valera's formal insistence on independence is generally regarded in Ireland as 
an unavoidable if somewhat embarrassing condition imposed upon him by the circum
stances of his position, and his latest letter pointing out that this claim involves no 
demand for its recognition by the British Government is thought to have made the 
way clear for a renewal of the Prime Ministers invitation. This view has been 
pressed strongly and with remarkable unanimity by the Nationalist press of the 
whole country, and it is the general opinion that if the present difficulties in regard 
to the holding of a Conference can be surmounted, the further progress of the 
negotiations towards a satisfactory settlement is not likely to be impeded by the 
assertion on the part of Sinn Fein of abstract principles of national independence 
which go beyond the attainable ideal of full self-government within the British 
Empire. 

In my opinion, the truce is being used by a certain section of Sinn Fein leaders 
to drill, equip and recruit the Irish Republican Army. In some parts of Ireland 
drilling and machine-gun, rifle, and revolver practice is all but openly carried on. 

Generally, the authority of the Irish and British Governments is declining 
during the period of the truce because the Sinn Feiners break it in certain places 
without penalty or risk of penalty, and the Crown Forces perforce must stand idly by 

will be a clash, probably first in Ulster. 
I t is absolutely essential that the terms of the truce be at once clearly set out in 

writing. The truce is now a verbal understanding between the General Officer 
Commanding and Mr. De Valera. 

I f a conference with Sinn Fein representatives takes place, this question of a 
defined truce should be settled, or there will be the danger of outbreaks during the 
actual conference. 

H. G. 
Irish Office, September 24, 1921. 
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STATEMENT showing Total Number of Serious Outrages from January 1, 1919, to 
August 6, 1921. 

Weekly Totals to Week ended September 17, 1921, and Totals at that date. 

Week ended— 

Totals from 
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Sept. 17, 

1921. 

Jan. 1, 1919, 
to Nature of Outrage. 

Aug. 6,1921. 

60 
3 

60 
3 
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3 CD 

CO 

Courthouses destroyed 88 88 

E.I.O. vacated barracks destroyed 522 522 

K.I.O. vacated barracks damaged 121 121-

R.I.C. occupied barracks destroyed . . 25 25 

R.I.C. occupied barracks damaged ,, 267 267 -

Raids on mails 2,567 2,567 

Raids on coastguard stations and light
houses . . . . 97 97 

Raids for arms 3,220 3,220 

Raids on offices of rate collectors and 
Petty Sessions clerks 122 122 

Policemen killed .. 405 405* 

Policemen wounded 683 683f 

Policemen fired at,,&c. Not recorded 2 

Soldiers killed 150 150 

Soldiers wounded 345 345 

Soldiers fired at, &c. . . " Not recorded 1 .. 

Civilians killedj 196 196 

Civilians wounded 185 185 

Totals . . 8,993 1 3 8,993 

Arrests for outrages and political 
offences * * 

* This figure includes six Special Constables, 
f This figure includes ten Special Constables. 
j These figures do not include casualties in Ulster riots during period June-September, 1920; 

twenty civilian deaths occurred in Londonderry riots and sixty-two in Belfast riots during that period. 

N.B.—The above particulars do not include outrages of a kind which are not now being committed, 
e.g., 119 raids on revenue offices which occurred during months of April and May, 1920, and resulted in 
the destruction of many official documents and much other public property. Minor forms of outrages 
(e.g., intimidation, cattle-driving, &c.) are also not included. The Agreement for the cessation of hostilities came 
into force on the 11th July, 1921. 

O 
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Special Report No. £3. 26th September, 1981. 

PROPOSED DATE OP MONSTER UNEMPLOYED DEMONSTRATION 

(Circulated by the Home Seoretary) 

The National Administrative Council of Unemployed has 
written to all branohes instructing them to make a monster 
demonstration on Thursday, Ootober 13th. "Upon this day, all 
Unemployed Committees throughout the country must demonstrate 
their masses in full force. This day must be one the like of 
which Great Britain has never seen. All deputations to the 
Guardians and. Local Authorities must, if possible, be arranged 
for this date." 

The Council will also endeavour to interview the 
Government on that day. 

In a letter from A. Newry, of the Camberwell Unemployed, to 
W, Hanwington in the Bead Offioe ocours the following passage:

"I don't know what you think, but I can see some 
serious trouble ahead. There is likely to be conflicts 
in all Boroughs shortly with the Boys in Blue and us. 
Don't you think there ought to be a great national move 
one day by all Boroughs, so that the police cannot all 
oonoentrate to one spot?" 

The information has been sent to Chief Constables. 
The demands it is intended to put forward are as followB:

(a) 36/- for man and wife. 
5/- each child up to 16 years, 

rent up to 15/
1 cwt. of ooal or its equal in gas. 

(b) 30/- single persons 18 years and over. 
1 owt. of coal or its equal in gas. 
This to apply to widows and widowers. 

(o) 15/- single persons between 16 and 18 years of 
age. 

No deduotions to be made from these amounts, except 
from Labour Exchange. Under no circumstances will the 
relief given be accepted on loan. 
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CABINET. 

op/ 
MOPLAH RIOTS. 

IX. 
I circulate to my colleagues the following' further telegrams which have been 

received from the Vicerov on the subject of the Moplah riots. 
E. S. M. 

26th September 1921. 

From Viceroy. Home Department, 20th September 1921. 
Pol. 719, II ome. Malabar disturbances. Following telegram received from 

Headquarters, Madras District, dated 18th September :— 
"Situation 19 hours. Concentration and reliefs for next move in Malabar 

completed yesterday. Column consisting of three platoons in busses attacked by 
70 Moplahs 4 miles from Manjeri. Rebels had 10 rifles, also swords. Troops 
de-bussed, returned lire, and (? rebels) dispersed after half-an-hour's fighting. Our 
casualties: killed, one Jemadar, 83rd Infantry, and one private, Dorsets, wounded. 
Rebels : 10 killed. Nothing further to report." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 20th September 1921. 

Malabar disturbances. Following military telegrams are repeated for informa
tion. First: from General Officer Commanding, Madras District, dated 16th 
September, 19' 25 hours :— 

"Situation 18 hours. About 40 rebels arrested yesterday around Irembiliyam, 
Balujakunu and Parapannangadi. Columns getting into position for next mob. 
Telegraphic communication re-established with Ponnani. Motor patrol from 
Cannanore visited Irriti on Catmanore-Mercara road yesterday. Party of (? Leinsters) 
arrived at Nadghani from Gudalur report all quiet. Bezwada quiet. Strong guards 
Madras Auxiliary Force posted on Godavari and Kistna bridges, owing to persistent 
rumours of intended attempt to damage." 

Second : from Commander-in-Chief to General Officer Commanding-in-Chief, 
Southern Command, dated 17th September : 

" Should the despatch of additional troops to Malabar area be necessary, you 
have sufficient to cope with requirements. Please keep me informed of your opinion 
of the situation, especially in regard to the area around Bezwada." 

Third : dated 18th September, in reply to Commander-in-Chief's telegram :— 
" Views on the situation will be separately sent, periodically. All probable 

demands for troops for Malabar or elsewhere can be met by troops in hand. At 
present all is quiet in Bezwada area. One company of Bedfords are there, and the 
main railway bridges are guarded.. The movable column from Secunderabad will, in 
my opinion, be able to deal adequately with any disturbances which may arise in that 
area. Some time may elapse before the settlement of the Malabar area can be 
completed, owing to difficulty of obtaining correct information of designs and 
movements of the rebels, and the nature of the country to be traversed. For the 
present requirements, however, the military force in the area is adequate. If rein
forcement is necessitated by further developments, I can do this from within my own 
command. Fights in Madras City between mill (? operatives) are still source of slight 
trouble, but in my opinion it is not a serious matter. Throughout the rest of the 
Southern Command the situation is normal." 

4662 100 9.21 



From Viceroy, Home Department, 21st September 1921. 
Situation Malabar disturbances. Following telegram received from Madras, 

dated 21st September :— 
" Besides events mentioned in. General Officer Commanding^ telegram to Chief 

of the General Staff, following information may be of interest. Between 15th and 
19th September. 1.57 accused sentenced by Summary Courts for offences under 
ordinary Jaw; 174 accused remanded to Special Tribunal for offence against 
Indian Penal Code and Railway Acts. Only one conviction for breach of Martial Law 
Regulations, independent of offences under ordinary law; this was for knowingly 
disseminating false intelligence. Arrangements made for Special Tribunal begin 
hear cases Calicut, 23rd. Prosecution of 44 persons under section 121, Indian Penal 
Code, sanctioned. Inspector-General of Prisons, after inspecting prisoners'camp at 
Bellary, is submitting official proposals in consultation with General Officer Com
manding for its utilisation as additional jail, owing to all jails being now full. 
General Secretary, Indian National Congress Committee, applied foi\permission to 
proceed Malabar to distribute relief among sufferers. Informed that he must apply 
Military Commander, and that Government deprecate multiplication of relief 
organisations." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 21st September 1921. 

734 Pol. Malabar disturbances. Following report despatched 7 p.m. 19th 
September from General Officer Commanding, Madras District:— 

" Situation Malabar 18.00. No further development to report. Roads south of 
Nilambur have been reported heavily (?. obstructed)." 

From Viceroy, Home. Department, 21st September 1921. 
Pol. 724. Malabar disturbances. Following is reported from Headquarters of 

Madras District, dated 20th September, 13.05 hours :— 
" Commanding, Malabar, reports small column Dorsets under Major Weldon, 

engaged by rebels Lavant, East of' Ivaroarakundi, on 18th, inflicting heavy defeat. 
Rebels' casualties unknown; ours believed nil. Rebels dispersed to the Nbrth-East 
and to the South-East. Kunhamed Haji reported with former. No one of importance 
Nilambur. Our Nilambur column ordered proceed Kalikaore, and columns instructed 
to round up rebels in area Karoara, Kundu, Tuvier, Kalikabu." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 24i/i September 1^21. 

No. 755. Following telegram received by Chief of General Staff from Head
quarters of Madras District :—Situation .18.00 hours, and for Madras press ;:—Officer 
Commanding, Malabar, reports Muhamed Haji addressed meeting Velianazhi 10 miles 
north of Ottapediain. Bridge two miles north of Nilambur visited ; rebel outposts
fled. Our troops took two prisoners. A small column visited Manjeri on 19th, was 
fired on at long range but sustained no casualties. Wynaad reported quiet. 
Nadonani detachment reconnoitred road four miles towards Nilambur, finding
two bridges damaged. 
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P.3339. LEAGUE OP NATIONS. 

' SECOND ASSEMBLY OF THE- LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 
ARMENIA. 

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY AT ITS MEETING 
HELD ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21*t 1921 (morning), 
(Adopted oro the report of the Sixth Committee). 

"Seeing that the First Assembly on November 18th,1920, entrusted 
the Council with the duty of safeguarding the future of Armenia; 

i 

"And that the Council on February 25th, 1921, while holding that 
the situation in Asia Minor made action for the time being 
impossibly entrusted the Secretary-General with the duty of 
watching developments,in Armenian affairs with a vievr to pro
curing subsequent deoisions by the Oouncilj 
"And that in the meantime the Supreme Council in the revision 
of the Treaty of Sevres, proposed to make provision for a 
National Home for the Armeniansj 
"Seeing, further, the probable imminence of a Peace Treaty 
between Turkey and the Allied Powers at no distant datej 
"The Assembly urges the Council to press upon the Supreme 
Council of the Allies the necessity of making provisions in 
this Treaty for safe-*guarding the future of Armenia, and in 
particular of providing the Armenians with a National Home 
entirely independent of Turkish rule." 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 
27th September, 1921.. 
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UPPER SILESIA. 
Memorandum by Llout.-Commnndor Hon.J.M.Konworthy, M*P. 

( Circulated for information). 
U-Dpor Siioeia was v i s i t o u D,y tno w r i t o r during tno 

wtok ending 17th tioptemDor, 1921. 

I went in quite incognito through the good offices 
of the British Intelligence Officers, v&o gave me 
every assistance, I visitec" the whole of tee Industrial 
Triangle, the Kreie of Rybnik, tho agricultural areas to 
the Forth and to the East, including Lublinitz. 

It is impossible for snycuG who has not been into 
the Industrial Triangle and l̂ he areas round the towns of 
*aathen, Konigshutter Kattowits and Glelwltz to understand 
the complexity of the Ig&ustrial organisation that, has 
"fc**en built up* I myself come from the T7est Rising of 
l^rksbire and I know the industrial and mining areas 
.nf North England well, but I have never seen anything 
approaching the highly delicate structure in the 

/ f 

Industrial Triangle. Praetically^the whole of the 
directors, managers, foremen and skilled workers in this 
ajrea.are Germans, and the idea of the Poles taking it 
pver-and working it is simply ridiculous. You have only 

f 
to go over the Polish border out of the Industrial 
Triangle, as I did, to see the absurdity of Polarid having 
any part of this area. You pass from organisation, 
efficioncy, industry, wealth in German Silesia into 
squalor, dirt, indolenoe and superstition in Polish 
Silesia, I make bold to say that every British officer 
and British official stationed In Upper Silesia la 
convinced that the lending over of the Industrial Triangle 
to Poland would mean the ruin of the province and would 
be an eoooomio crime of ihe first magnitude. Even 
the Frenoh admit this quite openly, and some of the 
more conscience-stricken regret the trend of French policy. But the French openly say that it is because 



the alienation of this province from Germany would he 
such a clow for German industry that they wish for that 
Tory reason to accomplish it. 

With regard to the argument that it is simply a 
question of capital versus labour; capital and the land
owners being German, and the workers being Poios. This is 
a l l nonsbnse. I lntorviowod the workers' leaders. These 
were Franz, majority Socialist, leader of -the Miners 
Federation and member of the Prussian landtag; Griese, 
of the Meial Workers Union, leader of the liberal !&ade 
Unions; Stanch, leader of the so-called Christian 
Socialists and of the Miners Organisation; and Kovfoll, 
secretary of the Federation of Trade Unions of Upper 
Silesia and a majority Socialist. There are in the 
province 800,000 organised German Trade Unionists and to 
this may be added 25,000 foremen and technical erperts 
whe are also organised and affiliated to them. There 
are among these 25,000 Communists and Syndicalists who 
are orientated to Germany. Generally spealaing, the 
majority of the metal workers are pure Germans, the 
majority of the miners are Poles. But these Polish 
miners, although they speak the Wasser-Polish didleot, 
also speak Gorman and they oan only read German. 

The ntimber of Polish Trade Unionists is stated to he 
225,000, but these figures are groatly exaggerated and are 
believed to be forged. It is stated that thousands of 
German workmen have been forced to join the Polish 
Trade Unions through terrorisation. While on this 
question of labour, it is worth noting that the whole 
of the workers in Upper Silesia, Polish-speaking Or 
Gorman-speaking, are becoming very alarmed at the prospect 



of being transferred from Germany, with its w* Undeveloped 
Industrial Insurance and advanced labour lcfcialation, 
to Poland where labour legislation is in its infancy 
and where tho Government is actively hostilo to Trade 
Unions. In fast, there are responsible German Trade 
Unionists who prophecy a tremendous impetus to tho 
Comaunist movement in Upper Silesie beoause of this 
very matter, should the industrial area or a substantial 
part of tho province be transferred to Poland. 

Now with regard to the argument that it is necessary 
to transfer Upper Silesia to Poland for economic reasons9 

two-fifths of tho Silesian eoal-flold is now in the 
possession of Poland and has been for generations. There 
is no reason at all why tho Polish land-owners could not 
have developed the ooal under their estates in the same 
way 'as German land-owners like Prince Henkel ven 
Dennersraark and tho Du&a of Battibpr havo done. further
more, there is in tho part of Silesia which was Austrian 
and whioh is now transferred to Poland, a number of 
iron found"riea and metal works whieh were flourishing 
oonoernsi paying good dividends, up to the time of the 
transfer from Austria to Poland; the Polesfhave not been 
able to start these works suocessfully* although they 
have made attempts, and they show little signs of being 
able to do so. 

ItHa regard to the suggestion to transfer Pless and 
Rybnik from Germany to Poland, This will be nearly 
as serious as transferring the Industrial Triangle itself. 
The peasants in Pless'and Rynbik send their sons to work 
in the mines and metal works; tbey s-snd their agricultural 
produce to feed the towns in the InCus hclal Triangle. 



They are horrified at the idea of being cut off from the 
rest of tho province., Further, tho unasrploitcd aoal 
resources of the pxwtaso lie In.those two Kroisen; the 
aoal seams further north are getting worked; out4 The 
future prosperity of the province depends on heing able to 
oxploit these unworked seams to the South- These two 
districts depend for their eleotrioal supply and their 
water on the Industrial Triangle * The water problem Is 
very serious in Upper Silesia and the sources of supply 
aro few. 

Now with regard to lublihitz, Here the same 
reasons apply with regard to the families of the peasants 
working in the mines and metal works, hut this district 
also supplies the majority of the pit'props for tho 
pits in the. south. 

A remarkable change of opinion has taken place in 
Upper Silesia since the last plebiscite and especially 
sinoo the Korfanty insurrection. The majority of the 
inhabitants quite briefly are against partition. There 
is a majority in favour of the whole province going to 
Germany. There is a minority in favour of the whole 
province going to Poland; but the number of Upper 
Silesians who would not bitterly oppose partition is 
negligible, Furthor, thoy learnt some bitter lesson3 
during tho insurrection. For onti thing, the province \*as 
flooded with Congress Poles, friends of Korfanty, who 
ware foistad into all the posts and jobs to the detriment 
of the local Poles. A::,ain, Korfanty promised land, 
cattle and money to the men ?;ho took up arms, and these 



promisee hare not been kept at all. Again, there was 
much looting and the Congress Poles desired to take this 
loot Into Poland, to the great disgust of the Sileslan 
Poles who said it must stop in the pro-vino a. They 
actually oame to blows over this and there was bloodshed. 

To sum up* If we partition Upper Silesia we oommlt 
a orlme against the eoonomio prosperity of Europe. And 
wo do It with our eyes open. Ue have seen the results 
of similar partitionlngs in other parts of Europe, and 
we should be xmmed by that. But this ease will be far 
worse* If we are intent on ruining Germany at all oosts 
partition Upper Silesia, but we should be committing an 

* 

outrage on the 7,000,000 inhabitants who after all are 
comparatively blameless for tho war and its events. It 
1B said Upper Silesia to full of munition factories t
ailltary nations do not establish munition faotories 
near the: frontiers* But Upper Silesia is a storehouse 
of wealth for all Europe, and Surope is too poor to be 
able to Afford to destroy it. 

(£signed), JOHN KEITTORTHY. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.*?.l. 
28th September, 1921. 
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REGRET ADMIRALTY 
WEEKLY INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY. 

No. 38. For the week ending 24th September ,^921. 

PART I. NAVAL INTELLIGENCE. 
GREAT BRITAIN. 

Movements of H.M. Ships. 

20th September, K.M.S. "VICEROY" escorting H.M.S. 
Wolfhound" arrived Rosyth from the Baltic, and left again to 
rejoin flotilla in the Baltio on 21st September. 

23rd September. H.M.S. "Wallflower" left Portsmouth 
for Siraonstown via Gibraltar. 2nd Light Oruiser Squadron 
and 2nd Flotilla arrived Stockholm frcqj. Reval and Helsingfors. 

Pr ograranes. 
H.M.S., "Es-piegle". Proceeding on cruise to Seychelles 

and East African ooast, arriving Aden 20th November. Visits 
Brava, Mogdishu and Kismayu, 

Hr.^*S. "Calypso". Detailed to escort "Renown" from 
Gibraltar to Aden. 

H.M.S. "Veronica". On Cruise to.Fiji, Gilbert and 
El lice Islands', returning Vo New Zealand in November, 

H.H.A.S. "Brisbane". "Melbourne1, "Anzao" and "Stalwart". 
Return to Sydney 6th. October. 

0-in-p.^ North America and ffest Indies., ,in H.M.S,. 
"Raleigh' "with remainder of 8th Lifrht Oruiser Squadron. 
Quebec 16 - 26 Sept., Forteau 28 - 3 0 Sept., St. Johnrs, N.F., 
1 - 3 Oct., Halifax 5 - 1 2 Oct., Bermuda 15 Oct. 

H.M.S. "Oenturion'. Leaves Constantinople 24th 
September, Cyprus 29th September - 9th October, Haifa and 
Jaffa, 10th October, Cyprus 12th October, Port Said 18th 
October. Remains in Egvpt until end 1921. 

H.M.S. "Delhi'. Detailed to evacuate Heligoland Sub
Coamission,Due Heligoland 30th September. Returns to 
Sheerness. Flag of R,A., 1st Light Oruiser Squadron, will be 
transferred to "Dunedin" during absence of "Delhi" and will 
be rehoisted in "Delhi" on her return to Sheerness. 
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' a. 
. H^sV *Ovrlm*. On relief by H.M.S. "Despatch" 

at Colombo,,, proceeds tftUnited Kingdom to pay off and 
reccraaiaslon before proceeding to North Amarioa and test 
Indies St$tion to relievo "Oonstanoe, 

f 

*-H+M.S.. "Dublin's' Prograroie has been delayed. 

raw,. 
-^Bolshevik Fleet - Blaok Sea. The pre-dreadnought 

Battleship "Evstafi", whose engines were destroyed "by the 
British in April 1910, Is being repairod and re-armad at 
Sevastopol. ^ e machinery is being repaired by using spare 
parts from sister-ship "Johann Zlatoust1., Steam has been 
raised in two boilers. 

fork is progressing on new light oruiser ,Admlral 
Nakhimoff" at Nikolaieff; this vessel is again BOX complete.. 

Black Sea Coast. Further confirmatory reports hiave been 
reoeived of the renewed aotivity among the Bolsheviks with 
regard to coast defences of the Blaok Saa littoral. Trotsky 
is in Odessa, and states the Soviet Army In Southern Russia 
is in a good state of effioienoy under the leadership of 
Comrade Frunze. It is stated that additional mine-fields 
have been laid off Odessa. 

Caspian. Senior Naval Direotor at Astrakhan is Brejinski. 
an ex-Lieutenant of the Baltic Bleet; Commissar of the Qaspian 
Fleet is Xjudri. r 

GERMANY,. 
The ex-German Light Orulser "Munohen" was sunk off 

May Island on 17th September at the conclusion of war-head 
trials. 

POLAND. 
Three Polish Destroyers (ex-German "A.59", "80", 

rwiOS") arrived at Danzig on the 14th September. 
The remaining three ox-German destroyers, which 

were re-fitted at Rosyth Dockyard, left under their own steam 
on the 18th September, iV.108B had to put into Aberdeen with 
engine trouble, but has now sailed for Copenhagen In tow of a 
tug. *A.64" ran short of fuel and had to anchor at sea to 
await the arrival of a tug. All three destroyers are. now 
bound for Copenhagen. 

NETHERLANDS. -
The Submarine "E..II', fitting out at Fi^enoord and 

intended for service in the East Indies, will be commissioned 
on 1st October 1921, 

There has been muoh oritioism over the proposed 
increase in the Dutch Naval Estimates. 

TORKEY. 
Transfer of Soviet Russian shins to the fiffiw^-ffft.^ 
It is reported that Turkish naval offioers in 
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Constantinople have received orders to prooeed to Russian 
ports to take over somo of these ships. , One officer was 
ordered to proceed to Varna, for further orders. Officers 
at the naval school at Trobizond have also been -warned for 
duty, and are proceeding to the Crimea and to Odessa via 
Batum. 

Italian, relations with the Kernalist3r. Coasting 
steamors arriving at Smyrna from Anatolian ports are loaded 
with goods shipped away to avoid the 40/ duty recently levied 
"by the Keaalists. The Italians, being installed at these 
ports, are accordingly suffering losses. British cloth 
merchants at Smyrna are also involved, as they have 
considerable stocks at Adalia. 

The Italians are much incensed, and are increasing 
their troops at Soala Nuova and maintaining naval forces at 
Adalia. 

The Greek Navy has carried, out a re-sweep of Smyrna 
Ba/y with negative results. 

The ex-Army transport "Great Northern" of 8,255 tons 
gross,' has lately been taken over by the Navy Department, 
and will become Fleet Flagship of the Atlantic Fleet. . 

The Battleship "Pennsylvania", the former Fleet 
Blagship, has been transferred to the Pacific Fleet. By this 
change, all oil burning Battleships of U.S. Fleet are new
concentrated in the Pacific; leaving the seven older Battle
ships in the Atlantic, and "Utah" in JUuropean Waters. 

The distribution of the U.S. Dreadnought Battle Fleet 
is now as under :.-
Atlantic Fleet, 

Full Commission (Coal Burners) 7 ̂  
Pacific Fleet. ) 

Full Commission (Oil Burners) 10 ) 
\ lo* 

European Waters. . ) 
Reduced Commission (Goal

Burner).
 1 ) 

j 
It is probable that the Atlantic Fleet will bo further 

reduced by the placing of "Delaware" and "North Dakota".out of 
commission, but. there is no date fixed for this yet. 
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4 . 
PART II. 

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE-
AFGHANISTAN o 

The Afghans continue to refuse to fully disclose 
officially the secret clauses of their treaty with the Soviet 
Government. They have given verbal assurances that the terms 
are identical with those already privately revealed. 

This refusal however has resulted in the abandoning 
of the- special treaty between Great Britain and Afghanistan 
and a treaty of neighbourly relations only will now be put 
forward. 

The Afghan attitude at present is friendly to the 
British representative, 

PERSIA. -
The Persian Prime Minister now appears to be entirely 

swayed by the Soviet Minister to Persia,, whose anti-British 
activities are becoming increasingly apparent.., 

The appointment of Sir Percy Loraine to be the British 
Minister at Teheran in succession to Mr, Norman has been 
announoode 

BALTIC STATES, 
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were admitted as members 

of the League of.Nations on 22nd September 1921. 

GERMANY. 
It is thought that there maybe considerable-changes 

in the political position shortly  A broader coalition of the c

moderate forces would appoar to be inminent. 

B 2 N G A R X . 

The Conference of Ambassadors has presented an ultimatEjm 
to the Hungarian Government to the effect that the Burgehland 
must be evacuated by 4th October0 Coercive Measures to be adopted 
in case of non-compliance are nob defined. 

M* Benes, the Gzecho-Slovak Foreiggn Minister, has offered 
to mediate on the following lines i- Hungarians to traacuato 
the Burgenland, but Austria, to cede Oedenburg to Hungary. 

This solution appears acceptable to both parties. 

POLAND. 
The relations between the Polish and Soviet Governments 

are very strained, No progress has been made in the Vilna 
question. 



5. 
TURKEY, 

. rt gri-t^sh p r i ^ r s ^ , , ^ m ^ - ^ , ^ ^ g . . - T h f British 
High Ocaumissioner, Constantinople., has been eroporered to 
negotiate on an Ball-for-allu basis, and. if neoessary, to 
agree to forego the trial of tho 0 Turkish prisoners aooused 
of cruelty to British prisoners of war. There are now 59 
Turkish prisoners at Malta. General Harington proposes 
to name 7th October as the day for the exchange to be 
effeoted. 

Refugees, The first batch of refugees landed at Varna 
aro still there. A second batch sent to Bourgas wore 
refused permission to land there, and are being sent to Varna. 
These refugees appear to have some rifles and are further 
rumoured to have some machine guns. 

The Amerioan High Commissioner has asked for funds 
to oontinue feeding 17,000 Russians daily after 1st October, 
on whioh dato tho American Red Cross funds are exhausted. 

Greek Operations. 
Groek H.Q. admit their failure, and had not 

anticipated such losses or such resistanoe. The Grook troops 
fought well, in spite of their heavy losses, but Staff work 
failod, and the arrangements in rea? of an army were not 
understood. The Kemalists have swung the pendulum in no 
uncertain manner, and are now pressing the Groeks hard. 

The retreat has been well conducted so far, and will 
probably be completed in safety, but camraunications went to 
pieces and confusion at H.Q. was caused by Turkish raid on 
Sivri Hissar, The Greeks are destroying the railways rail 
by rail, and burning villages as they go. It may be expebted 
that they will reach their Eskishehr lines without serious 
molestation and that a stalemate will ensue in about a 
fortnight. 

The calling up of the 1922 class is expected to yield 
40,000 men, who should be ready to take the field in 3 - 4 
months time, 

Kemal is believed to have decreed a general mob ills a
tion in Anatolia. 

BULGARIA * 
Reliable information indioates the presence of a 

Kemalist organisation in Bulgaria which aims at fomenting raids 
onffihrace and so preventing the departure of Greek reinforcements 
to Asia Minor, 

RED SEA. 
The British military guard at Salif is to be withdrawn. 



CHINA. 
A OhdtooK&rman agreement was ratified on 1st July, 

and takes effect as from that date. It provides for the 
re-establishment of normal, diplomatic and oommeroial 
relations, but it does not claim for the nationals of 
Germany any extraterritorial privileges. So long as the 
agreement is in foroo, lawsuits affooting German citizens 
in China wi l l be tried in the newly established Chinese 
courts in accordance with the new laws. Germans aro granted 
tho right to travel, reside and engage in business only at 
plaoes in China where the citizens of a third power have 
similar rights. The agrooment is intended to form the basis 
of a formal treaty to he negotiated later. 
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SECRET. 
C P  . 3 3 ^ a  , 

MEMORANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA. 

The Foreign Office have circulated a Despatch from Sir I T 
Rumbold ( E . 1 0 2 6 1 / 1 / 4 4 ) dated 2nd September. This document shows 
fresh evidence of the disastrous consequences which are entailed by 
the fact that Great Britain is not represented at Angora. Our 
Foreign Office can conceive of nothing but official representation, and 
as official representation is impossible, our enemies and our allies 
can influence Angora, whereas we alone are prevented from doing 
anything which might make the position easier between us and 
Mustapha Kernal. I have often made representations to my colleagues 
and the Foreign O f f i c e on this subject. 

E. S. M. 
26th September 1 9 2 1 . 

4664 100 9.21 
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S E C R E T . 
C A B I N E T . ft'/'

P-^ 33*3* FUTURE 03? THE SUPPLY j M A R T M T c 
^emarandum by the Chief Civil Commissioner,. 

It is not clear from Sir Eric Gedc1.es1 Memorandum of 
September 15th as to the Future of the Supply and Transport 
Organisation (CP. 3308) whether the recommendation in the 
penultimate paragraph - that the Government should now disband 
the Supply and Transport. Organisation - is intended to apply 
to trie Supply Department. The actual passages in the Memorandum 
which, deal with this Department on pages 5 s-fld 6, though immedi
ately preceding the general recommendation referred to, are con
fined to arguments in favour of its retention. 

In addition to the facts adduced in the Memorandum it 
may be stated - 

(1) That the estimate of running expenditure during normal 
times, i.e., £400 per annum, is not likely to be 
reached. This estimate was based on a period when 
certain printing expenses, which need not be repeated, 
were incurred. It also included an estimated sum for 
the travelling expenses of Chairmen of Volunteer 
Service Committees. The whole scale of expenses for 
Chairmen was based on the "Memorandum for the Instruc
tion of Chairmen of Volunteer' Service Committees" 
which had been drawn up before" the Supply Department 
came into being. In view of the experience which has 
been gained during the past l8 months, the Supply 
Department had come to the conclusion that a much 
simpler form of Instructions should be issued, con
taining a much more economical scale of expenses. 
It is understood that the Treasury agrees with this 
view. 

http://Gedc1.es1


How that the Chairmen have had sufficient experience 
of their possible duties in an emergency, unless a 
further critical period should occur, their expenditure 
could be reduced to a negligible amount. 

(2) The Supply Department itself involves no expenditure. 
It consists of a General Inspector of the Ministry of 
Health who actB as Chief of Staff or Chief Assistant to 
the Chief Civil Commissioner and also co-ordinates the 
work of the Chief Assistants to the Civil Commissioners 
(General inspectors of the Ministry of Health) and the 
local organisation of Chairmen of Volunteer Serrice 
Committees. This work is combined with his ordinary 
work as General Inspector of the Ministry of Health. 
The services of three officials of the Department of 
Overseas Trade are lent when required and, together with 
the Chief Inspector of Audits at the Ministry of Health, 
who acts as Financial Adviser and Finance Officer, they 
form a nucleus staff for the Department. They are 
familiar with the Emergency work not only of the Supply 
Department but also of all the other Government 
Departments with whom it co-operates^ and with their 
assistance the Supply Department could take up its 
duties at the shortest notice. It may be observed 
that none of thefce officers receive any remuneration 
for this work. 

If the Supply Department is retained in its 
present nucleus for̂ i, and if the organisation of '.. 
Chairmen of Volunteer Service Committees is simplified 
as is contemplated, no clerical staff would be required 
in normal times and the necessary accommodation would be . 
limited to that for the Chief of Staff to the Chief 
Commissioner and the archives of the Department. 



The Civil Commissioners themselves have proved 
to he most useful during the recent emergency, and it 
would "be advisable to retain them even on a peace 
footing, so as to enable them to keep in touch with the 
Supply Department and with the organisation of their 
divisions. Ho expense need be incurred in this 
connexion. 

I would, therefore, suggest 
(1). That the Civil Commissioners should be 

retained. 

(2). That the Supply Department should be 
continued in a nucleus form, which would 
also keep in being the local organisa
tion of the Chairmen of Volunteer Service 
Committees. 

The expenditure thus involved would be practically 
negligible. 

(Sgd.) L.S. ASGRY. 

28th September, 1921. 
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RET. 0 A B U E T. Vj 
A^344. EFFECT OF WITHDEAWAL OF BRITISH. FORCES 

. FROM IRAQ. j 
Paraphrase Telegram from the High Commissioner for Iraq 

to the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 
Dated 24th September lx 1 9 S 1 . . 

(Received Colonial Office 10.55 p.m. 26th September 1921) 

No.520 dated 24th September. 
In connection with proposals rcoently made for acoeler

atiag reduction of British forces in Iraq and the War Office idea 
of withdrawing all British battalions,! thought It necessary to 
ascertain in confidence the personal views of advisers and senior 
British officials in the oountry as to effect whioh knowledge of 
aooeli*raV)d programme and contingency of withdrawing white troops 
was likely to have either on Eritish personnel(who are waiting to 
hear terms Eis Majesty's Government are prepared to offer them) 
on or various local communities. 

The result is a strong concensus' of opinion that with
drawal of all white troops is bound to have an unsettling effect 
on both communities. With regard to the programme of reduction 
it appears that British personnel in general feel satisfied on 
the whole that a twelve battalion scheme will be sufficient to 
safeguard their interests and seourity. 6n the other hand, 
having been witnesses of lamentable developments during' past year 
in Persia and In view of future potentialities of TuruorBolshevik 
menaae, and of fact that peace with Turkey does not seemVany nearer, 
it can hardly he expected that they should olose their eyea; alto
gether to remote contingency of British civilian community having 
to evacuate, and In this connection some doubt has been\displayed 
as to whether even with twelve battalions it would be possible 
for army to evacuato oivilian British community, whilie,. there ia 



a definite belief that evaouation would not be possible in the 
case of 8 battalions scheme and four battalions scheme. 

In view of the existence of this feeling, I discussed 
matter with General Officer Commanding ia Chief, who informs me 
that hitherto contingency of having to evacuate civilian British 
community has not entered into military calculations on which 
reduction programme was agreed upon. The dispositions are 
simply designed to cover safe withdrawal to Basrah of military 
force itself. In any case it is obviously impracticable for 
General Officer Commanding to formulate a scheme for evacuating 
British personnel Without being informed whether evacuation 
would be made compulsory and without some details as to probabler 
numbers to bo dealt with. But I gather from him that with 
twelve battalions he considers prima facie that he could carry 
out such evacuation,, and with eight British possibly, but not 
with four battalions. I should say evacuation of civilian 
personnel was contingency which need hardly be considered if 
our calculations could be based on probabilities of internal 
situation in Iraq as a watertight compartment. But while Turkey 
remains a hostile-neighbour this is not a safe creed, and in 
view of the fact that all our deliberations at Cairo and pro
gramme resulting therefrom ware based on hypothesis of a friendly 
Turkey I have thought it necessary to emphasise above aspeot ef 
situation in ordeal that in our keen desire to effect economy 
and to reduce our force we may not close our eyes to fact that 
our calculations may be gravely vitiated by external situation. 

COX. 

2, Whitehall Gardens. S.W. 
-^8th September. 1921. 
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SECRET. 

CP. 3345. 

' THE UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION. 

MEMORANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES. 

I RECOGNISE how difficult it has been for the Cabinet to pursue a consistent 
course through the many disturbing, changing and obscure events and influences 
of the last two years. At the same time,'thefluctuations of our policy are becoming 
both violent and rapid,. These repeated changes, which arise from our not having 
reached a clear view on fundamental facts and principles of finance and trade, 
undoubtedly aggravate our difficulties and impair our credentials. 

For instance, in the early part of this year most determined efforts were made 
to accelerate and increase the building of houses all over the country in response to 
the undoubted housing shortage. This continued up till about April this year. The 
summer witnessed the growth of the anti-waste agitation, engineered chiefly by 
Lord Rothermere and- supported by the Northcliffe press, with the result that by 
August we had cast aside our housing policy and were vehemently devoting ourselves 
to " anti-waste." Building operations were everywhere curtailed and new -ones 
prevented. Preparatory work for useful and necessary dwellings was arrested. Local 
authorities who in the preceding quarter had been lashed to the utmost exertions 
were now whipped off and ordered to shut down with the greatest promptitude. 
This was done in the face of the fact that it was known that unemployment during 
the winter must be of the most serious character. Now a new crisis is upon us, and 
these already twice-whipped local authorities are to be whipped a third time into 
starting relief works probably much inferior in economic utility to the housing 
schemes on which they were previously engaged and to which much thought had been 
directed. This sort of thing undoubtedly weakens our credit with the local 
authorities. They begin to think we do not know our own minds, and that our course 
is influenced by "any gust of opinion or swirl of difficulty. 

The problem of unemployment now before us deserves to be treated on some 
basis of general principle which for good or ill we can expound and defend when 
we meet our constituents. It is not possible for a civilised State with a large 
portion of its members living in luxury and the great bulk of its members living in 
comfort to leave a proportion of its citizens with neither work nor maintenance. 
No doubt the standard of maintenance must vary with the resources of the State, 
and in hard times it must be reduced to the absolute minimum so as to encourage 
and, indeed, compel the most earnest efforts to seek economic employment. But we 
must have some answer to give in regard to every class of workpeople who are 
affected by the present trade depression. In answer to the question, which can be 
posed by hundreds of thousands of men to-day : " What am I to do ?" we must have 
an absolutely clear-cut reply. It may not be popular, but it must be comprehensive, 
and it must be complete. We cannot say, for instance : " You had better starve." 
We cannot say : " You had better go to the workhouse " : the workhouses could not 
hold a tenth part of the numbers affected. 

It seems clear from the discussions we have had at Gairloch and on the 
Unemployed Committee that the subject divides itself at the present time into five 
categories:— 

(1.) Treatment of destitution before the new benefits of the Insurance Act are 
again available. 

(2.) Treatment of destitution through the Unemployment Insurance Act when 
benefits are again forthcoming. 

(3.) Provision of definite relief works of a quasi-economic character to minimise 
reliance on doles. 

[ 6 9 9 0 ] 



(4.) Measures to stimulate the general trade of the country by promoting the 
. placing of orders with existing industries. 

(5.) And—incomparably the most important—the general financial policy of 
the country in relation to values and credit. 

I venture to make a few remarks about each of these. As to (1), it is far better 
to rely upon Unemployment Insurance than upon Parish relief to able-bodied 
unemployed. Until the Insurance Act is again at work we are bound to 
rely on outdoor relief of able-bodied unemployed by doles given through the agency 
of the local authorities. In England, except in the necessitous parts of London, this 
is on the whole being met. In Scotland a very grievous situation has arisen in 
particular localities. Owing to the stringency of the Scottish law the Scottish 
Office has urged the local authorities to take illegal action to meet these cases. They 
are reluctantly taking it. They may at any moment suspend action, and their case 
for reimbursement by the Government is' a very strong one. To regularise this 
position, two things are necessary : (a) an immediate declaration that we will pass 
an Act of Indemnity legalising what has been done; and (b) a precise definition of 
the circumstances in which national aid will be granted to the local authorities 
particularly affected. This definition should clearly relate to the proportion of 
expenditure on poor law relief (in accordance with approved scales) to the rateable 
value of the district affected. A carefully drawn definition of this kind would be 
found to protect the Exchequer from the opening of the sluice gates, while at the 
same time meeting the practical need which is highly localised. 

I trust that soup kitchens and other forms of relief in kind will not be neglected 
in this sphere. Private charity may be more readily enlisted in such endeavours 
than in subscriptions for doles. 

I am very doubtful about the provision of relief works, especially those set on 
foot in a hurry. They concentrate large masses of unemployed men violently 
discontented with the wages they receive. If trade union rates are paid,and economic 
results are almost entirely wiped out, the work done is of the lowest order, and of the 
least efficient character. They do not provide for women or for many classes of 
unemployed men. Nevertheless, it is inevitable that relief works must be a feature
of our treatment of the present problem. It would seem, however, that they should 
be confined (a) to a revival of schemes already thought out in connection with the 
housing policy; (b) to a continuance of road making; and (c) to a continuance of the 
Lord St. DavicTs schemes. Apart from the above, I deprecate entirely the starting 
of large new relief works. 

All the above methods, whether local relief, national insurance or relief works, 
however they may be viewed, are mere palliatives to which we are forced by the 
emergency, but on which we cannot rely to stem the evil. When we leave this we 
enter a much wider and still more difficult field. It is, however, obviously far better 
to get the existing industries to resume their activity than it is to start new 
uneconomic enterprises. It is now suggested that the export credit scheme originally 
devised to help the bankrupt countries of Europe should be applied to any likely 
trading country and made to work effectually. It is suggested that the Treasury 
should assist the Colonial Office to increase the loans they propose to issue in the 
near future for the development of the various Crown Colonies. It is suggested, 
though this is more questionable, that special assistance should be given to public 
utility companies to undertake developments which they have in view, but which 
they are holding up owing to the present unsatisfactory financial situation. All 
these three methods deserve prompt and searching examination by small sub
committees, who should be instructed to present definite tabularised schemes for 
action showing as far as possible the remedial effect that would be produced upon 
the national industry in each case, and how far those effects can be made operative 
in the parts of the country and in the particular industries most affected. I consider 
we are bound to reject as fatal to the economic future of our industry the paying 
of subsidies, either in cash or credit, to ordinary privatefirms. Once you began 
there would be no end to this. 

But the last and greatest of all the parts of this subject is the view which is 
taken by the Treasury of the principles which should govern ourfinancial conduct. 
I confess myself at the present time without information on this matter. Is our 
policy to pay off our debt as quickly as possible, thus diminishing the public burden 
by the direct exertions of the taxpayer ? Is our policy to inflate within certain 
limits the national credit so as to secure cheaper money and encourage a resumption 



of enterprise'? Should our policy remain the austere bankers' policy which it has 
been since the banks got the traders in their power after the short post-war boom ? 
Is our policy to pay off the (internal) National Debt at something like its present 
value in relation to pre-war standards, or is it to bring it up gradually to its full 
face value of 7,000,000,0007 ? Are the interests of the State in the next year, next 
two years, or next three years best served by a fall in prices or by a rise in prices, 
and within what limits in each case'. 

I t is perfectly clear that the process of deflation which the Government has 
pursued since the middle of 1919 has had whatever salutary effects were then expected 
from it. Nominal values have been beaten down. Enormous masses of capital have 
been written off. A sensible contraction has taken place in luxury spending. On 
the other hand, labour has also made its contribution,*willingly or perforce; great 
reductions of wages have been enforced upon workpeople. The distress in the 
country has induced a more reasonable spirit and a more efficient action upon those 
who are employed. There is no doubt that our industry has been approaching a 
more solid economic foundation than existed before. But as the price of this twelve 
hundred thousand unemployed persons are now upon our hands, the bulk of whom 
will certainly have to be carried through the winter. 

It seems to me that these very grave questions ought to be resolved by the 
Einance Committee of the Cabinet. They have been entrusted by the Cabinet for 
the last two years with the practically uncontrolled guidance of policy in this sphere. 
They ought shortly to be in a position to give us clear guidance upon this great 
subject, and in particular to formulate definite opinions upon the class of questions 
which,! have set out above. 

With regard to our external debts, to international debts, and to reparations, 
there can surely be no doubt of the direction in which we should strive to go. But 
here we are not free agents, nor have we the power to decide. We only have the 
power to discover and declare a policy and to labour though every channel of 
diplomacy, finance and trade to secure the concurrence of other Powers in^that 
policy. 

w. s. c. 
September 28, 1921. 
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SOCIETE D E S NATIONS 

R A P P O R T D E L A C O M M I S S I O N T E M P O R A I R E M I X T E 
P O U R L A R E D U C T I O N D E S A I I M E M E I V T S 

La Commission temporaire mixte pour la Reduction des Armements a ete 
nominee conformement a une resolution de r Assemblee de 1920, afin. d'etudier les 
problemes du desarmement non seulement du point de vue militaire technique, 
mais aussi dans leurs relations avec des questions politiques et economiques. Dans 
le temps relativement court dont elle a pu disposer, la Commission n'a pu reussir a 
deposer des conclusions definitives sur toutes les questions qui avaient ete soumises a 
son examen. Elle a toutefois procede a une exploration preliminaire du terrain et a 
1'honneur de presenter aujourd'hui a 1'Assemblee une serie de rapports qui permet
tront aux Membres de la Societe des Nations de juger de la nature generale des 
recherches qui ont deja ete entreprises et de Tceuvre qui reste encore a accomplir. 

Avant de soumettre ces rapports a 1'Assemblee, la Commission se permet de 
presenter quelques breves observations sur le probleme du desai-mement tel que le 
pose la situation politique actuelle du monde. 

D e tous les problemes auxquels la Societe des Nations doit faire face, il n'en 
est pas de plus difficile que celui du desarmement, car les armements dependent 
de la politique, la politique des circonstances, et les circonstances varient d'une 
annee a 1'autre et de pays a pays. * 

Lorsqu'il a ete elabore, le Pacte supposait une situation dans laquelle toutes 
les nations se trouveraient membres d'une seule societe et liees les unes et les autres 
par le dessein commun de maintenir la paix d'un bout a 1'autre du globe. II partait. 
de cette idee que toutes les nations seraient en paix les unes avec les autres, et que 
le monde serait revenu a une position stable apres les convulsions de l a grande 
guerre. II n'est pas besoin de dire que ces conditions n'ont ete jusqu'ici realisees qu'en 
partie. Ticis grandes Puissances, dont la force militaire actuelle pour 1'une et poten
tielle pour les deux autres est immense, restent en dehors de la Societe: et, tant 
que les Etats-Unis, 1'Allemagne et la Russie ne feront pas partie de notre Societe,' 
il y aura de grandes dimcultes a ce que ses Membres adoptent en commun un plan 
de reduction systematique et progressive de desarmement, ou echangent d'une 
maniere complete et sans reserve des renseignements militaires. 

Nous ne saurions pretendre avoir atteint une periode de stabilite. Les Etats 
limitrophes de la Republique des Soviets ont des apprehensions tres naturelles sur 
les intentions de leur immense et peu sur voisin. La situation interieure de la Repu
blique allemande est encore tres loin d'etre stable. Une grave tension existe entre la 
Lithuanie et la Pologne, et les nouveaux Etats qui ont ete formes par le demembre
ment de 1'Empire d'Autriche ne sont pas encore entierement adaptes a la situation 
difficile qui a ete creee par les Traites de Paix. La guerre sevit toujours entre la 
Grece et la .Turquie. Le Traite de Sevres n'a pas ete ratine et un malaise grave 
regne dans tout le monde musulman. 

, Les reponses faites par les gouveinements a la lettre du Secretaire general en 
date du 8 mars 1921, au sujet des depenses nationales pour les armements, sufhsent 
a montrer 1'incertitude de la situation politique generale et la prudence avec laquelle 
les Membres de la Societe se sentent tenus d'examiner des propositions concretes. 
de desarmement. 

Neanmoins, il importe d'enregistrer le fait que des progies considerables ont 
ete deja realises dans le sens desire. Les Traites de Paix ont impose a certains Etats 
des' stipulations precises concernant leur desarmement. L'exeeution de ces stipula
tions est en bonne voie de realisation; elle devra, nous voulons 1'esperer, etre confir
mee par 1'etablissement d'un regime democratique stable en Allemagne. Par la 
sera offerte une garantie substantielle du maintien de la paix. En verite, dans tout 
le cours de 1'Histoire, on n'a jamais vu prendre de mesure aussi importante, avec. 
des consequences probables d'une si grande portee, que la suppression de la conscrip
tion en Allemagne et la reduction des forces militaires regulieres de ce pays a une 



L E A G U E OF NATIONS 

R E P O R T O F T H E T E M P O R A R Y M I X E D C O M M I S S I O N 
O N A R M A M E N T S . 

The Temporary Mixed Commission on Armaments was appointed in accor
dance with a resolution of the Assembly of 1920 to explore those aspects of the 
problem of disarmament which were not purely of a technical military character, 
but might properly be described as involving political and economical issues as 
well. In the comparatively brief time at its disposal, the Commission has been 
unable to reach final conclusions upon-all the questions submitted to its consider
ation. It has, however, made a preliminary exploration of the ground and has 
the honour now to present to the Assembly a series of reports which will enable 
the Members of the League of Nations to estimate the general character of the 
enquiries which have already been undertaken, and the work which still remains 
to be accomplished. 

Before submitting these reports to the Assembly, the Commission begs leave 
to offer some brief observations upon the problem of Disarmament as it is affected 
by the present political condition of the world. 

Of all the problems confronting the League of Nations none is more difficult 
than the problem of Disarmament, for armaments depend upon policy, policy 
upon circumstance, and circumstance varies frbm country to country, and from 
year to year. 

When the Covenant was framed,it contemplated a situation in which all nations 
were members of a single League and bound to one another by the common purpose 
of maintaining peace throughout the Globe. It assumed that all nations would 
be at peace with one another, and that the world would have settled down into a 
position of stability after the convulsions of the great war. It is needless to say 
that these conditions have so far only been realised in part. Three great Powers, 
one of them actually and the other potentially, of immense military importance, 
stand outside the League, and so long as the United States, Germany and Russia 
do not participate in our Society, great difficulties confront the common adoption 
by its members of a plan for the- systematic and progressive reduction of arma
ments or foi a full, frank and unreserved communication ot military information. 
Neither have we. reached a period of stability. The States bordering upon the Soviet 
Republic are naturally apprehensive of the intentions of their huge and uncertain 
neighbour. The internal situation of the German Republic is still far from secure. 
Grave tension exists between Lithuania and Poland, and the new States which 
have been formed out of the body of the' Austrian Empire have not yet entirely 
accommodated themselves to the difficult situation created by the Treaties of 
Peace. War i s still raging between Greece and Turkey. The Treaty of Sevres has 
not been ratified and grave unrest prevails throughout the Moslem world. 

The replies from the Governments to the letter of the Secretary-General of 
March 8th, 1921, with reference to the reduction of national expenditure on arnia
ments are sufficient to exhibit the uncertainty of the general political situation, 
and the caution with which the Members of the League feel compelled to view 
comprehensive proposals for disarmament. . t 

Nevertheless, it is important to realise that immense progress has already 
been made in the direction desired. The Treaties of Peace have imposed upon 
certain States precise stipulations concerning disarmament. The execution of 

-these stipulations is in a fair way of being realised and will, it is to be hoped, be 
finally confirmed by the establishment of stable democratic institutions in Germany. 
Thus will a substantial guarantee be afforded for the preservation of peace. Indeed, 
in the whole course of history, no single step has been taken so important and far
reaching in its probable effects as the abolition of conscription in Germany and the 
restriction of the regular military force of that country to a voluntary army not 
"S. (1. N. D. 100+1400. 9/21. Imp. Kundig. 



armee de volontaires n'excedant pas les besoins necessaires de la defense interieure. 
II est loisible de dire que le rigoureux maintien de cette situation non seulement faci
litera des reductions d'armements dans les autres pays, mais devra entrainer comme 
corollaire necessaire la paix pour 1'Europe occidentale. 

Apres le desarmement de 1'Allemagne vient, en importance, la proposition 
faite par le President Harding, qu'une Conference se reunisse a Washington pour 
discuter le desarmement et le reglement des problemes politiques du Pacifique. 
La Societe des Nations, dont le dessein est precisement d'assurer la concorde inter
nationale, salue naturellement avec une grande joie 1'initiative du President 
Harding. 

La limitation des armements navals qui, on peut le presumer, sera Tun des 
problemes principaux discutes par la Conference de Washington, peut en effet 
etre assuree de la maniere la plus efficace par un accord complet entre les Puissances. 
II faut esperer ardemment que cette Conference portera des fruits, et que la reduc
tion des armements terrestres sur le continent europeen se verra completee par une 
entente relative a la reduction des armements navals. 

En attendant, un vaste champ d'activite utile reste ouvert a la Societe des 
Nations. La situation financiere des Etats europeens exige imperieusement de 
nouvelles reductions dans les budgets militaires, et, en verite, ce n'est pas aller trop 
loin que de faire dependre, en une large mesure, de la realisation de ces reduc
tions la renaissance economique de 1'Europe , 

La Commission mixte des Armements, nommee par la Societe des Nations, 
peut jouer un role utile et important en examinant soigneusement les problemes 
economiques relatifs a la question du desarmement, ainsi que les meilleures methodes 
pour obvier aux maux qui peuvent resulter de la fabrication privee du materiel 
de gueire. II ne sauiait etre douteux que la permanence de grandes forces militaires, 
navales et aeriennes, represente par elle-meme une menace pour la paix, et que notre 
generation manquerait a son devoir envers la posterite si,, apres les terribles lecons 
de la recente gueire, elle ne s'attaquait pas d'une maniere serieuse et continue aux 
moyens de delivrer le monde d'un fardeau pesant si lourdement sui la production 
du temps de paix, et pouvant, ainsi qu'une amere experience l'a prouve, contribuer 
a faire eclater des guerres qui n'amenent que ruines et desastres 

Apres 1'expose de ces considerations generates dans lesquelles la Commission 
s'est efforcee de mettre en lumiere 1' essence des donnees en meme temps que des 
difhcultes du probleme du desarmement, il conyient de presenter maintenant les 
rapports des trois sous-commissions qui ont envisage les solutions specifiques a 
donner a ces problemes. 

La premiere Assemblee de la Societe des Nations avait adopte, au cours de 
sa seance du 14 decembre 1920, la resolution suivante: 

(t L'Assemblee propose au Conseil: 

a b) de charger, a. titre temporaire, une Commission composee de personnalites 
possedant la competence voulue en matieres politique, sociale et economique, de 
preparer pour soumission au Conseil, dans un avenir prochain, des etudes et pro
positions sur la question de la reduction des armements prevue a 1' article 8 du 
Pacte.)) 

La Commission temporaire pour la reduction des armements, constitute en 
vertu de cette resolution, a tenu sa premiere session a Paris du 16 au 19 juillet 
1921, sous la presidence de M. Viviani. 

La repartition entre plusieurs sous-commissions de 1'etude des questions 
inscrites a son ordre du jour, avait pour la Commission temporaire une importance 
particuliere: c'etait pour elle definir a la fois sa competence et ses methodes. 

M. Viviani, resumant au cours de la troisieme seance pleniere les discussions aux
quelles cette repartition avait donne lieu, proposa de constituer trois sous-commis
sions. 

La premiere Sous-Commission devait avoir pour objet 1'etude des questions 
suivantes: 

a) fabrication privee des munitions et du materiel de guerre; 
b) trafic des armes et des munitions. 

Elle devait, ^en outre, a propos de la fabrication privee, se prononcer sur le 
projet de resolution de M. Jouhaux en faveur de la convocation d'une Conference 
internationale chargee de reglementer la fabrication privee des armements. 



exceeding the limits necessary for internal defence. It is not too much to say that 
the steadfast maintenance of this situation will not only enable progressive reduc
tions to be made in the military establishments of other countries, but carries with 
it as a necessary corollary the peace of Western Europe. 

Next in importance to the disarmament of Germany cqmes the proposal of 
President Harding that a Conference should meet at Washington to.discuss Dis
armament and the settlement of the political problems of the Pacific. The League 
of Nations which exists for the purpose of securing international concord naturally 
welcomes with great satisfaction the initiative of President Harding. 

The limitation of Naval Armaments which will presumably be one of the 
principal problems discussed at the Conference at Washington c an indeed be most 
effectively secured by a common agreement between the Powers. It is earnestly 
to be hoped that this Conference will be fruitful, and that the reduction of the land 
armaments on the continent of Europe will be supplemented by an understanding 
relating to the reduction of naval armaments. 

Meanwhile, a field of useful work remains open to the League of Nations. 
The financial position of European States imperiously demands further reductions 
in military expenditure, and indeed it is not too much to say that the economic 
revival of Europe largely depends upon such reductions being effected. 

The Temporary Mixed Commission on Armaments appointed by the 
League of Nations can discharge a useful and important function by exa
mining with care the economic problems connected with armaments and the best 
methods of averting the evils incidental to the private manufacture of munitions 
of war. There can be no doubt that great war establishments, naval, military, and 
aerial, create in themselves a menace to peace and that this generation would 
have failed in its duty to posterity if, after the fearful lessons of the recent war; it 
did not address itself seriously and continuously to the problem of ridding the 
world of a burden which weighs so heavily on industry in times of peace, and, as 
bitter experience has proved, may! contribute to the outbreak of wars bringing 
ruin and disaster in their train. 

After the statement of these general considerations, in which the Commission 
has'striven to demonstrate the essential facts as well as the difficulties of the dis
armament problem, the reports of the three Sub-Committees which have been 
considering the specific solutions of these problems are now submitted. 

The first Assembly of the League of Nations, at its meeting held on December 
14th, 1920, adopted the following resolution:— 

"The Assembly proposes to the Council:— 

"(b) To instruct a Temporary Commission, composed of persons possessing 
the requisite competence in matters of a political, social and economic nature, 
to prepare for submission to the Council in the near future reports and proposals 
for the reduction of armaments as provided for by Article 8 of the Covenant." 

The Temporary Commission on the reduction of Armaments, which was appointed 
by virtue of this resolution, held its first session in Paris, from July 16th to 19th, 
1921, undv.r the Chairmanship of M. Viviani. 

The fact that the items on the agenda were divided amongst several Sub-
Committees had a special importance for the Temporary Commission, enabling it 
to define bolh its competence and its methods. 

M. Viviani, in summing up, at the third plenary meeting, the discussions 
which this division had occasioned, proposed to constitute three Sub-Committees. 

The first Sub-Committee was to s tudy the following questions:— 

(a) The private manufacture of munitions and of war material. 
(b) The traffic in arms and munitions. 

It was, further, in the matter of private manufacture, to give its opinion on the 
draft resolution of M. Jouhaux in favour of convening an international Conference 
to regulate the private manufacture of armaments. 



La deuxieme S'ous-Commission devait s'occuper: 

c) du droit d'investigation; 
d) du controle mutuel des renseignements fournis par les Membres 

de la Societe. 

Elle devait, en outre, examiner des projets d'amendements presentes aux 
articles 8 et 9 du Pacte par certains membres de la Commission. 

L'etude du droit d'investigation confiee a cette Sous-Commission devait neces
sairement 1'amener a s'occuper de 1'article 213 du Traite de Versailles et des articles 
correspondants des autres Traites de Paix relatifs au droit d'investigation dans les 
anciens Empires centraux. 

La troisieme Sous-Commission devait avoir pour tache de recueillir tous les 
renseignements statistiques utiles sur 1'etat des armements et sur les depenses 
affectees au budget militaire, naval et aerien de chaque pays. ,Cette question n'avait 
pas ete inscrite a 1'ordre du jour de la Commission temporaire; mais MM. Schanzer 
et : Fisher avaient insiste pour que la Commission en entreprit 1'examen. 

La Commission accepta les propositions de son President, et adopta sa con
ception' du libre choix du president et des rapporteurs par chacune des Sous-Com
missions et de 1'entiere independance de ces dernieres dans la determination de leur 
methode de travail. 

La Commission pleniere s'est reunie de nouveau le 2 septembre, a Geneve, 
conformement au programme de ses travaux, pour prendre connaissance des rap
ports de ses trois Sous-Commissions et pour presenter un rapport cVensemble au 
Conseil et a 1'Assemblee. Elle a decide, apres examen des rapports des trois Sous-
Commissions, d'en reproduire les termes clans son rapport general. 

Cependant 1'ordre de presentation de ces rapports ne sera pas exactement 
1'ordre numerique des Sous-Commissions. La Commission croit en effet que 1'expose 
de ce grand probleme du desarmement peut etre presente d'une maniere plus logique 
et plus deductive ainsi qu'il suit: 

1) Expose de la situation actuelle sur la reduction des depenses natio
nales pour les armements d'apres les reponses recues jusqu'ici des divers 
gouvernements. (Rapport de la seconde Sous-Commission.) 

2) Statistiques a recueillir a propos des armements des differents 
pays. (Rapport de la troisieme Sous-Commission.) 

3) Droit d'investigation. (Rapport de la seconde Sous-Commission.) 
4) Controle mutuel. (Rapport de la seconde Sous-Commission.) 
5) Fabrication privee. (Rapport de la premiere Sous-Commission.) 
6) Trafic des. armes. (Rapport de la premiere Sous-Commission.) 

1. Expose de la situation actuelle sur la reduction des depenses nationales pour les 
armements, d'apres les reponses recues jusqu'ici des divers gouvernements. 
(Rapport de la seconde Sous-Commission.) 

Dans sa seance du 14 decembre, 1'Assemblee a adopte le vceu suivant: 

a En attendant le plein effet des mesures concernant la reduction des arme
ments prevue a 1'article 8 du Pacte, 1'Assemblee emet le vceu que le Conseil soumette 
a 1'examen des gouvernements la proposition d'accepter 1'engagement de ne pas 
depasser, pendant les deux annees fiscales qui suivront le prochain exercice, le 
chiffre global des depenses militaires, navales et aeriennes prevues pour cet 
exercice, sous reserve qii'il sera tenu compte: 

K  i 0 De toute contribution d'effectifs, de materiel de guerre, d'argent, 
recommandee par la Societe des Nations pour 1'execution des obligations 

. prevues a 1'article 16 du Pacte ou dans les Traites enregistres par la Societe; 

K 20 De toute situation exceptionnelle qui sera signalee au Conseil 
de la Societe des Nations, conformement' a. 1'esprit des paragraphes 2 et 6 
de 1'article 8 du Pacte. M 

Ce vceu a ete transmis le 8 mars, suivant les instructions du Conseil aux gouver
nements de tous les Membres de la Societe par le Secretaire general. 

Vingt-sept reponses ont ete recues jusqu'ici. Elles ne sont point toutes expli
cites et il est tres difficile, sinon impossible, de les repartir dans des categories tout 
a fait distinctes. Voici, neanmoins, comment on peut les classer grosso modo: 



(c) with the right of investigation; 
(d) with the reciprocal control of information furnished by the Members 

of the League. 

It was, further, to examine the draft amendments to Articles 8 and g of the 
Covenant, submitted by certain members of the Committee. 

The enquiry into the right of investigation entrusted to this Committee neces
sarily involved the consideration of Article 213 of the Treaty of Versailles, and the 
corresponding Articles in other Peace Treaties, regarding the right of investigation 
in the former central Empires. 

The third Sub-Committee was to collect all useful statistics regarding the state 
of armaments and the funds allocated to the military, naval and air budgets in each 
country. This item was not upon the agenda of the Temporary Commission, but both 
M. Schanzer and Mr. Fisher had insisted that the Committee should deal with it. 

The Committee accepted the proposals of its Chairman, and adopted his view as 
to the free choice of the chairman and rapporteurs for each Sub-Committee, and 
also as to their entire independence in determining their methods of working. 

The Plenary Commission met again at Geneva on September 2nd, in conformity 
with its programme, to receive the reports of its three Sub-Committees, and to present 
a general report to the Council and to. the Assembly. It decided, after studying the 
reports of.the three Siib-Committees, to embody their terms in its general report. 

The order of presentation of these reports will not , however, be the numerical 
order of the Sub-Committees. The Commission is indeed of opinion that its state
ment of the great problem of disarmament may more logically and more conclusively 
be presented as follows: 

1. Statement of the present situation as to the reduction of national 
expenditure on armaments, according to the replies so far. received from the 
various Governments. (Report of the 2nd Sub-Committee.) 

2. Statistics to be obtained as to the armaments of the different coun
tries. (Report of the 3rd Sub-Committee.) 

3. Right of investigation. (Report of the 2nd Sub-Committee.) 
4. Reciprocal control. (Report of the 2nd Sub-Committee.) 
5. Private manufacture. (Report of the 1st Sub-Committee.) 
6. Traffic in arms. (Report of the 1st Sub-Committee.) 

1. Statement of the present situation as to the reduction of national expenditure on 
armaments according to the replies so far received from the various Governments; 
(Report of the 2nd Sub-Committee.) 

At its meeting on December 14th, the Assembly approved the following Recom
mendation: 

"Pending the full execution of the measures for the reduction of armaments 
recommended b y Article 8 of the Covenant, the Assembly recommends to the 
Council to submit for the consideration of the Governments the acceptance of 
an undertaking not to exceed, for the first two financial years following the next 
financial year, the sum total of expenditure on the military, naval and air services 
provided for in the latter budget, subject, however, to account being taken of the 
following reservations: 

" 1. A n y contributions of troops, war material and money recom
mended by the League of Nations with a view to the fulfilment of obliga
tions imposed by Article 16 of the Covenant or by Treaties registered b y 
the League. 

" 2. Exceptional conditions notified as such to the Council of the 
League of Nations in accordance with the spirit of paragraphs 2 and 6 
of Article 8 of the Covenant. " 

The above Recommendation, on the Council's instructions, was forwarded b y 
the Secretary-General to the Governments of all Members of the League on March 
8th. 

The replies which have been received (27 in all) are not always explicit, and 
therefore it is very difficult, if not impossible, to divide them into absolutely definite 
categories. Grosso modo, however, they can be grouped as follows:—



i . Deux reponses nous ont ete envoyees par des pays (Autriche et Bulgarie) 
pour qui la question ne se pose point, les Traites de Paix ayant deja regie leur statut 
militaire; 

2. Trois reponses (Suede, Bresil et Afrique du Sud) n'ont pas un caractere 
bien net; 

3. Quinze reponses nous sont parvenues d'Etats qui, en general, acceptent 
le voeu. Certains s'y rallient puremeht et simplement (Bolivie, Guatemala, Chine); 
d'autres 1'acceptent avec les reserves contenues dans le vceu meme (Belgique, 
Australie, Canada), ou sous condition de son acceptation par d'autres Puissances 
(Grande-Bretagne, Italie, Nouvelle-Zelande, Inde). La Hollande y ajoute la condi
tion qu'on ne regardera point vine augmentation causee par 1'elevation des prix, 
ou par des reformes sociales inevitables, comme contraire a la proposition, et que 
la modernisation des armements de la Hollande sera regardee comme cette * situa
tion speciale * prevue par le vceu. Enfin, quatre Etats (Danemark, Norvege, Rou
manie et Chili) declarent, sans prendre d'engagement precis, qu'ils n'ont pas 1'inten
tion d'augment er leur budget militaire. 

4. Sept reponses nous ont ete envoyees par des Etats qui ne paraissent point 
disposes a accepter le vceu: certains d'entre eux (Espagne et France) donnant 
pour raison que les budgets ne sont point une indication convaincante des forces 
militaires; d'autres (Finlande et Pologne) invoquant leur situation geographique 
et politique speciale. La Grece fait allusion a la guerre avec la Turquie, et 1'Etat 
serbe-croate-slovene a la situation internationale actuelle qui interdit de prendre 
toute mesure immediate. Le Japon, de son cote, ne croit pas opportun de conclure 
un accord tant que le Conseil n'aura pas termine 1'etude de son plan de desarmement. 

II faut d'ailleurs remarquer que meme parmi les gouvernements qui ont declare 
ne pas pouvoiracceder au vceu de 1'Assemblee, il y en a deux (France et Finlande) 
qui ont fait observer qu'ils ont neanmoins effectue deja des reductions plus ou moins 
importantes dans leurs armements. 

Les Puissances suivantes n'ont pas encore repondu: 

Albanie Liberia Portugal 
Argentine Luxembourg Salvador 
Colombie Nicaragua Siam 
Costa-Rica Panama Suisse 
Cuba Paraguay Tcheco-Slovaquie 
Haiti Perou Uruguay 
Honduras Perse Venezuela 

II est peut-etre interessant de jeter un coup d'ceil d'ensemble sur les reponses 
recues, en ce qui regarde 1'Europe. Voici comment on peut, en gros,Tes classer: 

A. — Pays dont le statut militaire a ete fixe par les traites de paix: Autriche, 
Bulgarie. 

B. — Etats qui paraissent se rallier au vceu avec des reserves plus ou moins 
nombreuses: Grande-Bretagne, Belgique, HoUande, Danemark, Norvege, Italie, 
Roumanie. 

C. — Etats qui declarent ne pas pouvoir 1'accepter: Espagne, France, Finlande, 
Pologne, Etat serbe-croate-slovene, Grece. 

Au demeurant on peut dire, d'une maniere generale, que 1'enquete faite 
conformement aux resolutions de 1'Assemblee, n'a pas donne de resultats bien 
concluants. La majorite des reponses, bien que favorables, en general, a 1'esprit 
du vceu, se ressent de 1'etat d'incertitude qui caracterise la situation politique 
generale presente. 

2. Statistiques a recueillir d firofios des armements des diffdrents pays. (Rapport 
de la troisieme Sous-Commission.) 

Le rapport de la troisieme Sous-Commission, relatif aux renseignements statis
tiques a recueillir sur les armements des differents pays, constituelogiquement, apres 
1'expose qui precede, la seule base serieuse qui permette, avec toute 1'approxima
tion actuellement possible, de trouver le criterium necessaire pour aborder prati
quement le probleme general du desarmement. 

La troisieme Sous-Commission de Statistiques a ete constitute pour repondre 
a la necessite de placer sous les yeux du Conseil et de 1'Assemblee une statistique 
mettant en evidence la situation des armements avant la guerre et la situation 



I . Replies (2) from countries (Austria and Bulgaria) for which, their military 
status being already determined by Peace Treaties, the question does not arise. 

2. Replies (3) of not conclusive character (Sweden, Brazil and South Africa). 

3. Replies (15) from States which accept the Recommendation. While some 
of these States signify their acceptance purely and simply (Bolivia, Guatemala and 
China) others accept it subject to the reservations contained in the Recommenda
tion itself (Belgium, Austria and Canada) or to the Adoption of the Recommenda
tion b y other Powers (Great Britain, Italy, New Zealand and India). Holland 
further adds the proviso that an increase, due to a rise in prices or to inevitable 
social reforms, must not be considered in conflict with the proposal, and that the 
bringing of the armament of Holland up to the standard required by modern war
fare shall be considered as the special situation provided for in the Recommenda
tion. Finally, there are four States (Denmark, Norway, Roumania and Chile) 
which, though not giving any definitive undertaking, state that an increase of the 
budgets is improbable. 

4. Replies (7) from States which appear to be unable to accept the Recommen
dation some of them (Spain and France) on the ground that budgets do not 
afford a fair indication of military strength, others (Finland and Poland) invoking 
their special geographical and political situation. Greece refers to the state of 
war with Turkey, and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State to the present international 
situation as precluding immediate action. Finally, Japan deems it inadvisable to 
give an undertaking pending the completion of the Council's plan for 
disarmament. 

It should further be pointed out that even among the Governments which have 
declared that they cannot accede to the recommendation of the Assembly, there 
are two (France and Finland) which have announced that they have nevertheless 
already effected more or less considerable reductions in their armaments. 

The following countries have not replied:— 

Albania Honduras. Persia. 
Argentine Republic. Liberia. Portugal. 
Colombia. 
Costa Rica. 
Cuba. 

Luxemburg. 
Nicaragua. 
Panama. 

Salvador. 
Siam. 
Switzerland. 

Czecho-Slovakia 
Haiti. 

Paraguay. 
Peru. 

Uruguay. -
Venezuela. 

A survey of the replies, as far as Europe is concerned, may perhaps be interesting 
and may roughly be expressed as follows:— 

(A) Countries the military status of which has been determined by the Peace 
Treaties (Austria and Bulgaria). 

(B) States which appear to accept the Recommendation with more or less 
numerous reservations (Great Britain, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway, Italy 
and Roumania). 

(G) States which are unable to accept (Spain, France, Finland, Poland, Serb
Groat-Slovene State and Greece). 

In general, however, it may be said that the result of the enquiry, which has 
been conducted as a consequence of the Assembly Resolutions, has not given very 
conclusive results, the bulk of the replies, although generally favourable to the 
spirit of the recommendation, reflecting the s tate of uncertainty which charac
terises the present general political situation. 

* * * 

2. Statistics to be collected regarding the Armaments of the different Countries. 
(Report of the 3rd Sub-Committee.) 

The report of the Sub-Committee on the statistical data required concerning 
the armaments of the various countries, constitutes log:cally, after the preceding 
Statement, the only sound basis on which a criterion for dealing practically with 
the problem of disarmament can rest. 

The 3rd Sub-Committee on Statistics was formed in order to meet the neces
sity of placing before the Council and the Assembly statistics showing the pre-war 
situation as regards armaments, and also the present situation, together with the 



actuelle, avec des elements d'ordre militaire et budgetaire permettant d'apprecier, 
dans une certaine mesure, la puissance militaire des differents Etats et de contribuer 
ainsi a eclairer et a faciliter la recherche de la solution du probleme de la limitation 
et de la reduction des armements, conform^ment a 1'article 8 du Pacte. 

H Un accord general sur la reduction des armements, disaient 
MM. Schanzer et Benini, dans leur proposition pour une enquete statistique 
comparee au sujet d e l a puissance militaire des differents Etats, devrait 
attribuer a chaque Etat une force militaire sufftsante pour le maintien 
de 1'ordre a 1'interieur et pour la defense de son territoire contie les dan

. .. gers d'une agression exterieure, tout en tenant compte de ses conditions 
geograpbiques, de la nature de ses frontieres, ainsi que de la necessite de 
defendre ses colonies et ses dependances. 

(( Toutefois, avant de pouvoir faire une enquete sur la puissance 
militaire a assignei a chaque Etat, sur les bases indiquees, il faut connaitre 
aussi exactement que possible la puissance militaire actuelle des differents 
Etats, tandis que, d'autre part, il est interessant de comparer cette puis
sance militaire actuelle avec celle d'avant-guerre. M 

Sans doute les statistiques ne sont pas suffisantes pour resoudre la question 
des armements, cependant elles sont necessaires pour realiser le but que nous pour
suivons; en effet, si on veut etablir la situation des armements dans les differents 
pays, on a besoin comme point de depart, de statistiques veridiques. 

On a pense, egalement, qu'il y avait lieu de ne pas perdre de vue 1'element de 
securite nationale, expressement prevu, d'ailleurs, par 1'article 8 du Pacte : 

K II ne sufht pas, disait le President, M. Viviani, de rapporter la preuve 
par ecrit qu'un pays a autant de soldats qu'un autre, quoique cependant 
sa population soit moins nombreuse; il ne suffit pas de dire que tel pays 
depense telle ou telle somme pour son budget de la guerre et de la marine, 
et que tel autre n'en depense pas autant. L'egalite dans les depenses n'est 
pas toujours la preuve de 1'egalite de la force. Un pays qui n'a pas d'enne

- mis, qui par ses frontieres naturelles, par son eloignement de tous les 
champs de bataille du monde, n'a rien a craindre, est moins en situation 
d'avoir une armee forte qu'un pays qui a des ennemis, qui en a eu ou qui 
peut en avoir. II faudrait done que 1'element de securite nationale rentre 
dans le cadre des recherches de la sous-commission. 

K Une fois fixe le. nombre des soldats, des canons, des mitrailleuses, 
des avions, des sous-marins, des cuirasses, etant fixee meme la capacite 
economique du pays, au point de vue de la construction du materiel 
de guerre, il se poserait ensuite une supreme question : Que veut le 
pays oil nous faisons cette constatation ? A quel destin a-t-il du faire face 
dans le passe et a quel destin probable, etant donnee la situation du 
monde, peut-il etre appele a faire face demain ? a 

Telles sont les considerations essentielles qui ont fait accueillir la proposition 
determinant comrhe suit le travail confie a la troisieme Sous-Commission : 

((La Sous-Commission presentera un rapport sur : 

a a) les forces militaires actuelles et d'avant-guerre des differents 
Etats ; 

K b) les charges financieres actuelles et d'avant-guerre resultant 
des armements, pour les differents Etats ; 

t( c) la mesure dans laquelle les depenses nationales pour les arme 7 

ments peuvent etre constatees par les budgets militaires publies par les 
differents Etats . 

K A tous ces elements d'ordre statistique sera ajoutee, pour etre prise en 
consideration, la situation de chaque Etat touchant sa securite nationale. * 

II result e des discussions qui ont precede la redaction de ce texte, que le mandat 
ainsi formule doit seulement servir de K base a aux travaux de la troisieme Sous-
Commission a laquelle, d'ailleurs, une certaine liberte est laissee pour accomplir son 
ceuvre. 

En effet, ainsi que le declarait le President, M. Viviani, a la troisieme seance 
pleniere, tenue le 17 juillet dernier a Paris par la Commission temporaire pour la 
reduction des armements, il ne voyait aucun inconvenient a ce que a la Sous-Com
mission, qui est maitresse de ses travaux, se place .au point de vue analytique, 
c'est-a-dire se serve du travail de M. Schanzer et du Professeur Benini, et accueille 
toutes les suggestions qui pourront lui etre envoyees par chacun des membres de la 
Commission, comme on le ferait dans un Parlement, quel qu'il soit. n 
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military and budgetary factors, so that the military power of the various States 
might to a certain extent be estimated, and in ordei by this means to help to elucidate 
and facilitate the endeavour to solve the problem of the l imitation and reduction 
of armaments, in conformity with Article 8 of the Covenant. 

MM. Schanzer and Benini, in their paper regarding a statistical en
quiry, of a comparative character, on the subject of the military strength 
of the different countries, say: "A general agreement on the subject of 
the reduction of armaments ought to assign to each State a military force 
sufficient both to maintain internal order and to defend its territory 
against the dangeis of a foreign aggression, while taking into account the 
geographical conditions of each State, the nature of its frontiers, and the 
necessity for defending its colonies and dependencies. 

"However, before it is possible to carry out an enquiry as to the mili
tary power to be assigned to each State on the foregoing basis, it is neces
sary to have as precise information as possible with regard .to the present 
military power of the different States, while on the other hand it is of 
interest to compare this present military power with that which existed 
before the war." 

Doubtless, statistics are in themselves inadequate to solve the question of 
armaments, but they are necessary in order to achieve the aim which we are pur
suing; indeed, if we wish to ascertain the position as regards armaments in the 
various countries, we need reliable statistics as a starting-point. 

It was also considered that the element of national security/specially provided 
for in Article 8 of the Covenant, should not be lost sight of. 

"It is not enough," said the President, M. Viviani, "to report in writing 
proofs that one country has as many soldiers as another, although its 
population is smaller; it is not enough to say that one country expends 
such and such a sum on its military and naval budget, and that another 
does not spend so much. Equality of expenditure is not always a proof of 
equality of strength. A country which has no enemies, and which, by its 
natural frontiers and by its distance from all the battlefields of the world, 
has nothing to fear, is not so likely to have a strong army as a country 
which has enemies, or which has had, or may have, enemies. The ele
ment of national security must therefore enter into the scope of enquiries 
of the Sub-Committee. 

"When the number of soldiers, guns, machine-guns, aeroplanes, 
submarines, and armed cruisers has been fixed, and when also the econo
mic capacity of the country from the point of v iew of the manufacture 
of war material has been determined, one supreme qiiestion then arises :— 
What is the aim of the country with regard to which these facts have been 
ascertained ? What fate has it had to meet in the past, and, in view of 
the present world situation, what destiny may it be called upon to face 
to-morrow ? " 

These are the most important considerations which have led the third Sub-Com
mittee to welcome the proposal defining the work entrusted to it as follows :— 

"The. Sub-Committee shall submit a report on: 

"(a) the present and pre-war military forces of the various States; 

"(b) the present and pre-war financial burdens of the various States 
in respect of armaments; 

"(c) the extent to which national expenditure on armaments m a y b e 
ascertained from the military budgets published by the various States. 

"Besides all these factors of a statistical nature, the situation of each 
State in respect of its national security, will be taken into consideration." 

It will be seen from the discussions which preceded the drawing up of this text , 
that the mandate thus worded should only serve as a basis for the work of the third 
Sub-Committee, to which, moi eover, a certain latitude has been given for the execu
tion of its task. 

Indeed, as the President, M. Viviani, said on July 17th last at the third Plenary 
Meeting of the Temporary Commission on the Reduction of Armaments held in 
Paris, he saw no-reason why the Sub-Committee, which had full powers in its 
own sphere, should not adopt the analytical point of view, that is to say, make use 
of the work of M. Schanzer and Professor Benini, and welcome all suggestions 
which might be submitted to it by any member of the Commission, as woiild be the 
procedure in any parliament. 



II va de soi qu'il n'est possible de presenter actuellement au Conseil et a l'As
semblee que les idees generates et les methodes pour mener 1'enquete a bonne fin. 

Ces travaux. seront de la plus haute importance: c'est precisement pourquoi 
il importe essentiellement de laisser a la Sous-Commission tout le temps necessaire 
a leur execution. II est bien entendu, cependant, que la Sous-Commission s'efforcera 
de formuler ses conclusions le plus tot possible 

Une premiere question s'est d'abord posee : Quelle est 1'etendue des rensei
gnements qu'il convient de demander aux gouvernements ? 

A 1'origine, le programme se presentait avec un caractere plus etendu et 
comprenait notamment divers elements importants, tels la mobilisation indus
trielle et le stock de munitions. Apres mure reflexion, on a c m devoir y renoncer. 

D'autre part, il a ete unanimement reconnu que le questionnaire elabore par 
la Commission permanente consultative, et qui entre dans de nombreux details 
techniques, est tres complet, mais dans 1'etat actuel des idees et des faits, la Corn
mission a cru devoir s'arreter a un questionnaire plus restreint, ne comprenant que 
les renseignements essentiels et indispensables. 

Cest dans cet esprit que la Commission soumet au Conseil et a 1'Assemblee 
la proposition suivante : 

K La Commission, ayant considere que la connaissance exacts, des forces 
et des charges militaires des differents Etats est une condition prealable et 
indispensable pour aborder le probleme de la reduction des armements, d'apres 
1'article 8 du Pacte, propose une enquete statistique qui devra relever, dans 
chaque Etat, pour les annees 1913 et 1921, les donnees suivantes : 

I. Population, super fide, longueur de frontieres terrestres et maritimes, 
en distinguant la metropole et les colonies. 

II . N'ombre de soldats en temps de paix. C'est-a-dire les effectifs (y compris 
les corps specialement affectes au'maintien de 1'ordre public) et le nombre 
d'unites pour les armees de terre et de mer, metropolitaine et coloniale, en 
indiquant les effectifs qui correspondent : a) a des obligations militaires; 
b) a la securite nationale. 

III . Duree du temps de service et des obligations militaires dans 1'armee 
active, de reserve et territoriale. 

IV. Nombre d'hommes appeles annuellement sous les armes. 

V. Nombre d'hommes mobilisables en temps de guerre et nombre d'unites 
dans les armees de terre et de mer, metropolitaine et coloniale. 

Nota bene : Des donnees qui precedent, on pourra deduire le pourcentage 
de 1'eflectif de paix et de guerre par mpport a la population totale. 

VI. Materiel existant en service et dans les depots de 1'armee de terre et 
de mer. 

Canons (lourds, de campagne, obusiers, anti-avions.) 
1 fusils. 

Armee de terre (mitrailleuses. 
' chars d'assaut. 

aviation terrestre. 

. , , ( batiments de guerre et armements. 
Armee de mer (a v i a t i o  n n a v 4 . 

VII. Budget annuel ordinaire et extraordinaire. II y a lieu de comprendre 
les depenses militaires de toutes sortes pour 1'armee : les corps militaires 
organises, la marine et 1'aviation qui sont a la charge des budgets (etats de 
prevision) de la guerre, de la marine, ou de tous autres bugdets formant partie 
du budget general de 1'Etat, ainsi que de toutes les depenses qui sont a la 
charge des budgets locaux, en indiquant les depenses specialement destinees 
au maintien de 1'ordre public a 1'interieur. Les depenses resultant de la 
liquidation de la guerre 1914-1918 doivent etre indiquees separement. 

VIII . Charge du budget de la defense nationale (guerre et marine) par Ute 
d'habitant. 

Nota bene : Vu les depreciations tres inegales des monnaies nationales 
il conviendra, pour permettre des comparaisons basees sur un etalon unique de 
valeur, de reduire les chiffres des differents budgets en dollar-or, d'apres le 
cours des changes. 

( 



It is evidently impossible to submit to the Council and the Assembly now sit
ting anything more than general ideas and methods for bringing to a successful 
conclusion the enquiries with which they have been entrusted. 

This work will be of the greatest importance; that is precisely the reason why 
it is essential to give the Sub-Committee all the time it desires for its execution, 
but it is, of course, understood that the Sub-Committee will make every effort to 
reach its conclusions with as little delay as possible. 

A question was raised at the outset. To what extent should information be 
asked for from the Governments ? 

The programme was originally more extensive, and included, in particular, 
various important items such as industrial mobilisation and stocks of munitions. 
After mature consideration it was thought that these should be omitted. 

Moreover, it was unanimously recognised that the questionnaire which had 
been drawn up by' the Permanent Advisory Committee, and which entered into 
considerable technical detail, was very complete; but, as ideas and facts were at 
present, the majority of the Commission considered that it should confine itself 
to a more limited questionnaire, which should only include essential and indis
pensable information. 

In- this spirit, the Commission submitted to the Council and the Assembly 
the following proposal:— 

"The Commission, being of opinion that precise information on the mili
tary strength and expenditure of the various Governments is a preliminary 
and essential condition in approaching the problem of the reduction of arma
ments, as laid down in Article 8 of the Covenant, proposes to undertake a 
statistical enquiry on the military position in time of peace. 

"The enquiry shall elicit information on the following subjects for the 
years 1913 and 1921." 

I. Population, area, length of territorial and maritime frontiers, distin
guishing between national territory and Colonies. 

II . Number of soldiers in. time of peace. That is to say, effectives 
(including corps specially employed in the maintenance of public order), and 
the number of units in the land and sea forces, both home and colonial, 
showing the effectives maintained for, (a) military obligations., (b) national 
defence. 

III . Period of service and liability to military duty in the regular army, 
the reserve, and third line troops. 

IV. Numbers of men annually called up for service. 

V. Numbers of soldiers in time of war, and number of units in the land 
. and sea forces, at home and in the colonies. 

. N.B. From the data given it will be possible to calculate the proportion 
which the peace and war strengths bear to the total population. 

VI. Material in use, or stored in the depots of the land and sea forces. 

Guns (heavy, field, howitzer, anti-aircraft). 
Rifles. 

Land Forces \ Machine-guns. 
Tanks. 
Army Aircraft. 

c:Q^ - c v ^ Q  C ) Warships, with their armament, s e a forces j  N ^ y a l A i r c i a f t 

VII . Annual budget (ordinary and extraordinary expenditure). This 
should include military expenditure of every description for the Army, 
organised military units, N a v y and Air Services, which are charged for in 
the budgets (estimates) for the Army and the Navy , and in any other 
budgets which form part of the general State budget, and also all expenditure 
which is charged against local budgets, and should indicate expenditure : pe
cially appropriated to the maintenance of internal order. Expenditure incurred 
in liquidating the War 1914-1918 should be shown separately. 

VIII . Share of the Expenditure on national defence (Army and Navy) per 
head of the population. 

N.B. In view of the unequal extent to which national currencies have 
depreciated it will be advisable, in order that comparisons m a y be based on 
a uniform standard of value, t o show the totals of the various budgets in gold 
dollars, according to the rate of exchange! 



IX. Proportion des depenses pour la defense nationale (guerre et marine) 
dans le budget total. 

Le programme de 1'enquete ainsi clefini a ete accepte a l/unanimite. Tou
tefois, quatre membres ont exprime des reserves sur 1'opportunite des points 
V et VI. Un membre ne les a pas acceptes. 

Quant a la methode, 1'accord suivant est unanimement intervenu au sein 
de la Commission: on commencera par recueillir tousles renseignements possibles 
sur la base des traites mternationaux, publications officielles, documents et dis
cussions parlementaires, annuaires et autres sources d'informations publiques, 
mais en cas de besoin, on completera 1'enquete, en ce qui concerne les membres de 
la societe, par le moyen d'un questionnaire sur la base du programme approuve. 

En consequence, chaque gouvernement sera prie de bien vouloir fournir 
au Secretariat : 

i . les budgets de la guerre et de la marine pour les annees 1913 et I 92 r ; 
2. le budget general pour 1'ensemble des ministeres pour les annees 1913 

et 1921; 
3. les rapports et les comptes rendus des discussions parlementaires 

relatifs aux budgets de la guerre et de la marine en 1913 et 1921, et, en gene
ral, tous travaux legislates ou autres publications permettant de deter
miner la politique militaire de chaque Etat ; 

4. le texte des lois d'organisation des armees de terre et de mer. 

Au moment opportun, il sera utile de mettre chacun des gouvernements 
a meme de pouvoir fournir un expose des considerations qu'il croirait 
devoir presenter relativement aux exigences de sa securite nationale, de ses 
obligations internationales, de sa situation geographique, et de ses conditions 
speciales, tous elements expressement prevus par 1'article 8 du Pacte. 

La responsabilite de 1'execution de ces resolutions est laissee au Secretariat 
sous la direction du Conseil. II est entendu que le Secretariat devra etre mis en 
mesure d'assumer rapidement le depouillement et la coordination des nombreux 
elements statistiques et de la documentation considerable qui lui seront adresses. 

Afin de. reduire autant que possible les frais de 1'enquete, la Commission 
propose de faire egalement appel a la cooperation de correspondants compe
tents, dans les differents pays, dont le choix pourra 6tre laisse a la Section des 
Armements, sous le controle du Conseil. 

La question a ete soulevee de savoir si 1'enquete une fois executee pour . 
les annees 1913 et 1921, il ne serait pas opportun de la tenir a jour chaque 
annee. La Commission a ete unanimement de cet avis, en laissant au Conseil le 
soin d'en faire poursuivre 1'execution par, les organes competents. 

Tel est le programme de 1'enquete que la Commission estime devoir pre
senter a 1'examen du Conseil et de 1'Assemblee pour pouvoir proceder a une 
etude approfondie et documentee, qui permettra de degager plus aisement 
les conclusions pratiques qu'il conviendra de preparer au sujet de la limitation 
et de la reduction des armements nationaux. 

* * 

3. Droit d'investigation. (Rapport de la deuxieme Sous-Commission.) 

II ne parait guere possible d'aborder dans la pratique le probleme du desarme
ment, si Ton ne s'assure pas d'abord que toutes les mesures prescrites par les Traites 
sont integralement et loyalement executees1. Ce n'est que grace a la securite 
ainsi obtenue que le desarmement general peut etre envisage et progressivement 
resolu. L'etude du droit d'investigation, qui permet de controler 1'execution de ces 
mesures, constitue done une des conditions essentielles de la solution du probleme. 

II n'est pas necessaire de rappeler ici le. texte de 1'article 213 du Traite de 
Versailles, de 1'article 159 du Traite de Saint-Germain, de 1'article 143 du Traite de 
Trianon, de 1'article 104 du Traite de Neuilly, en vertu duquel 1'Allemagne, 1'Autri- 
che, la Hongrie et la Bulgarie se sont engagees a se prefer a toute enquete que le 
Conseil de la Societe des Nations jugerait necessaire en vue de la mise a execution 
des stipulations militaires des Traites de Paix. 

1. Le Conseil a deja adopte un rapport de la Commission consultative perma
nente indiquant une procedure a suivre pour le cas oh le Conseil chargerait la C.C.P. 



IX. Proportion which the expenditure on national defence (Army and Navy) 
bears to the total budget. 

The programme of the enquiry, as thus cb fined, was unanimously accepted. 
Three members, however, expressed reservations in respect of the desirability 
of points V and VI; one member did not accept these points. 

' As regards method, the following was unanimously agreed upon b y the Com
mission: a beginning would be made by collecting all possible information to be 
obtained f om international treaties, official publications, parliamentary docu
ments and debates, year-books and other sources of public information; but, in 
case of need, the enquiry would be supplemented in the case of Members of the 
League b y means of a questionnaire on the basis of the programme approved. 

The Gove -nments are therefore requested, when replying to this question
naire, to furnish the Secretariat wi th:— 

i . The budgets of the Army and N a v y for the years 1913 and 1921; 
2. The general budget for the whole of the Government Departments 

for the years 1913 and 1921; 
3. The reports and minutes of the parliamentary debates on the Army 

and N a v y budgets in 1913 and 1921, and, in general, all legislative acts or other 
publications which may assist in ascertaining the military policy of the State 
in question; 

4. The texts of the laws determining the organisation of the land and sea 
, forces. 

It will be advisable in due course to give the several Governments an 
opportunity of furnishing a statement of the considerations which they desire 
to urge in regard to the requirements of their national security, their inter
national obligations, their geographical situations, and their special circum
stances — all of which factors are specifically referred, to in Article 8 of the 
Covenant. 

The Secretariat, under the control of the Council, is responsible for the 
carrying out of these resolutions. The Secretariat should be enabled to deal 
rapidly with the work of analysing and co-ordinating the numerous statistical 
data and the large number of documents which it will receive. 

In order to reduce as far as possible the cost of this investigation, the 
"Commission proposes, in addition, to invite voluntary co-operation by com
petent correspondents in the various countries, the choice of these correspon
dents being left to the Armaments Section subject to the approval of the 
Council. 

The question was raised whether, when the enquiry had once been com
pleted for the years 1913 and 1921, it would not be desirable to continue it 
year by year. The Commission was unanimously of this opinion, leaving it 
to the Council to instruct the competent organisations to carry out the enquiry. 

The above is the system of investigation which the Commission desires 
to submit for the consideration of the Council and the Assembly; it is hoped 
that this will make it possible to undertake a thorough examination, based 
on documentary evidence, and thus to arrive more easily at the practical 
conclusions which are required in connection with the limitation arid reduction 
of national armaments. 

3. Right of Investigation. (Report of the 2nd Sub-Committee.) 

It hardby seems possible to approach, in a practical fashion, the problem of 
disarmament unless it is ascertained at the outset that all measures laid down 
by the Treaties are completely and loyally carried out. It is only when this security 
has been obtained that general disarmament can be contemplated and gradually 
attained. The enquiry as to the right of investigation, which enables the execution 
of these measures to be controlled, is one of the essential conditions for the solution 
of the problem. 

The terms of Article 213 of the Treaty of Versailles, of Article 159 of the Treaty 
of St. Germain, of Article 143 of the Treaty of Trianon, and of Article 104 of the 
Treaty of Neuilly, by which Germany, Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria have under
taken to give every facility for any investigation which the Council of the League 
of Nations may consider necessary with regard to carrying out the military regu
lations of the Treaties of Peace, need not be recalled here. 

1. The Council has already adopted a report of the Permanent Military Com
mission, outlining a procedure to be followed in the event of the Council 



de proceder a une investigation. D'apres cette procedure, la Commission designerait 
parmi ses membres une Commission composee d'un delegue de chacun des Etats 
representes a la C.C.P.; a ces delegues, seraient adjoints un certain nombre d'experts 
choisis sur une liste qui doit etre tenue a jour par les divers gouvernements. 

2.  Le Comite militaire interallie de Versailles a decide, le 19 fevrier 1921, 
qu'il communiquerait a la C.C.P. un rapport sur les travaux de la Commission de 
controle.  U n rapport de la C.C.P. approuve par le Conseil de la Societe le 27 juin 
1921, a conclu a 1'acceptation de ces documents provenant du Comite militaire 
interallie de Versailles, ainsi que d'autres documents se rapportant aux travaux des 
Commissions de controle interalliees. 

3.  La C.CP. a egalement attire 1'attention du Conseil sur la necessite d'examiner 
quelles mesures d'ordre financier il conviendrait de prendre pour que 1'organisme 
d'enquetes puisse commencer ses travaux sans delai, le jour oil le Conseil le desirera.. 
Le 27 juin 1921, le Conseil a decide que la question fmanciere serait etudiee par la 
C.C.P. de concert avec les membres du Secretariat et que, au besoin, la Commis
sion economique et financiere serait consultee. 

4.  Le Conseil a done deja pris des mesures pour assurer 1'existence de moyens 
d'action et leur mise en ceuvre immediate, conformement aux directives du Conseil, 
dans le cas oil Ton deciderait d'entreprendre les investigations prevues a 1'article 213 
et aux articles correspondants. 

Etant donne le caractere general des pouvoirs conferes au Conseil aux fins 
d'investigation, il semble que le Conseil de la Societe puisse agir a n'importe quel 
moment tant que le Traite de Versailles est en vigueur. Cependant, la surveillance 
de 1'execution des clauses militaires, navales et aeriennes des Traites de Paix, 
pour 1'execution desquelles une limite de temps a ete prevue, est confiee, pour 
1'instant, aux Commissions interalliees de controle. Le Conseil n'a jamais considere 
qu'il ait a prendfe l'initiative de se charger du controle, concurremment avec ces 
Commissions, tant qu'elles seront en fonctions. 

5. Cette relation entre les fonctions des Commissions interalliees de controle 
et Faction eventuelle du Conseil, quand les Commissions de controle auront acheve 
leur tache, pourrait faire naitre 1'impression que non seulement le Conseil succedera 
aux Commissions interalliees de controle dans le temps, mais aussi dans les pouvoirs 
et les attributions. 

Or, dans les Traites, 1'article 213 et les articles correspondants ont un caractere 
bien plus general. -

Les Commissions interalliees de controle ont recu des taches bien definies et 
les enquetes qu'elles doivent faire sont specifiees en detail dans la Section 4 de la 
Partie V du Traite de Versailles, mais 1'enquete envisagee par 1'article 213 et que le 
Conseil de la Societe des Nations pourra juger necessaire, a un caractere d'ordre 
tout a fait general. 

II appartiendra au Conseil lui-meme de definir la nature et les limites des inves
tigations a faire, lorsque 1'occasion se presentera. 

4. Contrdle mutuel. (Rapport de la deuxieme Sous-Commission.) 

Le droit de contrSle mutuel represente un progres nouveau dans la voie de la 
reduction des armements. II constitue en fait la seule garantie mutuelle qui permette 
aux Membres de la Societe, leurs armements une fois reduits, de n'£tre point dupes 
de leur bonne foi. 

Le paragraphe 4 de 1'article 8 du Pacte etablit que, apres que les divers Gouver
nements auront adopte les plans proposes par le Conseil, ils ne pourront depasser 
la limite des armements ainsi fixee sans le consentement du Conseil. II pourrait 
6tre necessaire de determiner, a une date ulterieure, si les Membres ont depasse 
ces limites sans le consentement du Conseil, mais le Pacte ne prevoit aucune pro
cedure a suivre en ce cas. 

A ce propos, il est utile de rappeler que 1'Assemblee a adopte, en novembre 
dernier, la resolution suivante: 

cc  De faire etudier le mecanisme en vertu duquel pourraient etre verifiees 
les informations militaires dont 1'echange est prevu a 1'article 8 du Pacte, le 
jour oil le principe de cette verification mutuelle entre les Membres de la Societe 
pourrait etre consacree grace a un amendement au Pacte. * 



directing the Permanent Military Commission to conduct an investigation. Under 
this procedure, the Commission would appoint from among its members a Commis
sion composed of one delegate of each of the States represented on the Permanent 
Commission. To these delegates would be attached a number of experts, a list 
of such experts to be drawn up in .advance by the respective Governments. 

2. The Allied Military Committee of Versailles decided on February 19th, 
1921, that it would communicate to the P.A.C., a report on its work. A report 
of the Permanent Advisory Commission, approved'by the Council of the League 
on June 27th, 1921, advised the acceptance of these documents from the Allied 
Military Committee of Versailles, together with other documents relative to the 
work of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control. 

3. The P.A.C. has also drawn the attention of the Council to the necessity 
of considering what measures of a financial nature should be taken in order that 
the organ of investigation should be able to commence its duties without delay 
whenever the Council shall so decide. On June 27th, 1921, the Council decided that 
the financial question should be studied by the P.A.C. with the assistance of the 
Members of the Secretariat, and that, if necessary, the Financial and Economic 
Committee should be consulted. 

4. The Council has thus already taken action which would ensure that, if 
and when it might be decided to conduct the investigation referred to in Article 
213, the agencies would be at hand and prepared to go forward without delay to 
carry out the Council's directions. 

In view of the general nature of the power conferred upon the Council to conduct 
an investigation, it would seem that the Council ot the League may act at any time 
while the Treaty of Versailles remains in force. For the time being, however, 
the supervision of the execution of the Military, Naval and Air clauses of the Peace 
Treaties, for the execution of which a time limit has been prescribed, is being handled 
by the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control. The Council has never considered 
itself called upon to take the initiative to supplement the work of thsse Commissions 
while they are still in force. 

5. This relation between the work of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control 
and the eventual action of the Council when the Commissions of Control have 
completed their work, may tend to create the impression that the Council will 
succeed the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control, not merely in order of time, but 
also as regards their powers and functions. 

Article 213 of the Treaty of Versailles, however, and the corresponding Articles 
. in the other Peace Treaties, are of a much more general character. 

The In tera l l i ed Commissions of Control were given very specific duties and 
the investigations to be made by them are detailed in Section IV of Part V of the 
Treaty of Versailles and in corresponding sections of the other Treaties. But the 
investigation contemplated by Article 213, which the Council of the League of 
Nations may consider necessary, is quite general. 

It will be for the Council itself to determine the nature and the scope of the 
investigation to be undertaken as occasion arises. 

* * 

4 Reciprocal Control. (Report of the 2nd Sub-Committee): 

The right of reciprocal control represents a further step towards the reduction 
of armaments. It constitutes, in fact, the only reciprocal guarantee that, once 
their armaments have been reduced, the good faith of Members of the League 
will not be abused. 

Paragraph 4 of Article 8 of the Covenant provides that, after the various Members 
of the League have adopted the plans recommended by the Council, they are obliged 
not to exceed the limits therein fixed without the concurrence of the Council. 
If might become necessary to determine at some future time whether Members had 
exceeded the limits without the concurrence of the Council, but the Covenant does 
not deal with the procedure to be followed in such a case. 

In this connection it is to be remembered that the 1st Assembly adopted, last 
November, the following resolution: 

"To consider the mechanism by means of which the military information 
to be exchanged under the provisions of Article 8 of the Covenant can be veri
fied in the event of the principle of mutual verification by Members of the League 
being confirmed by an amendment to the Covenant. " 



Au cours de la premiere session de la Commission pour la reduction des arme
ments, M. Jouhaux a fait allusion a l'amendement propose et a suggere de soumettre 
a la deuxieme Assemblee un projet cbamendement de cette nature. .M.. Viviani a 
egalement propose que les membres. de la Sous-Commission soient invites^ a sou
mettre des projets d'amendements de ce genre. TI. a rappele que M. Bourgeois avait 
presente le paragraphe suivant a 1'adoption de la Commission de la Societe des 
Nations a la Conference de la Paix: 

(( Les Hautes Parties Contractantes, resolues a se donner franche et pleine 
connaissance mutuelle de 1'echelle de leurs armements et de leur programme 
militaire et naval, ainsi que des conditions de leurs industries susceptibles de 
s'adapter a la guerre, institueront une Commission chargee des constatations 
necessaires. n 

Le Secretariat ayant invite les membres de la Commission a lui soumettre des 
projets d'amendements, a recu les reponses suivantes: 

M: Oudegeest a propose d'amender comme suit le dernier paragraphe de l'ar
ticle 8: ' 

((Les Membres de ]a Societe s'engagent a. echanger chaque annee, apres 
fixation du budget ou sont votes les credits aux fins de guerre, de la maniere la 
plus franche et la plus complete, tous renseignements relatifs a 1'echelle de 
leurs armements, a leurs programmes militaires, navals et aeriens, et a la 
condition de celles de leurs industries, susceptibles d'etre utilisees pour la 
guerre, a 

et d'y aj outer les paragraphes suivants: 

a A u cas oil un Membre presume qtie les informations donnees, par un 
. autre Membre sont inexactes, il peut, en exposant les considerants,..adresser 

une demande d'enqueue et de consultation a la Commission visee par 1'article 9. 
Cette Commission depose un .rapport entre. les mains du Secretaire.general 
de la Societe des Nations avec prierede le porter a la connaissance de iTAssem
blee de la Societe des Nations. 

((Si un Membre refuse d'apporter des donnees exactes ou completes ou 
si, durant deux annees consecutives, il ne les a pas ou les alncompletement four
nies, un des Membres du Conseil peut demander a 1'Assemblee de; manifester. 
son opinion a ce sujet. B 

M. Bourgeois, au nom du Gouvernement francais, a ensuite fait paryenir 1'amen
dement suivant a 1'article 9: ' 

K Une Commission permanente sera constitute pour donner au Conseil 
son avis sur 1'execution des prescriptions des articles 1 a. 8 et pour proceder, 
dans les formes et au moment prealablement agrees par lesGouyernements , 
aux constatations que le Conseil jugera necessaires en dehors des investigations 
specialement prevues dans les stipulations d'ordre militaire,-naval ou aerien 
des differents Traites de Paix. a 

K Cette Commission sera chargee-, en outre, par le Conseil,. de;le renseigner 
sur les; questions militaires, navales et aeriennes et notamment; de .prevoir 
et etudier les conditions de 1'action commune que le Conseil pourrait, en vertu 
de 1'article 16, etre appele a recommander aux Membres de la Societe. 

"Dans les cas d'urgence, la Commission serait invitee par le Conseil a 
lui proposer des mesures d'efficacite immediate. 0 , \-:, 

II est evident qu'il ne peut etre apporte aucune modification aux. termes.du 
Pacte sans qu'elle soit soumise a 1'examen le plus approfondi, ce qui paraft difficile 
dans le p e u d e temps qui nous separe de 1'Assemblee. Puisqu'une Commission des 
Amendements a ete constituee, il sera necessaire, en tout cas, de soumettre le texte 
des amendements a 1'examenet a 1'approbation de cette Commission. La Commis
sion ne peut done que prendre acte des deux amendements et ajourner a un examen 
ulterieur, d'accord et en collaboration avec la Commission des Amendements et 
avec la Commission consultative permanente, le texte precis et definitif de Tamen
dement qui devra 6tre sounds a 1'Assemblee. 
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I n the course of the first session of the Commission for the Reduction of Arma
ments, M. Jouhaux referred to the suggested amendment and proposed that a 
draft oi such an amendment be submitted to the second Assembly, and M. Viviani 
suggested that the members of the sub-Committee should be invited to submit 
drafts. " H e also recalled that M. Bourgeois had proposed t o ' t h e Commission of 
the League of Nations at the Peace Conference the following paragraph: 

"The High Contracting Parties, resolved to give each other full and frank 
information as to the scale of their armaments and of their military and naval 
programme, as well as to the condition of their industries which are adaptable 
to warlike purposes, shall set up a Commission whose duty it will be to collect 
the necessary information. " 

The Secretariat, having invited the Members of the Commission to submit 
drafts of amendments, has received the following answers:— 

. M. Oudegeest has proposed that the last paragraph of Article 8 should be 
amended to read as follows: 

"The Members of the League undertake to interchange each year, after 
their Budgets, in which credits for war purposes are voted, have been drafted, 
full and frank information as to the scale of their armaments, their military, 
naval and air programmes, and the condition of such of their industries as 
are adaptable to warlike purposes." 

the following paragraphs being also added: 
1 "Should a Member think that the information given by another Member 

- is not correct, it may, on submitting its reasons, address a request for an enquiry 
and consultation to the Commission outlined in Article 9. This Commission 

; shall-submit a report to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, for 
transmission to the Assembly of the League of Nations." 

: "In the event of a'Member refusing to, furnish precise or complete data, 
or if for a period of two consecutive years it fails to furnish it or furnishes it 
incompletely, one of the Members of the Council may ask the Assembly to 
express its view on the subject. *' 

Subsequently, M. Leon Bourgeois, on behalf of the French Government, handed 
in the following amendment to Article 9: 

"A permanent Commission shall be constituted to advise the Council 
: ! : on the execution of the.provisions of Articles 1 and 8, and to proceed, at 

-''' Such a t ime and in the form previously agreed by the Governments, with such 
; enquiries- as the Council shall judge necessary in addition to the investigations 

especially referred to in the military, naval, and air clauses contained in the 
several Peace Treaties. "'

; \ ' "This Commission may also be charged by the Council to keep it informed 
' on military, naval, and air questions, and in particular to study the conditions 

' ; ; : ' of the common action which, in virtue of Article 16, the Council may be called 
upon to recommend to the several Members of the League. 

1 "In cases of emergency, the Commission may be invited by the Council 
to submit to it measures of immediate efficacy. " 

It is obvious that no amendment of the terms of the Covenant can be under
taken without the fullest consideration, which can hardly be given in so short a 
t ime as the interval between now and the Assembly.' . As a Committee on Amend
ments has been set up, it will, in any event, be necessary that the texts of the amend
rrients be submitted for consideration and approval also to this Committee. The 
Commission therefore can only take note of the two amendments and postpone 
the drafting of the final text of the amendment to be submitted to the Assembly 
for further consideration in consultation and co-operation with the Amendments 
Committee and the Permanent Advisory Commission 



g. Fabrication privde. (Rapport de la premiere Sous-Commission.) 

Le reglement des deux questions qui precedent: droit d'investigation, droit 
de controle mutuel, doit avoir en fait sur le desarmement general de si heureuses 
consequences et permettre de reduire dans de telles proportions les armements, 
que le reglement de la question de la fabrication privee s'en trouvera facilite. II y 
a done avantage a aborder cette question delicate apres que 1'etude des problemes 
precedemment poses aura deja ete entamee. 

La Commission temporaire pour la reduction des armements a forme une 
Sous-Commission a laquelle elle a confie le soin d'examiner la question de la fabri
cation privee des munitions et de 1'execution des dispositions de 1'article 8 du Pacte. 

Cette Sous-Commission a tenu six seances et presente le rapport preliminaire 
suivant: 

Le Pacte reconnait que la fabrication privee de munitions et de materiel de 
guerre souleve de graves objections. Quelles sont-elles ? Le Pacte ne les definit 
point. On ne peut, d'autre part, en trouver la trace dans les deliberations de la Com
mission qui a redige le Pacte. Cest une chose cependant bien connue que l'opinion 
publique est fortement prevenue contre la fabrication privee et non surveillee de 
munitions et de materiel de guerre et que Ton croit generalement que les guerres 
sont encouragees par 1'esprit de competition des grandes maisons privees d'arme
ments, et qu'elles pourraient etre rendues plus rares si Ton pouvait surveiller ou 
supprimer 1'esprit de lucre. Les objections que l'on fait a la fabrication privee et 
non controlee des armements peuvent etre classees de la maniere suivante: 

i . Des Societes qui s'occupent d'industries de guerre ont contribue a multiplier 
les menaces de guerre et a persuader a leurs pays respectifs d'adopter une politique 
belliqueuse et d'augmenter leurs armements. 

2. Ces Societes auraient cherche a. soudoyer des fonctionnaires, aussi bien 
dans leurs pays qu'a 1'etranger. 

3. Ces Societes ont repandu de faux rapports sur les programmes militaires 
et navals des differents pays afin de provoquer des augmentations de depenses 
d'armements. 

4. Ces Societes ont cherche a infiuencer 1'opinion publique en controlant les 
journaux de leurs propres pays et de 1'etranger. 

5. Ces Societes ont organise de veritables combinaisons internationales grace 
auxquelles la course aux armements a ete precipitee en jouant d'un pays contre 
un autre. 

6. Ces Societes ont organise de veritables trusts internationaux d'industries 
de guerre qui ont contribue a 1'augmentation du prix des armements vendus aux 
differents gouvernements. 

Une autre objection d'un ordre un peu different a ete presentee a la Commis
sion temporaire: 

Certaines de ces Societes ne se decidant pas a pratiquer de larges amortisse
ments dans les installations tout a fait exceptionnelles qui avaient ete motivees 
par les exceptionnelles necessites de la guerre,, contribuent a fausser 1'economie 
generale de la production et a retarder le relevement economique du monde. 

La Sous-Commission n'est pas en mesure, aujourd'hui, d'apporter une conclu
sion definitive sur le probleme delicat et complique qui lui avait ete soumis. Elle 
estime ne pouvoir, dans 1'etat actuel de ses travaux, ni recommander la suppres
sion de la fabrication privee, ni dormer un avis sur les mesures a prendre pour 
controler cette fabrication, au cas ou Ton deciderait qu'il y a avantage a autoriser 
le maintien de la fabrication privee. La Sous-Commission,doit se contenter, pour le 
moment, de signaler quelques-unes des difficultes qu'entrainerait la suppression 
totale de la fabrication privee et quelques-uns des problemes auxquels il faudra 
faire face avant que Ton puisse recommander un corps complet de reglements, 
si la reglementation gagne finalement la preference sur la prohibition. En consd
quence, la Commission soumet les observations suivantes sur les deux methodes 
possibles de prohibition et de reglementation: 

1. Si la fabrication privee etait completement interdite, il en resulterait que toutes 
les fabrications de munitions et de materiel de guerre deviendraient 1'objet d'un 
monopole d'Etat. A u cours de la discussion.de cette methode, leg difficultes suivante'; 
ont ete suggerees par quelques membres: 

a) Le Pacte semble n'avoir en vue, parmi les effets facheux resultant de la 
fabrication privee, que ceux qui peuvent affecter les relations internationales. Les 
questions de politique interieure, qui touchent au droit souverain, ont ete laissees 
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5. Private Manufacture. (Report of the. i s t Sub-Committee.) 

The settlement of the two preceding questions — the right of investigation 
and the right of reciprocal control — ought, indeed, to have such satisfactory effects 
in the direction of general disarmament, and ought to render it possible to reduce 
armaments to such an extent, that the solution of the question of private manufac
ture would thereby be greatly facilitated. It would therefore be advantageous 
not to deal with this delicate question until the problems previously raised had been 
considered. 

The Temporary Commission for the Reduction of Armaments has constituted 
a Sub-Committee to which it has referred the subject of private manufacture of 
munitions and the execution of the provisions of Article 8 of the Covenant. 

The Sub-Committee has held six meetings and submits the following interim 
report :—: 

The Covenant recognizes that the manufacture by private enterprise of 
munitions and implements of war is open to grave objections. What are these 
objections ? They are not defined b y the Covenant; they cannot be extracted 
from the deliberations of the Committee which drafted the Covenant. It is, however, 
common knowledge that the public mind is strongly prejudiced against the uncon
trolled private manufacture of munitions and implements of war, and that it is 
a common belief that wars are promoted by the competit ive zeal of private arma
.ment firms, and would be rendered less frequent were the profit-making impulse 
brought under control or eliminated altogether. In general, the objections that 
are raised to untrammelled private manufacture may be grouped under the following 
headings :— 

i . That armament firms have been active in fomenting war-scares and in 
persuading their own countries to adopt warlike policies and to increase their 
armaments. 

2. That armament firms have attempted to bribe Government officials, both 
at home and abroad. 

3. That armament firms have disseminated false reports concerning the mili
tary and naval programmes of various countries, in order to stimulate armament 
expenditure. 

4. That armament firms have sought to influence public opinion through the 
control of newspapers in their own and foreign countries. 

5. That armament firms have organised international armament rings through 
which the armament race has been accentuated by playing off one country against 
another. 

6. That armament firms have organised international armament trusts which 
have increased the price of armaments sold to Governments. 

Another objection of a somewhat different kind has been submitted to the 
Temporary Commission :— 

Some of these companies were not taking the requisite steps to provide for the 
amortisation on a large scale of the cost of the quite exceptional plant installed to 
meet the special requirements of the war, and were thus injuriously affecting the 
economic conditions of production, and impeding economic recovery. 

The Sub-Committee is unable to-day to reach a final conclusion upon the 
difficult and complicated topic submitted to its consideration. It cannot at the 
present stage of its deliberations either recommend the abolition of private manu
facture or advise upon the particular steps to be taken to control it should it be 
decided that on the balance of advantage private manufacture must be allowed 
to continue. The Sub-Committee must then content itself for the present with 
indicating some of the difficulties which confront the tot^al abolition of private 
manufacture and some of the problems which have to be faced before a complete 
code of regulations can be recommended, should regulation ultimately be preferred 
to prohibition. Accordingly, the following observations are offered with reference 
to the two alternative courses of prohibition and regulation — 

T. If -private manufacture were altogether forbidden, it would result that all 
manufacture of munitions and implements of war would be conducted by State 
enterprise. In the consideration of such a course, the following difficulties have 
been suggested b y some Members. 

(a) The Covenant seems to refer only to those evil effects attendant upon 
private manufacture which may affect international relations. Questions 
of internal policy involving domestic sovereignty are here excluded, as 



de cote dans cet article du Pacte, comme d'ailleurs dans tous les autres. En d'autres 
termes, le Pacte ne semble viser la fabrication privee que dans la mesure oh. elle 
touche a 1'augmentation des armements et aux relations entre Etats , mais non point 
en tant qu'elle peut avoir une repercussion sur 1'economie de 1'industrie nationale. 

b) Une recommandation qui tendrait a supprimer la fabrication privee serait, 
sans aucun doute, prejudiciable aux Etats qui ne produisent pas eux-menles toutes 
les munitions dont ils ont besoin. Ces Etats ne manqueraient probablement pas de 
croire qu'il leur serait beaucoup plus difficile cVobtenir le materiel necessaire de 
gouvernements etrangers que de maisons privees etrangeres. 

c) Dans 1'etat actuel du droit international, la fourniture de munitions ou 
de materiel de guerre par un gouvernement neutre a un gouvernement belligerant 
constitue une violation de neutralite. En temps de guerre, un Etat belligerant 
dependrait done de sa propre production et de celle de ses allies et tous les gouverne
ments pourraient ainsi se croire obliges de se preparer a toutes les eventualites d'une 
guerre, en constituant de gros stocks de munitions et en installant eux-memes 
cVimportantes usmes. 

d) L'abolition de la fabrication privee pourrait avoir pour effet 1'etablisse
ment de nouvelles industries de guerre, par les gouvernements des Etats jusqu'ici 
non producteurs. Ces gouvernements n'auraient aucune difficulte a. fabriquer leurs 
munitions pour leurs propres besoins, puisqu'il n'existe aucune restriction dans 
1'exportation du fer et du charbon; ainsi les Etats non producteurs pourraient 
devenir producteurs a leur tour. 

e) II serait plus difficile, dans certains pays, pour les gouvernements de reduire 
leurs fabriques d'armements a la cessation des hostilites, que pour les usines privees, 
en raison de la pression exercee dans les parlements par les representants des ouvriers 
employes dans la fabrication des armements. 

/) Peu d'entreprises industrielles travaillent exclusivement pour la fabrication 
du materiel de guerre. Pour la plupart, les grandes Societes d'armements sont des 
entreprises de nature tres composite, dont 1'activite, en temps normal, est surtout 
consacree aux industries de paix. 

g) II est difficile de defmir les industries de guerre. Les industries 'd'optique 
et les industries chimiques sont tres importantes en temps de guerre. L'aviation 
fepresente une industrie qui est actuellement repartie entre un nombre considerable 
d'usines differentes. JUsqu'bu doit alors s'etendre la propriete de 1'Etat ? LJaccep
tation du principe de la propriete de 1'Etat pour les industries de guerre ne: conduit
elle pas logiquement a la possession par 1'Etat de toutes les industries -? 

h) Les arsenaux d'Etat pour la manufacture complete des armes et des muni
tions devraient comprendre,' outre un grand' nombre d'ateliers de mecanique, un 
outillage metallurgique complet et une usine de produits chimiques necessaires 
a la fabrication des explosifs. II est douteux que les Etats veuillent' faire face aux 
depenses que ces installations entraineraient, et qu'un arsenal d'Etat de cette 
nature atteigne jamais un rendement equivalent a ses moyens de production. 

2. Si la fabrication -privee n'etait pas interdite, elle pourrait Stre controlee. Les 
divers moyens de controler 1'industrie privee, en vue d'empecher les facheux effets' 
possibles, ont ete suggeres au cours de la discussion. Les suivants sont mentionnes 
afin d'indiquer les directives qui pourraient etre suivies dans des investigations1 

futures: 
a) Possibilite d'exiger que, ni munitions ni aucun materiel de guerre, y compris 

les navires de guerre, ne soient exportes sans licence du gouvernement du pays 
exportateur, avec peut-etre une disposition speciale visant la concession de licences 
de la part des gouvernements neutres, pour 1'exportation de munitions a des bel
ligerants. 

b) Possibilite d'exiger que, ni munitions, ni materiel de guerre, ne : puissent 
etre importes sans licence du gouvernement du pays importateur. 

c) Possibilite d'exiger que toutes les licences mentionnees dans les deux pre
miers paragraphes soient enregistrees par la Societe des Nations et publiees par elle. 

d) Possibilite d'exiger que, ni munitions, ni materiel de guerre ne soient fabri
ques sans une licence du gouvernement, avec peut-etre obligation de faire publier 
ces licences par la Societe des Nations. 

e) Possibilite d'exiger que toutes les actions des Societes qui s'occupent prin
cipalement de la fabrication des munitions soient nominatives et non simplement 
au porteur et qu'elles ne puissent etre transferees quapres enregistrement sur les 
livres de chaque Societe. 

/) Possibilite d/exiger que les entreprises et Societes d'armements publient 
des comptes detailles de leurs affaires en ce qui concerne les armements et que 
ces comptes soient publiquement apures. 

g) Possibilite d'exiger la publication des listes de detenteurs d'actions dans 
les Societes d'armements et de restreindre, pour des raisons de nationalite, par 
exemple, les categories de personnes qui pourraient posseder de telles actions. 



indeed elsewhere, in the Covenant. In other words, the provision in the Cove
nant seems to deal with private manufacture only in so far as it affects the 
growth of armaments and relations between States, but not in so far as it 
affects the domestic industrial system. 
* (b) A recommendation t h a t , private manufacture be abolished would 

doubltess be objectionable to States which do not produce all the munitions 
which they need. Such States would probably feel that it would be more 
difficult to get the necessary supplies from foreign Governments than from 
foreign firms. 

. (c) As international law stands to-day, the supply of munitions'or im
plements of war by a neutral Government to a belligerent Government would 
constitute a violation of neutrality. In t ime of war, therefore, a belligerent 
would have to depend upon its own production and upon what it could get from 
its Allies. This might mean that all Governments would feel themselves called 
upon to prepare for the eventualities of war by storing up large stocks of 
munitions and by equipping themselves with large munition plants. 

(d) The abolition of private manufacture might result in the establish
ment of many new armament plants by the Governments of non-producing 
States. Such Governments could, of course, undertake to manufacture muni
tions to meet their own needs, there being no restriction on the export of iron 
and coal. In this way 5  i non-producing States might become producers. 

(e) Governments might — in some countries - find it more difficult 
than private firms to reduce their armament establishments on the cessation 
of war, owing to the Parliamentary pressure exerted by the representatives 
of labour engaged in the production of armaments. 

(/) Few industrial enterprises work exclusively for the manufacture of 
. war material. For the most part, the great armament firms are establishments 

of a composite nature, whose activity in normal times is chiefly directed to 
peace industries. 

j (g) It is difficult to define war industries. Optical and chemical industries 
.. .-: are all-important in war. Aviation is an industry at present distributed among 

. a considerable number of different factories. How far, then, should State owner
- ship: extend ? Does not the acceptance of the principle of State ownership 

of war industries lead logically to the State ownership of all industries ? 

(A) State arsenals for the complete manufacture of arms and munitions 
would have to include, in addition to a large number of mechanical workshops, 
a complete metallurgical plant and a factory for the chemical products required 

,. in the manufacture of explosives. It is doubtful whether States will face the 
expenditure involved. Nor would such a State arsenal ever attain to an output 
corresponding to its means of production. , 

- 2 . If private manufacture were not forbidden it might be subjected to control. 
Various possibilities for controlling private manufacture with a view to pie
venting possible attendant evil effects have been suggested in the course of the 
discussion. The following are referred to for the purpose of indicating the lines 
which may be followed in future investigations:— 

, ,(a) The possibility of a requirement that no munitions or implements of 
war, including warships, may be exported without a. licence of the Govein

: ment ;of the exporting country, with perhaps a special provision covering 
. the issue of l icences by neutral Governments for exporting munitions to bel

ligerents. 
.. (b) The possibility of. a requirement that no munitions or implements 

of war may be imported without license of the Government of the importing 
country. 

(c) The possibility of a requirement that such licenses as those mentioned 
. in (a) and (h) must be registered with the League of Nations and published 
by the League. 

(d) The possibility of a requirement that no munitions or implements 
of war be manufactured without Government license, and possibly that such 
license be published by the League of Nations. 

. (e) The possibility of a requirement that all shares in companies devoted 
chiefly to the manufacture of munit ions be registered, and not simply bearer 
shares, and should therefore, be transferable only, by registration on the 
books of the company. 

(/) The possibility of a requirement that armament firms and companies 
should publish full accounts of their armament business, and that such accounts 
should be publicly audited. 

. (g) The possibility of requiring the publication of lists of holders of shares 
in armament companies, and of restricting the classes of persons who may 
hold such shares, e.g. on grounds of nationality. 



h) Possibilite de prendre des mesures pour empecher les entreprises et Societes 
d'armements ou les personnes ayant de grands interets ou ayant une situation 
responsable dans ces entreprises ou ces Societes d'etre proprietaires de journaux 
ou de les controler ou cVexercer sur eux une influence illegitime. 

i) Possibilite de reglementer la concession a, des etrangers de brevets concer
nant 1'industrie de guerre. 

Pendant les discussions de la Sous-Commission, on a propose de convoquer une 
Conference internationale ayant pour objet le probleme de la fabrication privee et 
du trafic des armes. II a paru a/la Sous-Commission qu'en tout cas il serait desi
rable que la Commission temporaire fut invitee par 1'Assembled a poursuivre ses 
travaux jusqu'a ce qu'elle fut en mesure de presenter son rapport definitif. Meme si 
le Conseil decidait de convoquer une Conference internationale generale sur la fabri
cation privee des armements, le succes complet n'en pourrait etre assure que si la 
matiere de ces travaux etait soigneusement preparee au prealable. L Assemblee 
possede, dans la Sous-Commission de la Commission temporaire sur les armements, 
un instrument capable d'accomplir cette tache d'enquetes preliminaires. Si Ton 
devait decider la reunion d'une Conference internationale, cette Sous-Commission 
rendrait a cette Conference, une fois convoquee, les memes services que la Commis
sion provisoire sur la Liberte des Communications et du Transit a rendus a la Con
ference de Barcelone. On propose, en consequence, que la Commission soit invitee 
a continuer en tout cas ses enquetes 

La Commission temporaire n'a pourtant pas de competence assez etendue ou 
d'autorite suffisante pour exercer une influence decisive sur la politique des Membres 
de la Societe. Les membres de la Commission ont ete designes pai le Conseil, non 
pas en qualite de representants des gouvernements, mais a titre de personnalites 
competentes et qualifiees. Un jour viendra done oil le Conseil sera oblige d'obtenir 
la collaboration, non seulement des Membres de la Societe, mais aussi d'Etats 
demeures hors de la Societe, si Ton veut donner plein effet aux reeommandations 
que la Commission pourrait estimer devoir presenter. 

Certains membres de la Sous-Commission inclinent fortement a penser que la 
Commission tempcraire devrait recommander a 1'Assemblee de 1921 d'adopter une 
resolution en faveur de la convocation d'une Conference internationale sur la fabri
cation privee et sur le trafic des armes, invitant le Conseil a envisager la convoca- 
tion de cette Conference a une date ulterieure que celui-ci fixerait et a prendre les 
mesures necessaires pour assurer la participation des Etats importants qui ne font 
pas partie de la Societe. 

D'autres membres ont estime que cette recommandation pourrait paraitre 
prematuree avant que la Commission n'ait termine ses travaux, tandis que quelques 
autres membres ont ete d'avis que cette Conference serait tout a fait inutile. 

La Commission a, en fin de compte, convenu de presenter les propositions sui
vantes au Conseil et a 1'Assemblee : 

1. Le. rapport a TAssemblee devra contenir une recommandation demandant 
que la Commission temporaire, par 1'organe de sa Sous-Commission, poursuive 
1'etude de toutes les questions soulevees par 1'article 8 du Pacte, au sujet de la fabri
cation privee et du tiafic des armes. 

2. Le Secretariat fournira a la Sous-Commission toute 1'assistance possible afin 
de lui permettre de poursuivre les enquetes mentionnees dans son rapport et bbtien
dra des Membres de la Societe les informations necessaires pour permettre a la 
Sous-Commission de continuer ses travaux. 

3. Le rapport a 1'Assemblee devra contenir une recommandation pour que 
1'Assemblee prenne uhe decision en faveur du principe d'une Conference interna
tionale eventuelle dont 1'Assemblee arreterait 1'ordre du jour, sur la fabrication 
privee et sur le trafic des armes, qui aurait lieu sur une invitation speciale adressee 
a tous les Membres de la Societe et aux Etats interesses qui ne sont pas Membres 
de la Societe. 

* 
- * * 

6. Trafic des armes. (Rapport de la premiere Sous-Commission.) 

De meme que la question de la fabrication privee peut etre en fait heureu
sement resolue, en grande partie, par le reglement du droit d'investigation et du 
droit de controle mufuel, la solution de la question du trafic des armes sera, on s'en 
rend compte, plus aisee a trouver, une fois resolue celle de la fabrication privee. 



(h) The possibility of taking measures to prevent armament firms and 
companies or persons largely interested or holding responsible positions in 
such firms or companies, from owning, controlling, or unduly influencing, the 
newspaper press. 

(*) The possibility of regulating the issue of patents on munitions or imple
ments of war to non-nationals. 

In the course of the discussions of the Sub-Committee, a suggestion was thrown 
out that an International Conference should be convoked to deal with private 
manufacture and the arms traffic. It appears to the Sub-Committee that in any 
case it would be desirable that the Temporary Commission should be invited by 
the Assembly to continue its labours until it is in a position to make its final report 
to the Council. Even if it should be decided to convoke a general International 
Conference on the private manufacture of armaments, the fullest measure of success 
can only be assured to the work of the Conference if the ground is carefully prepared 
beforehand. In the Sub-Commit 1 ee of the Temporary Commission on Armaments 
the Assembly has an instrument capable of performing that work of preliminary 
scrutiny, and should it be decided that an International Conference ought to be 
held, the Sub-Committee would serve such a Conference if and when it is convoked, 
as the Provisional Committee on the Freedom of Communications and Transit 
served the Conference at Barcelona. It is therefore suggested that in any case 
the Commission should be invited to continue its enquiries. ' 

The Temporary Commission is, however, neither sufficiently general nor suffi
ciently authoritative to exercise a decisive influence over the policy of the Members 
of the League. The members of the Commission have been named by the Council 
of the League, not as representatives of Governments, but as competent and qiia
lified individuals. It follows that the t ime must come when the Council of the League 
would be obliged to obtain the co-operation not only of the Members of the League, 
but also of States standing outside the League, if full effect is to be given to such 
recommendations as the Commission may feel enabled to make. 

Some members of the Sub-Committee felt strongly that the Temporary Corn
mission shouM recommend to the 1921 Assembly of the League, that it should 
adopt a reMut ion favouring the convocation of such an International Conference 
on private manufacture and trade in arms, and inviting the Council of the 
League to consider the convocation of such a Conference at some future date to 
be determined by the Council, and to take proper measures to secure the partici
pation of important States not Members of the League. 

Other Members held that such a recommendation would be premature until 
the Commission had finished its task, while some members were of the opinion 
that such a conference would be altogether useless. 

The Commission accordingly concludes by making the following suggestions 
to the Council and the Assembly:— 

1. That the Report to the Assembly should contain a recommendation that the 
Temporary Commission, through its Sub-Committee, should continue its study 
and investigation of the questions raised in Article 8 of the Covenant with reference 
to the private manufacture and trade in arms. 

2. That the Secretariat should furnish the Sub-Committee with all possible 
assistance for pursuing the investigations and enquiries referred to in this Report 
and should procure from the Members of the League the iniormation necessary 
for continuing the work of the Sub-Committee. 

3. That the Temporary Commission should include in their Report to the 
Assembly a recommendation that the Assembly should decide in favour of the 
principle of an eventual international conference, the Agenda of which should be 
drafted by the Assembly, on the private manufacture and trade in arms, to be 
convened by a special invitation addressed to all the Members of the League and 
to interested States which are not Membeis of the League. 

6. Traffic in Arms. (Report of the 1st Sub-Committee.) 

Just as the regulation of the right of investigation and the right of reciprocal 
control will materially contribute to the solution of the question of private manu
facture, so also — it will be seen — the solution of the question of the traffic in 
arms wi l l be more easily arrived at once the question of private manufacture has 
been decided. 



La reglenientatibh efficace du trafic international des armes et'des munitions 
est d'uti interet capital et d'une extreme urgence au point d e v u  e de la reduction 
des armements1, Quelle que soit 1'opinion que Ton puisse avoir sur la nature et la 
gravite des dangers qui, selon 1'article 8 du Pacte, resultent de la liberte complete 
laissee a la fabrication piivee du materiel de guerre, il est certain que 1'uri des ele
ments essentiels d'un projet quelconque tendant a supprimer ou a diminuer. ccs 
dangers, doit etre le controle du trafic international des armes. 

Cexontrole, ayant en vue certains buts bien definis, fait deja 1'objet d'une Con
vention internationale K pour le controle du trafic des armes et des munitions n. 
Cette Convention a. ete signee par les representants de toutes les Puissances alliees 
et associees, l e i o s e p t e n i b r e 1919, a St-Germain, mais elle n'a pas encore ete ratified 
par la majorite des signataires. -

Les stipulations qui y figurent et les raisons qui en ont amene la negotiation 
ont ete fort bieh exposees dans un rapport de Sir Cecil Hurst et il est inutile de 
les reproduire ici en deta i l 1 . 

II coiivient neanmoins de declarer nettement, des le debut, que 1'objet prin
cipal de cette Convention n'etait pas de favoriser le desarmement des nations civi-
Iisees, mais d'empecher les armes de parvenir entre les mains d'individus, d'organi
sations'6'u-de certains peuples barbares ou demi-civilises, chez lesquels la possession 
de ces armes constituerait un danger pour le monde. ' - . . 

' Toutefois, bien que cette Convention n'ait pas en vue la restriction genet ale 
du trafic des armes, ses stipulations pourraient probablement etre utilised? comme 
base oil point de depart des mesures de restriction que Ton pourrait decider, d'un 
accord unanime, d'adopter a 1'avenir. :' - ^ 
i! D'apres les Traites de Paix, lorsque cette Convention entrera en vigueur, elle 

engagera 1'Allemagne et ses anciens allies.. 
N o u s c r o y o n s savoir, en outre, que des stipulations sont prevues dan? les 

divers projets de mandat en vue de 1'application de la Convention sur le trafic des 
armes ou de reglements similaires, dans les territoires mandates. 

: Enfin, la Convention envisage 1'adhesion eventuelle d'autres: Etats Membres 
de la Societe :des,Nations (article 23). II ne. semble pas qu'elle renfeime de stipula
tions precises ,concernant 1'adhesion d'Etats qui-ne sont ni Membres; de. la.Societe 

, des Nations, n l compris dans aucune des categories mentionnees ci-dessus, mais 
nous supposons que, si un de ces Etats presentait une demande d'adhesipn, e l l ene 
serait pas, irejetee sans de. serieux motifs. II est bien clair, toutefois, qu'un'e condi
tion absolument esseiitielle pour obtenir Tadhesion des Etats non , signataires,, et 
imposer .1'application de la Convention a; des- Etats et a des territoires qui ,sont
tenus de 1'accepter aux teimes d'un Traite, est la mise en vigueur de la. Convention 
entre les Etats.signataires eux-mcmes. 

En consequence, -nous avons soigneusement examine les renseignements fournis 
par le Secretariat sur la situation actuelle en ce.qui conCerne la ratification.de la 
Convention: Nous sommes malheureusement obliges de declarer.que cette situation 
n'est aucunement satisfaisante. L'enquete faite recemment par le Secretaire general 
a montre. que les seuls Etats qui ont actuellement ratine la Convention,': ou qui y 
pnt adhere,,.sont: la Chine, la Grece, le Siam, le Chili, le Guatemala, l e Venezuela, 
le Bresil, le'P.er.ou et la Republique de Haiti. Nous-apprenons en outre que la, 
Roumartie  a : dec ide de ratifier la Convention et que les. Pays-Bas, l'Uruguay, la 
Colombie,'la: Perse et la Finlande ont declare etre disposes a  y adherer. Aucune 
des (( Principales, Puissances alliees et associees )) n'a encore ratine la Convention, 
et il est evident que tant qu'elles ne 1'auront pas ratifiee, 1'acceptation de cette 
Convention par les petits Etats ne peut exercer d'influence decisive sur le trafic 
des armes. 

En ee qui concerne les principales Puissances alliees et associees, nous appre
nons que rlEmpire britannique est pret a ratifier la Convention, des .que toutes 
les autres Puissances a principales * seront disposees a le faire. La France attend 
seulement 1'approbation du Senat pour faire une declaration semblable, la Conven
tion ayant deja ete votee par la Chambie des Deputes. LTtalie est disposee a 
ratifier la Convention aussitot que le Parlement 1'aura approuvee. L'attitude du 
Japon est sensiblement la meme que celle de 1'Empire britannique et de la France. 

, Restent les Etats-Unis d'Amerique. En raison de Timpoitance de leur fabri
cation d'armes et,de munitions, de materiel de guerre, et plus enccre en iaison : du 
lendement: vitruel dont est capable leur industrie, avec ses lessourcessi abondantes, 
leur att itude est d'une importance capitale au point de vue qui nous occupe. 

1 eI .;  Voir- Annexe au Rapport de la SousXommission A de la  6 m  Commission de 1'Assemblee 
14 decembre 1920). 



The effective regulation of the international traffic in Arms and-Ammunition 
is a matter, of- vital and urgent importance in connection with the question of 
reduction of Armaments. Whatever views be held as to the nature and-extent 
of the evils which, according to Article 8 of the Covenant, result from the unres
tricted private manufacture of munitions, it is evident that an essential feature 
in any scheme which aims at removing or diminishing these evils must be t o bring 
the international arms traffic under control. ;. f

]' The control, of. this traffic for certain definite purposes already forms the subj ect 
of an International Convention "for the Contipi of the Trade in Arms and Ammu
nition," which was signed by representatives of all the Allied and Associated 
Powers on September io th , 1919, at St. Germain, but has n o t yet been ratified by. 
the majority of the signatories. 

: The provisions of this Convention and the reasons which led to its negotiation 
have been well described in a report by Sir Cecil Hurst, and need not be repeated in 
detail . 1 , 

;. I t should, however, be clearly.understood at the outset that the main purpose 
of; the: Convention was not to promote disarmament as among civilised States, 
b u t to prevent arms from getting into the hands of private persons or. organisations, 
or.of certain barbarous or semi-civilised peoples, whose possession of those, weapons 
would be a danger to the world.  ,,.....r.i:r

While; however, the Convention does not purport to be a measure for the 
general restriction of the traffic of armaments, its machinery could presumably 
be used as a basis or starting-point for any measures of restriction which it may 
be decided hereafter by general agreement to adopt. V-

Under the Treaty of Peace, this Convention, when it comes into force, will 
be binding on Germany and its late Allies. - - m 

We-understand, moreover, that provisions are included in the various draft 
Mandates which have the effect of applying the Arms Traffic Convention or similar' 
regulations to "Mandated" territories. '"' " ' 

Lastly, the Convention contemplates the eventual adhesion of other States 
Members of the League of Nations (Article 23). There appears to be no express 
provision 1 for the adhesion of any State which is neither a Member of the League 
of Nations nor included in any of the categories mentioned above, but we presume 
that such adhesion, if applied for, would not be refused without strong reason. It 
is clear, however,- that an essential condition' for obtaining the adhesion-of non
signatory States as well as for imposing the Convention on States and territories 
which are under a treaty obligation to accept it , is that the Convention'should be 
brought into force as among the signatory States themselves. "' : 

W e have therefore examined with care the information supplied b y the Secre
tariat as to the present position as regards the ratification of the Convention, a 
position which we regret to state is by no means satisfactory. From recent inqui
ries'made by the Secretary-General it appears that the-only States which  ; h a v e a c 
tually ratified or adhered to the Convention are China; Greece, Siam,-Chile, Gua
temala, Venezuela, Brazil, Peru and Haiti. We are further informed that Rouma
nia has decided to ratify, and the Netherlands, Uruguay, Colombia; ^ Persia artd 
Finland h a v e expressed their willingness to adhere. None of the "Principal Allied ' 
and Associated'Powers" have yet ratified, and it is obvious that, until t h e y d o so, 
no acceptance b  y the smaller States can have a decisive influence on the arms 
traffic. . . . , . ' ---\ "---is

- -As regards the position of the "Principal Allied and Associated P o w e r s " 
we are informed that t h e British Empire is ready to ratify as soon as-all the other 
"Principal" Powers are prepared to do so; that France is only awaiting the autho
rity of-the Senate to make a similar declaration, the Convention hav ingbeen already 
approved by the Chamber of Deputies; that Ibaly is willing to ratify the Convention ' 
as soon as it is approved by Parliament; and that Japan's attitude is'substantially 
the same as that of the British Empire and France. - , . 

- There remains the case of the United States of America, which, in view of the 
magnitude of its production of- arms and munitions, and-still more of the potential 
output of which the vast industrial resources of the country are capable, is of 
capital importance from the present point of view. ' - /  - '' 1

See. Annex to Report of Sub-Committee A of the Sixth Committee of the. Assembly 
(December 14th, 1920). !n.v; - i c i  / y . . ; 



Les Etats-Unis figurent parmi les signataires de la Convention de Saint-Ger
main, mais, pour autant que nous le sachions, cette Convention n'a pas encoie 
ete soumise a la ratification du Senat. 

Une nouvelle legislation serait, croit-on, necessaire aux Etats-Unis, en vue 
d'assurer le controle de 1'exportation des armes (sauf a destination de certains 
territoh-es bien delimites). 

Cependant, nous sommes convaincus que si le trafic des armes n'est pas sounds 
a un controle en Ameiique, la Convention de Saint-Germain restera inoperante. 
Tcute tentative des autres Etats pour controler le trafic des armes n'aurait 
d'autre resultat, en effet, que de faire des Etats-Unis le grand fomnisseur d'armes. 

Nous ne pretendons pas que la Convention doive necessairement echouer si 
le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis n'est pas en mesure de la ratifier sous sa forme 
actuelle. Les Etats-Unis pourraient, par exemple, subordonner ieur ratification 
a certaines reserves de detail qui, ne touchant point au principe meme de la Conven
tion, pourraient etre aisement acceptees par les cosignataires.1 

Un resultat analogue pourrait peut-etre etre obtenu par voie de legislation 
interieure. 

Aussi longtemps que le trafic des armes echappera a tout controle dans des 
regions etendues, on pourra toujours craindre que Ton puisse eluder toute Conven
tion, en installant dans ces regions des usines de munitions (peut-etre dirigees 
et soutenues financierement par des nationaux d'Etats contractants), dont les 
produits seraient librement exportes dans toutes les parties du monde, sauf daiis 
les territoires mentionnes a 1'article 6. Nous ne voyons qu'un moyen d'eviter ce 
danger: ce serait 1'adoption generale d'un protocole additionnel interdisant 1'impor
tation, en temps de paix, d'armes et de munitions provenant d'un pays ou le trafic 
des armes demeure sans controle. 

Un tel protocole ne peut naturellement pas s'appliquer a la situation anormale 
actuelle de TAsie Mineure. Ce pays ne possede pas, en effet, de gouvernement sur 
lequel on puisse compter pour appliquer la Convention, et il reste ouvert en conse
quence a 1'importation non reglementee des armes provenant de la Russie des 
Soviets, pays egalement en dehors de la Convention. II faut esperer que cette diffi
culte sera bientot resolue par la conclusion d'une paix definitive avec la Turquie. 
Dans 1'intervalle on pourra, s'il est necessaire, obvier a la difficulte par une forme 
provisoire de reserve. 

Notre attention a ete attiree sur un autre point, d'importance relativement 
secondaire, oh i'on a pu voir un obstacle a la ratification: la difficulte de distinguer . 
entre les armes de guerre et les autres (chasse, sports, etc.). Conformement a 1'article i 
de la Convention, le soin d'etablir cette distinction est laisse aux Hautes Parties 
Contractantes, qui doivent prendre en consideration 1'importance, la destination 
et toutes autres particularites de chaque expedition. 

II est evident que les Etats contractants devraient etre guides par des prin
cipes clairs et uniformes, en etablissant cette distinction; nous recherchons en ce 
moment quelles indications la Commission navale et militaire permanente pourrait 
fournir a cet egard. 

A notre avis, cette question n'a pratiquement qu'une faible importance et 
ne devrait, sous aucun pretexte, retarder la ratification generale de la Convention. 

Nous n'avbns rien dit jusqu'ici du protocole annexe a la Convention, sur les 
mesures a prendre par les Etats signataires en attendant la ratification. Ce proto
cole, quelle que sbit sa valeur juridique, ne peut etre considere que comme un instru
ment transitoire, dont les effets cesseront des 1'entree en vigueur de la Convention. 

Nous enregistrons avec satisfaction le fait que depuis juillet 1920 un accord 
officieux est intervenu entre certains des principaux Etats signataires. E n attendant 
la ratification ils s'engagent a ne prendre aucune mesure contraire aux dispositions 
relatives a 1'exportation et au controle des armes dans les zones mentionnees a 
1'article 6 de la Convention. Nous regrettons que le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis n'ait pas ete en mesure d'adherer a cet accord. 

Si, comme nous 1'esperons vivement, on peut trouver le moyen de resoudre la 
principale difficulte sur laquelle nous avons attire 1'attention, nous avons tout, lieu 
d'esconipter pour un avenir tres prochain, la ratification generale de la Convention 
de Saint-Germain par les principaux Etats signataires. Cette ratification sera certai
nement suivie de 1'adhesion de certains gouvernements non-signataires et de 1'exten
sion ipso facto de la Convention a un certain nombre d'autres Etats . A notre avis, 
une etape importante vers la reduction generale des armements serait ainsi realisee, 
bien que nous sachions parfaitement que la Convention ne solutionne qu'une petite 
partie du probleme. 

Nous avons deja indique 1'opportunity d'un protocole supplementaire touchant 
un point particulier. La mise en ceuvre de la Convention necessitera, sans aucun 

 II s'agit des clauses qui conferent k la Societe des Nations certains droits de controle et de 
juridiction (article 5 et 24). 
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The United States was one of the signatories to the Convention of St. Germain, 
but, so far as we can learn, the Convention has not yet been submitted to the Senate 
for ratification. We understand that fresh legislation would be required in the United 
States in order to enable the export of arms (except to certain limited areas) to 
be controlled. It has, however, become clear to us that, if the American traffic', in 
Arms is not controlled, the Convention of St. Germain is likely to remain inoperative, 
since any attempted control of the arms traffic by the- other States might merely 
result in transferring the source of supply to the United States. 

W  e do not, of course, suggest that the Convention will necessarily fail if the 
United States Government finds itself unable to ratify it as it stands. For example, 
the United States might accompany ratification by reservations with regard to 
certain details not touching the main principles of the Convention, which the co
signatories might be prepared to accept 1 . Or it is possible that a similar result 
might be achieved by domestic legislation, 

While, however, the arms traffic remains uncontrolled throughout any consi
derable areas of the world, there will always be a danger that any Convention may 
be evaded by establishing in some such outside area munition factories (possibly 
controlled and financed b y nationals of Contracting States), the products of which 
could be freely exported to all parts of the world except the territories referred to 
in Article 6. So far as we can see, this danger could only be avoided by the general 
adoption of an additional Protocol prohibiting imports of arms and ammunition 
in time of peace from any country in which the arms traffic remains uncontrolled. 

Such a protocol would not, of course, deal with the present anomalous position 
in Asia Minor, which possesses no Government that can be relied on to admi
nister the Convention, and which is therefore open to the unregulated import of 
arms from Soviet Russia, a country also outside the Convention. It is to be hoped 
that this difficulty will shortly be ended by the conclusion of a definite peace with 
Turkey, and in the meantime it could be met, if necessary, by some form of pro
visional reservation. 

One other point, though of comparatively minor importance, has been brought 
to our attention as a possible obstacle to ratification, viz., the difficulty of dis
criminating between weapons of war and other (e. g., sporting) weapons. Under 
Article i of the Convention, this discrimination is left to the High Contracting 
Parties, which are to take into account the size, destination and other circumstances 
of each shipment. 

It is of course prima -facie desirable that the Contracting States should be 
guided by definite and uniform principles in making this discrimination, and we are 
ascertaining ,if the Permanent Naval and Military Commission can give any 
guidance in the matter. 

We regard the point, however, as of limited importance in practice, and it should 
not on any account be permitted to delay the general ratification of the Convention. 

Nothing has been said above as to the Protocol annexed to the Convention, 
which refers to the action of the signatory States pending ratification, because this 
Protocol, whatever its legal force m a y be, can be considered only as a transitory 
measure, the effects of which will cease when the Convention becomes operative. 

It is satisfactory that since July 1920 an informal understanding has been 
acted on by some of the principal signatory States that, pending ratification, they 
wil l ' take no action contrary to the provisions relating to export and control 
of arms in the areas mentioned in Article 6 of the Convention, but we regret 
that the United States Government has not been in a position to adhere to this 
understanding. 

If, as we earnestly hope, means can be found to clear up the main difficulty 
to which.we have called attention, we may reasonably expect the general ratification 
of the Convention of St. Germain b y the principal signatory States in the near 
future, and this will doubtless be followed b y the adherence of certain non-signa
tory Governments, as well as by the automatic application of the Convention to a 
number of other States. This will, in our opinion, constitute an appreciable step 
towards the general restriction of armaments, although we are fully aware that the 
Convention covers only a small part of the whole ground. 

We have already suggested one point in respect of which a supplementary 
Protocol may be thought desirable. Experience of the practical working of the 

 Those entrusting the League of Nations with certain control and jurisdiction (Arts. 5 and 24). 1



doute, d'autf'es modifications de detail ou des definitions plus precises, par exemple, 
en ce qui fegarde les categories de munitions visees par la Convention ou les prin
cipes d'apres lesquels les Etats contracfants pourraient exercer leur faculte d'accorder 
des licences. 

Cependant, le principal objet sur lequel doivent actuellement porter tous nos 
efforts,' c'est d'obtenir la mise en vigueur generale de la Convention a une date 
aussi rapprochee que possible; tous les projets en faveur de son amelioration de
vraient, a notre avis, etre subordonnes a cette fin essentielle. 

L'inevitable conclusion qui se degage de tout ce qui precede est que 1'humanite 
est presentement trop. eloignee encore de 1'ideal pacifique dont tous les efforts, 
ainsi que l'obj'et meme de la Societe des Nations, doivent cependant, et au plus vite, 
le rapprocher. Ces retards, ces difficultes, ces angoisses meme, proviennent de ce 
que la Societe des Nations se propose avant tout de a mainfenir la paix n, alors que 
sur de'trop nombreux points du globe, les sinistres feux de la guerre ne sont pas 
encorq e^teints. ' ' . 
' 1 Quprqu'il en soft, la Commission croit pouvoir des maintenant se permettre 
raffirmation que ses travaux n'auront pas ete inutiles a la realisation progressive 
de cet ideal' magnifique. II ser,ait cruellement injuste de lui reprocher ce qiie son 
etude a encore d'incomplet. La Societe des Nations, apres deux ans seulement cTexis
tence,'rie saurait avoir apporte toutes les solutions a tous les problemes qui,'depuis 
dessiecles et cles siecles, troublent le mbnde. Elle a le droit, cependant, de s'enor

'5ueilhr,' meme a ce point de vue essentiel du desarmement,rd'avoir montre et ouvert 
^ tous les homines de bonne volohte la voie qui les rapprochera d'un ideal un peu 
moins sauvage que celui qu'ils ont connu depuis 1'origine de 1'Histoire. 



Convention.may, no doubt, suggest other points requiring amendment,, or further 
definition, as'regards the classes of munitions included, or the,principles on 
which the Contracting States should exercise their licensing powers,'' 

The great object, however, on which it is desirable to concentrate at present, 
is to bring the Convention into general operation at the earliest possible date, and 
all schemes for its improvement should, in our opinion, be subordinated to this 
principal aim.  . . . 

The inevitable conclusion to be drawn from the present report is that 
mankind, at the present time, is still too far removed from the ideal of Peace, 
towards which, however, all our efforts, and the League of Nations, whose supreme 
object'it is, must lead it. The delays, the difficulties, the cruel anxieties which 
beset us, arise from the fact that, while the League of Nations aims,' above' all, at 
"maintaining peace," the fires of war are still smouldering in all too many, quarters 
of the globe. ' \,.' 

Nevertheless, the Commission feels justified in the confidence that its labours 
will not have been without value in furthering the realisation of this splendid ideal. 
It would be a cruel injustice to reproach it with not having yet; completed its 
enquiry. The^League of Nations, after two brief y^ars of existence, could, scarcely 
be expected to have solved all the problems which have perplexed the world for 
so many centuries ! But even in this vital question of disarmament it may pride 
itself on having opened up to men of good-will a road which will lead them to 
the realisation of a less primitive ideal than that which has guided them since tlje 
dawn of History. ' ,. J 



[Communique au Conseil, A. 45, 1921. VIII. 
aux Membres de la Societe [C.266. 1921.vm .-1 et aux Delegues a 1'Assemblee.] 
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Geneve, \ ik W 
le 5 septembre 1921. 

S O C I E T E D E S N A T I O N S 

^ORGANISATION DES COMMUNICATIONS 
ET DU TRANSIT 

ENTRE LA PREMIERE ET LA DEDXlEME ASSEMRLEE 

1. Rapport g6n6ral de la Commission consultative et technique des Commu
nications et du Transit, adopte par le Conseii' le 2 septembre 1921. 

2. Rapport de M. Quinones de Leon adppte par le Gonseil le 2 septembre. 
1921 sur la transmission du prGcGdent rapport a l'Assembl6e. 

L E A G U E O F N A T I O N S 

THE ORGANISATION FOR COMMUNICATIONS 
AND TRANSIT 

BETWEEN THE FIRST AND THE SECOND ASSEMBLY 

1. General Report of the Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications 
and Transit adopted by the Council on September 2nd, 1921. 

2. Report of M. Quinones de Leon, adopted by the Council on September 2nd, 
1921, on the transmission to the Assembly of the preceding report. 
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SOCIETE D E S NATIONS 

C O M M I S S I O N C O N S U L T A T I V E E T T E C H N I Q U E D E S 
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S E T D U T R A N S I T . 

Note du Secretaire giniral: 
Le Rapport suivant de la Commission consultative et technique des Com

munications et du Transit, ainsi que le Rapport de M. Quifiones de Le6n, adopte 
par le Conseil le 2 septembre 1921, sont sounds, pour examen, a 1'Assemblee. 

I. Rapport sur les travaux de 1'organisation des Communications et du Transit 
entre la premiere et la deuxieme session de l 'Assembl6e. 

Sur la proposition du Conseil, 1'Assemblee a adopte, ' le 9 decembre dernier, 
une resolution convoquant une premiere Conference generale des Communications 
et du Transit destinee a examiner de quelles manieres la Societe des Nations pour
rait s'acquitter des missions qui lui sont confiees par la partie de 1'article 23 e) du 
Pacte touchant les communications et le transit, ainsi que par divers articles de 
meme nature des Traites de Paix. Cette Conference devait, en outre, organiser, sur 
les bases etablies par la Resolution meme de 1'Assemblee, une Commission consul
tat ive et technique des Communications. 

Ainsi etait prevue 1'institution, dans la Societe des Nations, d'une Orga
nisation definitive des Communications et du Transit destinee a. prendre la place 
de 1'organisme provisoire cree, avant la reunion de 1'Assemblee, par le Conseil. 

Cette Organisation devait fonctionner selon les principes fixes par r Assemblee 
dans sa resolution du 8 decembre. Elle ne devait pas etre une organisation perma
nente a la maniere de 1'Organisation internationale du Travail, mais seulement se 
composer d'une serie de Conferences generates convoquees par le Conseil dans la 
stricte mesure des besoins, et d'une Commission simplement consultative, issue 
des Conferences et assistant de ses propositions et de ses avis, dans 1'intervalle des 
Conferences, les Membres de la Societe des Nations, 1'Assemblee et le Conseil. 

La premiere Conference generale des Communications et du Transit, reunie a 
Barcelone du 10 mars au 20 avril 1921, a rempli la tache qui lui etait assignee par 
1'Assemblee.  . . . 

L'Organisation des Communications et du Transit est constitute. La Com
mission consultative et technique s'est reunie. Elle a estime devoir aussitot rendre 
compte au Conseil, avant la deuxieme session de 1'Assemblee, du travail accompli 
des a present, ainsi que des mesures que, comme resultat des deliberations de la 
Conference de Barcelone et de ses propres deliberations, elle demande a 1'Assemblee 
de prendre. 

I 

R E U N I O N D E LA CONFERENCE D E B A R C E L O N E 

Le rapport au Conseil de S. E. M. Quiiiones de Leon, representant du Conseil 
a 1'ouverture de la Conference, et celui de S. E. M. Hanotaux, President de la Confe
rence, rapports distribues a tous les Membres de la Societe, ont expose les resultats 
d'ensemble de la Conference de Barcelone et la physionomie des debats. 

Le but de la Conference etait, notamment, d'assurer la garantie et le maintien 
de la liberte des communications et du transit (article 23 du Pacte). II s'agissait 
ainsi de creer, dans 1'interet du commerce international qui a un absolu besoin de 
la stabilite et de la continuite de ses grands courants de trafic, un regime de garanties 
juridiques lui permettant d'echapper aux rivalries politiques et aux represailtes 
economiques. Par la, selon les intentions du Pacte, on contribuerait non seulement 



LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

T H E A D V I S O R Y A \ l ) T E C H N I C A L C O M M I T T E E F O R 
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S A N D T R A N S I T . 

Note by the Secretary-General: 
The following Report of the Advisory and Technical Committee for Commu

nications and Transit, together with the Report of M. Quinones de Leon, adopted 
by the Council on September 2nd, 1921, is transmitted for the consideration of 
the Assembly. 

I. Report on the Work Done by the Organisation for Communications and Transit 
between the first and second Session of the Assembly. 

At the suggestion of the Council, the Assembly passed a Resolution, on Decem
ber 9th last, convening the first General Conference on Communications and Transit, 
to consider how the League of Nations could discharge the duties entrusted to it 
b y the part, of Article 23 (e) of the Covenant relating to Communications and Transit, 
and also by various Articles of the same kind in the Peace Treaties. This 
Conference also had the task of organising an Advisory and Technical Committee 
for Communications, upon a basis laid down by the Assembly's Resolution. 

Provision was, therefore, made for the formation, within the League of Nations, 
of a definite Organisation for Communications and Transit, to take the place of 
the Provisional Organisation which had been created by the Council before the 
meeting of the Assembly. 

This Organisation was to carry out its duties in conformity with the prin
ciples laid down by the Assembly in its Resolution of December 8th. It was not 
meant to be a Permanent Organisation like the International Labour Office, but 
was to exist merely in the form of a series of General Conferences to be convened 
by the Council in strict accordance with requirements, and of a purely advisory 
Committee created by the Conferences, which would assist the Members of the 
League of Nations, the Assembly and the Council with proposals and advice in 
the intervals between the Conferences. 

The first General Conference on Communications and Transit, which met at 
Barcelona from March 10th to April 20th, 1921, carried out the work entrusted 
to i t . b y the Assembly. 

The Organisation for Communications and Transit has been formed. The 
Advisory and Technical Committee has met, and has thought it right at once to 
submit a report to. the Council, before the second session of the Assembly, on the 
work so far accomplished, and the measures which, as a result of its own discus
sions and those of the Barcelona Conference, it will ask the Assembly to adopt. 

I. . 

T H E MEETING OF T H E BARCELONA CONFERENCE. 

The Report of H. E. M. Quinones de Leon, who represented the Council at 
the opening of the Conference, and that of H. E. M. Hanotaux, the President of 
the Conference, which have been distributed to all the Members of the League, 
have presented the general results of the Barcelona Conference, and the trend
of its discussions. 

The object of the Conference was primarily to guarantee and to provide for the 
maintenance of Freedom of Communications and Transit (Article 23 of the Cove
nant). It was, therefore, necessary to create, in the interests of international com
merce, which imperatively requires stability and continuity in the main currents 
of traffic, a regime of legal guarantees which would free it from the effects of political 
rivalries and economic reprisals. This would be a step in conformity with the inten-
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a augmenter le rendement economique du monde et a diminuer le prix de la vie 
en allegeant ou supprimant les peages percus sur le prix des transports pour des 
raisons autres que des raisons economiques et en realisant un debut d'unification 
des transports internationaux, mais encore on parviendrait, dans une certaine 
mesure, en donnant des garanties precises aux Etats qui ont un besoin imperieux 
de trouver chez les autres Etats des suretes precises quant a la regularite des trans
ports d'importation et cVexportation indispensables a leur propre vie, a rendre plus 
rares les froissements internationaux et a restreindre les risques de guerre. 

La Conference de Barcelone n'a certes pas pu, en six semaines de deliberations, 
definitivement realiser toute cette ceuvre et arreter des conventions internationales 
transformant d'un coup les conditions de transports dans le monde. Sachant qu'elle 
n'etait que la premiere d'une serie de Conferences devant se tenir a certains inter
valles de temps, elle ne s'est aucunement propose de terminer en une fois 1'oeuvre 
d'organisation des communications internationales, mais seulement d'attaquer 
immediatement les problemes prevus deja par le traite de paix et de poser pour les 
autres les bases d'un developpement futur. 

Deux grandes questions ont pu faire, des a present, 1'objet de conventions 
internationales elaborees et conclues a la Conference de Barcelone: la question des 
transports en transit et la question des transports sur les voies navigables d'interet 
international. 

QUESTION DES TRANSPORTS EN TRANSIT. 

On sait qu'on appelle ((transports en transit)) les transports qui traversent un 
Etat , mais dont le point de depart et le point de destination sont en dehors de 
cet Etat . De tels transports ont particulierement besoin de garanties interna
tionales. En effet, dans le cas des transports a 1'exportation et a 1'importation, 
un Etat qui generait ou supprimerait la liberte cTexercice de ces transports 
pourrait porter atteinte indirectement au relevement economique du monde, et 
par la a la collectivite des Etats , mais, directement, il ne leserait que les Etats 
exportateurs dont il refuserait ou generait les transports a 1'importation chez lui, 
ou les Etats importateurs qui auraient besoin, par exemple, des matieres premieres 
dont il est lui-meme detenteur et dont il ne permettrait pas 1'exportation. Pour les 
transports en transit, au contraire, toute interruption ou toute gene leserait des 
Etats tiers, a la fois les Etats exportateurs et les Etats importateurs des produits 
dont le trafic est interrompu. Une telle interruption provoquerait inevitablement 
des represailles et des contre-coups dont 1'effet serait impossible a limiter. 

La Convention internationale de Barcelone sur la Liberte du Transit a done 
pour objet d'empecher cette interruption et cette gene. Pour cela, elle stipule, 
mais bien entendu sous reserve des restrictions legitimes touchanf a la police, a. la 
sauvegarde nationale, aux transports en temps de guerre, etc., ainsi que sous reserve 
des necessites d'adaptation a la situation juridique existante et aux conditions loca
les ou regionales des diverses parties du monde, la liberte complete du transit et 
1'egalite complete des conditions de transit. L'egahte dans ce domaine, comme dans 
bien d'autres, n'est que la condition meme de la liberte. Sans elle, en fait, le courant 
de trafic qui aurait a supporter des conditions onereuses serait automatiquement 
arrete par suite du simple jeu de la concurrence commerciale. Cette liberte et cette 
egalite etant admises, au contraire, la concurrence commerciale internationale 
pourrait s'exercer selon son fibre jeu, les transports en transit jouissant, au benefice 
de tous, d'une sorte d immunite. 

Les debats relatifs a la Convention sur la Liberte du Transit ont montre un 
accord unanime de tous les gouvernements represented a la Conference (') pour 
1'adoption de ces principes. Les seules divergences, facilement reglees, ont porte 
sur la mesure dans laquelle devaient etre admises les reserves ci-dessus enoncees, 
c'est-a-dire le point oil la liberte du transit cesserait d'etre un droit international 
legitime et porterait atteinte a la souverainete des Etats charges d'assurer ce transit. 

 Gouvernements representes a la Conference: 
a) Membres de la Societe des Nations: Albanie, Autriche, Belgique, Bolivie, Bresil, Bulgaria, 

Chili, Chine, Colo"mbie, Costa-Rica, Cuba, Danemark, Empire britannique, Espagne, Fin
lande, France, Grece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Indes, Italie, Japon, Luxembourg, Nor
vege, Panama, Paraguay, Pays-Bas, Perse, Pologne, Portugal, Roumanie, Etat serbe-croate
slovene, Suede, Suisse, Tcheco-Slovaquie, Uruguay, Venezuela; Nouvelle-Zelande repre
sentee pour la signature. 

b) Etats non Membres de la Societe des Nations, mais admis dans les organisations tech
niques: Esthonie, Lettonie, Lithuanie. 

0) Etats invites a titre consultatif: Allemagne, Hongrie. 
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tions of the Covenant, towards increasing the economic output of the world, and 
diminishing the cost of living, by the reduction or abolition of the dues levied on 
the cost of transport for other than economic reasons, and by the initiation of 
measures for the unification of international transport. Further, by giving specific 
guarantees to the States urgently requiring definite security in other States for the 
regular import and export traffic essential to their existence, some progress would 
be made towards rendering international friction less frequent and diminishing 
the risk of war. 

The Barcelona Conference was, of course, not able, in six weeks of discussion, 
to carry out the whole of this programme, or to draw up International Conventions 
which, at one stroke, would transform the conditions of world transport. As it 
knew that it was only the first of a series of Conferences to be held at certain inter
vals, it did not attempt to complete in one session the whole work of organising 
international communications, but confined itself, to dealing at once with those 
problems already contemplated. by the Peace Treaty and, with regard to the 
others, laying a foundation for future development. 

It has, however, already been possible to deal with two great questions by 
means of International Conventions drawn up and concluded at the Barcelona 
Conference: the question of transport in transit and the question of transport on 
navigable waterways of international concern. 

THE QUESTION OF TRANSPORT IN TRANSIT. 

B y "transport in transit" is meant transport which crosses a State, its points 
of departure and destination being outside that State. Transport of this kind is 
specially in need of international guarantees. In the case of the transport of exports 
and imports, a State which obstructs or prevents free movement of such transport 
may indirectly cause serious prejudice to the economic reconstruction of the world. 
In "this way it injures every State, but it directly injures only, either those exporting 
States the transport of whose goods it prevents or obstructs in the course of impor
tation, or those importing States which may, for instance, be in need of raw materials, 
which the obstructing State possesses, and the export of which it prohibits. As 
regards transport in transit, on the other hand, any interruption or obstruction 
injures third parties, both the States which export and those which import, the pro
ducts, the passage of which has been prevented. Such an interruption of traffic 
inevitably causes reprisals and counter-effects, the results of which cannot be 
limited. ' 

The International Convention of Barcelona on Freedom of Transit is, therefore, 
designed to prevent interruption or obstruction of this kind. With this object it 
provides — making due allowance, of course, for legitimate restrictions as regards 
police, national security, transport in war-time, etc., and also for. the need 
of adapting its measures to the existing legal position, and to the local or regional 
conditions in various parts of the world — for complete freedom of transit and 
complete equality of transit conditions. In this sphere, as in many others, liberty 
is indeed conditional upon equality. Without this equality, any traffic route 
upon which serious burdens were imposed would be automatically stopped by 
the natural effects of commercial competition. On the other hand, if liberty and 
equality are admitted, international commercial competition may take its free 
course, and transport in transit will enjoy an immunity which will benefit all the 
world. 

The discussions on the Convention on Freedom of Transit revealed a unanimous 
agreement on the part of all the Governments' represented at the Conference in 
favour of the adoption of these principles. The only differences of opinion (which 
were easily reconciled) related to the extent to which the reservations referred to 
above could be recognised, that is, to the point where freedom of transport might 
cease to become a legitimate international right, and might prejudice the sovereignty 
of the States by which the transit was to be effected. 

 Governments represented at the Conference : 
(a) Members of the League of Nations: Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, 

Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czecho-Slovakia, Denmark, British Empire, Finland, 
France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, Nether
lands, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Persia, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Serb-Croat-Slovcne 
State, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Uruguay, Venezuela;. New Zealand (the last-named 
signed by proxy) . 
'" (6) States not Members of the League of Nations but admitted to the Technical Organi
sations : Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania. 

(c) States invited, in an. advisory capacity : Germany and Hungary. 
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QUESTION DES TRANSPORTS SUR LES VOIES NAVIGABLES 
DTNTERET INTERNATIONAL. 

Les memes principes de liberte et d'egalite qui, pour 1'ensemble des transports 
par voies ferrees et par voies d'eau, sont appliques seulement au cas des transports 
en transit, sont au contraire, clans le cas special des transports sur voies d'eau d'in
teret international, appliques a toutes les categories de transports, y compris les 
transports d'importation et cVexportation et les transports interieurs. La Conven
tion de Barcelone, relative au Regime international des Voies navigables, regle
mente precisement la navigation sur ces voies d'eau. 

On appelle voies d'eau d'interet international les voies d'eau accessibles a 
la navigation commerciale ordinaire et donnant' acces a. la mer a plus d'un Etat. 
De telles voies d'eau ont, depuis longtemps, fait 1'objet d'accords internationaux 
generaux ou particuliers. II y a plus d'un siecle, la Revolution francaise avait deja 
proclame la liberte complete de navigation et l'egalite des pavilions sur ces voies 
d'eau, qui etaient alors appelees voies d'eau internationales. Le Congres de Vienne 
avait deja tente d'elaborer les mesures d'application de ces principes qui ont, en 

efait, inspire la reglementation de la navigation a travers le X I X  m  siecle sur les 
grandes voies d'eau internationales europeennes, comme le Rhin et le Danube, 
ainsi que sur les grandes voies d'eau africaines. La necessite de la cooperation inter
nationale pour 1'utilisation rationnelle de ces grandes voies de trafic est evidente. 
U n Etat traverse par elles ne pourrait les monopoliser a son profit sans se pbrter 
tort a lui-meme par 1'usage que les autres Etats riverains feraient de ce meme mono
pole. Les Etats situes. a 1'amont des grands fleuves internationaux souffriraient 
particulierement de ce manque de liberte, surtout les Etats prives d'acces a la mer. 
Pour eux, la liberte sur les voies d'eau d'interet international n'est qu'une autre 
expression du droit d'acces libre a la mer. 

La Conference de Barcelone a reussi a envisager 1'application universelle de 
. ces principes. Leur elaboration dans les details offrait a ce point de vue des 
difficultes tres particulieres. L'evolution du droit international fluvial en Amerique 
du Sud, notamment, n'a pas suivi un cours exactement semblable a celui du droit 
fluvial europeen. L'idee meme d'une reglementation universelle pourrait subir la un 
grave echec. En fait, au contraire, apres de longues discussions oil sont particuliere
ment intervenus les representants les plus qualifies de 1'Amerique du Sud en ce 
domaine, la conciliation superieure des theses d'abord opposees a ete obtenue et, 
par la fusion de droits d'origines diverses, une transaction a ete acquise, gage de 
succes pour le developpement a venir. 

* La Conference de Barcelone a estime que les principes de la Convention sur 
le Transit, comme ceux de la Convention sur les Voies navigables d'interet inter
national, ne fixaient pas en temps de guerre les droits et les devoirs, des bellige
rants et des neutres. 

Elle a cepehdant stipule que ces memes principes subsisteraient en temps de 
guerre dans la mesure compatible avec ces droits et ces devoirs. De plus, elle a 
adopte le vceu que la Societe des Nations invite ses Membres a se reunir en vue 
de l'elaboration,de nouvelles Conventions destihees a regler ces memes droits et 
devoirs en matiere de transit. Ce vceu a ete transmis au Conseil. 

La Conference de Barcelone aurait pu s'en tenir la a la rigueur et se borner, 
si elle s'et.ait restreinte a son ordre du jour tel qu'il etait d'abord prevu, a se preoc
cuper seulement des voies d'eau d'interet international, sans toucher aucunement 
le regime general des transports sur les autres voies d'eau. Mais un certain nombre 
d'Etats s'etant montres, des a present, disposes a accepter, sous reserve de recipro
cite, certaines obligations pour toutes leurs voies d'eau, et non pas seulement pour 
les voies d'eau d'interet international, un protocole additionnel a ete elabore, auquel 
certaines adhesions sont deja acquises, et qui permettra, peu a peu,- par un meca
nisme tres simple, d'augmenter, au fur et a mesure que les Etats le desireront, la 
liberte des communications fluviales d a n s l e monde. 

Enfin, dans le meme ordre d'idees que 1'egalite des pavillohs prevue dans la 
Convention sur les Vbies navigables, il y a lieu de signaler la declaration adoptee a. 
Barcelone, portant reconnaissance du droit au pavilion maritime des Etats prives 
d'acces a la mer. 

Ce serait meconnaitre absolument le caractere des Conventions de Barcelone 
que de se borner a resumer leurs principes et, si Ton peut dire, leur contenu. La plus 
grande nouveaute peut-etre de ces Conventions, celle qui n'aurait pu etre acquise 
qu'avec la plus grande difficulte si elles n'avaient pas ete des conventions de la 
Societe des Nations, c'est qu'il y a en elles-memes, et independamment de la proce



THE QUESTION OF TRANSPORT ON NAVIGABLE WATERWAYS 
OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN. 

The same principles of liberty and equality which, as regards traffic both by 
rail and by water, are generally applicable only in the case of " transport in tran
sit, " are, on the other hand, in the special case of transport on waterways of 
international concern, applied to every class of transport, including imports and 
exports and internal transport. The Barcelona Convention dealing with the inter
national regime of navigable waterways is specially intended to regulate naviga
tion on these waterways. 

B y " waterways of international concern " is meant waterways which are 
accessible to ordinary commercial navigation, and which provide more than one 
State with access to the sea. Waterways of this kind have, for a long time past, 
been subjects for general or particular international agreements. More than a 
century ago, the French Revolution had already proclaimed complete liberty of 
navigation and equality for all flags on these waterways, which were then described 
as international waterways: The Congress of Vienna had already attempted to 
work out measures to give effect to these principles, which, indeed, were the bases, 
during the nineteenth century, of the regulations of navigation over the great 
European international waterways, such as the Rhine and the Danube, and also 
over the great African waterways. It is evident that international co-operation 
is essential,- if these great traffic routes are to be utilised in a rational way. -, No 
State traversed by one of these waterways could monopolise it for its own profit 
without doing injury to itself, since the other riparian States would make a similar 
use of this right of monopoly. States situated far up the course of the great inter
national rivers would suffer particularly from this lack of liberty, especially States 
deprived of access to the sea, for, in their case, freedom of navigation on water
ways of international concern is only another word for the right of free access to 
the sea. 

At the Barcelona Conference, it was possible to contemplate the universal 
application of these principles. The working out of their details presented peculiar 
difficulties from this point of view. The evolution of international law with regard 
to. rivers in South America, to cite an important instance, has not followed exactly 
the same course as that of European river law. This circumstance might appear 
a serious barrier to a universal system for the regulation of river navigation. 
In faGt, however, after long debates, in which a prominent part was taken by the 
South American representatives expert in this subject, it was found possible 
to reconcile opinions which had, at first, been in conflict, and, by merging the 
rights, varying in their origin, a compromise was effected, which constitutes a 
happy augury for future progress. 

The Barcelona Conference considered that the principles of the Convention 
on Transit and the Convention on Navigable Waterways of International Concern 
did not define the rights and duties of belligerents and neutrals in time of war. 

It, nevertheless, stipulated that these same principles should apply in time of 
war as far as might be compatible with these rights and duties. Further, it 
adopted the recommendation that the League of Nations should invite its members 
to meet, in order to draw up new Conventions with the object of defining these 
rights and duties with regard to transit. This recommendation was transmitted 
to the Council. . 

The Barcelona Conference might, strictly speaking, have stopped there, limit
ing itself, if it had been restricted to the agenda originally prepared, to dealing 
with waterways of international concern, without' any reference to the general 
control of traffic on other waterways, A certain number of States, however, having 
shown themselves disposed, on condition of reciprocity, to accept certain obligations 
in regard to all their waterways, and not only as regards waterways of international 
concern, an additional protocol was drawn up, to which certain adherences have 
already been obtained, and which, by very simple machinery, will gradually render 
it possible to increase liberty of river communications throughout the world to any 
degree that the States desire. 

Finally, in connection with the question of the equality of flags provided for 
in the Convention on Navigable Waterways, attention may be drawn to the decla
ration adopted at Barcelona, recognising the right of States, having no access to 
the sea, to a maritime flag. 

It would show complete lack of comprehension of the nature of the Barcelona 
Conventions to give only a summary of their principles, and of their contents. 
Perhaps the most original feature of these Conventions, and one which they could only 
have acquired with the greatest difficulty, if they had not been Conventions of the 
League of Nations, is that, quite apart from the procedure of revision which has been 



dure parfaitement prevue de revision, des possibilites permanentes d'adaptation, de 
developpement, de progres. II est dit, en effet, dans chacune de ces Conventions, en 
un article qui est peut-etre, a. certains points de vue, le plus important, et qui repro
duit des dispositions adopteespar 1'Assemblee pour le reglement des differends relatifs 
aux clauses des transports des Traites de Paix, d'abord que tous les differends rela
tifs a 1'application et a 1'interpretation de ces Conventions seront sounds a la Cour 
de Justice internationale, mais aussi que tous les Etats contractants s'engagent, 
avant de soumettre leurs differends a 1'instance judiciaire, a. en tenter 1'arrangement 
amiable, en recourant a 1'avis de rorganisme technique qualifie de la' Societe des 
Nations. Cet organisme, dont la Conference de Barcelone a, sur 1'invitation de l'As
semblee, prevu dans les details la constitution, est la Commission consultative et 
technique des Communications et du Transit. Au fur et a mesure que ces difficultes 
et ces cas particuliers d'interpretation ou d'application se poseront, la Commission 
consultative les examinera, et cela necessairement dans un esprit d'equite et de col
laboration internationale, dans 1'esprit meme qui a inspire les Conventions. Precise
ment parce qu'elle n'est qu'un organisme d'arrangement amiable des differends, elle 
pourra, au fur et a mesure et selon 1'etat de 1'opinion internationale, proposer et 
faire accepter librement les solutions, qui, peu a peu, par une evolution progressive, 
degageront lentement et selon les besoins, les consequences plus ou moins lointaines 
du droit international nouveau dont les textes , quels qu'ils soient, ne peuvent que 
fixer prudemment les grandes lignes. 

Grace a la Commission, et par leur liaison intime ainsi assuree avec. 1'organisa
tion d'ensemble de la Societe des Nations, les Conventions apparaitront, desormais, 
non comme le terme, mais comme le debut d'une evolution, et la souplesse meme 
de leurs Tommies deviendra, non pas un element de confusion et de controverses, 
mais une source sans cesse renouvelee d'initiatives et d'adaptations pratiques. 

Outre ces Conventions, la Conference de Barcelone, qui — d'apres la resolu
tion de 1'Assemblee dir 9 decembre — devait determiner si les mesures qu'elle 
preconiserait auraient la forme de convention, de recommandation ou de projet 
de resolution a soumettre a 1'Assemblee ou au Conseil, a adopte une recomman
dation sur le Statut des Ports sounds a un Regime international et une serie de 
recommandations sur le Regime international des Voies ferrees. 

FORTS SOUMIS A UN REGIME INTERNATIONAL. 

N'estimant pas opportun la conclusion actuelle d'une convention sur les ports, 
elle a ete neanmoins a meme, en utilisant les competences techniques de toutes les 
parties du monde, d'etablir un statut type des ports, fonde sur les memes principes 
qui ont ete appliques aux Conventions sur le Transit et sur les Voies navigables, 
et utilisable dans les cas oil un tel regime serait juge opportun par les Etats . Cer
tains Etats ont deja paru manifester 1'intention de 1'appliquer volontairement a 
tels de leurs ports. Dans d'autres cas, il pourra etre utilise a 1'occasion de traites 
internationaux ayant a prevoir le regime des ports places dans des situations poli
tiques ou economiques particulieres. 

REGIME INTERNATIONAL DES VOIES FERREES. 

Les recommandations sur le Regime international des Voies ferrees devaient 
former originairement une convention. La Convention sur le Regime international 
des Voies ferrees est, en effet, la seule des conventions figurant a 1'ordre du jour 
de la Conference de Barcelone qui n'ait pas ete adoptee dans sa forme originale. 
Mais si cette transformation d'une convention obligatoire, en une simple serie de 
recommandations a ete apportee au plan primitif, ce,n'est aucunement en raison 
d'une sorte de mefiance des divers Etats devant une Convention internationale 
sur le Regime des transports par Voies ferrees; c'est, au contraire, ainsi qu'il a ete 
expose dans le rapport du President de la Conference, parce que le texte propose, 
lequel a passe integralement dans les recommandations, n'a pas paru, a beaucoup 
de delegations, suffisant pour justifier la forme d'une convention qu'elles auraient 
desire, au contraire, plus ample et beaucoup plus riche de contenu. Aussi la Confe
rence a-t-elle decide de se borner, pour I Instant,'a. une serie de recommandations, 
mais en meme temps de demander formellement, dans un delai maximum de deux 
ans, la reunion de la deuxieme Conference generale des Communications et du 
Transit, qui serait chargee d'elaborer et de conclure la Convention generale sur le 
Regime international des Voies ferrees. , , 



amply provided for, they contain in themselves possibilities of permanent adaptation, 
development and progress. In each of these Conventions, in a clause which is perhaps, 
from certain points of view, the most important, and which embodies provisions 
adopted by the Assembly for the settlement of disputes arising out of clauses in the 
Peace Treaties dealing with transport, it is stated that all disputes relating to the 
application and interpretation of the Conventions shall be submitted to the Court 
of International Justice, and that all the contracting States engage, before resorting 
to any judicial proceedings, to seek an amicable settlement by invoking the assist
ance of the qualified technical organisation of the League of Nations. This organi
satioh, the constitution of which was laid down in detail by the Barcelona Conference, 
at the suggestion of the Assembly, is the Advisory and Technical Committee for 
Communications and Transit. The Advisory Committee will deal with these diffi
culties and special cases of interpretation or application as .they arise, and in the 
same spiri t of equity and international co-operation as animated the Conventions 
themselves. B y the very fact that it is an organisation for the friendly settlement 
of disputes, it will be able, as international opinion develops, to propose and to find 
a ready acceptance for solutions, which will slowly and progressively evolve 
in accordance with actual needs, the effects more or less remote of the new inter
national law, only the broad outlines of which can be safely fixed by any text. 

Owing to the Committee, and since they are closely united to the 
general organisation of the League of Nations, the Conventions will henceforth 
appear, not as the end, but as the beginning of an evolution, and the very elasti
c i ty of their clauses will not become a source of confusion and controversy, but 
will make them the basis upon which constantly to initiate and adapt practical 
measures. 

In addition to these Conventions, the Barcelona Conference, which, according 
to the Assembly Resolution of December 9th, was to determine whether the 
measures which i t elaborated should take the form of conventions, recommenda
tions or draft resolutions to be adopted by the Assembly or b y the Council, 
adopted a recommendation relative to Ports placed under an International 
Regime, and a series of recommendations on the International Regime of Railways. 

PORTS UNDER AN INTERNATIONAL REGIME. 

While considering that the moment had not yet arrived for the conclusion 
of a Convention on the international regime of ports, the Barcelona Conference 
was able, by availing itself of the competent technical authorities of all parts of the 
world, to draw up a standard statute for ports, based on the same principles as 
were applied to the Conventions on Transit and Navigable Waterways, and appli
cable in cases where such a regime should be judged opportune b y the States. 
Certain States appear already to have shown their intention of applying it volun
tarily to certain of their ports.. In other cases, it may be used in drawing up inter
national treaties establishing a regime for ports in special political or economic 
situations. 

INTERNATIONAL REGIME OF RAILWAYS. 

The recommendations relating to the International Regime of Railways were 
originally intended to form a Convention. The Convention on the International 
Regime of Railways is, indeed, the only one on the agenda of the Barcelona Con
ference which was not adopted in its original form. If, however, this transformation 
of an obligatory Convention into a mere series of recommendations was introduced 
into the original scheme, this is in no way due to any mistrust on the part of the 
various States of an International Convention on the Regime of Railway Transport; 
it is, on the contrary, as has been shown in the Pres idents Report, because the 
proposed text , which has been embodied in its entirety in the recommendations, 
did not appear to many of the delegations sufficient to justify the form of a Con
vention, which they would have wished to see more detailed and much wider in 
scope. The Conference, therefore, decided to confine itself, for the t ime being, to a 
series of recommendations, but at the same t ime formally to request the convo
cation of the second general Conference on Communications and Transit, within 
a maximum period of two years; the work of this Conference would be to draw up 
and conclude the general Convention on the International Regime of Railways. 



REGLEMENT D'ORGANISATION. 

Enfin, la Conference de Barcelone a du etablir, non seulement son Reglement 
interieur proprement dit, mais encore, conformement a la resolution de 1'Assem
blee, le Reglement d'organisation de toute Conference generale des Communications 
et du Transit et de la Commission consultative et technique. 

.. Ce Reglement se conforme rigoureusement aux principes des resolutions de 
1'Assemblee, et notamment a. ceux fixes par la resolution du 8 decembre sur les 
rapports entre les organisations techniques, le Conse i le t 1'Assemblee. 

Sur un point seulement, la Conference, sans s'ecarter de ces principes, mais 
croyant au contraire s'inspirer de 1'esprit qui les dictait, a cru devoir innover en 
prenant 1'initiative de pfevoir la convocation possible, par le Conseil, de conferences, 
non plus generales mais partielles, c'est-a-dire composees de representants d'un 
certain nombre seulement d'Etats qui, par leur position geographique notamment, 
seraient les seuls interesses a. 1'examen des. questions pouvant presenter un caractere 
nettement regional ou continental. Au cours meme de ses deliberations, en effet, 
notamment au cours des discussions sur la definition des voies navigables d'interet 
international, sur le Regime international des Voies ferrees, sur la diversite des 
conditions du transit, selon les conditions geographiques ou regionales, la Confe-. 
rence s'est rendu compte qu'un grand nombre de questions, dont les solutions 
etaient malaisees ou impossibles dans un cadre rigoureusement universel, pourraient 
avantageusement faire 1'objet d'un reglement international, suffisamment general, 
sous 1'egide de la Societe des Nations dans un cadre qui pourrait etre, selon les cas, 
regional ou continental. Pour eviter que les travaux de telles conferences puissent 
porter atteinte a 1'esprit de cooperation general du monde, qui doit etre celui de 
la Societe des Nations, la Conference a d'ailleurs prevu des garanties precises. 
Bien que les travaux de ces conferences soient, comme ceux des conferences gene
rales, soumis au controle du Conseil et de 1'Assemblee, gardiens du Pacte, elle a 
decide, de plus, que tous Membres de la Societe qui se jugeraient interesses aux 
questions qui y seraient traitees, y participeraient de plein droit. 

L'institutipn des conferences partielles aurait non seulement 1'avantage de 
faciliter ou de rendre possible le reglement, par la Societe des Nations de certaines 
questions techniques qu'elle devrait, sans cela, renoncer a attaquer, mais encore 
de diminuer le nombre des conferences generales et de soulager le budget de la 
Societe. 

Sur un autre point, la Conference de Barcelone, sans pouvoir, bien entendu, 
reformer elle-meme les resolutions de 1'Assemblee, a cru devoir demander a 1'Assem
blee, soit d'examiner une des consequences de ses resolutions, soit meme de la 
modifier. II s'agit du mode de convocation des conferences ainsi que de ses conse
quences quant au renouvellement de la Commission consultative et technique. 

. On sait, en effet, qu'a la suite des modifications apportees par la derniere 
Assemblee au texte des resolutions proposees par le Conseil, c'est exclusivement 
au Conseil qu'il appartient de convoquer les conferences generales. II en resulte, 
d'une part, que comme aucune periodicite — meme a larges intervalles — n'est 
assuree a ces conferences, il est impossible de prevoir avec certitude la date de 
renouvellement du mandat des Etats appeles par la Conference, selon les decisions 
de 1'Assemblee, a nommer des membres de la Commission. Toutefois, la Conference 
ayant decide que ce mandat ne devrait pas etre superieur a quatre ans, a attire 
1'attention du Conseil sur la facon dont pourrait etre opere ce renouvellement apres 
quatre ans. 

D'autre part, la convocation exclusive des conferences par le Conseil a paru 
a la Conference avoir cet inconvenient que les Etats non . represented au Conseil 
n'ont aucune garantie qu'une Conference — qui pourrait etre appelee a traiter des 
questions les interessant vitalement — soit convoquee si les Etats Membres du 
Conseil, ou seulement 1'un d'entre eux, par suite de 1'unanimite exigee au Conseil, 

^s'y opposaient. A 1'unanimite, la Conference a emis le vceu que 1'Assemblee permit 
la reunion, - de plein droit, d'une Conference generale sur la demande d'un tiers 
au moins des Membres de la Societe des Nations. 

L'ensemble de 1'ceuvre de la Conference de Barcelone fait 1'objet d'un Acte 
final. Sans aucune exception, tous les representants presents ont signe cet Acte 
final. Tous, sauf c inq 1 , ont signe la recommandation sur les Ports. Tous, sauf 
tro i s , 2 ont signe la recommandation sur le Regime des Voies ferrees. Les Conven
tions ne pouvant etre signees valablement a Barcelone que par ceux des repre

1 Roumanie, Pologne, Etat serbe-croate-slovene, Suisse, Venezuela. 
2 Roumanie, Suisse, Venezuela. 



RULES OF ORGANISATION. 

Finally, the Barcelona Conference had not only to draw up its own formal 
rules of procedure, but further, and in accordance with the Resolution of the Assem
bly, the rules of organisation for any general Conference on Communications and 
Transit, and for the Advisory and Technical Committee. 

These rules are in strict conformity with the principles of the resolutions adopted 
by the Assembly, especially with those fixed by the Resolution of December 8th, 
on the relations between the technical organisations, the Council and the Assembly. 

On one point alone, the Conference, without deviating from these principles, 
but believing itself animated rather by the spirit which dictated them, felt 
obliged to make an innovation by itself providing for the possible convocation, 
by the Council, of Conferences that would be not general, but l imited; that is to 
say, composed of representatives of only a certain number of States which, mainly 
as a result of their geographical situation, would alone feel the importance 'of 
questions of a strictly regional or continental character. In its actual discussions, 
particularly in those upon the definition of navigable waterways of international 
concern, on the international regime of the railways, on the various transit con
ditions dependant on geographical or regional circumstances, the Conference realized 
that a large number of problems, the solution of which was difficult or impossible 
on a strictly universal scale, might with advantage form the subject of sufficiently 
wide international regulations, under the auspices of the League, of Nations within 
either regional or continental limits. In order to prevent the work of such con
ferences from injuring the universal spirit of co-operation by which the League of 
Nations must be animated, the Conference laid down definite guarantees. 
Although the work of this Conference is, like that of the general Conferences, subject 
to the control of the Council and of the Assembly, guardians of the Covenant, it 
further decided that all Members of the League which considered themselves interested 
in the questions to be dealt with at such a Conference should have the right to 

' attend. 
The institution of limited conferences would have the advantage, not only of 

facilitating or even of making possible a ruling by the League of Nations on certain 
technical questions with which it could not otherwise attempt to deal, but, further, 
of decreasing the number of general Conferences,^and diminishing the expenditure 
of the League. 

With regard to a further point, the Barcelona Conference, without, of course, 
itself being able to modify the Resolutions of the Assembly, felt that it should 
request the Assembly to consider one of the results of its Resolutions, or. even to 
modify it. The point in question was the method of summoning the Conferences, 
together with its effect on the renewal of the Advisory and Technical Committee. 

Owing to the modifications effected by the last Assembly in the text of the resolu
tions proposed b y the Council, the latter has the sole right to summon general 
Conferences. Consequently, as in the first place, there is no guarantee of the regular 
succession of these Conferences — even at long intervals — it is, therefore, impos
sible to predict with any certainty the date of renewal of the mandate of the States 
invited by the Conference, in conformity with the Assembly's decision, to nominate 
members of the Committee. The Conference, however, having resolved that the 
mandate should not exceed four years, has drawn the attention of the Council to the 
manner in which this renewal might be effected at the end of four years. 

On the other hand, the summoning of Conferences exclusively b y the Council 
seemed to the Conference to possess this disadvantage, that States not represented 
on the Council have no guarantee that a Conference, required for the settlement 
of questions of the most vital importance to them, would be summoned, if the 
States which are Members of the Council, or even one of them, in view of the unani
mity required of the Council, opposed the measure. The Conference unanimously 
recommended that the Assembly should sanction, as a matter of course, a general 
Conference, on the request of at least onethird of the Members of the League of 
Nations. 

The complete results of the work of the Barcelona Conference were embodied 
in a Final Act. All the Delegates present, without exception, signed this Final Act. 
All but f ive 1 signed the Recommendation on Ports. AH but t h r e e 2 signed the 
Recommendation on Railways. As the Conventions could not be validly signed 
at Barcelona except by Delegates possessing full powers, the remaining Govern

1 Roumania, Poland, Serb-Croat-Slovene State, Switzerland, Venezuela. 
2 Roumania, Switzerland, Venezuela. 



sentants qui avaient qualitd de plenipotentiaire, les autres Gouvernements devaient 
etre appeles a signer ulterieurement. Ainsi, la Convention sur la Liberte du Transit, 
adoptee a 1'unanimite, moins une abstention, a ete signee par vingt E t a t s 1 . La 
Convention sur le Regime international des Voies navigables, votee a 1'unanimite 
moins une voix et trois abstentions, a ete signee par quinze Etats 2 . 

Enfin, cet Acte final lui-meme ne resume pas la totalite de 1'oeuvre des dele
gations a la Conference de Barcelone. La Conference a, en effet, recueilli, de la plupart 
des Delegations, un ensemble sans precedent de renseignements precis et pratiques 
sur la situation generale des transports dans le monde, dont le rapport du president 
de la Conference a montre toute 1'importance. Elle en a degage les premieres lignes 
et decide1 la publication systematique. Elle a charge, en outre, la Commission consul
tat ive et technique, appelee sur ce point comme sur tous les autres, a continuer 
son ceuvre avant les futures conferences, de poursuivre continuellement et periodique
ment cette besogne concrete d'intermediaire impartial entre les Ministeres techniques 
des differents pays, jusqu'ici trop isoles, trop souvent obliges de s'attaquer, en 
efforts disperses, sans plan d'ensemble, sans coordination internationale, a cette 
crise generale des transports dont souffrent aujourd'hui toutes les nations de-la 
terre et tous les rapports entre les peuples. 

Le rapport de M. Hanotaux a esquisse egalement les grandes lignes de 1'organi
sation interieure de la Conference qui lui a permis, en un laps de temps non supe
rieur a six semaines, de s'acquitter d'une tache aussi lourde et d'aboutir a des 
conclusions precises sur tous les points d'un ordre du jour aussi charge. Si Ton songe, 
en effet, que la Conference de Barcelone n'avait pas seulement comme programme, 
a la maniere d'autres conferences convoquees par la Societe des Nations, de sonder 
sur certains problemes 1'opinion internationale pour en degager les recommandations 
generates sur lesquelles il a ete relativement facile de faire 1'unanimite des Etats ; 
qu'elle n'etait pas non plus une simple conference d'experts sans responsabilite 
directe devant leurs Gouvernements respectifs; qu'elle avait, au contraire, a con
clure des engagements precis sur des questions touchant directement les interets 
materiels des peuples et impliquant par consequent a chaque instant des sacrifices 
reciproques, des concessions, des negociations, alors il apparait que ce n'est que' 
grace non seulement a la volonte de coordination de tous,. mais encore a une stricte 
discipline interieure, que la Conference de Barcelone a pu si rapidement terminer 
ses travaux. 

Les diverses questions etaient, en outre, si intimement liees les unes aux autres 
et toutes si importantes par leurs consequences et leurs repercussions les unes sur 
les autres, qu'il etait impossible, pour la plupart des delegations, d'en envisager 
1'etude simultanee. 

Malgre cela, une convention telle que la Convention sur la Liberte du Transit, 
qui n'est pas un simple expose de principes, mais qui comporte notamment, ainsi 
que la discussion le montre, des consequences precises sur le taux et le mode d'appli
cation des tarifs de transports, a pu etre achevee en moins de quinze jours. Une 
convention comme la Convention sur le Regime international des Voies navigables, 
dont les stipulations impliquent des obligations techniques et fmancieres relatives 
notamment aux travaux d'entretien, a 1'usage des ports, etc., a pu Stre elaboree 
en trois semaines et realiser un accord presque unanime. 

Ces resultats paraissent particulierement encourageants pour 1'avenir de i'ceuvre 
de la Societe des Nations. II est desormais demontre que des conferences institutes 
par elle peuvent elaborer, apres plus ou moins de discussions, apres des negociations 
et des transactions plus ou moins laborieuses, non seulement des recommandations 
ou des vceux, mais encore des textes contractuels precis, marquant nettement la 
volonte de tous d'etendre peu a peu, par degres, mais avec continuite, le domaine 
du droit des gens 

1 Autriche, Belgique, Bolivie, Bulgarie, Danemark, Espagne, Grande-Bretague,- Grece, 
Guatemala, Etat serbe-croate-slovene, Inde, Italie, Lettonie, Nouvelle-Zelande, Panama, Perse, 
Pologne, Portugal, Tcheco-Slovaquie, Uruguay. 

2 Autriche, Belgique, Bolivie, Bulgarie, Danemark, Espagne, Graride-Bretagne, Guatemala, 
Inde, Italie, Nouvelle-Zelande, Panama, Pologne, Tcheco-Slovaquie, Uruguay. 

Les chiffres suivants, communiques par le Secretariat general de la Conference, donnent une 
indication materielle des travaux accomplis a Barcelone: nombre de feuilles tirees au Roneo et 
distributes: 1.675.649, soit par jour de travail: 52.364. 



ments were to be invited to sign later. Thus, the Convention on Freedom of Transit 
adopted unanimously, with one abstention, was signed by twenty States.' The 
Convention on the International Regime of Navigable Waterways, which was 
voted for by the whole Conference with a minority of one and three abstentions, 
was signed by fifteen States . 2 

The Final Act does not embrace the complete results of the work of the Dele
gations at the Barcelona Conference For the Conference obtained, from the majo
rity of the Delegations, an unparalleled quantity of exact and practical information 
relating to the general situation of transport throughout the world, the significance 
of which was fully recognised in the report of the president of the Conference. 
It sketched the general outlines and arranged for the systematic publication 
of this information. It directed the Advisory and Technical Committee (which, 
in this respect, as in others, is to proceed with its labours in the period before 
the assembly of future Conferences) to continue, both by constant and periodic 
action, the fulfilment of its concrete task as an impartial intermediary between the 
technical Ministries of the various States, which have hitherto been too much 
isolated, and too often obliged to make disconnected efforts, without any agreed 
plan or international system of co-ordination, to handle this great transport crisis, 
which is at present inflicting such injury on all the nations of the world and on all 
relations between peoples. 

At the same time, M. Hanotaux's report gave a sketch of the main 
principles of the interior organisation of the Conference, showing how it was 
possible, in the space of not more than six weeks, to carry out so onerous a pro
gramme, and to arrive at a definite conclusion on each item of such a heavy agenda. 
When it is remembered that the programme of the Barcelona Conference did 
not merely consist (like that of other Conferences summoned by the League) in 
ascertaining international opinion regarding certain problems, in order to use 
it as a basis for a series of general recommendations for which it was compara
tively easy to obtain unanimity, that it was not merely a Conference of experts 
having no direct responsibility to their respective Governments, but that, on the 
contrary, it had to conclude precise agreements on questions directly affecting the 
material welfare of nations, and consequently involving reciprocal sacrifices, 
concessions and negotiations at every step, i t will be realised that it was only 
owing to the desire for co-operation among all the delegates, and a strict internal 
organisation, that the Barcelona Conference was able so rapidly to complete its 
work. 

The different questions were so intimately connected and all so important, 
owing to their mutual reactions, that it proved impossible for the majority of the 
Delegations to deal with them simultaneously. 

In spite of this fact, a Convention such as that on Freedom of. Transit, which' 
is not merely a statement of principles, but which' particularly involves, as the 
discussion shows, definite effects on the rate and method of application of trans
port-tariffs, was concluded in less than a fortnight; while the Convention on the 
International Regime of Navigable Waterways, the provisions of which involve 
technical and financial obligations, particularly in connection with the work of 
upkeep of ports, etc., was drawn up in three weeks and met with almost unanimous 
approval. 

These results are most encouraging for the future work of the League of 
Nations. Henceforth it may be regarded as a fact that Conferences instituted by it 
are capable of drafting, after a certain amount of discussion, and more or less 
laborious negotiations and compromises, not merely recommendations, or "vceux", 
but also definite agreements clearly indicating the general will to extend slowly 
but surely the domain of International Law. 8 

1 Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Czecho-Slovakia, Denmark, Great Britain, Greece, 
Guatemala, India, Italy, Latvia, New Zealand, Panama, Persia, Poland, Portugal, Serb-Croat-
Slovene State, Spain, Uruguay. 

2 Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Czecho-Slovakia, Denmark, Great Britain, Guatemala, 
India, Italy, New Zealand, Panama, Poland, Spain, Uruguay. 

3 The following figures, communicated by the Secretary-General of the Conference, give a 
material indication of the^work done at Barcelona : number of pages duplicated and distributed: 
1,675,649. This makes an average of 52,364 pages per working day. 



TRANSMISSION AU CONSEIL 
D E S PROPOSITIONS D E LA CONFERENCE 

Conformement aux termes de la resolution de 1'Assemblee du 8 decembre 1920, 
les instruments adoptes par la Conference de Barcelone ont. ete transmis au Conseil 
afin que celui-ci puisse examiner s'il y avait lieu pour lui d'user des droits de controle 
qui lui sont reconnus, sous reserve des droits de 1'Assemblee elle-meme, par ladite 
Resolution. Sur le rapport de S. E. M. Quinones de Leon, le Conseil a estime que, 
d'une part, les travaux de la Conference de Barcelone n'etant pas en discordance 
avec le Pacte, et la Conference de Barcelone, d'autre part, etant restee dans les li
mites de sa competence, il n'y avait pas lieu pour lui d.'intervenir. 

Ces instruments ont, dans ces conditions, ete transmis a tous les Gouverne
ments interesses. Les Conventions, notamment, ont ete transmises aux Gouverne
ments a fin de ratification pour ceux d'entre eux dont des plenipotentiaries 
avaierit signe a Barcelone; elles ont ete transmises a fin de signature et de ratifica
tion pour les autres. 

II y a lieu de noter que, depuis, le Gouvernement d'Esthonie a deja fait proceder 
a la signature des Conventions sur la Liberte du Transit, sur les Voies navigables 
d'interet international et de la Declaration sur le Droit au pavilion. 

Le Conseil a ete en meme temps saisi des vceux de la Conference de Barcelone 
— sur le renouvellement de la Commission'consultative apres quatre ans; sur le 
mode de convocation des conferences generales; sur la reunion Ulterieure d'une 
conference pour la conclusion d'une Convention sur le Regime international des 
Voies ferrees; sur la liberte du transit en temps de guerre — qui demandaient une 
action positive du Conseil seulement, ou du Conseil et de 1'Assemblee. 

On sait que le Conseil a decide d'examiner ulterieurement la question soulevee 
par le vceu relatif a la liberte du transit en temps de guerre. II s'est declare favora
ble en principe a la mise a execution du vceu relatif a la Convention sur les Voies 
ferrees et a charge la Commission consultative d'en engager la preparation. Quant 
aux vceux relatifs au renouvellement de la Commission consultative apres quatre 
ans et la reunion de plein droit d'une Conference generale sur demande d'un tiers 
des Membres de la Societe, le Conseil les a transmis, en vue de toutes pr6positions 
utiles, a la Commission, consultative, en se declarant d'ailleurs d'accord en principe 
sur ce dernier point. 

Le Conseil avait ete egalement saisi d'un vceu de la Conference de Barcelone 
relatif a une question qui sortait de la competence de cette Conference, a savoir 
1'opportunite d'appliquer non seulement la partie de 1'article 23 e) du Pacte qui vise 
les Communications et le Transit, mais aussi celle qui touche 1'equitable traitement 
du commerce. Le Conseil s'est egalement declare favorable en principe au but pour
suivi par ce vceu, mais il a decide, ses consequences etant particulierement complexes, 
d'en reserver 1'examen. 1 

Enfin, les vceux purement techniques de la Conference de Barcelone qui ne 
demandaient aucune action du Conseil ou de 1'Assemblee, ont ete transmis - direc
tement de la Conference a la Commission consultative, en conformitc de la reso
lution du 8 decembre sur les organisations techniques. 



TRANSMISSION TO T H E COUNCIL 
OF T H E PROPOSALS OF T H E CONFERENCE. 

In accordance with the Assembly Resolution of December 8th, 1920, the instru
ments adopted by the Barcelona Conference were transmitted to the Council, in 
order that the latter might consider whether there was any need for it to exercise 
the power of control with which it is invested — without prejudice to the rights 
of the Assembly itself — under the terms of this Resolution. On the report of 
H. E. M. Quinones de Leon, the Council considered that, as the work of the 
Barcelona Conference was not at variance with the Covenant, and as the Conference 
had not exceeded the limits of its competence, there was no need for it to intervene. 

Under these circumstances, these instruments have been forwarded to all the 
Governments concerned. The Conventions have been forwarded for ratification 
to the Governments whose plenipotentiaries signed them at Barcelona;. as regards 
the others, the Conventions have been sent to them for signature and ratification. 

It may be noted that, since that time, the Esthonian Government has signed 
Conventions on Freedom of Transit, on Waterways of International Concern, and 
the Declaration regarding the right to a flag. 

At the same time, those recommendations of the Barcelona Conference which 
called for positive action, either on the part of the Council alone, or on the part of 
the Council and the Assembly, were submitted to the Council. These recommen
dations dealt with the renewal of the Advisory Committee after a period of four 
years, the method of summoning general Conferences, the subsequent meeting of 
the Conference for the purpose of concluding a Convention on the international 
regime of railways, and freedom of transit in t ime of war. 

The Council has decided to examine, at a later date, the question raised by the 
recommendation regarding freedom of transit in t ime of war. The Council decided, 
in principle, in favour of putting into practice the recommendation regarding the 
Convention on Railways, and has entrusted the Advisory Committee with the preli
minary work. As to the recommendations regarding the renewal of the Advisory 
Committee after four years, and the statutory meeting of a general Conference at 
the request of one-third of the Members of the League, the Council has forwarded 
them — with a view to any proposals which it might be desirable to .make — to 
the Advisory Committee, with. the statement that it was in agreement, in prin
ciple, with this last point. 

A recommendation of the Barcelona Conference regarding a question outside 
the competence of this Conference — namely, the desirability of applying, not 
only that part of Article 2^e of the Covenant which refers to communications and 
transit, but also that which deals with the equitable treatment of commerce - was 
also submitted to the Council. The Council declared itself, in principle, in favour 
of the object of this recommendation, but, in view of the particularly complex 
nature of the consequences involved, it decided to reserve the consideration of this 
recommendation. 

The purely technical recommendations of the Barcelona Conference, which 
did not call for any action on the part of the Council or of the Assembly, were sent 
direct from the Conference to the Advisory Committee, in conformity with the 
Resolution of December 8th regarding technical organisations. 



I l l 

R E U N I O N D E LA COMMISSION CONSULTATIVE E T T E C H N I Q U E 
D E S COMMUNICATIONS E T D U T R A N S I T 

La Commission consultative et technique des Communications et du Transit, 
des sa premiere reunion, etait done deja chargee de 1'examen d'un certain nombre 
de questions particulierement importantes. 

Cette Commission, a la suite du vote de la Conference de Barcelone, comprend 
des membres designes par chacun des Etats suivants : Belgique, Bresil, Chine, E m 
pire britannique, Espagne, France, Italie, Japon, Etats Membres du Conseil; Chili, 
Cuba, Danemark, Pays-Bas, Pologne, Suisse, Uruguay, Etats Membres de la Societe 
des Nations; Esthonie, Membre des organisations techniques. 

Les Etats represented d'une facon permanente au Conseil nomment de droit 
un membre; les' autres Etats ont ete elus par la Conference de Barcelone. 

II est a signaler que le Reglement interieur de la Conference permettait a un 
certain nombre d'Etats de se grouper entre eux de telle maniere que les votes 
dont beneficiait 1'un quelconque des Etats faisant partie du groupement soient 
reportes automatiquement sur un seul et a eviter ainsi la dispersion. 

Les Etats scandinaves, d'une part, les Etats baltiques, d'autre part, enfin la 
Pologne et la Finlande ont fait usage et ont beneficie de ce procede de groupement. 
A ce propos, le Conseil, ayant constate que si 1'universality du monde etait remar
quablement representee a la Commission consultative, toutefois, par suite de la 
limitation du nombre des membres, il se trouvait qu'aucun des Etats riverains du 
Danube n'etait appele a designer un membre de la Commission, malgre leur compe
tence particuliere dans un grand nombre de questions qui devaient etre traitees 
eventuellement par la Commission, avait egalement invite la Commission consul
tative et technique a examiner dans sa premiere session 1'opportunity et les moyens 
d'associer d'une facon aussi complete et permanente que possible a ses travaux un 
ou plusieurs de ces Etats . 

La Commission consultative et technique des Communications et du Transit 
s'est reunie a Geneve le 25 juillet. Elle devait, dans sa premiere session, accomplir 

.un triple travail, a savoir : constituer son organisation interieure, examiner les 
vceux de la Conference de Barcelone transmis par la Conference ou par le Conseil, 
enfin prendre la suite du Comite provisoire des Communications et du Transit, en 
examinant les diverses questions pratiques engagees deja, avant la reunion de la 
Conference de Barcelone, par ce Comite. 

E n ce. qui concerne sa constitution, la Commission consultative a d'abord 
elabore son Reglement interieur. En conformite de ce Reglement, elle a elu pour un 
an seulement son President et ses Vice-Presidents, estimant que dans les orga
nismes relevant de la Societe des Nations, le principe du roulement de lapresidence 
devait etre obligatoire. 

Ann de diminuer, dans la mesure du possible, la frequence des seances de la 
Commission et de se conformer strictement aux intentions de l'Assemblee qui a 
voulu eviter la creation de grandes organisations permanentes, la Commission 
a decide de creer de petites sous-commissions dans lesquelles pourrait etre reparti 
le travail de premiere elaboration des resolutions de la Commission. C e s t ainsi 
q u ' o n t d e j a ete creees trois sous-commissions, pouvant se reunir, le cas echeant, 
sans qu'il soit besoin de convoquer la Commission; a savoir: une sous-commission 
pour les transports par voies ferrees, une sous-commission pour les transports par 
eau et une sous-commission pour les affaires generates et statistiques. La compo
sition et le bureau de la Commission et des sous-commissions sont en annexe 
(Annexe I ) . 

Le travail de ces sous-commissions, comme celui de la Commission pleniere, peut 
comporter 1'assistance d'experts, ainsi qu'il a ete prevu a 1'article 5 du Reglement 
d'organisation adopte a Barcelone. En conformite- des dispositions de cet article, 
qui avait ete d'ailleurs rappele a son attention par le Conseil, la Commission a pu 
deferer au desir du Conseil, auquel elle s'est entierement jointe, d'associer les Etats 
riverains du Danube a ses travaux. Elle a, des a present, designe un expert tcheco
slovaque en matiere de chemins de fer pour 1'assister dans son ceuvre. Elle pourra 
eVentuellement, dans "la mesure des^besoins, faire appel a d'autres competences. 

Dans le meme ordre d'idees, la Commission a recu communication du projet 
de budget de 1'Organisation des Communications et du Transit pour 1'annee 1922. 



III. 

MEETING OF T H E A D V I S O R Y A N D TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
FOR COMMUNICATIONS A N D TRANSIT. 

The Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit 
had, therefore, at its first meeting to examine a certain number of questions of 
special importance. 

In accordance with the decisions of the Barcelona Conference, this Committee 
includes members appointed by each of the following States: Belgium, Brazil, China, 
British Empire, France, Italy, Japan, Spain, States Members of the Council; Chile, 
Cuba, Denmark, the Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland, Uruguay, States Members 
of the League of Nations; Esthonia, Member of the Technical Organisations. 

States permanently represented on the Council have the right to appoint one 
member; the other States were elected by the Barcelona Conference. 

It should be pointed out that the rules of procedure of the Conference allowed 
a certain number of States to group themselves together in such a w a y that the 
votes at the disposal of any one of the States forming part of any such group were 
automatically registered in favour of a single State, with the object of avoiding 
dispersion. 

Advantage was taken of this method of grouping by the Scandinavian States, 
the Baltic States and also b y Poland and Finland. In this connection, the Council 
saw that, though the world, as a whole, was remarkably well represented on the 
Advisory Committee, yet, as a result of the limitation of the number of members, 
none of the riparian States of the Danube was called upon to appoint a member 
of the Committee, in spite of the fact that they were particularly competent to 
deal with a large number of questions which must eventually be dealt with b y the 
Committee;- the Council therefore recommended the Advisory and Technical 
Committee to consider at its first meeting the desirability and the means of asso
ciating one or more of these States in its labours in as complete and permanent a 
way as possible. 

The Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit met 
at Geneva on July 25th. At its first meeting, it had a triple task to fulfil, namely, 
to adopt its rules of procedure, to consider the recommendations of the Barcelona 
Conference as transmitted by the Conference or b y the Council, and to continue 
the work of the Provisional Committee for Communications and Transit by consi
dering the various practical problems with which this Committee had been dealing 
before the meeting of the Conference at Barcelona. 

As regards its constitution, the Advisory and Technical Committee first of 
all drew up its rules of procedure. In accordance with these rules, it elected its 
president and vice-presidents for one year only, as it considered that in the orga
nisations under the League of Nations the principle of rotation should be obliga
tory with regard to the office of president. 

In order to reduce, as far as possible, the number of meetings of the Committee, 
and to conform strictly to the intentions of the Assembly, which desired to avoid 
the creation of large permanent organisations, the Committee decided to form 
small Sub-Committees to divide the preliminary work of preparing the resolutions 
of the Committee. Three Sub-Committees have already been formed with the right 
to meet, if necessary, without there being any need to convene the whole Committee. 
That is to say: a Sub-Committee for transport by rail, a Sub-Committee for 
transport by water, and a Sub-Committee for general affairs and statistics. The 
composition and the officers of the Committee and the Sub-Committees are given 
in an annex (Annex I). 

The work of these Sub-Committees, like that of the Full Committee, may 
involve the assistance of experts, as provided for b y Article 5 of the Rules of Organi
sation adopted at Barcelona. In conformity with the provisions of this Article, 
to which its attention had, moreover, been drawn by the Council, the Committee 
was able to comply with the desire of the Gouncil, in which it entirely concurred, 
that the Danube riparian States should be associated in its work. I t has already 
appointed a Czecho-Slovak expert on railways. If the need arises, it m a y call upon 
further expert advice. 

Similarly, the Committee has received the draft budget for the Organisation 
of Communications and Transit for the year 1922. It has recommended that, 



A ce propos, elle a emis le vceu que, dans 1'avenir, les projets de budgets lui soient 
communiques avant leur approbation par le Conseil. 

Elle a egalement attire 1'attention du Conseil et de 1'Assemblee sur le voeu 
que les frais afferents au budget devraient etre repartis entre tous les Etats, Mem
bres de la Societe des Nations ou non, qui font partie de reorganisation des Commu
nications et du Transit. Ce voeu a ete transmis au Conseil. 

En ce qui concerne les vceux de la Conference de Barcelone, la Commission a 
renvoye a 1'examen des sous-commissions competentes le voeu relatif a la Conven
tion sur les Voies ferrees, avec mission d'en engager le plus tot possible les travaux 
preparatoires, ainsi que deux vceux transmis directement par la Conference, 1'un 
portant sur la simplification des tarifs interieurs des chemins de fer, et 1'autre sur 
la cession d'energie hydraulique entre Etats . 

Elle a estime que le vceu relatif au renouvellement de la Commission consul
tative et technique apres quatre ans n'etait pas d'un examen urgent et ne necessitait 
pas une action de 1'Assemblee des 1921; aussi elle a decide de ne faire pour le moment 
aucune proposition a ce sujet a 1'Assemblee. En revanche, elle s'est associee au 
vceu de la Conference de Barcelone, approuve par le Conseil, relatif a la reunion de 
plein droit des conferences generates sur demande d'un tiers des Membres de la 
Societe des Nations. Elle a adopte a ce sujet un projet de resolution joint en annexe 
(Annexe II) qu'elle propose a 1'adoption de 1'Assemblee. 

La Commission a cru devoir porter a la connaissance du President du Conseil 
de la Societe des Nations 1'interet qu'il y aurait a ce que la date a laquelle 
expire le delai pour la signature des Conventions fut rappelee aux gouvernements 
represented a Barcelone et qui n'ont pas encore signe les Conventions qui y furent 
adoptees, et la necessite d'attirer leur attention sur 1'avantage qu'il y aurait a ce 
qu'ils puissent designer aussitot que possible les plenipotentiaries charges de 
proceder a cette signature. 

En ce qui concerne 1'examen des questions deja anterieurement posees devant 
le Comite provisoire des Communications et du Transit, la Commission s'est sur
tout attached a reprendre l'ceuvre engagee pour la simplification des passeports, 
formalites douanieres, et 1'extension des services de chemins de fer a billets directs 

Une conference qui comprenait les representants specialistes de tous les Etats 
europeens ainsi que de la Chine et du Japon, avait ete tenue sur 1'initiative du Comite 
provisoire a Paris, en octobre 1920. Un projet precis du regime des passeports y 
avait ete etabli d'un accord unanime sur presque tous les points. Les recommanda
tions de cette Conference des Passeports, Formalites douanieres et Billets directs, 
ont ete transmises a. tous les Gouvernements. 

Un certain nombre de progres ont deja ete realises. Mais, dans une question 
qui interesse a un si haut point les communications entre les peuples,' et devant 
1'accord unanime des specialistes a la Conference, la Commission a estime que la 
Societe des Nations ne devait pas se contenter d'un succes partiel, mais faire encore 
une fois appel a la bonne volonte de tous les Gouvernements pour realiser, dans toute 
la mesure du possible, les simplifications et les ameliorations suggerees par la Confe
rence. Aussi a-t-elle decide de prier 1'Assemblee d'attirer sur ce point 1'attention de 
tous les Membres de la Societe en une resolution jointe en annexe (Annexe III). 

La question de 1'application des formalites des passeports aux membres des 
Commissions de la Societe des Nations fait aussi f o b jet d'un texte soumis a 1'Assem
blee (Annexe IV). 

Des apres sa premiere reunion, la Commission consultative et technique a 
conscience qu"immediatement, et de plus en plus a mesure qii'entreront en vigueur 
les Conventions de Barcelone, elle sera appelee a jouer dans ce domaine technique, 
et bien qu'en restant strictement dans sa mission de simple organe consultatif des 
Membres de la Societe, de 1'Assemblee et du Conseil, un role qui peut devenir essentiel 
pour la pacification entre les peuples et pour 1'augmentation du bien-etre general. 
Organisme de liaison entre les administrations techniques de tous les pays, 
charge de 1'initiative parfois difficile de proposer les mesures propres a assurer, 
a tout moment, la liberte des communications et du transit, il lui appartient 
d'elever entre eux, par ses avis et ses suggestions, par 1'autorite morale qu'elle doit 
se proposer d'acquerir, la conscience de leur solidarite d'interets et la volonte de 
coordonner leurs efforts. 



in future, the draft budgets should be communicated to it before they are approved 
by the Council. 

It has also drawn the attention of the' Council and of the Assembly to the 
recommendation that the expenses in this budget should be divided among all 
the States, whether Members of the League or not, which form part of the Organi
sation for Communications and Transit. This recommendation has been transmitted 
to the Council. 

The Committee has referred to the appropriate Sub-Committees for consider
ation, the recommendation regarding the Convention on Railways with instruc
tions to proceed as soon as possible with the preparatory work, together with two 
resolutions transmitted directly by the Conference,- one on the simplification of 
internal railway rates and the other referring to the cession of hydraulic power 
from one State to another. 

The Committee considered that the lecommendation concerning the renewal 
of the Advisory and Technical Committee after four years did not require urgent 
consideration, nor necessitate action by the Assembly in 1921; it therefore decided 
to lay no proposal on this matter, for the moment, before the Assembly. On the 
other hand, it associated itself unanimously with the recommendation of the Barce
lona Conference, approved by the Council, concerning fully authorised meetings 
of General Conferences upon the request of one-third of the Members of the 
League of Nations. It adopted a draft resolution, which is attached (Annex II), 
proposed for adoption by the Assembly.. 

The Committee thought that it ought to bring to the notice of the President 
of the Council of the League of Nations the importance of reminding the Govern
ments represented at Barcelona which had not yet signed the Conventions, there 
adopted, of the date on which the time limit for the signature of these Conven
tions expired, and of the necessity of drawing their attention to the advantages 
of appointing, as soon as possible, plenipotentiaries wi th instructions to perform 
the act of signature. 

As regards the consideration of the questions previously laid before the Provi
sionE 1 Committee for Communications and Transit, the Committee has devoted special 
attention to the resumption of the work undertaken lor the simplification of pass
ports, Customs formalities ?nd the extension olrailway services with through tickets. 

A Conference, which included expert representatives of all the European States, 
s s well as of China and Japan, was held on the initiative of the Provisional Com
mittee in Paris in October, 1920. A definite plan to deal with passports was there 
diawn up, unanimous agreement being obtained on almost all points. The recom
mendations of this Confeience on passports, Customs formalities and through 
tickets have been transmitted to all the Governments. 

A .certa in amount of progress has already been made, but considering the 
importance of the question of communications between nations, and in view of 
the unanimous agreement of the experts attending the Conference, the Committee 
thought that the League of Nations should not rest content with a partial success, 
but that it should once again appeal to the goodwill of all the Governments, urging 
them to carry out, as far as possible, the simplifications and improvements suggested 
by the Conference. It therefore decided to ask the Assembly to draw the attention 
of all the Members of the League to this point in the attached resolution (Annex III). 

The question of the application of passport formalities to members of the 
Committees of the League of Nations, is also the subject of a document submitted 
to the Assembly (Annex IV). 

Immediately Jafter its first meeting, the Advisory and Technical Committee 
realised that, though restricted to its lcapacity as an advisory organisation of the 
Members .of the League, the Assembly and the Council, it would at once, and to 
an increasing degree as the Barcelona Conventions came into force, be called upon 
to play a great part in their technical work — a part which might become essential 
for the maintenance of peace between nations and for the development of the general 
welfare. As the organisation forming the link between the technical administrations 
of all the countries, and entrusted with the sometimes difficult duty of initiating 
the proposal of measures to assure the continuous freedom of communications 
and transit, it should endeavour by advice and by suggestion, by the moral 
authority which it should obtain, to educate all countries to a stronger feeling of 
close union of interests and to a greater desire for co-operation. 



A N N E X E I 

COMMISSION CONSULTATIVE ET TECHNIQUE DES COMMUNICATIONS ET DU TRANSIT. 

President : M. le Jonkheer D  r W . J. M. van EYSINGA. (Designe par le Gouvernement 
des Pays-Bas.) 

Professeur a 1'Universite de Leyde, Membre de la Commission centrale pour 
la Navigation du Rhin. 

Vice-presidents : M. J. E. BALDWIN . (Designe par le Gouvernement de l'Empire 
britannique.) 

Representant de la Grande-Bretagne dans les Commissions fluviales. 

Son Excellence M. Benjamin FERNANDES Y MEDINA . (Designe par le Gouverne
ment de 1'Uruguay.) 

Ministre plenipotentiaire en Espagne. 

Son Excellence le Docteur Aristides de AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT . (Designe par le 
Gouvernement de Cuba.) 

Envoye extraordinaire, Ministre plenipotentiaire a Berlin. 

M. AMUNATEGUI . (Designe par le Gouvernement du Chili.) 
Secretaire general des Tribunaux arbitraux mixtes. 

M. Guillermo BROCKMANN . (Designe par le Gouvernement de 1'Espagne.) 
Inspecteur general des Ponts et Chaussees. 

M Albert CLAVEILLE. (Designe par le Gouvernement de la France.) 
Senateur, ancien Ministre des Travaux publics, President de la Commission 

centrale pour la Navigation du Rhin. 

M. le Docteur Robert HEROLD . (Designe par le Gouvernement de la Suisse.) 
Directeur des Chemins de fer du Toggenburg, Privat-Docent a 1'Universite 

de Zurich. 

M. P. A. HOLCK-COLDING. (Designe par le Gouvernement du Danemark.) 
Chef de Bureau au Ministere des Travaux publics. 

M. E. MONTARROYOS . (Designe par le Gouvernement du Bresil.) 
Ingenieur, ancien Capitaine d'Etat-Major. 

Son Excellence M. Charles-Robert PUSTA. (Designe par le Gouvernement de T E s 
thonie.) 

Ministre plenipotentiaire a Paris. 

M. S. SATAKE. (Designe par le Gouvernement du Japon.) 
Ancien Directeur general au Ministere des Chemins de Fer. 

M. Girolamo SINIGALIA. (Designe par le Gouvernement de 1'Italie.) 
Inspecteur superieur des Chemins de Fer du Royaume dTtalie, Representant 

de lTtalie aux Commissions fluviales. 

M. le Docteur STIEVENARD. (Designe par le Gouvernement de la Belgique.) . 
Membre de la Delegation beige a la Commission centrale pour la Navigation 

du Rhin. 

M. le Docteur TCHEOU-WEI . (Designe par le Gouvernement de la Chine.) 
Ingenieur des Ghemins de Fer. 

M. Bohdan WINIARSKI. (Designe par le Gouvernement de la Pologne.) 
Professeur a la Faculte de Droit de 1'Universite de Poznan. 



A N N E X I. 

ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE FOR COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT. 

President: Jonkheer Dr. W. J. M. van EYSINGA. (Appointed by the Government 
of the Netherlands.) 

Professor at the University of Leyden, Member of the Central Commission 
of the Rhine. 

Vice-Presidents: Mr. J. E. BALDWIN . (Appointed by the Government of the British 
Empire.) 

British Representative on the Waterways Commissions. 

His Excellency M. Benjamin FERNANDES Y MEDINA . (Appointed by the Gdvern
ment of Uruguay.) 

Minister Plenipotentiary in Spain. 

His Excellency Dr. Aristides de AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT . (Appointed by the 
Government of Cuba.) 

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Berlin. 

M. AMUNATEGUI . (Appointed b y the Government of Chile.) 
Secretary-General of the Mixed Courts of Arbitration. 

M. Guillermo BROCKMANN . (Appointed by the Government of Spain.) 
Inspector-General of Bridges and Roads. 

M. Albert CLAVEILLE. (Appointed by the Government of France.) 
Senator, former Minister of Public Works, President of the Central Corn

mission of the Rhine. 

Dr. Robert HEROLD . (Appointed by the Government of Switzerland.) 
Director of Railways of Toggenburg, Privat-Docent at the University of Zurich. 

M. P. A. HOLCK-COLDING. (Appointed by the Government of Denmark.) 
Chef de Bureau at the Ministry of Public Works. 

M. E. MONTARROYOS . (Appointed by the Government of Brazil.) 
Engineer, former Staff Captain. 

His Excellency M. Charles Robert PUSTA. (Appointed by the Government of Estho
nia.) Minister Plenipotentiary in Paris. 

M. S. SATAKE. (Appointed by the Government of Japan.) 
Former Director-General at the Ministry of Railways. 

M. Girolamo SINIGALIA. (Appointed b y the Government of Italy.) 
Chief Inspector on the State Railways, Italian Representative on the Water

ways Commissions. 

" Dr. STIEVENARD. (Appointed b y the Government of Belgium.) 
Member of the Belgian Delegation of the Central Commission of the Rhine. 

Dr. TCHEOU-WEI . (Appointed by the Government of China.) 
Railway Engineer. 

M. Bohdan WINIARSKI. (Appointed b y the Government of Poland.) 
Professor of Law at the Poznan University. 



SOUS-COMMISSION POUR LES TRANSPORTS PAR VOIES FERREES. 

MM. CLAVEILLE, President. 
SATAKE, Vice-President. 
SINIGALIA. 
BROCKMANN. 
. HEROLD. 
AMUNATEGUI. 
BALDWIN. 

SOUS-COMMISSION POUR LES TRANSPORTS PAR EAU. 

M M . MONTARROYOS , President. 
WINIARSKI, Vice-President. 
BALDWIN. 
van EYSINGA. 
FERNANDES Y MEDINA. 
STIEVENARD. 
TCHEOU-WEI. 
AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT (pour les questions maritimes). 

SOUS-COMMISSION POUR LES AFFAIRES GENERALES ET STATISTIQUES. 

MM. SINIGALIA, President. 
HOLCK-COLDING, Vice-President. 
AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT. 
TCHEOU-WEI. 
PUSTA. 

A N N E X E II 

PROJET DE RESOLUTION 
PROPOSEE A L'ADOPTION DE L'ASSEMBLEE PAR LA COMMISSION CONSULTATIVE 

ET TECHNIQUE LE 26 JUILLET 1921. 

Sans prejudice des dispositions du 40 du g 1 de la resolution du 9 decembre 
1920 sur F Organisation des Communications et du Transit, les Conferences generales 
des Communications et du Transit se reuniront au siege de la Societe des Nations 
de plein droit, sur la demande d'un tiers des Membres de la Societe des Nations. 
Une telle demande devra etre adressee au Secretaire general de la Societe, 1'ordre 
du jour de la Conference etant joint a la demande. Le Secretaire general de la 
Societe sera charge de convoquer la Conference. 



SUB-COMMITTEE FOR TRANSPORT BY RAIL. 

M M . CLAVEILLE, President. 
SATAKE, Vice-President. 
SINIGALIA. 
BROCKMANN. 
HEROLD. 
AMUNATEGUI. 
BALDWIN. 

SUB-COMMITTEE FOR TRANSPORT BY WATER 

M M . MONTARROYOS , President. 
WINIARSKI, Vice-President. 
BALDWIN. 
van EYSINGA. 
FERNANDES Y MEDINA. 
STIEVENARD. 
TCHEOU-WEI. 
AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT (for maritime questions). 

SUB-COMMITTEE FOR GENERAL AFFAIRS AND STATISTICS. 

M M . SINIGALIA, President. 
HOLCK-COLDING, Vice-President. 
AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT. 
TCHEOU-WEI. 
PUSTA. 

A N N E X I I . 

DRAFT RESOLUTION 
PROPOSED, ON JULY 26TH, IQ2I, BY THE ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE, 

FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

Without prejudice to the terms of paragraph 4, of section 1 of the Resolu
tion of December 9th, 1920, relating to the Organisation for Communications, and 
Transit, the general Conferences on Communications and Transit shall meet ex 
officio at the seat of the League on the request of one-third of the Members of the 
League. Such request shall be addressed to the Secretary-General of the League, 
and the Agenda of the Conference should be attached to the request. I t shall 
be the duty of the Secretary-General of the League to convene the Conference. 



A N N E X E III 

PROJET DE RESOLUTION 
PROPOSEE A L'ADOPTION DE L'ASSEMBLEE PAR LA COMMISSION CONSULTATIVE 

ET TECHNIQUE LE 26 JUILLET I92I. 

La Commission, ayant pris connaissance des reponses adressees par les divers 
gouvernements a la suite des resolutions adoptees par la Conference des Passe
ports, Formalites douanieres et Billets directs, tenue a Paris en octobre 1920, constate 
avec la plus vive satisfaction qu'un certain nombre d'Etats ont deja mis en vigueur 
une partie des mesures, si importantes pour les relations entre les peuples, preco
nisees a 1'unanimite par cette Conference relativement a la simplification des forma
lites d'obtention et de visa de passeports, a la reduction des prix et a l'unification 
du regime des passeports. 

Elle prie 1'Assemblee d'attirer 1'attention de tous les Etats qui n'ont pas 
encore pu accueillir les recommandatiohs de la Conference, sur 1'urgence qu'il y 
aurait afreprendre 1'etude de la question et a informer le Secretaire general de la 
Societe des solutions ulterieurement adoptees. 

A N N E X E IV 

PRO JET DE RESOLUTION 
PROPOSEE A L'ADOPTION DE L'ASSEMBLEE PAR LA COMMISSION CONSULTATIVE 

ET TECHNIQUE LE 27 JUILLET IQ2I. 

Les membres des diverses Commissions de la Societe seront admis a jouir, 
pendant la duree de leur mandat, de toutes- facilites possibles en matiere de 
passeports, notamment en ce qui concerne la concession des visas et leur duree. 
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A N N E X I I I . 

DRAFT RESOLUTION 
PROPOSED, ON JULY 26TH, 1921, BY THE ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE, 

FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

The Committee, having taken note of the replies sent by the various Govern
ments to the resolutions adopted by the Conferenc,e^on Passports, Customs Forma
lities and Through Tickets, held at Paris in October, 1920, notes with great satis
faetion that a certain number of States have already put into effect a proportion 
of the measures, so important from the point of view of international relations, 
which were unanimously recommended by this Conference, relating to the simpli
fication of formalities for obtaining passports and visas, to the reduction in their 
cost and the unification of the passport system. 

The Committee begs the Assembly to draw the attention of all the States 
which have not yet been able to accept the Recommendations of the Conference 
to the urgency of a reconsideration of the question and of notification to the Secre
tary-General of the League of Nations of any subsequent solutions adopted. 

A N N E X IV . 

DRAFT RESOLUTION 
PROPOSED, ON JULY 27TH, I92I, BY THE ADVISORY AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

All possible passport facilities - particularly in regard to the granting of 
visas and their duration — shall be granted to members of the various Committees 
of the League during the period of their service. 



II R A P P O R T D E S: E . M. QUINONES D E LEON 
ADOPTE PAR LE CONSEIL LE 2 S E P T E M B R E 1921. 

La Commission consultative et technique des Communications et du Transit 
qui n'a tenu, a. 1'heure actuelle, qu'une session entre le 25 et le 28 juillet dernier, 
a adresse au Conseil, pour etre sounds a 1'Assemblee, un rapport general extreme
ment complet sur 1'ceuvre de 1'Organisatioh des Communications et du Transit 
entre la premiereet la deuxieme session de 1'Assemblee. 

Par ce rapport, le Conseil et 1'Assemblee auront ainsi non seulement un tableau 
technique d'ensemble des questions posees et traitees a la Conference de Barcelone, 
constitutive de 1'Organisation, mais encore pourront voir avec la plus grande satis
faction comment la Commission consultative — creee par la derniere Assemblee 
et issue de la Conference de Barcelone.— s'est, des sa premiere reunion, engagee 
dans la voie des realisations immediates. 

En particulier, le Conseil ne peut manquer de prendre connaissance avec interet 
de la suite donnee par la. Commission du Transit aux diverses resolutions adoptees 
par le Conseil a sa derniere session — mentiOnne page 8 du rapport. 

Le Conseil, on s'en souvient, avait renvoye a 1'examen de la Commission du 
Transit un certain nombre de vceux de la Conference de Barcelone, quelques : uns en 
vue de presenter a la prochaine' Assemblee des projets de resolutions. 

Le Conseil avait egalement invite .1a Commission consultative a examiner l'op
portunite et les moyens d'associer a ses travaux, d'une facon aussi complete et per
manente que possible, un ou plusieurs Etats riverains du Danube. La Commission, 
dans son rapport, montre qu'elle a donne satisfaction au desir exprime. par le 
Conseil en designant pour 1'assister un expert tcheco-slovaque. L'invitation de la 
Commission de s'associer au vceu du Conseil ressort d'ailleurs avec plus de details 
de la lettre ci-jointe adressee par le President de la Commission au President du 
Conseil. , 1 

Dans ces conditions, il me semble que le Conseil ne peut que transmettre a 
l'Assemblee le rapport presente par la Commission consultative et technique, en 
rendant hommage aux resultats de la premiere annee d'existence de 1'Organisation 
des Communications et du Transit. . . . . .  . 

GENEVE , le 29 juillet 1921. 

Monsieur le President, . 

La Commission consultative et technique des Communications et du Transit 
a pris connaissance de la resolution adoptee par le Conseil le 18 juin, relative a. la 
participation des Etats riverains du Danube aux travaux de la Commission. 

La Commission a ete unanime a manifester le desir de s'inspirer de cette reso
lution, mais elle a toutefois considere que, conformement au rapport meme de 
M. Quinones de Leon, le seul moyen mis a sa disposition a cet effet par le 
reglement, etait 1'article 5 qui prevoit la nomination d'experts dans les differentes 
matieres qui sont bob jet des etudes de la Commission. 

A cet egard, ayant constate la necessite d'avoir recours immediatement aux 
services d'un expert dans les matieres de chemins de fer, en connexion avec les 
travaux de la premiere sous-commission, qui a deja des questions concretes de cette 
nature a son ordfe du jour, la Commission a cru devoir designer des a present un 
expert dans la personne de M. Lankas, Directeur des Transports au Ministere des 
Chemins de fer tcheco-slovaques, et elle est heureuse de constater que M. Lankas, 
appartient, d'autre part, a un des Etats auxquels se refere la resolution du Conseil. 

La Commission a egalement 1'honneur d'informer le Conseil qu'elle a 1'intention, 
au fur et a mesure que la necessite s'en presentera, de proceder de la meme facon 
a la nomination d'autres experts. 



II. R E P O R T OF H. E. M. QUINONES D E LEON 
A D O P T E D B Y T H E COUNCIL ON SEPTEMBER 2nd, 1921. 

The Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit, which 
so far has only held one meeting, from July 25th to July 28th, has addressed to 
the Council, for submission to the Assembly, a detailed general report on the work 
done b y the Organisation for Communications and Transit between the first and 
second sessions of the Assembly. 

This report will furnish the Council and the Assembly not only with an expert 
survey of the whole of the questions submitted to the Barcelona Conference, which 
constituted the Organisation, and dealt with by that Conference, but will also enable 
them to apprehend with great satisfaction the manner in which the Advisory 
Committee, instituted by the last Assembly and set up by the Barcelona Confe
rence, proceeded at its very first meeting to engage itself in work productive of 
immediate results. 

In particular, the Council will note with interest the effect given b y the Transit 
Committee to the various resolutions adopted by the Council at its last meeting 
(see page 8 of the report.) 

It will be remembered that the Council had referred to the Transit Committee 
for consideration some of the recommendations of the Barcelona Conference, in 
certain cases in order that draft resolutions might be submitted to the next Assem
bly. 

The Council had also invited the Advisory Committee to consider the desira
bility and the means of associating with it in its work one or more of the Riparian 
States of the Danube, in as complete and permanent a way as possible. In its 
report, the Committee shows that it has appointed a Czecho-Slovak expert to assist 
it in its work, in conformity with the desire of the Council. The Councils invitation 
to the Committee to associate itself with the Council's recommendation is illustrated 
more completely by the attached letter from the President of the Committee to 
the President of the Council. 

Under these circumstances it appears to me that the Council can only transmit 
to the Assembly the report presented by the Advisory and Technical Committee, 
acknowledging at the same time the value of the results obtained by the Organi
sation for Communications and Transit in its first year of existence. 

(Translation.) 

GENEVA , July 29th, 1921. 

Sir, 

The Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit has 
noted the Resolution, adopted b y the Council on June 18th, concerning the partici
pation of the Riparian States of the Danube in the work of the Committee. 

The Committee was unanimous in its desire to give effect to this Resolution, 
but, it considered that the only means to this end possible under the Regulations, 
as is shown by the Report of M. Quinones de Leon, was Article 5, providing for the 
appointment of experts on the different subjects which are under consideration 
by the Committee. 

In view of these considerations, as the necessity had arisen for immediate 
recourse to the services of an expert on railways in connection with the work of 
the first Sub-Committee, (which is already considering concrete questions of this 
type), the Committee considered itself called, upon to appoint immediately, as an 
expert, Mr. Lankas, Director of Transport in the Czecho-Slovak Ministry of Rail
ways, and it is glad to be able to state that Mr. Lankas is a national of one of those 
States referred to in the Resolution of the Council. 

The Committee has also the honour to inform the Council that it proposes to 
proceed in the same manner to the appointment of other experts, as occasion arises. 



En particulier, la Commission croit qu'il pourra y avoir probablement lieu a 
la designation d'un expert pour les.questions de transports par eau, et la Commission 
sera heureuse si cette designation peut se porter sur des personnalites ressortissantes 
de l'un des Etats riverains du Danube. 

Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le President, a 1'assurance de ma tres haute 
consideration. 

(Signd) EYSINGA, 
President de la Commission 

consultative et technique . 
.. des Communications et du Transit. 

A Monsieur le President du Conseil 
de la Societe des Nations. 



In particular, the Committee believes that it will probably be necessary.to 
appoint an expert for the question of Transport by Water, and it will be glad if 
this appointment can be made from among nationals of one of the Riparian States 
of the Danube. 

I have the honour, etc. 

(Signed) EYSINGA, 
President of the Advisory and Technical 

Committee for Communications and Transit. 

To the President of the Council 
of the League of Nations. 



im CaGAfllSATJON FOB COMMUNICATIONS 
TO TRANSIT. 

Note: The following. Resolutions, which are 
"based on the Draft Resolutions contained in 
pages IS find 13 of the Report of the Advisory . 
and Technical Committee, were unanimously 
adopted by the Assembly en September 22nd,1921:-

Pirst Resolution, 
Without prejudice to the terms of paragraph 4, of section 

1 of the resolution of December 9th, 1920, relating to the 
Organisation for Communications and Transit, the general 
Conferences on Communications and Transit shall meet as of right 
at the seat of the league on the request of one-tMrd of the 
Members of the league, and the objeot and the A£*8da of the 
Conference should be attached to the request. Iu shall he the 
duty of the Secretary-General of the league to convene the 
Conference. 

Second Resolution. 
The Assembly, having been informed Oh the Report of the 

Advisofy and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit 
on the action to be taken by the Governments with regard to the 
regard to the resolutions adopted by the Conferenoe on Passports, 
Customs' Formalities and Through Tickets, which was held in 
Paris, October, 1920, observed with the keenest satisfaction 
that a certain number of States have already put into force part 
of the measures - so important for international relations, 
and unanimously recommended by this Conferenoe - tending towards 
the simplification of formalities connected with the obtaining 
of passports and visas, the reduction of passport prices, and 
the unification of passport regulations. 

The Assembly draws the attention of all States, v/hich have 
not yet been able to adopt the recommendations of the Conference, 
to the necessity of reconsidering the question, and of informing 
the Seoratary-General of the League of Rations of the solution 
ultimately arrived at. 

Third Resolution. 
The Assembly proposes that the Members of the League of 

Nations should grant to the members of the various Committees 
of the League, during their period of office* every possible 
facility In the matter of passportsj particularly with regard 
to the regulations affecting vis*is and the period of their 
validity. 

Fourth Besolution. 
The Assembly takes note of tho designation by the Advisory 

and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit of a 
railway expert (national- of a riparian State of the Danube),and 
invites the Committee to proceed also, in this next session, to 
the designation of one or more than one other expert, sj)eoially 
qualified in the different matters dealt with by this Committee 
and nationals of other riparian States of the Danube. 

2,Y7hitehall Gardens , 5.w.l. 
September 30th, 1921*1 " 



fS^HdCUMMT IS Tr-E BROBERTY OB HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY1S GOVERNMENT). 

IPIJBBTIAW. C A B I N E T . 

The Ptfime Minister *s reply to ijr, do Valera "a lector of September 19tn. 19211 

Gairloch. 
September 29th, 1921* 

Sir, 
His &;.a;jcstyfs Government have given olose and earnest 

consideration to the correspondence, which has passed be1
tween us feince their Invitation to you to send delegates 
to a.conference at Inverness. In spite of their sincere 
desire for peace, and In spito of the more conciliatory 
tone of your last communication, they cannot enter a oon
ferenee upon the basis of this, correspondence. Notwith
standing your personal assurance to the contrary, which 
they much appreciate, it might be argued in future that the 
acceptance of a conference.on this basis had involved them 
in a recognition which no British Government can accord. 
On this point they must guard themselves againot any possible 
doubt. There is no purpose to be served by any further 
interchange of explanatory and argumentative communioations 
upon this subject. The position taken up by His Majesty^ 
Government is fundamental'to tho-existence, of the British 
Empire, and they cannot alter it. My colleagues and- I remain, 
however, keenly anxious to make, in co-oporation with your 
delegates, another.determined effort to explore every possibil
ity ox settlement by parsonal discussion. The proposals which 
we have already made have been ta&on by tho whole world as 
proof that our endeavours for reconciliation and settlement 

vare no empty form; and we feel that conference, not corres
pondenco, is tho most practical and hopeful way to an under
standing such as wo ardently desire to achieve. Wo therefore 

send 



send herewith a fresh invitation to a conference in London 
on October 11th,. whei-e Wo can meet your delegates as 
spokesmen of the people whom you represent, with a view 
to ascertaining how the association of Ireland with the 
community of nations fcnown as the British Empire may "best 
he reconciled with Irish national aspirations. 

I am, 
Sir, 

Yours faithfully, 
(Sd). D. IdJGYD GEORGE. 
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SECRET.

CP.-3349. 

CABINET, 

W E E K L Y S U R V E Y OE T H E S T A T E OE I R E L A N D . 

MEMORANDUM BY THE CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRELAND. 
I S U B M I  T for the consideration of the Cabinet my survey for the week ended 

the 26th instant. 

GENERAL STATE OF THE COUNTRY. 
Observance of Truce. -

Outside the Ulster Six Counties Area the country continues to enjoy conditions 
not very different from those of normal times, except that the Sinn Feiner is 
triumphant in local government and in local life. There are noticeable increased 
signs of strain due to the protracted negotiations which have kept the more active 
spirits in the rank and file too long in a state of enforced inactivity combined with 
uncertainty ate to the future. The announcement that the Government and. the 
Sinn Fein leaders have composed their preliminary differences and have fixed a date 
for the holding of a Conference would no doubt have the effect of relieving this 
tension, but in view of possible further delays in the next stage of the negotiations, 
it may probably be desirable to set up some more efficient machinery than at present 
exists for dealing with breaches of the truce, which, although comparatively unim
portant in themselves, may at any time be followed by grave unforeseen consequences. 
This matter is already under consideration and will be proceeded with if a Confer
ence is definitely agreed upon. 

In reference to the truce, one very ugly incident occurred which might easily' 
have led to deplorable results. Two private soldiers of the 1st Gloucester Regiment, 
who were cycling unarmed, though in uniform, through Gortnascragga, Newmarket 
District, Co. Cork, came upon the outskirts of an I .R.A. encampment, and on refus
ing to halt were fired upon by the sentries. Fortunately both escaped injury—it is 
possible that the firing was purposely wide and intended merely as a warning—but it 
would not require many incidents of this character to produce a dangerous effect on 
the minds of members of the Crown Forces which would render the continuance of 
the truce almost an impossibility. The Police reports point to an increase of drilling, 
by the I . R A . in all parts of the country. An undoubted breach of the truce was 
committed by a party of the I.R.A., about fifty strong, who forcibly took possession 
on the 20th instant of Ffarristown House, Co. Kildare, an untenanted mansion 
belonging to the estate of the late Mr. Percy La Touche, and proceeded to use.it as 
a barrack and training ground. I am glad to state, however, that the place was' 
evacuated on the 26th instant as a result of representations made to the Sinn Fein 
Liaison Officer, and that no damage of any kind was committed to the property 
during the time of its occupation. 

Renewed Outbreak of Rioting in Belfast. 
Another fierce outbreak of party rioting occurred in Belfast on the 24th instant. 

Sniping commenced at 7 A.M. and continued throughout the day. One man (a 
Roman Catholic) was killed and a man and a woman (both Roman Catholics) were 
wounded by revolver or rifle fire. The disturbances were renewed on the evening of 
the following day and continued throughout the 26th instant. The origin of the 
outbreak has not yet been ascertained, but from the following summary of the events 
of the 25th and 26th instant, issued as a communique by the Military Authorities 
in Belfast, it would appear that the Orange element of the population must bear a 
large share of the responsibility for the bloodshed. 
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Military communique of the 25th September, 1921:—
" Rifle and revolver shooting broke out in Little George's Street just before 

4-50 P.M., and was quietened by the military and police. No casualties or 
damage done. At 6-15 P.M. sniping began from the railway embankment in 
the Ballymacarret area. 

"At 6-35 P.M. a crowd gathered in Wolff Street (Protestant area) and 
threw a bomb into a spirit grocery at the corner of Seaforde Street (Roman 
Catholic area), which is believed to have set fire to it 

"At any rate the grocery was destroyed by fire. The Roman Catholics 
retaliated by throwing a bomb from Seaforde Street into the crowd in Wolff 
Street watching the burning grocery, and caused twenty casualties (all Protes
tants). Sniping went on all over the area until 9-30 P.M. All is quiet there 
since then. 

" A Roman Catholic woman in her house was killed by a shot. It is not 
known from whence the shot came. 

" At 8-45 P.M. a bomb was thrown in Mile water Street (York Road area) 
by Protestants', causing eight Roman Catholic casualties, none of whom was 
killed. Sniping also took place in the area." 
Military communique of the 26th September, 1921:— 

"At 6-15 A.M. shots werefired from the burnt-out public-house at the 
corner of Seaforde Street into Seaforde Street (Roman Catholic locality). At 
6-30 A.M. shots were fired in Clonallen and Sheriff Streets. 

" At 8 A.M. Roman Catholic dock labourers were forced to leave their work 
on Queen's Quay owing to alleged intimidation. At 11 A.M. a mob proceeded to 
Ardenlee Avenue, Ravenhill Road, and attacked Roman Catholic workers 
employed on a football ground. One Roman Catholic was shot in the leg and 
two others were injured by missiles. * 

" About 3 P.M. Roman Catholic workmen at McGladdery's brickworks in 
Springfield Road were forced to leave work by a mob. At about the same time 
a Protestant was assaulted and beaten in Butler Street (Roman Catholic area). 

" At 8-42 P.M. three men entered the public-house of a Roman Catholic on 
the Antrim road and posted up an anti-boycott notice. When leaving one of 
the menfireda shot at the publican, striking him in the throat. 

"At 9-30 P.M. shots werefired from Nelson Street into Gannoyle Street, 
and a Roman Catholic lad, aged 17, was wounded. At 10-15 P.M. shots were 
fired by both factions in the Little George's Street area. There were no 
casualties. 

" Some assaults of a party nature took place during the day, and attacks 
were made on Roman Catholics, spirit groceries and publicans in the New
townards Road area," 
The. total casualties for the week-end werefive killed and seventy-one wounded, 

bringing the total known casualties in the series of riots that have occurred in 
Belfast since the 1st July, 1920, to 128 killed and 970 wounded. 
Trials of Civilians by Court-Martial. 

Three trials of civilians by court-martial were concluded during the week-
In one case afine of £5, or in default two months' imprisonment, was imposed for 
the possession of arms and ammunition. The second case was that of a wireless 
operator, who was sentenced to afine of £15, or in default four months' imprison
menf, for the offence of purchasing an automatic pistol from a soldier; and the third 
that of a Constable of the Royal Irish Constabulary, who was convicted of theft and 
sentenced to one year's imprisonment with hard labour. 
Internment Orders. 

The following statement shows the position as regards internments up to the 
24th instant:— 

Total orders made 4,353 
Orders cancelled for reasons other than release 225 
Releases ordered ... 453 

678 
Number of persons now interned 3,675 

The number of appeals awaiting hearing is 31. 



STATE OF THE POLICE FORCES. 
The following figures show the present strength of the Irish Police Forces : — 

Royal Irish Constabulary. 
Regular Force. 

Strength on the 18th September, 1921 ... 14,016 
Deaths during week ... ... ... 2 
Retirements ... ... ... ... 2 
Resignations ... ... ... ... 4 
Dismissals or discharges ... ... ... 12 

Total wastage ... 20 

Recruits ... ... ... ... Ni l 

Net decrease ... . ... ' ... ... 20 20 

Strength on the 25th September, 1921 ... ... ... 13,996 

Auxiliary Division. 
Strength on the 18th September, 1921 ... ... ... 1,428 

Resignations ... ... ... ... 3 
Transferred to Regular Force ... ... 3 
Dismissals ... .... ... ... 2 

Total wastage ... 8 

Recruits ... ... .... ... Nil 

* Net decrease ... ..... ... ... 8 8 

Strength on the 25th September, 1921 ... ... ... 1,420 

Dublin Metropolitan Police. 

Strength on th
Wastage
Recruits

e 17th 

 ...

September, 1921
 ... 

 ...
 ...
 ...

 ...
 ...

 ...

 ...
 ...
 .

 ...
 Nil 

1 

 1,137 

Net increase ... ... ... ... .1 / 1 

Strength on the 24th.September, 1921 ... ... ... 1,138 

IRISH RAILWAYS LABOUR DISPUTE. 
The labour crisis on the Irish railways resulting from the strike of the shopmen 

against the proposed wage reduction of 6s. per week is still unsettled, and 
unfortunately other grades of railway workers have been involved in the dispute 
in consequence of notices served by the directors of the Great Southern and Western 
Railway terminating the engagements of a number of their locomotive employees 
owing to the partial suspension of traffic caused by the strike. On the 25th instant 
a provisional settlement between the Midland Great Western Railway Company 
and the Dublin and South-Eastern Railway Company and their " shopmen" 
employees was come to at a conference -held in the Ministry of Labour, the agreement 
providing for immediate resumption of work without prejudice, and the arbitration 
within ten days of the question of the reasonableness of the 6s. per week reduction, 
the arbitrator being given power to determine : (a) the amount of the reduction, 
if any; (b) the date when the reduction, if any; comes into operation; and (c) the 
right to district rates of pay. The Arbitration Tribunal, which will be presided 
over by Lord Justice O'Connor, has also been given the right to postpone its decision 
for a reasonable period at its discretion. The Great Southern ana Western Railway 
Company was not represented at the conference, but has since expressed their 
willingness to accept the arbitration of Mr. Corrigan, K.C., the arbitrator appointed 
by the Lord Chancellor of Ireland under the recent agreement between the Irish 
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Railway Companies and the Railway Unions representing the majority of the 
railway workers. In view of the fact that the "shopmen" constitute a 
comparatively small minority of the railway workers, the appointment of a second 
arbitrator to deal with the question substantially similar to that affecting the genera
body of the workers is regarded by this company as unsatisfactory. To meet the 
objections raised by members of the locomotive staff upon whom the notices 
terminating their employment were served the company have offered to withdraw 
these notices and to substitute notices of suspension only, in accordance with the 
practice obtaining in Great Britain for men of this grade. This concession, 
however, has been rejected by the men affected, who demand an unconditional 
withdrawal of the notices, and at a meeting of the company's locomotive staff, held 
on the 26th instant, it was decided to cease all work that night, when the origina
notices expired. This decision was acted upon this morning, with the result that 
all passenger traffic from Kingsbridge Station to the south and west is for. the 
moment suspended. 

PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN IRELAND. 
Pending the Prime Ministers reply to Mr. de Valera's letter of the 19th instant 

there has been no development of the Irish political situation. Public opinion 
remains optimistic as to the prospect of an early conference, and the statements 
made by Mr. Arthur Griffith in a recent interview given to a representative of the 
Daily Mail have done much to encourage the hope that the Sinn Fein leaders are 
prepared to enter a conference in a more reasonable and practical frame of mind 
than they have hitherto displayed. Special significance is attached to Mr. Griffiths 
statement that " the only thing that matters or is binding on the parties that confe 
is theirfinal agreement. Interim attitudes are wiped out by that agreement." 

H. G. 
Irish Office, S.W., September 29, 1921. 



STATEMENT showing Total Number of Outrages from January 1, 1919, to 
August 13, 1921. 

Weekly Totals to Week ended September 24, 1921, and Totals at that date. 

Week ended— 

Totals from 
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 Totals 
to 

Sept. 24, 
1921. 

Jan. 1, 1919, 
to Nature of Outrage. 

Aug.13,1921. 

Courthouses destroyed 88 88 

R.I.C. vacated barracks destroyed 522 * * 522 

K.1.0. vacated barracks damaged 121 121 

R.I.C. occupied barracks destroyed 25 25 

R.I.C. occupied barracks damaged 267 *- 267 

Eaids on mails 2,567 . . .  2,567 

Raids on coastguard stations and light
houses . . .97 97 

Raids for arms 3,220 3,220 

Raids on offices of rate collectors and 
Pettvj Sessions clerks 122 ..... 122 

Policemen killed 405 405* 

Policemen wounded 683 683f 

Policemen fired at, &c. Not recorded 2 : 

Soldiers killed 150 'l50 

Soldiers wounded 345 345 

Soldiers fired at, &c. Not recorded 1 

Civilians killedj 196 196 

Civilians wounded 185 185 

Totals . . 8,993 1 3 1 8,993 

Arrests for outrages and political 
offences . . . . ... 

* This figure includes six Special Constables, 
t This figure includes ten Special Constables. 
j These figures do not include casualties in Ulster riots during period June-September 1920; 

twenty civilian deaths occurred in Londonderry riots and sixty-two in Belfast riots during that period. 

N.B.—The above particulars do not include outrages of a kind which are not now being committed, 
e.g., 119 raids on revenue offices, which occurred during months of April and May 1920, and resulted in 
the destruction of many official documents and much other public property. Minor forms of outrages 
(e.g., intimidation, cattle-driving, &c.) are also not included. The Agreement for,the cessation of hostilities came 
into force on the 11th July, 1921. 
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S U M M A R Y 

There has been a falling off in the attendance at unemployed 
demonstrations in London during the week, but demonstrations have 
continued to be held throughput the country. My Livemool 
correspondent comments on tue pitiable appearance of some of the 
demonstrators and says that tnere is a growing feeling among them 
that something is wrong with our social system. 

There has been no serious disorder during the week, but at a 
patriotic meeting in London last night organised opposition broke 
up the meeting and tore up the Union Jack, seriously assaulting a 
man who tried to prevent it. 

Further evidence is given of the practical identity between 
the National Administrative Council of Unemployed and the instruc
tions given from Moscow regarding the a.;?itntion among the unemployed. 

Thursday, October 13th, has been fixed for "monster" demonstra
tions throughout the country. They are to be simultaneous in order 
to prevent police forces from reinforcing one another. -

The imprisoned Poplar Guardians demand unconditional release 
before there is any conference with tne Government. 

The Communist Party has made incorrect returns of tiie 
Caerphilly Election expenses to the Returning Officer. 

The "Daily Herald" and "The Communist" are publishing articles 
which amount to incitement to violence. 

The miners are approaching the Government in respect of...the 
unexpended balance of the subvention. 

The engineers have failed to agree with employers and have 
appealed/ 



appealed to the Minister of Labour to exercise his power 
under the Industrial Courts Act end so effect, a settlement. 

In Ireland matters have taken a turn for the worse. Collii 
has been circulating a report that there is disagreement in 
the Cabinet end that full advantage must be taken of it. 



THE UMBMPLOYflD 

On-. SeptemberOUith the wholly unemployed, who are still 
In receipt of the--xmemployment donation, numbered 1,469,700 
and on September 9th the partially employed numbered 381,900; 
to the first total, however, several thousands should be 
added for the workers who have exhausted their benefits and 
have not maintained their registration and who are, in most 
cases, a charge on the rates. The number of registered 
unemployed in London oh September 16th was 137,526, apart 
from short time workers. 

According to reports received there has been a further 
alight decrease in the number of unemployed meetings and in 
the. number of demonstrators: ahout 60,000 people have attended 
meetings in the following olae^s during the week: Altrincham, 
Battersea (6); Birmingham, Brixton (5); Cable Street Chapel, 
Camberwell (3); Cardiff (Cath3V rs Park), Cardiff (Priory Street) 
Clapham (3); - Clerkenwell, Dalston, Bonton, Socles (2); Sltham, 

. Fulham (Z); Poleshill, Glasgow (4); Hoxton, Kennington, Lambeth, 
Lambe th (Ho rt h), Leeds, Leicester (o); Leigh, Leyton (2); 
Liverpool.(8); Ludworth, Newport, pontynool, Salford, Shadwell, 
Shepherd's Bush (5); Suoreditoh, Southampton, Southwiok, 
Spring bum (Glasgow), Stepney (2); St. Helens (2); Stratford 
(5); Stroud, Swansea, Tredegar, W&lham Green (b); Wandsworth (4) 
W^lsall, Warwick, Westminster (5); Wolverhampton, Vfoolwich (4). 

The P&rliamentary Coneziittee of the Trade Union Congress 
and the Executive of the Labour Party have jointly submitted 
"to the Government and the Public" a lengthy statement upon the 
"present national situation" in regard to unemployment: this 
has been published in full in the Press and contains few new 
features, apart from the elaboration of certain schemes for 
Government trading on the lines of State socialism. 

Information bearing out the instructions given to the 
Wost/ 



West European Secretariat of the Third International in the 
circular quoted in ray Report No. 133, has "been received from a 
trustworthy source in Norway. Wort is to be carried on through 
the unemployed on the following lines: 

(l) Doles are to he demanded on a scale equalling the 
weekly wage of the industry. 

(2) "As municipalities are more likely to yield to 
suoh demands, the first attacks of this kind should bel 
directed against munioipalities. Every kind of 
such activities must be directed in a way as to 
exclude any possibility of tracing them back to 
general scheme. The demands of the workers should 
appear to be local demands, having no apparent 
connection with similar attempts in the same country." 

My correspondent states that the underlying object of these 
instructions ist 

" (a) To camouflage the subversive activity of the 
Communist Youth International. 

(b) To weaken municipal finance in order to compel 
the municipalities to apply to the respective 
Governments for assistance. 

(c) To convince the workers that it pays to be an 
unemployed loyal comrade. 

(d) To compel the various Governments by pressure of 
Parliament and public opinion either to provide 
for an unemployment bonus on a scale which is 
intolerable for the public purses or to oontrol both 
industries and technical trades by a body of members 
elected by the Labour organisations." 

My correspondent adds that in countries where labour is, as 
a whole, anti-Moscow communists have been instructed to avoid the 
use of egressions which might be unpopular, such as "Workers' 
Soviets". Recent events have proved tnat these instructions have 
been acted unon by the National Administrative Council of Unemploy9i 
and that the "Daily Herald" group is agitating to the same end, 
and it is worthy of note that P. H. Zealey, the divisional 
organiser of the National Administrative Council of Unemployed 
/for the Northern Area, has issued the following instructions to 
one of the local secretaries: 

"The/ 
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"The first essential move towards establishing 
an Unemployed Movement is a Mass meeting of the 
people concerned, the position of the Unemployed 
and the necessity of a co-ordinated movement to deal 
with the problem, putting clearly before the meeting 
and arising therefrom a committee olected. 

"Upon election the first duty of the committee 
suould be to immediately approach the Guardians of 
the Poor by DEMONSTRATION and demand adequate 

, maintenance; this should if possible be done 
peaceably and the demands substantiated by local 
information re the most of keeping the inmates of 

-: the workhouse etc., etc. 
"My experience teaches me that a committee of 

..... ; ... -M active Glass Conscious Comrades is sufficient to 
meet the needs of a local movement divided,of course, 
into its sub-committees for detail matter such as 

;;" Board of Guardians, Labour Exchange, Entertainments, 
General Purposes, etc." , 
The Moscow Congress of the Third International in June 

and July of this year devoted considerable attention to tho 
unemployment problem and discussed a thesis which is . 
reviewed by James Clunie in the current issue of the 
"Socialist". The following extract from this thesis explains 
shortly the hopes which Moscow bases upon the existing 
unemployment and the endeavours of the Communist Party to 
obtain control of the movement: 

"By uniting the Unemployed with the proletarian 
Vanguards in the struggle for the Social Revolution, 
the Communist Party will restrain the most rebellious 

 and impatient elements among the unemployed from 
individual desperate acts and enable the entire mass 
to actively sup ort under favourable circumstances the 
struggle of the proletariat, thus developing beyond 
the limits of present conflict and making this 
conflict the starting point of the decisive offensive: 
in a word, this entire mass from a reserve army of 
industry will be transformed into an active army of 
the revolution." 

: The immediate plans of the National Administrative 
Council of Unemployed for large demonstrations throughout 
the oountry on Thursday, October 13th, were given in my 
special report of September S6th. Special leaflets are 
"being printed for distribution during the "week of national 
agitation." 

No serlbus disorders have occurred in the London area 
during the week, but windows of houses belonging to two 
Croydon Guardians were smashed on September 27th and two 

cases/ 



cases of house"sei&ing^bave occurredin- Shepherd1 s Bush; . , 

inspiration seems to have come in each case, from, bhe local 

unemployed committee,' the chairman of which is Charles 

French, alias Finch, "alias "Cockney Charlie.,"'.; This T n a n - h a s ^  " 

a l i s t of fourteen criminal'convictions; with sentences ranging, 

from 6 weeks' imprisonment to 7 years1 penal servitude for. 

the period 1872 - 1910: .;in;/addition to -s tealing ^various 

articles he twice'absconded-/from the Workhouse with clothing. 

On September 28th about''500 people, 300 of Mihom were 

unemployed, attended a meeting at fill ham "Town Hall, at which 

the speakers were-Sir Thomas Poison and' Sir''G-ebr'ge k a h i l i  . 

After the former had spoken-for about two minutes uproar was 

caused by Hanson of the tfulham unemployed. Sir George "Makgill 

was; not. allowed to speak and: after the" singing of the "Bed. 

Plasj" the meeting' was declared closed. A rush was then made 

for the platform and one young man who tried to defend the 

Union Jack,- which hung in front of tho Chairman's'table, was 

-brutal ly assa\ Ited while the Flag- was torn to. pieces. Uniform 

;.; police then entered the building, after whioh. Hanson was 

carried shoulder; high to Fulham Church, ,where he made a short 

speech. Throughout' the- meeting Hanson's' wife/ was kh$ chief 

heckler. ' 

": There is an unconfirmed rumour, that; the. London District 

Council of Unemployed is making enquiries ,among 11;s members, 

especially among ex-Service men. who may have- souvenirs, .to 

ascertain if any haye arms, or tools suoh as. braces,, dr i l l s 

and spanners. ...... 

Haye has provided 13.H. Brown, the communist -election 

agent at Caerphilly and a prominent member of the Communist 

Part y, who attended the secret meetin&.. at lAanehester in 

December, 19.20,; with credentials sa "acting on behalf, of the 

National Administrative Council of Unemployed 

There has been a distinct decrease in. the numbers 

attending/ 



attending unemployed meetings in the London area and there 
appears to be dissension in certain committees. Speakers 
on the whole are careful to keep within the law and 
few go further than the "D;Mly Herald", which published 
the following on September 26th: 
,. "The Government and the class it serves have 

waited callously, indolently, when they should 
have been preparing. How they must needs improvise 
and pay the added price, 

"It is useless, too, to talk of costi to 
prattle that the country cannot afford it. The 
country can afford it. Jewels sell in Bond Street 
for fabulous prices. Society lives its old 
luxurious1'life. "Money for nothing, is demoralising.1,
bleat tho scribes. We agree. Then.let us take it 
from those who are getting it for nothing, and let 
us spend it on those who have earned it a hundred
fold on battlefield and in wdJrk^shop. 

"The workless must be fed, properly fed, and 
properly clothed, and properly housed, whether or 
not there "be"work for them. And the money for 

. doing it must come from the moneyed classes. 
"Unpleasant for those classes and their lackeys 

in the Cabinet, no doubt. But - we warn them that 
it will be wise to do even this unpleasant thing, 
lest worse befall. 

"We warned them before, We warn them now." 
A similar passage occurred in the leader of the 

following day: 
"The workless have got to be maintained. 

And the Government has got to find ways and means 
of maintaining them, not wi'th promises, but with 
food - and to find those ways and means at onne... 

"The \vorkless, we repeat, have got to be 
maintained. And the Government has got to finance 
their maintenance - whatever economising that may 
ontail for ladies and Gentlemen of M^yfalr. 

"That is the problem that Ministers will be 
well advised to tackle - and not to take three 
weeks about it eitherI That, and not fantastie 
garden Bn^lanus or mysterious and ineffective 
ringing of the exchanges. 

"first things first I 
"Will they do it? All the portents cry 'Ho*'. 

All the ruraours suggest that they will dodge this 
vital/ 
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yital task, and seek to ' cover their evasion tvith a 
cloud; of talk. . And...then: 

1 When, a l  l man. starve, the wild moVsj 
Mliioii -f?i'ot:,' '*-''- :'.' " 

. W i l l . kick you. from your place 
' But t h e n t o d "iabe,"*t'o"o l a te . ' " 

Some light was, thrown op';the; looting of a shop in 

Bowing ton Causeway . on.September ,21st (mentioned in my 

,last report), "by Panning,. of . the Craberwell Unemployed, n 

said at Brixtonon September 24th, that'he was 

"accidentally responsible": he! explained that one of I 

the C\ nberwell unemployed told him that he could not 

go on a march as helhadno boots; ; ' "Just for a joke" 

Panning said, "No boots - there1o plenty round the 

corner" £Jid he "nroposed" the man v/ent and told others 

and that they took him at "his word; Fanning' sdded thai 

i f he had known they were going to get boots he would 

have gone with them, as he could do with a pair himself 

Similar sentiments were expressed by William 

, Pollen, of the Fulham unemployed, v/ho, has been convicts 

for gambling and obstruction at Walham Green on 

September 26th, when he said: 

"I suggest that i f '  man is starving and : a
' cannot find work: and cannot get food by fair means 

;then he must get it by foul means. I should not
hesitate myself. I f you cannot obtain food by 
propei*; means there is no alternative but to 3 t e a l i 

When we were marching to Y/estminster the other daj 
1you could see the old  toffs" sitting at their 

club windows smoking cigars and' laughing at us. 
I saw several, near Piccadilly,, two old women tried 
to break through the ranks and I nearly tripped oi 
up. T wish I had done so. one of them had a fine 

.. rope of pearls round her neck. I give you my 
word there wouldn^t have been man'7 of them left 
afterwards."''' ' !' I 

The Leyton, Walthamstow and District Unemployed I 
Organisation, v/hich i s controlled by Bay, Skipper and I 
Bil ls , has informed Haye that the oommittee "has 

decided! 



decided to adopt the National Administrative 
Council's plane for the National Week of Agitation 
and will carry them cii't'

oat the saraê  'ti:ii'e,''0ne-' thou sand'-.-national cards and 
Ione'thousand;;fl:'agJ3.'" ' - xooirwrhl 

: Tho-;-largest- ddmonstratioh-reported this week 
-was- heId'-ln-;;IslIh£:t6n''Snuare, Liverpool, on 
September'?2r/tli, When'l-t'"wad estimated that the crowd 
ntimbe re d 8,003;; be%we en;:40 arid \ 5 0 wo men carrying 
babies^oadea': the march to^tho"West Derby Guardians. 
With one exception all the members of the unemployed 
ômrqit/tee; - in Liygrpool'-,.are. jepjmmunists hut my 
-corresppMGnt^'. -4whĵ ;(;.are5;;4gir̂ ery \,olQSftr touch with the 
unomployed,(st%to, that it would; he -difficult to \ 
êxajggp̂ atef̂ the.- sqriousneas.v,of. the -situation arising 
from t^j-i^LgliJkj^ îll̂ e.j-jeenj(l,-nj! unemployed: on this 
occasion^, they %8lfk-.,$ar^-wil&ivsat$e&*.i.pn to the 

^^domeagour-^of;^erm^'P,hers and state that hundreds of 
them,.lookedvery; hungry and alra.ost-:;too weak to 
, walk; the majority were. very,, sha^bily dressed but 
.otherwise,respoctable,, although a,,few.were extremely 
dirty. correspondents-.are.. of opinion that ' 
unless SOKE thing-is done speedily to alleviate the 
position in.Liverpool there ,will -be riots. They 
say/ that mixing continually,- fjfith the unemployed they 
find, that a feeling ia grqwin^ â .oa&-.,men and women 
that somethinii .ia -radically, wron^- with a social 
system that allows such -conditions., and that the. 
thou;;ht3. of the ,unemployed, are, xunnixi&j into 
channels whioh would not be open in better 
circumstances: the local communists are aware of 

these/ 
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theso facts and rejoice at the opportunities which] 

they present,; 

,,.She following extract -£tow & speech recentl 
. made by McQuigNan, a oocomunist and a member of thej 
Liverpool Unemployed Committee, is typical of tho 
attitude; of many "unemployabLes": 

was offered four days' work tfc-day,
but I did not take it. For that four*days' 

.. ,; . work I would have received 30/-v I, by %&kii 
" that job, would have lost my 16/- dole for 

this week, and ray dole for nest week, and thai 
is equivalent to what I would have earned by
working. Also, I would not have been oligibll 
for any out-door relief. Therefore, I did nof 
take it." X:jU 

A series' of organisation oonfererioes 
was held by the Labour Party i* the North Eastern 
district during the week-end at whioh considerably 
attention was devoted to the unemployed question: 
- Oil September 24th Messrs. Clynes, Henderson and 
Sidney"Webb addressed a conference of representatil 
of about 600 labour organisations at Ne;vcastle, 
at which a resolution was passed deploring the 
present volume of "unemployment and urging the 
assembling of Parliament to deal with it, 

- - In Durham'andi'itorthufcDe:*Iana the organisetioiig 
of the unemployed is in the hands of Ord andQogaq 

of Oateshoad, Lenagh of Sunderland. V^ioeler and 
Cameron of Newcastle /Alderman Dunlop of South 
Shields and Cribble of Canada and Newcastle . 
The Sunderland committee, whioh has as secretary 
a couimunist Sinn Reiner, consists of six, 
communists, one of whom, Bernstein, is the 

British/ 
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British born son of a Russian Jew and secretary 
of the local branch of the Communist Party. George 
Ord, the chairman of the Gateshead Unemployed 
Committee, has been twice convicted of larceny 
and Aldorman Duhlop has been fined and bound over 
at South Shields for obstruction and for.behaving 
in a manner whereby a breach of the peace, might 
have been occasioned. George V/heeler, who is 
acting as district organiser, is a violent communist 
and recently proposed to Linkskill, another 
British born son of a Russian, Jew and chairman 
of the local branch of the Communist Perty, that 
the unemployed should, demonstrate at midnight, 
march to the house of the Chairman of tho 
Guardians and, if no satisfaction v;ere forthcoming, 
leave it to the unemployed "to smash things up": 
this proposal was made at a committee meeting and 
was favourably considered as it was thought that 
the police would, be in their homes at night. The 

following of this group of communists consists 
of 300 - 400 habitual loafers and criminally 
Inclined individuals, but the majority of unemployed 
has stood aloof since the recent baton charge. 

My Midlands correspondents report that the 
Nottingham and Coventry unemployed appear fairly 
satisfied with the action, of the local authorities 
but others; particularly in Leicester, are very 
restive. A; it at ion in the last named city has 
been much more pronounced since the arrival of 
Jennett of Islington and daily demonstrations 
attended by over 1,OjO are taldLng place. Jennett 
was recently warned by a police inspector when 

speaking/ 



speaking but w a s urged by the crowd to "K"ep on." 
On the morning of September 23rd, about 2,000 
unemployed, who were inclined to be rowdy, assembled 
in the Market Place, Leicester, end marched to the 
Guardians' Offices: a good deal of feeling was 
shown when they were informed that, as a temporary 
measure, forms for ordinary relief would be ready
that evening and the "Ked j?lag" was sung. At 
5 p.raV oh the same day about'1,"500 again 
collected" outside tho GWrdians' Offices and a 
great uproar arose when they were informed that 
they could not see the Guardians before September 
27th: trouble was only averted by the tact of 
the Superintendent of Police.. On September 24th 
about 1.000 men took advantage of an issue by the 
Guardians of credit nobes of 5/- each. My 
correspondent reports that Leicester unemployed 
show great restiveness: the hooligan element is 
becoming more conspicuous at each meeting and 
agitators such as Jonnett, Ley and Gregory are 
continually inciting the unemployed to violence. 

My Birmingham correspondent reports that the 
task of the moderate men, who are attempting to 
counteract the exploitation of the unemployed by 
extremists is becoming increasingly difficult 
and that they say that unless relief measures 
are instituted without' delay they will not be 
responsible for the behaviour of the unemployed. 
The Lord Mt..yor of Birmingham has entered into 
negotiations with the Mayors of Liverpool, 
Manchester, Sheffield, Leeds, Bristol, Hull, 
Bradford andfly-rcastle and. has suggested a meeting 



in London to-day to discuss action in regard to 
the unemployment question: this stfp ia the 
result of; a. decision reacned at a special session 
of the. Birmingham City Council on Septaiclvjr 32nd 
when a deputation of unemployed was received, It 
is noteworthy that the deputation consisted of 
Wc.kefield, the organiser- of the Central area, and 
a member of, the National Administrative Council 
of Unemployed, the. communist Brain, late Midlands 
organiser for the Red.. Trade Union International, 
and Birchley, chairman of the Handsworth Unemployed 
Committee. There is dissension among tne unemployed 
committees in Birmingham owing to.the efforts 
of the communists to oust- the "moderate" members 
of the Independent Labour.;P.r.rty. .; , 

The unemployed in Yorkshire are fairly 
quiescent at the moment, although there is a good 
deal of irritation owing to the different methods 
of the various Boards of Cuc.rdians, some of which 
appear to be granting relief on loan and others 
without.any stipulation. The S: ef field ,and 
District Council of Unemployed appears to be doing 
a good.deal of organisation:, this Council, which '" 
represents Sheffield, Attercliffe, Lesley Chase, 
Bolehills, Shir cliff e and V/incobank, ;has; been 
approached by the Co;;t-amist Party with a view to 
^oint action on behalf of the unemployed. The 
Council is making arrangements for demonstrations
during the "national week" and/feels "sure same 
will bo a success if only from the point of view of 
calling attention once.again to the unemployed 
problem." * 
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J$ correspondents report that unemployed 
demons^ations are taking Place almost daily in 
South Wales, but that so far the men are being held ' 
in hand by responsible labour leaders: communists 
ax*e, hov/ever, working hard to gain control of the 
movement and. last week Holt, chairman of the London 
List-riot Council of Unemployed, was organising in 
the Pontypridd and Ehondda Valley district: in 
Lowlais also a small branch of the Communist Party, 
whioh has Just been formed, is working among the 
unemployed. In Bargoed, Morgan Phillips is keeping 
in touch with Haye and has orderod 400 contribution j 

cardsj 2,000 fla&s and 240' copies of "Out of Work". 

Bristol Channel branches Of the National Sailon 
and Firemen's Union have decidod to organise meeting 
at all ports in the district to bring to the notice 
of the local govorning bodies the acute sufferings 
of soamen duo to unemployment, and to ask them to 
provide adequate allowances or employment. 

ky Glasgow correspondent states that the arrest 
of John Maclean and McDougall was most opportune, as 
frequent threats of sabotage have been made:- he 
adds that the leaders of the hooligan element have 
considered a su^gostion th$t attacks should be made 

v 

on the Corporation powor stations; it was.thought 
that without power and light the city v/ould be in a 
state of chaos suitable for the development of 
unemployed "tactics". 

William Lenholm, the secretary of the Wishaw 
branch of the Communist party, is also secretary of 
the local unemployment council and writes that the 
communists "dominate the council which is affiliated 

to/ 
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to the National Administrative Council of Unemployed.,. 
relief of a kind has boon given by the Parish Council, 
but we are carrying on mai-s^y for ̂agitational purposes.' 

A . Hall, the secretary'of: the1"Paisley unemployed, 
has ordered 25 dozen copies "of" "Out of1',;,rork" from Haye 
and proposes to link up with other' unemployed committees ' 
in Scotland and with t&e Mati)ha 1 Administrative 
Council of Unemployed." 

At mid-day on September "20th about 2,000 unemployed 
collected in Castle Street,' Aberdeen'", "Where they were 
addressed by the communist'," "Basil Taylor, alias Sco^t, 
who was sentenced to 6 months' hard labour at South 
-Shields in connection with"the' smug\:'J.inc; of Bolshevik 
literature into this country at the beginning of this 

v"ySarand''Uv. v; At.-.? o'clock on the same 
day-;a"erowd o--x about 6,0^0 composed largely of the 
hooligan element, was.addressed, by William Leonard, 
formerly organiserof! the i Red Trade Union 
International for V/.es t Scotland and V. Williamson: 
.the latter,' rcferring to the incidents of the previous 

-'hl'-ght'; (vide-my last'report), stated that force had been 
used by the-, police but that the unemployed ould 
Overthrow that force to-morrow if they cared. After 
a deputation had returned from the Parish Council 
Offices with an assurance that applications for relief 
,vypuld be considered on their merits and further 
speeches by Mclyer, Stuart and V/right, the crowd, a 
section of which had been hostile, dispersed quietly. 

POPLAR/ 
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Meetings are still being held daily outside Srixt 
Prison with the'object of encouraging the imprisoned 
councillors and s e v e r a l have also been held outside 
Holloway:, in the first case the meetings are frequent ' 

held under the auspices of the Rational Union of Pollcf 
and Prison Officers. 
..,The,-Poplar Tenants' Defence League is also conduct 

an active propaganda campaign and speakers at the leagi 
..meetings[^emphasise the necessity for united action by t 
whole borough. 

On September 21st Mrs. Melvina,. Walker said at 
-Poplar: 

, "The rent strike is not yet begun, but I am 

lffi

J j n looking- forward -to' it with - confidence of its 
s u c c e s s . Remember that once it s t a r t s there will 

-' be'no' t r u c e , unt i l .. the/-.Government̂  gives in and our 
. . Councillors are r e l e a s e d . When it is over there 

Will-be- no--arrears; of rgnt;.,to.r.p,ay:i. I f it goes on 
for three months or a year it will be the same, Ii 

- it l a s t s as; long: as;;;t-ha.t-? pe'jrhapSo'it will go on 
. for ever.. * 

"When our rent s t r i k e starts, we women of 
::':-' -Poplar-- must- hasle: .our, pi oketjs, jtqo;,; we must- be alway 

ready and our "copper-st icks" must be r eady too; 
;" :-'-'arid' cpaiilisaof -water, pokers-and other arms of tho 

household." ' 
On September 24th Prank $orris of the Amalgamated 

Engineering Union, speaking in bombastic vein under the 
auspices of the Tenants' Defence League, Poplar, said 
that when the Kent Strike started all the bailiffs in 
Christendom would be useless and if "all the British Armj 
were used to supplement they would have to work double 
shift: even then, if the tenants "were all put into1-the 
street there would be an obstruction with which the 
authorities could never cope. 

The "Daily Herald", under a thick type heading 
"MOnd forced to move by Labour Mayors," declared on 

September/ 



September 24th that, as a result of a meet lag held in 
Brixton Prison on the previous day: 

"The imprisoned Aldermen and Councillors 
and their colleagues reaffirm their determination 
not to enter into any negotiations or discussion 
as to future action until the Poplar Borough 
Council was able to meet as a corporate body as 
free men and women in their own Council Chamber 
at Poplar, and that the Joint Committee with 
Bethnal Green bo urged to adopt the same polioy." 
Writing in the "Daily Herald" two days later, 

however, Lansbury, while reiterating, the demand for 
"Freedom First" said: 

mfte want to go out of this inferno. Our days 
are beins wasted, the morning and energy cf our 
lives, wasted at a time when wo know we ere wanted 
outside. We want.you to force Mond to call that 
conference, and force him to set us at liberty 
so that we may attend it as free men and women." 
The effort to induce other London boroughs to 

follow Poplar1e example has beon successful in Bethnal 
Green: my correspondent was present at a meeting of 
the Borough Council held on September 22nd, when the 
following recommendation of the finance Committee was 
passed by 16 to 10 votes, with one abstention: 

"That as a protest against the inaction of 
His Majesty1s Government in regard to the 
equalisation of London rates and the imprisonment 
of members of the Poplar Borough Council, 
r a t e s in respect of the estimated requirements 
of the London County Council, the Metropolitan 
Police, the Metropolitan Wr,ter Board, and the 
Metropolitan. Asylums Board, be not levied for the 
half year ending the 81st M".roh next.'' 
The recommendation was moved by Councillor Gray and 

supported by Councillor Valentine and Alderman Boyce. 
Several divisions were taken before the vote was finally 
decided when Gray and Valentine showed themselves to be 
delighted with the result. The latter subsequently 
proposed that a small committee be set up to take any 
action necessary in connection with tho rocommendation: 
the wording of his proposal was intended to give absolute 

power/ 



power and discretion to the committee which he suggested 
should consist of Gray, Boyce and himself. Considerable 
objection was raised to his.proposal but it was subsequently 
agreed that the committee should merely, deal with matters as 

*' they arose,reporting progress from time-to time. Gray then 
read a letter from J. J. Vaughan - from Gairloch, in which the 
mayor wrote that he* wished fully to associate himself with 
any decision that might be taken in regard to the 
recommendation of the Finance Committee. About 1 0 0 of the 
local unemployed were in the gallery during the proceedings 
and a large crowd which gathered outside the' Town Hall 
greeted the result of the voting with bursts of cheering, 

Daring this wpek'.an extraordinary meeting of Stepney 
Borough Council will be held to re-consider the question of 
the rates for the coming- half year: the "Daily Herald" state 
that the Council will rescind the rate notices that have 
already been prepared. 

THE COMMUNIST" "JSfD THE UN^PIOYED' 
Since the expiration of the Defence of the Realm 

Regulations there has been a change in the tone of "The 
Communist", the' editors of which are probably aware that ther 
- is difficulty in taxing proceedings -against the paper. The 
current'issue contains an unsigned article entitled "Civil 
War this Winter: Black Menace of Unemployment", vtLich has 
been submitted to the Director of Public Prosecutions. The 
following extracts indicate the trend of this article: 

"War this winter. Not a scare headline, but actual 
war - in your town, it may be in your street.. Your 

- unemployed brother, your unemployed husband, yourself in 
it. Last.winter there were some conflicts with the polij 
There was the 'battle of Downing Street', there was the! 
riot at Islington Town Hall. Police violence and the \ 
beginning of resistance. Over the summer the tension 
slackened. , Life, was- easier then, and odd jobs could be 
picked up. But this winter must be faced by the 
unemployed with no fuel and,-insufficient-1 clothing. The 
wretched doles they receive come to an'end as the local 
Councils go bankrupt, and have either to cut the doles 
off or go to gaol. 

"Starvation, 



"Starvation and police brutalit:^ will do the rest. 
The first few conflicts will he mere helpless riots. Then 
the ex-soldiers will remember they are ex-soldiers, and 
we shall be "flung at once into a new revolutionary crisis, 
with, the iunemployed and with them the communists in the 
front line. - ^ - ,';.;''".;;'.,'. -'"J? 

, ,;̂ "Oreat -BritalnT-ls %olng ;the way of .the rest of 
Europe...London is well oh:vthe road that-dying Vienna has 
already travelled. And it is/up to us ,tto see t h a t London 
does, not; fail as; Vienna failed, 'th'at the London revolts 
,do not / end all'-in: failure'as;the Viennese: did - t ha t 
Londoners, are hot beaten" and, exha;usted'Vt.ilil'.:they are 
content. to die in quiet. .-̂ V"'" J 6 ^ 

i^vky"ffhe^unmp^oyede^M^peiiee have'come;;into violent 
conflietealready"; But upj todate; 'thiscBhflict has 
been.;-undirected. 11 %i^^%a'^V6i3%lea^)0f%%^' of.starving 
but unarmed men.- Take -the Mse^bf':the "^ndee^riot. 

" A f t e r a do-nothing decision by the,.Parish Council, 
the unemployed -marched' to - 'int erview ;Lord Provost Spence, 
They Were recei ved in;'the1 usual."mannerwith.; an evasive 

'*fTfie;funem̂ lpMed were 4 Charge.;
' f; V . 

reply and' a-police baton 
driyen.,hack to the city.-...
.-' , -.?rV7iidi3scenes^"Of" "thin:klnd^ %â --:oc)c'uirred. .a'nd wi 11 
occur-all over; the-^ountry^y-We;'have nb ,8p£)^/tQ refer 
to- the .events of BrisĤ lJ''and! Sj^Tf^^^.^^^.^ !^^.^ struggle 
in the- Liverpo-ol' Walker' Art- gallery.;.1 ^do^l^^B at least 
been- said to - show1 that we %&g$tyj&X'*& when we 
prophesy & pdi "to sSaeri *M xeve - ^ t y  " ;. . 

al S%d 'aii '-' CIVIL ' WAR' 1: THIS "WINTER. ̂  \ 
--/-;;;?ThS;-...GrOvernmerit' cannot tfeat' the.; unemployed as it 
did before the' war. Then the unemplbyed"wereTpeaceablo 
and- helpless, and the soldiers were a class apart. Now 
the" unemployed are ex-soldiers. They know nowMhow-to- use. 
a rufle, ... -v-" " 

"What will come out of.it?, T^Hevolution? Wall, 
we must.not dismiss the pbssibiiity too easily. The. ''V..;'' 
Russian revolution arose fro,m a squabble, in-a.food queue. 
A cancelled dinner";sta'rte;d-: the European "revolution of 
1848. A rumour and an excited man,.on, a,. chaiTi in aupar-k
led to the taking of the' Bastille'In 17^9, ' Any trifle 
will do to start it, i f the. times are; ri/pO:.;;.s %B,$ v .- :;.r.--v.; & 

'-. ,'JBut all the same we do not -anticipate, it,.this winter 
Most of this, winter1 3 battles will,'be', onerslded;,affairs. 
The unemployed, are- not - yet armed".'' They" have ';-not; y e t 
realised that, the-Go vernment" cares' nothihg.:.;for.,^ariTied 
men, as has. be en shown in1 Ireland ' whe r $ .',6hly * the, v Ij.JR, A. 
awoke oMr... George ls'* "conscience1 on ' the ' Irish -question. 

vThis winter -the unemployed will *be "beat'eri."becau:3:e -ihey 
will not b.e -able-to -fight,- ̂ althou^h^Ke^ "ma^^nMee^tain 
districts ,fightfenough to gain -some; ̂ rumbs. I 

"AM. ,the, same.,, -the duty; of- the"'Party'cie;ar ̂  
Our position,. hy wh-l-ob -vie abide, is" ̂ tated^in"the-: 
following resolution' of- -the'. f\\TVUVIV:.;',';' 

 with .... Not.,1

not through negotiation, but through the^open c l a s s 
war";' not with the help of.the bourgeois State, but 

., through its destruction and the establishment o f the 
dictatorship / 

.".  - the* employ ers, 1)U'V" against them; 
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dictatorship of the proletariat. Only by these means 
will.the unemployed problem be solved. 

" "The revolutionary unions do not put off the 
.unemployed, with a promise of the final destruction 
of capitalism. The; unemployed are hungry - we 
demand bread, Tho unemployed lack-Clothing and. 
heating - wo Insist upon the bourgeois State supplying 
these, needs., Prices, of all necessaries are rising: 
- they must'.bo lowered. 

11 ^Relief to the unemployed is only charity 
we demand the payment of full wages. Employers, by 
shutting down the factories, and by means of 
systematic short time, increase the mass of unemployed 
misery: - we demand the opening of the factories, 
the unemployed to take their places with their 
fellow-workers * Against tho proposals of the 
bourgeois joint,committees for shorter hours with 
shortened wages, we demand shorter hours without 
loss of pay... 

" 1 These demands, it must be remembered, ensure 
only the barest existence level. Nevertheless, the 
bourgeoisie will put up the greatest opposition to 
them, because in this period of the decay of the 
capitalist system they are no longer in a position 
to ensure even a hare existence to their wage slaves. 
As soon as this fight for these daily demands is 
carried on with sufficient energy (by means of mass 
demonstrations, etc) it will out-grow itself and 
pass into a struggle for the control and maintenance 
of production over the heads of the employers. This 
means a clash with, and the collapse of, the capitalist 
State power itself; and a struggle for the arming of 
the proletariat - the expropriation of the factory 
owners; the establishment of the dictatorship of 
the proletarlat*1 " 

THE COMM0BI3TS 

Although the Communist Party has drafted "official" 
accounts for the Cserphilly election, for submission tot\the 
Returning Officer amounting to £578, tho actual cost of the 
election was £9S3.4,Oird. made up as follows: 

" Wages and Salaries..... .* ................. 67 10 0 
Pood and Lodgings,. ISO 5 4f 
Billeting. 68 5 3 
Travelling. 29 9 9 
Motor Car Account....... 20 8 v 
Stationery... ..' 24 13 log 
Printing ..... 178 7 0 
Postages J* 4 11 
Speakers' Expenses. 102 l 5 
RetusninG Offieer"a Account....... 150 0 0 
Meetings Account 25 19 0 
Miscellaneous Account.... 29 17 5£ 
Bargoed Committee Booms Account........... 99 15 9 
T. J. W.'.tkins1 Account .................. *. 33 5 6 

£ 9 6 8 4 Oh 



£ s a 
:Receipts from H.Q. - 929 0' 0 

Misc. receipts..'..... 39 12 5 

968 12" 5 

;" "The communists intend to make great efforts, in connection 
with the municipal elections in November: they realise that 
they have no chance of gaining many seats but consider that 
the campaign will be a good advertisement. The branches 
expect'Headquarters to defray most of the expenses. 

Evidence to prove that the British delegates to the 
Moscow Congress of the Third International, met with a cold 
receptioh is' accumulating: R.M. Fox told my informant..last 
week' that Zihovieff showed vaughan, the Mayor of. Bethnal .... 
Green, the issue of the "Communist" which contained the series 
of cartoons entitled "If Christ came to. London" and asked if 
Yaughan thought they were propaganda, adding that they would 
get no more money until they produced a better propaganda 
paper. Fox also stated that Tom Quelch, who had an.office in 
Moscow for over a year, was sent home because the Russians 
considered the -; communist, movement in England negligible. 

This information is. borne out by James Clunie, the 
delegate of the Socialist Labour Party to the Moscow Congress, 
who writes in the current Issue of the "Socialist": 

.' "At'. the-Third""-Congress: complaint. was made that 
the'British Oammuoist Party had failed to-take" advantage 
of the recent miners" strike and the conditions.. It gave 
rise, to.. This complaint.was-confirmed--by-references to 
the party paper .1 The Communist1, a copy of which, wag ., -f
displayed "by Radek to:the Congress. -This copy, dated' 
June' 11th, was mainly pictures and filled with..matter,:, 
of no intares J;; to. thelnterhfatidnal.': ' While-reading" ' 
through the report of the proceedings of the Secsqnd,., 
Congress, I -fouiid- references to ̂ numbers' which must "' 
have given hopes for a party of at least 100,0.00 this 

. year,-. ins-fee ad- of a .me'rei..:&,-000f -"atod- -l̂ -could - --appreciate 
Radek1 s "feelings while he was -replying to the" English .... 
delegation on the tactics debate.-.V 



"Radek argued, that in regard to the British Comrades 
"from their party press one -cannot observe the slightest v

appearance of real activity on the part of tholr party in 
relation to. the miners' strike ..,It is most deplorable 
that such a young party as the English Party, with such 
insignificant activity and brief experience, should come 
up here and declare 'that' everything is well with them... 
When we^tell you, get- to the mosses and you reply that 
Lloyd George also has a small party, I consider it a 
most intolerable situation^ " 
There is little doubt that the membership of the Party 

is decreasing: according to Fox the working classes are opposed 
to it and "more members are leaving it than new ones Joining." 
The funds from legitimate subscriptions must bo practically 
negligible as branch returns show that a very high percentage 
of the membership is unemployed and consequently pays no 
subscription. 

George W. Wheeler, a leading Newcastle communist, is 
more outspoken than some of his colleagues. He stated, 
recently at'6n open air meeting that the Communist Party of 
Great Britain is being financed from Mo scow through the. Third,. 
International and that he is in receipt q£ £5 a week from.-, 
that source, ..,....... 

On September 21st the following resolution was iat ed 
by tho Soho branch of the Communist Party: 

' "The' Soho branch energetically protest against 
the action of,certain party members at the "International 
Socialist Club on September 17th, who by their drunken 
brawling interrupted an appeal-for donations to the 
Russian Famine Fund made at a dance given by the Soho.. 
branch at the Club on. that/date," -When requested to 
desist they refused, telling the comrade who requested 
silence, to go to Hell. - -Comrades Bishop and' Squair were 
the worst offenders in this disgraceful scene and the 
Soho. branch consider this a case for the application of 
Party discipline.," v. ' 

The finances;.of the International Sociallst Club are 
in a very "Tad state and .the committee has applied to the 
Communist Party for another loan: this may be granted on 
condition that the Club hecomes the property of the' Party. 

On September 25th the ex-,Service men in Chepstow,, who 
are organising opposition to the communists, arrived at the 
Dell, Chepstow Castle, headed by a brass band and marched up 
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' 0 , j  M"f J'0 0 '  ,x ft to v;;xLc,;;p w U hcra freest so --' ] .)C

to the communist meeting and at .oncset(attacked the.;.au&ieree 
with "their fists. Wilson, the divisional ̂ organiser, left 
immediately under an escort, but the chairman,, I),urjr.ant, stood 
hia ground and was thrown into theuCastle,. pond,.,,.. He. swam to 
the other side and walked home while the.ex-Service men held 
a meeting on the original pitch. , . .... .,f 

. . erftf oi s* 3*aleXqraoo too - lo-xfrnooefc eonie 4- 
v 1.Tm national ^ion p e L i s i s  ̂ A i ^ ^ E R r s g N ^ ^ t o f e s ' '  1 ' " ' " '  

A "noticeable feature in connection. wjL,th...the.;..;S,outh London 
Organised Unemployed is the activity of the National Union of 
Police and Prison Officers" officl^lsv^ 
Police strikers have figured as members of deputations 

.;. t: if," -,f\'". ) G OXw-U a.JJv.l 

""received by different councils and Boards, of .Gruardians, and 
"are"' apparently regarded by the unemployed... as,-san.,imnqrtant 
section of the organisation. 3?hese men invariably make a 
point of creating a feeling of hostility in,.the, crowd towards 

and-'";------' 
the uniform police,/shorthand writers, who happen to be known 
to them. 0?hey..:make,'a;'̂ feature1 of thef"alleged militarism of 
the Police Force and lead the crowd to believe ..that* tho 

:. - £3S£:-::ii  - * -'*- ; :Vby violence. 
Police are seeking opportunities to; crush the organisations/ 
Any persons;who:;0peMy disagree with the'views of the speakers 
are immediately described as .a'£;ent-prqy0cateur.s.r̂ ent to the 

' ' meeting to' cause "dissension invthe-ranks.,of,.;the organis^aiion 
and in some: instances -wh&re Junixorm "Police "have not been 
present the interrupters hav̂ 'i;'̂ :eb'̂ û '̂ ie*4--ffbm,-̂ 'he ca?owd. 
Poli-ceo, strikers,.whb;/,ate''par̂ i!cUla'riy prbne to indulge in 
this conduct are Powell, Councillor Bessell.and. Dollar. 

' "BSDUCTION IN WAGE3wAHB THE^COSO? -OF j LlTlHO':" /; " . 

There is very great opposition, particularly..among 
. engineers';" "to"the'pfoVpect of wag.es. ..hein̂ vC,fur:ther reduced 
be fore. tlie cost' ..of. living-baa bash brought down. 

, Everywhere sound working men are grumbling about the coat 
of food and beer and there is little doubt that if these 

could/ 
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could both be reduced and the quality of the beer improved 
discontent would be greatly reduced. Many of the workers are 
urging that the authorities should take steps to deal with 
retailers who maintain their prices at a high level, irrespectiv 
of reductions in the wholesale markets. 

It appears that the price of beer has been raised in 
many districts ftlnce decontrol and complaints as to the 
inferior quality are widespread: the importance Of beer to the 
working classes is not generally understood and the matter is 
worth attention. 

LABOUR'S GENERAL COUNCIL 

The second ballot taken by the Trade Union Congress to 
decide the representation of the various groups on the new 
General Council has resulted in the election of the following 
officials:- " 

Group 1 - Mining and Quarrying 
R. Smillie (Miners' Federation) ;
H. Murnin (Miners' Federation) 
R.T. Jones (N. Wales Quarrymen) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . - ' - '
 X 

Group 2,;- Railways 
J. Bromley (Locomotive Engineers) 
J.H. Thomas (Railwaymen's Union) 
A.G. Walkden (Railway Clerks) 

Group g - Transport (other than Railways) 
H. Gosling (Watermen) 
B. Tlllett (Dock Riverside Workers) 

Group 4 - Shipbuilding 
J. Hill (Shipbuilding Engineering Union) 

Group 5" - Engineering.ff*6un&infr and Vehicle Building 
A.3. Swales (Engineering Union) 
A. Findlay (Patternmakers) 
J. Rowan (Electrioal Trades Union) 

Group 6 - Iron and. Steel and Minor Metal Trades 
A, Pugh (iron and Steel Trades Confederation) [
W. Koan (Gold, Silver and Allied Trades) I 
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Group 7 - Building;, Wood.working e^a^Furpiahing 
G. Hicks. (Building Trade Workers), 

- A.-A.1 Purbell1  (Pnrnishing Trades Association) f

Group 8 -/Pricing -ana ,.,Pap,er' 
:H.'-Sfeinrier - (Typographical Association) 

Group, 9 - Cotton 
i^fililn,T s(Wli irata sVdhhers) 

J.W, Ogdehv:-^Weavers!' '; . 
Group 10 - Textiles (other than Cotton),, 

Ben Turner (Textile Workers) 
Group 11 - Clothing 

A. Coniey (Tailors and Garment Workers) 
group 12.,.-, leather and Boot and, Shoe 

E.L. Poulton (Boot and Shoe Operatives) 
Group 13 - Glass, Pottery, Chemicals?ii etc. 

- .o J. Turner (Shop Assistants)' 
Group 14 - Agriculture 

i R.B, Wilker, (Agricultural Workers) 
, Group 15 y.v-Public Employees - "" 

- J.W.. Bowen (Post Office Workers) 
Group 16 - Non-Manual Workers - -'". 

J..B. Williams (Musicians1 Union) \ 
. Group; 17 General Workers 

J. Board (Wo:..kersT Union) 
J.N. Bell (Union of labour) 
J. Davenport (United Order of General labourers) 
W. Thome (General Workers) 

Group. 18 rr -Women;'workers - - ' 
j ..M,-.3on(ifield (General Workers) ' ;:-''' 

J. Varley (Workers' Union) 
American Delegation 

E,l, Poulton (Boot and Shoe Operatives) 
j H. Smith; -("Miners-1 Federation) ' ' 

: Canadian Delegation 'io toa ?J. 

: :. .W.- Carter ' (Mihers1 Federation) 
Co-operative Congress 

s- : - :: 1 Ilbqjaan . -(Miners1 Federation) ' . 
c'j General/ 
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General Purposes Committee 
. T.F.- Richards (Boot and .3hqe "Operatives)
C. T. Cramp ("RaiIwaymen)
S.J. Wright,, . ( G e n e r a l Workers) .. 
&, Lorimer  Union)( E n g i n e e r i n g

.H.E. llvin (Iron,and. iSteel, Trades) 

Auditors H OQ - i? ctmvQ 
D.R. Grenfell . (Miners1 (Federation) 
S i Lomax (Railway Clerkaj-.,-.; 5" '"/fhl 

TOM MANN 

After a stay of nearly three months in Soviet Russia, 
Tom Mann is due to reach England'to-day: although his lette 
show him to he full of enthusiasm for the theory of communisi 
they are strikingly ffarik ahout^its effect on every-day life, 
Writing tohis daughter onSeptember 4th, hesaid: 

"I could do witha decent bottle of Madiera now. 
Fancy not a taste:! of;;beer'\or iwine or spirits for three 
months, and food very very so so,pretty Spartan like, eh]
I did get one half thimble tMMyM^MM^.. £Mm-We 11s the 
Seattle man, he was ill on the boat or Volga train and I 
they gave,-, him wine:'-as.-.a..medioine,Uhot-l-a'':-bad one. A new I 
lav/ is coming into operation and wines of 14$ alcoholic 
strength are to beallowed to "be -made and used here." 
In a second letter dated September 23rd, and written fro) 

Berlin, Mann wrote: .:':':'S'-': 
"Have had some;-substantial meals'and feeling fine 

and fit...Wells and another, Fagari, are. with me, I shall 
ask them to a meal at home. Get plenty in, especially
salads." 

ARRESTS.. AND CONVICTIONS.". I ilcSJ)' kaq.be-. j  , 1 

.. - . 

On September 22nd James . McDougall'was. arrested when abouj 
to address an unemployed meeting at -"TraSeston'and was charged 
at Glasgow Southern Police Court with having said at a meetin 
in Govan on September 20th: 

"As I was coming;-idô ra? to"this--meeting I passed:' 
a large factory. I never saw  i t before. It must b£ 
newly built. Itis not of ^e\jusj^^b.rjl^lc£&nc£ stone 
building, but of Amer ican style,'composed; of iron and 
glass - glass,.; gentlemen-,rarlcvh'av̂ '-sv6mej knowledge of the 
price of glass, and I venture to say t h a t it would cost 
about £5,000. The dark and.-.foggy-..nigtitITsi!are/now coming
on, and John Maclean has been arrested for nothing. Fro 
£50 to £100: damage dould  b e done in â 1 judicious manner. 
Do not go in crowds, but  i n groups of, say , h a l f a aozec 

,, -. . G o / 
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Go there any time of day or night. They can't touch you 
for walking on the pavement. A half brick would do a lot 
of damage there, and it would talce a lot of police to 
guard suoh a large place, as they would require to be 
inside and"out. There are also a number of plate-glass 
windows along the street there, with plenty of food behind 
them, gentlemen. If you are hungry, donlt starve. Take 
the food, but take it in a way that they cannot take you. 
In Russia such ametings as these were fired on by the 
police from windows. That would be done here yet and worse. 
On September 26th, J.V. leckie, the Glasgow communist, and ; 

T.J. Watklns, of Beawas, were charged at Maesteg for obstructing 
the highway on September 19th; both were fined £2 with the 
alternative of one month's imprisonment. 

On September 28th, George Wheeler, of Newcastle, was charged 
at Sunderland Police Court with having made seditious speeches 
on September 23rd and 26th. On the first occasion Wheeler said: 

n I hold no brief for lav; and order., .1 don't care 
what weapons we may have to u.se. I am here to organise 
the people to take over the industries from the boss 
class, to toss them out. I would like to see overy man 
of the Unemployed join the Defence Corps to-morrow, and 
if they are members of the Communist Party they will know 
what to do. There are plenty of men amongst the Unemployed 
physically fit to join, and when the crisis comes they 
will know what to do... 

"Never mind about the law and order stunt. We are 
going to fight for the Unemployed and fight like hell. 
We will stand up man to man, never mind about the 
authorities if you are going to make a fight. Once a 
rebel always a rebel until you achieve that which are 
you are out for." 

On September 26th Wheeler said: 
"Meet violence with violence. It should not be 

necessary for me to have to put into your mouths how 
you should meet the position. Your own common sense should 
tell you how to do that if you meet with opposition. If 
you are going to be batoned down donft run away and leave 
your leaders as you did before. Stand your ground. Don't 
be afraid of the authorities, I am not afraid of being 
sent to prison. I will get a rest there and something 
to eat.... 

"There will be a big meeting on Thursday afternoon 
and when you demonstrate at the Guardians1 Offices 
you want satisfaction. If you don't get it there 
go to the chairman's house. Bring your ammunition ' 
with you because the other side will have their's... 
"At yesterday's meet in,;- a friend spoke and advised 
tho men to join the Defencf Corps, Now I want to tell 
you this, fellow workers; I don't call down anyone 
who has been in the Defence Corps. I have friends 
in it but they are there for a special purpose; and 
mark you this, if the Triple Alliance had struck and 
they had been called upon to fire upon the working 
masses, they would have "fired, but their rifles would 
have been turned tho other way. If you are unemployed 
and want to join the Ai"my, do so by all means, for 
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the special purpose that if you are called upon to 
fightj do so, hut fight against the present 
constitution because I will do so." 

Wheeler was remanded, bail being refused. 
On September 28th, Lyle and Holmes, who had failed 

fo find sureties, appeared before the South Western 
Police Court and were bound over in their own recognizanl 
of £25 each to be of good behaviour and keep the peace 
for 12 months, 

SIM miS IN CHEAT BRITAIN 

Tho situation in Great Britain remains unchanged: 
Sinn Fein speakers from Ireland are not anxious to appea: 
on English platforms at present and applications for 
speakers have recently been refused owing to the peace 
negotiations. It is reported from Coventry that in the 
event of negotiations breaking dcwn^ extreme action will 
be taken immediately by the Irish Republican Army and thsj 
"Irish Salf-petermination league: a meeting was held 
recently in Coventry to discuss this possibility. 

Applications have been made for the use of the 
Albert Hall for a meeting to commemorate the death of 
Terence MoSv?iney on October 25th and plans are also being 
made for a demonstration in Trafalgar Square. 

Seen McLaughlin has been addressing meetings in 
Yorkshire in a somewhat violent strain: reports of his 
speeches have been submitted to the Director of Public 
Prosecutions, 

There is still dissension among'the Sinn Feiners in 
Glasgow, which centres chiefly round the person of Jack 
0'Sheehan. A fresh demand is being made for money and 
it is hoped that the sum of £10,000 may be raised. 

During the year 1920, Sinn Fein Clubs and Irish 
Self-Determination League branches in England ana Wales 
forwarded to Headquarters in Ireland the sum. of 
£1,523. 5. 10., and from the 1st January to 9th 
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September, 1921, a farther-sum of £4,277. 3. 10. Tho 
last contribution was ££00 sent by Sean Harvey, Acting-
General Secretary to the Leafue, for the Ulster Fund. 
Tfehy Sinn Fein Clubs in England remained dormant during 
1920, but these have now paid affiliation fees for the 
past.and current years. ' 

MIS 

The situation in Ireland has taken a turn- for the 
worse. The delay in the Government1s reply has set all 
sorts of .rumours afloat and it is reported that the 
Irish Republican Army have received orders to complete all 
arrangements and be ready to take the field again. A 
good deal of this may be due to the fact that the extremist 
leaders believed that there had been a difference of 
opinion in the Cabinet over the reply to be sent to 
de Valera. They think that there will be a breach In 
the English camp and that it may be necessary to take 
advantage of this. 

The Irish Ropublican Army headquarters are 
perturbed at what they consider to be increased activity 
amongst the Government Forces and there is a general 
feeling of uncertainty and a fear that the Irish-' 
Republican Army may be caught in a %TB$ asleep; The 
position is such that- any untoward event might set the 
whole business well alight again. The Binn Fein Courts 
are functioning quite openly in the south and v/est and 
the Irish Republican Police are busy in most places. 

labour trouble is still very acute and the leaders 
are promising great things for their followers when the 
Republic comes into being. The labour situation must 
be regarded as serious, although it is true that they 
have not any funds to speak of and are not too well 
organised. The real trial of strength between Labour 
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and the Bail is yot to come. 
The French Government has decided not to * countenance 

the mooting in Paris of tho Congress of the Irish Nation 
which was to be called on the 21st January by the Irish 
Self-Determination League, on the ground that political 
refugees must not abuso their asylum in France by making 
it a base of activity against an Allied Government. 



THE Lord Chancellor very much hopes that 
willfind time to read the accompanying document, which deals with a subject of 
great and pressing importance. 

Having regard to the fact that we are threatened with a debate upon the subject 
in the House of Lords, the Lord Chancellor would be obliged if the document be kept 
confidential till after the debate. 
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This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majestys Government.] 

Printed for the Cabinet. September 1921. 

CONFIDENTIAL. 

SHOULD A DOCTOR TELL ? 

D A W S O N OF PENN has placed upon the Order Paper of the House of 
Lords a motion intended to raise the question of a doctor's obligation to disclose or to 
keep secret what he has learnt in his professional capacity, when called upon to answer 
in a Court of Law. The motion has been withdrawn temporarily, but I understand! 
that Lord Dawson will renew it on the first opportunity; and that he will, when the 
motion comes on, contend that the Courts and the judges should be forbidden by 
law to require disclosure by the doctor, alike in criminal and in civil causes. 

I have for some time meditated the composition of a magazine article upon this 
subject. I have now put together the material which I had collected for this purpose 
in such a form as may, I hope, assist the Cabinet in the discussion of an issue which 
is of great public importance and which excites considerable public interest. 

i No apology is necessary for raising the question which has been asked by Lord 
Dawson of Penn. Issues are involved in it which are of. the gravest consequence. 
They deserve the most ample consideration and they must'foe looked at broadly not 
as affecting one class or profession or another, but as concerning the whole machinery 
for the detection and prevention of crime and the administration of justice, and 
therefore as of the most vital consequence to the community. 

In thefirst place, I would like to clear away, if I can, certain misapprehensions 
and preconceptions which cloud the discussion of the true issue. The matter is put 
forward sometimes as a claim for what is called medical privilege—some peculiar 
right or private advantage to be given to members of the medical profession upon the 
- suggested analogy of some right or privilege possessed by both branches of the legal 
profession. On that, I would say three things. First, the so-called privilege attach
ing to the relation of a legal adviser or an advocate is a privilege which is the clients 
privilege, conferred, not for the benefit of the legal person involved, but for the 
general advantage of the community, upon the ground that, unless a relation of 
absolute confidence can be established. between the lay client and his professional 
adviser, in practice the ends of justice cannot be attained. It is worth recollecting 
that the privilege is denied to the client who consults a lawyer in relation to the 
furtherance of some criminal enterprise, for in such a case the public interest in 
detection and punishment of crime demands the fullest disclosure of any such 
confidence. (See most informative judgment in R. v. Cox and Railton. 15 Cox. 
Cr. Cases 611.) 

Many years ago one' of my predecessors stated the doctrine in words which have 
received confirmation both from time and from the opinion of successive judges. 
" The foundation of the privilege," said Lord Brougham, " is not on account of. any 
particular importance which the law attaches to the business of the legal profession 
or any particular desire to afford them protection. But it is out of regard to the 
interests of justice which cannot be upholden and to the administration of justice 
which cannot go on, without the aid of men skilled in jurisprudence, in the practice 
of the Courts and in those matters affecting the rights and obligations which form 
the subject of all judicial proceedings." (Per Lord Brougham. Greenough 'v 
Gaskell 1 My. K. 102, 103.) 

Second, that privilege only concerns communications which arise in connection 
with legal proceedings whether actual or contemplated, or which pass as professional 
communications in a professional capacity. (See per Lord Selborne, L.C., in 
Minet v. Morgan. L.R. 8 Ch, App. at p. 368.) 

And thirdly, it should be observed that though it attaches in some degree to 
persons who, not being barristers or solicitors, in fact advise lay clients in litigious 
matters—such persons, for example, as expert witnesses—it is for the most part in 
its actual operation confined to persons who stand in a peculiar relation to the courts 
of justice. The solicitor is an officer of the court. Discipline over him, if he abuses 
his rights or does not discharge his duties properly, rests primarily with his own 
professional body, all the members of which are also officers of the court; but 
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ultimately rests with the court itself. The discipline of the Bar is in the hands of 
the Inns of Court; ultimately, again, upon appeal from any Inn, it rests with the 
judges of England acting collectively. 

And the privilege, being created for, and operating in, the administration of 
justice, is always under the vigilant eye of His M!ajesty's judges, themselves trained 
in the exercise of their profession, but performing their functions as judges, noffor ,
the benefit or protection of the Bar or the members of the solicitors profession, but 
for the advantage of the litigant and the community at large. 

Between this so-called privilege and the claims put forward by, or on behalf of, 
the medical profession, there is scarcely any analogy. I, therefore, do not pause to 
describe more exactly the nature or the extent of what is somewhat loosely termed 
the privilege of the Bar and the solicitor. I would rather invite those who talk and 
think and write about the matter to consider it upon its merits, having regard to the 
public good, without reference to the fact (which really has very little to do with it) 
that for another purpose persons differently situated are placed under peculiar 
liabilities with regard to secrecy. 

There is another,professional calling which must naturally occur to men's minds 
when any allegation of a confidential relation above the law comes into question. 
It is said that the priest is under an obligation, heavier than any which men can 
impose, to keep hidden that which has been disclosed to him in confession. It would 
be unprofitable here to discuss the rule which prevails on this matter in the Roman 
communion. When this point has arisen in the English Courts, it has been dealt 
with rather as a matter of discretion in the judge than as a rule of law, though since 
the case of Rex v. Gilham (1 Moo. C.C. 186) it appears to be settled law that a 
privilege does not attach to a communication made to a clergyman by way of 
confession.* (See per Best C.J. 3 C. and P. at p. 519, and per Alderson B. Cox's 
Cr. Cases 6219.) 

The most explicit statement of the law is to be found in an answer given by the 
Lord Chancellor (Lord Westbury).in the House of Lords on the 12th May, 1865. 
(Hansard 3rd Series. Vol. 179 at p. 180.) It was as follows :—. 

"There can be no doubt that in a suit or criminal proceeding a clergyman of 
the Church of England is not privileged so as to decline to answer a question 
which is put to him for the purposes of justice, on the ground that his answer 
would reveal something that has been made known to him in confession. A 
witness is compelled to answer every such question, and the law of England 
does not extend the privilege of refusing to answer to Rornan Catholic clergy
men who have obtained the information in confession from a person of their 
own religious persuasion." 
The doctrine thus stated was expressly accepted by Lord Chelmsford (ex-Lord 

Chancellor) upon the same occasion. 
* See note to Taylor on Evidence, 10th edition, vol. 1, p. 647 :— 
" I  n considering this case (i.e., Gilham's case) and other common law decisions upon the subject of 

evidence, it must be recollected that the common law knew of no distinction between competent and com
pellable—such a distinction being entirely the creation of modern statute law. When, therefore, the judges 
decided (as in 1828, after argument, they all unanimously did in R. v. Gilham, 1 Moo. CO. 186, absente 
Hullock, B.) that a clergyman was competent to give evidence of a confession made to him, they in effect 
also decided that he was compeUable to do so. I t has been argued with much ability in ' Best on Evidence,' 
8th edit., 1893, SS 854, 855; Phillimo'e's ' Ecclesiastical Law,' edit. 1873, pp. 701 et seq.; and in 'The 
Privilege of Religious Confessions in English Courts of Justice,' by Edward Kadelev, M.A.—a convert from 
Protestantism to the Roman Catholic Church—which was published in London by Butterworths in 1865, 
that confessions to clergymen of the Established Church are privileged, on the ground that the articuli cleri 
(9 Edw. 2, c. 10). although for centuries treated as obsolete, and at last actually repealed by ' The Statute 
Law Revision Act, 1863' (26 & 27 V., c. 125), were long the law of the land, and that the opinion (given 
after the Reformation) expressed in Sir Edward Coke's comment on this statute (2 Inst. 629) may be so read 
as to imply that such privilege extended to everything but high treason. This view, however, cannot be 
accepted as being at present the law in the teeth of the decision m R. v . Gilham; of the dicta of the 
eminent judges mentioned in note 4 to S 917, in which they tacitly or expressly accept the position that 
strict law does not admit the privilege, although they protest that they individually will never enforce the 
strict letter of the law; and of the weight of opinion amongst the writers of text-books on the law of 
evidence. The present editor has, under these circumstances, advised magistrates that, as they are bound 
by their oaths to dispense justice to all who seek it of them, without fear, favour or affection, and as they 
are also bound to accept without quesiion the law as laid down by the superior courts, they have no alter
native but to enforce an answer from a clergyman on a matter relevant to the case before them, and ought 
not to execuse him on the ground that it is privileged by having been made in confession, and this although 
they can only punish a witness who refuses to answer by committing him for contempt, and not by merely 
imposing a fine: Thw Queen v . Flavell. 1884, 14 Q.B.D. 364. The same considerations ought to govern the 
actions of other inferior courts. It will be noticed that all that the late Sir R. Phillimore ventured to 
commit himself to was an expression of opinion (Phill. ' Eccl. Law,' 704) that it is ' at least not improbable ' 
that the privilege of clergymen of the Church of England as to matters told them in confessions will 
be recognised when the question next comes before a superior court." 



It is curious that the canon of 1322 ordains that'' no priest through anger, hate, 
or even fear of death shall dare to disclose in any manner the confession of anyone 
by sign, by nodj or by word generally or specially." But the canon of 1603 provides 
that " if any man confess his secret and hidden sins to the minister for the 
unburthening of his conscience and to receive spiritual consolation and ease of mind 
of him, we do not in any way bind the said minister by this our constitution, but do 
straitly charge and admonish him, that he do not at any time reveal and make known 
to any person whatsoever any crime or offence, so committed to his trust and secrecy 
[except they be such crimes as by the laws of this realm his own life may be called 
into question for concealing the same) under pain of irregularity." 

It is perhaps unnecessary to labour the distinction between the position of the 
doctor and that of the priest, but it is worth while to observe, on the one hand, that 
the doctrine of the sanctity of the confessional has in the past shaken the stability 
alike of States and of ecclesiastical systems, and, on the other, that the mysteries 
confided to the priest are laid before him as definite statements in the course of a 
sacred and solemn rite as the outpourings of a tortured soul and in the belief that 
by that means alone can the penitent obtain relief from suffering greater than the 
law can impose, while the secrets possessed by the doctor are far more usually the 
fruit of his own skilled observation of the pathological history as it discloses itself 
before him. 

Turning-now to the question as it affects doctors, I must first observe that every
one will agree in the broad proposition that the relations between a doctor and his 
patient should be confidential. The only question which arises is as to the limits 
which should be set tothis relation of confidence. In normal circumstances, common 
sense and the ordinary feelings of honour would prevent a doctor from gossiping 
about his patienfs ailments or symptoms or medical history, and, apart from any 
question of legal proceedings, the facts must indeed be exceptional which would 
justify a doctor in divulging that which he knows by reason only of his professional 
relation. Some may say hastily that if legal proceedings are excluded from considera
tion the obligation of confidence is absolute. It does not lie upon me to make.any 
definite pronouncement on the subject. No such dictum could be binding, but I will 
suggest at least one instance where, though no question of any duty before the law 
complicates the situation, a doctor taking this extreme view may be placed in grave 
doubt as to his course of action. Take the common case of the general practitioner 
who has become, through long use and habit, the friend of the household, who has 
perhaps some twenty years ago brought into the world the daughter who is the hope 
of the family Suppose that he is in like relation to another household also, in which 
a boy of slightly greater age has been his patient for many years. Suppose that in 
the relation of doctor and patient he becomes aware that the boy is suffering from 
syphilis and has reached a stage at which his ultimate cure is at least doubtful, while 
as family friend, the doctor learns that the boy and girl are engaged to be married. 
What course is he to take ? 

It does not rest with me to answer this question. I only propose it for the 
purpose of suggesting that the whole domain is one where no absolute and inflexible 
rule can be laid down, where there may easily arise obligations of a conflicting 
nature, and where the ultimate decision must be taken, in accordance with the high 
ethical sense of a learned and honourable profession, whose aim is to raise or at least 
to maintain the standard of physical health in the community. 

It is right to point out in this connection that with this very object, that is, the 
improvement of health in the country, recent statutes have imposed directly upon 
medical men duties which are inconsistent with any theory of inviolable confidence. 
The Infectious Disease (Notification) Act, 1889, requires every medical practitioner 
in attendance upon a patient suffering from an infectious disease to which the Act 
applies, on becoming aware that the patient is so suffering, immediately to give 
notice to the medical officer of health for the district by sending to him a certificate 
stating the name of the patient, the situation of the building, and the. name of the 
infectious disease. The infectious diseases to which the Act applies are small-pox, 
cholera, diphtheria, membraneous croup, erysipelas, scarlatina or scarlet fever, 
typhus, typhoid, enteric, relapsing, continued or puerperal fevers. 

A still more recent Act—The Notification of Births Act, 1909-requires any 
person in attendance upon a woman who has given birth to a child within six hours 
of the birth to give notice in writing of the birth to the medical officer of health. 

Failure to comply with the provisions of either of these Acts involves the doctor 
in a penalty, but his zeal in respect of his duties under the Infectious Disease Act is. 
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stimulated by his right to receive from the local authority a fee of 2s. M. for every 
case which he notifies. The policy of the legislature in respect of this matter may be 
gauged by the fact that the Notification of Births Act, 1909, originally applied only 
in the areas of those local authorities who adopted it, but by an amending Act of 
1915 it has been made universal thoughout the country. 

These two Acts came into existence under the fostering care of the Local Govern
ment Board—the predecessor in title of the Ministry of Health. The aim of those 
who framed and passed, them was to check the spread of disease and to improve the 
public health by affording greater facilities for the care of infant children. They 
represent the best informed opinion among those medical practitioners whose 
interest lies in the promotion of the public health. I cite them for the purpose of 
showing that where a great public interest is involved, public opinion and the best 
informed opinion among doctors is not prepared to tolerate any claim to inviolate 
secrecy. They are of course patently inconsistent with the whole principle upon 
which the present agitation rests. 

I turn now to consider thefield of investigation which lies more immediately 
before us, where the feelings of the profession and the rule of law may come into 
conflict. It would be an easier task to reach a definite conclusion here if it were 
possible to know what exactly is the claim put forward by the spokesmen, of the 
profession, how far that claim is supported unanimously by the great mass of 
practitioners, whether it is confined to civil matters or relates also to crime, whethe
it is asserted only where the confidential relation of doctor and patient has been 
established, whether it is intended to protect the patient or to further some particula
class of ameliorative treatment, or is directed merely or partly to protect the 
practitioner himself. 

The answers to these questions cannot be found in the discussions of the 
professional bodies representing the medical profession. The arguments used in 
those discussions and the claims put forward are discordant and loose, and they do 
not accord with the practice, which is in itself divergent. 

Yet it may clarify the consideration of the subject if, in thefirst place, I set ou
in the form of an interrogatory the questions which arise and to which distinct 
answers may be required from the advocates of the claim for professional medical 
privilege. They are-:— 

1. Is the claim, limited to— 
(a.) Civil cases only, or 
(6.) Criminal cases only, or 
(c.) Does it extend to both classes of cases 1 

2. Does the claim extend to matters which are the result of the doctor's observa
tion in the course of his treatment, or is it limited to direct communica
tions made orally or in writing to him by his patient ? 

3. As regards crime, is it claimed that— 
(a.) Where a doctor has knowledge gained in his professional capacity 

- that a crime is being, or is about to be, committed he is not to 
inform the police ? 

(b.) Where a doctor has knowledge gained in his professional capacity 
that a crime has been committed, he is not to inform the police ? 

4. Where a crime has been committed and the doctor has knowledge gained in 
his professional capacity which would assist in convicting the criminal 
or clearing an innocent man (whether his client or not), is it claimed that 
the doctor is to refuse information to the police when called upon to 
' give it ? 

5. Where a crime has been committed and a person has been put upon his 
trial, and the doctor has knowledge, gained in his professional capacity, 
which is material to the point at issue, and is called upon on his subpoen
to answer questions on matters which he knows in his professional 
capacity, is it claimed that he is to refuse to answer them ? 

6. In any of these cases, is the obligation of silence to be absolute or is it to 
. depend upon the circumstances of the case, and, if the latter, is the docto

to judge whether he is to reply or not ? 
7. Is the obligation of confidence to be violated if the patient wishes it to be ? 
8. Is the obligation absolute where the person put upon his trial is not the 

patient of the doctor and the evidence relates to another person who is, i
fact, the doctor's patient? 



9. Towauds whom does the obligation exist? "Where the patient is a husband 
or wife, does it subsist in respect of the other spouse ? Where the patient 
is a child, does it subsist towards the child or the child's parents, and 
which, or both, of them ? Where the patient is dead, does it still subsist, 
and if it still subsists towards the. surviving relatives, is it releasable 
by them ? Does it subsist in relation to a lunatic who is a patient, and, 
if so, can iftbe released by the lunatic's relatives or committee? 

10. In civil cases, where the relation of doctor and patient exists between the 
plaintiff and the doctor, and knowledge obtained by the doctor is necessary 
or relevant to defeat the plaintiffs claim, and the doctor is subpoenaed to 
give that evidence on behalf of the defendant, does the obligation exist 
so as to forbid him to give that evidence ? 

11. And where the relation exists between the defendant and the doctor, and 
the doctor is subpoenaed by the plaintiff in order to establish his case, is 
the doctor then bound to be silent ? 

12. In particular, in divorce cases, is the doctor, whose knowledge is necessary 
to establish the commission of a matrimonial offence by either party, to 
refuse to answer when called by the opposite party, and, if so, does 
the obligation still hold good where the evidence of the doctor would be 
material to establish the innocence of the party against whom the charge 
is made by reason of the doctor's knowledge of the pathological condition 
of the accusing party or otherwise ? 

13. In cases where an action is brought by a patient against a medical man 
between whom and the patient the relation of patient and doctor has 
been established, and in respect of matters arising out of thafj relation, 
is the defendant bound to silence? Where the relation of doctor and 
patient subsists between the plaintiff and several medical men 
simultaneously, and an action is brought by a patient against one of 
those medical men, are the other medical men bound to silence when 
called either by the plaintiff or by the defendant ? 

114. Where the doctor acts merely as a laboratory pathologist, is the obligation 
the same as where he acts directly in treatment of disease ? For example, 
what is the rule to be where the doctor has merely examined specimens 
taken from the patient's body or clothes? And is the obligation— 
whatever it be—the same whether the specimens have been submitted at 
the instance of the patient himself or at the instance of some third 
party, such as the police, or the opposite party in a civil action ? 

15. What is to be the rule, whether in civil or criminal cases, where the doctor 
is simultaneously in a position of confidence to two parties, for example, 
\ husband and wife, or father and child, and questions arise, whether in 
a criminal or civil case, between those parties with respect to which his 
evidence is material ? For example, what is his. duty in a case of 
disputed parentage? In a case of nullity? Or in the case of a charge 
under the Criminal Law Amendment Act, or under the Prevention of 
Incest Act ? 

At the outset of the inquiry it is rightfirst to state the law. Whatever doubt 
may exist about the privilege of the confessional, none can exist in law about the 
doctor's claim to privilege. Since the Duchess of Kingston's case (1776, 20 State 
Trials, p. 355 and p. 573) it has never seriously been questioned that the law is as it 
was then stated to be by Lord Mansfield. " If a surgeon was voluntarily to reveal 
these secrets,to be sure he would be guilty of a breach of honour and of great indis
cretion; but, to give that information in a court of justice, which by the law of the 
land he is bound to do, will never be imputed to him as any indiscretion whatever." 

And next it is relevant to cite the view expressed in the most authoritative 
text-book* on the principles and practice of medical jurisprudence—the work, not of 
a lawyer, but originally of Dr. Taylor, who was in his time undoubtedly the leading 
English medical jurist, edited in 1910 by Dr. Smith, himself a Fellow of both the 
Royal Colleges, Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence at the London Hospital, and 
Medical Referee for the Home Office. 

The work sets out the various points to which the attention of a medical man 
must necessarily be-directed, and continues (vol. I, p. 5): "It need-hardly be 

* Taylor's " Principles and Pructice of Medical Jurisprudence," 6th edition, 1910. 
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observed that questions of this nature are rarely noticed, except in a cursory manner^ 
by professors of chemistry and surgery, and a medical man is not likely to acquire 
the means of answering them by intuition. On the other hand, regarding ourselves 
as living in a civilised state, in which the detection and punishment of crime against 
life and property are indispensable to the security of all, it is impossible to overrate 
their importance., Unless a witness is able to return answers to these questions 
when a public necessity, occurs, a guilty man may escape punishment, or an innocent 
man may be condemned .... Again, the dead body of an infant is, to a healer of 
the sick, a corpse, and nothing more; he is too late to be of use; but to the medical 
jurist it is a human sphinx from which he is expected to extract answers to many 
questions. Was it mature or immature? . Could it have been, and was it, born 
alive? If so, how long did it live? Was it killed, and-if so, how? Or did it di
a natural death ? If so, why ? On the answers to these questions may hang the 
life of a fellow-creature, or at least the honour of a sister." 

Perhaps the most useful method of presenting the matter will be to do so by way 
of illustration. 

The first class of case in which a doctor may be in doubt as to his duty, owing 
to his consciousness of a divided obligation, on the one hand, to his patient, and, o
the other, to the State, arises where, in the course of his practice, he comes upon 
circumstances which suggest to his mind that a crime ha's been committed. It is 
certainly not his duty to act as a spy or a detective. But there are cases where that 
which was originally a mere suspicion has hardened, either immediately or in the 
course of his observation of the patient, into a certainty. The question then is 
whether he is discharged from his ordinary duty of a citizen. I am not speaking of 
cases where the mind of the doctor becomes aware before the commission of the crime 
that a crime is contemplated or is actually in course of execution. In those cases his 
duty is plain; And, as an example of the looseness of thinking, and, I must add, th
levity with which these matters are sometimes discussed, even by learned and 
honourable men, I would mention a story which was told, apparently with com
placency, at a professional assembly. 

A doctor, in the course of his attendance upon a sick man, found that the 
patienfs wife, apparently in great distress at the course of his illness, waited upon 
him hand and foot and nursed him and took care that no food or medicine reached 
his lips except such as she prepared or administered. The diagnosis was obscure. 
At length the doctor was forced to the conclusion that the patient was dying of slow 
poisoning, and that the only hand by which the poison could be administered was 
that of the wife. He sought counsel from a brother practitioner and he received 
advice. On the next occasion of his visit to his patient the wife asked him anxiously 
whether he did not notice some improvement. " No," he replied, " and were it not 
that I knew that you prepared his food I should have said that your husband was 
dying of poisoning." The consequences were immediate. The patient began to 
mend, and in the course of a week, when he had begun to regain his strength, the 
wife left the house with another man. 

This was actually applauded as an instance of the tact whereby professional 
secrecy may be maintained and its evil consequences averted. As a guide to the 
aspiring student I can conceive no more dangerous precedent. Consider the facts 
and the looseness of the reasoning employed. If any relation of confidence existed, 
it was between the doctor and the poisoned man. On no construction could it be 
maintained that the practitioner had any duty to the guilty wife. Yet he assumes 
that his tongue is tied, that he must impale himself upon the horns of a dilemma, 
and must either see a murder contrived and committed under his eyes or take such 
steps as would ensure the escape of the would-be murderess. Suppose that she had 
not acted upon the hint; suppose that she desisted for the time and resumed her 
work at a later date with another doctor or with no doctor in attendance. This is 
not the class of case which I have in mind as presenting any doubt to a reasonable 
man. 

But I must add this. Cases of murder by poisoning are more frequent than is 
commonly imagined. In many such cases some doctor has had some chance of 
observing something to put him on his guard. In every such case it is on the doctor's 
evidence that the strength of the prosecution must depend. 

Contrast with the curious doctrine which I have set out above that stated by 
Dr. Taylor and his editors. "Here one must always remember that a doctor is or 
should be the confidential friend of his patients, at least so far as professional 
matters are concerned, and police and. detective work form no proper part of his 



ordinary duties. One would say, therefore, exhaust the diplomatic methods before 
r̂esorting to the police. ... On the other hand, such cases usually are crimes of 
the very deepest dye, and in bringing such to the notice of the police there is no need 
to consider the feelings of the scoundrels who would perpetrate such horrors. . . . 
When a practitioner is aware of a case of poisoning it "is necessary that he should 
know to what points he ought to give his attention. Every effort should be made by 
him to save life when the individual is living; but while engaged on one duty it is 
also in his power to perform another, supposing the case to be one of suspected
criminal poisoning, namely, to note down many circumstances which may tend to 
detect the perpetrator of a crime. There is no person so well fitted to observe these 
points as a medical man, but it unfortunately happens that many facts, important 
as evidence, are often overlooked. ... A medical man need not make himself 
officious on such occasions, but he would be unmindful of his duty as a member of 
society if he did not aid the cause of justice by extending his scientific knowledge 
to the detection of crime.'' 

This is the true doctrine and the old doctrine, and the idea that the professional 
relation justifies the doctor in refusing his aid to the execution of the law is as novel 
as it is extravagant. 

I would come next to a case or a series of cases which depend, not on the 
-anecdotal reminiscences of professional geniality, but upon the records Of the police. 

Last year an East End doctor was put on his trial for murder. The circum
stances were particularly atrocious. While he was in the act of performing the 
operation of abortion upon a woman she collapsed and died, and her body was found 
in an entry not far from the surgery, whence it had been conveyed under cover of 
night by the doctor. The jury took a merciful view of his case, and he was, in fact, 
convicted of manslaughter; but the interest of the case for the present purpose lies 
in the discoveries made in his house by the police during the course of their enquiry. 
The doctor, whatever his skill as a surgeon may have been, possessed an orderly 
mind, and kept a record, signed in each case by the patient, of those upon whom he 
had performed a similar operation, and the documents disclosed evidence of some 
400 cases of abortion performed by him. 

It is obvious to anyone who has any experience of what usually happens in cases 
of this kind that very many of the women concerned must have come under the 
observation of other medical men in the course of their convalescence, and the 
condition of those women and the means whereby it had been procured must have 
become apparent to them. Between those women and those doctors there no doubt 
existed the relation of doctor and patient, and, relying as they must have done upon 
this relation, not one of those doctors gave such assistance to the police as would have 
enabled them to take proceedings. This open shop for the performance of felony and 
murder might still have been in active operation but for the accident of this poor 
woman's death. When one thinks calmly of the many other deaths which must have 
ensued as a consequence of the operations upon the 400 women concerned, when one 
thinks of the ruined health and shattered lives which could be traced, if we knew all 
the facts, to that one small East End surgery, one becomes impatient of a claim set up 
by a medical practitioner that he is- entitled, under a plea of privilege, to neglect 
the obvious duty of a citizen and to abstain from giving to the proper authority 
information which would have saved many a life and put an end to a social pest. 
This is not an isolated case. 

In June 1916 a single woman, whom I will call X, was in the employment of 
Dr. A. She became unwell. Dr. A called in a Dr. B, who suggested her removal to 
a hospital, but she declined this and went away with a friend to the latter's house. 
The friend called in a third doctor, C, but she wished her own doctor, D, to be 
employed, and he was fetched. D sent her to a nursing home, where she told the 
principal that she had used an instrument herself to procure abortion. D 
for some reason turned the case over to a fifth doctor, E, who attended 
her till her death, before which a sixth doctor, F, was called in to operate. The 
post mortem revealed the fact that she had been operated upon for abortion by a 
skilled person, and a verdict of murder against some person unknown was returned 
.at the inquest. Until after the death, no communication was made to the police by 
any of these doctors, some of whom must have known and others of whom must have 
suspected what had happened, and as a result the culprit was not discovered. 

I will give yet another case. In February 1918 a married woman had a miscar
riage. and a doctor was called in. A specialist was also called and she was taken 
to a nursing home. At a subsequent date, the two doctors found it necessary to 
operate upon her in the presence of a third doctor, an anaesthetist. 



The doctors were apparently convinced that an illegal operation had been 
Nperformed. The anaesthetist questioned her, and she made a statement that an

operation had been performed on her by a man, whose name she gave. The 
anaesthetist questioned the man, who denied it. 

She subsequently died, and the post mortem disclosed that she had been origin
ally operated upon by a skilled person. .. 

No information was given to the police until after the death. The statement to 
the anaesthetist was useless as evidence, as it was not in the form of a dying 
declaration. The coroner's jury returned a verdict of murder against the man 
named, but in the absence of any evidence, except the statement of the woman, which 
could not be put in, the Attorney-General was forced to enter a nolle prosequi. 

I have before me particulars of numerous other cases, which in their turn are 
only samples from many which are in the experience of the police. In all these cases 
the" doctor may plead that in respecting his clienfs confidence he was obeying his 
professional etiquette. Such a plea is frivolous. The result has been in each case 
that a criminal has escaped from prosecution and in all probability that a person who 
makes a trade of crime has been enabled to continue his or her operations. It must 
also be recollected that the woman in this class of case is equally a criminal—she is 
generally the instigator of the crime. The attitude of doctors in some of these cases 
almost makes one regret that the offence of " misprision of felony " has been allowed 
to become obsolete. 

But in all these cases the doctor found himselffinally obliged either to tender 
information to the police or to give information when called upon. There must be 
many cases where, whether death has resulted or not, the crime has remained 
undetected. These illustrations relate to cases in which criminal abortions have been 
procured or attempted—a class of crime which is rife in various parts of the country 
and amongst many classes, and very largely resorted to by married women. Probably 
in all but a very few, a medical man is consulted at some stage or another'. These 
crimes, which are not only dangerous to the woman but highly mischievous to the 
community at the present time, might well, be materially reduced in number if 
medical men considered their duty as citizens at least as highly as their supposed 
duty of keeping secret their patients' misdeeds. 

I pass to another class of case arising under the criminal law where the relation 
of doctor and patient has never been established and where the claim made by the 
practitioner is indeed amazing. This class of case is of especial interest because 
it arises in connection with the clinics for venereal disease, in relation to which the 
present controversy has become acute. I shall have something to say at a later stage 
on the subject of the necessity for secrecy with regard to patients who visit these 
clinics, and with regard to the necessary and important work which they perform. 
The case, however, which I am about to mention cannot seriously be put forward as 
covered by the need for secrecy, and, as I have already said, no plea for secrecy can 
be urged by reason of the professional relation. 

A doctor in attendance at one of these clinics sent to a laboratory a sample of 
blood for the. purpose of its examination under the Wassermann test. All that is 
known by the laboratory staff with reference to'the specimen is that it comes from a 
male person of a stated age and that the report is required in connection with legal 
proceedings. At a subsequent date another specimen taken from a female child is 
sent to the same laboratory for a similar purpose. 

In both cases the result of the test conducted by the doctor at the laboratory is 
positive, that is to say, it indicates that both the persons from whom the specimens 
were taken were suffering from syphilis. The doctor from the clinic, making no 
claim for privilege, appears to give evidence at the police court, upon a charge 
against the male of the most revolting character. The laboratory assistant, a 
medical man, attends the police court and protests against being called upon to give 
evidence, and the laboratory staff contend that the test should not be used against the 
accused without his consent and that the laboratory staff ought not to give evidence 
without his consent. Such a claim is preposterous. . Here we have the police 
authorities, in proper execution of their duty, seeking to put into force a statute, 
intended to protect women and children of tender age from outrage. Everyone 
knows how difficult of proof these cases are. What kind of confidential relation has 
been set up between this elderly syphilitic violator of his own child and the laboratory 
staff to whom he is only known through the specimen of a sample of his blood"? What 
possibility is there of procuring evidence, which must in any circumstances be difficult 
to procure andsirksome to give, if the members of the medical profession refuse their 
assistance to the police in matters of this kind ? 



The next case presents still more curious features. 
On the 13th May, 1918, a child, whom I will call X, was taken to a London 

hospital by her mother and was there examined. Though no statement has ever been 
obtained from the hospital, the examination must have disclosed what was in fact 
the case; that is, that she had been violated in circumstances of peculiar atrocity and 
that syphilis had been communicated to her. 

As a result of attendance at this hospital as an outpatient, she was on the 17th 
May sent to the Lock hospital, of which, she became an inmate. 

If information had been given immediately to the police by the authorities at 
the first hospital, it is possible that the man might have been apprehended 
immediately. As it was, he absconded. 

The police, however, to whom complaint had been made by the mother, 
proceeded with their inquiry, and on the 20th May sent a detective inspector to 
the Lock hospital to ask the doctor whether he would give a statement as to the 
condition of the child. The doctor stated orally that the child was suffering from 
syphilis, but refused to give a written statement without the authority of the 
secretary to the hospital. 

On the 21st May a woman in the employment of the police called at the hospital 
by appointment to take a statement from the child. On her arrival she was refused 
permission to see the child without written authority from the mother. The, 
statement made by this lady of the various obstructions she encountered on this 
occasion is of some interest, but is too long for insertion here. Written authority 
was obtained, and the statement was taken on the 23rd May." 

On the same day, the assistant commissioner in charge of the case wrote to the 
secretary asking whether the doctor who attended the patient might be allowed to 
give a statement as to her condition. This also was refused by a letter dated the 
7th June. On the 19th June the assistant commissioner repeated his request or 
asked in the alternative that the divisional surgeon might be allowed to examine the 
child. 

An answer was received on the 21st giving permission for the divisional surgeon 
to examine the child provided another written authority was received from the 
mother. This also was obtained, and on the 26th June the divisional surgeon 
examined and reported upon her. Meanwhile, the man had returned to London 
and was apprehended on the 24th June. It is difficult to understand whether these 
refusals were put upon the" ground of privilege. If so, the situation and the nature 
of the privilege deserve consideration. The child is 10 years old. She has been 
taken to a Lock hospital. If any prejudice is likely to accrue to her by reason of 
the outrage which she has suffered, it has accrued already. The whole proceedings 
were started upon a complaint made by her mother. I must state plainly that there 
is no use in strengthening the law for the protection of women and children from 
outrages of this kind if, when the police begin to investigate such a charge--and 
the charge in this case was of an unusual degree of gravity—they are delayed for 
five weeks before any statement can be obtained upon which an information can be 
laid. 

The matter, however, does not rest there. The venereal disease clinics are 
performing work of great importance to the national health. No one would desire 
to hinder them; no one would desire to do anything but assist them in the purpose 
which they and their designers have in view. By reason, however, of the success 
which they are already achieving they either have in attendance at them, or have 
at their command as pathologists in laboratories which are not directly under their 
control, almost a monopoly of those scientific men who have a knowledge of the diseases 
in question and are competent to conduct the technical tests which modern science has 
discovered. It is to those doctors, whether serving in the clinics themselves or in 
the laboratories, that anyone who wishes to obtain information on these subjects 
must necessarily apply. People who have experience of assize courts and courts of 
quarter sessions (either as lawyers or as connected with societies for the protection 
of women or children) know the difficulty in which the prosecution is always placed 
when the person upon whom the outrage has been committed is a child of tender 
years. In only too many of these cases, corroborative evidence of what the child 
has suffered is to be found in the condition of the child's body and an examination 
of her blood. The only chance of a conviction rests in satisfactory evidence on 
these matters being placed before the court, and it is, as I have said, from these 
doctors alone that that evidence can be obtained. It is surely monstrous that", when 
that evidence is sought, some fancied obligation towards the actual victim of the 
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crime is to be set up as a bar to making the statement. And be it observed "that the 
difficulty is not resolved merely because the doctor, when called upon his subpoena, 
in fact, appears, however reluctantly, and gives his evidence to the court. It is 
essential that that evidence should have been given in a form of statement to the 
Crown when the original question of whether proceedings should be taken at all 
was under the consideration of the Crown's advisers. On the other hand,"this early 
information may well be of the greatest advantage to some person suspected of 
having criminally communicated the disease to the child, in entirely removing at an 
early stage in the inquiry any ground of suspicion. 

The next example to which I draw attention raises the question in a slightly 
different form. The Public Prosecutor, dealing with a case which arose in an 
English country district relating to a child between 5 and 6 years of age, found 
it necessary to communicate with the medical superintendent of a hospital for 
venereal diseases, at which the man suspected of, the offence had presented himself 
for treatment. The medical superintendent acknowledged the letter and gave no 
information. He was subsequently called upon proceedings before the magistrates. 
He thereupon objected to be sworn on the ground that he could not be called upon 
to disclose the confidence of his patient. The gentleman representing the Crown
insisted that the doctor was bound to take the oath and answer all questions, and 
he was accordingly sworn and gave evidence, but when he was asked the result of 
his examination.of the accused man, he said that he claimed privilege as his medical 
adviser and on the ground that all persons suffering from venereal diseases had 
been invited to submit themselves for treatment and had been promised secrecy. 
The magistrates overruled the claim for privilege, and the doctor then gave the 
result of his observation in the prisoners case. 

It will be observed that in this case the plea that a professional relation between 
a doctor at a venereal clinic and a man who there presents himself for treatment is 
put forward fairly and squarely as a ground on which the doctor's duty as a citizen 
to assist the court in arriving at the truth is to be abrogated. The quarrel here, if 
there be a quarrel, is not between the law, on the one hand, and the medical pro
fession, on the other. It is between those who claim this privilege and the parents 
of little children whose protection is the primary aim of the law. I will not labour 
the point. I believe it is enough to- state the facts and leave them to the judgment 
of those whose special interest is the protection of women and children, and, lastly, 
of every father and every mother in the country. 

It may be that a knowledge that a criminal suffering from these diseases cannot 
hope that the fact that he suffers from them will remain undisclosed;, if his crime 
comes to be investigated, may deter persons so suffering from presenting themselves 
for treatment, and I fully admit that anything which tends so to deter is in itself 
an evil. Is it so great an evil, is it likelyto' prove so great a deterrent that we are 
on that account alone to break into the whole structure of our system of criminal 
jurisprudence? The extent of the ravages of this disease is very great. 
Fortunately, a very small proportion indeed of those who suffer from it have any 
reason to apprehend any criminal proceedings against them. There is not the least 
reason why those who, however indiscreet or unfortunate their conduct may have 
been, are innocent of any offence against the criminal law should be deterred from 
seeking the treatment which they know can alone relieve them from great suffering 
merely by the knowledge that criminals who seek the same advantages do so at their 
peril. 

I have dealt at such length and with such particularity with cases arising in 
connection with the criminal law, not because I think that there could be any 
reasonable doubt upon the subject, but so that all may be made fully aware of the 
situation and, so far as it is possible in matters of this kind, so that we may hear 
no more of claims in this regard and, if I may say so, so that the obstruction of 
which I have spoken may cease. That obstruction is, I am sure, based not upon the 
unwillingness of the medical profession to do their duty, but upon the fact that it 
has not been brought home to them by illustration and argument how important is 
the aid which they can give to the detection of crime and the administration of 
justice. -

I passto the more debatable ground of civil proceedings. Here the case put 
forward is more plausible and, therefore, possibly more dangerous. 

Let me, in thefirst place, point out what it is which is claimed. It is that there
should be established in this country a class possessing a privilege outside the law, 
such as is conferred on no other citizen and no other profession. The privilege 
claimed, for the reasons which I have already given, presents no analogy to that of 



the barrister or solicitor, except when it arises in circumstances which will protect a 
communication to a medical man equally with that made to a barrister or a solicitor, 
that is to say, when it is made in contemplation or in the course of litigation. But 
as regards other communications, what case has been made out for this establishment 
of a privileged class and this inroad upon the law ? It has been said that the cases 
in which such a privilege could be invoked are few. No doubt this is true, but this 
very fact is in itself an argument against the concession. The law is administered 
under the control of judges of experience,-each one of whom must himself at some 
time or another in his life have been the patient of some doctor. They are not men 
whose minds are biassed against the medical profession nor men who would wantonly 
outrage the canons of decent feeling. They may be relied upon to compel an answer 
only in circumstances which imperatively demand that an answer should be given. 
There is no question here of any liability upon the profession to make any statement 
in advance or to give a proof to either side. The only question is whether, when the 
doctor, appearing on his subpoena, is asked a question, and it is proper in the view 
of the judge that he should answer it, he or the judge is to decide that question. 

I have already called attention to the fact that it cannot be said that the 
confidence is always to be inviolable. Cases must arise where, apart from any legal 
proceedings, a doctor, between two divided duties, must himself decide to neglect 
the one in obedience to the superior claim of the other. And this is apparent from 
the fact that, when at the meeting of the British Medical Association in 1920 the 
very illustration with which I commenced this memorandum was put to the assembly, 
there were divergent cries of "Yes" and "No " from the experienced practitioners 
there collected. It is not without interest to notice in what spirit the claim which 
we are now discussing is sometimes put forward. Only the other day a medical 
officer of a venereal clinic refused to disclose the confidence reposed in him by his 
patient, although his patient, desirous so far as he could to repair the injury which 
he had done to his wife, himself asked the doctor to give evidence as to his condition. 
'' It appears to me that it is. a misuse of the services of the medical officers of this 
clinic to compel them to come up to furnish evidence for divorce, as in this case where 
the man made use of his attendance at the clinic as a proof of his adultery." So 
the doctor wrote on this particular occasion—surely an amazing view of the duties 
of a citizen called to testify before the law courts of his country upon an issue of 
grave importance both to man and wife. 

It is unnecessary for me to combat seriously such a claim as this. What we 
have to look at is the case where a doctor is called as a witness in civil proceedings 
and is asked to give evidence against his patient's will of the symptoms which he has 
observed in him. Let me suggest an illustration of the circumstances in which this 
might occur. A. B.files his petition for divorce, alleging adultery on the part of his 
wife with a man unknown, and supports his plea by the allegation that she has 
acquired syphilis and communicated it to him. The wife admits that she is infected, 
but she replies that her husband was the origin of the infection. The facts on which 
the reputation of these two parties depends are known to the doctor and him alone. 
Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that the husband's story is true. Is he to 
be precluded from clearing himself from so infamous an allegation and be denied 
that relief to which, upon proof of the facts, he is justly entitled? Let us assume, 
on the other hand, that the wife's story is true. Is she to continue under the burden 
of this charge when she can be cleared perhaps by a simple sentence from the doctor ? 
This is merely an illustration, though one calculated to strike the imagination, of 
the kind of difficulty which would, arise were the claim admitted in civil cases. It is 
necessary, to arrive at a conclusion, to consider in analysis in what other classes of 
cases the doctor's evidence may be essential to the elucidation of the truth. 

Thefirst and most obvious is the action for what is called in somewhat 
barbarous jargon malpraxis, that is, improper or negligent treatment of the patient 
by the doctor. It is too clear for argument that if the patient brings his action on 
this ground against the doctor attending him, the mouth of, the latter must be opened 
in self-defence. Is it not equally clear that any other doctor who has been in atten
dance upon the case must be both a competent and a compellable witness on either 
side ? It may be alleged in such an action that the operating surgeon has wrongfully 
performed an unnecessary operation, and thereby, it may be, inflicted some harm 
upon or some permanent impairment of the body of the patient. Is he not to be 
entitled to call in his defence the general practitioner in attendance upon the patient 
to testify perhaps to the patienfs condition before the operation was conducted ? 
Cases are not infrequent in which it is alleged that the patient, having been put 
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under anaesthesia for one purpose, has been made the victim of an operation for 
another purpose. The truth can only be arrived at by the statements of the other 
medical men present. 

Again, it not infrequently happens that insurance companies defend actions 
upon policies of life insurance, alleging that material questions in the form of 
proposal have been answered incorrectly, and that they have been induced to enter 
into a contract of insurance by the statement that the proposer has not suffered from 
some named disease. On such questions the medical practitioner in ordinary atten
dance upon the deceased is a material, perhaps the only material, witness on either 
side. It cannot be that he is to be excluded from giving evidence altogether. Still 
less would it be consonant with the ordinary doctrines of fair play which distin
guish our jurisprudence if he were to be a competent and compellable witness for the 
plaintiff but not for the defendant. Be it observed that the relation of confidence in 
this case is not released, if it ever existed, by the death of the patient. Upon the 
extreme medical theory it never can be released, but it would be intolerable that it 
should only be defeasible upon the motion of one party to the litigation and not to 
the other. 

Next comes the class of case in which . paternity is in question. In these 
actions not only may the reputation of parties depend upon a right decision, but 
there may be involved the title to dignities or to great estates and large sums of 
money. The Duchess of Kingston's case was of this class. It was in form a 
criminal trial at the Bar of the House of Lords upon an accusation of bigamy. The 
defendant was the famous Miss Chudleigh, who, even if her subsequent matrimonial 
adventures had not earned her a memorial in English jurisprudence, would be well 
known by reason of her frequent appearance in Horace WalpokVs letters. The 
question was whether that lady, who had gone through a form of marriage with the 
Duke of Kingston, had been previously married to Mr. Hervey (at the time, of the 
trial Lord Bristol), and whether she had borne a child to him. Mr. Hawkins's 
evidence, to which allusion has already been made, was directed to proving the birth 
of the child, No title or estates or legitimacy were, in fact, at stake, for the child 
died shortly after birth. But it is obvious that, if the child had lived, a question 
might have arisen such as that in the famous Douglas Cause or in the great Annesley 
trial, and it would have been almost impossible to prove the birth of the child except 
through the testimony of Mr. Hawkins. It would be a strange anomaly if in those 
circumstances when the evidence of the doctor was to be available upon the criminal 
charge it was hot to be available in civil proceedings arising out of the same events. 

Similar questions have arisen in more recent cases. Probably the Slingsby case 
will be within the recollection of everyone. The doctor's position in that case was 
peculiar, and it illustrates not only now essential it is to the ends of justice that 
the medical testimony should be available both for civil and for criminal preceedings, 
but also how complex a situation would arise if the plea of confidence were to be 
established. In that case, according to the evidence of Mrs. Slingsby, the doctor 
who attended her in her confinement was the best witness who could be called to 
prove that she had in fact borne a child. The doctor, however, was called as a witnes
hostile to the claim of the infant petitioner. His story was that he had attended in 
her confinement a single woman named Lillian Anderson, and that he had subse
quently been instrumental in handing the child to Mrs. Slingsby and in procuring 
the making of false entries and false certificates to cover what he had done, and to 
establish that the child was Mrs. Slingsby's. According to Mrs. Slingsby's story, 
the doctor had assisted her in her alleged delivery of a child. He was, on this 
assumption, in a relation of confidence to her, and, upon the medical theory, he coul
only have been called, if at all, with her leave. According to his statement, he was 
in no confidential relation to Mrs. Slingsby, except that confidential relation which 
arises between persons who conspire to commit a fraud. But he was, on his own 
statement, in a confidential relation to Lillian Anderson, and, without that 
confidence being broken, it would have been extremely difficult to defeat the claim, 
which the Courts have held to be fraudulent, or, if any criminal proceedings had 
followed, to present to the Court the case against the parties to the alleged fraud. 
On the other hand, if proceedings had been taken against the persons who were 
alleged to have devised the fraud and they had in fact been innocent, the gravest 
injustice would have followed if they had been unable to call the doctor merely 
because he was in a confidential relation to a third party. 

When these and similar cases are considered, a further question arises. 
Communications are made in maternity cases to other persons besides the doctor, 



who stand in a relation of qualified confidence towards the patient. The nurse as 
well as the doctor is admitted to an intimacy of knowledge which is inconsistent with 
any revelation by her of what she has heard or seen except under the compulsion of 
the law. Are the communications to, and the observations made by, the doctor to be 
alone privileged or is this to be extended to the nurse ? There are thousands of cases 
every year in which in a confinement the only person in attendance is a midwife. 
Is her evidence to be available while that of the doctor, if he chances to be present, 
is to be excluded 1 

Again, the doctor has no monopoly of medical practice. He is by law the only 
person entitled to sue for fees in respect of attendance as a physician. But anyone 
may attend a sick person. There are sects which deliberately reject medical aid and 
prefer to rely upon spiritual assistance, employing for that purpose persons who, as 
they believe, have a special skill in spiritual, though not in medical, matters. There 
are other large classes of the population who have recourse to herbalists; others take 
the advice of chemists on certain matters, and others resort to persons of skill in 
dealing with particular ailments as, for example, bone setters, who have no medical 
qualification. 

The chemist, moreover, even where he acts solely as the compounder or seller of 
the medicine prescribed by the doctor, is, constructively at least, the recipient of 
confidence. He is a responsible professional man, admitted by examination to a class 
which has a strong professional feeling and a high code of ethics. The patient must 
rely on his technical skill and on his discretion. The ingredients named in the 
prescription may, and often do, indicate to him facts as to the patienfs condition 
which may be material in civil or in criminal cases. What is to be his position? 

Are the Christian scientist healer, the herbalist, the quack, the bone setter, the 
chemist, to be covered by the same doctrine as the doctor ? If not, on what logical 
theory is the distinction to be based? 

The matter does not rest there. The complexities of life in a civilised com
munity such as our own produce a web of confidential relations and confidential 
communications round every citizen. The universal system of banking in this 
country puts almost everyone into a relation to his banker which is intended to be 
confidential and is respected as such by-the banker. And apart from the confidence 
which every customer expects of a banker in the keeping of his private account, there 
come to many people times when a full disclosure to the banker of their financial 
state is essential and can in practice only be made upon a footing of confidence. Is 
it to be said that when either criminal or civil proceedings arise that confidence is to 
remain absolute ? The whole policy of our law with relation to bankruptcy makes it 
clear that in these commercial relations a time comes when, for the safety of the 
total trading community, the obligation of confidence must give way before a more 
overwhelming necessity. 

What, then, about the confidential relation between a master and his clerks, 
between two partners, between principal and agent ? In all these cases there is 
rightly a confidential relation and in none of these cases would it be contended that 
the secrecy must not be broken when the law commands. 

Lastly, on this head there is the most intimate relation of all—that between a 
man and his wife. The law on this subject is intricate and it has only reached its 
present condition through a series of stages. By the common law of England persons 
interested in the result of a civil or criminal trial, either as a party or as the husband 
or wife of the party, were incompetent to give evidence at the trial. This, so far 
as the incompetence depended upon the marriage tie, was based not so much upon 
the idea of confidence as upon the theory that husbands or wives were more likely to 
commit perjury than to tell the truth to the disadvantage of their respective spouses. 
So far as civil causes are concerned, this state of affairs wasfinally brought to an end 
by the Evidence Amendment Act, 1853, under which in any action or arbitration 
husbands and wives of the parties to the proceeding were made competent and com
pellable witnesses, subject, however, to the provision that no husband is compellable 
to disclose any communication made to him by his wife during the marriage, and no 
wife is compellable to disclose any communication made to her by her husband 
during the marriage. This qualification " rests on the obvious ground that the 
admission of such testimony would have a powerful tendency to disturb the peace of 
families, to promote domestic broils, and to weaken, if not to destroy, that feelino- of 
mutual confidence, which is the most endearing solace of married life." (Taylor on 
Evidence, 10th edit., vol. I, p. 642.) It is worthy of note that it extends to communi
cations only. Those matters which the husband or the wife has observed in the 
conduct of the other must if material, be disclosed. 



In criminal matters, the law, after many alterations, is embodied in the 
Criminal Evidence Act, 1898, which enacts that every person charged with an 
offence.and the wife or husband, as the case may be, of the person so charged shall 
be a competent witness for the defence at every stage of the proceeding, whether the 
person so charged is charged solely or jointly with any other person. The Act con
tains certain safeguards. The wife or husband of a person charged is not to be 
called except upon the application of the prisoner and, as in civil proceedings, the 
husband is not compellable to disclose any communication made to him by his wife 
during the marriage, or the wife compellable to disclose any communication made to 
her by her husband during the marriage. Further, under certain other statutes the 
wife or husband is a compellable witness, either for the prosecution or the defence, 
without the consent of the person charged. These statutes are : The Vagrancy Act, 
The Offences Against the Person Act, The Married Woman's Property Act, Criminal 
Law Amendment Act, Prevention of Cruelty to Children Act, and The Incest Act. 
The history of this legislation illustrates once again the policy of the law, which is 
in itself the fruit of the experience of the courts. One by one, barriers which the 
caution of our predecessors erected have been removed so that there may be open, 
whether to the plaintiff or defendant, whether to the Crown or the prisoner, every 
possible means of elucidating the trutb consonant with the fundamental structure of 
the society in which we live. 

It is clear that no general statutory prohibition against disclosure by the doctor 
in the witness box is consistent with the administration of justice. Civil suits are 
sometimes thought to be of less importance to the community than the execution of 
criminal justice. But, on the orderly determination of the issues which arise in 
civil proceedings, not only may there depend the happiness of the parties immediately 
concerned, but, rightly considered, the authority of the State itself dealing out that 
impartial justice between man and.man and man and woman which is-essential to 
the well-being of the modern community. The whole tendency of our law for many 
years has been in the direction of opening the mouths of those who can assist the 
course of justice and not of closing them; in reducing those classes whose testimony, 
for whatever reason, cannot be accepted in a court of law rather than in increasing 
them, and in this, as in other matters, breaking down barriers of privilege for each 
of which perhaps before it fell a sturdy argument might be adduced. The obliga
tion of silence with regard to professional communications to lawyers has, on the 
other hand, of late years become more extensive. It has, in fact, grown, as circum
stances required, under the hand of the judiciary, who can be trusted to curb any 
abuse of it. But it is not such a privilege as is now claimed. Now, to establish a 
class who may at their will assist or obstruct the judges in their work would be a 
retrograde step not justified by any argument which has been brought forward. 
These are the opinions not only of myself, speaking with all the responsibility which 
accrues to me as Lord Chancellor, but of the late Lord Chief Justice, the present 
Lord Chief Justice, the Master of the Rolls, and the President of the Probate 
Division, all men of great experience in every branch of the law. I have no doubt 
that that opinion is also shared by the great majority-perhaps by all—of the judges 
of the High Court. It is shared by those most fitted to give an opinion at the Bar. 
I am convinced that it is consonant with the whole scheme of our judicial history, 
and that it rests upon a solid basis of equity and of common sense. 

B. 
September 30, 1921. 
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SECOND ASSEMBLY OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 
THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST TYPHUS,IN EASTERN EUROPE. 

Resolution adopted by the Assembly at its Meeting held 
on Wgd^g^^^&e^^^Bir] 2lit, 192!it $morning). 
(adopted on'the report of the Fifth Oommittee). 

THE ASSEMBLY' ' 
resolves that, In view of the economical and suocess

ful results achieved by the League of Nations Epidemics Commission 
in reinforcing the preventive sanitary measures undertaken by the 
Poll si. Health Administration in the campaign against typhus, 
recommends: that the work of the Commission be continued and 
extended to other countries as necessity arises, provided the 
Council considers it expedient. 

- To this end, the President of the Assembly aiid the 
President of the Council are requested to issue a special appeal 
to the Members of the League for liberal financial support', and 
to ask those States, which have not found it possible tGJ make 
available the contributions which they so generously premised, 
to do so as soon as possible. 

-Whitehall Gardenst S^W. 
': September 30th 1921. 
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MR. DE VALEBA'S REPLY TO THE PRIME MINISTERS LETTER 
OF 29th SEPTEMBER. 1921 (See CP.3348). 

(Circulated for Record) 
DUBLIN. 
30th September,1921 

Sir, 
We hare reoeived your letter of invitation to a Conference 

in London on October 11th "with a view to ascertaining how the 
association of Ireland with the community of nations Icnown as 
the British Empire may best bo reconciled with Irish National 
Aspirations." 

Our respective positions have been stated and are understood, 
and we agree that Conference not correspondence is the most 
praotioal and hopeful way to an understanding. We accept 
the invitation and our delegates will meet you in London on 
the date mentioned "to explore every possibility of settlement 
by personal discussion". 

Faithfully yoters, 
(Signed) EAMON DE VALERA. 

, Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 

1st. Ootober, 1921. 
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LEAGUE OB NATIONS. 

PERMANENT COURT OB INTERNATIONA^ JUSTICE. 
COMPOSITION OB THE COURT. 

Genera, 
2 1 a i September, 1921, 

The Secretary-General of the League of Nations has the 
honour to inform all the Members of the League, and the Members 
of the Council and the Assembly, that the persons nominated 
jointly by the Assembly and the Counoil to hold the appointments 
of judges and deputy judges of the Permanent Court of International 
Justice have, in all oases, acoepted the offices whioh have been 
offered to them. 

The Court is therefore constituted as follows :-

I. Judges: ffi. Altamira - Spain 
M. Anzilotti - Italy 
Mi Barbosa .- Brazil 
M.de Bustamente - Cuba. 
Viscount Binlay - Great Britain. 
Mi Huber - Switzerland. 
Mi Loder - Netherlands. 
Mr. Moore - United States. 
M. Nyholra - Denmark!. 
M. Oda j£.pan. 
M.A. Weiss - France"; 

II. Deputy Judges; M. Beiohmann - Norway. 
M. Negulesdo - Roumania. 
M. Wang - China. 
M.Michel Yovandvitoh - Jugo-Slavia. 

Ihitehall Gardens, S.W. 
October. 1921. 
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GENERAL SURVEY OF THE WEEK. 
The important events of the week under review have been the negotiations in the 

engineering and shipbuilding trades upon the question of the withdrawal of the' 
12J- per cent, and 1\ per cent, bonuses, and between the Scottish, Railway Companies 
and the Trade Unions representing their employees upon proposals which involve both 
wages reductions and extensions in working hours. In the latter case, the agreement 
effected between the Railway Companies and the Associated Society of Locomotive 
Engineers and Firemen gives a promise of an early conclusion to the series of negotiations, 
but in the former case, a deadlock has occurred which must be overcome before the 
12th October if a national dispute is to be avoided. 

The general situation in the printing trades appears to be more hopeful : on the 
other hand, the employers in the soap and candle trades preserve afirm attitude, while 
the workers have not yet shown any sign of weakening. Two general features of the 
week have been the number of proposals for increasing hours of work, and the fact that 
conditions, as a whole, have been more disturbed in Wales, Scotland and Ireland, than in 
England. 

The industrial situation as regards strikes actually in progress continues to be quiet, 
but minor disputes are of frequent occurrence. The strike of boilermakers at Barrow, 
mentioned in last week's Report, and the strike of sheet metal workers at Halifax, 
mentioned in this Report for the 10th inst., have been settled: on the other hand, a 
strike of bakers has occurred at Bolton in Lancashire, and a series of spasmodic disputes 
have disturbed the Irish Railways. 

The re-assembly of Parliament on the 18th of October will be preceded by a series 
of demonstrations in London and the provinces at which the grievances of the unemployed 
will be ventilated. 

The Corn Production Acts (Repeal) Act, and the Safeguarding of Industries Act 
(in respect of the protection of key industries), came into operation on the 1st October. 

The estimated total of the live registers of all Employment Exchanges on the 
23rd September was 1,445,400 as compared with 1,479,700, the correspondingfigure for 
the previous week. 
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FEATURES OF THE WEEK. 
General Topics. 

Unemployment. 

(a) Relief of Unemployment.—The Cabinet Committee on Unemployment are 
continuing their deliberations and are considering measures for the prevention or, as well a
the immediate relief of, unemployment. No further official statements, however, have been 
made with regard to the conclusions of the Committee. On 22nd September, the Prime 
Minister interviewed the London Labour Mayors, when the Government proposals for the 
relief of unemployment (outlined in last week's issue of this Report) were severely criticise
as inadequate, in that they would provide very little work for the unemployed and would 
substantially increase the expenditure of local authorities. A number of suggestions 
concerning work on roads and public improvement schemes were laid before the Premier 
together with schemes for housing, town-planning, and slum-clearances, etc. The Prime 
Minister replied that he would look into, the schemes at once, particularly those with 
reference1 to housing. 

On 26th September a meeting of Metropolitan Members of Parliament was held at 
the offices of Sir William Bull, M.P., to consider unemployment in the London area. A 
Sub-Committee was appointed to consider and discuss certain practical suggestions which 
were put forward in the course of the meeting. A further meeting will be held on 3rd 
October to consider the report of the Sub-Committee. 

(b) Labour Policy.—The Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress 
and the Executive Committee of the Labour Party issued on 22nd September, a joint 
manifesto on the present unemployment situation. -In this manifesto it is urged that 
unemployment is a national problem and that to cope with it there should be a national 
policy aiming at the restoration of normal industry. The proposals of the Cabinet 
Committee, as formulated at their meeting of 16th September, are criticised on the ground 
that they lay too heavy a burden upon local authorities. With regard to re-establishing 
normal production in industry, it is suggested that the Government should place sub
stantial orders for staple commodities with manufacturers. These orders would be placed 
at prices agreed after an examination of costs. Under this scheme the employers would 
not receive normal profit but would receive sufficient to cover cost of production, includin 
overhead charges and a margin for contingencies. It is also stated that it may be found 
advisable to establish a working week of 40 hours. 

The allocation of the total Government order within the industry should be left to 
the joint decision of the employers' organisations and trade unions concerned. Produc
tion under the scheme would be on Government account, and it is suggested that the 
Government should export certain goods on credit to Continental countries needing them. 
The Government might deal directly with other Governments, with co-operative societies, 
or with other organisations able and willing ultimately to pay for the goods. 

With regard to public works, it is suggested that the Government should prepare a 
list of schemes of necessary national work, giving preference to those which are most 
calculated to stimulate the revival of industry. A comprehensive housing policy is 
advocated as a means of extending employment in building industries and through them, 
in other trades. With regard to questions of finance for local schemes more assistance than
offered in the Government proposals is insisted upon ; but the distinction between 
revenue-producing and non-revenue producing schemes is maintained. 

Throughout the manifesto, emphasis is laid upon the provision of work. If, how-. 
ever, employment is still not forthcoming for all workers, it is held that provision for 
maintenance must be made by means of unemployment insurance benefits on an adequate 
scale. 

The Joint Committee also sent to the Prime Minister a letter requesting him to receive 
the General Council of the Trades Union Congress and the Executive of the Labour Party t
discuss the question of a national unemployment policy, and 5th October has been fixed 
as the date for the meeting. The Joint Committee have decided to call upon all local Labou
and trade union organisations to regard Sunday, 9th October, 'as " Unemployment 
Sunday" and to arrange to hold public meetings in every locality in 3upport of the 
demand for a national policy to deal with this problem. 

There have been an increasing number of demands that Parliament should be 
summoned at once to deal with the whole question, and on 22nd September the Joint 



Committee of the Labour Party; and the Trades Union Congress sent a request to the 
Speaker of the House of Commons and to the Prime Minister that Parliament should be 
assembled at once in order that " it may grant all the powers andfinance required to deal 
with the problem." Mr. J. R. Clynes, M.P., Chairman of the Parliamentary Labour 
Party, also addressed a letter to the Speaker making the same request. In his reply the 
Speaker stated that he was informed that, if legislation were required to deal with 
unemployment, no Bill could be ready before 18th October, and no useful purpose could 
therefore be served by summoning Parliament immediately. 

(c) Unemployed Organisations.—The unemployed still pursue their policy of 
demonstrations before workhouses and of deputations to Guardians. In a few cases, 
as at Camdeh Town, disturbances have arisen, which threatened to become serious breaches 
of the peace. The National Administrative Council of Unemployed Organisations is 
to organise a series of demonstrations during the week 10th-16th October, and it is 
now reported that the 13th October is the dayfixed for the organisation of special 
" monster demonstrations" followed by deputations to public authorities in London 
and throughout the Provinces. 

It is reported that local branches of the Independent Labour Party have been 
instructed to assist in the organisation of the unemployed. 

Trade Boards Acts.—The personnel of the departmental committee appointed by 
the Minister of Labour to examine the Trade Boards Acts is as follows :— 

Viscount Cave (Chairman), Lord Weir of Eastwood, Dame Adelaide Anderson, 
late H.M. Chief Woman Inspector of Factories, Dame Edith Lyttelton, Messrs. James Bell, 
M.P., Secretary, Oldham Weavers' Association, W. T. Layton, Director of the National 
Federation of Iron and Steel Manufacturers, Sir Arthur Pease, Messrs E. L. Poulton, J.P., 
Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades Union Congress, A. Pugh, 
Secretary of the Iron and Steel Trades Confederation, and A. MacCullum Scott, M.P. 

The terms of reference to the committee are :—" To inquire into the working and 
effects of the Trade Boards Acts, and to report what changes, if any, are required." 

Industrial and Other Organisations. 

Association of Joint Industrial Councils and Interim Industrial Reconstruction 
Committees.-,—A meeting of this Association was held on 20th September at which 
Mr. S. W. Pascall presided. On the question of compulsory powers for the enforcement 
of Joint Industrial Council agreements, a letter from the Ministry of Labour was 
considered, and it was decided to send a, deputation to the Minister representative of 
those Councils in favour of compulsory powers to press for further consideration of the 
matter. Deputations are also to be sent to those Councils, which have not yet declared 
their policy, with a view to recruiting their support. It was stated that 25 Councils 
were in favour of compulsory powers and 4 were opposed. 

The Secretary of the Hosiery Joint Industrial Council proposed a resolution with 
regard to the Unemployment Insurance Acts urging that the Association should endeavour 
to obtain the restoration of the power of the Minister of Labour to sanction special 
schemes, and it was decided to send a deputation" to the Minister in support of 
this resolution. 

The Secretary of the Asbestos Joint Industrial Council raised the question of the 
interpretation of the rates payable under the Fair Wages Clause in relation to rates agreed 
upon by Joint Industrial Councils. He stated that contract work for the Admiralty had 
been undertakentby a firm which was not affiliated to the Joint Industrial Council and 
that rates of pay lower than those agreed upon by the Joint Industrial Council had- been 
paid. A resolution was adopted by the meeting urging the Ministry of Labour to issue 
an instruction to all Contracting Departments to the effect that rates of wages recom
mended by Joint Industrial Councils should be recognised for the purposes of the Fair 
Wages Clause. It was further agreed that the deputation to the Minister on the matter 
of compulsory powers should also press this question. 

A deputation was received from the National Confederation of Foremens', Managers', 
and Supervisory Workers' Associations which urged that supervisory workers should be 
represented as such on Joint Industrial Councils. The deputation admitted the special 
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position of these workers, and proposed therefore, that at this stage, they should be 
represented in a consultative and advisory capacity only. The meeting decided to 
advise the deputation that it was not prepared to make any recommendations, but that 
the question was entirely a matter for the discretion of each Council. 

National Maritime Board.—The National Union of Ships' "Stewards, Cooks, 
Butchers and Bakers has decided to secede from the National Maritime Board, and 
will in future negotiate separately with the shipowners. As a result of this decision the 
catering department panel of the Board has for the time being ceased to exist. 

The action of the Union is apparently an outcome of its refusal last May to' accept a 
reduction of wages agreed upon by the National Maritime Board as a whole. 

National Federation oj Class Teachers.—The Annual Conference of this Federation 
took place at Portsmouth from 22nd to 24th September. In her presidential address 
Miss 0. Aston drew attention to the problem of juvenile unemployment, and suggested 
that children should be encouraged to remain at school until they secured'employment 
and that registration for employment should take place at the school instead of the 
Employment Exchange.. She advocated also the setting up of Day Continuation Schools 
under the Education Act, 1918, as one method of dealing with the unemployed adolescent. 

A resolution was adopted urging the need for a revision of the present system of 
educational finance, and a further resolution strongly deprecated the action of the 
Ministry of Labour in setting up machinery which would have the effect of recruiting 
candidates for the teaching profession. The fact that this has been done in conjunction 
with the Board of Education is not referred to. 

Mr. W. H. Robinson was elected Vice-President, Mr. W. B. Steer, Treasurer, and 
Mr. Lumby, honorary Secretary. 

International Textile Workers"1 Congress.—This Congress was continued in Paris 
from 21st to 28rd September. Unemployment mainly in its international aspects, was 
discussed both on Wednesday and Thursday and was referred to a commission for 
consideration. The Congress adopted unanimously a resolution drawn up by a 
sub-committee on hours of work, and which declared that affiliated societies should 
immediately combine to obtain a forty-four hour week. The resolution further declared 
that every worker should be entitled to holidays without loss of pay and that overtime 
should be permitted *only with the consent of the trade unions. A resolution was also 
passed inviting the international secretaries to approach the Amsterdam Federation of 
Trade Unions in order to secure the application of an 8 hour day. 

A proposal from Switzerland to give the International Committee power to call a 
strike in an emergency was rejected. 

The Guild Movement.—Developments continue to take place in the Guild 
Movement. The Manchester and Salford Trades and Labour Council decided 
at a Meeting on 21st September to support the Furnishing Guild recently 
instituted by the trade unions in the furniture-making industry. The Guild has 
now- adopted a definite constitution and started a fund in order to provide 
finances. The lines laid down by the Building Guild will be followed and prices will be 
fixed on a basis of time and material used, plus a charge for the cost of administration. 
Mr. A. A. Purcell, of 259, Upper Brooke Street, Manchester, is acting temporarily, as 
Secretary. 

-The Direct Labour Committee of the Electrical Trades Union announces that it is 
prepared to tender for any kind of electrical work in any part of the country, and is 
hopeful that its services may be utilized in connection with schemes for relieving unemploy
ment. A contract has recently been completed for the installation of electric light at 
Camberwell Borough Central Library. The headquarters of the Committee are at 
9, Wroxton Road, Peckham, S.E. 15. 

The motor bus service instituted by the United Vehicle Workers at- Folkestone is 
continuing and developing. The service was originally started, with four buses, in order 
to absorb a number of men thrown out of employment as a result of a strike. The 
body set up by the union to run the service is named the " Co-operative Transport 
Society, Limited." 

In a speech at Manchester on 24th September, Mr. S. G. Hobson suggested that 
Trade Unions should enter business as life assurance and rent collecting agencies. He 
advocated an expansion of trade union work along lines that would give them the means, 
the money, and the credit, to make a real success of industrial control. 



N E G O T I A T I O N S A N D D I S P U T E S . 

Demands and Negotiations. 
Engineering and Shipbuilding Workers (National).—A crisis has developed in the 

engineering and shipbuilding trades, in the negotiations on the question of the withdrawal 
of the Ministry of Munitions bonuses of 12J per cent, for time workers and 1\ per cent, 
for piece workers. 

A conference between employers and workmen in the engineering trades was opened 
at Caxton Hall, Westminster, on the 21st September to discuss the question. The unions 
represented were the Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades, the Amalga
mated Engineering Union, the Foundry Workers, and.the National Federation of General 
Workers. The employers claimed that the bonus automatically ceased with the official 
termination of the war, and further advocated the Avithdrawal of the grant on the ground 
of the depressed state of trade and the necessity for reducing costs of production. 

The unions' representatives contended that as the bonus was granted to meet the 
high cost of living, the reduction in wages involved in its abolition was not justified by 
existing conditions. They also pointed out that in certain trades the war bonus had been 
consolidated into standard wages. They therefore suggested an inquiry into the position 
and prospects of the industry. 

This offer was refused by the employers, who proposed to the men's negotiating 
committee that the reduction should be carried through in three stages, the process to 
be completed on 12th December. This was rejected by a. delegate conference of the 
unions, and proposals for a cost of living scale and reference of the case to-arbitration 
were suggested to the employers, to be in their turn rejected. 

On the 23rd September the negotiations ended in a deadlock. Sir Allan Smith, for 
the employers, demanded that the delegate conference should decide immediately to 
recommend the graduated wages reduction and stated that, in the event of a refusal to do 
this the full reductions would be put into operation forthwith. The delegates decided that 
they were unable to comply with this demand, but undertook to ballot their members on 
the employers' proposal. 

On the same day a conference was held between the unions and the Shipbuilding 
Employers' Federation. The negotiations took a similar course, and it was finally
announced that, unless the employers' terms-were accepted, a lock-out of both engineers 
and shipbuilders would begin on the 12th October. 

Representatives of the workers in both trades interviewed the Minister of Labour on 
the 26th September and requested him to exercise his powers under Part II of the 
Industrial Courts Act with a view to effecting a settlement of the dispute. 

The Minister undertook to give the matter consideration and to communicate his 
decision. 

Tinplate Workers (Wales).—The Joint Industrial Council of the Welsh Tinplate 
Trade met on Friday last, on a special application from the workmen's side, to consider 
proposals for the revision of the Sliding Scale Agreements The workers' side submitted 
the following resolution :— 

" That in view of the impossible position created by the price of steel bars, we ask that 
the sliding scale shall be suspended at the point reached by the May ascertainment, namely, 
85 per cent., till such time as the price of steel bars more accurately reflects the general cost 
of living, or until such time that the agreement lapses." 

The employers' reply was as follows :— 
" The employers have very carefully considered the resolution handed to them, and 

must definitely state that they are unanimously agreed that the Sliding Scale Agreement 
cannot be altered. When the sliding scale was agreed to, there was no mention of the cost 
of living. Those employers whose mills are working, are all doing so at a loss, and in some 
cases have restarted partially, so as to give some work to their employees, and if extra wages 
were agreed to, it would be so much increasing the cost, that there would be a total stoppage of 
the trade.- We feel that all should do all they can to cheapen the cost of tinplates, and 
it would be unwise to add to the cost, and thus increase the number of unemployed. We 
would point out that as soon as the last ascertainment!- was arrived at and wages reduced, 
the percentage of mills working increased from about 14 per cent, to nearly 50 per cent, of 
the trade." 

The workmen's representative suggested that in view of the possibility of a serious 
reduction on the next ascertainment, the employers should consider whether or not wages 

* See this Report Vol. III., No. 1, 1st January, 1921, p. 8. 
t i.e., the August ascertainment which fixed the sliding scale percentage at 45 per cent, (plus

35 per cent, consolidation in base rates), to operate until the end of October. 
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could be maintained at the present rates. The employers replied that they would be 
prepared at anytime after the next ascertainment to hold a meeting of the Joint Industrial 
Council, at the men's request, to discuss the trade position as it then existed. ' ., 

Railwaymen (Scotland).—In response to an invitation from the Scottish railway 
companies, representatives of the National Union of Railwaymen, the Railway Clerks' 
Association, and the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen, met 
the general managers of the Caledonian, North British, Highland, Great North of 
Scotland, and Glasgow' and South Western Railway Companies in Glasgow on 
15th September.* Detailed proposals for the re-adjustment of hours and wages 
were submitted on behalf of the companies, and may be summarised as follows :— 

1. Wages to be reduced by the increases grairted under the National "Wages Board Award 
of June 1920 ; 

2. Special payment for night duty to be discontinued ; 
3. Junior employees not to be recognised as adults for the purposes of calculating wages 

before reaching 21 years of age ; 
4. The hours of work constituting the standard day of the several grades to be revised. 

An eight-hour day will be retained in first class shunting-yards and in signal-boxes 
where it was in operation before the war. Engine-drivers, guards, carriage and wagon 
examiners, some signalmen and others will work a ten-hour day ; signalmen in secondary 
boxes, and other grades on the Great North of Scotland and Highland Railways and at 
secondary stations on the other lines, will have ten hours duty spread over a twelve-hour 
day. 

5. As regards the clerical staff, proposals were made for reductions in salary varying 
from £ 5 to £20 per annum, with the establishment of a working week of 48 hours at 
head offices, 54 hours at intermediate stations, and 60 hours at the smaller stations. 

These proposals were considered by the Executive of the National Union of 
Railwaymen in London on 21st September, but no announcement was made of their 
conclusions. 

Mr. C. T. Cramp, industrial secretary of the National Union of Railwaymen, 
addressing a meeting of railwaymen at Edinburgh on the 25th September, stated that 
the companies had agreed, on condition that the railwaymen gave up the National 
Board's wages award, to withdraw their other proposals. In the event of this offer being 
rejected, the companies stated their intention of proceeding through the Central Wages 
Board, if necessary to the National Wages Board, with the whole of their original proposals
The meeting passed a resolution affirming that the proposals were unacceptable, and 
expressing dissatisfaction with the financial statement made by the companies as the 
reason for their proposed reductions. Similar meetings of members of the N.U.R. were 
held on the same day at the various railway centres in Scotland to discuss the companies' 
offer. 

It was announced on the 28th September, that the Executive of the Associated 
Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen had agreed to accept a wages reduction 
of 7/- per week for drivers, 4/- for firemen, and 2/- for cleaners, on condition that the 
national wages agreement, the eight-hour day, and other standard conditions are to be 
stabilised until June, ly23. The reductions will be made by two instalments : 5/- for 
drivers, 3/- for firemen, and 2/- for cleaners will be operated on 17th October, and 
the remainder of the reduction on 1st December. The wages reduction thus accepted 
is equivalent to the increases granted to these grades under the Award of the National 
Wages Board in June, 1920. 

Road Transport Workers [National).—At a meeting between the National Road 
Transport Employers' Federation and a Negotiating Committee of the National Transport 
Workers Federation on 21st September, the employers proposed the extension of the working 
week from 48 to 54 hours without any alterations on the present weekly rates of pay. 
The proposal was unanimously rejected by the workers' side. 

Aerated Waters Trade Employees [England and Wales).—The Aerated Waters 
Trade Board has issued proposals for the following reductions in the present minimum 
rates of wages and hours in the trade: male workers of 21 years of age and over, from 
61s. per week of 47 hours to 58s. per week of 48 hours ; female workers of 18 years of 
age and over, from 33s. Qd. per week of 47 hours to 31s. per week of 48 hours. " 

* A revision of wages and hours of Scottish railwaymen was first suggested by the companies 
in June last: the reply of. the unions took the form of a demand for detailed proposals. 



Settlements and Agreements. 
-Coal Miners (South Wales).—The prevalent atmosphere in the South Wales coal

field at the present time is shown by two incidents of the last week. 
Thefirst is the refusal of North's Navigation Collieries at Maesteg to allow the local 

officials of the South Wales Miners' Federation to conduct an examination of trade 
union cards at the pit head. The Glamorganshire constabulary were called in to support 
the company in excluding the miners' officials from their premises. Mr. Vernon 
Hartshorn, M.P., addressed a mass meeting of miners in the district on'the matter on the 
22nd September, and announced the determination of the Federation to insist upon the 
maintenance of the " show cards " custom. The meeting adopted a vigorous resolution in 
support of what were regarded as the " elementary rights " of the Federation. 

The second incident is the difference now revealed between the South Wales owners 
and the Mines Department of the Board of Trade as regards the extent to which the State 
subsidy may be drawn upon in aid of wages in South Wales in the month of September. 
The settlement of the 1st July provided that the additional cost of the wages concessions 
included in the temporary scheme should be met by a sacrifice of profits on the part of 
owners and by a subsidy from the Exchequer. The subsidy was to be available during 
the three months of the temporary period, and in no event was it to exceed £10,01)0,000. 
The agreed ascertainment for the South Wales district for July showed that, under the 
permanent scheme, the wages of the miners for September would have been the 1915 
standard rates plus 46-34 per cent. ; and it appears to have been assumed that the 
difference between the cost of such rates and the wages actually paid under the temporary 
scheme would be met out of the State subsidy. It became known in Cardiff on the 
26th September, however, that the Mines Department considered that the owners were 
responsible for meeting during September the cost of wages at the 1915 standard plus
97*57 per cent. The value of the difference between the two calculations is reported to 
be £600,000. This incident seems likely to accentuate the demand that the Government 
should extend the period of the subsidy by a further month. The immediate effect it 
may have upon the employment position in South Wales seems to have been much 
exaggerated ; but it has caused a suspension of business at the Cardiff coal exchange, 
and the whole position will remain uncertain until the decision of the Government is 
known on the appeal, which it is expected will be made, for an extension of the period of 
the subsidy. 

Engineering and Foundry Trades (South Wales).—A dispute between the Welsh 
Engineers' and Founders' Association, and the West Wales Allied Engineering Trades 
Committee on a claim by the employers that the wages of skilled workers should be 
reduced by 15s. per week and a pro rata reduction made in other cases was dealt with by 
the Industrial Court on the 13th September. 

Prior to the reference of the matter to the Court, conferences took place between the 
parties at which the employers' claim was modified to the extent that a reduction of. 
4s. should take place during August and September, and a further 4s. on and from 3rd 
October in the case of skilled workers with pro rata reductions in the case of other 
workers, and that a meeting should be held in October further to discuss the position. 
As this proposal was rejected the offer was withdrawn and the original claim was referred 
to arbitration. 

The employers submitted that during the war period wages were unduly increased as 
a result of the close connection between their industry and the South Wales tinplate 
industry, so that they were handicapped in having to pay a rate which was 17s. M. 
above that paid by competingfirms in other districts. The workers' representatives 
pointed out that the workers concerned suffered a reduction in wages in April, 1921, 
and argued that no further reduction could be justified, especially as there was no 
guarantee that the' reductions proposed would have the effect of stimulating trade and 
increasing employment. 

The Court concluded that some reduction was justified and decided jthat :— 
(1) The wages of the skilled workers concerned should be reduced by is. per week as 

from the beginning of the first pay period following the date of the Award, i.e., 19th 
September, and by a further 3s. per week as from the beginning of the first pay period 
following 1st November, 1921, and that the wages of other workers should be reduced in a 
like proportion on the same dates ; 

(2) In the absence of unforeseen circumstances the rates established by this decision 
should continue until 31st January, 1922, and that the parties should meet in conference not 
later than 31st December, 1921, to determine what alteration, if any, of these rates should be 
made after 31st January, 1922. 



S T A T I S T I C A L A P P E N D I X . 

Employment Exchanges. 

The Unemployment Position.—On the 16th September, in the United Kingdom 
1,509,563 unemployment books under the Unemployment Insurance Acts', remained 
lodged for workers totally unemployed, of which 1,212,196 were lodged by males 
and 297,367 by females. At the same date, 366,097 unemployment books remained 
lodged for workers on short time, of which 196,043 were lodged by males and 
170,054 by females. . 

These figures show a decrease on the previous week of 35,718 totally unemployed, 
and 15,841 working short time. 

The following table shows the work of the Exchanges in respect of registrations,' 
vacancies and placings during the week ending the 16th September :— 

Men. "Women. Boys. Girls. Total. 

Registrations— 
On live register at beginning of week
Fresh applications ... 
On live register at end of week ... 

Vacancies— 

 ... 1,144,154 
98,376 

1,118,820 

251,850 
31,978 

244,920 

57,706 
7,888 

57,864 

44,480 
7,057 

44,157 

1,498,190 
145,299 

1,465,761 

Carried forward at beginning of week
Fresh notifications 
Carried forward at end of week ...

Placings 

 ... 

 ... 

4,789 
8,464 
5,402 
7,862 

13,971 
6,109 

13,742 
4,125 

647 
1,033 

620 
944 

1,642 
1,505 
1,537 
1,256 

21,049' 
17,111. 
21,301 
14,187 

Appointments and Training. 

Appointments.—During the week ending the 16th September, the Appointments Depart
ment placed 225 candidates, bringing the total number of candidates known to have been;

placed to 59,273. Of these, 7,534 have been placed through the agency of the departments 
Interviewing Boards. Applications were registered from 544 ex-Service men and 22' 
civilians. The number of candidates available for appointments on the 16th September was. 
12,559 ex-Service men and 1,400 civilians. At the same date, 539 " liveh vacancies 
were at the disposal of the department, 307 having been registered during the week. 

Training of Disabled and Other Ex-Service Men.—On the 20th September 22,636'. 
men were in training as against 22,493 on the 13th September. During the week 682̂ . 
men were placed in training. There were 21,925 men awaiting training, the correspond
ing total for the 13th September being 21,571. The number of men whose training had' 
been completed since the 1st August, 1919, was 40,232, the total for the 13th September
being 39,693. 

Apprenticeships Interrupted by Service.—Up to the 21st September agreements haver 
been received at headquarters in respect of 46,663 apprentices, under the 41 schemes 
approved. Grants had been sanctioned in respect of 44,497 apprentices, employed by 
17,721 employers. The total number of agreements lapsed on expiration of the 
appropriate period of training, or by mutual agreement between the parties, is now; 
31,359. 
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IRELAND AND THE LEAGUE Off NATIONS. 
DEOYPHEH OS' TELEGRAM FROM MR. BALEOUR TO THE SECRETARY, 

TO THE CiBINET. 

Bo. 45 Deoypher. Mr. London. (Geneva). 
September 30th 1921. 

following from Mr. Balfour for Sir M. HanKey:-
You have doubtless in mind, if Ireland gets anything 

whioh puts her on a level with Dominions, she will claim to 
3oIn League of Nations as an independent member. Existing 
status of India and proposed position of Albania must be also 
remembered in. this connection. I do not know that Ireland1 a 
membership of League of Nations would be necessarily a very 
serious calamity but if she was out to wreck machine she would 
not find it very difficult; and to me personally it would not 
be pleasant to reflect that South Ireland had privileges 
denied to North.. 

Whitehall Gardens, S,W. 
stober 3rd. 1921, 
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(Circulated by the, Secretary of Stats, for War). 

x ' MI1ITA3Y SITUATION. 
Reports of flagrant breaches of the agreement continue to be 

received from ever;/ part of Ireland, and show an increasing in
solence and self-assurance on the part of the rebels. 

Two unarmed soldiers ^ers recently fired on by a Sinn Fein 
picquet, because they refused to halt t?hen rising bicycles in the 
neighbourhood of a rebel rifle range. 

A notorious rebel, Moylaa by name, who is Commandant of the 
North Cork Brigade I.R.A. was seen In Nowmarket, Co.Cork, earry
ing a Thompson Machine Gun under his coat, This man has been 
the cause of many casualties to Crown Forces, and was released 
In order to attend the meetings of Bail Eireann. The- use to which 
he is putting his present freedom is only another instance of the 
impossibility of placing reliance on any rebel to observe the 
terms of the agreement,' 

Irish Republican police are rapidly arrogating to themselves 
all the functions of tho D.M.P. and B.I.C.,"aad the height of im
pudenco was rcachod when, a few days age, they kidnapped two 
Military policemen who had gone to arrest a deserter", stating 
that they had themselves arrested the man on another charge. 

I forwarded a Memorandum to you on 29/8/21 dealing with the 
general Question of breaches of the truce and suggest that if the 
Government*s offer for a conference is accepted by Mr. Se Valera 
no time should be lost before bringing forward this question of 
the truce and placing It.upon a satisfactory and simple basis. 
I suggest a conference between the Secretary of State for War, 
Mr. Michael Collins and myself with a representative of the 
Irish Office, might find a satisfactory solution. 

I would quote the following ;frran An T*0gla0 of Septr. 2nd.
"Jjven if war were averted the nation would always require that 
"safeguard of its national existence provided by the înay of the 
"Irish Republic, and it is impossible at tho present time to for* 

"see any set of circumstances in which the maintenance of its 
"highest strength of the Army of Ireland would not be a matter 
"of vital cdnoern to the nation". 

And again on Septr. 9th .
"The period of suspended hostilities which we have passed 
through has not been a period of inaction. The work of training 
and organisation is being carried on with all the vigour 
at our"disposal, and, should the necessity arise immediately 
for a fresh oampalgn, the benefit of this improved training 
should be made manifest in action......We have made war to end 

the 



the military occupation of our country "by a foreign nation, and 
until that nation evacuates our country the War cannot he 
regarded as ended  The atmosphere of 'truce" is an unroal e

atmosphere calculated to obscure the naked, realities of the 
situation". 

In Belfast, sectarian r io ts continue. These are not on a 
large scale and have not been beyond the power of the 
troops to copo with, but owing to the use of bombs by the rioters, 
it is impossible to prevent casualties amongst the civilian 
population;. 

The Civil Government have now requested that the Officer 
Commanding the troops in Belfast shall tako over full control 
of the Police and Special Constabulary and orders have been 
issued to that effect* 

(Sd)0 OcM0.toaoroaayB 

General j Commanding-in-Chief., Ireland. 

G*H,Q., Ireland^ 
87th September, 1921 a 



SOME REBEL ACTIVITIES 115 CO B TRA.V EK TI OB OP THE AGREEMENT, 
REPORTED DURING THE VZESK ENDING 24/9/1921. 

18/9/21. MOYVEELA, Co.GAL?AY. 900-1000 Volunteers attended a 
funeral, seventeen of whom marched with arms reversed, 
at the head of the procession. 

19/9/21. DUNLAVIN, C0.WIOKLOU, The residence of the late Mr. 
Pennefather which was unoccupied, was commandeered by 
the I.R.A. who are in occupation. 
KILCULLEKu Co.KILDARS. Harristown House was commandeered 
by 25 of the I.R.A. 

20/9/21. DUBLIN. Ten. I.R.Police, four of them being armed,searohed 
houses in Poole Street. Ho arrests wore made. 

21/9/21. KILDANGAN CASTLE, C0.KILDARE. 100 I.R.A. oommandeered 
-the stables, also food" from local farmers. 

22/9/21. F0XF0RP,Co.MAY0. 4 armed and masked men entered the 
licensed premises of Mrs. J.MoMahon and took about £22* a 
bottle of whiskey, a lady's silver watch and a gold pin. 
KNOCKMORE, Co.MAYO. 4 armed and masked men entered the 
grocery premises of P.T*Malone and stole £300 in notes 
gold and silver. 

2 2 / 9 / 2 1 . DERRYBRIBB. Co.GAL'7AY, Two civilians were fired at and 
wounded. Bo arrests made. 
DUBLIN. A groups of 50-60 men were seen drilling in the 
grounds between Altinure Terrace andHemestead House. Two 

- groups of mon were seen undergoing lamp signalling instruc
tl.cn. Revolver practice takes place three times a week 
in Pinglas 7/ood near Glasnevin. 

DUBSHAUGHLIN, Co.MtSATH. Several ehar-a-banos full of men 
drove through. The occupants carried Republican colours 
and jeered at the Police. 

23/9/21. COUNTY DOWN. Rebel Camps were located at Drimaness,Seaford 
and Sileveiaslat near Castlewellan. 

http://tl.cn


A P P E N D I X I I . 

CIVILIANS TRIED BY COURT-MARTIAL. 

2 civilians have been tried, by Court-Mar tied, of whom 

were convicted and sentenced as under 

(a) IN POSSESSION OF ARMS, AMIIUNITI ON,, or EXPLOSIVES. 

1 Fined. 

(b) MISCELLANEOUS. . 

1 Fined. 



A P P g g P, I t III,, 

IETERHMBHT Off MEMBERS Off 

The following number of mambe.rs of 1*11*4** nave, been 
reoommended for Internment:

15th. Infantry Brigade. 533 
13th. Infantry Brigade (Athlone). 557 
14th. Infantry Brigade (Curragh) 530 
Galway Brigade. 358 
16th. Infantry Brigadb ftPermoy). 485 
17th. infantry Brigade (CorfcK 613 
18th. Infantry Brigade (limeriot). 2:i3 
Kerry Brigade. 201* 
Dublin Bistriet.

15th. Infantry Brigade.
5th. Division.
6th. Division.
Dublin Dlstriot.

 1545 
5035 

 533 
 1445 
 1512 
 1545. 

5035 

MEMBSSS 0? I ^ B ^ BB00MMJ)B& gQR IflTBBHMBJHT. 

Brigade Commandants.
Brigade Staff.
Battalias Commandants .
Company Of fleers.
Battalion Staff.
Other Banks and Ranks tmfcnown.

 o? 
J5 

 94 
 1733 
 237 

 £891 
6035 
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SECRET. 

^4
CP. 3358. 

THE CABINET. 

CONDITIONS ON W H I C H TERMS OF A N AGREEMENT 
FOR THE CONTINUATION OF THE TRUCE IN IRELAND 
SHOULD BE BASED. 

MEMORANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR. 
During the last few weeks there has been an increasing disregard on the part of 

the Sein Feiners for the terms of the truce. 
I suggest that it is necessary at the earliest possible moment after the conference 

with Mr. de Valera to define more clearly what is, and what is not permitted. I 
circulate a memorandum by General Macready on the subject. 

L. W.-E. 
THE W A R OFFICE, 

3rd October, 1921. 

(A.)—When the agreement was made, the main points considered were that all 
murders and outrages were to cease, or, to put it more in detail, that the rebels should 
cease from killing members of the Crown forces and loyalists, and should cease from 
injuring or commandeering their property, and that the Crown forces would abstain from 
attacking and arresting the rebels and from searching for their arms and documents. 

The agreement did not specify in particular how the rebels should comport 
themselves in relation to the law and the machinery of government established by 
British authority, but the terms laid down that neither side should take any action to 
provoke the other. 

Complaints have been made by both sides that the agreement, apart from killing, 
has not been always complied with, and in particular we allege that the rebels have 
systematically and continuously disregarded the law and the orders of lawfully 
constituted authority, and that they have been, in this respect, most provocative in 
their behaviour. It is submitted that, if the cessation of activities is to continue, it is 
essential that the law and all lawful authority should be obeyed and acknowledged, 
and that the rebels should at once cease from disregarding and undermining them, and 
in particular that they should cease from openly trying to establish and enforce 
obedience to their own alleged law, and to the orders of persons purporting to act 
under it. 

The following are the terms on which, it is considered, an agreement for a. 
continuation of the present conditions should be based. Experience has shown that 
Sinn Fein deliberately tries to ignore the established law of the country and to set up 
its own authority in lieu. The Government should insist on the following conditions 
being accepted. There must be :— 

(a.) No interference with Government or with the person or property of individuals, 
or with the personnel of the forces of the Crown. 

(6.) No recruiting or collection of funds for organizations which have been declared 
illegal. 

(c.) No carrying of arms without a permit, or wearing of unauthorized uniforms. 
(d.) No importation or smuggling of arms, ammunition or explosives, or transfer 

of arms, ammunition or explosives within the country, 
(e.) No parades, inspections, drilling or military training. 
(f.) No usurpation of the functions of the Courts (civil or military), Government 

Departments or local bodies. 
(g.) No provocative action likely to cause a breach of the peace. 
(B21/321) 100 10/21 H&S,Ltd. 9483wo . , 
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In case of any infringement of the above, such action as is considered necessary 
will be taken by the civil forces of the Crown supported, if necessary, by the militar
forces. 

(B.)—Except as provided for above, the Government agrees to refrain from :— 
(a.) Military and police activities directed against illegal organizations. 
(6.) Despatch of reinforcements of troops or police to Ireland, except drafts and 

. reliefs required for maintenance; 
(c.) Despatch of munitions to Ireland, other than those required for maintenance 

and training. 
(d.) Interference with . the movements of members or with the property of 

organizations which have been declared illegal, except in cases where they 
infringe the law of the country. 

(e.) The imposition of further restrictions under R.O.I.B. 
The terms of the present agreement, as laid down in the letter to Lord Midleton

dated 8th July, and as published in the Press on 9th July, and the same terms as mis
interpreted by Sinn Fein, are attached in Appendix A. As they stand, these terms ar
unsatisfactory and require putting on a definite basis, and one which is subject to no 
misconstruction. 

APPENDIX A. 

G.H.Q. COMMUNIQUE. 
Mr. de Valera, having decided to accept the Prime Ministers invitation to confer 

with him in London, is issuing instructions to his supporters— 
(a.) To cease all attacks on Crown forces and civilians. 
(&.) To prohibit the use of arms, 
(c.) To cease military manoeuvres of all kinds. 
(d.) To abstain from interference with public or private property, 
(e.) To discountenance and prevent any action likely to cause disturbance of the 

peace which might necessitate military interference. 
In order to co-operate in providing an atmosphere in which peaceful discussions 

may be possible, the Government has directed that—1 

(a.) All raids and searches by military or police shall cease. 
(6.) Military activity shall be restricted to the support of the police in their 

normal civil duties, 
(c.) Curfew restrictions shall be removed. 
(d.) The despatch of reinforcements from England shall be suspended, 
(e.) The police functions in Dublin shall be carried out by the Dublin Metropolita 

Police. 
In order to give the necessary time for these instructions to reach all concerned, 

the date from which they shall come into force has' been fixed at 12 noon, Monday, 11t
July, 1921. 

V N THE TERMS OF THE TRUCE (As MISINTERPRETED BY SINN FEIN). 
Oh Sbehalf of the British Army; it is agreed as follows :—' 
1. No incoming troops, R..I.C, and Auxiliary Police and munitions, and no move

ments for v., military purposes of troops and munitions, except maintenance 
drafts. \ 

2. No provocative display of forces, armed Or Unarmed. 
3. It is understood that all provisions Of the truce apply to martial law area, 

equally with the r&st of Ireland. 
4. No pursuit of Irish officers or men, or war material or" military stores". 
5. No secret agents noting descriptions or movements, and no interference with th 

movements of Irish pejrsons, military or civil, arid fro attempt to discover the 
haunts Or habits of Irish officers' and men. (NOTE.-This supposes the 
abandonment of curfew restrictions.) 



6. No pursuit or observance of lines of communication or connection. 
7. No pursuit of messengers. (NOTE.—There are other details connected with 

courts-martial, motor permits, and R.O.I.R to be agreed to later.) 

On behalf of the Irish Army, it is agreed :— 
(a.) Attacks on Crown forces and civilians to cease. 
(b.) No provocative displays of forces, armed or unarmed. 
(c.) No interference with Government or private property. 
(d.) To discountenance and prevent any action likely to cause disturbance of the 

peace which might necessitate military interference. 

CIRCULAR MEMORANDUM. 
(Not to be communicated to the Press.) 

5th Division. 
6th Division. 
Dublin District. 
15th Infantry Brigade. 
All branches, General Headquarters. 

In order to avoid any possible misconstructioL of the terms referred to in General 
Headquarters' official statements and those issued as a supplement to the Irish Bulletin, 
it is notified for information that the wording of the General Headquarters' official 
statement is taken from the letter written by the General Officer Commanding-in-Chief 
to Lord Midleton (and agreed in principle by Mr. de Valera), and is in no sense 
a draft. The wording, as issued in the Irish Bulletin, is their- interpretation of the 
same terms after discussion at General Headquarters in a form more acceptable to 
Mr. de Vaiera's adherents. The spirit of the two documents is identical. 
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3559. CHARGING POTOaSQE,CERTAIN,'TRANSPORT UNDERTAKINGS. 

Copy of letter from Secretary, Ministry of Transport to 
the Secretary to the Cabinet.' 
(Circulated for Information). 

MINISTRY OS1. TRANSPORT, 
1.3207. Secretarial and Legal Department, 

6, Whitehall Gardens, 
London, S.W.I. 

1st. October, 1921. 
Sir, 

I am directed "by the Minister of Transport to refer to 
his Memorandum CP.3238, dated August 17th and to say that as 
the matter dealt with therein has now been settled in communicatio4 
with the Prime Minister and the other Ministers concerned, it is 
now unnecessary that it should be brought before the Cabinet. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 
(Sgd.) J.R. BROOKE. 

.' - ' 

cretary, 
ices of the Cabinet, . 

2, Whitehall Gardens, 
S.IV.,1. ' - 
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SECRET. 

C P. 3360. 

THE CABINET. 

NAVAL BASES IN IRELAND. 

M E M O R A N D U M BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR. 
With reference to the Memorandum by the First Lord of the Admiralty (CP. 3 3 1 0 ) , 

I circulate a Memorandum by the General Staff on the Defence of the Naval Bases in 
Ireland. 

L.W.-E. 
1THE W A R OEETCE,

3rd October, 1 9 2 1 . /' 

1. With reference to a Memorandum (CP. 3 3 1 0 ) circulated by the First Lord of 
the Admiralty, the General Staff wish to put forward for consideration certain military 
aspects of the questions raised therein. It is evident that bases on the Irish 
coast will be of no use to the Navy in war time unless they are adequately 
defended against attack, whether from the sea or from the land. Even assuming 
that the responsibility for - the latter will rest with the local Irish forces, there 
remains the question of defence against attack from the sea, which is a joint 
naval, military and air force responsibility, in which thefixed defences, provided 
and manned by the Army, play an important part. These defences will be required on 
the first day of mobilization, or even during the precautionary period, and must, 
therefore, be armed and manned in peace time'. In the past, the invariable policy, in 
the case of Dominions, has been that the Imperial authorities should lay down the 
scale of attack, and consequently the scale of defence required to meet it, and they 
have continued to furnish the means of defence until it was clear that the Dominion 
itself was in a position to do so. For instance, an Imperial garrison remained in 
Canadian bases for many years after the creation of the Dominion of Canada, whilst 
although South Africa was given Dominion status in 1 9 0 9 , responsibility for the 
defence, of certain Cape ports is only now being handed over to the Union Government. 
Moreover, this is being done on the understanding that the latter agree to accept the 
advice of the Committee of Imperial Defence as to the scale of defences required, and 
will ask the War Office to provide such technical personnel as they themselves are 
unable to furnish. 

2. The General Staff are. therefore, of opinion that, to carry out the essential 
naval conditions laid down by the Prime Minister in his letter of 2 0 t h July, the 
following are necessary from a military point of view in the case of Ireland :— 

(a.) That the scale of attack and defence should continue to be laid down by the 
Committee of Imperial Defence, and that its ruling should be accepted by 
Ireland. 

(&.) That land forces exist which can be relied upen to secure naval bases against 
attack from the land, 

(c.) That the Imperial authorities should continue to provide the garrison required 
to man the seaward defences until such time as it is quite clear that Ireland 
herself can provide the highly skilled personnel required for the purpose. 
It may be added that, in present circumstances, the numbers involved will 
probably be comparatively small. 

(B21/322) 100 10/21 H&S, Ltd. 9484wo 
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SECRET. 

CP. 3361. 

CABINET. 

SPECIAL W E E K L Y REPORT ON 

UNEMPLOYMENT. 

No. 39. 

WEEK ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1921. 

(NOTE.—The last special weekly Report which was circulated to the Cabinet, 

No. 38, was for the week ending the 22nd July.) 

T. J. M A C N A M A R A , 
Ministry of Labour. 



^ NOTE ON UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION IN UNITED K INGDOM ON 
SEPTEMBER 30, 1921. 

1. The Trade Unionfigureof unemployment for July 1914 was 2-8 per cent. 
The average for the ten years prior to the war, according to Trade Union 

unemploymentfigures,was 4-7 per cent. It was as high as 7-8 per cent, in 1908 and 
7-7per cent, in 1909. 

Throughout 1919 it ranged between 1-6 per cent, in September and 3-2 per cent. 
in December, and averaged 2-4 per cent, for the year. ^ 

Thefiguresfor 1920 are :-
To the end of— 2-9 
January ... ... --- --- ^ g
February ... ---
March .... --- --- Q.9 
April ... --- 1-1 
May ... ... --- --- ;;; x.2 

June ... ... --- 1-4 
July ... .. -- - * - *' !.6 August ... ... - - .-. --- 2-9 

-September ... ... --- " 5.3 
October ... ... --- "' 3.7 
November ... ... --- "' g.Q
December 

The figures for 1921 are :.-
To the end of— g.9 
January ... ... '*' g-5 
February ... --- --- iq.q 
March ... ... --- 17.5 
April ... ... --- -'- "' 22-2 
May ... ... --- - '*' 231 
June ... ... --- v 16-7 
July ; ... ... --- - 16-5 
August2. NUMBERS ON REGISTERS OF EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGES. 

... 1920. 1921. 

Avg. 27. Nov. 12. Dec. 3. Ju ly l . July 8. July 15, July 22. July 29. 
-

Men;— . 
Civilians 86,4.76 134,868 137,222 1,068,288 1,056,275 1,002,987 934,528 892,041 
Ex-service 142,600 239,816 263,553 488,722 493,459 488,308 471,233 459,285 

Boys . 17,608 21,872 21,379 80,539 77,024 71,915 67,085 63,671 
Women 58,982 97,964 119,886 466,965 434,785 395,344 345,112 317,425 
Girls 17,480 22,237 23,663 65,883 60,826 55,117 49,528 48,414 

Totals . . 816,096 516,757 565,703 2,170,397 2,122,369 2,013,671 1,867,486 . 1,780,836 

1921. 

Aug. 5. Aug. 12. Aug. 19. Aug. 26. Sept. 2. Sept. 9. Sept. 16. Sept. 23. 

MenMen—— 
CivilianCivilianss 871,307 837,862 809,684 764,644 742,662 726,026 708,719 697,401 
Ex-servicEx-servicee 447,577 442,079 434,267 425,746 419,345 418,128 410,101 404,548 

BoyBoyss 60,115 60,510 61,255 60,681 59,076 57,706 57,864 56,149 
WomeWomenn 305,879 299,717 290,141 274,981 261,792 251,850 ' 244,920 243,706 
GirlGirlss 45,692 46,751 47,161 46,740 45,192 44,480 44,157 42,555 

TotalTotalss .. .. 1,730,570 1,686,919 1,642,508 1,572,792 1,528,067 1,498,190 1,465,761 1,444,359 



I . - S T E P S PREVIOUSLY TAKEN TO DEAL WITH UNEMPLOYMENT. 

(A.) Emergency Works. 
At the meeting of the Cabinet held on the 13th August, 1920, a special Sub-

Committee was appointed to consider the whole question of unemployment and 
devise means for relieving it. As a result of their deliberations it was announced 
that the sum of £10,400,000 should be set aside for expenditure on arterial roads, 
half to be expended by way of actual grant, and half by way of loans to the Local 
Authorities undertaking the work. In December it was announced that a further 
sum of £3,000,000 had been allocated to the Unemployment Grants Committee, which 
is presided over by Lord St. Davids, for the purpose of assisting Local Authorities 
to carry out works on which a substantial amount of the unemployed could be 
engaged. Further, it was agreed that the Ministry of Health should accelerate the 
work of laying out roads and sewers in connection with, approved housing schemes. 
Arrangements were also made for the provision of alternative work in Government 
Establishments, and for short-time working in certain Government Establishments. 
In addition, certain'emergency work was undertaken by Local Authorities without 
assistance. Approximately £ 2 5 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 has been spent on the schemes outlined 
above, and at least 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 men have from time to time been provided with work by 
these means. 

SUMMARY showing the Labour Employed on above Schemes on September 23, 1921. 

Number Employed 1 Number Employed Scheme. Total. in Greater London. . in Provinces. 

1. Arterial roads .. 4,18-') 2-2,480 26,624 
*2 ROIK I maintenance * 20,000 

3. Housing (acceleration of lay-outs, &c.) .. ' 261) 3,263 3,532 
4. Unemployment Grants Committee 3,504 19,538 23,042 
5- Alternative w o r k  -

War Office.. 1,562 Nil 1.562 
a - miralty . . Nil 5,105 5,105 

6. Short tmib--
War Office.. . .  . 241 1 242 
Admiralty . , . .  . 121 904 1,025 

7. Local Authorities (without grants) 3 164 5,509 8,673 

Totals 12,996 56,809 89,805 

* No separate figure for London and Provinces available. 

As reports for week ended the 23rd September have been received from only 
415 Local Authorities out of 441 who were asked to supply information (in respect 
of items 3, 4 and 7 above) it is probable that the relief schemes inaugurated by the 
Government and Local Authorities are finding employment for a number of men in 
excess of thefigures given. 

(B.) Unemployment Insurance. 
As a permanent means of dealing with unemployment, the Unemployment 

Insurance Act, 1920, became law on the 9th August, 1920, and came into operation 
on the 8th November, 1920. This Act extended the provisions of the earlier Act to 
a further 8,000,000 workers. The conditions for the receipt of benefit were the same. 
A special provision was inserted under which an insured contributor might draw 
eight weeks' benefit as soon as four contributions had been paid. In view of the 
prevailing unemployment an amending Act was passed on the 23rd December, 1920, 
which made provision for the payment of benefit to unemployed workers who proved 
certain periods of insurable employment. A further Act became law on the 3rd 
March, 1921, increasing the rates of benefit to £1 for men and 16s. for women. This 
Act also provided that anybody who proved employment in an insurable occupation 
in each of twenty weeks since the 31st December, 1919, might receive sixteen weeks' 
benefit in each of two Special Periods, thefirst running from the 3rd March, 1921, 
to the 2nd November, 1921, and the second from the 3rd November, 1921, to the 2nd 
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July, 1922. Power was also taken to borrow up to £10,000,000. A further Act 
became law on the 1st July, 1921, under which the.rates of benefit reverted to 15s. 
for men and 12s. for women as from the 30th June, while the rates of contributions 
were raised as from the 4th July to Is. 3d. for men and Is. Id. for women. This Act 
also increased the borrowing power to £20,000,000, and further gave power to the 
Minister to extend the period for which benefit might be drawn in each of the 
Special Periods by six weeks, making twenty-two weeks in each of the Special 
Periods. The right to contract, out of the Act by Special Schemes for industries 
was suspended during the period of deficiency. 

Under the Acts of 1920 and 1921 approximately £46£ million has been paid as 
benefit during the period the 8th November, 1920, to the 24th September, 4921. The 
number of persons in receipt of benefit on the 1st July was 2,060,212, and on the 
16th September the number was 1,219,000. 

II .—FURTHER PROVISION FOR UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Before rising for the recess, the Cabinet agreed that the position with regard 
to unemployment was so serious that the Cabinet Unemployment Committee must 
devote special attention to it, with special reference to the exhaustion of benefit unde
the Unemployment Insurance Acts. 

On the 19th August, 1921, the Cabinet, on the recommendation of the 
Committee, agreed that assistance could be given to Local Poor Law Authorities, 
either by way of expediting the sanction for loans or permitting the loans to be 
spread over a number of years, in cases in which the Local Authority could prove 
that there were exceptional circumstances due to the abnormal unemployment and 
that they were exercising their powers with due care and discretion. 

The whole matter was again discussed at the Cabinet which met at Inverness on 
the 7th September. 

On the 16th September the Cabinet Committee further agreed that— 
" (1.) Where, for the purpose of providing employment in the present emergency

Local Authorities (including statutory bodies who do not trade for profit) put in 
hand or accelerate approved works (other than revenue-producing works), which 
would not otherwise have been proceeded with, or so accelerated at the present time, 
the State will givefinancial assistance on the following basis. 

" Grants equal to 50 per cent, of the interest and sinking fund charges on loans 
raised by Local Authorities to meet expenditure on schemes actively commenced 
before the 1st January, 1922, will be paid by the State for a period of one-half the 
term of the loans subject to a maximum offifteen years. The expenditure to be take
into account will be. all approved expenditure incurred within the period ending the 
31st March, 1923. 

" In approving schemes, special regard will be had to the direct employment of 
unemployed persons and to a preference being given to ex-Service men. 

" (2.) In the case of revenue-producing works, grants will be paid, in approved 
cases, equivalent to 50 per cent, of the interest on loans, raised for a period of not 
less than ten years, in respect of expenditure on schemes actively commenced before 
the 1st January, 1922, provided that such expenditure is. incurred within the period 
ending the 31st March, 1923. These interest grants will be paid for a period of 
five years." 

PROGRESS ON THE ABOVE DECISIONS. 

Between the 16th September, 1921, and the 28th September sanction has been 
granted to six Boards of Guardians for loans for periods of two years, and loans 
have been offered to two others. Applications have been received from one other 
Board for a loan for a period of three years, current over-drafts have been sanctioned 
in thirty cases, while applications from five other Unions are under consideration. 

Eight schemes have been sanctioned by the Ministry of Health for road work, 
site work, sewage and other work, involving a total expenditure of £536,717, on 
which it is estimated that 2,500 workmen will be engaged. 



1

III .—PRESENT POSITION. 

The unemployment situation throughout the Kingdom is still serious, and at the 
moment there are few signs of any immediate prospects of trade revival. ' 

The number of men unemployed in the coal-mining industry shows a tendency 
to increase each week, largely on account of the difficulty of disposing of the coal 

" Liu-Hill.- - II--- . I 1.  . - , , - ., , l I.,, l - .,1-1-1 I -I I I ... I . 

raised. Some slight improvement has been recorded in the iron and steel industry, 
and a consequent slight improvement in iron ore mining. Shipbuilding and marine 
engineering is in a very depressed condition, and no new work has been commenced. 
The textile industry, so far as cotton is concerned, continues very depressed, though 
the outlook is stated to be more hopeful. There are, however, signs of a slight 
revival in the woollen industry. In general engineering the amount of unemploy
ment is increasing, further discharges taking place each week. On the other hand, 
there are signs of a slight improvement in the boot and shoe industry and amongst 
garment workers. 

Below is a table showing the number of persons on the Live Register whose 
claims are current and the number of persons who have exhausted benefit up to date,
for the United Kingdom and for the London area on the 23rd September. 

Number on Benefit (Claims Number who have ex- Number who 
current). hausted Benefit up to Date. have ex-NumbeNumberr oonn haustedBene-LivLivee fit but remainRegisterRegister.. Wholly Wholly . on LiveShort Time. Short Time.Unemployed. Unemployed. Register. 

U  N I T E D K  I N G D O M . 

: \ 
Men 1,101,949 953,045 179,400 397,133 14,614 152,214 
Boys 56,149 26,991 10,077 1,002 519 464 
Women 243,706 196,812 140,798 85,689 18,971 21,207 
Girls ' 42,555 15,206 14,754 726 955 355 

Total .. 1,444,359 1,192,054 345,029 484,550 35,059 174,240 

L  O N D O N A  R E A . 

!Men 147,136 134,252 15,744 51,557 66 13,663 
Boys 10,198 4.260 4 1 1 150 46 
Women 36,860 ' 31,491 5,079 7,221 36 836 
Girls  . . .. 7,954 2,378 742 32 8 

Total .. 202,148 172,381 21,976 60,960 102 14,553 
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W E E K L Y I N T E L L I G f S N O E S O T M A R Y . 

No,. 591, ,,. For thffl week ending 1st October.,. ,193.1, 
PART . I.. , NAVAL , ^MMaSKPJE' 

GREAT . BRITAIN,. 
Movements, of H.M. ghjjps,. r

28th gQjb.H.M.S. "Thunderer" loft Devonport for Vigo. 
28th September. H.M.S* "Blenheim" arrived Devonport 

from the Mediterranean. 
2&th.JS3gkH.M.S, "Delhi" left Devonport for Heligoland and 
arrived 30th September. 

29th September. 2nd Light Cruiser Squadron and 2nd 
Flotilla arrived Copenhagen from Stockholm. 

1st October. H.M.S. "Delhi"left Heligoland with 
Heligoland Sub-Commission for Sheerness. 

H.M.S. "Thunderer" arrived Vigo. 

^ f f i R M M E B . 

Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, in H.M.S. " IRON tfUKB" 
with "Ajax", "Stuart", "Senator", "Sepoy", "Shark" and 
^oraahawk". - Leave Constantinople 6th October (approx.) for 
Malta. 

H.M.S. "Montrose", "Spear", "Swallow" and "Trinidad" -
Leave Constantinople 13th October for Malta, "MontroseB 

will call at Piraeus en route. 
H.M.S. "Speedy" - Leaves Port Said 3rd October;-

Haifa 4th October;' Jaffa 5th ,October; Gaza 6th Ootoher; 
Alexandria 7th Octoher, 

H.M.S. "Veronioa" - Leaves Suva 29th September on 
cruise, visiting Funafuti (Ellioe Is.) Ocean Is. (Paanopa I3.) 
Taritari (Touching Is.) and Tarawa (Oook Is.) returning bo 
Savra 27th October. Due Auckland, November. 

Oommander-in-Ohief, Western Approaches, in H.M.S. 
"Hoather", leaves Queenstown 3rd October to visit ports on 
ffect Coast of Ireland. Thenoe to Liverpool and Pembroke-

H.M.S. "Espiegle." - Visits Dar-es-Salaam, Zanzibar, 
Mombasa, Brava, Mogdishu and Kismayu on - present cruise 
arriving Aden 20th" November. 



ESTONIA 

Rear-Admiral Sir John Pitka, E.C.^.G.4 has retired 
from the Estonian Navy. The Acting Commander of Naval 
Forces is Cormnander Johann T?om (Gross of Liberty and 0roS3 
of St . George) the Ohiof of the Naval Staff is Captain Saltsai 

Tho follo^/ing gunboats aro in commission on Lake. 
Peipuo 

"Ahti" - 144 tons displacement; speed 10 knots; 
2 Q..F, guns and 2 - 1 pdrs. 

"Tartu" - 128 ft. x 171/2 ft. x 3 ft. 2 - 1 pdrs. 
The gunboats "Taara", "Uku!1. and "Vanomuino" have 

been disarmed and convorted to trade uses. 
By order of the Estonian Government vessels flying., 

the British flag are allowed to onjoy the same favours as 
regards harbour"dues as "stonian ships. 

The new mole at Roval in place of the old jetty is 
in course of Greetion and work will bo finished by the end of 
1921. The Baltic Shipbuilding Co's Shipbuilding Yards have 
been acquired on lease by the Anglo-Baltic Shipbuilding and 
Engineoring Company Ltd. and work has already been taken in 
hand. 

The Depth of water at Narva in summer is stated to 
bo 16 - 21 feet. Four mooring buoys are reported as having 
been removed. 

RUSSIA 
It is reported that six destroyers of the "Novik" 

type are in commission and go out for cruises in the Gulf 
of Finland, Many destroyers are in good repair and seaworthy. 
Five submarines aro in commission, the sixth is under repair. 
The submarine repair ship has been transferred from Petrograd 
to Kronstadt. Trawlers are continually sweeping in the Gulf 
of Finland. 

From information received, it appears that Pantherjamskl, 
OoEGaander of the Naval Forces of the Black Sea and the Sea 
of Azov, is not on good terms with Nemitz, Assistant to the 
Ooranander-in-0hief of the Naval Forces at Petrograd. 

There is no truth in tho report that Russian Soviet 
have purchased airships in Italy. 

SWEDEN. 
Naval, Aviation. The development of the Naval Flying 

Station at Hagarnao (5-miles North of Stockholm) is to be 
undertaken shortly; the reoent destruction by fire of the 
Naval Aviation Workshops in Stockholm Harbour has necessitated 
earlier action than was anticipated. 



Italian naval policy now aiais at concentration in tge 
Tyrrhenian -Sea. To this enid, squadrons in Una AdrLat 
and in foreign and colonial waters have "boon considerably 
deoreasod dxiring the past 12 months, and tho ships s ojivlthdrawn 
allocated tojtho Main Sleet which is cased on Spozia." 

The situation roraains. quiet, and concentration of 
tho Fioot at Constantinople is not at proaont essential. 



PART ,11/ 

PgRSIA. 

Owing to the policy of the prei^ntrper&ian 
Government, the situation in the provinces is worse than 
ever, Azerbaijan and Kurdistan are seething with dis-content, 
disturbances are expected in Kermanshah, there are troubles
in Hamadan,, the settlement of the G-ilan question is being 
delayed at the bidding of the Bus&ian Minister and tho 
Province of Kh,orassan'has ceased for the time being tc form 
part of Persia. 

Bakhtiaris and the South generally fear Bolshevik 
aggression owing to the impending disbandment of the South 
Persian Rifles and disturbances and robberies are taking 
place on a growing scale. 

AFGHAHIS'*?AN. -
The Afghans are awaiting the arrival of Ghulam Sadik, 

one of the Afghan Mission which was recently in London, 
before coming "to any decision regarding our latest proposals. 
From reports "received of the impression gained, by Sadik, it 
is likely that he will prove to be of considerable help in 
influencing his countrymen to enter into friendly relations 
with H.M. Government, Ghulam Sadik was due to arrive in Kabul 
on the 25th September. 

Meanwhile the Amir appearsjiore conciliatory. 

The Resident at Aden has telegraphed urgently 
requesting to be supplied with arms in order to strengthen 
the tribes in the Aden Protectorate against Arab aggression. 
As a defensive measure cavalry have been moved to cover 
Lahej.. 

Lithuania has received 'de Jure' recognition from 
Norway and Sweden, and Denmark. 

RUSSIA. 
The Tula Arms. Factory (south of Moscow) has received 

insl^ctionlTl-o double its output, and work 3 shifts of 8 
hours each. The factory has worked day and. night since 20th 
August. The workmen receive increased food rations. 
G^pxgia, 

Information received confirms the impression that 
Georgia is, like Azerbaijan, reverting to the status of a 
Russian Bolshevik Colony. 



Siboria. A report from Ohita states that Merkuloffs 
authority no longer exists at Vladisvostock. General Molohanoff 
is at the head of tho armed insurgents and is arranging for 
the creation of new looal administration. 

The treaty/ of neace between Germany and the United 
States of Arnerioa was ratified by the Reichstag on the 30ffch 
September. The Ooinmunists voted against it, and the 
Nationalists abstained from voting. 

HUNGARY. 
The Government has agreed to evacuate the Burgenland' 

by the 4th October. They will not hold themselves responsible 
for bands of irregulars. 

The Conference of Ambassadors has called on the 
Hungarian Government to annul forthwith thegcalling up of 
20,000 $en. 

GREECE. 
The Greek Prime Minister and Minister for. Foreign 

Affairs propose to leave for London on 15th October, but 
Y/ill probably be asked to postpone their visit to suit the 
convenience of H.MGovernment. 

ALBANIA. 
The Jugc-Slav Government call attention to the state of

civil -war prevailing in Albania. Thousands of Mirdite refugees 
are seeking to cross into Jugo-Slavia to escape massacre 
which confronts them if the Tirana Government is victorious. 
It has not yet been decided whether they are to be admitted. 

TUjUggY. 

General Harington arrives home on 3rd October, taking 
passage to Malta in "Surprise". 

Geheral Mombelli acts as G.O.C. in his absence, and ' 
the French cordially accept the situation of French troops 
serving under an Italian General. 

Fis:chang,e nf Pris.oner' s,. Arrangements for transporting the 
Turkish prisoners of war from Malta and thenoe to a Black Sea 
port are in hand. The question of the exchange has been 
discussed at Constantinople between our High Commissioner and a 
representative of the Angora Government. The latter offer to 
try the 8 Turkish prisoners accused of war crimes, and will give 
all facilities to British witnesses, fro. The proposals for 
exchange at a Black Sea port are agreed to, and it is hoped 
that our prisoners will be free by the 15th October. 

nBil£3iE£&S,*  A  international relief committee has been formed 
to take over from the American Red Cross. 

There aro between 32 and 33 thousand Russian refugees 
in Constantinople and its surroundings. 17 thousand are 
absolutely destitute, and one thousand sleep in the streets. 



Tho Allied Governments are being appealed to for grants, ' 
but such grants can only bo a tcmporary-T?alliative, and the 
refugees are a continuing liability. 

Arrangements have "boon completed for the despatch 
of the last 8,000 men of Wrongs1's army to Bulgaria. 
Gree!^ operationjs. ' 

'. \' 

The main operations may bo considered as f inisJae-d̂ , 
it is not believed that either side contemplates -vinter 
operations. 
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UIMiOPLOYI^I lT . ^ 

Proposals of Commander Hilton Young *s 
Committee submitted to the Prime""Minister 
at Gairloch. October 2nd. 19SI. 

1. The fundamental causes of unemployment are of a world
wide character, namely (a) impoverishment and dislocation of 
the means of production consequent directly or indirectly upon 
the war, (h) the impediments in the way of new enterprise 
caused by political and economic instability. In so far as 
the remedy for these depends upon action in the international 
sphere we have not attempted to deal With them. 
3* The most Important Immediate influence in Greai Britain 
is the relatively high cost of production caused mainly by the 
higher rategof wageso 
3. There Is no short out for avoiding the necessary process 
of adjusting costs to those of our competitors. Readjustment 
however may be expedited by more wide spread tinder standing of 
the economic situation, and It is of fundamental importance 
that no scheme of relief should hinder this process. 
4. It is inevitable that during this process of readjust
ment a proportion of unemployed must be supported by doles or 
relief. 
5. Effort, however, should be concentrated in keeping as. 
many workers as possible engaged In their normal industries 
by the encouragement of fresh orders. 
6. This cannot be done by any general extension of credit 
facilities but we think that means may be found by whioh State 
assistance could enable works, to.be undertaken whioh otherwise 
would not be done at the present time. Suoh assistance would 

give 

http://to.be


give by its initiative an impulse, towards industrial'revival. 
If aud so far as th^ successful working of the -scheme is 
impeded by tho high cost of production it will sorVs- as a 
usaful' illustration of tho immediate "causes- of run employment. 
Our proposals for this 'a.r-e- as follows:

7 . A Committees consisting of a small number fsay -five) 
of rKprQsontativffis of industry,"-labour 'and finance should be 
$stabiished with authority to assist - within the limits'of tho 
f inaneial powers conferf e& upon - thorn, il) i the priemotion at 
homo 6f capital'works:(including undertakings ancillary or . 
incidental thereto) that will bo of"ultimate benefit to the 
nation'and Will provide $mploymaht, such works to bo under
taken by local authorities, public utility -companies or 
-private; enterprises; (2) the-"placing of orders in this market.. 
from the British' Smpire a.hd foreign' countries for works' of a 
similar nature. In the case' of foreign countries the scheme 
could be"worked in Conjunction with the fsr Meuleh project. . 
In all cases such'.assistance' would , when "desirable^ take tho 
form pf'a guarantee. 

8. The Committse shall"- bo"' instructed to reject any "scheme 
wiicnin their opinion the cost" of' production either as a whole 
or in any.detail is unrjasonably high. 

9. (Dho' Committee should'-'satisfy' themsolves' Inv every case 
that' there '&*'£' 'a&e.q,uWtfS '-'r%*rabi*s - wfeion-'- $usVitfy--' State as si stance 
and that" the'-schomV' eaaftoi reasonably '-W -financed' by pr iv-ate 
enterprise. 

10, In the cJaso of-all' applications and especially the S8\ 

'of private concerns assistance shall -only bo' granted by the 
Committoo upon terms which they are satisfied will ultimately 
ssoure adequate benefit to the public. 

J 



11. counteract the evils of possible inflation a 
Government Loan should to raised to he styled "National 
Development Loan" to he applied firstly to tho financing of 
the schemed in question and for the protection of guarantees 
given by the Government for the purpose cf such financing, 
Any vtmeacpencLed balance to fall into the Consolidated Fund-. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W.1, 
October 5th, 1921. 
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Notft "by JihcJ3ejsra tS/X&^^fe&S-i 

It is requested that the attached paper 
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to the fast that publication has not been 
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(Signed) M,-PoAo HAMEY. 
Secretary. 
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October 5 th, 19 SI. 
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SECRET. 

CP. 3364. 

SECOND M E M O R A N D U M O N T H E WORLD'S M O N E T A R Y PROBLEMS. 
(BY PROFESSOR GUSTAV CASSEL.)* 

1.—THE PRESENT SITUATION. 

M Y " Memorandum on the World's Monetary Problems" (in this paper referred 
to as " the first Memorandum"), which was published by the League of Nations for 
the International Einancial Conference held at Brussels in 1920, was completed in 
June of the same year, and consequently refers to monetary conditions in the earlier 
part of 1920. Since that time, much has occurred which makes further observations 
on the subject necessary. New experience has been accumulated, furnishing material 
by which the earlier analysis can be tested; and in some important respects conditions 
have altered so essentially that a new situation has to be taken into account in 
drawing general conclusionŝ  and particularly in framing practical recommendations. 

In the beginning of 1920 inflation was still going on in most countries; the 
general level of wholesale prices reached its maximum for England, France and the 
United States in the spring months, for Sweden in the summer, for Norway and 
Denmark only towards the end of the year. It was natural, under such circum
stances, that a discussion of the monetary situation should concentrate on the process 
of inflation, the evils accompanying this process and the measures required to stop it. 
The aspect of the problem has now been radically changed. During the year May 
1920 to May 1921, a fall of prices has taken place, perhaps more violent than any 
other in the economic history of the world. This fall is still going on, and, although 
it seems to have been retarded during the last few months, the definite end of the 
movement is not yet in sight. 

The downward movement of prices has not, as is sometimes assumed, been 
merely a spontaneous result of forces beyond our control. It is essentially the result 
of a policy deliberately framed with a view to bringing down prices and giving a 
higher value to the monetary unit. This policy of deflation has its root in the popular 
idea that pre-war price-levels are still to be regarded as "normal," and that stable 
economic conditions can be attained only by bringing prices down to the old levels. 
. In most countries, in spite of the enormous fall of prices that has already taken place, 
we are still far from this end, and there is consequently plenty of room for a continued 
policy of deflation on such grounds. 

A prolonged fall of prices must necessarily have an extremely disturbing effect 
on production and trade, and it is this consequence of a policy of deflation which has 
manifested itself most clearly during the last twelve months. 

A year ago, the productive capacity of the world was fairly well occupied, and 
labour, on the whole, found fairly sufficient employment. In this respect, conditions 
are now, as everybody knows, very different. The world's work has been brought to a 
standstill to a degree that we have never witnessed before, and unemployment has 
risen to alarming figures, particularly in countries where the policy of deflation has 
been applied most severely. 

It is only natural that our attention should now be directed primarily to the 
situation created by this development, and that a critical examination of the whole 
policy of deflation should occupy the foreground in any discussion of the monetary 
problem at the present time. It is, indeed, of the highest importance that the 
aims of. this policy should be reconsidered, and that the effects of it, as far as they 
have shown themselves hitherto, should be brought into the clearest light. 

* Professor CassePs first memorandum is printed at- page 34 of volume V of the Proceedings of the 
International Financial Conference at Brussels (1920). 
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The lead in the general movement towards lower price-levels was taken in 
March 1920, by Japan, where inflation, as measured by wholesale prices, had reached 
thefigure of 320r In June, this index had already been brought down below 250. 
In May, a corresponding movement began in the United States, where the price 
index of the Bureau of Labour then stood at its highest point, 272. A year later, 
this index had been brought down to 151. The United States have, by this violent 
reduction of prices, probably brought themselves nearer to the pre-war price-level 
than any other country. This achievement has undoubtedly been the result of a more 
deliberate and consistent policy of deflation than has been enforced elsewhere, and 
therefore the effects of such a policy can best be ascertained by a study of American 
experience. 

- These effects have, in the case of the United States, been rather pernicious. 
The continuous expectation of a further fall in prices has evidently had a very 
restricting influence on the buying of the general public, and important branches 
of production have suffered severely from this sudden collapse of the market. The 
trades most seriously affected have been those engaged in building and construction, 
because the prospect of a continued fall of prices naturally makes enterprise 
particularly dangerous in cases where large amounts of capital have to be sunk in 
an enterprise which yields only a slow return over a long period of years. The 
steady reduction of prices has made it impossible, in a great many cases, to pay 
back money borrowed at a time when prices were higher. Thus, a huge amount of 
what is called " frozen credit " has been created. The liquidity, and even the ultimat
solvency, of smaller banks have thereby been impaired to such an extent that severe 
measures became necessary. Further restrictions of credit have followed, with the 
result that prices have been forced down still more and fresh amounts of " frozen 
credit" have been created. The process of deflation has evidently, in this case, led 
to a vicious circle from which it seems extremely difficult to escape. 

The monetary policy of the United States bias had an important bearing on the 
treatment of the corresponding problems in other countries, anxious to keep up their 
currency at pre-war parity with the dollar, or, at any rate, not to let it suffer a furthe
depreciation in comparison with the dollar. 

Such countries have undoubtedly been driven, by the action of the United States, 
to proceed further on the way of deflation than they would have deemed wise or 
expedient had they only had to look upon the matter as an internal monetary problem. 
The incessant rise in the purchasing power of the dollar has, however, made vain 
every effort of other countries to keep up their monetary standards in relation to the 
dollar. This is particularly conspicuous in the case of England. The " Economist" 
index of wholesale prices (if referred to the mean of 1913 as 100) stood in May 
1920 at 304, whereas the index of the United States, as mentioned above, stood at 
272. The serious efforts which England has made since that time to raise the value 
of the pound sterling have resulted in a fall of the general level of prices to 182 
in May 1921. But, as in the same period the American index had fallen to 151, 
the relative position of the pound had not been bettered. The quotedfigures show 
that the pound sterling was only 10-6 per cent, behind the dollar in May 1920, but 
1.7 per cent, in May 1921. 

The results of the deflationist efforts of other countries are similar. Japan, 
the Scandinavian countries, France, and even, to some degree, Italy, have succeeded 
in bringing down, during the period May 1920 to May 1921, their general level of 
prices, and thus raising the internal value of their.money. But the internal value 
of the dollar having in the meantime been increased still more, the relative position 

. of the monetary units of these countries in regard to the dollar has in all cases becom 
worse. 

The race between all these different countries to increase the purchasing power 
of their monetary units has made any stabilisation of the relative values of these 
units, and, therefore, of the exchanges between the countries, impossible. The 
instability and uncertainty of monetary conditions are, in spite of all sacrifices 
which the deflation policy has involved, just as great as they were a year ago-. Indeed 
the world has now every reason for calling a halt, and asking whether its monetary 
affairs could not have been managed more wisely if the different countries had come t 
a mutual understanding tofind a rational solution of the problem. 

The fall in prices has, of course, not been uniform for all commodities. This 
could hardly have been expected, even if the whole movement had been provoked 
exclusively by monetary policy. As it is, other factors have played an important 
part in the revolution of the whole system of prices which we have witnessed. We 



need only think of the breakdoAvn of Central and Eastern Europe and the resulting 
disappearance of a demand which used to have great importance for certain 
commodities ; or of the sudden and almost complete annihilation of the world's 
saving capacity, which brought the trades engaged in construction to a standstill, 
or of the general insecurity and distrust in the future which has necessarily held 
back the demand for everything not of immediate use. These factors must 
inevitably have caused great alterations in the- usual relations between prices. The 
attention of the business community, like that of the general public, is naturally 
attracted towards such price movements, and there has therefore been a disposition 
to believe that the factors which have been described are the real causes even of the 
fall in the general level of prices. This is the reason why the role of monetary 
policy has only been recognised so slowly and so reluctantly. In reality, a fall in 
the general level of prices is always essentially a monetary phenomenon. The great 
disturbances alluded to can hardly have caused a reduction in the average1 level of 
prices in any country, except in so far as the general feeling of insecurity may have 
induced people not to exercise their buying capacity and to increase their reserves 
of money. 

Such- action, which is in itself of a monetary character, seems indeed to have 
been taken to a certain extent during the last year. In the preceding period of 
rising prices the stock of money generally grew in about the same proportion as 
the price-level rose. The subsequent fall of prices has, however, not been followed 
by a corresponding reduction of the means of payment. This anomaly, which I 
think can be observed in almost every country where prices have fallen considerably, 
cannot well be explained otherwise than as due to a hoarding of money or, say, to an 
unusual increase in the demand for cash. An investigation into this question which 
I made for Sweden revealed the interesting fact that bank deposits as well as bank 
notes of the higher denomination (1,000 kronor) had been reduced about normally 
and that bank notes of the smallest denominations (10 and 5 kronor) had also been 
reduced, although not so much. But in the notes of medium denominations (100 and 
50 kronor) an actual rise had taken place. These observations gave some indication 
of the reason why the decline in the total volume of the means of payment—which 
might have been expected to decrease simultaneously with the fall in prices—has 
been retarded. Certain classes, perhaps mostly labourers and peasants, who do not 
use cheques for payments, have accumulated notes of middle denominations in the 
period of abundant income and now keep them as a reserve, whereas the stock of 
money actually used for payments has decreased approximately as expected. 
Whether this result has a more than local bearing can be decided only after similar 
investigations in other countries. 

It should also be observed that the index of wholesale prices, as now constituted, 
does not represent a true and stable level of prices. In many countries, wholesale 
prices to-day are to a great extent, so to speak, bankruptcy prices, the quotations 
being influenced, more or less considerably, by forced sales of stocks. It is commonly 
known that in a great many cases commodities cannot be produced at a cost which 
w ould be covered by the prices of the present demoralised markets. An index 
number which is an average of such prices is no trustworthy representation of the 
actual situation in regard to prices.- Only when prices have adjusted themselves to 
one another so as to make prices of products correspond to their cost of production, 
can we regard the usual index number of wholesale prices as a fairly reliable index 
of the movements of the general level of prices. This means, in particular, that 
wages and prices of commodities must be adjusted to one another so that wages truly 
represent the price which the consumer is willing to pay for the service rendered. 
It also means that prices of commodities must include that remuneration of capital 
which is necessary in order to acquire the service of fresh capital. It is well known 
how very far our present system of prices is from satisfying these conditions. 

Accordingly, if the present index numbers of wholesale prices give a somewhat 
exaggerated idea of the fall in the general level of prices, it is natural enough that 
the stock of money should not have been reduced in the same proportion as these 
figures indicate. 

As long as price movements are as irregular as they are at present, and as long 
as commodity prices, wages and profits have not adjusted themselves to a true 
economic equilibrium, it must be extremely difficult to find sufficient guidance in any 
price statistics for a monetary policy aiming at a stabilisation of the purchasing 
power of the monetary unit. And, indeed, such a.stabilisation is never practically 
possible as long as the whole system of prices is continually disturbed by such violent 
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economic revolutions as are the inevitable consequence of the present unsettled or 
badly settled political situation. Therefore, a rational -treatment of the political 
problems, in the spirit of mutual co-operation between all nations, must necessarily 
go hand in hand with the realisation of a well-devised monetary programme. And 
in this respect,first of all, the whole problem of the German indemnity and the other 
international war debts has to be settled on realistic and practicable lines and 
without unreasonable disturbance of the world's trade. 

II.—THE POLICY OF DEFLATION. 
Before entering upon a discussion of the course that should be taken in regard 

to the programme of deflation it is necessary to set out clearly what the process of 
deflation actually means and what are its practical effects. 

Deflation is, shortly, a process by which the internal value of the monetary 
unit is increased. This means a deliberate raising of the purchasing power of this 
unit in regard to commodities and services—i.e., a general and uniform reduction 
of prices, wages and salaries as measured in terms-of the monetary unit. . Even 
this simple observation is important if we are to clear up the current ideas on this 
question, for deflation has, undoubtedly, gained a part of its popularity from the 
widespread belief that it meant a reduction of expenses without a corresponding 
reduction of incomes. 

The means of effecting such a rise in the value of the monetary unit is a restric
tion in the supply of the means of payment and a consequent reduction of the 
nominal purchasing power of the public. To this end there are two measures at 
our disposal and, in present circumstances, both must be applied simultaneously. 
The first and most general is a restriction of credit, involving a curtailment of the 
amounts of loans and a more stringent selection between the different demands for 
loans. But the principal instrument of such a policy is an abnormally high bank
rate calculated to raise other rates of interest correspondingly above what the real 
scarcity of capital would require, and thus to place an effective brake on all forms 
of demand for credit. By combining such restriction of credit with a high degree 
of saving, a considerable reduction of the actual purchasing power of the public 
may be effected. The second measure consists in raising, by taxation, over and above 
what public expenditure would require, a sum of money to be used for cancellation 
of a part of the means of payment of the community. 

Theoretically, it is no doubt possible to bring down prices by these means as 
much as need be and to raise the purchasing power of the unit of money almost 
indefinitely. But, unfortunately, the process is incidentally attended by some rather 
disagreeable effects. Indeed, we have to take care that we do not get into a position 
in which we have to admit that though the cure was a. success the. patient succumbed
The warnings enunciated in thefirst Memorandum in regard to the dangers of a 
policy of deflation have shown themselves, during the past year, to be only too well 
founded. The first and most obvious effect of such a policy is on enterprise and 
production. Artificially increased difficulties in the way of obtaining necessary 
credit accommodation, combined with an artificially increased burden of taxation, 
would in themselves have a dangerously depressing influence on business activity. 
But the end which is expected to be attained by these means is even more disastrous 
in its effects; for the prospect of a long period of falling prices is most likely "to 
kill industrial enterprise and the very spirit of economic progress. The experience 
which the United States and some European countries have gained in this respect 
during the last year is indeed so serious, and so valuable for everybody desirous to 
learn, that we should do well to pay it the very closest attention. This experience 
should on no account be taken as concerning only a small class of capitalists or 
business men; it extends more or less to the whole community, involving particularl
the-threat of ruin to farmers and widespread unemployment to wage-earners. 

Hardly less serious are the effects of the policy of deflation on international 
trade. Not that a high value of its monetary unit would in itself be a drawback 
to the export trade of a country. The difficulties now experienced by the United 
States in selling goods to European countries are not due, as seems generally to be 
assumed, to the higher value given to the dollar by the process of deflation which 
has been going on in the States. If the exchange value of the dollar, as measured 
in European currencies, reflected only the higher internal purchasing power of 
American money the high exchange would clearly be fully compensated by low prices 
of American commodities and would in no way hamper American exports. 



The real disturbance of international trade arises in connection with the 
movements of the internal value of the different monetary standards. 

The general uncertainty as to the future of the exchanges, caused by these 
movements, is most detrimental to all regular business. The alteration of the rates 
of exchange, which a process of deflation in one country can bring about in the space 
of time required for the production in that country of certain commodities for 
export, may easily amount to such a reduction in the exchange value of the foreign 
money for which the commodities are sold that the whole transaction becomes a failure 
from a commercial point of view. True, the money of his own country which the 
producer receives in exchange has, in the meantime, acquired a correspondingly 
higher value. But that is generally of no advantage for the producer, who, as a rule, 
uses this money to pay back debts incurred during the process of production. This 
analysis shows that the real difficulty is, in principle, the same as the difficulty 
experienced in production for the home market where deflation, by producing a 
continuous fall of prices, acts as a great drawback to all forms of production that 
require more than a very short time. 

A sudden fall of prices in the exporting country may also cause a grave economic 
crisis in the countries which have bought the exported goods at high prices and have 
delivered them only when the fall in prices has already taken place. Owing partly 
to such circumstances, American exporters to South American countries have 
recently seen their orders cancelled and their exported goods accumulated at the 
ports of entry, whereas, the buying countries experienced severe financial difficulties 
and the exchange market was brought into complete disorder. 

When inflation is going on in some countries simultaneously with deflation in 
others, it is really not to be wondered at if the result is a general confusion of 
international exchanges. The prospect of further inflation has, as explained in the 
first Memorandum, the effect of depressing the exchange value of the currency 
concerned to less than its purchasing power parity. Unsettled political conditions 
may increase the distrust in the future of a currency and aggravate the international 
undervaluation of it. All these factors have been at work during the past year. In 
addition, the disturbing effects of the arbitrary regulation of international trade 
which were set out in thefirst Memorandum have since that time been demonstrated 
to superfluity. Short-sighted protectionist measures, particularly in connection 
with the payment of the German indemnity, have clearly shown themselves to be a 
most serious factor of irregularity and uncertainty in the wholefield of international 
exchanges. 

Finally, we have to take account of the effects of depreciation on publicfinance.,
By the enhancement of the value of money which has taken place during the past 
year, the real burden of public debt has in many countries been increased to a most 
serious extent; in some cases so much as to make it very questionable whether the 
country will be able to bear the burden. In consequence, a corresponding aggrava
tion of the burden of taxation will have to be faced whereby enterprise and 
production will, inevitably, be gravely handicapped during a practically unlimited 
series of years. The uncertainty whether countries which used to be regarded as 
first-class debtors will be able in the future to meet their obligations is, of course, a' 
new and a very serious influence, which operates against that restoration of confidence 
which we so sorely need. If deflation be carried still further in such countries there 
can be no' doubt but that their State,finances wili break down and public bankruptcy 
will have to be declared, or, if this last stage is to be avoided and a veil thrown over 
the situation, their monetary policy will be again directed on the path of inflation, 
with the result that a new and probably rather violent fall in the value of the 
monetary unit will ensue. 

Such being the content and the effects of the programme of deflation; we may 
reasonably ask ourselves for what purposes such a process can be regarded as 
particularly desirable. 

There are several reasons for the general wish to see the monetary standard 
raised again to something like that its value was before the war. First, of course, 
the vague popular feeling that a sound economic future depends upon the restoration 
of pre-war conditions. The present price level is supposed to be abnormal and on 
this ground a reduction to the pre-war level is demanded. Natural as this view may 
be, it is fundamentally wrong. No general level of prices, actually ruling in a, 
country with paper money, can be " abnormal." There is, indeed, as explained above, 
some abnormality in the present situation of prices, viz., that the different prices 
are not balanced against one another so as to correspond to a stable economic 
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equilibrium. This fault is of a general economic nature, and not monetary. But 
leaving this point aside and assuming prices to have attained an equilibrium relative 
to one another, the mere fact that these prices are on an average so much higher than 
pre-war prices does not stand in the way of the future development of the economic 
life of the country. 

Nor is the high level of internal prices in itself a handicap against the develop
ment of the external trade of the country. As soon as exchanges have adjusted 
themselves to the purchasing power parity of the money of the country relative to 
other standards the export and import trades of the country are in their normal 
state as far as monetary conditions are concerned. Therefore, as a means for 
securing a revival of external trade, efforts to restore the old parity with other 
standards are futile, and of course even detrimental because they are the most serious 
hindrance against the fulfilment of the most fundamental condition of sound inter
national trade—viz., stability of exchanges. 

The desire to restore the old rates of exchange is evidently, to a large extent, 
founded on a feeling that a degradation in the international value of the country's 
money is somehow a degradation of the country itself. Much might, without doubt, 
be said in support of this view as long as the deterioration of the monetary standard 
of the country was going on. But it is a false ambition to try to make good the 
harm that may have been done in this way by reversing the process, for in monetary 
matters it is the alteration itself which is most harmful. 

A kindred motive for deflation is the desire to keep up the exchange with 
another country which is raising its monetary standard by a process of deflation. 
This is a very natural desire, but, having regard to the bad effects of every policy of 
deflation, the true remedy in such a case lies without doubt in stopping the process 
of deflation in the other country. 

Finally, the desire to restore the old gold standard is a general and very powerfu
motive for deflation. This desire involves two different aims. First, it is felt that 
there is no way out of the present paper money muddle than the re-establishment 
of a gold standard. Secondly, it is believed, often without much criticism, that this 
standard must necessarily be the old gold standard. As to thefirst point it is 
possibly true that the desire to revert to gold is so general and so strong that every 
effort however well founded theoretically, to build up a sound system of money on 
scientifically regulated paper standards would prove, for the present at least, to be 
a failure. But even if this is conceded, it does not by any means follow that the new
gold standard must be founded on the same parity with gold as the pre-war standard. 

There is one reason, very honourable in itself, for desiring to go back to the old 
gold standard. Governments and issuing banks have pledged themselves to redeem 
their notes in gold at afixed parity, it is looked upon as a breach of faith to declare 
these notes redeemable in a lower gold standard. The different aspects of the problem 
of a restoration of the gold standard can only be discussed more fully in connection 
with a more thorough analysis of the whole gold question. But it may be well to 
observe here that this way of looking upon the matter is a rather narrow and formal 
one. 

The bearer of a bank-note does not ordinarily ask for gold; he expects to be able 
- to buy commodities for it and usually does so in a very short time. The depreciation 
of the note during that time has in most cases been negligible and has not caused the 
bearer any appreciable loss. If the notes were declared to be redeemable in gold 
according to their present value the present bearers of the notes would in most cases 
suffer no disadvantage and would perhaps even not notice it. 

The redemption of notes in gold has not been prescribed primarily for its.own 
sake,- but in order to secure the greatest possibje stability for the value of the money 
of the country. This stability is the principle interest of the public in regard to 
the money it uses and upon which it bases all its business calculations. Now this 
stability has already been lost and public faith in the monetary standard has already 
been disappointed. This is a very bad thing. But it cannot be made good again 
by any p"rocess intended to raise the standard again, in a shorter or longer period, 
to its earlier value. This would only involve a new period of instability with fresh 
injury to enterprise and production. These very simple truths would, of course, be 
generally recognised if people could only become accustomed to look upon the bank
note not in the usual formal way, as a mere promise to pay, like all other obligations
but essentially as a representative of the whole monetary system of the country. The 
primary object of our monetary policy must be to restore soundness and stability to 
this system, not to fulfil formal requirements of justice which in the overwhelming 
majority of cases would have no reality behind them. 



III.—THE GOLD QUESTION. 

It was pointed out in thefirst Memorandum that the value of gold had declined 
very considerably since the beginning of the war. This observation referred to the 
earlier part of 1920. Since that time, a movement has taken place in the reverse 
direction, with the result that gold has now regained perhaps the greater part of 
the loss in value which it previously suffered. This, of course, alters very 
. considerably the practical aspect of the gold problem inasmuch as the restoration of 
the old gold standard has been made even more difficult for countries Avith a 
depreciated paper standard than it was a year ago. But the analysis of the gold 
problem given in thefirst Memorandum is still valid. It is therefore only necessary 
here to add some few observations with special reference to the present situation. 

The position which gold held before the war as a monetary standard depended 
on the general assumption that the value of gold is somethingfixed to which all 
other values can safely be related. True, the economists knew that considerable 
variations occur in the value of gold as measured in terms of the commodities which 
gold can buy. But as these variations used to be spread over long periods, extending 
perhaps over the life-time of a generation, the average business man was not 
concerned with them in his daily transactions and therefore usually paid no attention 
to them. 

Now, gold having lost in some few years perhaps more than 60 per cent, of 
its pre-war value and then in one single year recovered something like half of this 
loss, it is plain to everybody that gold no longer possesses that stability of value 
which is the very foundation of its position as a monetary standard for the whole 
world. This radical alteration has been brought about by the almost complete 
destruction of the old gold market with its delicate machinery and by the fact that 
the international payments which this machinery is called upon to serve have grown 
to such fantasticfigures that no machinery which the world ever possessed could 
cope with them. Prior to the war, there was a fairly free international movement 
of gold, permitting the metal toflow from one part of the world to another at a 
difference in price which would now be looked upon as absolutely insignificant. 
Some countries accumulated big gold funds, but they did it slowly and without 
appreciable disturbance of the market. And the countries which, as great creditors, 
might have drawn gold from the rest of the world in any amount did not do so, 
but used their income from investments abroad to pay for surplus imports of goods 
or to make new investments in foreign countries. In the case of Great Britain, 
the actual holding of gold was particularly small in relation to the position of 
that country in the world'sfinance and trade. Still, the fact that the country was 
a creditor country and that the rest of the world owed it such huge amounts of money 
on call enabled London to keep up a free gold market from which all demands for 
gold were normally satisfied without difficulty. 

It is this machinery which has been destroyed, all the essential conditions for 
its working having ceased to exist. The European countries have locked up their 
gold funds and prohibit, more or less stringently, all export of gold. Even when 
they are unable to meet their foreign obligations countries refuse to part with their 
gofd; and, curiously enough, the claimants do not insist upon haviftg it, for any 
considerable reduction of these gold-holdings is believed to be impossible without 
causing a serious economic crisis in the debtor country, and so, of course, impairing 
its ultimate capacity to pay. In these circumstances, European gold funds are, for 
all practical purposes, locked away from the world's markets. 

The war, which turned so many creditor countries into great debtors, has 
created one new big creditor country, the United States. The resulting situation 
is quite abnormal, in comparison with the conditions to which the world had got 
accustomed before the war. We now have a big creditor country which has, at the 
same time, a huge surplus of exports, and whose population has not yet acquired 
the habit of investing continuously, and on a large scale, in foreign securities; this 
situation is untenable. It has somehow to be modified so.as to open out the 
possibility of a.normal settlement of payments due to America. As it is, an 
inconveniently large proportion of the debts due to America are simply left unpaid, 

- and the volume offloating credits is thereby increased in a very unsound manner. 
Actual gold shipments are, to a considerable extent, the only way left open for 
making payments; and, in fact, America has received a huge sum of gold from the 
outside world during the past year. 
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Of course, a certain scarcity of gold must have been created by this enormous 
demand for gold for America. Most countries having locked up their gold funds, 
as stated above, the only regular supply left to the world's market was the current 
production. It is difficult to see what the result would have been if an extraordinar
source of supply had not been provided by the huge exports of gold from Russia 
which took place particularly during the first half-year of 1921. 

The demand for gold for American account has, in these circumstances, 
undoubtedly been a factor of importance in the sharp upward movement of the value 
of gold, which is the most prominent feature of the monetary history of the past 
year. Still, we should have no sufficient explanation of this movement if we were 
satisfied with a reference to the abnormally great American demand for gold. The 
question arises: "What is the cause of this demand, and how far is it a result of 
deliberate monetary policy? 

It is generally admitted that the United States have caused great inconvenience 
to themselves, as well as to the rest of the world, by taking so much gold. But, it 
is said, they could not help doing so. They had simply to receive all gold which 
the rest of the world cared to send them. The formal truth of this answer cannot 
be disputed. But it throws no light on the essential question which, for practical 
purposes, is all important. "Was it really necessary that so much gold should flow 
into the United States? The principal reason why the gold went there is, of course, 
that gold could buy more commodities there than in other parts of the world. And 
this higher purchasing pow7er depended undoubtedly on the American monetary 
policy. By a deliberate process of deflation the general level of prices, as expressed 
in gold-dollars, was depressed in the most violent manner, i.e., the value of gold 
in terms of commodities was proportionally raised. The result was that gold could 
buy in America asteadily increasing quantity of commodities, and, at all times, avgreater quantity of commodities than in other countries; so the gold went to 
America. Of course, the value of such gold as-could be exported to America 
immediately rose in other countries. The peculiar situation of the market had this 
effect, that the value of gold was practically determined by the value of the dollar. 
This value was steadily increased, but it was always possible to buy the dollar with 
an unaltered quantity of gold. Dollars could, e.g., always be procured by 
producing gold in South Africa and sending it to New York. And the most 
advantageous use of this gold was to let it go to America. Had no deflation taken 
place in the United States, i.e., had the internal value of the dollar been left at th 
level where it stood a year ago, the steady improvement of the pound sterling and 
of some other currencies would soon have brought the internal value of each of 
those currencies to its old parity with the dollar, and therefore with gold; and the 
condition of the exchanges would then, at any rate, no longer have acted as an 
additional stimulus to the influx of gold into the United States, which their 
suddenly won position as a creditor country perhaps, to a certain extent, made 
unavoidable. 

The amount of gold which the United States have taken during the last year 
is not in itself so important that it would have caused, under normal conditions, 
a very considerable rise in the value of gold. This is easy to see if we remember 
that in pre-War times the loss of. a whole year's production of gold would not have 
raised the value of gold, normally, by more than 3 per cent. The rise in the value 
of gold is, essentiallv, a result of the peculiar situation which has bound up the 
value of sold with that of the dollar and of the deflationist policy of the United 
States which has steadily raised the internal value of the dollar. 

Under ordinarv circumstances, the endeavour of a country with a gold standard 
to bring down prices and thus to raise the internal value of its money would, 
according to classical doctrine, have caused an influx of gold into that country with 
a consequent increase in the total volume of the monetary purchasing power within 
the countrv. Thus, the depression of prices would have been counteracted and the 
internal value of the monev of the country would have been brought down to that 
of sold. In the present case, this automatically regulating machinery has not had 
sufficient opportunity to work effectivelv. First, the natural influx of gold into the 
United States has been held back by the prohibitions against gold exports now 
prevailing in other countries, and the increase in the gold holdings of the States, 
great as it has been absolutely, has undoubtedly been made smaller than it would 
have been if the movements of gold had been quite free. Secondly, the gold which 
has gone to the States has not increased the circulation, or, more generally, the su
total of the monetary purchasing power" within the country. On the contrary, this 



sum has been diminished. The deliberate deflation policy of the Federal Reserve 
Banks has, by its severe restriction of credits, resulted in a greater monetary stock 
of gold now serving as foundation for a smaller volume of means of payment. Thus 
the depression of prices has continued and the internal value of the dollar has risen 
with the result that, instead of the dollar being levelled down to the value of gold, 
gold has been raised to the value of the dollar. Of course, such a result would only 
have been possible in the case of a great country like the United States to which the 
rest of the world incessantly has to pay huge sums for old debts and for fresh export 
surpluses. 

This analysis makes it clear that sound conditions in the world's gold market 
will never be attained as long as no satisfactory means is found of settling the huge 
balance of payments due to the United States. The side of this question which 
concerns the debt of the Allied Powers to the Government of the United States will 
be discussed more fully below. As to the commercial side of the question, no more 
need here be said than that a policy by which the tariff walls of the United States 
are raised to almost prohibition limits must aggravate, to a serious degree, the 
solution of a problem which is in itself already difficult enough. If the United 
States wish to get paid, they must take commodities in payment. Indeed their 
newly-won position as a creditor country, claiming huge amounts of interest and 
profit on foreign investments, seems to involve the necessity of a radical change in 
their balance of trade, turning the traditional export surplus into an import 
surplus. This necessity can hardly be avoided, but might, to some extent, be 
mitigated if the American people could get accustomed to buying foreign securities 
and to investing capital abroad, both regularly and on a large scale. But the 
development of such habits will necessarily be a slow process and have a compara
tively narrow scope as long as the rich natural resources of the States give abundant 
opportunities for a more profitable use of capital at home. Therefore, the problem 
of the payments to America will, even with the wisest commercial policy, present 
great difficulties. 

A situation which makes the world's gold market dependent, to an extreme 
degree, upon one single country with an unsettled balance of payment must inevit
ably involve great insecurity in respect to the future value of gold. It is quite 
conceivable that the monetary policy of the United States may take a new course 
and that the period of deflation which has been discussed here may be followed 
by a new period of inflation reducing the internal value of the dollar and, therefore, 
of gold, perhaps very considerably. This would, of course, for the moment make 
resumption of gold payments for some European countries comparatively easy. 
But there would be no security in a gold standard established in such a manner. 
As long as the very foundation of the gold market is insufficient to give it the 
necessary stability there is always the risk that fresh violent alterations in the value 
of gold may make it impossible, or at least inadvisable, for most countries to keep 
up their gold standard. Our present experiences will, by and by, teach us that the 
use of gold as a common standard for all countries, to which we were accustomed 
before the war, necessarily depends on two conditions—viz.,first, that we have a 
world-wide gold market with fairly free movements of gold, and secondly, that the 
world 's balances of payment are normally settled, without much recourse to this gold 
market. 

Turning now to European conditions, it is plain enough that the German 
indemnity and the Inter-Allied war debts constitute factors of uncertainty of such 
importance that it is vain to expect any stability in the system of international 
payments as long as no satisfactory settlement of these debts has been arrived at. 
The disturbing effects on the machinery of the exchanges, which any attempt at an 
actual payment of these debts would have, has been sufficiently demonstrated by the 
relatively small indemnity payments already made. It is hardly conceivable that 
even the best established system of gold standards could stand the strain of the 
payments which an actual liquidation of these debts would require. It is easy 
enough to stipulate that such-and-such sums shall be paid in gold. But it is much 
more difficult to foresee what effect such stipulations, if actually enforced, will have 
on the gold market and on the value of gold. The mere existence of huge debts for 
which no regular machinery of payment has been provided makes the future of the 
value of gold extremely uncertain. 

In late years, the Eastern demand for gold has also proved to be a considerable 
factor of insecurity in the gold market. The "amounts of gold taken by India and 
China have shown extraordinary variations; they have varied from less than nothing 
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in 1918 to a maximum in 1919 of more than half, the world's total production for 
that year. These variations have, of course, seriously affected the balance of fresh 
gold available as money for the Western world, and have thereby contributed to the 
instability of the gold market. 

International economic relations and the actual situation of the gold market 
being such as here outlined, it seems to be almost a practical impossibility for any 
European country, acting alone, to restore a gold standard, even at a reduced parity. 
This is clear enough so far as the smaller countries are concerned. Theoretically, 
any country which has attained an equilibrium in its State finance might choose a 
gold parity corresponding to the present value of its money, and henceforth regulate 
this money so as to secure its convertibility in gold at the fixed parity. To meet the 
demand for gold which would arise from occasional fluctuations in the exchanges, 
the country would need a gold fund of a certain size. But a small country which 
accumulated a gold fund sufficient for occasional demands from its own internal 
market would find this fund quite insufficient for satisfying similar demands from 
abroad. I f the country had been alone among European countries to restore the gold 
standard, it might quite easily see its whole gold fund suddenly exported to satisfy 
foreign demands for gold. For. this reason, no small country can take the lead in 
the restoration of the gold standard in Europe. 

The only European country which can conceivably become strong enough to 
resume gold payments independently of the others is Great Britain. But the main
tenance of a gold standard and a free gold market would meet with great difficulties 
so long as the old position of London as the world's creditor for short-term loans had 
not been restored. A serious obstacle to the restoration of a British gold standard 
seems to lie in the British war-debt to the United States Government. Until.an 
agreement has been arrived at which removes the threatening influence of this debt 
upon the equilibrium of international payments a, re-establishment of a -free gold 
market in England can hardly be expected. 

On the other hand, it must not be forgotten that, if all European" countries 
wdiich are now locking up their gold funds decided to let gold out freely, the United 
States would soon get so much gold that it is difficult to see how they could prevent 
a violent fall in the value of gold. I t would hardly be possible to increase the 
percentage of gold reserves to liabilities indefinitely, and the banks would therefore 
be forced to extend their credits and thus to increase the volume,of the means of 
payment, Then the general level of prices would rise--i.,e:, the purchasing power 
of the dollar would fall, perhaps so much as to bring down the international value 
of the,dollar to the old parity with the pound sterling. In this way, English money 
might, as pointed out in the first Memorandum, regain its old gold parity. The 
same would then probably be the case with the Swedish, Dutch and Swiss currencies. 
But whether any real stability in international monetary relations were thereby 
reached, would still depend on the farsightedness and stability of American monetary 
policy and on the other conditions described above. 

A real stability of the gold market can, in fact, never be obtained until the gold 
standard has been restored in several countries and actual gold payments have been 
resumed in a considerable part of the world. The true basis of a trustworthy gold 
market can only be a world-wide international trade, carried on on a gold basis. On 
the other hand, such a restoration of the gold standard is' only possible on the condi
tion that the gold market has already acquired some stability. The only way to a 
solution of a problem which presents such complications seems to lie in a mutual 
co-operation of the nations with a view of securing that agreement in policy and that 
unity of effort which, alone promise success where isolated action would necessarily 
fail. A rational settlement of the question of war debts and their payment is, of 
course, a sine qua non if any effort to restore stability and reliability to' the worldJs 
monetary machinery is to be successful. But the co-operation here suggested would 
be specifically directed at an arrangement with regard to the way in which this 
machinery should be connected with gold. 

Let us now suppose, in order to get a complete view of the subject before us, that 
the particularly disturbing factors now discussed ,have been removed, and that more 
normal conditions have thus been restored to the gold market. The resumption of 
gold payments would then be within the practical reach of all countries which had 
obtained sufficient control over their own monetary policy to enable them to secure 
a fair degree of stability for the value of their money in terms of commodities. The 
parity with gold which such a country could obtain for its monetary standard would 
be determined by the relations between the value of its money and the value of gold. 



both values being expressed in commodities. The higher the value of gold at such 
time, the more impossible it would be to restore the old gold parity and the lower the 
new parity that would have to be chosen. It is therefore a common interest of all 
countries desiring to restore a gold standard, that the value of gold should be kept 
as low as possible, or at any rate, should not be raised unnecessarily. 

Now, a keen competition for gold will clearly tend to raise this value 
considerably. A general restoration of the gold standard cannot, therefore, not be 
furthered by the usual popular device according to which every country should try 
to accumulate the largest possible gold fund. Such a policy can only have the effect 
of forcing a more general devaluation of monetary standards in comparison with 
gold and of making in each particular case such devaluation go much further than 
if a more reasonable attitude towards the problem haĉ  been adopted. If the world 
really wishes to see gold restored again as a common standard of value, the different 
countries must come to some understanding tending towards a general restriction * 
of their monetary demand for gold. 

The gold problem has one other aspect which requires some attention. Even if 
we could assume all the peculiar difficulties of the present situation removed, the 
question would still remain whether, for the future, we can reckon upon a sufficient 
supply of gold to give the metal a stable value. -

As to the future of the world's gold market, it was observed in the first 
Memorandum that stability in the value of gold (assuming the relative demand for" 
the metal to be constant) will require a yearly production of gold amounting to 3 per 
cent, of the total mass 01 gold at any time. This production would cover the need for 
fresh gold created by general economic progress and by the absolute los"s of gold 
annually. At present, stability in the value of gold would require, on these grounds, 
an annual production of slightly over 100. million pounds and this production would 
have to increase annually by about 2-8 per cent. The world's total production of 
gold amounted, however, in 1920 to only about 70 million pounds. After having 
reached a maximum of 96-4 million pounds in 1915, the production has steadily 
decreased. The actualfigures are in millions sterling :— 

1915 ... 96-4 1918 ... 790 
1916 ... 93-5 1919 ... 75-2 
1917 ... 86-3 1920 700 

Expert opinion regards it as probable that a rise in production will take place 
up to something like 75 millions, perhaps 80 millions, but hardly more. We have 
therefore to reckon with the fact that the world's production of gold has become, 
definitely, insufficient for the rate of economic progress which we used to regard as 
normal before the war. Assuming that the world is not going to give up £his rate of 
progress, a general restoration of the gold standard with the consequent progressive 
development of the monetary demand for gold would inevitably result in ,an increasing 
scarcity of gold and a continuous rise in its value. This would mean that the world 
condemned itself, for an unlimited future, to a slow but progressive process of 
deflation with all its evil effects on enterprise and production as well as on public 
finance. The programme suggested in thefirst' Memorandum of a progressive 
reduction in the monetary demand for gold is, under such circumstances, of very 
practical importance. In fact, the only reasonable alternative to such a programme 
is the immediate and definite abandonment of the use of gold as a monetary standard. 

IV.—PRACTICAL MEASURES FOR STABILISATION. 
Restoring of the golcT standard being such an extremely complicated problem, 

the definite solution of which is certainly not to be expected in the immediate 
future, thefirst practical aim for the monetary policy of every country must be to 
give a stable internal value to its own monetary standard. This is all the more 
obvious because such a stabilisation is, in any event, a necessary pre-requisite for 
the restoration of a stable gold standard. 

The question then arises what means we. have at our disposal for carrying 
through, in actual practice, such a policy of stabilisation. On one point we' must 
first be clear : even the best monetary policy will not be able absolutely to prevent 
fluctuations in the general level of prices. Least of all would this be possible when 
the up and down movements of the price level are so violent as they are at present. 
What we may aim at is to counteract these movements and thus to keep them 
within the narrowest possible-limits. It follows that we have to apply quite opposite 
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means in the different phases of pricefluctuation. In a period of rising prices and 
of an increasing volume of credits and of means of payment we have to direct all 
our efforts towards restriction, A high rate of interest and; a severe cutting down 
of the demands for credit are then the right means. Again, in a period of falling 
prices, general lack of confidence and reduced demands for credit we have to use 
the opposite means. In other words; at the top, or rather already while we are 
approaching the top, deflation is the.right thing to be recommended. In the contrar
case a certain inflation is called for. 

This may seem a dangerous doctrine, when so much energy still has to be 
bestowed on combating the tendencies to continued inflation which, indeed, 
cannot yet be regarded as dead; and, certainly, it is dangerous. If, nevertheless, 
such a programme must be drawn up, it is of paramount importance that it be 
made clear that the ultimate aim of monetary policy is stabilisation. If the 
authorities wish to command the confidence of the public they must bind them
selves in the most solemn manner to such an aim. But this involves their having 
decided for themselves what value they wish to give to the money of the country; 
that it to say, what is the general level at which they will attempt to stabilise 
prices. And such a decision must be made public. Indeed, the co-operation of 
the whole nation is necessary for attaining the end, and, therefore, the nation 
must know that there is a definite aim and a unity of purpose in the changing 
phases of action and in the seemingly opposite measures applied. 

The principal practical difficulty in carrying out such a policy of stabilisation 
is the irregularity in the movements of prices. Different categories of prices move 
differently. Generally, wholesale prices lead the way, retail prices and wages 

. lagging behind; and this is true in the downward and well as in the upward move
ment. It is' then not quite easy to say, at any particular moment, in which phase 
the whole development stands; the more so as even prices of the same category 
often show very divergent movements. We mayfind some guidance in the follow
ing rule: when wholesale prices are considerably above cost of production 
(including normal profits), this is a sign of inflation and a policy of deflation should 
be applied ; again, when wholesale prices are generally insufficient to cover the 
cost of production we may take this as a proof that the prpcess of deflation has 
gone too far, and that more normal relations have to be restored by an extension 
of credit and an increase in the monetary purchasing power of the community. 

The level at which we wish to stabilise wholesale prices should be chosen 
so that the necessary equilibrium between the price of products and the cost of 
their production is established with the least disturbance to wages and other 
prices entering into the cost of production. But as different classes of wages 
have, generally, moved very differently, and as their relative position is not now 
compatible with a true economic equilibrium, a readjustment of wages will in 
most cases be necessary. This readjustment will inevitably involve some 
curtailment of real wages for certain classes of labourers, and is therefore likely 
to cause some unrest and some difficulties. In order to avoid any unnecessary 
aggravation of these difficulties, it is probably wise to abstain from every attempt 
to press down the general level of monetary wages. If this has already been done 
to some extent, there is all the more reason for not insisting upon a further reduction
The general level at which nominal wages should be stabilised having been agreed 
upon in this manner, the stable level of wholesale prices is the level at which cost 
of production is covered. 

Even with these general rules we shall certainly, in practical life, have to face 
situations where it is extremely difficult tofind reliable guidance for the rational 
treatment of the problem of stabilisation. We can therefore only hope to realise our 
aim gradually and in a relative manner. But it is already a very important step 
forward if we can considerably reduce the present abnormally widefluctuations in 
the price-level. 

Every policy of stabilisation will, as already explained, necessarily involve the 
direction of monetary policy in periods of depression, towards a rise in prices. It 
is then interesting to analyse the effects of such a policy of inflation as distinguished 
from the continuance of inflation at a time when inflation has already brought prices 
to an abnormal height. The difference in effect is indeed very considerable. 

When production has already been artifically stimulated by inflation, every 
further extension of credit and creation of money means a net increase in the nomina
purchasing power of the community without any corresponding increase of the mass 
of commodities in w sold. The productive capacity of the community being already 



fully employed there is no possibility for an extension of production. The fresh 
purchasing power created can therefore onlyfind something to buy by causing a 
general rise of prices. Thus prices, as explained in thefirst Memorandum, must rise. 

In a period of severe depression brought about by a process of deflation, a 
return to a more liberal credit policy will set production going where it has come to 
a standstill, and procure employment for labour, machinery and other instruments 
of production which have before been idle. The mass of commodities to be bought 
will therefore very soon be increased, and thus there will be something to set up 
against the additional purchasing power which may have been created. The rise 
of prices caused by the extension of credit must, consequently, in this case be 
smaller than in the case of continued inflation. The policy now discussed will 
have a decidedly beneficial effect on the economy of the community, increasing 
its real income and mitigating the social troubles connected with prolonged and 
widespread unemployment. These advantages will go far to balance the evils 
unavoidably caused to certain classes by every reduction in the value of the monetary 
unit. And if the policy of stopping deflation and reverting to a higher normal level 
of prices is managed well, it is quite possible that the balance for the community as 
a whole may show a very considerable net advantage. 

The condition is, of course, that the new credit created is used exclusively for 
productive purposes, and not only that, but for such investments which are likely 
to call forth, in the most immediate future, an important increase of production. 
There are always, under the circumstances assumed, ample opportunities for invest
ments of this kind. For such productive concerns as have been going and are fully 
equipped, but have been brought to a standstill by the economic depression caused 
by deflation, generally need little fresh capital to set them going again. The 
confident belief that prices have ceased to fall, and are even likely to rise moderately, 
is in itself a very potent factor in setting the wheels of industry turning round. 
Further, there are, particularly in the present state of things, several points in the 
productive organisation of the community where something, perhaps very little, is 
lacking which would give to the whole machinery its full efficiency. If at such 
points the needed equipment is provided, the addition to the total output may prove 
out of all proportion greater than the expenses involved. If, e.g., some bridges of 
a great railway system have been destroyed, or if there is a lack of locomotives, an 
investment of capital for making good such deficiencies will soon be productive of 
increased efficiency, not only in the whole railway system, but in the productive 
machinery of the country at large. If, at the lowest stage of depression caused by 
a continued process of deflation, fresh credit is .created for these and similar 
purposes, the community may very soon see its real income, e.g., in the shape of home 
and colonial supplies of food and raw materials, increased so much as to justify the 
increase in the sum of nominal means of payment. 

The public will probably be inclined to believe that such credits may just as 
well be used for any other purpose; and particularly there is always the risk that 
such an opening will be exploited for an increase of public expenditure. Therefore, 
when recommending, under the circumstances here assumed, a more liberal credit 
policy, one feels obliged to underline very strongly the warning against any abuse 
of such policy. 

A return to a more liberal credit policy during the deepest depression is not 
likely to cause a fresh wave of over-speculation or to be a temptation for investors 
to spend further capital on industrial equipment which is already more than 
sufficient. The psychological conditions are very different from those prevailing 
in a period of continued inflation and the effects of a more plentiful supply of means 
of payment will therefore be different even in this respect. A low rate of interest 
may certainly call forth considerable issues of new securities on the stock exchange. 
But, in reality, such a result will mainly represent the transformation of old floating 
engagements to more durable investments, and ought therefore to be greeted with 
satisfaction as a sign of a wholesome consolidation. 

Still, the directions which investments take and the purposes for which fresh 
capital is required should be carefully watched. A certain selection will be neces
sary and for this purpose the co-operation of the whole business community, and 
particularly of the banks, is required. 
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V.—DISTURBING EFFECTS OF INTERNATIONAL W A R DEBTS. 

It is generally recognised that the existence of the huge international debts 
which the war has left behind it has a disturbing influence on exchanges, and 
adversely affects the restoration of a gold standard. But the real gravity of this 
influence is not always perceived, nor is the true character of the difficulties 
created by these debts sufficiently clear to the public mind. Certain aspects of 
the problem of post-war international indebtedness having been brought into 
fuller light by the experience and the discussions of the last twelve months, it is 
necessary, even within the limited scope of this paper, to give some attention to 
this problem. 

Foremost in practical importance among the international war debts stands 
the German indemnity, not merely on account of its magnitude, but still more 
because payments have actually begun to be exacted, and will continue to be 
exacted in the near future, under the threat of heavy and far-reaching penalties, 
whereas in the case of other war debts payment is still looked upon as a problem 
of to-morrow. The difficulties involved in the actual payment of the debts and 
the disturbing effects of an attempt to enforce such payment are, however, in both 
cases of the same nature; and an analysis of the case of the German indemnity 
has, accordingly, a bearing beyond the limits of the particular case, which it would 
be well to have in mind in every discussion of this controversial subject. 

The adverse influence of the indemnity on the world's recovery in general, as 
well as on efforts to restore sound monetary conditions, is due in thefirst instance 
to the fact that it is considered extremely dubious whether Germany will really 
be able to fulfil the paymentsfixed in the London Agreement. It is indeed feared 
among those best acquainted with the details of the matter that the payments 
of the present year w7ill more or less exhaust Germany's available supplies of foreig
exchange; and that, therefore, the whole scheme for the payment of the indemnit
will break down in 1922. What then will happen is the very troublesome question 
which more than anything else prevents the establishment of equilibrium in the 
world and which at the same time is one of the foremost causes of the general 
distrust of the stability of any system of money or international exchanges. 

The relatively small indemnity payments hitherto required according to the 
London scheme seem to have been made' possible only by aid of extraordinary 
measures, and particularly by a further resort to the practice of selling German 
marks abroad. This practice must, as explained in the first Memorandum, depress 
the international value of the currency concerned beneath its internal value, and 
the depth of the depression must increase with the extension of the sales. In the 
case of the German mark the under-valuation has gone so far that, whereas the 
internal value of the currency may perhaps roughly be estimated at about two 
pence, the value in exchange is less than one penny. Buyers of German marks 
speculate on a rise of the exchange value to something approaching the internal 
value; but evil experience has taught them that this is a rather dangerous specu
lation, and, therefore, a wide margin of possible profit, at present more than 100 
per cent., is required to call forth fresh buyers. Of course,' there is a limit for suc
sales beyond which no margin is able to call forth an appreciable demand, and 
every considerable extension of the sales naturally strengthens the fear of an 
approaching collapse of the market. 

The danger of Germany's being unable in a near future to fulfil her obligations
and of the political consequences which this failure would involve, is another 
important element in the growing distrust felt towards the German currency; and 
with a complete lack of stability in this part of the world's monetary system, ther
is little hope of any real stability being restored to the system as a whole. 

Assuming an arrangement to have been made which removed the difficulties 
as- to the German payments for the immediate future, the question will arise 
whether Germany will be able in the long run to fulfil the obligations laid upon 
her by the London scheme. In this connection it should be recognised that 
calculations of Germany's capacity to pay based on the estimated pre-war saving 
capacity of the country are entirely unsound. In thefirst place, the savings of 
the community are not, as is so often preached and believed in internal politics, 
a sum of money which may be used for any purpose which may be thought 
desirable. On the contrary, such savings are a necessary condition of economic 
progress, and they immediately take the form of the real Capital (houses, 
machinery, etc.) required for this progress. Of course it may be said that a 



country must sacrifice progress in order to pay its debts. But progress cannot 
well be stopped altogether without injury to the producing capacity of the 
country. The constant improvement of technical methods makes it necessary 
that the whole industrial equipment of the country should be continually renewed, 
and this is practically impossible without a constant supply of fresh capital, i.e.,
of savings. A growth of population clearly creates an equally imperative need 
for capital. 

Secondly, the savings of a country of the West European type normally 
amounted before the war to something about one-fifth of the current income of 
the country, and this rate of saving sufficed to secure the normal rate of progress. 
The savings of Germany were approximately on that scale. It seems a very 
moderate estimate to say that five years of the most terrific warfare, ultimate 
defeat and subsequent heavy penalties, must have reduced the earning capacity 
of the country by 20 per cent. The present income of Germany would then only 
correspond to that part of her pre-war income which was consumed, and any 
indemnity would have to be paid out of this income. Undoubtedly the main 
source of the indemnity must be a reduction of the pre-war standard of life of the 
German people. Such a reduction, however, is not practically possible without 
injuriously affecting thevstandard of life of *the mass of labourers, and involves an 
imminent danger that the efficiency of labour also will be reduced. But with a 
diminished efficiency of labour and a curtailment of the supply of fresh capital, 
the producing capacity of the whole country must decrease. Once this effect has 
been produced by too heavy claims for payment of the indemnity, further exaction 
of such claims will be economically impossible, and no " sanctions " will be able to 
alter this fact. , 

On this ground it seems natural enough that there should steadily become 
more general and more profound the fear that the whole plan of indemnity 
payments, as now contemplated, will ultimately break down and the world be 
plunged again into political and economic chaos. In such a state of things it is 
obviously somewhat difficult today the foundation of the monetary system of the 
future, or, indeed, to do anything for the stabilisation of currencies and exchanges. 
As a matter of fact, practical business men in leading positions are now more and 
more often found to doubt the usefulness, in present circumstances, of any efforts 
in this direction. Still, if we are true to ourselves, we must feel that no one can 
really take the responsibility of abandoning all such efforts and acquiescing in the 
present monetary confusion. 

A disturbing element of a more technical nature, but of an immense practical 
importance, is the stipulation according to which the indemnity has to be paid in 
gold. The future value of gold is, as explained above, extremely uncertain, even 
the main factors determining it being beyond our control so long as no agreement 
has been reached between the leading countries with regard to their monetary 
demand for gold. The probabilities point, as we have seen, to an increasing 
scarcity of gold, with a consequent rise in the value of the metal. The stipulation 
of such huge payments in gold as the German indemnity represents cannot 
but materially affect the market, and will probably tend to strengthen still more 
the demand for gold in a world already insufficiently supplied. Thus it might 
easily happen that the enhanced value of gold made the burden of the indemnity 
much heavier than was originally contemplated, and in the end rendered it impos
sible to bear. At the same time, such a rise of the value of gold would make all 
other debts contracted in gold much heavier, and in many cases would completely 
undermine the solvency of debtors, public as well as private. In addition, all 
efforts and sacrifices for the restoration of a gold standard would probably prove 
futile, and the countries which had made such attempts would find themselves 
thrown back again on a paper basis. Even if a country succeeded in keeping up 
the gold standard, the confusion would hardly be diminished, for it would have to 
face a heavy fall in prices, and probably, as a result thereof, a serious depression in 
trade and production. 

It may be taken as certain that these grave consequences of the fixing of the 
indemnity in gold have not been taken sufficiently into consideration. There is, 
however, clearly no hope of a- restoration of stability in the world's monetary 
system until some means has been found of removing this particularly disturbing 
factor. 

Another side of the question before us is the problem of what has been called
"the mobilisation of the indemnity." The idea that the indemnity, or a part of it, 
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could be discounted and thus turned into immediately available money has cer
tainly not yet been definitely abandoned. It was said in thefirst Memorandum 
that the prospects of a great lending country—the United States—offering an inter
national loan on the security of the indemnity were practically nil. This view has 
since been confirmed. American bankers are not even willing to have the Repara
tion Bonds introduced into the American market. The declaration given in this 
matter on behalf of the American delegation at the meeting of the International 
Chamber of Commerce in London this summer was very clear. It was feared that 
any attempt to sell Reparation Bonds in America would depress prices and " spoil 
the market, not only for these bonds, but for foreign offerings generally, and thus 
seriously interfere with all efforts to aid the European situation." That the sale 
of the bonds in any other country is still more impossible is plain enough. As 
long, however, as the owners of the bonds are in urgent need of money, it mus
always be feared that attempts will be made to put huge amounts of the bonds on 
the market. This danger will be a constant element of insecurity in transactions 
in international exchange and will make the much desired stabilisation- of rates 
still more difficult. 

Finally, we have to consider the ̂indemnity question from the aspect which 
has so prominently engaged international discussion on the subject during recent 
months, via., the unwillingness of the claimants to receive the indemnity which 
they claim. This absurd situation, as it might be thought, is a result of the 
widespread influence which protectionist ideas have acquired since the war, 
principally by the exploitation of war-antagonism. The countries which are 
entitled to participate in the indemnity are not willing to receive German 
products; nor do they wish, in cases where actual reparation is required, to open 
their "doors for German labour or German enterprise which would share the 
employment and profits offered by reparation work. 

Sometimes the ultimate consequences of this standpoint are recognised and 
it is declared that the indemnity must do more harm than good to the country 
receiving it and that it is better to abandon the whole indemnity. This is, of 
course, wrong. No economist, reasoning on purely economic grounds, could 
endorse such a view. To receive an indemnity is undoubtedly an economic 
advantage. But it is not an unmixed advantage. The indemnity must somehow 
be paid in commodities and services; these commodities and services must 
, compete with commodities and services supplied by the receiving country itself, 
and the competition must be so far successful as to allow the indemnity to be 
paid. In some branches of industry such competition is bound to have very 
disagreeable effects. The full real advantage can only be drawn from the indemnity 
payments when the economic life of the country has been adjusted to the new 
conditions. During the first period of adjustment the disadvantages will probably 
even preponderate. When the indemnity has ultimately been paid, a new adjust
ment will be necessary and will cause disturbances which, though probably not so 
serious as those of the first adjustment, will be disagreeable enough. 

At present, the primary problem for the countries which claim the indemnity 
would appear to be that of avoiding the initial disturbances, or at any rate 
mitigating them as much as possible. The usual plan is to throw these disturbance
on to other countries, close the frontiers against German competition and let the 
flood of German goods go elsewhere. This course does not seem entirely just to 
other countries which have nothing to do with the indemnity, and these countries 
can hardly be expected to give their support to such a policy of economic 
devastation. The consequence has been a general growth of protectionism and, 
notwithstanding all that was said at the International Financial Conference at 
Brussels in favour of free trade and free intercourse between nations, the world is 
unmistakably moving in the opposite direction. This result of the indemnity is 
most unfortunate and injurious and is perhaps the most important hindrance to the 
economic recovery of the world which, even for the Allied countries, is of much 
greater interest than any indemnity. What makes the protectionism of to-day so 
especially pernicious-is that it leaves everything in a state of uncertainty. The 
world's trade can adapt itself to adverse conditions but in the present state of 
affairs no one knows to what conditions trade should be adapted. 

As long as the general situation of production and trade remains so abnormal 
and so uncertain, it is, of course, vain to hope for the restoration of any stabilit
to the international exchanges. In this connection the intimate connection between 
the present monetary problem and the problem of the indemnity shows itself with 
singular clearness, and it becomes plain how indispensable a complete settlement 



of the whole question of the indemnity, and of the means by whioh it is to be paid' 
is as a condition for the success of any positive work on the reorganisation of the 
world's monetary system. 

What has been said here about the German indemnity applies also, to the other 
international debts which the war has left behind it. There is great uncertainty 
with regard to at least the greater part of these debts, as to whether the debtor 
countries will ever be able to pay the debts. There is also the fear that attempts, 
may be made to bring these debts on the market, and to enforce payments for 
interest and sinking fund. This general uncertainty with regard to the future 
of the international war debts causes a corresponding amount of insecurity in 
the international exchange market. The effects on the value of gold of an attempt 
to enforce the payment of these debts in gold can hardly be ascertained. Further, 
so soon as payment of these debts is seriously considered, the world will realise 
the immense difficulties of such a reorganisation of the world's trade as must be 
required for effecting the payment. It will then perhaps also be recognised more 
generally how unfair it is that a creditor country should be free to aggravate the 
real burden of the debts for the debtor country by not allowing payment in what 
it can deliver, or by raising high tariff walls against the commodities by means of 
which it is most convenient for the payment to be made. These considerations 
will, we may hope, lead to the recognition of a new rule of international justice 
creating more equality of rights between creditor and debtor nations. 

Such are the almost unsurmountable difficulties of the problem of the inter
national, indebtedness created by the war. The more attention one gives to this 
problem, the more unavoidably one is driven to the conviction that some reduction 
of this debt must take place. This reduction would necessarily mean a sacrifice 
for the principal creditor countries, Great Britain and the United States. But 
as these countries are, at the same time, the greatest participants in the world's 
trade, they would also have the foremost interest in the compensation which 
would accrue from a revival of the world's trade and a facilitation of the 
restoration of stability to the different monetary standards and the international 
exchanges. Great Britain could exchange claims on her Allies for certain 
amounts of indemnity bonds and cancel them. The United States could do the 
same on a still greater scale. They would thereby avoid all the disagreeableness 
and the real inconvenience of becoming Germany's creditors. Such a policy 
would, I do not hesitate to say, be for the real interest of the two leading 
commercial countries of the world. But it would require a magnanimity which 
must be spontaneous and which no outsider is entitled to demand.. 

VI.—CONCLUSIONS. 
The monetary problem of the world is at present so interwoven with political 

difficulties that it is vain to expect a definite solution until the chief political 
pre-requisites for stability in economic conditions have been realised. It isfirst of 
all necessary that the international indebtedness inherited from the war should be 
settled on such terms as satisfy the world that the debts can really be paid, and 
make it clear by what concrete means payment can be offered and accepted. It 
might therefore seem that the whole discussion of monetary questions has to be 
deferred to some future day. But this would be a grave mistake. The world's 
monetary problem involves great technical difficulties which require a thorough 
examination by experts and a certain amount of co-operation between the different 
nations. There are two principal questions to be considered: the question of the 
stabilisation of the internal value of currency, and the gold question. How these 
questions are related to one another, and to what extent they are of an inter
national character, has been shown above. The elucidation of these questions not 
only is an indispensable condition of the establishment in the future of a sound 
basis for the world's economic life, but also would be of great immediate utility. 
The experience of the past year has shown conclusively that some guidance is 
needed amid the confusion into which the world's monetary affairs has fallen; 
continued inflation on one side and excessive deflation on the other having deprived 
the world of every sense of equilibrium in the purchasing power of money and in 
international exchange. 

The only way to secure such guidance within a reasonable time would seem to 
be to refer the whole problem, as far as it involves purely monetary questions, to 
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 ii a small committee of experts. In view of the central position which the United
States have come to occupy since the war in all monetary affairs, and particularly 
in connection with the gold market, the representation of the United States on such 
a committee is most important. In principle, however, the committee should not 
i*epresent nationalities for expert knowledge and experience. The creation of such 
a committee Would be a sign of the willingness of the World to solve its monetary 
difficulties by mutual understanding and action along common lines. The feeling 
that the time is ripe for such action is visibly growing stronger day by day. 
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- ' SECOND ASSEMBLY OB' TUB LEAGUE' OB IT AT £ OH S. 

(A) RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE' ASSEMBLY AT ITS MEETING HELD 
OH BRLDAY, SEPTEMBER 23ED, 1921 (Morning), 

(B) HOTS TO THE MANDATORY POWERS APPROVED BY THE COUNCIL OH 
OCTOBER BHD, 1921. . ' 

fA^ ASSEMBLY BESCLUTION. 
The Assembly, having considered the report,(A.105, 1921) 

of September 19th, 1921, addressed by the Sub-Committee on 
Mandates to Committee Ho.VI and endorsed by that Committee, 
resolves to approve the terms of that report. 

SUB - COMMITTEE*S REPORT. 

1* L e t t e r from the President of Committee No.YI t o the 
President of the Assembly; 

2. Text of the Resolution adopted by Committee No.VI; 

3. Text of the letter.addressed to the President of Committee 
No*VI by the President of Sub-Committee "1", 

I. 
(Translation). 

Geneva. 
20th September, 1921. 

Sir, 
I have the honour to communicate to you herewith the 

text of a Resolution relative to the question'of "£-iandates 
which was unanimously adopted by Committee Ho.VI, together with 
the annexed letter. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant 

' (Signed) COUHT DE GBOTO. 
President of Committee Ho.VI. 

His Lscellency 
Monsieur le Jonlcheer H o A o V a n Earnebeelc, 
./ President of the Second Assembly of the League 

of Hatlous, 
Geneva. 



RESOLUTION, 
The Committee having considered the letter of the 19th 

September, address-ed' to its Chairman by the Sub-Committee on 
Mandates, endorses the views expressed in that letter, and 
recommends the Assembly to make a communication to the 
Council in accordance With the suggestion of the Sub-Committee. 

Ill-
Geneva, 

19th September, 19.21. 
Sir^ 

- The Subcommittee has considered the Draft Resolution 
handed in at the Assembly by lord Robert Cecil, In the 
following terms; 

"The Assembly regrets the delay which has taken place 
in the definition of the Mandates, recognises that the 
Council is not responsible for that delay, and is of opinion 
that it would be desirable that the Mandates of the "A" and 

n"E  classes should be forthwith defined." 
2. The Sub-Committee fully endorses the view expressed 

in the first part of lord Robert Cecil1s Resolution, it, too, 
regrets the delay which has taken place in the definition of 
the "A" and trB" Mandates. At the same time it recognises 
that the fault cannot be said to lie with the Council. , ^ 

3. The action of the Council in this matter is fully set W  t 
on pages 46-47 of its report, which is.before the Assembly (A.9). 
in brief, being apprised of the objection of the United States 
to the definition of the Mandates without previous consultation 
with themselves, the Council determined to defer confirmation \ 
of the remaining Mandates until:the Governmentsof the United \ 
States had an opportunity of expressing their views. It is V 
understood that negotiations between the Principal Allied Powers 
and the United States are still proceedihg, that a- Memorandum 
from the United States was received by these Powers only.a few 
days before the Assembly met and that its terms are now under 
examination, . There would seem no Option to tho Council "out 
to give.time for the conclusion of these negotiations before 
confirming' the remaining Mandates. ' 

4. Nevertheless, the Sub-Committee realises that the delay 
in the issue of the remaining Mandates may cause anxiety and' 
apprehension, anxiety because the trust conferred by Article 
22 of the Covenant of the League of i-Jations on the Mandatories 
has not yet been fully defined; apprehension last, in the 
absence of the completed Mandates, the sacred trust laid down 
by that Article may not.in all respects be fulfilled. 



5. The Sub-Committee has not felt it part of its duties 
to examine the draft Mandates,"A" and "B", nor yet to consider 
the Reports which the Mandatory Governments have in some cases, 
at any rate, submitted, to their National Parliaments, and 
communicated to the Council for information, upon the adminis
tration of the Mandated territories confined to their charge 
durihg their preliminary period. The worlds however, will 
be able to draw its own concliisions from these documents, which 
are now public property, and from others which will shortly be 
available, and.it is to be hoped that the anxiety and apprehension 
alluded to in the previous paragraph will be allayed by their 
perusal. 

6. With regard to the "An Mandates, the Sub-Oommittee feels 
that it would be in any case premature to press for immediate 
action by the Council. It takes note of the fact that the 
Treaty of Sevres has not yet been ratified by the Powers. As 
to these Mandates, the Sub-Committee would only express its hope 
that, so long as the transitory conditions continue, tb& 
administration of the territories in question wiH/BiPffsrried 
out in the spirit of Article 22 of the Covenant. 

The "B" Mandates, however, are in a different category, seeing 
that they are founded upon the Treaty of Versailles, whichm s  " D r f e  n 

n B nratified. Moreover, drafts of all the  Mandates have been 
before the Council since the beginning of the present year. 
Even if these drafts are still Bub^ect to alteration in details, 
are not the principles enunciated such as could command the 
approbation of the Council? Finally, the French and British 
Governments were charged by the terms of the decision of the 
Supreme Allied Council of May 7th, 1919, with the duty of 
coming to an agreement upon the future of Togo and the Gameroons, 
which they would recommend the League of Nations to adopts 
This agreement has now been reached and it is desirable thk-e- the 
Council should, at the earliest possible opportunity: 

(a) Formally approve the application of the Mandate system 
to Togoland and the Cameroons; 

(b) In particular, adopt, in principle, the declarations 
signed by the Representatives of the French and British Govern
ments on July 10th, 1919, as to the respective sphereB which 
are to be placed under the authority of each Government, 

7. Accordingly, the Sub-Committee suggests that much will 
be gained if the Council could be Invited by the Assembly, 
forthwith to address a despatch to the Powers entrusted with the 
administration of the territories-referred to in Article 23, 
para. 5, of the Covenant, indicating that, whilst the Council 
has not felt able to proceed wtth the confirmation of the "B" 
Mandates pending the results of .the\negotiations now proceeding 
between the Principal Allied Powers Wd the United States, and 
whilst examination of tme details ofI these Mandates must 
necessarily bo reserveyd in view of modifications which it may 

http://and.it


" ^m^stixtoXL^ ̂  found sutt^ahle to make in tho terma-jodT^these 
Mandates, idwr^c^k^ its pexusal-Qf the cbcs£tSK 
(if such should ho the ca3s) thfftv-gani^l^g^^ the 
principles there laid, down express the high objeots vjhiojarths-—-
Covenant has in view and lay down. In a spirit in harmony 
with that of the Covenant., safeguards for the rights of all ' 
Members of the league, 

The Sub-Committee would further represent that the Council 
should now formally approve the application of the Mandates 
system to Togoland and the Cameroona, and, in particular, adopt, 
in principle, the Declarations signed by the Representatives 
of the tfrenoh and British Governments on July loth, 1919. as to. 
the respective spheres whioh are to be plaoed under the authority 
of each Government. Finally, it might he suggested that the 
Council should express its confidence that Mana^*ory"HPowers 
will continue to exercise the adminisiaratii^n of the terxd^&ries 
committee to their-charge in the spirit of the-ilxaft Mandates
until such time as the position^shall have been definitely 
regularised. 

8. The Sub-Committee feels convinced that the aotion by^the 
Council, in particular such a communication fiom the Mandatory 
Powers, and such a measure Qf confirmation of the terms of the 
"B" Mandates, would not only bo welcomed by the Mandatory po-wsrs 
themselves, but would serve as a token to the world of the 
earnestness of the League in pressing for the speedy realisation 
of the aims of Article £2 of the Covenant. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) FHIDTJOI? JUHSEH,. 
President of the Sub-^iommi^ttee 

-.Hi.â lSxoelle nay Count de Gimeno, 
" President of Committee Mo. TI o..' the Second.Jissembly, 

Geneva. 
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HQTE TO THE: MANmTORY,POWERS. 
APPROVED BY T&B QOttNOII., Off OCTOBER 2nd 19 SI. 

Sir, 
I have the honour, in my capacity as President for the 

time being of the Council of the league of Nations, to invite 
your attention to the enclosed papers which were submitted to 
the Second Assembly of the league of Nations. After a debate of 
which the provisional verbatim record is also enclosed, the 
Assembly passed on September 23rd, 1921, the following resolution: 

"The Assembly having considered the Report 
"of September 19th, 1921, addressed by the 
"Sub-Committee on Mandates to Committee 
"Ho.VI and endorsed by that Committee, 
"resolves to approve the terms of that 

%"report." ..
The Council, at its Sitting of October 2nd considered 

the resolution passed by ihe Assembly and was glad to be able 
to associate itself with.the views therein expressed. On the 
one band, it was anxious mot to take any steps which might in any 
way prejudice the reeolt of the negotiations now proceeding 
between the Principal Allied Powers and the Government of the 
United States. On the other,,it was no less anxious to allay 
any feelings of apprehension and anxiety which mfey have been 
caused by the unavoidable delay In the issue of the Mandates; 
The Council has, therefore, taken the following decisions; 

a) As regards the territories which are to be administered in 
accordance with paragraph 5 of Article 22 of the Coventant., l.e.t 

the former German possessions of East Africa, Togoland and the 
w Cameroons, the Council, whilst reserving examination of the details 

Hot yet available-. 



6 f ttoe-JLredV^n^ . it- DfcfaKMfco$ĝ ^ 
which, it may eventually he found suitable to make, declares that, 
generally speaking, the principles contained therein, express 
the high objects which the Covenant has in view and lay down in 
a spirit in harmony with that of the Covenant safeguards for the 
rights of all the Members of the League. 

(b) As regards Togo and the Cameroons, the Council in 
accordance with the joint recommendation of the French and British 
Governments dated December 17th, 1920, approves the applicatJLort cvt 
the Mandate system to these territories and adopts in principle, 
the declarations signed by the French and British Governments-on. -
July 10th, 1919, as to the respective spheres which are to be 
placed under the authority of each Government. 

(c) The Council has no hesitation in expressing to the 
Mandatory Powers its confidence that they will continue to carry 
on the administration of the territories committed to their 
charge in accordance with paragraphs 4- and 5 of Article 22 of 
the Covenant in the spirit of the Draft Mandates until such time 
as the position shall have been definitely regularised. 

The Council aleo expresses to the Mandatory Powers its 
appreciation of their courtesy in communicating to the League ef 
Hation3, for its information, reports concerning certain of the 
territories confided to their care in accordance with the terms 
of Article 22 of the Covenant, even before it has been possible 
to confirm their Mandates. 

Finally, the Council takes note of the declarations made 
before the Sixth Committee of the Second Assembly by the 
Representatives of Belgium, of the British Empire, and of France, 
as to the supply of information to the Permanent Mandates 

1Commission.

Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 
October 6th, 1921. 
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SECEET. 

C P.-3366. 
CABINET. 

W E E K L Y SURVEY OF THE STATE OF IRELAND. 

M E M O R A N D U M BY THE CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRELAND. 
I SUBMIT for the consideration of the Cabinet my survey for the week ended 

the 3rd instant. 
GENERAL STATE OF THE COUNTRY. 

Observance of Truce. 
While the country as a whole continues undisturbed and peaceful it cannot be 

said that the atmosphere in which the truce is being maintained is so favourable as 
at the beginning. Drilling by the I.R.A. is undoubtedly being carried on to a much 
greater extent than was possible before the cessation of'hostilities, and although the 
drilling parties are usually unarmed and do not conduct their operations in the 
public streets or otherwise in a deliberately provocative manner, there is a growing 
feeling among all ranks of the Crown Forces that drilling of any kind is a violation 
of the truce and should be suppressed. The commandeering of unoccupied houses 
for use as I.R.A. barracks is unquestionably a breach of'the express agreement that 
there should be "no interference with. Government or private property," and the 
usurpation of Police functions in regard to ordinary civilian crime is clearly in 
direct conflict with the undertaking given "to discountenance and prevent any 
action likely to cause disturbance of the peace which might necessitate military 
interference." The resentment naturally felt by responsible Police Officers at the 
steady encroachment which is being made upon their authority under cover of the 
truce may perhaps incline them to take an exaggerated view of the gravity of the 
situation, but their reports make disquieting reading, and I am satisfied that the 

time has now come to require from Sinn Fein a more strict observance of its under
takings, especially in regard to the non-interference with property and the abstention 
from acts (e.g., the assumption of Police functions) likely to cause disturbance of the 
peace. Strong representations as to the need for this improvement have been made to 
the chief Sinn Fein Liaison Officer, and, as stated in my survey of last week, a 
complete recasting of the liaison machinery for dealing with alleged breaches of the 
truce is under consideration. 
- Three deplorable incidents occurred during the week which are the subject of 

serious charges and countercharges by the participants on both sides, and pending 
completion of the investigations which are being made, the facts must be regarded 
as still in. dispute. Thefirst incident was a conflict between a Constable and a 
civilian in Limerick City on the 26th ultimo in which the Constable was dangerously 
wounded. It is alleged that the civilianfired in self-defence, but a full enquiry into 
the matter is being held over until the Constable is sufficiently recovered to give 
evidence. The second incident was a shooting affray between two Police and a party 
of civilians in Tipperary on the night of the 28th" ultimo, resulting in one civilian 
being killed and two wounded (one a girl of 19). One of the two Policemen was 
stabbed in the back with a knife. Two Military Police, who took no active part in 
the affair, were wounded, whether by the Police or civilianfire is not known. Both 
sides alleged that the other startedfiring without provocation, and by arrangement 
with the chief Sinn Fein. Liaison Officer in Dublin, a joint enquiry was conducted by 
a Senior Police Officer on the staff of the Chief of Police and a member 
of Dail Eireann on behalf of Sinn Fein. Unfortunately, the two investi
gators were unable to agree upon the question of the credibility of the 
evidence produced, and they were therefore unable to come to an agreed 
conclusion. The case is still under official enquiry. The third incident was 
a fracas which arose outside the Town Hall, Galway, on the night of the 2nd instant, 
while a dance in aid of the Republican Dependent Fund was being held within the 
Town Hall. An outbreak offiring took place and a Lieutenant of the 17th Lancers 
who was passing in a motor car was "mortally wounded, and a temporary Constable 
attached to the Auxiliary Division was also dangerously wounded. A Military 
Court of Enquiry is being held. The Sinn Feiners refuse to give evidence. 
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Situation in Belfast. 
Party feeling in Belfast continued to run dangerously high throughout the week, 

but no rioting-on a, considerable scale occurred. A number of serious assaults on 
individuals of both sides took place, and occasional isolated acts of revolver firing, 
but the precautions taken by the Military and Police Authorities proved sufficient 
to prevent such incidents developing into a general disturbance. On the 28th ultimo 
a body of about 200 Unionists returning from the funeral of one of the Protestant 
victims of the riots were fired upon and four men were wounded, one mortally. 
Three other men (all Unionists) were wounded by rifle or revolver fire during the 
week. On the 1st instant a crowd numbering about 1,000 assembled in a Unionist 
quarter and attempted to wreck a fruit shop belonging to a Roman Catholic family, 
but were dispersed by a baton charge of the Police. An assistant in the shop, a girl 
of 20 years of age, was stabbed by a hat-pin in the back and seriously injured. 
Several other attacks upon Catholic shops and spirit groceries were quelled by 
Military or Police intervention. 
Trials of Civilians by Court-Martial. 

Two trials of civilians by Court-Martial were concluded during the week, the 
charge in both cases being that of attempting to escape from an internment camp. 
Sentence of one year's imprisonment with hard labour was imposed on conviction in 
both cases. 
Internment Orders. 

The following statement shows the position as regards internments up to the 
1st instant — , 

Total orders made ... ... ... ... 4,353 
Orders cancelled for reasons other than release 231 
Releases ordered ... ... ... ... 460 

691 
Number of persons now interned ... ... ... 3,662 

The number of appeals awaiting hearing is 29. ' -
STATE OF THE POLICE FORCES. 

The following figures show the present strength of the Irish Police Forces 
Royal Irish Constabulary. 

Regular Force. 
Strength on thê  25th September, 1921 ... ... .... 13,996 

Retirements ... ... ... ... 4 
Resignations ... ... ... ... 5 
Dismissals or discharges ... ... ... 13 

Total wastage ... ' 22 
Recruits ... ... ... ... Nil 
Net decrease ... ..: ... ... 22 22 

Strength on the 2nd October,*1921 ... ... ... 13,974 
Total wastage since closing of recruiting (the 10th July, 1921) 470 

Auxiliary Division. f 

Strength on the 25th September, 1921 ... .... ... 1,420 
Resignations ... ... ... ... 1 
Transferred to Regular Force ... ... 7 
Dismissed ... ... ... ... 1 

Total wastage ... 9 
Reinstated ... ... 2 
Net decrease ... 

Strength on the 2nd October, 1921 ... ... ... 1,413 
Total wastage since closing of recruiting (the 10th July, 1921) 97 



Dublin Metropolitan Police. 

Strength on the 24th September, 1921 1,138 
Dismissals 1 
Recruits (Ireland) - .... 4 
Net increase 3 3 

Strength on the 1st October, 1921 1,141 
IRISH RAILWAYS LABOUR DISPUTE. 

I am glad to state that a satisfactory settlement of the labour dispute on the 
Southern Irish railways has now been arrived at. The general stoppage of traffic 
on the Great Southern and Western system, which resulted from the strike of the 
locomotive staff on the night of the 26th ultimo, continued, with the exception of 
restricted services on certain Southern branches, until the morning of the 1st instant, 
when the full normal service was resumed. At a Conference held at the Dublin 
Mansion House on the preceding evening (the 30th ultimo) between representatives 
of the company and of the shopmen concerned by the wage-reduction dispute, the 
following agreement was come to :— 

(1.) The Great Southern and Western Railway Company are prepared to 
accept the decision of Lord Justice 0'Connor on his recent arbitration 
subject to the following conditions : In the case of.coalmen, the reduction 
shall be put into force from the datefixed in clause 1 of the arbitration 
award referred to. 

(2.) Subject to ratification by the men concerned, it is agreed that all shopmen 
shall resume work at the earliest possible opportunity. 

(3.) The company agrees that when the shopmen resume duty all notices issued 
shall be withdrawn, and work shall be resumed by all grades at the 
earliest possible moment. 

The arbitration award of Lord Justice 0'Connor referred to in the above agree
ment provided (1) that the reduction of shopmen's wages by 6s. per week should 
take effect from the 18th September, 1921, and (2) that the principle of district rates 
of pay should not apply for the present. , The arbitrator took the view that the 
reduction proposed was reasonable and that the companies would be compelled to 
run at a loss if existing rates of wages were maintained. In regard to the question 
of district rates of pay he suggested that a Conference should be called about next 
February to examine, grade by grade, the proposed application of this principle, and 
that, failing agreement, the points in dispute should he settled by arbitration. 

PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION IN IRELAND. 
Mr. de Valera's unqualified acceptance of the Prime Ministers renewed 

invitation to a Conference to ascertain " how the association of Ireland with the 
community of nations, known as the British Empire, may best be reconciled with 
Irish national aspirations," has lifted a great load of anxiety off the minds of the 
Irish public. It is recognised that the way to afinal settlement is still beset with 
many difficulties which will require the exercise of forbearance and the quality of" 
sympathetic understanding on both sides to surmount. 

The work of the Conference may well be interrupted and possibly jeopardised 
if the truce is not better observed by Sinn Fein. The boycott of Ulster and also of 
certain British imports continues. There are two Police Forces in many places in 
Ireland—the Royal Irish Constabulary and the Sinn Fein Police. There is obvious 
danger in this state of things. The Secretary of State for War has circulated to the 
Cabinet a Memorandum from the Commander-in-chief of the Army in Ireland 
setting out the terms necessary for a real and defined truce. The acceptance of this, 
with possible additions or amendments, is a matter of urgent necessity to avoid the 
possibility of conflicts that might shatter the best hopes of the Conference. 

H. G. 
Irish Office, S.W.I, October 5, 1921. 



STATEMENT showing Total Number of Outrages from January 1, 1919, to 
Atigust 20, 1921. 

Weekly Totals to Week ended October 1, 1921, and Totals at that date. 

Week ended— 

Totals from 
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Totals. 
to 

Oct. 1,. 
1921. 

Jan. 1, 1919, 
to Nature of Outrage. 

Aug.20,1921. 

Courthouses destroyed 88 88 

E.I.C. vacated barracks destroyed 522 522 

K.I.C. vacated barracks damaged 121 121 

R.1.0. occupied barracks destroyed . . 25 -' 25-

R.I.C. occupied barracks damaged 267 267' 

Raids on mails 2,567 2,567' 

Raids on coastguard stations and light-; 
houses 97 97' 

Raids for arms . . 3,220 3,220-

Raids on offices of rate collectors and 
Petty Sessions clerks 122 122 

Policemen killed 405 405* 

Policemen wounded 683 683f 

Policemen fired at, &c. Not recorded 

Soldiers "killed 150 150. 

Soldiers wounded . 345 345. 

Soldiers fired at, &c. Not recorded 1 

Civilians killed]; , . .  : 196 196 

Civilians wounded . . . . . .  . 185 185 

Totals 8,993 1 3 1 8,993 

Arrests for outrages and political 
offences " 1 

* This figure includes six Special Constables, 
t This figure includes ten Special Constables. 
j These figures do not include casualties in Ulster riots during period June-September 1921;. 

twenty civilian deaths occurred in Londonderry riots and sixty-two in Belfast riots during that period. 

N.B.—The above particulars do not include outrages of a kind which are not now being committed, 
e.g., 119 raids on revenue offices, which occurred during months of April and May 1920, and resulted in. 
the destruction of manv official documents and much other public property. Minor forms of outrages 
(e.g., intimidation, cattle-driving, &e.) are also not included. The Agreement for the cessation of hostilities earner 
into force on the 11th July, 1921. 
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RESERVES OP OIL FUEL POR THE 
ROYAL NAVY. 

' (Note by the Secretary, Cabinet.) 

A Memorandum "by the First Lord of the Admiralty (C.I.D. Paper 
No. 145-C) on "Reserves of Oil Fuel for the Royal Navy", and a 
note by the Naval Staff on the same subject (CI.D. Paper No. 
147-C.) have been under the consideration of Mr. Balfour's Stand
ing Defence Sub-Conmittee. 

In view of the financial situation, the original proposals 
of the Admiralty, as contained in C,I.D. Paper No. 145-C., were 
re-examined and modified by that Department at the request of 
the Standing Defence Sub-Committee, which at a subsequent meeting 
concurred generally in the modified proposals, and decided to 
submit the question to the Cabinet. 

The following conclusion on the question has been agreed 
to.by the members of the Standing Defence Sub-Committee and is 
submitted for consideration:-

CONCLUSION BY THE STANDING DEFENCE SUB-COMMITTEE 
OF THE COMMITTEE OF IMPERIAL DEFENCE ON "RESERVES 

OF OIL FUEL FOR THE ROYAL NAVY". 

"The Committee note that the modified proposals 
of the Admiralty aim at the provision, spread over 
a period of seven years, of reserves of oil fuel 
on the Singapore route, which from a strategic point 
of view is the one of most immediate importance. 
This scheme will entail an expenditure of two 
million pour-as in the first year, the subsequent 
annual cost being left for further consideration. 

The Committee further note that, in the opinion 
of the Admiralty, the adoption of this scheme by no 
meune covers all the needs of the Navy in respect of 
fuel reserves,, and that it represents therefore 
the minimum in which the Naval Staff is prepared to 

acquiesce 



acquiesce. 
The Committee concur generally in the views 

held by the Admiralty, and are anxious that the 
scheme should be approved. On the other hand, 
they recognise that, in the enforced absence of 
the Chancellor from the present meeting, the 
recommendation that the Admiralty should be allowed 
to spend up to two million pounds in the first 
year must be subject to any criticism which he 
may have to offer when the matter comes before 
the Cabinet. At a previous meeting the Chancellor 
was understood to express the view that million 
pounds could probably be found in the first year, 
and that anything less than this amount was 
unlikely to be sufficient, but on that occasion 
he did not go further." 

(Sgd.) H.P.A. HAliJKSY, 
Secretary, Cabinet. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.'7. 
5th October, 1921. 

i 
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(Hots by the Secret&ry, Cabinet.) 

The Cabinet at their Meeting on tho 19th August, 1921, (Cabinet 
71 (21) Con: 3) considered a proposal by tho Secretary of State 
for the Colonies, as Chairman of the Imperial Communications 
Committee, that ho should be allowed to set up an Erecting 
Authority" to be responsible for the orection of the stations 
in the Imperial Wireless Scheme, and it was agreed that the questions 
should be referred for consideration by the Chancellor of the-
Exchequer, the Secretary of State for the Colonies ana the 
Postmaster General-. 

I have been informed by the Private Secretary to the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies that ths above Ministers 
hava agreed that the whole work, of Construction should be 
carried out by the General Post Office, on the understanding 
that the Chairman of the Imperial Communications Committee is 
kept informed from time to time of the progress being macie. 

(Signed) H.P.A.HAHOY, 

Secretary, Cabinet.. 

2Jrihitehall Gardens, S,W. 
5th Ootobsr, 1921. 
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CABINET. 

GOVERNMENT OF IRELAND ACT. 

M E M O R A N D U M BY THE CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRELAND. 

 I CIRCULATE herewith two letters, dated respectively the 22nd and 27th 
ultimo, which I have received from Sir James Craig. In these letters he urges 
that full executive powers should be conferred forthwith on the Government of 
Northern Ireland by the transfer. to that Government of the functions now 
exercised by various Departments in Ireland in so far as they relate to Northern 
Ireland. 

In order to give effect to his wishes it would be necessary simultaneously to 
transfer a proportion of the staff of the varions Departments that are about to be 
partitioned together with the duties now carried on by those Departments. 
Under the Government of. Ireland Act, as explained below, such transfer cannot 
be effected otherwise than by the carrying out of an exactly similar transfer of 
staff and Services to Southern Ireland. There is no power under that Act to 
transfer either personnel or Services to one of the new Irish Governments, while 
retaining in the hands of the Imperial Government the personnel and Services 
which would normally be transferred to the remaining Irish Government. 

The Parliament of Northern Ireland met for the first time on the 7th June 
last, and on the same day Ministers were appointed and Ministerial Departments 
constituted by order of the Lord Lieutenant. Executive powers have, not yet 
been transferred to these Departments, and Sir James Craig complains of the 
embarrassing position in which he and his Ministers are placed, having the name 
and many of the responsibilities without the actual powers of a Government. 

i

2. The obstacle in the way of transferring services to the Government of 
Northern Ireland in present circumstances is that the Government of Ireland Act 
is based on the principle of equal treatment of South and North, the establishment 
of Parliaments and Governments both in Southern Ireland and Northern Ireland, 
and the transfer of services and civil servants from the Government of the United 
Kingdom to the Southern and Northern Governments simultaneously. 

The Act does not contemplate one part of Ireland being under. a Parliament 
and Government of its own whilst the other part remains under the Parliament 
and Government of the United Kingdom. This principle is adhered to in the 
provision that is made for the contingency of either part of Ireland refusing " to 
work the Act " (s. 72). That contingency arose on' the 12th July last, less than 
one-half of the members of the Southern House of Commons having taken the 
oath as members within the prescribed period which terminated on that date. 
There are 128 Members of the House of Commons of Southern Ireland. Of these, 
only four (the Members for Trinity College, Dublin) took the oath. Had the 
powers given by that section been exercised, the so-called " Crown Colony" 
government would now be in operation in Southern Ireland; that is to say, the 
Lord Lieutenant and a nominated committee of Privy Councillors would stand in 
the place of the constitutional Government of Southern Ireland, and a Legislative 
Assembly consisting of the said committee and other persons appointed by His 
Majesty would stand in the place of the Parliament of Southern Ireland, and the 
remaining steps for bringing the Act into full operation could be taken 
simultaneously as regards South and North. 

Bringing the so-called " Crown Colony" government into force would 
doubtless have prejudiced the negotiations for a conference; but the present 
position" is that there is no legislative or executive body for Southern Ireland 
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which could be invested with powers pari passu with the Parliament and 
Government of Northern Ireland. Three institutions whioh are essential to the 
working of the Act depend upon the existence of such bodies in Southern and 
Northern Ireland, viz., the Joint Exchequer Board, the Civil Service Committee 
and the Council of Ireland. The existence of a Joint Exchequer Board is essential 
for the financial provisions of the Act; the main body of civil servants cannot be 
allocated to either of the new Governments except by the Civil Service Committee, 
and the public services inconnection with railways,fisheries and the Diseases of 
Animals Acts cannot pass from the Government of the United Kingdom until the 
Council of Ireland has been established. 

It therefore becomes necessary to consider what steps (if any) should be taken 
to remove the deadlock and to enable the Act to be brought into full operation in 
Northern Ireland. 

3. The following would appear to be the alternative courses:— 
(A.) To defer the transfer of further powers to the Northern Government until 

it is possible to make some forecast of the result of the conference. 
Under the Act the latest date that can befixed for the coming into 
operation of the general provisions of the Act, including the transfer of 
Services, is the 2nd March, 1922, and if the course here suggested would 
involve a postponement beyond that date some slight amendment of the 
Act would be necessary. 

(B.) To amend the Act radically so as to provide for the complete establishment 
of a Parliament and Government in the North irrespective of what 
happens in the South. An amending Bill for this purpose would be 
complicated and require careful consideration. 

Sir James Craig has suggested a course which would, in his view, meet the 
" real crux " of the situation. Briefly, his suggestion is that the existing civil 
servants who desire to go to'the North should be transferred forth with. to the 
Northern Government, the remainder continuing under the United Kingdom 
Government until they are ultimately transferred to the Government of Southern 
Ireland or provided for in some other way. 

To carry out this suggestion it would be necessary to alter section 59 of the 
Act in so far as it provides for the existing civil servants being allocated between 
South and North by a Civil Service Committee. A change of this kind is so serious 
a departure from the provisions of the Act safeguarding the interests of existing 
civil servants and providing for a fair allocation between the two Governments 
that it could not properly be effected by an Order in Council, but would require 
amending legislation. Moreover, it would go a short way only in removing the 
existing difficulties. It would certainly enable a staff to be transferred to the North 
prior to the censtitution of a Civil Service Committee, but it would in no way 
dispense with the necessity of such a body for determining claims and questions 
in connection with individual officers; nor would it solve the much more serious 

' difficulties as regards finance, the Council of Ireland, and the general working of 
the Act, which have been pointed out above. In fact, nothing short of a detailed 
recasting of several of the main provisions of the Act would be sufficient to secure 
workable arrangements in Northern Ireland in advance of the establishment of a 
Government in Southern Ireland. 

I appreciate the embarrassing position in which Sir James Craig and his 
Governmentfind themselves. He expects me to bring the facts before the Cabinet. 
I regret that there seems to be no way of meeting his wishes without legislation, 
and, pending the conference, I feel bound to. recommend to the Cabinet 
alternative (A) above, which, in short, means to leave things as they are at 
present. 

H. G. 
Irish Office, October 6, 1921. 



Letter from Sir James Craig to the Chief Secretary, dated September 22, 1921. 

My dear Hamar,
Cabin Hill, Knock, Belfast,

 September 22, 1921. 
Ulster, 

The situation here demands that I should communicate with you at once. . 
We have had two days' debate on the general position, with the result that 

I do not believe our people will be satisfied unless a transfer of the Services from 
Dublin is secured at a comparatively early date. There must be some way found 
to get over this difficulty. I have already thrown out the suggestion that Crown 
Colony government should be put into force, and I now put forward the further 
suggestion that instead of waiting until— 

1. Negotiations break down altogether, 
2. A conference—if held—comes to some agreement, 

Sir John Anderson, or anyone else you like to name, should be permitted to 
function under section 72 of the Act. It appears to my Cabinet and myself that 
to do this without fuss, simply allowing the necessary Order in Council to appear, 
cannot be taken as a provocative action, but rather will tend to bring Sinn Fein 
to some definite decision which otherwise it would appear to us may never be 
reached. I must press, with all seriousness, this vitally important matter. We 
are left in mid-air. The express desire of His Majesty at the opening of 
Parliament isflouted and the difficulty of maintaining the confidence of the 
people is vastly increased by the patience we have exhibited when they believe 
that by a more bellicose attitude we might have secured the full functioning of the 
Act within a few weeks of the State opening of our local Parliament. 

Another point of equal urgency and importance is the situation created by 
the open drilling, carrying of arms, posting of sentries and bombing classes being 
carried out by the Sinn Feiners in the Northern Area. Over and over again 
representations have been made on this subject to Dublin without eliciting even 
the courtesy of a reply. Unless steps are taken to refunction the Special 
Constabulary in this area, armed with revolvers and full authority to stop 
these gross breaches of the truce by the other side, I fear authority will slip out 
of our hands and that the more advanced section of the population will take 
matters under their own control and thus undermine the splendid discipline of 
the "A" and " B  " Special Constabulary. 

Surely the urgency of this matter must be apparent to you and the British. 
Cabinet. How can we justify in a part of His Majesty's dominions the absolute 
flouting of every authority by these extreme Sinn Feiners ? I am informed that 
each camp is controlled by special gunmen from Cork and other places in the 
South, and that under the very eyes of the loyal population a regular scheme is 
being energetically prosecuted for pouncing upon the unoffensive population 
immediately Sinn Feiners believe that their organisation is perfected. 

Both these matters require instant attention, and failing a satisfactory reply, 
immediately I canfind time, I will cross over to consult with you and Mr. Lloyd 
George. 

One thing is certain, that unless we are to lapse into utter chaos in the 
North, with consequences of far-reaching effect, a complete change of policy must 
take place. There is ample material here, besides courage and determination, 
to stand no nonsense, and there is not a member of my Cabinet or myself who 
will be responsible if a match is put to the powder and a massacre takes place. 
We would be hounded out of public life, and quite rightly so, unless we took 
vigorous steps to protect the lives and property of those over whom the Govern
ment and people of England have determined we shall exercise that function. 

Yours sincerely, 
JAMES CRAIG. 

Letter from Sir James Craig to the Chief Secretary, dated September 27, 1921. 

PRIME MINISTER, NORTHERN IRELAND. 
Cabin Hill, Knock, Belfast, Ulster, 

My dear Hamar, September 27, 1921. 
Following on my two letters of the 16th and 22nd instant, to which I have 

not so far received a reply, I believe there is a way out of the difficulty regarding 
the transfer of the various Services from Dublin. 



I am advised that there is nothing in the Act to prevent a day beingfixed for 
the transfer of all the Services. What blocks the way is the Civil Service 
Committee. Let us drop the clauses relating to this Committee altogether. 
. Sir John Anderson has submitted to ois a draft letter to be addressed to the 

staff in Dublin with a view to separating the Services and the Civil Servants. It 
is the wording of that circular that has suggested to me the feasibility of meeting 
the outstanding difficulty your Government are up against in establishing Crown 
Colony government when you still hope that negotiations will lead to a satisfactory 
settlement. If Sir John Anderson invites to a conference the Heads of Depart
ments here to consult with their opposite numbers in Dublin and arranges with 
them the terms of a circular to be addressed to the Civil Servants generally, 
inviting them to choose under which Government they will serve (quite freely and 
uninfluenced), we would be able to secure sufficient nucleus to justify our taking 
over the Services on an appointed day yet to be fixed. 

Besides meeting the real crux to which I have referred, this method would, in 
my opinion, be much preferable to ordering the personnel here and thei'e, possibly 
saddling on the North men who had no desire to come and whom the North were 
not particularly anxious to have. 

The feeling here is strong that as many places as possible should be found for 
the 1,600 odd applicants who havefilled up forms for engagement in our local 
Civil Service. . 

It is true that the effect of this procedure may be to leave Southern Ireland 
with rather more than its quota of Civil Servants, but surely the advantages I 
have outlined would more than equalise this single disadvantage which in itself 
could be met by refraining for a few years from making any appointments by 
superannuation of some of the older Civil Servants and by absorption in the 
British Civil Service. 

If in this way we had sufficient staff, and if, as my advisers hold, -there is 
nothing to prevent the transfer of the Services, we could go ahead without having 
brought into operation the Civil Service Committee, and without your Government 
having to function under Crown Colony government. 

Will you kindly give this matter your immediate consideration. 
I am procrastinating the business of Parliament as long as possible in order 

to be able to make an announcement on this subject before we break up. 
I fully appreciate the difficulties of the situation from your point of view, but 

I would be wanting in candour and in my duty to the representatives of the 
people here if I were to minimise the gravity of the situation. Impatience, 
irritation, and a want of trust is springing up owing to the consideration shown 
to the other side. This suggestion is, therefore, thrown out by my Cabinet and 
myself as a simple, safe and unprovocative method of meeting the difficulties which 
confront us all. 

Yours sincerely, 
JAMES CRAIG. 

The Right Hon. Sir Hamar Greenwood, Bart., M.P., 
Irish Office, London. 
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' CABINET. 

MOPLAH RIOTS. 

X. 
I circulate to my colleagues the following further telegrams which have been 

received from the Viceroy on the subject of the Moplah riots. 
E. S. M. 

3rd October 1921. 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 25th September 1.921. 
Headquarters, Madras District. Wellington reports on 23rd. Situation Malabar 

18.00 and for Madras Press. Column Stiff oiks reached Gherapuisshori, 9 miles north 
Ottapalam, 22nd and were no (sic ? to) move east to-day; 100. rebels reported 
yesterday at Neiiniui, 4 miles south Pandikkad. Rebels still reported vicinity 
Manjeri, probably on lookout for rice sent by Calicut Relief Committee. It is reported 
persons proceeding Nilambur are required pay 5 rupees for pass signed by Ivunhamecl 
Haji. Latter now reported at Karvarakundu. Nothing to report from other parts. 
Health of troop continues good. , 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 26th September 1921. 
No. 767 Poll. Following telegram received from Headquarters, Madras District, 

25th SeptemberSituation 18.00 hours. In Malabar, Colonel Herberts column 
occupied Nilambur 14.30 yesterday without furtherfighting. Of 200 rebels in the 
vicinity. 50 believed moved north across Chaliyar Aourna River and remainder 
moved south. Killapetta Rayan among killed. Two platoons Leinsters from Calient 
left Feroke yesterday, proceeding up Chaliyar River, due Mambad to-morrow morning. 
Two platoons SufFolks visited M.aunarakkat 24th, but rebels had left after looting 
all Hindu shops. This detachment rejoined rest of column Karimpuzha, 5 miles 
south-west of Mannarakkat. Rebels round Cherpulcheri surrendering and handing 
in weapons ; 233 prisoners taken. Mambad post made 23 arrests and captured some 
weapons. Lett, 83rd Wallajahbad Light Infantry, made three arrests Madrepora 
Edakkolam. in Madras, two bombs thrown at mill hands 0(5.30 without effect; 
otherwise situation there quiet. Armoury guards central station, Madias and 
Rajahmundry, withdrawn 21st." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 28lh September 1921. 
Following telegram has been received from General Officer Commanding Madras 

District, dated 26th September :—
" I have arrived at the definite conclusion that the powers and methods at 

present available for dealing with, rebellion in Malabar are inadequate. This opinion 
has been formed after careful consideration and discussion with Mr. Evans and 
Colonel S. Radcliffe and Mr. Humphreys. The actions recently fought at Nilambur 
and Nammini prove that the Moplah programme is framed upon guerilla warfare, 
plunder, terrorisation and avoidance of battle. Their resistance is getting stronger, 
the armed fighting gangs probably total 10,000 strong, and this total is tending to 
get bigger. , - 

" It is evident that the rebellion has behind it a deep influence of unsuspected 
strength. In my opinion a new and foreseen state, of affairs has come about which 
demands more drastic measures'. 

" To effect this, I need two additional battalions of infantry, namely, the Burma 
one offered in your telegram, and another, which I should prefer to be a Gurkha one. 
A pack battery of. 3' 7 howitzers is also required. 

4690 100 10.21 



" The present section of 18-pdrs. would return to Bangalore as soon, as the fore
going troops arrive, and also three companies of the 83rd Wallahjahbad Light 
Infantry could go to Madras, so that the 88th Oarnatics could begin their disbanding. 

" Furthermore, it is essential that the Special Tribunals and the Summary 
Courts, which now enjoy limited powers, should be supplemented under the existing 
Ordinance by means of additional military courts having more ample power to deal 
on the spot with rebels in an act of Avar against His Majesty's forces. 

" The powers should include that of the death penalty, subject to final confirma
tion by me. I. also recommend that these Courts should be modelled on the 
' Instructions relating to Martial Law,' page 30, Regulation No. 24. Attempts to 
handle the situation as an ordinary outbreak are liable to collapse when application 
of the minimum military force is practised ; such efforts have been exploited to the 
full, but they have failed before the task. 

" The situation now is clearly actual war, and famine, widespread devastation 
and prolonged rebellion can only be avoided by prompt measures to deal with it as 
such." 

Madras Government propose to confer with General Officer Commanding 
Thursday next, and will thereafter report. When report is received we will consider ' 
Local Governments views on proposals made by General- Officer Commanding, and 
communicate our conclusions in due course. 

From Viceroy, Rome Department, 28th September 1921. 
No. 788 Poll. Following telegram received from Headquarters of Madras 

District, Wellington, dated 27th September :— 
" Situation 18.00, and for the Madras Press :—No further development to report 

in Malabar. Nadghani detachment reconnoitred Gudalur-Nilambur Road, as far as 
miles 61-!-, and report road fit for motor traffic to that point, at which it is blocked 
with trees. Situation in Madras quiet, except that two small locally-made bombs 
were thrown into G. 3 Police Station last night." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 30th September 1921. 
Home 794 Poll. Malabar disturbances. Following two reports from head

quarters Madras District have been repeated for our information. First, dated 28th 
September, 20.10 hours:—"Situation 18.00, and for Madras Press:—In Malabar, 
operations were conducted against rebel bands yesterday in the triangle Mallapuram, 
Manjeri, Valluvambrum, and casualties inflicted on rebels. Roberts' column halted 
night 27th-28th Edavana, and Welldon's at Manjeri. Kunhamed Huji, with rebel band 
100 strong, looted Kumbathin Haji's house at Paranbur, 4 miles in the (sic) North 
of Porintal, Mowan, yesterday, has been reported still there last night. Nothing
more to report from different parts of district." Second, dated 29th September, 
19.40 hours :—" Situation 18.00, and for Madras Press :-In Malabar, telegraph open 
to Nilambur, rebel bands reported cleared from area Malapuram. Manjeri, Nongan, 
Perintal Manna, reported all quiet. Moveable column Suffolks reached Mannarakat 
27th September, finding ambush prepared and road blocked with trees 4 miles to 
the west of that place, but no opposition experienced. Sita Koya Tangal reported at 
Alanallur with 500 rebels, and Chambrasseri Tangal was to join him 28th from 
vicinity of Melattur. Rebels' attempts' to enlist recruits vicinity of Mannarakat 
reported meeting with little success." 

From Viceroy, Home Department, 3rd October 1921. 
Home 799 Poll. Malabar disturbances. Following is report from Headquarters, 

Madras district, dated 1st October 1921, 15 hours ;—" Situation 18.00 and for Madras 
Press. Malabar rebels attacked convoy returning from Nilambur to Mallapuram, 
wounding two British officers and two British other ranks. Reinforcements have been 
sent to Edavanna from Manjeri. Rebel band under Kunhaned Haji seen near 
Mambad 30th September; approximate strength of force, 2,250, with 50 firearms: 
Small detachment of 83rd Infantry assisted by police brought 92 prisoners to Tirur 
from Koltikal. Suffolk column, Mannarakat, report 100 rebels 1 mile to the north of 
that place, and 400 at Kumaraputtur, 2 miles to west." 
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Revise. 

The Cabinet Committee on Unemployment whioh mot this 
morning under the chairmanship of the Prime Ministar: the 
Lord Privy Seal and the Chancellor of the Exchequer being 
present, mate the following Report to the Cabinet 

(1) It is estimated that there will be 1% million men, 
women and young persons out of work during the winter. 
The reports of experts, though not altogether unhopeful, 
do not indicate any lika)ihood of a restoration of trade 
to anything approaching the normal within less than two 
years. . During this period Government action will be 
. required in relief of unemployment. 

(S) Mere measures of maintenance are, from every point 
of view, the least satisfactory. They constitute the most 
demoralising form of assistance to the. unemployed, and 
they contribute, nothing towards the solution of the 
permanent, as distinct from tbe temporary; unemployment 
problem. 
(3) Relief works aro only slightly better1 than maintenance 
They are mostly of little economic value, they draw men to 
occupations to which they are unaccuetoned,and in which 
their work is therefore uneconomical. - 
(4) Nevertheless, both maintenance and relief works will 
be inevitable during the present scute emergency, and must 
be provided -to deal with the considerable margin tehich will 

be left unabsorbed by any other schema
15) Simultaneously, however, with such maintenance and 
relief work as are unavoidable, as much as possible should 
be done to stimulate productive employment. The most 
hopeful schemes in this direction are the following:

i 



(a) The proposals of the experts who aecom
panled the Financial Secretary of the 
Treasury to Gairloch (as set out in 0.3?*
3565) for enabling capital works to be 
undertaken in this country or outside 
it by means bf State assistance, which 
could not otherwise be undertaken at the 
present time, on the understanding that 
the money, is utilised to provide employ
ment in this country. 

It was explained by the President of 
the Board of Trade that, from converse
tions which he had recently had with 
bankers, he believed that a guarantee by 
the Government of the interest on loans 
required to finance new works and expendi
ture on railways and similar undertakings 
in India, in the Colonise and South America, 
would lead to the immediate placing of large 
orders in this country. The bankers believed 
that the saving of Interest which would be 
gained by the Government guarantee would be 
a sufficient inducement to the undertakers 
to pay today'e prices instead of waiting for 
a further fall in the market. 

\h) The relation of the Export Credit Scheme 
to the foregoing will"require further con
sideration. Doubt was expressed as to how 
far any extension of the present scheme 
would/contribute substantially to relieve 
the present problem. 



It is further recommended:
 he set up T b a t

(6) a Committae/to consider and advise the 
Cabinet as to the practicability and expediency for raising 
from thoso persona who are ao fortunate aa to be employed * a 
special compulsory distress levy of 2d. a week from the 
workmen) 2d, from the employer, and possibly 2d, from the 
State, for the purpose of forming a Distress Fund providing 
for wives and children for whom the Unemployment Benefit of 
15/- a week for the husband will not make sufficient provis
ion, The Committee to advise as to the best manner in which 
the Pond should be spent, l.e., by grants in money or in kind 
through the agency of the local Authorities, bearing in mind 
that grants of relief in kind would probably be most, eoonom
ioal. The Committee to oonsist of:-

The Secretary for Sootland (In the Chair) 
Mr. MoCuarly, 
Sir Wo Mitoh9ll**Thomson, 
Mr, Herbert Dewls,. 
Sir Montague Barlcw. 

(7) That the contribution of the State, under the scheme 
approved by the Cabinet Unemployment Committee (See 
Appendix) for the assistance of local Authorities in finan
olng eohemes of relief works, should be increased from 50 per 
cent of interest and sinking-fund for half the period of the 
municipal lean raised for the purpose, to 55 per cent. 

(8) That the rate of wages on any relief works provided 
must be appreciably lower than the standard rate of wages 
for work of the same character. The Ministry of Health 
circular has stipulated a rate of 75 per cent of the 
standard. 



(9) The great -strain J^xrirm^on,.I^r Iiaw firiarioe owing to 
cessation of benefits under the HationS.1 Insurance Act 
and the large accretion of claimants id relief on Poor 
Rat6s will lead to a serious orisia in local finance, 
and the Unemployment Committee feel convinced that some form 
of assistance to Poor Law Guardians in necessitous areas 
is liksly to become unavoidable. It is considered that 
the beat form will be loan rather than grant, and the 
Ministry of Health and Treasury are engaged in determining 
the proper -safeguards for such loans. It is at present 
impossible to determiho-the amount of money whioh will be 
required for suoh purpose. The greatest-oaution will be 
required to.prevent an undue burden being thrown by the 
Local Authorities on the State. 



10. The Chancellor of the Exchequer uiidertook ts the 
Unemployment dommlttee to provide £10,000*000 to cover, 
inter alia, expenditure oh approved schemes of the following 
types: 

(i) Works financed by the lord St. Davids' 
Committee. 

% (ii) Schemes of land Drainage. 
(iii) Beads. 
(iv) Public Utility Works, e.g. hyiro-eleotrio 

development- , light railways, electrification 
schemes. 

(v) Assistance to Poor Law Guardians in 
necessitous areas. 

but pointed out that separate provision would be required 
for the scheme proposed under (5).. 

The Committee were also of opinion that:
11. Schemes of afforestation do not offer suitable 

means for relieving unemployment, in view of the small number 
of men employable and the long period required for the work 
to become productive. 

12. The. situation of national finance is so serious as to 
require the most careful consideration of the effect of any 
scheme proposed in adding to the floating Debt, and in reducing 
the funds available for investment in Government loans for con
version or other purposes. 

13. It is useless to disguise the fact that profound unrest 
and bitter feeling are growing among the unemployed throughout 
the oountry. A very large proportion of the unemployed to-day 
are not the usual type of unskilled or work-shy men, hut are 
largely people who all"their lives have been used to regular 
work, at good wages and many of whom are still making every 

effort/ 



effort to avoid having to apply to the poor Lav? 
Guardians for relief. A very large percentage,of 

.. these men fought in the war and they are not prepared 
to see their families endure misery ana wani without a 
serious struggle and even 0.1sorder. 

2. Whitehall Gardens, S.W?-l. 
. ,. 6th October, 1921.,, ,. 
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3GRET. . C A B I. N E T . 

J?. 5378. I  B a L A H: 3) . 
MARINE BATTALIONS FORMED BY THE;-ADMIRALTY 

tNote by the Secretary) ; 

With reference to Cabinet 47/21, Conclusion 2 ( e ) , the Admiralty 

have not i f ied tho Cabinet Office that in accordance with the 

Cabinet decision referred t o , two Marino Battalions were formed 

and have been trained and organised. These battalions were formed 

mainly by the. withdrawal of. off leers and rrsen from the dotachkfents 

borne in the ships of. the Atlantic P l ee t , ' and up to the present 

have been, held at twenty-four hours1 no t i ce . Great Inconvenience 

is being caused by the i r withdrawal to the training of the p lee t , 
- :: 

and the Admiralty have accordingly asked as a matter" of urgency 

that the battaLions may in future be hold at seven days notice,, 

which w i l l enable thorn to arrange for tho o f f i cers and men drawn 

from the Atlantic - P leet to, return to the i r ships. At the same 

time the Headquarters organisation w i l l bo maintained. 

2. After consul t ing the Chief Secretary for Ireland aid the 

Chief of tho Imperial General Staff ( in the absence of the Secretary 

for War)., the prime Minister has authorised tho -Admiralty to 

hold, these two battalions at seven'days' notice, instead of at 

twenty-four hours' not ice . 

3. The Cabinet w i l l be - asked to take formal note of this 

decision at an early meeting. 

(Sgd.) M. P.. "A. HAHKEY. 

Secre tary. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, 

6th. October, 1981. 
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C A B I N E T . 

VlQzl Conventions and Recommendations of the 
Genoa International Labour Conference.1920. 

Memorandum by the Minister of Labour. 

SECRST. I, Before the Prorogation, I circulated with C P , 
C -N F 1 N 17. 

32S9, a draft Parliamentary Question and Answer dealing 
with the action of the Government in respect of the 
Draft Conventions and Recommendations adopted by the 
International Labour Conference, held at Genoa 1920. 
The question was not asked, however, and in view of the 
fact that there is to be au Autumn Session, I suggest 
that the question should not now be put. bnt that in 
accordance with the course adopted for the Washington 
Conventions etc. in the Debate of 1st July last, a 
resolution approving the course the Government propose 
to adopt with regard to the Genoa Conventions and 
Recommendations be set down for discussion in the 
Commons, during the short meeting of the House in 
October. 
2. The Genoa Conference closed on 10th July, 1920, 
Under the terms of Article 405 of the Treaty of Versailles., 
each Member of the Organisation is under an obligation 
to bring thu draft Conventions and Recommendations before 
the competent authority within one year, or, in 
exceptional circumstances, 18 months, of the closing of 
the Conference. It will be seen, therefore, that the 
normal period of one Ĵ e&r expired on 1.0th July and that 

- 1 



the extended -period will expire on 10th January next; 
therefore, if we wait till the new session next Spring 
we shall be out of time. 
3. It is necessary that a motion as follows should 
be put down for the coming Session in accordance with 
preoedent established in the Washington Convention Debate 
on July 1st:

"That this House approves the policy of His 
Majesty's Government respecting the Draft 
Conventions and Recommendations adopted by 
the International labour Conference, held at 
Genoa in June and July,1920". 

4. I have set out in an appendix, for the consideration 
of my colleagues, a statement of the position with regard to 
each of these. Conventions and Recommendations, and the con
elusions reaohed as a result of inter-departmental 
consultations. Where necessary, I have indioated.the nature 
of the statement which I would propose to make when the motion 
Is debated. 

?Sgd.) 3\J, MACUAMARA, 
October 6th.1921. 



APPENDIX. 

1. The Genoa Conference adopted three draft Conventions 
and four Recommendations as follows: -

Draft Conventions. 

1, Draft Convention fixing the minimum age for 
admission of children to employment at Sea, 

2. Draft Convention concerning Unemployment 
Indemnity in case of loss or foundering of 
the ship, 

3. Draft Convention for establishing facilities 
for finding employment for seamen. 

Reo ommendati ons. 

1. Recommednation concerning the limitation of 
hours of work in the Fishing Industry. 

2. Recommendation concerning the limitation of 
hours of work in Inland IJavig&tion. 

3. Recommendation concerning the establishment 
of hational Seamen's Codes. 

4. Recommendation concerning Unemployment 
Insurance for Seamen. 

These draft Conventions and Recommendations have been 
published as a Command Paper (Omd. 1174/1921). 

2. The first proposal is covered by the Women, Young Persons 
and Children (Employment) Act, 1920. The draft Convention was 
ratified by Order of Council on 5th July, 1921, and came into 
operation on registration by the Secretary-General of the league 
of Hations on 14th July, 1921. 

3. With regard to the seoond draft Convention, concerning 
Unemployment Indemnity in case of loss or foundering of the ship, 
the present position is that Section 158 of the Merchant Shipping 
Act, 1894, provides that "where the service of a seaman terminates 
before the date contemplated In the agreement by reason of the 
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wreck or lose of the ship he shall he entitled to 
wages up to the time of suoh termination hut not for any 
longer period." It will, therefore, be neoessary to 
amend this Section before the draft Convention oan be 
ratified. 

If and when the Board of Trade introduce, a Merchant 
Shipping Bill, they propose to Include a clause for this 
purpose, putting the draft Convention in a schedule and 
mentioning it in the preamble. 

I would propose therefore to state that the Government 
are prepared to accept the Convention but prefer to postpone 
ratification until the existing legislation is amended in 
the manner indicated. 
4. The Third Draft Convention deals with the establish
raent of facilities for finding employment for seamen. Effect 
can be given to this draft Convention without the intro
duction of fresh legislation. Certain administrative 
changes may, however, have to be made, in consultation with 
the seamen and ship-owners. Thus Article 4 provides for 
the establishment and maintenance of a system of free public 
Employment Offices to be established and maintained either 
(a) by representative Associations of ship-owners and seamen, 
or (b) in the absence of such joint action, by the State 
itself. The question of the extent to whioh existing 
arrangements satisfy this Article is one on which the Board 
of Trade are consulting the representatives of ship-owners 
and seamen. 

I would propose accordingly to say that the British 
Government accept this draft Convention, but prefer to 
postpone formal ratification until the necessary adminlstra
tive changes are effected. 
5. In addition to these draft Conventions, the Conference 
adopted four Recommendations, the first of which recommends 
the limitation of hours of work in the Fishing industry. 



There ere difficulties in the way of such limitation,, . 
such as e.g. the fact that the industry is--organised at 
present on the basis of a twalve hour day and the proposed 
oLt-ii-re to c-.n eight hour day would mean an increase of staff, 
for v.fcich no accommodation Is available. Bven if the 
necessary changes v*ere made it is considered that the fishing 
vessels would have to be run at a loss. It is pointed out, 
moreover, that the hours of work are necessarily governed by 
weather conditions and the fact that fish is a perishable 
commodity, 

I would propose, therefore, to inform the House that 
the Government do not propose to accept this Recommendation. 
6. The second Recommendation concerns the limitation of 
hours of work in Inland navigation. In view of the conditions 
in this particular industry at present, I would propose to 
inform the House that the Government are not in a position at 
present to announce their final decision regarding this 
Recommendation, but would propose to postpone consideration 
of it until the return of more normal conditions. 
7. The third Recommendation deals with the establishment 
of l&tion^l Se&men's, Godes. Sffect could be given to this 
Recommendation by the passing of legislation consolidating 
the Merchant Shipping Acts. In the view, however, of the 
Board of Trade, while such consolidation is in itself desirable, 
it is not by any means necessary and would not, under ordinary 
circumstances, be undertaken yet. In view of the great
pressure of urgent parliamentary work, the Board of Trade 
prefer to postpone the question of such.consolidation at the 

present time. 
I would propose accordingly to state that the 

Government are prepared to accept this Recommendation but propoe 
to defer the necessary,legislative action until the pressure-of 
other work less ens. 

* 



8. The fourth Recommendation o one erne establishment 
of schemes of Unemployment Insurance for Seamen. Effect 
is already given to this Recommendation under the 
Unemployment Insurance Acts 1911-1921. 
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SECRET. m 

CP. 3374. 

CABINET. 

DATL EIREANN. 

RECENT SPEECHES OF EXTREMIST MEMBERS. 

Memorandum by the Chief Secretary for Ireland. 

I CIRCULATE, for the information of the Cabinet, the following extracts from 
recent speeches of extremist members of the Dail Eireann, together with extracts from 
the issues of the 2nd and 9th ultimo of " An T'Oglac," the official organ of the Irish 
Volunteers. 

H. G. 
Irish Office, October 6, 192.1. ' 

Extract from the Issue of "An TOglac " of September 2, 1921. 

Even if war were averted the nation would always require that safeguard of its 
national existence provided by the Army of the Irish Republic, and it is impossible 
at the present time to foresee any set of circumstances in which the maintenance of 
its highest strength of the Army of Ireland would not be a matter of vital concern to 
the nation. : -

Extract from the Issue of " An T'Oglac " of September 9, 1921. 

The period of suspended hostilities which we have passed through has not been 
a period of inaction. The work of training and organisation is being carried on 
with all the vigour at our disposal, and, should the necessity arise immediately for a 
fresh campaign, the benefit of this improved training should be made manifest in 
action We have made war to end the military occupation of our country 
by a foreign nation, and until that nation evacuates our country the war cannot be 
regarded as.ended. The atmosphere of "truce" is an unreal atmosphere, calculated 
to obscure the naked realities of the situation. 

Extracts from the Speeches made by Members of Dail Eireann on Sunday, 
September 25, 1921. 

Dr. Ferran, T.D., speaking at Enniscone, said that it was the mission ,of 
Dail Eireann to see that the victory for liberty which had been won on the hillsides 
and by the burning roof-trees should not be bartered away in the Council 
Chamber 

Were they to swear allegiance to another country it would involve the forswearing 
of the oath they had taken in the Session of Dail Eireann on the 16th August. They 
had no intention of allowing any other party to assume their responsibilities. 

Mr. P. J. Ruttledge, T.D., said that if England resumed her aggression they would 
defend themselves to the last man in the last trench. The people who said they should 
accept Dominion Home Rule were not the people who had lined the fences or who had 
had their homes burned down. 

[7043] 



Mr. A. M'Cabe, T.D., said the Irish position was impregnable. They had dug 
themselves into that position, and it would take more than the army of an Empire to 
dig them out of it. As far as their representatives in Dail Eireann were concerned, 
there was no going back from the position they had taken up when they sent the letter 
to Mr. Lloyd George claiming independence for Ireland. 

Mr. E. Blythe, T.D., addressing his constituents at Clones, the Very Rev. Dr. G. 
M'Meel, P.P., presiding, said they would not accept any settlement that would cause a 
surrender of their principles or rights. 

Mr. Lloyd George's offer might be a manoeuvre or an attempt to bring about a 
split in the party to which he (Mr. Blythe) belonged. Such" an attempt would be 
foredoomed to failure. 

It was up to Mr. Lloyd George to have peace or war. He urged them to support' 
their own Courts and to continue the Belfast boycott. The present was a good time to 
have it more rigorously enforced. They should support the Dail's scheme for the 
closing of the workhouses. 

Commandant T. M'Guire, T.D., chairman, Ballinrobe D.C., said that if England 
tried again to impose her will on the people and the I.R.A. were called upon to ma.n 
the guns, they would respond to the call. 

Dr. M'Cartan, T.D., speaking on Sunday at a big demonstration at Ballynowlart 
(Offaly), said the British Government, according to a Cabinet Minister, were 
disappointed because the Irish people did not accept Dominion Home Rule; but 
Churchill and Lloyd George took care that they would not offer Dominion Home Rule. 
Even if they did, Ireland was a separate nation and a Republic, and Dominion or any 
other offers did not concern them. 

They only asked what was their own, and they meant to have it. 
Mr. P. J. Moloney, T.D., speaking on Sunday at Solohead, said that Mr. Lloyd 

George's offer was not at all up to General Smuts's interpretation of it, but, in any 
case, what was good enough for South Africa was not necessarily good enough for 
Ireland. Having declared for a Republic and set up their Government, it was their 
duty to give allegiance to that Government only. It was quite on the cards that they 
might have to go back to real hard work again. 

Mr. Sean Milroy, T.D., speaking at Glenealy, said that England's diplomacy was 
not going to compel a national surrender. in asking Ireland to surrender her 
sovereign statehood they were asking more than they could ever surrender. If they 
surrendered her claim the wholefight of 800 years would be surrendered. If that was 
the only condition to peace, England would get all the war she wanted. 

When Dean M'Guinness (Australia), a native of Cloonacool, Tubbercurry, was 
entertained at a banquet iat Tubbercurry and presented with a silver-mounted 
shillelagh by the officers and men of the 6th Battalion, Sligo Brigade, I.R.A., 
Mr. A. MacCaba, T.D., said he hoped that Dean M'Guinness would tell the Australian 
people that Ireland sought more than the status of Australia, and aspired to something 
more glorious and dignified than that of a British colony. 

Mr. Frank Walsh, on his arrival in New York, declared that Ireland would never 
yield unless granted full independence. " Mr. Lloyd George is the world's greatest 
politician, but he is playing a game of death when he tried English politics on 
Ireland." 

.N 
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SECRET. 

CABINET. 

Note by the Secretary of State for India. 

For the reasons given in the attached memorandum I am asking the 
Cabinet to sanction, at the cost of Imperial revenues, an increase from 
\ ,0151. per annum to 1,200L per annum in the pay of Major-Generals 
Sir 0. J. Melliss and Sir W. T. Delamain, Indian Army, who were captured 
at Kut, from 30th June 1916 to the end of November 1918 while prisoners 
of war. 

I am naturally extremely reluctant to trouble the Cabinet on such a 
small matter, but after a controversy extending over five years, I have been 
unable to obtain the consent of the Secretary of State for War, and I feel that 
by the War Office decision such undeniable and grave injustice has been 
done to these two officers, for the safeguarding. of whose interests I am 
responsible, that I cannot let the matter rest. 

My Council and I would be only too glad to pay the amount, which is 
in all under 1,000Z., from Indian revenues, but I am advised that under 
statute I cannot do so without the consent of both Houses of Parliament. 
Obviously, the objections to moving a resolution in the House on a matter of 
this kind are overwhelming. 

E. S. M. 
SOndflnptombor 1021. 
6th October 1921. 

Memorandum. 

Before the war there was no provision in Indian regulations regarding 
the pay of Indian Army officers taken prisoners of war. 

In 1915 certain rules were drawn up by the India Office which were 
intended to be based on the practice of the War Office, but proceeded on the 
mistaken assumption that the War Office treated officer prisoners as if they 
were on leave. 

With the fall of Kut the matter became of importance, and it was 
obvious that the India Office rules needed amendment, both on the merits 
of the question and to conform more nearly to the War Office rules. 

Broadly speaking, under the latter full pay, with the exception of 
certain allowances for special duties (e.g., command pay or Adjutant̂  pay), 
was allowed to regimental officers, while Colonels and General Officers had a 
special scale, the effect of which in the two most typical cases is shown 
below:— 

Full pay Per-
Pay while prisoner. and allowances. centage. 

£ £ £ 
Divisional Commander - " ) i i  5  annum. 1,774 65 0 p e rSub-Major General - -) 

m m a n d eS u & o W  - - -) 800 per annum. 1,219 62 
The War Office admitted the need for the revision of the India Office 

rules in the case of Indian Army regimental officers, and these were given, 
after two months on full pay, "pay and half staff pay," which on an average 
represented between 85 per cent, and 90 per cent, of their full, pay. 

4643 100 9.21 



But the War Office refused to allow any amendment of the obviously 
unsatisfactory India Office rides in the case of General Officers beyond 
admitting that these should not get less than an Indian Army Lieut.-Oolonel 
commanding a regiment who under the revision got 1,0151. per annum, 
which was more than the 1915 rules allowed an Indian Army Major-General 
commanding a Brigade (1,0001. per annum for eight months as though on 
leave, and then 7001. per annum as though unemployed). 

The effect of this objection of the War Office has been to give Major-
Generals Sir C. J. Melliss and Sir W. T. Delamain, commanding Brigades, 
the following pay while prisoners (after the first two months on full pay):— 

Full pay. Pay received. Percentage. 

£ £ £ 
1,943 per annum. 1,015 per annum. 52 

(Average sterling equivalent over whole period.) 
Thus, not only have they drawn the same pay as Regimental Commanding 
Officers serving under them (which is obviously absurd), but an entirely 
inadequate proportion of their full pay. 

The India Office has pressed for 1,2.0.0k per annum, which it has 
regarded as the absolute minimum which it was possible to give. This 
would be 62 per cent, of full pay. If these officers were treated, under the 
same rules as Indian Army regimental officers, and drew "pay and half staff 
pay," they would.get per annum. 

The War Office main objection to the India Office proposal has been 
that Indian Army officers cannot expect to get any higher rate of pay 
than is laid down for corresponding British Service officers, except in so 
far as they can claim it under existing regulations of their own. 

But. the need for revision of the improvised rules framed under a 
misapprehension early in the war has been admitted in the case of 
regimental officers ; and there can be no reason for refusing in the case of 
General Officers. 

A minor objection raised has been that in the British Service Major-
Generals do not command brigades and that, therefore, Major-Generals 
Melliss and Delamain should be treated only as Brigade Commanders and 
their substantive rank ignored. This would be unfair, since Indian regu
lations did not provide for the command of brigades by Major-Generals ; 
even if this were not so, the pay proposed (1,200Z. per annum) would only be 
6S per cent, of the full pay which they would have drawn if substantive 
Colonels in command of brigades. 

The increase to 1,200L per annum which is proposed would remedy 
with no undue generosity the obvious injustice of paying a Major-Generalin 
command of a brigade at the same rate as a Lieutenant-Colonel commanding 
a regiment serving under him. 

INDIA OFFICE. 
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REPORT BY THE GENERAL OFFICER COMMANDING-IN-
CHIEF ON THE SITUATION IN IRELAND FOR WEEK 
ENDING 1ST OCTOBER, 1921. 

Covering Note by the, Secretary of State for. War. 

I would draw attention to the accompanying report 
of the General Officer Commanding-in-Chief upon the 
situation in Ireland for tho Week ending 1st October, 
particularly to certain episodes recorded in 
Appendix I. I do not understand how it was that on 
25th September in Dublin packages 5 feet long hidden 
in hay were not searched, and how on the same date a squad 
of men were allowed openly to drill with a breech loading 
gun and shells uninterfered witho 

I am surprised also that on 28th Soptember Huntington 
Castle was commandeered by the I8R.A* and that 50 men are 
accommodated there; in view of the instructions which I 
understand wore issued that such requisitions were to stop 
I do not understand why steps have not been taken for the 
return of Huntington Castle to its rightful owners. 

(Intd, ) L.W*E* 

War Office, S.W.I. 
6th October, 1921. 

\ 



REPORT ON THE SITUATION IN IRELAND FOR WEEK 
ENDING 1st October, 1921; ,., 

1. GENERAL MILITARY SITUATION, 
The event of importance during the past week h&s been the 

reply by Mr, de Valera tc the Prime Minister's invitation to a 
Conference, on the 11th October; that this reply was iri the 
affirmative has given considerable satisfaction throughout the 
country, though it is not unmixed with a feeling of\ anxiety-on 
the part of loyalists. It is difficult to reconcile the 
acceptance of the invitation with the tone of the Speeches made 
by many Sinn Pein leaders throughout the country, where they . 
have been telling their followers that nothing but a Republic 
will be accepted. 

The I.R.A. is held up everywhere'as.the organisation through 
which peace has been obtained, and although no one knows better 
than the members of the I.R.A. themselves, what their condition 
was 3 months ago, they are being gradually convinced by the 
boastful speeches of their leaders that the present, peace . 
offer is a result of their "victory"'. 

Throughout the country the I.R.A. have been collecting funds 
and food for the upkeep of their organisation and their training, 
camps.. - Houses have been commandeered, loyalists have been 
forced to subscribe; boycotting of English and Ulster goods is 
still being carried out, and wherever possible efforts are made 
to induce the public to believe in the power and Wisdom of 
Pail Eireann. . . 

As was to be expected a Press campaign for the release of 
the internees has been started by the "Freeman's Journal" and 
has been energetically backed^up by the, "Daily NeWs" their 
contention is^ that the retehtion of internees is a Source bf 
irritation and.provocation and likely to be a cause of a breach 
of the "truce". It might be urged On the other hand that the 
possession of arms by illegal organisations such as the I.R.A.., 
the only object of whose existence is to fight against the 
British Crown, is a source of irritation and likely to cause a 
breach of the agreement. 

Luring the last week there were many rumours that there. 
would be an outbreak on the part of the I.R.A. in the event of 
the invitation of the Prime Minister being such that, in the 
opinion cf the leaders of Bail Bireann, it could net be accepted. 
These rumours all pointed to the fact that no warning will be 
given between the breakdown of negotiations, arid the actual, 
termination of the agreement in spite cf the arrangements, which 
it is understood have been made between the Prime Minister and 
Mr. de Valera, that a few days warning should be given. 

The number of cases reported of breaches of the truce is 
increasing rapidly - the usual list is attached to this report, 
but it is understood that the number reported since the 11th 
Jttly to the Civil Government by the Police (whose reports are 
more detailed than those which come to the ears of the Military 
Authorities) has now reached a figure considerably in excess of 
500. 

The attached extract from the "Irish Times" of 4th October. 



fives an account of a visit by journalists to1 one of the 
I.R.A. training camps in the neighbourhood of Dublin. 
Their description of this camp may be taken as typical Of 
what is going, on all over the country.. Advantage has been 
taken or the truce to convert the I*RoAi which was 3 months 
ago little mote than at disorganisod rabble into a well dis
cipHnedr well organised and well armed forcek This force, 
according to iheir oath, exists for one purpose onj.y3 the 
establishment of a Republic- in Ireland,. The question is 
being asked oh all s,ides "How much- longer is.the organiua
tion and training of a rebel Army to be allowed to continue 
without let. or hindrance5 under the- noses of those responsible 

-for the maintenance, of the. £aw-"?,. 

(Signed) J,. BRIKD, 
ooi. for 

--—AjommanddJig-^in^hief j. ire.Xand*' 

GHQ.. Ireland,. 
4th. October, 19El, 



APHBMUt.1.. 

R8BE& A C a g j y l i r ^ AGRffiZMBETr
reported during the week ending 1st October.1921. 

Derrybrien, Co. gal way. 2 workmen were fired' at and wounded by 
unknown persons. " 
Bray; Co.Dublin. -26 men were seen marching along a road. 
Kings-town; Co.Dublin, Two D.M.P. Constables, conducting a 
woman, arro-rrued for dieorderly conduct, along Adelaide Road,were 
assaulted and knocked aown owing to their refusal to hand her 
over to the Volunteers, about 40 of whom, assisted by three' 
British Naval men in uniform, rescued the prisoner. 

- - . . . 

Co.Dublin., 20 men were seen marching in file, headed by a 
leaaer, from Monks town to Blackrock. 
The I.B.-A., are reliably reported to have prepared an extensive 
plan to release all prisoners, should negotiations break down. 
Dublin. 3 carts loaded with hay were driven to Kingsbridge 
Station, when the hay was removed, packages made up in sacking 
in 5 feet lengths were disclosed. 
Dublin.. A naval pensioner was.held up in York Street by 

; armed men who stated he was wanted for being a Black and Tan. 
Dublin. Two military Foot Police proceeding to arrest & deserter 
in Dower Gardiner Street, were held up by armed men and taken 
under escort to the address. 
They were informed that the man had been arrested, earlier by 
the rebels and taken to an unknown destination. 
Dublin. A Charabano of armed men visited the neighbourhood of 
Gloucester Place and lower Gardiner St. searched ths area and 
passers by. 
Dublin. Several shots were fired in the vicinity of Cbarlemont 
Bridge. 
Tull^gha-n, Co,Leitrim., 50-80 men of the I.R.A. assembled for' 
training, in an emptyliouse. Drilling is in progress. 
Dublin. 12 men were seen drilling:in the scalp. 
Dubliru Comat^McKaon in an I.R, A. Of f icer's unifork, "accompanied 
bylliehael Collins, attended the Hurling Match-at Croke Park, 
A large number of I.R.A. marched from'the ground in Military 
formation. 
Magner, Queen's Co. ' R.I.C repori two hundred I.B.A. drilled & 
carried out signalling practice. 
Dublin Area, A squad of men were seen undergoing instructions 
with a breach loading gun about 3*6" long, mounted on wheels,. 
A number of shells could be plainly seen and loading practice 
was carried out. At the conclusion of the lesson, the gun was 
dismounted aha placed in' a box; the wheels were put into a Ford 
Van and the shells into a suit case. The whole being removed 
in a Fora Van. 



Shillelagh, CcWioklow. A strong rumour was current that the 
Truce had terminated. All members of the I.R.A. at once proceeded 
to the Camp at Ducketfs Grove where there was considerable 
activity. This shows the attitude likely to he adopted in 
this area. 
Drumcondra, Co. Dublin. Sinn Fein Pamphlets Were distributed 
stating "Collectors will call to raise subscriptions for a 
£10,000 collection". This to embrace all Ireland. 
North Wall Dublin. Revolver firing was heard In a N.E. 
direction apparently about 300 yds. distant. 
Posseckstown, CoMeath..' A School teacher (May Reynolds) was 
shot and died a few hours later. A young man, believed to. 
have been with her at the time, was forcibly removed in a motor 
car by 3 unknown men shortly after. 
Dundrum, Co. Dublin. A cyclist sectionfef the I.R.A. has been 
formed under local officers. 
Kjlliney, Co. Dublin. McManey1 s farm is being used as a 
training" ground. 
Dublin.1 S,s."aX;go" was searched by Auxiliary Police and the 
following, not declared, was seized:

4 rifles, 1000 rds. of *4J? Webley ammunition. 
Clones; gall,,, Co. Carlow. - Hunting ton Caetlw was commandeered by 
the I .R  T £ 50 men are accommodated there. 

Recruiting for the I.R.A. continues in Wicklow, Rathnew & 
Rathdrum. -
Drilling takes place regularly in the following districts 

Between Glenealy & Rathnew 
Near the Grave Yard on the Glenealy^-Ashford Road. 
In the old Birch Works at Rathnew 
un the Marlton Road (Main Toad Wicklow to Arklow) 



APPENDIX II. 

V CIVILIANS TRISD BY COURTS MARTIAL. 

Two civilians have been tried by Courts-Martial 
and have been convicted and sentenced as under:- . 

(a) Attempted escape from place of Internment.., 
Two to 1 year, with Hard Labour,'' 



APP31TBIX III., 

1TOMBERS Off JSIg&RS- Off I^^A^HSCOMMElgaDiED .ffQR . JHTEIUllEHTv-

The following number of members of the I.R.A.- have 
been recomended for internment' :* 

Igth,,Infantry Brigate 533 

l3th. Infantry Brigade (Athione)
14-th... Infantry Brig ate (curragh)
Galw&y. Brigade'

 *
 557. 

 530 
 353 

l6th,.. Infantry Brigade (Permoy)
17th....! tnfantry-'Brigate f Cork)
l8th .Infantry Brigate (limerick).

 485 
 6-1.3 

 201 

Dublin-District. -154-5 503 5 

l5th. infantry-Brigade 533 
5th Division 1445 
6th Division 1512-. 
Dublin-District 154 5 503 5 

Members of I.R..A. recommended for internment"by. ranks. 

Brigade:Commandants - 21 
Brigade Staff 59 
Battalion Commandants 94 
Company Officers 1733 
Battalion Staff 237 
Other ranks & Ranks unknown. 289I 5035 



IRISH TIMES. 

4,10.21. 

VISIT TO AN I.R,A.GAMP. 

MOUNTAIN DRILL GROUND. 

Trained Men and Recruits. 

March Past In the Rain. 

Volunteers of the Irish R epubli cm Array have been 
drilling In various parts of the country for a long time 
past, and it is obvious that there is no desire to conceal 
the fact. 

As proof of this a number of journalists en Sunday 
afternoon, by invitation, visited a camp not far from Dublin, 
while a cinematograph operator took a series of views, which will 
no doubt, be shown in due course in the picture houses. 

Twenty minutes' ride in taxi-cabs brought the party Into 
the mountainous region, where, in ft couple of fields remote 
from the highways, some 500 young men were engaged in various 
military exercises. A band played martial airs, and short, 
sharp words of command were heard on all sides. 

A field whose surface had anything but the evenness of 
a barrack square was not the pleasantest place for such 
exercises, but the men made the best of it. A steady down
potsr of rain emphasised the unpleasantness of the conditions. 

REMARKABLE SPECTACLE, 
The spectacle which met the view of the visitors on 

arriving was certainly a stirring one. Batches of men in 
various parts of the ground carried out their own particular 
movements. Here a company was engaged in marching and counter
marching, "forming fours" and so onj- there a detachment of 
signallers was being Initiated into the mysteries of the 
Morse codejothers were undergoing a musketry course, and a 
larger body showed themselves familiar with the use of the 
revolver. A small knot of youths lying on the ground were ' 
being shown the mechanism of a machine gun, the parts of which 
were taken asunder and assembled again, while several speci
mens of automatic pistols-some of them strange-looking weapons
were being examined and explained by an expert instructor. At 
the lower end of the field stretcher-bearers were instructed in 
the various essential duties of the medical corps. In an ad
joining meadow platoons were operating in extended formation 
and other evolutions. 

After an hourfs work a sharp command from the Brigade 
Commandant brought nil the detachments together, and a march 
past took place, a band playing suitable marching music. 
Some Important officials from "G.H.Q." were present, and the 
Chief of Staff (Mr.Richard Muloahy) took the salute, and 
afterwards, when the men were formed in a hollow square, de
llvered a short address. 



HO PEAR OF A T T A C K . 

Journalists asked whether outposts were posted in 
order to advise as to an unexpected invasion, but the 
reply seemed to Indicate that no such disturbance was 
apprehended. Neither- were these warlike preparations 
regarded as-a breach of the truce. 

Only comparatively few either of the rank and file 
or officers wore uniform. The vast majority --ere in 
civilian attire, but quite a number wore belts and 
bandoliers, A few wore the ancient Irish costumo. 

It was stated that since the truce cane into force 
recruiting had been quite brisk. The training takes place 
several times weekly, Sundays included. 

The recruits on parade for the nost part reside 
within a radius.of eight or nine miles of' the training 
ground, but some had to travel as much as twelve or fourteen 
miles, 

The Brigade Commandant -fis particularly proud of 
his medical detachment, which" he said,, had proved Itself 
"in action" to he quite equal to.the best of its class. 

CHIEF OF STAFFrS SPEECH.-
Addressing the 6th Battalion of the Irish Rejmbltcan 

Array at an inspection on the Dublin mountains on Sunday 
(says the press Association), ^Ir,Richard Hulcahy, Chief of 
Staff, said that the army was In rapid training for war, 

1,The Government was negotiating.for peace, but the enemy
still had his foot on their throats. The I.R.A. was a 
fabric which would nerer be broken. 
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.T.RAQ, - THE EXTERNAL SITUATION. 
Paraphrase Telegram from the High Commissioner, Iraq, 

to the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 
(Received Colonial Office 10.26 p.m. 29th Septemher,1921). 

(Circulated "by the Sec^fetary of State . 
for the Colonies). 

Ho. £34 dated 28th September. 
The following seem to be the salient features of existing 
external situation. 

(l) By brilliant strategy and grand tactics Mustapha Kemal 
has crushed Greek offensive. We may therefore assume that he 
entirely overshadows Enver Pasha at the moment and that pre&omi^ 
nant note' i\ Anatolian politics is pan-Turanian and (?therefore) 
anti^Belshevj.k. At the same time we know that Kemalists fear 
the Bolshevik troops massed on their borders and have retained in 
command of their Eastern troops, their trusted anti-Bolshevik 
generals. The strengthening of Erzeroum and demolition of Kars 
are obviously directed against possible Bolshevik menace. The . 
pan-Turanian policy of Mustapha does not contemplate a Turkifica* 
tion of Arab provinces but he himself is persuaded that strength 
of Greeks has been due to British and accordingly he has"done his 
best to damage British interests here. His Objection i S n o  t to 
Arab independence but to British run(ning) Iraq. As I understand 
situation it is not point of British policy to fall foul of 
Mustapha unless he falls foul of us, £ have no knowledge of 
secret support alleged to have been accorded by us to Greeks. 
But I assume it is still intention of His Majesty's Government 
to secure if possible friendly (l group) on borders of Iraq. 
At the present moment when Bolshevik influence in Anatolian 



politics must be at its (?weak)est, when fear of Bolshevik 
agression is nevertheless ever present, when moreover the 
rapid spreading influence of Russia in Persian politics must 
be a disquieting factor to Turks, time appears to be ripe for 
a further attempt at negotiations with Feisal to endeavour to 
open informal negotiations. I' am alive to risk attendant on 
attempt which Mustapha will inevitably mice to turn Peisal 
against British but so satisfied do I feel of Feisal's'loyalty 
to us that I am convinced It is a risk We can well afford to 
run. It is impossible to escape the strong suspicion that 
Mustapha's negotiations with French will have resulted in a 
further poisoning of his mind against us and should negotiations 
with Feisal be successfully initiated would serve as a useful 
antidote. Further.should Peisal prove successful in suggested 
attempt his prestige will be enormously increased and his 
throne secured beyond all expectations, for not only would he 
remove danger but he would convert it into a source of strength. 
I-am" unaware if His' Majesty's Government have other and better 
means of access?!to Mustapha j if not I venture to suggest I 
discuss problem with Feisal and convey him assurance His 
Majesty's Government would welcome bis taking steps to 
initiate negotiations with Mustapha with a view to formulation 
cf an agreement. . That the present moment,is one not to be lost 
I feel very strongly and beg favour of early reply. 

Colonial Office, S.W.I. 
October 7th, 1921. 
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A J L ^ ^ Z S * Release of Poplar Borough Councillors^ 

Memorandum by the Minister of Health. 

, The London Labour Mayors having failed to arrive at any 
settlement after their return from 0airl6ah* Mr* Harry Gosling 
was requested by the Minister of Health to see, whether any action 
was possible, tending towards the release of the Poplar 
Councillors, as part of a temporary settlement of the 
difficulties which have arisen, pending the findings of the 
Royal Commission on the government of London. Such a 
settlement Is extremely desirable In view of the fact that the 
Councils of other poor boroughs are threatening to follow the 
example of Poplar and in one case have determined to do ao* 

fhe Poplar Councillors have taken up the position, 
(1) that they could not usefully attend any conference while 
remaining In prison and therefore could not be parties to any 
arrangement for their temporary release to attend a conference, 
(2) that they are ready to put In an affidavit apologising for 
their contempt of court, praying for release in order to enter 
Into a conference to be arranged by the Minister of Health to 
arrive at a settlement of the difficulties, and offering 
hearty co-operation in arriving at such a settlement. It is 
understood that this affidavit is being put in today. It has 
been ascertained that the London County Council would not 
object to release, and there Is reason to believe that the 
other authorities in respect of whose precepts Poplar has 
defaulted would take the same line. 

The general terms on whioh it is proposed to negotiate 

a/ 



a settlement are as-follows;
(1) any arrangement to be expressed as temporary;, 
pending the report of the Royal Commission on the govern
ment of London J 

(2) arrangements to be made, by legislation if necessary, 
whereby Poplar can borrow enough money to pay the arrears 
of precepted rates and thereby spread the levying of the 
necessary rate to cover those arrears over a period of say 
two years (if the whole arrears and the current precepted 
ratos are to be levied In the next quarter, it Is estimated 
that a rate of something like 6/- in the £ would be necessary, 
which would mean a rate for that quarter only of say 11/- in 
the £) 
(3) legislation to be enacted in the next session providing 
for machinery to meet the case of a London Borough Council 
defaulting in its statutory duty of levying ratea to meet 
precepts from central authorities. 
(4) legislation to be enacted in the next session for some 
further relief to the poorer boroughs by (a) increasing to 
l/- the 6d. equalisation rate now levied under the Equalisation. 
Act, 1894, (b) increasing to lOd. the capitation grant of 5d. 
now allowed under the Common Poor Fund in respect of mainte
nanee of indoor paupers. 

These latter measures are considered to be reasonable on 
their merits and represent a temporary compromise between the 
claims of the poorer boroughs and the richer boroughs which can 
well be made without prejudicing the work of the Royal Commission. 

Conferences will be held as soon as possible with the 
various parties concerned and legislation submitted for Cabinet 
approval and introduction to Parliament. 

ALFRED MONDs 

7,10.1921. 

Ministry of Health. 
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S U M M A R Y 

There has been a further decrease in the numbers attending 
provincial demonstrations, but, on October 4th, the largest 
unemployed, procession yet held in London resulted in disorder. There 
have also been disturbances in Leicester. 

There is evidence that the Communist Party is making the 
National Administrative Council of Unemployed a weekly money grant 
for pr on agenda. 

Last night Stepney Borough Council decided, by 29 votes to 21, 
to disregard the precepts of the London County Council, Metropolitan 
Asylums Board, and Metropolitan Police and to levy a rate to "cover " 
only local needs and the needs of the Poor Law Authorities as a 
protest against the continued imprisonment of the Poplar Councillors. 

According to the Town Clerk the Poplar Councillors expect to 
be released to-morrow. 

Extracts are given of the constitution and methods of the 
British section of the Young Communist International. 

Sylvia Pankhurst intends to join forces with the new "Left Wing" -
International which is being formed in Germany, Holland and America. 

Norah Smytbe has brought money back from the Continent which 
has enabled the "Workers1 Dreadnought" to continue publication. 

A report of the recent Congress of the Women's Communist 
International in Moscow is given. 

 There is much unrest in the Welsh coalfields. 
The Colliery Enginemen end Boilermen have decided to secede 

from the Miners1 Federation of Great Britain but are prepared to 
make an agreement which will not interfere with independent action. 

Negotiations between the enginemen and their employers are to 
be resumed to-day. 

v



UNEMPLOYED 

On September 23rd the wholly unemployed on the registers 
numbered 1,445,000 end the partially' employed 345,000. 

Apart from the processions in London on October 4th 
the number of unemployed who have' demonstrated shows a 
further decrease, the total reported-being about 55 v000. 
On October 4th, however, largely as; a result of exhortation 
in the "Daily Herald", from 12,000 to 20,000 unemployed 
(the newspapers greatly over estimated the number), who 
had marched'in contingents and'"something approaching 
military,formation from all pkrts of London, assembled 
outside the London County Council offices on tee Embankment: 
they stretched in an unbroken line from four to twelve 
deep from Temple Station to Blackfriars Bridge. A proposed 
meeting in Trafalgar Square had b een'prohibited by the 
Commissioner of Police as the requisite four days' notice 
had not been given and' the unemployed were accordingly 
diverted to Hyde Park, where "inflammatory speeches were 
delivered oy members of the London District Council. 
Banning ton, the organiser, stated that'on the orevious 
evening he had been served with an order forbidding him 
to lead a demonstration to Trafalgar Square: in spite of r 
this order he had intended to'speak from the plinth and ha 
knew that others were anxious to go there.' He - then said 
that certain Poplar Councillors, who were not' in prison, 
had taken over command'upon the Embankment and led them 
like sheep to the Park, He, personally, had no intention 
of coming there, and providing that he had the support 
of his comrades, was quite willing to march back to 
Trafalgar Square and hold a meeting in' spite of the Police. 



Ho knew that it would be a case of being arrested 
but he -did not mind that. A shout then went up from 
the audience "Let us go to the Square". Hannington 
said, "Who is willing to follow, me there?" and 
practically the whole of his audience put up their 
hands. Shortly after a procession was reformed and 
marched via Oxford Street and Charing Cross Road 
to Trafalgar Square. Whilst in Charing Cross Road 
the various banners were furled and the poles of 
temporary ones broken up and handed to men in the 
procession, apparently to be used as weapons against 
the Police. Mrs. Thring had told the crowd that they 
could easily unhorse the Mounted Police by twisting 
the toes of their left $$st downwards. 

On arrival at St. Martin1s Church the unemployed, 
as correctly stated in the "Daily Herald", "attempted 
to pass through cordons of police". Some of the 
demonstrators swarmed over the wall into the 
square and a number mounted the plinth. A baton 
charge was made by foot and.mounted polioe and a 
general mel.ee ensued in the course of which one 
policeman and several unemployed were injured. Mrs. 
Thring was arrested for using insulting words and 
behaviour and for obstructing the police. She was 
"bound over yesterday at Bow Street in the sum of £5 to 
keep the peace for twelve months. 

The processions in the earlier part of the day 
provided striking, evidence of the exploitation of the 
unemployed by the "Reds". A high percentage of the 
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marchers were lads who bore no signs of privation hut 

wore large red rosettes: several red flags were 

carried and officious stewards with red brassards struck 

a definite note of organisation. Many banners were 

carried bearing inscriptions such as the following: 

"1914 Popularity and Pags - 1921 Charity and Rags." 

"1914 Mobilisation and War - 1921 Starvation and Jaw". 
"1918 End of the War - 1921 Volunteer for Moor." 

Copies of "Out of Work", which vtas advertised by posters 

bearing the words "Getting them on the run", were sold 

and "Daily R e rald" posters urging the release of Poplar 

councillors were also in evidence. 

It is not without interest that at the meeting of. 

the London County Council, which'was the nominal cause 

of the demonstration, Harry Gosling stated that the 

labour leaders were on the brink of losing their control 

over the unemployed. 

The London District Council is attempting to 

organise four area committees in London, South Sastern, 

South Western-, North -Eastern, IJorth Western. These 

committees are to be under the direct control of the 

London District Council and independent of local committees. 

This plan is probably the result of the dissensions which 

seem the rule on the smaller committees: in Kensington, 

for instance, there is controversy owing- to the fact 

that one section insists on the use of collecting 

boxes, irrespective of the Communist Party1 s prohibition. 

Should these area committees materialise tney w i l l 

strengthen the hands of the London District Council, 

; which/ 



which is to a great extent dominated by Mrs. Thring, 
who is a fanatic holding the opinion that the end 
justifies the means. She is usually attended by 
a body-guard of irresponsible boys, who are ready 
to render her absolute obedience. 

Some of the London agitators begin to show 
signs of nervousness. They are slightly more guarded 
in their utterances and show a disposition to adopt 
pseudonyms; Lyle, for instance, now speaks as 
Comrade "Onions" and Russell as Comrade "Carrots11. 

Hanson, wno has adopted the habit of leading 
the unemployed to Fulbam Church, commandeering the 
front seats and leading them out before the collection! 
appeared at a Putney meeting of the People1fc League 
on October 2nd: in company with about 60 of the 
Fulham unemployed he persistently interrupted the 
speakers until told that a constable would be asked 
to remove him, wnen ;hie courage evaporated. 

Preparations for the "week of national agitation" 
are being pressed forward but as far as can be judged 
at present, widespread disorder seems unlikely although 
some trouble ie possible in certain industrial centres. 

In response to an enquiry regarding Boards of 
G-uardians the National Administrative Council of 
Unemployed haB sent the following reply to one of the 
Lancashire Unemployed secretaries: 

"Concerning the powers of the Board of 
Guardians, I d m ^ think that you can do 
better than obtain the book entitled "Poor 
liaw Administration', which should be obtainable 
from the local library. On the question 
aa to how far they are allowed to go, if 
you will take into consideration that the 
Ministry of Health sent out notioes to all the 
Guardians to the effect that they must reduce 
the allowancea given in relief as much as 
possible, and also endeavour to establish as 
a principle -that all relief is granted as a 
1 gen, you will understand how far they are 
allowed to go. It is just this far: as far as 
you can pyke them. " 

As/ 



: '%:.f£k0^biVip1S£1?a^*^V£&&t^fymtifs^vy&prk of 
' agitators 'Wcrh -ti-a"-TeWett- and'$$^-ttfettfaulted In 

w' disWdef'"' :lTIe$\iSs'terV^^^ttttflwrr'26th'::sbout twelve 
"unemploye^^ Voat&ur-ants^aind-demanded food 
without paymentf^the'-p6'liffe'Were!'ae^tMoxreasid three 
men arrested 'odt'sub:seQUentiy released ̂witfa a caution. 
On ""September 2$tb:;anf lanima^Ory ̂dpeeches were d elivered 
''b'y Jonn:6';&!and Ley': arid on th e - morning.-: ofe the following 
day thee er;meri' "headed: a pr ocessi on e to a th etig dor law 
Off Ices. Later;' on' 'the - same day, unemployed entered 
'a" coffee-house and demandedrf ood but were removed 
by "the police, and Jennett and Ley subsequently told 
a Labour0SxchangeV:--off 10^1;' who;;had^removed notices 
of an unemployed "meeting .from the Corn Exchange, 

Tthat they "would;--Fs&b*D*tages!-'-': the ;Exchange. On Sept ember 
30th abbut 1,500;'tneffiployed,: attempted-; to-rush the 
Poor Law Offices and -tne police.were forced to make 
' a ba^on:;chargo-; ̂ several people/were ̂ injured and 
Jennett and Ley-were';arrested.o.t Ah.attempt.:had 
Previously-been-made to-take posseesion,'of: the Trades 
Hall,'' but1 this' was-frustrated^1 byo the police. In the 
evening-off-the 'same day wild scenes ooeurrsd. in the 
thoroughfares and round the Clock Tower; police were 
jeered at and s t d" iron holts -thrown at them; o n e s a B

windows weVe^siiaWwIrand ordinary" civilians injured 
and' the" £olicie were obliged- to'-'-maketa- further charge. 
'R. V, Htrvey,-' the Birmihgh'am- -coifeiunistv,'-.has" now arrived 
in Leicester-' in'' connkctldh- -^l^-iunfebDloysd5: agitation 
and Remmingtbh', of the Socialist-'3iabour Party, is also 
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active. It is reported that three or four London 
i o agitators are also being sent to the city, where w 
r-^further, ̂ disturbance is likely to occur. , Jennett 

^todjtolftaiycorresp onden t during the week that the 
; recent,s,fir.e in the Bast End of London had been 
fc causedj-by ;1he unemployed,,tacting.on, the, instructionsS 
v, of * the London District Cpuncil. ., . 
5 MSIV i-Tbere.r is.-dissension, among the Nottingham 
01 Unemployed,: Committeefc which .has dissolved into a 
:-."f eud -between a man -named,Callardine and the, communis 
oliarry; Xing. --..-,Tbe-re. .is.:-4*iereastag^-discontent, in the 

0; .^ outlying, districts of Nottingham such, as,.Beeston, 
i-Garltdny Qolwiek and Netherfield, where ..unemoloyed 
'-i committees ;are being formed. In Coventry, Tom Dingl 

i8̂ 8̂ iai0atteinraj!;feig..̂ ifP̂ pX̂ e4n.-eontrol of the unemplo 
,;vIn.:Bir.mingham-1?funemplpyed committees have so 

-far. been..' formed; o^neimajpf i&.?3k£veLrbeen organised by 
; Wak&field^.'1 Divisional Organiser.of the National 
Administrative. Council-of are , 

-:affiliated,. to . that body,-;,. 6meetings were held durii 
- -: September, the average attendance. at each., being 400; 

- many: of?.thevcomm;itte,es-:.'̂ re.---dom̂ ate;d -by, communists 
L -c-rbuctfthe police have th;e situation^ ell. in hand at 
!' present;.]; .v.?c...;0  FRM  . . v , : . . - ; - : &t\I HMOT  r . v

..v./.:i.In $oiverhamptpn , the,: uneiaployed became restive I 

D towihgHtbo thê , refusal, .:.,ô ^̂  a I 

-iodept&fcation̂ ut:; haye; now $old. ,tiier,Chieft Constable tha-j 

7 0 1  3 if-^thehGuard;iansuwill a^rd,relief,.on ,the, scale givenj 

TT$A In-Birmingham; they, w i ^ to hold any 
,y; publio meeting Bi or ;giye- any %pnhle..,.r - ...... I 
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There is evidence that in Newcastle and Sunderland 

the communists have gained control of the unemployed 

^movement. 

In Lancashire and Cheshire meetings- and marches 

of the unemployed are of frequent occurrence and in 

several cases revolutionaries have threatened that 

unless their demands are met they will adopt other 

tactics. In Liverpool, where daily meetings are being 

held, the doctrine is preached that hungry people have 

the right to steal food. The unemployed committee has 

announced that it is going to publish a newspaper entitled 

"Justice for Al l " , edited by the Rev. J. Vint Laughland 

with the assistance of a Liverpool journalist. Communists 

at St. Helens have engineered a strike of uhemployed 

because the Corporation refuse to pay more than I s . an 

hour for work for which the trade union rate is ls.3l-d. 

Communist organisation of the unemployed in 

;Scotland has, so far, been on a more;or less local basis 

but Robert Stewart has now received instructions to 

link up the various groups. 

In the Glasgow district unemployed meetings are 

being held daily''"and--stone-throwing occurred at Greenock 

on September 30th. l̂ y correspondent reports that there 

is considerable outcry emong a l l classes owing to the 

profiteering of r e t a i l e r s : fieh, butter, fruit and 

vegetables are f requsntiy-"allowed.to -rot'-because certain 

prices cannot be obtained icr theme In &pi te of the 

imprisonment...of John Moiesn, his hooligan followers 

are demonstrating daily under the leadership of 

Mc Shane/ 



McShane, Duffy and Dundas. 
It is reported from Dundee.that the- unemployed, 

are controlled hy communists who seem to he in 
receipt of funds from-an outside source; the 
secretary is at present undergoing SO^ays' 
imprisonment for child desertion and is to he 
charged on his release.with using threats against 
the Inspector of Poor, on September 17th. 

During the week reports have been received 
of meetings . in the following places:- Ash ton, 
Battersea ( 5 ) ; Birmingham ( 2 ) ; Birmingham (Costa 
Green), Bolton, Brixton ( 3 ) ; Cable Street, Clapham 
(.6); Clapham Junction, Darwen, Pent on.. ( 3 ); Dumbarton, 
Sarlestown, Eastbourne, East Ham, Socles, Finsbury, 
Fulham ( 2 ) ; Gateshead, Glasgow ( 6 ) ; Ralesowen, 
Hammersmith ( 2 ) ; Highbury, Eolloway,..Lambeth, 
Leeds(2); Leicester. ( 6 ) ; Leigh (2); Leyton, 
Liverpool ( 6 ) ; Newcastle ( 2 ) ; New Perry ( 2 ) ; 

Newport, Nottingham, Oldbury, Patrlcroft, Rawtenstall, 
Redditch, Ren ton, Sheemess, Shepherd's Bush ( 3 ) ; 

Shoreditch ( 2 ) ; Sh or eh am, Slough, Small Heath 
(Birmingham), St. Helens ( 2 ) ; Stratford ( 2 ) ; 

Sunderland, Walham Green, Walthamstow, Westminster.^ 

Wolverhamoton (3); Woolwich. 
f 
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Apart from the demonstration on October 4th, 
little interest has heen shown in the Poplar 
Councillors during the week, although the National Union 
of Police and Prison Officers continues to hold small 
meetings outside Brixton and tho Communist Party 
outside Holloway Prison. The audiences, which are 
usually composed of the same people must know the 

. : speeches by heart. The councillors themselves are 
heginning to rue their ac11on. The Mayor, Sam March, 
' considers, that he has been "led by the nose" and says 

. that he would not have gone to. prison, had he known 
what he knows now. George Lansbury is accused of having 
appropriated all the kudos and the councillors are far 
from being united, thoitgh keeping up the appearance of a 
firm front: they hope that somehow an easy way out' 
of the difficulties will be found. 

According to the Town Clerk of Poplar they are 
expecting to be released on Priday next. 

THE. COMMUNISTS 
One of my correspondents has obtained temporary 

. possession-of some notes belonging to an..important 
member of...the Communist Party Executive: from these 
It appears.that at a joint meeting of the Communist 
Party and the National Administrative Council of 
Unemployed, held in August, the former agreed to make 
a weekly financial, grant to the latter for propaganda, 
which was to be taken out of the "proper fund for 
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general expenses." The money was required chiefly 
to finance "Out of Work". In connection with this 
meeting occurs the entry "Suggested Barrow-in-Eurness, 
Coventry, other centres affected besides London military 
standing prepared." The proposal for a national 
conference after the week of agitation emanated from the 
Communist Party, which considered that it should be held. 
in the Midlands. The notes continue:

"Military service going to struggle for it... 
Police Bodyguard, Quiet demonstration. 
Unemployed movement - an injury to one is an injury 
to ail. Support the rent strike. Leaflets the 
best use of same round the Wards. Perth (Black 
Watch Depot) 63 arrested no communists - some drunks 
looting. Parish Council window smashed. Tuesday -
Police to provoke. 3 o1 clock in morning. Deal 
with question of no rent. Chalked all street 
conners. Why starve in midst of plenty. Demonstrat 
Fight for Pood not Medals." 

Since the Moscow Congress of the Third 
International, at which there was a rupture between the 
supporters of bolshevism and the syndicalist group, a 
movement to *et up a left wing or rival international 
has been started. Tom Mann appears to he 
connected with this group and it is probable that 
Dick Beech and Sylvia Pankhurst will also join it. 

It is reported from abroad by a correspondent 
who has seen the Russian document that, by order of the 
propaganda department of the Third International, Shapi 
who has recently been in Russia, is at present stationed; 
in England, and that Brandenburgsky, Eingsepp, a 
prominent Esthcnian communist and Ausen have been order 
to come to England. 

My correspondents are of opinion that while the 
Communist Party is making no progress as regards memberjf 
a large and growing section of the working class is 
beginning to believe that nothing could be worse than 1j 
present conditions and that communism might prove a 
change for the better. w 



la reference to the article "Civil War this Winter" 
whioh was quoted in ray last report, the editor of "The 
Communist" in a secret report made to the Party Executive 
meeting on September 24th wrote:

"t think that the question that the paper 
should concentrate upon is unemployment, and la 
it a present revolutionary significance. In the 
current number we salivas uear the wind on this 
subject as we dare. it is most important thai 
these Issues of the paper should be got into the 
hands of the unemployed. 

"It will be notioed that articles on 
industrial questions, as suggested by the B,0. 
occupy a greater space in the peper than before, 

"We have finally severed our oonneotion with 
1Glint' the American artist who did some drawing 
for us, on the grounds of inoompetenoe. Now 
^Espoir' is the only artist with a more or less 
permanent connection with the paper. Be has done 
most effective work reoently and I am running a 
special pictorial number next week, of the kind 
which we ran to welcome the Crown Prince of Japan. 
The subject will be bourgeois justioe, and such of 
the material as I have seen is excellent, 

"Steps have been taken, in accordance with a 
suggestion made at tha £.0. to approach Anatole 
Prance to ask him for some unpublished work suitable 
for a aerial, I have attempted some search 
alternatively, for any Russian masterpiece produced 
sinoo the Revolution, but without any success," 
The paper this week is somewhat more guarded but 

reports a conversation with Minnie Lansbury in Bollovsay, 
whioh amounts to Incitement to violence. The paper 
endorses her advice and adds "Even George lansbury has 
indignantly demanded that something be done outside. But 
what can be done? Only that the unemployed ,make themselves 
nasty'," 

On Ootober 3rd a correspondent had an interesting 
conversation with Leicester Kent, one of the leading 
communists, in Lancashire and secretary of the Earl est own 
unemployed committee. Kent said, in reference to the week 
of "National Agitation of Unemployed" that the Communist Party 
âre fully aware that the Government cannot possibly concede 
the latter demand, because if they did concede it the result 
would be a complete 3mash-up of Capitalist interests. The 
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Communists consider this their trump card, as it is 
confidently expected that when the Government8s 
"unjust refusal" is diplomatically driven home to the 
unemployed by communist speakers, etc., the movement will) 
receive a tremendous fillip. ' The main reason for 
organising a special Agitation Day on the 13th Is that as] 
the unemployed will have numerical advantage over the 
Police, the latter will he powerless to interfere with an) 
plans made by the National Administrative Council In 
connection with the demonstrations. This did not 
necessarily mean that there would be any violent 
disturbances by the unemployed; Por one thing, the 
average British working man is too much afraid of the 
powers that be. The mere glimpse of a policeman^ 
uniform was sufficient to scatter a crowd at any time. 
Kent thought., though, that with men at their head to 
remind them at the orucial moment that a policeman was 
only a ma3 like themselves and was powerless against 
numbers, it might have a steadying effect. Personally, 
however, he was entirely opposed to violenee in anj^forzn 
as he believed that more could be accompli shed by usi^ 
oners brains. He considered it highly dangerous t̂ o 
inoito crowds to disorder, because a mob was liable $io 
run wild and be quite beyond the control of any commit^ 
Kent added that the Gommuniet movement was.growing ij^ tlilj 
oountry, and he replied that the movement had made 
great strides sinoe the unemployment question beoame 
so acute. He had found it expedient, however, not to 
use the word communism in his secretarial oorrespondence, 
as there seemed to be a wide-Bpread prejudice against the 
word. Young, the previous secretary, had "nearly 
smashed up ths show" by hisvstrong partiality for using 
the word communism at every opportunity. 
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In regard to a suggestion re the organisation of 
collections on behalf of the unemployed, Kent said that he 

rhad received instructions from Headquarters to the effect -
that such collections should not he encouraged j the 
reason being that while the unemployed were receiving 
assistance they would remain apathetic, whereas if they were 
left alone until their condition was desperate they would, 
be ripe for desperate measures. 

At the end of the miners" strike, Orossley, the 
Lancashire Divisional Organiser of the Oomraonist Party, 
began the organisation of communist cycle corps which Were 
to be used as a means of communication between branches^ in 
an emergency "particularly in such an emergency as would 
arise in the event of Government interference." Eleven 
cycle corps are now In existence and monthly meetings. 
of "Captains of sections" are being held. 
. The South $ales Divisional Council of the Cootmunist 
Party of Great Britain, which set in Cardiff last week, 
has sent to headquarters a review of the communist 
situation: this is signed by A.E. Cook, a member of the 
national Executive, Jaok Leckie, national propagandist 
and Wilson, South Wales organiser and is not 
uninteresting in view of the present unrest among the 
local miners: 

"Reviewing the general situation in South 
Wales we have reached the conclusion that the 
following questions need immediate attention. 

1* Industrial Policy 
2 . Parliamentary Policy 
3. Question of publications in Welsh Language 
4 . Financial and office arrangements. 

- On the first item there is need for the Communist
Party to give a definite lead to the mining 
-industry^ The unofficial miners movement having 
oeased to exist it is necessary the' C P . should 
give a lead on Industrial matters. Frankly we 
assort that if the CcPj does not give that lead it 
will fail in its task, and will have to yield to 
some o-uher organisation... 
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"To secure the thorough thrashing out of an 
industrial policy locally we suggest first that a " 
special committee consisting of S.W. Divisional 
Committee and a number of leading industrialists in I 1 
^the C.P. of S. Wales meet together,and agree on a 
policy. And in connection with this we request 
headquarters to back us up with the necessary finanol I 
to get this, committee, going, and then after we in 
the 0.P, have agreed on our policy, to convene a larl 
committee, calling in the leading-left-Wingers and 
industrialists in the S.W.M.2P0 to co-operate with 
us. An$we propose that the result of such deliberati 
might then be embodied in a pamphlet under the title! 
of "The Miners New Step" giving a lead to the whole I 
mining industry. The result of this would be to mel 
all criticism that the Party is failing to meet the j 
bill, and will absolutely raise and assure the statu! 
the Party here, and probably result in bringing the 
industrialists now out of the C P  into the Party. 0

We suggest the following under this heading. 
(a) "That in view of the acute economic position 

the miners fighting 1 on the ropes1 as it were, 
we must make the slogan of the miners be 
1 Save the organisation, and the reconstruction? 
of same.1 The proposed new rules of the 
M . PoG.B . afford us an opportunity to get to 
work on the question of reconstruction. 

(b) "Unemployed problem. Securing the full 
co-operation of employed and unemployed. Pit i 
committees represented on unemployed committees! 

(o) "Speoial educative policy. Education of rank 
and file on pit control and strike policy. 

(d) "Slogans, Shift your Leaders; Five Days per 
Week, Sis Hours per Day. 

Point 2. Parliamentary Policy. In view of the 
possible nearness of a General Election we suggest 
the Party should define its electoral policy. Is 
it to oppose miners nominees as labour candidates 
on the political field whilst urging the rallying to 
the organisation on the industrial f3 el&  Bow 
many candidates is the Party prepared, to

c

 finar.ee 
in South Wales at the General Election? Whether 
the Party is going to give a lead to our members to 
push nominations of communists as official candidates' 
Point 3. Publications. We hear on good authority 
that the Pioneer Press at Merthyr is likely to come oil 
the Market shortly. It is''a fairly up-to-date 

' plant and includes the weekly labour paper "The 
Pioneer". The price is about £8,000. We urge the 
Party to consider the advisability of purchasing 
this press. A local pacer and press would be a tremew 
advantage * Pamphlets could be issued on the spot 
particularly, in the Welsh language. There is the need 
for Welsh literature and Welsh speakers. This side 
of our propaganda has'been sadly neglected but it is 
an important factor hero. 
Point 4. Party Machinery. \ 

(1) A. S., Wales Divisional Office is 
absolutely essential. 
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(g) Finance must be forthcoming for Party 
development: 
(a) To allow Divisional Organiser to utilise 

services; of unemployed members. 
Particularly op Unemployed agitational 
work. This means sufficient finance to 
pay fares, etc., for members to travel 
to meetings. 

(b) Por oonvening- meetings in places where no 
branches exist. 

(o) To meet tho expense of committee meetings 
for industrial policy. 

"Finance is absolutely essential for the 
development of the Division, especially in view of 
the bankruptcy of members and branches. The 
Divisional organiser has on many occasions to pay 
out of his ovm podtet for meals for committee and 
other members engaged in Party work, and it must be 
borne In mind that although huge propaganda meetings 
can be got together, yet same only furnish a few 
shillings by way of collection." 
There has been a sequel In Coventry to the recent 

opposition of ex-service men to the Chepstow communists: 
on September £9th Dingley, Cresswell and Graham were 
severely heokled at a meeting in the Market Square: a 
free fight between ex-service men and communists ensued 
and the police intervened and sent both parties away. 

The antagonism of communists to orthodox labour 
leaders found expression during the week-end at Sheffield 
and Glasgow: in the former city Arthur Henderson was 
persistently heckled while J.H. Thomas was howled down 
and left the meeting. Oh the same day John Robertson, and 
Ramsay Macdonald were severely heckled at Glasgow by John 
MaoLean^ supporters, who several times reduced the 
meeting to uproar. 

An illustration of the oxpenses of the Communist 
Party Is given in a letter sent by Fred Peet to Re )ert 
Stewart on October 1st. He enclosed a cheque for £50 
for rent, a money order for £50 for McGIllivray but asked 
that the £20 for rates might stand over for a week "as 
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the expenses for your end come pretty heavy this week". 
(They include £ 2 4 for salaries). 

Peet has also sent £8 to Roderick Connolly, who is 
to receive this sum every week, possibly far contribution 
to tbe Communist". 

Callacher, who is deputy chairman of the communist 
Party, intends to spend two or three months in London 
to replace MacManus, who is shortly to escort Eleanor Mar 
ashes to Russia? McManus intended to start in September 
but has been delayed on account of tbe 6erman visa. 

Whitehead is in Berlin in connection with the Russia 
Famine Fund. He took over the money already collected 
amounting to about £1,000 and has sent back a long list 
articles which are urgently needed and for which a 
"Collecting Week" is to be organised in October. 

Whitehead, who appears much impressed with his own 
importance, is in daily touch with continental 
revolutionaries and has asked that his wife shall be 
sent over with a typewriter. He states that tho followin 
decisions were reached at a conference of the Central 
Committee held in Berlin on September 3Cth: 

1. The British Movement is in this action of 1 

the greatest importance owing to the jjigh value of 
the pputtd s ter l ing . The Br i t ish pound buys in 
Germany a'great Quantity of medicine etc. *- our own 
British results are in c en sequence almost as great 
as of the whole £-ermany Party., 
2. Clothes,, Scots, tools, thing of all kinds are 
equally as important as food, Oct. 9 - 16th is a 

' great co l lect ing weekf-aud - at- ell costs we should 
start co l lect ing par t ly worn boots, clothes, all 
utensils (spools, knives?-, forks) e^ei-y.object
mentioned in the programme (lodZ Bulletin which 
Eish has.) ' The I.S.C." might serve as a Headquarters 
for Goods.'? *** 
3. The Programme must be translated end published 
in England at once but meanwhile branches should be 
at once circularised to make Get. 9 - 16th a ^ ' 
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great Collecting Weak, especially for goods. 
4* Lantern slides are being prepared and will be 
sent for Party Lectures as soon as possible." 
There is a report, in respect of which further 

enquiries are being made, that two communists have 
joined the Navy tc "sound11 the Lower Deck and spread 
propaganda. 

THE YOUBS OOMMPNIST INTERNATIONAL 
The British section of this movement was established 

at a conference held in Birmingham from August 20th - 26th 
at which the following decisions were reached:

"constitution 
"She name of the organisation shall he *The 

Cemraunist Youth of Great Britain". The organisation 
is affiliated to the Young Communist international. 

"ORGAN 
"The name of the official organ shall be *The 

Young Communist1 (Fortnightly). 
"OBJECTIVE 

"The abolition of wage slavery "by the complete 
overthrow of capitalism and the setting up of the 
Communist Republic of a socially and economically 
equal people. 

"METHODS 
1. "To organise the children of the working class 
into Communist Sunday Schools for the purpose of 
teaching and instilling into them the ideology of 
the Communist spirit. The teaching to be based on 
Ten Proletarian Maxims* 
2. "To agitate, educate and organise the youth 
of the working class tc work for the social 
revolution In order to sever the ohaina of 
economic slavery by the Dictatorship of the 
Proletariat. 

"PROGRAMME 
1. "The establishment of Sunday Schools for 
ohildren. Schools to have autonomy as to 
conducting of same. The curriculum tc be based on 
Ten Proletarian Maxims. School Committee to cater 
for social activity (sports, socials, etc.) 
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S. "The formation of classes for the education of 
the youth in the materialistic conception of History 
and Marxian Economics, The provision of lectures, 
debates and speakers classes. 

"The organisation of athletic clubs, viz: 
swimming, football, cricket, etc, cycling clubs, 
for propaganda purposes, dramatic olubs, choirs, 
orchestras and schools of art. 

"BASIS OP ORGANISATION -
That Great Britain be divided into three 

Divisions: . 
Division No.l. Scotland,Lancashire, Yorkshire 

and the English Counties north of thee! 
Division No.2. Wales and the Counties south of 

Lancashire and Yorkshire down to 
Gloucestershire, Warwickshire, 
Northamptonshire and Lincolnshire. 

Division No.3. London and all counties south of 
above. 

The Communist Youth of Great Britain is in effect a 
Juvenile branch of the Communist Party and has its 
headquarters at the offices of that Party. The chief 
offioials are James, Stewart, A.J. Nott, and P.E. Lower 
and the editor of the-, "Young Conimunist" is David Hilley, 
who was at one time sub-editor of "Red Dawn". Nott 
went to Germany in connection with "Young Communistu 

business in August and it is reported that James Stewart 
is shortly going to Russia for the purpose of studying 
the soviet system of education. Efforts will bqfcade to 
obtain a passport for Stewart by a man who ̂ resembles £im 
and, in order to cover his tracks, he will be advertised 
to speak at a meeting in London while he Is Journeying 
to Russia; steps have been taken to deal with the 
passport application as &x as is possible. 

THE WOMEN'S COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 
Norah Smythe, who has recently returned to this 

. country from a visit to Russia and Germany with a supply 
of money which has enabled the "Workers1 Dreadnought" to 
carry on, was one of the English delegates to the 
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Women1s Congress at Moscow in June last. She has drawn 
up a secret report, from which the following extracts are 
takem

"The opening meeting of the women1 s congress 
took place bn Jrmo 9th at the; Simena Theatre, 
Moscow, Alexandra "Kollontay, 34cretary of the 
Women1s Secretariat, opened it, Clara ZStkin spoke 
on behalf of the West European Countries, ana an 
Armenian spoke for the East, There were many 
speakers including Conrade Bucharln... 

"The conference itself took place in the 
Sverdley Ht.ll of the Kremlin from the 10th to the 1413a,.. 
There were 82 delegates from 28 countries. The 
other English delegate did not arrive until after 
the conference was over,.. 

"On the last day Trotsky spoke, and he received a 
great ovation. The same afternoon a large number (60) 

. of women csma from the Orient and great enthusiasm 
was manifested. 

"At the Thirfl; Congress I explained that 
.; . nothing special had been done here in connection 

with the woman, but that tlie S.C. of -UJC Oomitern was 
partly to blame, because we had not had the Theses 
of last yearTs conference, it had only been translated 
into German. I also explained the difficulties of 
getting workers into political organisations, 
and said I thought the Movement would always be much 
stronger than the membership or the organisations 
would * indie ate, I ooneidered that the whole trend 
of the conference was too reformist, and tried to 
amend some of the resolutions. The Germans had prepared 
a very long Thesis dealing purely with reform, which 
the Committee of which. I. was' a member, rejected en bloc. 
The main points emphasised were that Oommunist Parties 
in all countries must pay special attention to getting 
the women, especially those organised in industry, 
into the Party, There should be sub-committees and a 
special member of the E.C, with a decisive vote on all 
questions relating to women, and a consultative voice 
on other matters. I opposed the latter and suggested 
that one or more of the elected members should take 
special responsibility in the matter.,, 

"There is to be a Secretariat in Moscow from 
whioh the work is to be directed. There are to be 
auxiliary secretariats in Germany for Central Europe, 
with Clara Setkin and Bertha Sturn as secretaries," 
and one for Paris for Western Europe with Comrade 
Colliard as Secretary, Britain comes under Moscow as ao 
the Scandinavian countries. They have no authority but 
act as intermediaries between the various countries, 
and Mosoow, dealing with reports and literature, an& 
ensuring the dispatch of instructions. 2?.ch Communist 
P.-.rty Exeoutlve to appoint Its own correspondent 
who must send reports to the Secretariat monthly, and 
forward all literature issued. A half yearly 
conference to be held at one Secretariat (of 
Correspondents) for exchange of views etc. When 
necessary further conference may be heia. The 
Executive Committee in Moscov/ to be the supreme body, 
A budget to be prepared by the E.C, of each country for 
the coming six m nths or year, to be forwarded to 
Comrade Kollontay in Moscow," 
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It Is report eel that EoHontay has promised to send 
money to Sylvia P^nkhurst, ^ 

s a f c M i a i ' 8 , Y I G I L M O E caviMiTTEas 

TJae London organiser of the Xnd us tr ial Workers of the 
World, the British sections of which are reported to he fin^ 
from Avm?rica, is endeavouring to link up with the Seamen^ 
Vigilance Committees in Liverpool. He has informed the 
Cojflmunist BrEddook, who is a prominent member of the 

". Liverpool; Unemployed Committee that: 
"We have started to propagate a local in tho B-̂ st1 

End of London and we have found a sympathetic 
audience and"we have bright prospects of establishing 
a good local, and at the same time if we can start a
local up there it will give us a sure line of 
communications, I saw the account in the papers about 
your brother and T.-Rittmer in connection with the 

- unemployed we had the same game down here until 
we got fed up and reverted back to the only thing that 

i ' matters and that Is the formation of the organisation 
that is capable of taking over the means of 
production and the only one in my opinion is the 
l.W.We, so, if you can put ma in touch with these 
people I shall be tharikfi;l3 also I wo "old like to hear 
from you ooncern those other Fallow-workers that 

:' wanted to form up again in the Wobs." 
. Recently there lias been a decline in the aotivity of 

the Seamen1 a Vigilance Committees in Glasgow, but the 
organisers claim that .this applies only to the port 
itself: they state that committees have been formed on 
some ships, notably S.S. "Cassandra", and that an attempt 
is now being made to maintain a member ashore to get into 
touch with the ships1 crews as they come in. 

ARRESTS & COIIVICTIOHS ^ 
On September 28th Forbes William Robertson, the 

oommunist seoretary of the Aston (Birmingham) Unemployed 

Cororaittee, was arrested and oharged with Inciting others 
to oommlt felony. . He said:

.  j - ; "What you donH get by asking you must take, 
The shops and warehouses are stocked and the 
windows are full of boots wherever you go. 
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Therefore, "by demonstrating in your thousands, you may 
ho able to demand tho. boots-and if the authorities 
refuse to let you have them, then take them. The 
lord Mayor sent his'sympathy with the deputation to 
the unemployed; I want to toll you that we donH 
want the Lord Mayor :s sympathy; we want substantial 
relief and clothing, last time we told tlie Xtord Mayor 
that there wore a'few hundred unemployed outside and ho 
sent his sympathy, but he won !t send his sympathy when 
he knows there are thousands outside0 If he refuses 
to give you boots, then'tall him there are other ways 
than asking. Say fweil, we will go and ta?re them1' and 
no one can stop you. You are powerful whan.you are 
together. The workers make the boots, therefore itxs 
only the workers who are entitled to wear them. 
Again, I want to say that if you have no house or room 
I will tell you where there are some. iIf you go to rEdgbastbn you will find families living/16 roomed houses 
and ' in many of there are 12 beds empty. I want to ask 
you, as men and women, are you going to allow this?"" 
Tories of *Nor) "Then why donxt you make a move?".., 

"The- last time you demonstrated, the police took 
you up the side streets. Of co-arse, you were in the 
minority. There were a thousand police in the 
streets, prepared to baton you down,' Û a*$ good did we 
do by seeing-"the. lord Mayor? I say, to. hell with 
the lord Mayor Is sympathy; that will get you nothing. 
We are going to demonstrate all over the oountry on 
a certain day and I hope it will not be for nothing. 
You all want boots and clothes and you will be passing 

' shop3 and warehouses that are full of them. Surely 
you all know what to do?" (Cries of :Hear, Hear1), 

Oil September 4th Robertson was. committed for trial at the 
Sessions: he was granted bail in £10 himself and one surety 
of like amount, 

, On September 2.8th Thomas Wilson was charged at Plymouth 
with having incited others to break into shops and otherwise 
commit.breaches of the peace and was bound over for six 
months, himself in £5(& vnd two other sureties of £25 
each ortfaillng the Necessary sureties; was sentenoed to 
6 months1 lmprlsonm/intBIn April last Wilson, who is a 
oommunist and Sinnc Plainer, was sentenced to three months1 

hard labour undeir the itacrgency Powers Act for attempting to 
cause disaffection among His Majestyrs Forces, 

On Sepbomtjer 3,0th the principals in the Art Gallery 
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Riot at Liverpool were tried before the Recorded: L. 

Ex-Sergeant Tissyman, Rev. J, Tint L:,tigbland , B^-addock and 
Garrett were found guilty of unlawful assembly and santeno^ 
to one dayxs imprisonment. McQuigg&n alias Shelton, 
pleaded guilty of inciting to riot and was bound over: 
several previous convictions of drunkenness, assault and 
larceny were proved against him. J.G. Miller, alias Arnold 
was bound over on September 22nd: in his case also proviout 
oonvlctions for shop-breaking, larceny and burglary in 
Shrewsbury, Manchester and London, and for vagranoy in 
Liverpool were proved, Moehan and Meld were discharged \ 
the Recorder who held the view that they were wrongly 
obarged with unlawful assembly and should have been charge^ 
with inciting to riot: the police baa originally applied 
for"a warrant for inciting to- riot but the Deputy 
Stipendiary Magistrate altered the charge to one of unlav/f^ 
assembly, Flood was discharged on September 30th, the 
Recorder stopping the case on the ground that there was 
insufficient evidence and directing the jury to return a 
Verdict of "Hot Guilty," 

The Recorder (Mr. E.G. Eemmerdc, K.C.) made stricture!! 
on the conduct of the police which may prove later to 
havo had an unfortunate reaction in the event of further 
disturbances. 

On October 5th B.C.W, Ley was bound over in tHSe, sum 
of £20 at Leicester to keep the peace for six months and 
was sentenced to one months imprisonment in the Second, 
Division for assaulting the police^ . Dennis Jennett was 
bound over for six months in the sum of £100 himself and 
tvro sureties of £50 eaoh or was sentenced in d efault. to 
three months1 imprisonment: he was also sentenced to one 
month XB imprisonment for assaulting tbe police. 
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On October 5th George Wheeler, the communist leafier 
of the Northumberland and Durham Unemployed was committed 
for trial to the £seises: he was granted bail in £IpOO 

"DAILY B3RJ1D" ' 
The "Doily Herald" :aas just issued an expensively 

produced brochure entitled "Toe Origin of Speeches", whioh 
is an appeal to trade unionists and co-operators to support 
the paper. A list of first mortgage a"obenture holders is 

. given, the total amount subscribed by trade unions being 
£96,500 inclusive of £42,000 from the Miners1 Federation 
of Great Britain; 24 co-operative societies have invested 
£^,800, hut of this sum £1,000 was provided by the 
Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society. 

The "D^ily Herald" "ireotors for 1931 are:... George 
Lausbury (Chairman); Alfred Barnes (Chairman. London 
Co-operative Society); Gerald Gould; Frank Hodges 
(Secretary, Miners1 Federation of Great Britain); W*.C. 
Robinson (Secretary ,toalgamated.--Association of Beamers-j 
Tv/i Htors & -Drawer a); Bsn Turner (General. Spore tary, , 
General Union of Textile Workers).; Robert 

Williams (Secretary, National Transport Workers1; Feierat ion). 

SINN FjjIN IN GHEL.T BRITAIN 
Evidence showing that shoulci peace negotiations fail 

there will be considerable Sinn Fein^'activity in this., 
country is accumulating. 

On September 27th a meeting,' attends a chiefly by 
women volunteers, was held in St. Anne1 s Hell, Underwood 
Street, Ev, to discuss winter plans. Among the audience . 
was a doctor who was said to have come from Cork and to 
have been connected with the Greenwich explosion: it. 
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was dec idea that he was to train, women JjoJPirst Ala; they' 
are also to be drilled, but tbe name of tbe instructor is 
not yet kno';ra, 

Tbe Gaelic League has drawn up plans for an ambitious 
London oarapaign: classes are to bo bold in the London 
County Council Schools, Manchester Street, Kings Cross, and 
local classes in eleven other oontres. 

The Standing Committee of the Irish Self-Dotermination 
League, which met in London on September 27th, decided to 
take over the "Exile", which has hitherto been published by 
the London District Committee, and issue it as the offioial 
organ for England and Wivlos. 

There is some speculation in Irish.circles in the Worth 
as to the effect of a resolution passed by the Catholio 
Conferenoe at Sheffield, which decreed that a oatholio 
cannot be a socialist. Irish catholics in this country 
are, In many oases, connected with; tbe Labour Party. 

On October 1st about 500 people attended a meeting 
held under the auspices of the United Irish Societies in 
Birmingham. &rt 0 "Brian was unable to attend but Sean 
Harvey and Darrell Figgis spoke: the latter said that he 
believed it was possible to make peace at the present 
moment but that peace could only be obtained by granting 
a free and independent status to Ireland. His speech left 
the impression that the conditions on \*ich peace could be 
attained have been already determined by tho Irish delegates 
and that there will be little effort to effect conciliation 
at the Conference on October 11th. 

The Belfast Boycott Committee organised by Sinn Fein 
Is showing increased activity in Scotland: tbe committee 
Is considering the advisability of publishing in "Dark 
Rosaleen" the names of firms which have not yet appeared 
in the Black List. At a meeting of the committee on 
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Soptember 29th Sean 0:Sb.eehan claimed that ha had had 
orders to the value of £3,500 cancelled in Glasgow. 
It was decided at this meeting to circularise clubs, 
ashing for particulars of people suspected of trading 
with people in Belfast. 

AMD 
Sinn Pein:s acceptance of the Prime Minister-s 

invitation to a conference is pleasing news to the vast 
majority of tho Irissh people, hut the motives of the 
leaders themselves are not so apparent: they Lave 
worked themselves into & difficult position and hope to 
manoeuvre themselves otit of it at the Conference^. 

The training and equipping of the Î iish. Republican 
Array and efforts to organise the Civil Departments of the 
"Republic" continue at high pressure., Collins is reported 
to have said that in a few weeks Sinn Pein would, be in 
control of tho Post Office, the Police and the Customs. 

The delegates to the conference wore busy last week 
rehearsing their parts in Childer3l house and it is said that 
they will "know their parts like - a song." Thoy appear 
to be quite confident that, with Griffith as their leader, 
there will be no option for the British Cabinet but surrender 
or esposuro to the world. They appoar to look upon this 
as not really a peace conference, but a me? ting of the 
jjepresentatives of tho Irish Republic and the British 
Government to find moans to live side by side in friendship, 
Tha conference must be without prejudice and its 
conclusions will have to be confirmed by the peoples of 
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Ireland ana Great Britain. 
The members of the Irish Republican Army are 

comporting thomsolves in a very insolent manner and there 
have been outrages on ex-soldiers anJ loyalists. The 
Irish Republic an Police, too, are gradually establishing 
a reign of terror amongst decent people ana many young men 
loyal and peaceful citizens, have been forced into the 
ranks of the Irish Republican Army. 

£20,000 was submitted secretly between the 10th and 
the 15th August to the Sinn Fein representative in Berlin 
for the Sinn Fein cause, either for increased 
propaganda or to purchase arms and ammunition. 

Harry Boland is returning in hot haste to tho 
United States of America by order of the Dail to help in 
starting the new 20,000,000 dollar loan and to keep 
Sinn Fein together as dissensions have been cecurring 
there. It will be remembered that Harry Bolana had come 
back from America especially' to support da Valera diudng 
the truce negotiations0 



[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.] 

Printed for the Cabinet. . October 1921. 

SECRET. 
CP. 3301 

CABINET, -

AFGHANISTAN. 
I circulate to my colleagues copies of telegrams received from the Viceroy with 

regard to Afghanistan. 
E. S. M. 

5th October 1921. 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
' 27th September-1921, 
(Received 28th, 10 a.m.) 

Clear tbe line. 
2273 S. Following from Dobbs, 306 C, dated 25th September 
" Amir asked me to see him privately to-day. Nawab and I accordingly conferred 

for eight hours with Amir and (? General Muhammad—corrupt group-Sami), at 
time there being no representative of the Foregn Office. After complaining of Wali's 
reception, Amir insisted on discussing exclusive treaty in spite of my continual 
protests that this was waste of time, as exclusive treaty was dead and buried. Amir 
said that it was my insistence on previous consultation regarding treaty with Third 
Powers that had prevented him from signing, and that, if this was modified, he was 
ready to sign exclusive treaty now, I pointed out, again that this was impossible as 
he had ratified treaty with Russia. He replied that he had been forced into treaty 
with. Russia by our attitude regarding treaties with Third Powers, and-, if we would, 
specify class of question requiring previous consultation, he would cancel treaty with 
Russia and sign exclusive treaty with following alterations :— 

" (? First, omitted.) Clause 4. British Consulate to be at Jalalabad only, so as 
not to make it appear as if British were monopolising prohibited Eastern zone, 
regarding which clause 6 would then stand. 

"Second. Clause 15. Modification on lines indicated above. 
"Third. Promise regarding rupture with Russia. Afghanistan must be given 

longer time after delivery of arms than 15 days, which was originally suggested, but 
not approved by His Majesty's Government, as Amir must have time to arrange for 
defence of northern frontier. 

Amir said he would not have gentlemanly treaty at any price, and, if we could 
-not accept these proposals, there was nothing for it but for us to leave without any 
treaty." 

Dobbs' comments are awaited. 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
29th September 1921. 
(Received 5 p.m.). 

Clear the line. 
2278 S. Following is second and last part, dated 27th September, of Dobbs' 

306 C. :
" He could cancel treaty with Russia over question of independence of Bokhara. 

He had received boxes full of Russian gold, but he preferred British friendship to 
Russian gold. In vain I pointed out as plainly as I dared astounding perfidy of the 
course which Amir proposed and fact that gentlemanly treaty left door open to 
gradual development of friendship without (sic ? with) us. I said Bolsheviks must 
soon collapse, and he would.know what opportunity (? omission) of escaping from his 
-entanglements too. I asked, did he seriously ask me to telegraph his proposals to 
His Majesty's Government. He replied, ' yes.' I then said, I must have time to 
think, and would see him again to-morrow, when we might be able to get our ideas 
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clearer. He asked me to say nothing to Tarsi, who. he alleged, does not know of this 
proposal. Amir said he had no intention of ratifying the treaty with Angora, which 
had been drafted without his authority. 

"Foregoing summary, of course, does not fully convey lengthy arguments used-, 
in our eight hours' conversation. My own feeling (? is omitted) that it is impossible 
for Great Britain to involve herself in such discreditable transactions. If Amir tears 
in pieces the treaty with Russia six weeks after ratification, and after receiving the 
subsidy, he could equally well tear up ours. We should never be safe with him. 
Amir met this argument, which he saw was in my mind, by saying that cancellation 
of the treaty with Russia would make friendship with Russia impossible. 

" He said that he had no intention of ratifying the Turkish treaty, which had 
been drafted entirely without his authority. 

" I fear we must now face the choice between consideration of Amir's proposal 
and complete rupture negotiations, since Amir will not evidently listen to any 
comparatively petty modification of the gentlemanly treaty, such as the prohibition of 
Consulate, in exchange for Customs concessions, &c. 

" T recommend that we persist in presenting the gentlemanly treaty and face the 
consequences. 

i! I beg that, if Government of India do not wish to decide themselves, they will 
send me immediately preliminary expression of their own views. In the meantime, I 
hope to get the Amir to-morrow to set forth his proposals quite definitely." 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
30th September 1921. 
(Received 7 p.m.) 

Clear the line. 
2292- S. Following from Dobbs, 307 C, dated 28th September, first part :
" Amir, quite alone, received Nawab and me this afternoon. He has now clarified 

his ideas as follows : — 
'; " (1) He will repudiate treaty with Russia as soon as the (? 20,000) rifles, delivered 
under exclusive treaty by British, can be transported to Turkestan frontier, say six 
weeks after their delivery. " 

" (2) He will undertake to receive no arms, munitions, aeroplanes or money from 
Russia, and will return what he has already received. 

" (3) If Russia does not break off relations owing to his repudiation of present 
treaty, he is to be at liberty to make a fresh neighbourly treaty with Russia 
providing for only exchange of diplomatic representatives and commercial products. 

" (4) British assurance(s) of support in the event of unprovoked Russian aggression 
to be same as before, but minimum amount of help in shape of additional munitions 
and money the British would give in the event of actual hostilities must be clearly 

i-stated.  - ,.. * : 

" (5) Munitions, &c., to be delivered on signature of treaty to be same as before, 
except that 1,000 roimds per rifle should be given instead of 200, and 12 aeroplanes 
instead of six. Of these aeroplanes not less than four to be delivered immediately, in 
order to give confidence to people, and remainder when possible. 

" (6) Arrangements about exclusion of consuls (of) third Powers and one British 
consul (? to be) same as in my telegram of the 26th September, 306. 

" (7) Conditions about matters relating to India to be removed from clause 3 so 
that Afghan diplomatic representative may be on precisely same footing as those of 
other States. 

" (8) Some verbal alterations in clause 14 so as to make it less obviously directed 
against Afghanistan alone." 

Second and third parts not yet received owing to atmosphere. 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
30th September 1921. 

(Received 1st October, 10 a.m.) 
Clear the line. 
Following telegram has been received from Dobbs, 307 O, 2nd and 3rd parts,, 

dated 28th September, just received :— 
" 9. Clause 15, last sentence, to be omitted and replaced by undertaking on the 

part of Afghanistan"to give no exclusive rights in Afghanistan to Russia or to any 



other State, person, firm or company known to be under the influence of Russia for 
public works, public service, commercial exploitation, and-the like, and on the part of 
British Government not to make with third Power, without consultation, any treaty 
or understanding affecting the status of Afghanistan or the relations of that Power 
with Afghanistan, or binding said Power to aid British in event of hostilities with 
Afghanistan, or binding British to attempt to restrain Afghanistan from activity in, 
Asia. Neither Government to enter into offensive alliance against the other. Amii' 
spoke at great length of his preference for British friendship, and enlarged upon 
misdeeds and bad faith of Russia, but said he mast make friends with Russia with 
his eyes open if he could not receive assurances and help mentioned from us, and 
(? guarantees) against infringement of his independence, which amendments in treaty 
suggested by him would furnish. I told him quite frankly that— 

" (a) I doubt whether British Government would feel sufficiently sure of Afghan 
stability of purpose to allow interval suggested between delivery of 
munitions and denunciation of treaty with Russia; 

" (6) I did not think treaty allowing Russian representative at Kabul would be 
regarded as sufficiently clean cut; 

" (c) I believed that immediate provision of four aeroplanes would be impossible ;
" (ti) I understood that views of His Majesty's Government regarding clause 3. 

were so strong that his demands under this head alone would probably 
wreck proposed arrangement. 

Amir replied that he had thought matter out very carefully, and could yield on 
none of these points. Unfortunately he could not show thoughts of his heart by 
Rontgen rays, and we must trust him. His views of clause 3 especially were unalter
able, owing to Wali incident in London. 

" I said that if Amir insisted, I would report these proposals to my Government) 
but I had exceedingly little hope of their acceptance. Amir replied that, if I would 
do so, and they were accepted, he would sit with me alone, and settle each clause of 
treaty, and would then cause his assembly to accept them. I then said that, as 
foregoing proposals would probably be inacceptable, I would suggest compromise 
regarding gentlemanly treaty, namely, customs concession in return for exclusion of 
Consuls, and undertaking not to interfere with tribes in return for unfettered transport 
of arms and ammunition through India. Amir absolutely refused to contemplate any 
arrangement of the sort. - He said that he wanted either modified exclusive treaty as 
sketched, above or nothing. In the event of no treaty, he sincerely hoped that we 
need not quarrel. I replied that I thought it almost inevitable that we should. 

" I do not believe the.Amir is bluffing, and he.seemed to Nawab and me to be 
sincere in his present mood. I think that there is a good chance that he might carry 
out the foresaid promise(s), and if he repudiates the treaty with Russia, I do not see 
(? how he omitted) can place himself in their hands again. But I can hardly believe 
that His Majesty's Government would be prepared to take risk of making the 
concessions involved. No further comment from me seems necessary. 

"I should add that Amir said spontaneously he could not now accept even latest 
Afghan version of pis alter, especially clause about diplomatic representation, and 
that he would not consent to change in clause." . , . 

Our comments follow. 

From Viceroy, Foreign and.Political Department,
. mh September 1921. 

(Received 1st October, 8 a.m.) 
Clear the line. 
2290 S. Dobbs' 306 C. and 307 C. of which first part has been received. 
Amir's latest and most bewildering volte face is presumably to be traced to 

Ghulam Sadik's report on European conditions. If Amir had not publicly ratified 
Soviet treaty, and had not accepted 500,000 roubles of the Russian subsidy, our 
course would have been clear for exclusive treaty. As it is we feel with Dobbs that 
we cannot involve ourselves in so discreditable and dangerous a business as the Amir 
proposes. Afghan provocation to Russia would be so flagrant that we could not 
undertake by treaty with unmistakable reference to Russia " to render Afghanistan. 



assistance in the. event of any unprovoked aggression by a third Power " (clause 1 of 
exclusive treaty), still less send up arms to Afghanistan in advance. Nor until the 
Soviet treaty which we have publicly pilloried is publicly denounced by Amir could 
We by treaty accept Afghan assurance that "it has not entered into any treaty,, 
agreement or undertaking with a third party directed against interests " of ourselves
(clause 15). . . . 

On the other hand, Dobbs gives us clear warning that it is a choice between 
Amir's proposals and rupture, as Amir will not look at gentlemanly treaty at any 
price. At present moment I should regret rupture perhaps more than at any previous 
time, for the internal situation is for the moment Muslim rather than Hindu in 
character and rupture with Afghanistan might have most serious consequences,, 
whereas Afghan settlement might go considerable way to easing situation.' If, then, 
we cannot entertain Amir's proposals, and if he will not entertain ours, is there no 
middle course ? To us it seems clear that Amir is most anxious to secure treaty with 
us, and only rejects gentlemanly treaty because in his eyes it would give him nothing 
and would set up awkward precedent for future treaties with us. We think we 
shotild take immediate advantage of Amir's attitude and strike home forcibly and 
rapidly. Dobbs should tell him plainly that His Majestys Government cannot, 
entertain his proposals, that by his delay and actions he has lost his opportunity for 
large concessions from us-, but that, if he makes forthwith full disclosure of Russian 
treaty and its supplement, we will give him his last chance -of standing in with the one 
great Power who alone can assist in Afghanisfan's political development, and of 
receiving like his father and grandfather before him treaty and subsidy from us. He 
should be given seven days only in which to make his choice. ,- '" 

Situation is so perplexing that we think that Dobbs should be allowed consider
able.latitude in putting our proposals to Amir. It should be left to him to judge 
whether pis oiler should be presented in its present form, or whether Amir's attitude 
gives us opportunity for diminishing our concessions and emphasising our demands. 
We ourselves incline to the view that the Amir's attitude implies on the one hand that 
we need pay less to secure his good will; and on the other hand, that he 
will of his own motion sterilize Bolshevik activities in Afghanistan, provided we 
continue to keep up our connection with her. On this reasoning it might be tactically 
as well as practically advantageous torat down the pis aller concessions by excising 
grant of telegraph material and reducing arms and customs concessions to those in 
the gentlemanly treaty. At the same time, Dobbs should assure Amir in writing; 
that, subject of course to any general conventions, his own personal and State imports, 
whether of arms or otherwise, will ordinarily be allowed up free during the currency 
of the treaty, and tkat 'we will lend cur good offices with the League of Nations 
should he desire them to secure Afghan admission to League and -Afghan signature 
to any Arms Convention, in-order to remove difficulties in the way of arms imports. 
Tightening up of our demands under the pis alter might take the form of insertion in 
the subsidy clause of the wrords "more especially.as regards the (? maintenance of 
peace) on the North-West Frontier of India " bet-ween words " foregoing articles " and 
" agree to. pay." We regard this as important in order to reconcile certain sections 
of political India to the payment of the subsidy. On the other hand, we are in no 
real need of consulates at both Kandahar and Jalalabad and Dobbs might meet. Amir's 
wishes by striking out one or the other, preferably latter, in view of our long 
connection with the former. 

Clause 15 can hardly be entered into in its present form, in view oi our 
knowledge of Afghan treaty with Russia and of statement in the British Govern
menfs last note to the Soviet Government. We have to devise a formula which will 
put Afghanistan under obligation to obtain revision of the Russian treaty, where it 
conflicts with the terms oi our own. Of course Afghanistan cannot compel Russia to
revise the treaty in accordance with this understanding, but it vvould have the 
advantage of putting us right with the public. In the peculiar circumstances, what 
seems required is a statement, first, that no treaty, agreement or understanding with 
a third party directed against the interests of the other contracting party will be 
entered into during the currency of the treaty, and secondly, that each party under
takes to obtain revision of the terms of any such treaty, agreement or understanding, 
if any, that may have previously been entered into, which is in conflict or inconsistent 
with the terms of the present treaty. If his Majesty's Government agree with this 
proposal, we should be grateful for any suggestions they may make as to formula.. 
We should be glad of. very early orders. 



From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
' 30th September 1921. 

(Received 1st October., 8 a.m.) 
Clear the line. 

First of two Parts. 
2296 S. Dobbs' 307 C, second and third parts. Public treaty which Amir now 

professes to put forward as jm exclusive treaty is not exclusive at all. Except for 
partial and inevitable irreconcilability of Consulate clause, it would contain nothing 
that would be incompatible with terms of Soviet treaty, or wpuld render co-existence 
of two treaties impossible. Proposed re-draft of last sentences of clause 15 is 
platitudinous, for it is inconceivable that Amir would give either Russia or us or any 
other nation exclusive rights in her public services or commercial exploitation. In 
essence, therefore, treaty Amir proposes is nothing but our old treaty of friendship 
on terms far exceeding those we were prepared to offer for genuine exclusive treaty. 

Part one ends. . 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
1st October 1921. 
(Received 12 noon.) . 

Clear the line. 
2296 S. Second and last part. Were we to accept his proposal, Ave should have " 

nothing but his word as a guarantee that he would carry out the undertakings to 
break with Russia, which he proposes to give us secretly. He would rely on our 
inability to repudiate treaty because we could point to nothing in it which he would 
infringe, and because we would be unable, to take our stand on his non-fulfilment of 
secret clauses, as he.- knows we are not at liberty to enter into any such. Moreover, 
even if we were prepared to accept those secret clauses as binding they would not 
give us that clean cut we have been aiming at. Pith of the matter, as it appears to 
us, is this : Amir has been taken aback by our presentation of gentlemanly treaty. 
This is the minimum that has ever been put forward in negotiations. In order to 
strike an even balance he has now come forward with his maximum, after the ordinary 
Oriental method of bargaining. We think still that the tactics proposed in our 
telegram of the 30th September, 2290 S., are the ones Dobbs' should adopt. End of 
last part. . 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
2nd October 1921. 
(Received 5 p.m.) 

Clear the line. 
2308 S. Following from Dobbs, 308 C, dated 28th September .
" Following is situation as I see (? it omitted). With the departure of Jamal, 

chief support of Tarsi, faction of Nadir Khan have become predominant and 
temporarily persuaded Amir that Tarsi has backed the wrong horse. They have been 

rhelped by friction wi'th Russians in Ferghana and elsewhere, and Ghulam Sideck's 
reports of Russian chaos. But they cannot reverse Tarsi policy unless they can show 
conspicuous gain from contrary policy. Hence Amir's obstinacy in despising 
gentlemanly and pis oiler treaties Avhich he now regards as unattractive remnant of 
Tarsi policy. If he cannot secure brilliant success by pro-British attitude on exclusive 
lines he will revert more rapidly than before to pro-Russian attitude. At all costs 
Nadir Khan party wish to discredit Tarsi plan of equal advantages from both sides, 
and to put all their money on one side or the other. Amir is acting as his own 
Foreign Minister and has particularly requested me not to let any news of his 
discussions with me get to Tarsi's ears, and if I have occasion to write, to address 
letter to Foreign Minister but to see that it is delivered to Amir. Further, foreign 
policy has become plaything of Kabul factions regardless of Afghan interests. It is 
difficult to believe that if we accepted Amir's proposals he would not gravely (? greatly) 
lose credit with his people through volte face. He would probably be suspected of 
taking bribes. On the other hand, he could hardly betray us as he wishes to betray 
Russians, because latter would never trust him again and would be so angry that his 
advances would be repulsed. I believe, therefore, that Amir Avould be forced by 
circumstances to keep faith with us for considerable time, and that we could trust him 
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to denounce treaty with Russia after the interval, which he requires. But I doubt 
whether so impulsive and unstable a character can long hold its own in Afghanistan, 
and I remain of opinion that our safest and most dignified course is to insist on 
neighbourly treaty as it stands or nothing, and to face consequence of its almost 
inevitable rejection." 

It seems a little doubtful whether:Amir is really excluding Tarsi. His personal 
intervention may.quite possibly have been pre-arranged between them. 

: From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
" ; 3rd October 1921., . . ' 

" . . (Received 4th, 8a.m.) 
Clear the line. . 

-2813 S. ' Following from Dobbs, 313 C,-dated 1st October :
" Your telegrams of 30th September, 2291 and 2297. I have exceedingly little 

hope of success of suggested programme because — 
" (1) Amir and all parties are agreed against official disclosure of Russian secret 

clauses, which, with strange inconsistency,'they consider more dishonourable than 
repudiation of whole treaty. . . ' 

" (2) Amir now fanatically insists on elimination of India Office.from -all Afghan 
diplomatic relations in London on ground of independence. - , 

" (3) Undertaking to. get. treaty, vvjth Russia amended in our favour seems 
tantamount to partial denunciation of treaty, in return for which Amir requires much 
larger advantages than suggested. I, understand that points on which amendments 
vvould be: required are not only prohibition. of Eastern Consulates, which would be 
separately secured by clause 6 of pis oiler, but refusal of Russian subsidy and.arms, 
since latest note to Soviet (? Government) of His Majesty's Government, to which 
Government of India refer, takes greatest exception to these. Afghans would certainly 
refuse to sign undertaking to amend without points on which amendment is required 
being specified. 

"2. In chaotic condition to which Amir's impulses have reduced negotiations, 
I now recommend following course. . Tarsi and I should exchange notes setting forth, 
our regret that, in spite of all. our efforts, confused condition of world has prevented 
our arriving at basis of a treaty of friendship. Neither State, however, desires to 
close the door on negotiations finally, and we have therefore arranged for an 
immediate exchange of Ministers in the hope that it will be found possible in the 
near future, through their instrumentality, to devise definite friendly terms in a more 
favourable atmosphere either in London or -Kabul. In my letter' 1 would undertake 
that relations of Afghan Minister at Londoii,shall, for so long as Afghan Government 
behaved itself, be with Foreign Office only, and would promise in a separate 
confidential letter, untilfinal treaty is settled, free provision in London of suitable 
Legation, free motor for envoy, free passage of envoy and his suite to London, and 
free passage far one courier each way every two months, with free telegraph facilities 
already suggested. Cost ŵ ould not exceed one lakh of rupees per annum, but would 
be, I think, attractive to the Afghans as in accordance with their views often expressed 
to me. 

" 3. I fear that the suggestion to give way to the Amir over relations with 
Foreign Office may be strongly condemned. But I see no prospect of bringing the 
Amir to reasonable frame of mind unless we remove this ground for his suspicions 
of our desire not to recognise his independence (? fully). In practice it seems almost 
certain that Amir would never fully trust his envoy in London, and would merely 
use him as a sign of independence, and as intelligence officer. Every matter of 
importance would therefore be discussed between Amir and British Minister at Kabul, 
and the latter.would, of course, receive his orders from the Viceroy and Secretary of 
State. Correspondence between Viceroy and Amir would of course continue, and be 
provided for in my letter. If we could avoid open rupture at the cost of this 
concession, and of temporary expenditure of one lakh of rupees per annum in facilities 
to Afghan Legation, it would, seem well worth while. Negotiations could then be 
resumed on a favourable opportunity by Pears here, who would meanwhile deal with 
current affairs as ordinary/Minister. This proposal would perhaps have better chance 
of success than any other:. It could be accompanied by assurances that we have no 
intention of stopping exportation of arms to Afghanistan unless compelled to do so by 



"hostile attitude on the part of Afghanistan, till ratification of Arms Convention, in. 
which latter event easy solution would be ratification of same Convention by 
Afghanistan. 

" 4. I trust that, if Government of India consider this suggestion feasible, it 
may be forwarded to Secretary of State immediately without awaiting his orders on, 
telegrams already sent, since I see no prospect of getting through proposals contained 
therein. I would, however, (? be willing to) put them forwardfirst, if desired, and 
only take action (? which I) now recommend in the event of Amir's definite refusal. 
I fear, however, that to put forward proposals which it is in more ways than one 
certain that Amir would reject, would only embitter negotiations and make him. 
inclined to refuse even innocuous suggestion which I now make." 

Merit of Dobbs' suggestion is that it would avoid a formal rupture. But the 
frontier would not appreciate difference, and Afghan popularity, now at a low ebb, 
would be revived under Afghan propaganda that our large offer(s) had been 
(? refused omitted) for the sake of tribes and Turkey. Verdict of public would be 
thâ  Dobbs had come away empty-handed after nine months of negotiations while 
Amir carried off one of the main points for which he has been striving. For what 
Amir essentially wants from us is (1) practical demonstration of our unreserved 
recognition of Afghanistan̂  complete independence and (2) material advantage(s). We 
should be giving aAvay the whole of (? 1) anil something not inconsiderable under (2), 
viz., the expense(s) of London Legation, of which one lakh of rupees is clearly an 
under-estimate, and the restoration of right to import arms suspended under the 
Pindi treaty. I cannot but feel that this Avou ld place us in a false position of over
anxiety for the subsequent treaty after having parted gratis with much of our 
bargaining powers. Having squeezed us so far, without giving anything in return, 
Amir might then . keep tribes sufficiently astir, until he thought the time had 
conie to emphasise increasing value of his goodwill on the frontier. Part two 
follows. 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
4th October 1921. 
(Received 5 p.m.) 

Clear the line. 
Second and last Part. 

2313 S. Meanwhile, Arnawai difficulty would be left in the air. Reluctant 
though I am. to differ from the man on the spot, I still think that, as (? exclusive) 
treaty is out of the question, our best tactics would be to present old treaty of friend
ship with the subsidy. On the other hand, I am impressed with what Dobbs says 
regarding clause 3 and.the Amirs fanatical insistence on the elimination of the India 
Office from Afghanistan's diplomatic relations in London. Do you attach (? so 
omitted) much importance to its inclusion in clause 3, as to rule its elimination out 
and risk failure to make treaty ? Having recognised Afghanistan's independence, it 
is not difficult for us to understand Afghanistan's claim to ordinary diplomatic access 
to Foreign Office, however inconvenient this may be to us. But is this inconvenience 
likely to be considerable ? Would not the result be much the same whichever 
channel of access is adopted ? For, if t o the Foreign Office, would not matters 
relating to Afghanistan have also to pass through India Office ? My object in recom
mending inclusion of undertaking to obtain revision of (? Russo-Afghan) treaty was 
primarily to.put ourselves right with the public,.and, secondly, to encourage Afghans 
to proceed with their endeavours to get Consulate clause in Russian treaty formally 
rectified. I n o longer regard elimination of subsidy and arms from Russian treaty as 
within practical politics, but Russia may before long make default. We are in the 
awkward position of demanding public disclosure cf clauses of which we already have 
some knowledge, and which the Afghans profess themselves unable to divulge 
without grave provocation to Russia. Are His Majesty's Government still adamant 
on this point ? 



( T H I S POQUMBBT IS THE PgQgB^Y OF HIS B B I T A M I C MAJESTY^ GOVERjmEBT) 

C  A B I I S T . 

H O U R S C O N V E N T I O N OB T H E W A S H I N G T O N Q O N B B B B N O B . 

NOTE BY MINISJffiBa OF LABOUR. ' 

aBOBBl1. 
3362. At the forthcoming meeting of the Governing 

Body of the International Labour Organisation, which 
Opens in Geneva on October 19th, the decision of the 
British Government not to ratify the Washington Hours 
Convention will come up for discussion. 

Sir Montague Barlow will attend the meeting 
as British Government representative on the Governing 
Body, and I attach a memorandum by him ashing for 
Cabinet authority to adopt the position suggested in 
his memorandum. 

T. J . MAQNAHARA. 

7th October.1921. 



HOURS OOKVKHTIOM OF THE WASHINGTON CONFERENCE. 

INTBRNAT I ON AL LABOUR ORGANISATION. 

MgMORAHDUM,, BY TBS PA2IJ1AMKIITAHY SEORETARY OF THB 
MINISTRY OF LABOUR. 

1. In accordance with the directions of the Cabinet, the 
Ministry of Labour wrote on 2£nd July, to the Bireotor of 
the International Labour Office stating that the British 
Government were unable to ratify the Hours Convention adopted 
by the Washington Conference, and drawing attention to the 
difficulties (e,g. hours of railwayman as established by 
agreement between the Companies and the Railwaymen, and over
time arrangements), whioh prevented ratification of the 
Convention. In this letter it was suggested, as directed by 
the Cabinet, that a fresh Conference should be held with a 
view to securing a new and more elastic Hours Convention. 

2. The Director of the International Labour Office has 
circulated a Draft Report for consideration by the Governing 
Body, (copy of which is annexed hereto). M. Thomas points 
out in that Report the serious difficulties which arise in 
consequence of the decision of H.M. Government not to ratify 
the Hours Convention in its present form. He draws attention 
to the fact that certain Members of the Organisation have 
already enacted legislation which fully oomplies with the 
Hours Convention and (in some oases) have formally ratified 
that Convention. M. Thomas claims that it would be unfair 
to these Governments to re-open the question. 



3. I learn from various quarters that probably M. Thomas1 

argument will be accepted by the Governing Body at Its next 
meeting on the 19th October, and by the General Conference 
of the Organisation which is to be held at Geneva a week 
later, and that the proposal of a further Conference on 
Hours will be rejected. 

4. M, Thomas makes an alternative suggestion, viz. that 
the jurisdiction conferred upon the Governing Body by 
articles 409 - 415 of the Treaty of Versailles in respect " 
of cases of non-compliance with the requirements of a duly 
ratified convention can be exercised by analogy In regard 
to the interpretation of a convention vis-a-vis a Government 
which has not ratified it: And that the Governing Body 
might give a formal opinion that Ratification by the British 
Government was not incompatible with the Railway and Overtime 
Agreements. A case has been submitted to the law Officers 
for their opinion on the powers of the Governing Body in 
this respect; but there does not appear to be any doubt that, 
strictly speaking, the Governing Body have no legal power to 
interpret conventions in the way proposed. 

5.. If the Governing Body adopt the Directors proposal 
and claim to give a formal opinion on the lines suggested, 
(assuming a "representation" hs.s been made to them), they 
presumably would publish a Statement under Article 410, and 
possibly the matter might be brought before the Permanent 
Court of International Justice under Article 4£3, 1 though 
I do not think this likely, 



6. M.Thomas then makes a further suggestion, viz, that 
he should he authorised to discuss the matter with H.M. 
Government, with a view to explaining his proposals. 

Assuming that the Governing Body and the General 
Conference of the Organisation reject the proposal for a 
further Conference, it is suggested that the next best 
course is to accept the suggestion that M.Thomas should 
discuss the position further with the Government, provided 
that discussion includes the whole position, and not merely 
the proposed procedure under Article 409 etc. Industrial 
conditions this winter are likely to be difficult. In the 
interval between the Conference and the next meeting of the 
Governing Body in the Spring, M.Thomas would visit this 
country and in consultation with him the whole situation 
could be more fully explored on both dides. 
7* I therefore ask the Cabinet to authorise me,' as 
British Representative on the Governing Body and as senior 
British Delegate at the forthcoming International Labour 
- - PS 
Conference to adopt the following position on behalf of 
H.M. Government:

(1) That H.M. Government adheres to the proposal 
previously made to discuss the whole matter 
at a further conference. 

(2) That in the view of H.M. Government Articles 
409 etc. do not confer on the Governing Body 
any powers to give a formal opinion as 
suggested. 

(3) But that If (l) be not accepted, the Labour 
Ministry be authorised to discuss the whole 
matter with the Director9 between the closing 
of the conference and the next meeting of the 
Governing Body in the Spring. 

C.A. MONTAGUE BARLOW. 
6th October, 1921. 



I N T E R N A T I O N A L L A B O U R O F F I C E . 

NINTH SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BODY 
GENEVA, 19th October, 1921. 

Fifth Item on the Agenda. 

THE APPLICATION OF THE CONVENTION OP THE HOURS OF LABOUR 

LETTER OF THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT. 

Information has been given in the Official Bulletin and 
in the summaries communicated to the Governing Body at each of 
its Sessions relating to the action taken in the different 
countries as regards the ratification of the Washington Con
vention. This information included such details a3 were avail
able with respect to the situation in Great Britain and in 
particular, the answers given In the House of Commons by the 
Minister of Labour and a summary of the important points arising 
during the debates which took place on the 29th April and 1st 
July. It will be remembered that it appeared, from the speech 
of Dr. Macnamara, the Minister for Labour, in the latter of these 
debates, that two main obstacles had been encountered by the 
British Government, namely the existence of agreements between 

the Railway Companies and the Railway Trade Unions which do not 
t 

seem to be in accordance with the terms of the Convention and the 
question of the regulation of overtime. The Minister of Labour 
pointed out that, although no legislation existed in Great Britain, 
nevertheless a working week of 48 hours or less was effectively 
secured to the great majority of the working population by 
collective agreements. 

The difficulties then indicated by the Minister of Labour 
have now been more precisely defined in a letter addressed to 
the Cabinet which has been forwarded to the Secretary-General of 



the League and communicated by him to the International Labour 
Office. The terras of this letter, which was reproduced in the 
Official Bulletin of 17th August, are as follows:-

From the Secretary of the Ministry of Labour to the 
Secretary of the Cabinet. 

22nd July, 1981. 
Sir, 

I am directed by the Minister of Labour to refer to the 
Draft Convention regulating hours of work in industrial under
takings which was adopted at the first meeting of the General 
Conference of the International Labour Organisation held at 
Washington in November 1919. 
2. As you are aware, Bis Majesty's Government have recently 
had under consideration the possibility of ratifying this Con
vention, and I am now to request that you will transmit to the 
Secretary-General of the League of Nations the following in
f ormation. 
3. Two principles would appear to be contained In the Conven
tlon adopted, first, that the working hours of persons employed 
in industrial undertakings shall not exceed 8 in the day and 48 
In the week, with certain specified exceptions, and, secondly, 
that overtime hours in excess of the daily or weekly maximum 
are in effect prohibited, with permanent exceptions in the case 
of "preparatory or complementary work", and temporary exceptions 
so that, "establishments may deal with exceptional cases of 
pressure of work"'. 

There are, In the opinion of His Majestyrs Government, 
difficulties inherent In the present industrial conditions in 
this country which prevent the complete acceptance of these 
principles as set forth in the Draft Convention. 
4. The first principle, namely, the fixing of a standard raaxi
mum normal working week, has already received general recognition 
in the industrial undertakings in the United Kingdom. By 
industrial agreements in the different trades, varying in detail, 
but with the same purpose, the normal hours of work in almost all 
Industrial undertakings are 48 a week or less. The system of a 
daily maximum of 8 hours is not accepted to the same extent in 
view of the universal recognition of the principle of a half
holiday on Saturday. The extent to which the position is 
covered will be appreciated when it Is stated that It is esti
mated that from 10 to 12 millions of workpeople in the United 
Kingdom (about 70 or 80 per cent, of the total employed popula
tion and practically the whole of those employed in industrial 
undertakings, including engineering and shipbuilding, mining, 
railways, docks, textiles, building and constructional work) 



are covered by agreements fixing a normal working week of 48 
hours or less. Although these Industrial agreements have not 
the force of law, they operate in practice, and workpeople in 
this country have thus obtained by agreement a considerable 
measure of the protection which the Draft Convention is 
designed to secure. 
5. The majority of agreements limiting the hours of employment 
also make provision with respect to overtime, fixing a higher 
rate of pay, e.g, time and a quarter, time and a half. In 
general, however, the extent to which overtime may be worked is 
determined by the Individual needs of separate establishments 
subject to agreements between representative organisations of 
employers and workpeople in the trades concerned. In the 
opinion of His Majesty's Government, a more rigid method of 
limiting overtime, whether by legislation or statutory orders, 
will not prove so satisfactory as this elastio system of 
industrial agreement. 
6. In addition the Convention applies to the "transport of 
passengers and goods by rail" . By two agreements, to which the 
Railway Companies, the Railway Trade Unions and the Ministry of 
Transport attach great importance, the system adopted on the 
railways in the United Kingdom is an 8-hour day and a 48-hour 
week, exclusive of the daily overtime (paid for at enhanced 
rates) which is necessary to the efficient working of the rail
ways, and exclusive, In addition, of Sunday duty, which falls at 
regular intervals. It does not appear to His Majesty!s Govern
ment that the maintenance of these agreements would be con
sistent with the terms of the Draft Convention, and having regard 
to the views of the parties interested In the agreements, His 
Majesty's Government regret that they do not see their way to 
take steps to abrogate the agreements. 
7. In view, therefore, of these difficulties, His MajestyVs 
Government have no option but to deoide that they cannot 
ratify the Convention, 

* 

8. His ?f'ajesty's Government understand that other countries 
are experiencing difficulties somewhat similar to those indl
cated in this comrriunication and they are of opinion that it 
might be advisable that the whole question should be re
ccnsldered at a future Conference, the aim of such a conference 
being to adopt a new Hours Convention, retaining those pro
visions of the Washington Convention which have proved generally 
acceptable in the light of recent experience, and omitting or 
modifying those which may appear to be too inelastic for the 
varying needs of the different industries in the respective 
countries, 
9, To this end they propose to suggest to the Governing Body 
of the Organisation that it might consider the advisability of 
plaolng the question on the Agenda of the General Conference of 
the Organisation in order that the necessary arrangements for 
a conference to deal with the question may be made. 
10. I am finally to ask you to convey to the Secretary-General 
of the League of Nations a declaration on behalf of His 
Majesty's Government that they would be prepared whole
heartedly to co-operate in the holding of such a conference 



and In the attempt to draw up a convention sufficiently.elastic 
to meet with general acceptance. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

(Sgd). J.E. MASTERTQN-SMITH. 
Permanent Secretary, 
Mini s try of Lab our. 

It will be noted that this letter puts forward officially 
the two difficulties referred to above, and concludes with the 
proposal that the Governing Body should consider the possibility 

of a solution by bringing the matter before a General Conference 
of the Organisation with a view to the adoption of a new Hours 
Convention containing somewhat more elastic provisions. 

In the consideration which the Governing Body will be 
called upon to give to this matter there are, therefore, two 
distinct but related points. First, the nature cf the diffi
culties themselves, and secondly, the solution which the British 
Government suggests should be adopted in this particular case. 

The question is obviously of the greatest possible 
importance for the Governing Body will realise, in view of the 
information which has been laid before it with regard to pro
grees of ratifications from time to time, and in view of the 
declarations which were made by certain of its members at its 
last meeting, that the decision taken by Great Britain with 
regard to the Hours Convention will have the greatest influence 
and may even be a deciding factor in the decisions which will be 
taken by other Members of the Organisation. Other Industrial 
States are naturally reluctant to bind themselves to the terms 
of the Convention until they are certain that great Industrial 
States will do likewise, and smaller States will naturally 
hesitate until they see what action is taken by States whose 
industrial importance and experience are greater than their own. 

, The ratification of the- German Government will probably 



be influenoad by the decision of Great Britain. Belgium, 
although she has adopted legislation in conformity with the 
Washington Convention, has indicated that her ratification 
must depend upon the ratification by Great Britain and other 
great industrial States, and Holland has taken up the same 
attitude. 

In Italy the Parliamentary Commission whioh examined the 

question of the ratification of the Draft Convention proposed 

to adjourn its examination of the question on the ground that 

certain Governments whioh were parties to the negotiations of 

the Draft had not ratified, and the Government declared itself 

in agreement with the Commission 's point of view. 

She letter of the Ministry of labour suggests that the 

solution to be adopted is the consideration by a General Con

ference of a new Hours Convention. Apart from the consideration 

as to whether this solution may be that best fitted for applica

tion to the present case, the question is evidently a general 

one of great importance for the future of the Organisation, as 

the circumstances in which it has arisen may be expected to 

recur. It can scarcely be hoped that the International Labour 

Conference will always adopt Conventions which are so carefully 

drafted that they meet every possible difficulty which may be 

met with when they are examined in the respective countries 

after the Conference with a view to their ratification. Hence 

the action which Is taken in the present case may be expected 

to determine largely the procedure which will be followed in 

similar cases in the future. Por this reason it is perhaps to 

be regretted that the British Government did not take the 

course of communicating officially fcts difficulties to the 

International Labour Office In order that all possible means of 

meeting them might have been explored before deciding to suggest 

the solution of a fresh Conference and a fresh Convention which, 

as pointed out above, if adopted, may condition the whole future 

procedure of the Organisation. 



It is for this reason that I would suggest that the two 

points raised in the Ministry of Labourfs letter, namely, the 

difficulties themselves and the solution whioh is proposed 

should be oarefully distinguished. 

As regards the question of the Railwayman^ agreement, the 

British Government is obviously and rightly preoccupied with the 

consideration that since in its opinion the terms of the agreement 

are not in conformity with the provisions of the Washington Con

vent ion, if the Washington Convention were ratified It would lay 

itself open to a complaint that the Convention was not being 

observed. It is naturally reluctant to override by legislation an 

agreement recently concluded after long negotiat ions between the 
Railwayman and the Railway Companies., and approved by the Ministry 
of Transport. On the other hand, it is a matter for consideration 

as to whether the agreement as it stands is, in fact, in 
contradiction with the provisions of the Washington Convent-ion..,and 
whether, if so, certain slight modifications might not be accepted 

in it by both the Rallwaymen and by the Railway Companies. She 

question of the application of the Convention to railways was 

raised at Washington and was discussed by the Commission which drew 

up the terms of the Convention and which believed that it had made 

provision for sufficient elasticity to meet any difficulties which 

would arise. In this connection it cay be remembered that one of 

the advisers to the British employers' delegate was Mr. Howard 

Williams, the Assistant Manager of the L. and U.W.Railway. 

The British Railv/ay agreement provides for an 8"hour day and a 

48 hour working week of 6 days. It oould, apparently, be held 

that such a case was covered by Article 6 which provides that 

regulations may be made by public authority to 
"determine the permanent exceptions that may be allowed in 
complementary work which must necessarily be carried on out
side the limits laid down for the general working of an 
establishment". 



and, further, that those regulations shall he made only after 
consultation with the organisations of employers and workers 
concerned. 

Since the normal working week on the British railways is 
one of 6 days and, in view of the absence of any definition in 
the Convention or elsewhere as to the meaning to be attached to 
"the limits laid down for the general working of an establishment", 
it would seem possible to hold that Sunday work on the railways 
could be brought under the exception provided for in irticle 6. 

The British Government, however, apparently considers that if it 
adopted this interpretation such interpretation might subse
quently be challenged and a complaint might be made that it was 
not observing the Convention which It had ratified. 

In the face of each a difficulty it is clear that the British 
Government is entitled to take every possible precaution against 
the possibility of any charge of bad faith being subsequently 
laid against it. On the other hand, it should not be forgotten 
that the decision is not purely a domestic one, but should take 
account of the position of Great Britain as a Member of the 
International labour Organisation, and its possible effect on the 
Organisation as a whole. The adoption of the draft Convention 
in question was a collective act of the International labour ^ 
Organisation and undoubtedly Its Interpretation must be held to be 
a matter of international concern. 

It is therefore of Interest to note the procedure whioh has 
been followed by other Members of the Organisation when difficulties 
of interpretation have arisen. They have displayed a solicitude 
to ensure that their interpretations should be in accord with the 
general opinion of the Organisation and they have made a practice 
of communicating their difficulties to the International labour 
Office and a siting for its opinion. The Offioe has always pointed 



out that, although, no special authority is conferred upon it by 
the Treaty to give interpretations of the provisions of draft 
Conventions, nevertheless, it considers that it is fulfilling 
the function for which it was intended in endeavouring, by 
supplying them with as complete information as possible as to 
what would appear to have been the intention of the Commission 
or the Conference which elaborated the Convention, to secure 
that the decision which they take should be in accord with the 
interpretation which would seem to have been generally given. In 
this way the offioe believes that it is performing s useful 
function by securing in as large a measure as possible that the 
interpretations given by the Members of the Organisation should 
be uniform. Where consultations of this kind have taken place, 
the point of difficulty raised and the reply of the Offioe have 
been published in the Official Bulletin for the information of 
all the Members of the Organisation. The interpretation which 
would appear to be indicated by the information whioh the Office 
has been able to supply has in no case been contested by the 
Member of the Organisation concerned, and no objection has been 
raised by any Member of the Organisation to whom it has been 
communicated through the medium of the Official Bulletin. 

More recently it has happened that the same point of inter
pretation has been raised by more than one Member of the Orgahisa
tion. In those cases the Office has been able to point out 
that when the point was previously raised and it was consulted 
thereon, the information supplied by it and the conclusion to 
which it appeared to lead had been accepted by the Member in 
question and had given rise to no objection after publication in 
the Official Bulletin, The process of the development of interna
tional law is, in fact, an eraebtuy similar process, and the tacit 



acceptance of an interpretation aoted on by a Member and 
communicated through the Official Bulletin constitutes lm
portant authority whfch can always be invoked for that inter
pretation. 

Had the difficulties of the British Government been offlci
ally communicated to the Office in accordance with the procedure 
which has been generally aocepted by the other Members of the 
Organisation, it might conceivably have led to some solution. 
It ie, of course, realised that it is possible that the prooedure 
indicated above might not have been considered by the British 
Government as giving it sufficient guarantees against the possl
bility of any complaint of non-observance in the future. It 
would seem, however, that this guarantee might have been obtained 
by carrying the prooedure a stage further and by submitting any 
interpretation to which the Government attached special impor
tanoe or in respect of whioh it desired to cover itself by all 
possible safeguards, to the approval of the Governing Body. This 
point I propose to deal with more fully below. 

The second difficulty raised by the British Government is 
now presented in the letter of the Ministry of Labour in a form 
somewhat different from that indicated in the various replies 
which were given to questions in the House of Commons and In the 
speeohes of the Ministers during the course of the two debates 
which took place on the Washington Conventions. The letter of 
the Ministry of Labour after having indicated that overtime is 
regulated in Great Britain by collective agreements, states that 
'in the opinion of. His Majesty1 s Government a more rigid method 
of limiting overtime whether by legislation or statutory orders 
will not prove so satisfactory as this elastic system of Indus
trial agreement?1. 

The precise meaning of this sentence Is not altogether 
clear. On the face of it it would seem to inftioate that the 



British Government declares that no limitation of overtime 
should be imposed other than such limitation as may bo ensured 
by oollective agreements which have no legislative sanction. 
It would seem difficult to believe that the British Government, 
In view of its proposals at the Peaoe Conference in Paris, when 
the British delegates proposed the insertion in Article 427 of 
the clause relating to the establishment of the 8 hour day and 
48 hour week, and in view of the attitude taken by Its delegates 
at the Washington Conference, should now intend to suggest that 
there should be no legislative limitation of overtime whatsoever. 
Such a proposal would, in fact, amount to a oomplete negation of 
the whole principle upon whioh the Washington Convention is 
founded. 

If, however, all that is meant is what would appear to have 
been indicated in the various answers and speeohes of Ministers 
in the House of Comer one, namely, that the British Government felt 
that Article 5 and 6 of the draft Convention required the f or
mal assent of the Government to every case in which hours were 
worked in exoede of 48 per week other than in those cases pro
vided for in Article 3 and 4 (Emergency and Continuous Industries,) 
the difficulty would seem to be simply a question of the inter
pretatlon to be given to Articles5 and  6 , Here again it would 
seem that the interpretation of the British Government 1B unduly 
rigia and that it could reasonably be held that all that the Govern
ment would be required to do would be to fix by administrative 
order in agreement with the Organisations of Employers and workers 
the maximum limits within which overtime might be worked and that 
these orders might be of a general character applying to a whole 
industry or even a group of industries. 

Assuming, therefore, that the difficulty with regard to over
time is not to be taken as an objection by the British Government 
to the fundamental idea underlying the whole of the draft Convention 
it would appear that the two points raised in the letter of the 
Ministry of labour are really questions of interpretation with 



regard to the action which is permissible under the terms of the 
Convention. 

It now remains to examine the solution which is suggested by 
the British Government, and any possible alternatives. 

The British Government suggests that the whole question should 
be considered at a future Conference, the object of whioh would be 
to adopt a new Hours Convention, retaining those provisions which 
have proved generally acceptable, and omitting or modifying those 
whioh appear to be too inelastic for the varying needs of the 
different industries in the respective oountries. 

In the first place, it is doubtful whether the inelasticity 
of provisions of the Convention to which the British Government 
refers has been generally felt. As pointed out above, the greatest 
difficulty whioh has been met with as regards the ratification of 
this Convention is the hesitation of many oountries, and in parti
cular of the smaller oountiies, to commit themselves to ratifica
tion until they are sure of the aotion whioh will be taken by the 
great industrial countries, and, in particular, by Great Britain, 
For instance, the difficulty whioh has been felt as to ratifioa
tion in respect of Sweden would not be solved by the adoption of 
any such new Convention as the British Government suggests. The 
obstacle there is not that the existing Swedish legislation does 
not conform in detail with the provisions of the Washington Con-
vention, but that the Swedish Act was deliberately adopted for 
4 years as an experiment, and is subject to revision at the end. 
of that period. The Swedish Government, therefore, find it im
possible in the face of this formal decision of the Swedish ?ar
liament, which was taken before the Washington Conference, to 
ask Parliament to modify its legislation now before tne period 
cf experiment has expired, and to bind itself for a period of 10 
years as required by the Convention. 
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It is doubtful, therefore, whether a new Conference 
and a new Convention are required by the needs of other 
States, and the question should really be examined from the 
point of view of deciding as to whether it Is or Is not the 
best solution whioh oan be found for the British difficulty. 

It will be evident at once that there ere very 
serious objections to its adoption. In the first place, It 
should be recognised that the present oiroumstances are by no 
meana suitable for the reopening of a complicated negotiation 
which only achieved successful results with great difficulty, 
even in the favourable atmosphere wnicn surrounded the de liber a
tions of the Washington Conferenoe. Those parties to the 
negotiation which have succeeded in achieving agreement on a 
large number of delicate points may be expected to oppose any 
attempt to reopen the whole question now. 

There is a seoond and an even greater difficulty, e^u 
supposing that anything like general consent to the reopening 
of the question could be obtained, and clearly, unless such 
general consent ware forthcoming, it would be useless to adopt 
the method proposed. This difficulty is tnat a number of 
countries have already, as a result of the lashlngton Confer
enoe, either ratified the Convention or have adopted legisla
tion to give it effect. That legislation is in strict 
conformity with the provisions of the Washington Convention 
as they now stand. Article 405 of the Treaty contains a r 

clause which states that "in no case shall any Member be 
asked or required, as a result of the adiption of any Recom
mendation or draft Convention by the Conference, to lessen 
the protection afforded by its existing legislation to the 
workers concerned." 

It will readily be seen that,- assuming the Conferenoe 

were to adopt a new Hours Cenvention, the position of those 

countries which have loyally satisfied the decisions of the 



Washington Conference would be extremely difficult, They 
would be unable, in view of the clause quoted above, to 
revise the legislation they had already adopted in conformity 
with the original Convention, and they might, nevertheless, 
be placed at a serious disadvantage in comparison with those 
countries which remained free to ratify the new Convention. 
It may be regarded as certain, therefore, that such oountries 
wuld feel compelled to oppose strongly the reopening of the 
whole question of the adoption of a fresh Convention. 

Hence it may be taken that, generally speaking, con
si derable opposition may be expected to the proposal which 
the British Government has made and that, therefore, it is 
doubtful Mother it provides the most feasible solution of 
the difficulties to which they have drawn attention, 

There is, however, a third difficulty of a practical 
character whioh would seem to be final. 

The British Government was responsible at Paris for 
the insertion of the Clause relating to the eight hour day 
and the forty-eight hour week in Article 427, The British 
Government was closely associated with the drafting of the 
proposed draft Convention, whioh was Laid before the Washington 
Conference by the Organising Committee, and which was in fact 
based on the recommendations of the Provisional Committee of 
the British Industrial Conference vdtaioh were incorporated in a 
Bill introduced by the Government in the House of Commons. 
Again, the British representatives, including both the repre-
BentativeB of employers and workers, played a very prominent 
part in the woadk of the Commission at Washington, which shaped 
the final decisions of the Washington Conference on this 
subject. Mr. Barnes has already indicated in the House of 
Commons that the general lines of his policy at Washington 
were definitely approved by his Government at home. In spite 



of the fact that this very full and lengthy consideration 
was given to the question, and in spite of the fact that 
the British representatives were closely ooncemed with 
evory stage of the development of the text, the difficulties 
which have subsequently come to light have led to the present 
situation in which the British Government declares that it 
is unable to ratify. T̂iat guarantee oan the International 
Labour Organisation have that, supposing the present proposal 
of the British Government were accepted, and a Conforence 
were convened at which the question was reopened and at whioh 
a new text was arrived at, the same kind of difficulty would 
not recur? Undoubtedly, if one could be certain that the 
adoption of the procedure proposed in the Ministry of Labour's 
letter was bound to result in the ratification by Great 
Britain of a new Convention, there "would be very strong 
arguments in favour of acoepting it, but it seems clear that 
no such result can be guaranteed, and that, therefore, the 
confusion and friction which would be involved in reopening 
the whole question might be without any benefioial result 
whatever. 

In these circumstances, it seems desirable to examine 
the possibility of adopting some other solution if such can 
be found. 

It has been suggested above that the real difficulty 
of the British Government is presumably the desire that it 
should not bind itself to fulfil the terms of the Convention 
unless it is certain that the measures which it finds it 
possible to take will be regarded as a sufficient fulfilment 
of its obligation, and unless it haB e complete guarantee 
that no accusation of bad faith oan subsequently be levelled 
against it. Seasons have been given above for suggesting 
that a careful examination of the texts of the Convention 



might justify the opinion that the 3ritish Government 's 
reading of those texts is unduly strict and that a reading 
of them whioh would enable ratification to take place 
would be generally accepted by the International Labour 
Organisation. It has also been Indicated that in many 
oases of similar difficulties, but cases whioh were admit
tedly of less importance, Members of the International 
labour Organisation have had recourse to the International 
labour Office for the supply of information and advice. ' 
In view of the entirely praiseworthy scruples of the British 
Government and of the importance which it attaches to the 
meticulous fulfilment of its obligations, the application of 
the procedure of a consultation with the Office may perhaps 
appear insufficient in this case. It is suggested, therefore 
that the procedure should be completed by laying the 
information and the suggestions which, after careful esramina
tion, tho Office may feel able to make, before the Governing 
Body for their consideration and for their formal approval 
if they so deoide. 

It is suggested that the Governing Body should give 
careful consideration to this proposed procedure. In the 
first place, as pointed out above, the objections to a new 
Conference seem to be overwhelming. In the second place, 
however, it seems that the International labour Organisation 
must secure some procedure whereby difficulties of the kind 
which have been met by the British Government can be dealt 
with and solved. As has been pointed out above, it is 
impossible to imagine that every Conference will always adopt 
every Convention so exactly and so clearly drafted that it 
will meet every conceivable circumstance arising in every 
country and will not be susceptible of differences of inter
pretation. 



The solution which would consist in an examination 
of the question^ by the Governing Body and an expression of 
Its opinion thereon, therefore, requires to be examined from 
two points of view. First, as to whether it possesses any 
legal validity, and, secondly, as to Whether it could provide 
the British Government with the guarantees against any future 
charge of bad faith against whioh it quite rightly wishes to 
safeguard itself. 

It will be remembered that the Treaty itself lays 
down In Article 409 and subsequent Articles that, if any 
representation is made to the International labour Office 
that a Member has failed to secure in any respect the effective 
observance of a Convention totihioh it is a party, the 
Goveaiing Body shall be called upon to decide whether or not the 
sanctions provided by the Treaty should be put into operation. 
Under the Articles In question no Commission of Enquiry eaa 
be set up and no appeal can be made to the Court of Inter
national Justice until the Governing Body has taken the first 
decision on the matter. The Governing Body is, therefore, 
constituted by the Treaty as the first Court before which any 
complaint of non-observance of a Convention shall be laid. 

It seems, therefore, entirely reasonable that any 
Member which has any reason to suppose that there may be a 
doubt as to the interpretation which it proposes to give to 
an Article of a Convention should appeal to the Governing 
Body for its opinion. Clearly, if the Governing Body, having 
carefully considered any such proposed interpretation, and 
having formally approved it, It would bo practically impossible 
for it at a later stage to go back on its own decision and to 
put in operation the machinery of sanctions on a complaint 
based on the interpretation whioh it had itself accepted. 

It may be noted also from a consideration of the 



general principles which un&erly the whole construction 
of the International labour Organisation that the Governing 
Body is specially fitted to perform this function. In the 
first place it contains representatives of the eight chief 
industrial states, whose right to a permanent seat on the 
Governing Body may be taken as indicating their escceptional 
interest in.all decisions taken by the Organisation, and it 
contains four Government representatives who are elected by 
all the other Members of the Organisation. It contains, 
further, six employers' and sis workers' representatives,
who represent the whole body of employers and workers in the 
Organisation. It is, therefore, directly representative of 
the whole Organisation and of the three groups which partioi
pate in the Conference. Any deoision, therefore, which it 
takes on such a matter is undoubtedly, apart from -the fact 
that it is constituted by the Treaty the first Tribunal as 
regards complaints, to be regarded as possessing an excep
tional authority. 

It is not suggested that the Governing Body should 
be given or should assume authority to alter in any way the. 
decisions of the Conference. Cases might easily arise in 
which only the adoption by the Conference of an amending 
Convention would afford a solution required; but, in so far 
as the Governing Body, under Article 400,.settles the Agenda 
of the Conference, it is clearly the proper procedure in such 
a case for the Governing Body to be advised of the difficulty 
and to decide whether it thinks it is necessary to put the 
item on the Agenda of the Conference or not. If the Govern
ing Body thinks that it is neither necessary nor desirable to 
do so, it would seen to be a reasonable conclusion to assume 
that the Governing Body would be entitled to express an 
opinion as to any alternative solution which it might think 

 i 



feasible. 
In the present case I am strongly of opinion that 

this is a procedure which the Governing Body should follow. 
I am inclined to think: that the British Government has "been 
over-strict in the interpretation which it has given to the 
Articles of the draft Convention and that the Governing Body, 
on examination, may be able to come to the opinion that the 
ratification by Great Britain of the Convention in its 
present form would be possible. If Great Britain desires 
still further guarantees, one further stage might be added,. 
The- decision of the - Governing Body might be submitted to 
those Governments whioh he.6 already ratified the Convention 
for an expression of their opinion as to whether they accept 
the Governing 3ody's interpretation or not. 

Those Governments are, in fact, in International Law 
the Custodians of the Convention and such a procedure would 
indeed be regarded by international jurists as being valid 
even as regards an amendment. A fortiori, therefore, corn
bine d with the procedure indicated above, it provides the 
British Government with the most absolute guarantee possible, 
and at the same time initiates a valuable prooedure for the 
future, 

Briefly,-therefore, it would seem, for the reasons 
advanced above, that the proposal to bring the matter before 
the Conference should be rejeoted and that the Governing Body 
should attempt to secure the adoption of the alternative pro
oedure outlined above. In the latter connection it may 
perhaps consider it desirable to authorise the Director to 
discuss the matter with the British Government with a view to 
explaining the advantages of the procedure suggested and 
securing its assent to its being followed. 

It is hardly necessary to emphasise onoe more the 



importance of the decision whioh the Governing Body will 
tafce upon this question, since, as already pointed out, it 
involves not only the consideration of the particular eues
tion brought forward by the British Government, but the 
laying down of lines of prooedure which would profoundly 
affect the future of the Organisation. lurther oases are 
bound to arise and the need is sure to be increasingly felt 
for some prooedure which will.permit of an authoritative 
definition of the elasticity allowed by Conventions. She 
Governing Body will, I am sure, not shirk: the responsibility 
which would appear to belong to it under the Treaty, and 
whioh, if exercised within the limitations indicated above 
that is with due regard to the sphere of competence of the 
Conference - must greatly facilitate the progress of the 
Organisation towards tbe great ends for which it was oreated. 

H.B.- In the appendix herewith will be found details of the 
length of the normal working weefc in the principal industries 
in Great Britain. 

Geneva, 24th September 1921. 



MEMORANDUM ON THE.JWUJ&&BjmiC&WITE REGARD TO 
LIMITATION Off HOURS IN INDUSTRIES IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

IN JULY. 1921. 

Early in Deoember, 191S, a forty-eight hour week 
was obtained on the Railways. Immediately afterwards the 
Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades arranged a forty-seven 
hour week, whioh oame into operation on let January, 1919. 

Apart from Agriculture and the Mercantile Marine, 
no industry in Great Britain has now a longer normal working 
week than forty-eight hours. 

The following are the normal working weeks:
1.- 44 hours or lesa. 

Coal and Ironstone Mining; (surface workers 46^ 
underground 7 per day) 

Docks; 
Building Trade, 

II; -Less than 48 hours. 
Engineering; Wood working and Furnishing 
Shipbuilding; Trades; 
Sawmilling; Buttery; 
Vehiole Building;- India Rubber; 
Chemicals; Electricity, Gas & Waterworks; 
Flour Milling; Municipal Workers generally. 

III. 48 hour week. 
Road Transport; Wool; 
Trams; Hosiery; 
Railways; Jute; 
Canals; Silk; 
Clay; Iron & Steel) 8 hour shifts 
Boots and Shoes Tin Plate ) average 44-48 hours. 

Total - 10-12 millions, or almost the whole working population. 
Apart from the Coal Mining Industry, where the hours 

are limited by the Coal Mines Act, 1919, the working week in 
all these oases has been settled by joint arrangement between 
Employers1 Associations and Trade Unions. 
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[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.] 

Printed for the Cabinet. October 1921. 

SECRET. 

I circulate for the information of my colleagues the following telegram which 
has been received from the Government of India. 

E. S. M. 
6th October 1921. 

From Viceroy, Foreign and Political Department, 
1st October 1921. 

Priority A. 
2298 S. Turkey. So convinced are Muslim India, Afghanistan and Central 

isia generally that Great Britain is the dominant world (? Power omitted), that 
nothing we say to the contrary can disabuse them of the idea that Turkey's plight 
lies at our doors, and that her future lies in our hands. If His Majesty's Government 
could now come forward and assist Turkey in mitigation of peace terms, especially 
over Thrace and Smyrna, the result within India itself would be immediate, while 
externally, and especially in Afghanistan, Bolshevism would receive its most effective 
sounter blow. If (? His Majesty's Government) feel unable at present moment to inter
rene effectively, even a generous gesture to Turkey would go far to ease general Islami
ferment in Central Asia against Great Britain. And in view of difficulties that now 
jonfront us in India, Afghanistan and on the frontier, we earnestly beg that His. 
Majesty's Government will favourably consider these suggestions. 

470S 100 10/21 
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[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.] 

E A S T E R N (TURKEY) [October 7.] 

CONFIDENTIAL. SECTION 1. 

E 11096/143/44] No. 1. 

Intervention between Greece and Turkey. 

ANDUM BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS. 

^ssssssssllWO of my colleagues have written notes urging an immediate or early 
See. intervention in the struggle, which appears to have reached a position of 

. stalemate between the Greeks and the Turks. They maybe sure that the idea 
3 3 * of such intervention at thefirst moment consistent with a reasonable chance of 
tya success has never been absent from my mind since the rejection by the Greeks of 

the last offer made by the Allies after my visit to Paris in June. But the 
problem is not to be solved by the "mere expression of an a priori desire; and 
I will here endeavour to state, for the assistance of the Cabinet in arriving at 
a decision, the main conditions of the problem, as it now presents itself. The 
story will necessarily be rather a long one. 

Thefirst point to be determined is the military situation. Since the Greeks 
early in September failed to break through to Angora and retired west of the 
Sakharia, the Greek objective has apparently been to occupy a line about 20 miles 
east of Eskishehr, extending in front of Afion Karahissar, and some 16 miles 
south-eastwards along the Anatolian Railway, and to hold on to this territory as 
territory conquered in war, organising its administration on the lines of the zone 
round Smyrna. It is difficult, however, from the information reaching us, and 
while the situation changes from day to day, to form a clear opinion of the state 
of either belligerent's army. 

As regards the Greeks, Sir H. Rumbold telegraphed on the 18th September 
that, although the Greeks had fought remarkably well, the moral of their staff 
appeared to be shaken and the Turks seemed to be working round bothflanks. It 
remained to be . seen whether retirement could be carried out in good order. 
General "Harington also telegraphed on the 2'2nd September that he had received 
General Papoulas's appreciation of the situation, " which was that of a beaten man 
seeing the enemy threatening him everywhere." He added that the Greeks might 
succeed in stopping on the Eskishehr line if the weather broke there as it had at 
Constantinople. Again Lord Granville telegraphed on the 26th September that his 
Italian colleague had good information that the Turks had completely cut the 
communications between Afion Karahissar and Ushak; that they were encircling 
the right wing of the Greek army, whose moral was low but discipline not lost. 
On the 23rd September Lord Granville telegraphed that the Greek Minister of 
Finance had informed his French colleague that the Greeks would defend 
Eskishehr, but if the Turks succeeded in driving them thence, the Greeks might 
consider themselves defeated and the campaign might be abandoned. 

On the other hand, Major Johnston, General Harington's liaison officer with 
the Greeks, reported on the 20th September that the Greeks were " destroying the 
railway west of the Sakharia by blowing up each rail," and were laying waste the 
country. The Greeks, although their losses were said to have been 23,000 against 
Turkish 17,000, "were not in danger, and the retreat will be carried out safely." 
General Harington also telegraphed on the 23rd September that " the Greek army 
appears to be holding its own and retiring in good order on positions previously 
decided upon, despite the fact that the Turks are showing great energy and ability 
in carrying out cavalry raids." 

As regards the Turks our information is more meagre. Secret messages 
indicated, however, that, just before the Greek retreat, the Turks were very short 
of ammunition and guns and equally short of motor lorries and petrol. We know, 
however, that they are receiving ammunition in coasting boats from Batum, and 
General Harington admits a leakage from Constantinople, apparently from stores 
under French control, which the Greek warships can only partially stop in the 
Black Sea. General Papoulas even admitted to General Harington that the 
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Turkish troops opposed to him were stronger and better equipped than his own 
troops. It is also clear from secret sources that the French are negotiating for 
the direct supply of ammunition to the Kemalists, although actual delivery seems 
to depend on the outcome of the Franklin-Bouillon negotiations at Angora. 
-Meanwhile both parties are officially celebrating the tremendous victory that they 
have won. Te Deums have been sung at Athens, and public rejoicings have taken 
place at Angora. "We are reminded of the Battle of Jutland, which we simul
taneously celebrated asa triumph in London and Berlin. 

On the whole, however, it seems unlikely that the Kemalists can for some 
time sufficiently rernunition themselves or become" sufficiently mobile, with winter 
and the rainy weather setting in, to drive the Greeks from the two junctions of 
Eskishehr and Afion Karahissar. Though their lines of communication are long 
the Greeks have all the railways, other than the short stretch of the Anatolian 
and Baghdad beyond Tchai to Cilicia, and, if they can enforce it against the French 
and Italians, the command of the sea communications, other than those between 
Trebizond and Batuim A stalemate with both sides exhausted has been General 
Harington's forecast up to now, and this seems probable but not certain. On the 
other hand time seems to be on the side of the Turks since if the Greek troops 
cannot be demobilised, their moral is likely to suffer during the winter months in 
the trenches, subject to continuous raids and in the middle of a hostile country. If 
the situation changes at all it seems likely to be against the Greeks. From the 
military point of view the moment for intervention by the Allies would appear 
therefore to be propitious. 

I now turn to the political attitude of the Greeks. 
After the meeting of the Supreme Council in Paris in August and before the 

Greek retreat, Lord Granville sounded the Greek Prime Minister regarding his 
peace aims. They appeared to be a " strategic'.' frontier for the Smyrna zone, 
apparently pushed north to the Sea of Marmara to include Brusa, and some form 
of autonomous international State for the Straits and Constantinople, in the 
administration of which Greece would participate with the principal Allies. 
About' the same time there were indications that the Greek Government believed 
that His Majesty's Government would support a Greek entry into Constantinople. 
The idea seems to have been reluctantly dropped after strong representations by 
Lord Granville and a Renter statement, and in an interview at Brusa just before 
the Greek retirement King Constantine was reported to have admitted that he 
realised that the Allies would not allow the Greeks to go to Constantinople, at any 
rate "for the present." Since the Greek retirement there has been no clear 
indication from Athens whether mediation would be acceptable or what terms 
Greece would now accept. On the one hand Lord Granville reported on the 
19th September that all the papers seemed to agree that the time had come when 
the Government must at last make a great diplomatic effort in order to secure the 
acquiescence of Powers in suitable terms of peace, and that the general tone of 
thei press indicated that mediation would be welcome. On the other hand he
telegraphed on the 21st September that M. Gounaris, "who was not at all 
cheerful," had said " no " to an enquiry whether the Greeks meant to take the first 
step towards negotiation with Kemal. They would hold the line decided upon 
and see what happened. "Gounaris made no allusion to mediation." In a more 
recent statement to the press (26th September), M. Gounaris announced- that 
"the Greeks must organise the occupied territory so as to defend it with the least 
possible sacrifices and expense, and we shall proceed to that organisation making 
it as complete as possible." 

In August, before Parliament rose, M. Gounaris suggested a visit to London 
to see the Prime Minister and myself. The moment was, for many reasons, 
inopportune, and the reply was sent that the middle of October would be a better 
season. M. Gounaris has now revived the proposal, but has not yet been given 
a definite date. Until he comes he is not very likely to indicate with any 
precision how the Greeks view the situation or what terms they will accept. 
Meanwhile his own position seems to be somewhat insecure. Rival politicians 
are believed to have obtained the ear of the King, and, although M. Gounaris may 
survive the expected crisis, his Ministry does not seem likely to be long-lived. 

Such information as we have regarding the internal situation in Greece 
(necessity of floating an internal loan, drachma at 78, calling up of the 1922 class, 
an admitted shortage of reserves) points to the Greeks (even if they believe that 
they can hold the Eskishehr line, which is uncertain) being ready to accept Allied 
mediation if the Allies are at all insistent and if sufficiently "face-saving" terms 



can be offered. Indeed, we hear of a spirit of depression prevailing at Athens 
when the real nature of the retirement came to be understood. This feeling will 
grow as winter draws on. 

The attitude of the Constantinople Government is a less important factor, but 
i t is perhaps significant that on the 23rd September Sir H. Rumbold reported that 
Tewfik Pasha, the Grand Vizier, had at a recent Cabinet reviewed the situation in 
Asia Minor as a stalemate, and stated that he had advocated in i'ecent conversa
tions with diplomatists at Constantinople the retention of Thrace by Greece, 
together with certain concessions in Smyrna, conditional on the immediate 
evacuation of Anatolia. He added that the time had come to approach the Allies 
officially. The more Nationalist members of the Cabinet had protested on the 
ground that Angora must make the first move. Tewfik's move was believed to be 
inspired by the Sultan, and possibly to herald changes in the Cabinet in 
a direction unfavourable to the Kemalists. This, however, has not followed. 
Meanwhile we know the Constantinople Government to be in close touch with 
Angora through the Constantinople Minister for Foreign Affairs, Izzet Pasha. 

As regards the situation at Angora, our reports do not encourage any very 
sanguine hopes as to Angora's readiness for peace. One thing seems clear, 
however, namely, that, in spite of some hostile symptoms, the nationalist move
ment, Avith Mustapha Kemal either as dictator or figurehead, has a real hold in 
Asia Minor. It also seems probable that there is really not much difference of 
opinion in principle between the Â arious parties at Angora, beyond personal 
jealousies, and that the pre-war C.U.P. elements have created a fairly strong 
centralised and comparatively efficient Government, of a military kind. These 
points Avere emphasised at the Foreign Office the other day by Dr. White, an 
American missionary of long experience, who has seen much of Kemalist Turkey 
and only recently left it. 

On the other hand, the material resources of the Kemalists cannot be strong. 
The shortage of ammunition, motors and petrol has already been noted. The 
recent forcible requisition of 40 per cent, of all stocks in Asia Minor was also 
significant. If intelligence reports may be trusted, a recent decisionfirst to ask 
the Bolsheviks for labour and later for cavalry, and the removal of all troops from 
the Caucasus and Cilicia fronts show exhausted man-power. The same reports, 
confirmed by Dr. White, go to show that although the Russians have undoubtedly 
helped with arms and ammunition and offered but not delivered warships, the 
Kemalists regard Bolshevik agents and Bolshevik designs with no small suspicion, 
Avhile the Bolsheviks'hardly conceal their intention of recovering Kars and 
Sarykamish at the earliest opportunity. The " mariage de convenance " with the 
Bolsheviks, in short, seems unlikely to weigh strongly with the Kemalists at'the 
moment if they thought that they could obtain acceptable terms from the Allies. 
Unfortunately it is very hard even to guess what their terms would be to-day. 

, Before the Greek offensive of last July there was very little indication that the 
Kemalists would modify appreciably in negotiations the "terms of the National 
Pact of February 1921, which, as it is so often referred to, I am printing at 'the 
close of this Memorandum. These terms, though admittedly susceptible of 
modification in detail in the course of negotiation, differ very materially from the 
Treaty of Sevres even as afterwards proposed to be modified in London and Paris. 

On the other hand, the indication of Kemalist terms communicated to us at 
the end of July by Mr. Toynbee, the correspondent of the " Manchester. Guardian," 
who has transferred his sympathies from the Greeks to the Turks, showed a certain 
willingness to interpret the Pact more reasonably, especially in the matter of the 
Capitulations andfinance, and possibly in the case of the Straits. That was, 
however, before the Greek retreat, and there was no sign of any abandonment of 
the Pacfs territorial provisions—retention of Smyrna and Thrace. 

Since the Greek retreat, however, there has been some indication that Angora 
might be willing to accept intervention, though probably on her own terms. 
First, a telegram from Angora to Constantinople of the 12th September showed 
an inclination to turn negotiations about prisoners into negotiations for peace, 
and the Japanese High Commissioner, who had offered to intervene, was 
informed that the object of the National Assembly Avas to secure a peace 
guaranteeing the liberty and independence of the Turkish nation within i ts 
frontiers, and if the British Government Avould admit and concede these 
legitimate aims, they would be ready to start negotiations at once. 

On the other hand, there can be little doubt "what the legitimate frontiers of 
Turkey, as interpreted by the Kemalists, are. On the 21st September Sir H. 



Rum bold reported that the Kemalist Minister for Foreign Affairs, Youssouf Kemal, 
in a long and not unreasonable reply to the High Commissioners protest as to 
Greek and Armenian deportations in Asia Minor, had concluded, that the Near 
East could only be pacified if Smyrna were restored to Turkey. No palliatives 
would be of any avail. A complete end must be put to the invasion of Asia Minor 
by the Greeks, and, he added, in Sir H. Rumbold's words—" almost as an after
thought," a similar course must be adopted in respect of the Greek occupation of 
Thrace. 

Thirdly, in a very recent speech reported by the " Morning Post " Constanti
nople correspondent on the 26th September, Mustapha Kemal said "... we want 
peace and we are ready to make peace. My own opinion is that there is not any 
- obstacle to such aim." All he demanded was recognition of their existence and 
national independence. " Mr. Lloyd George on the 16th August in the British 
House of Commons indicated intervention in favour of the winner of the war, and 
I am hopeful that Mr. Lloyd George will not go back on his word." 

These are of course only vague indications of a readiness to treat, but they are 
perhaps significant coming after the Greek retirement. They seem to justify 
the general appreciation of the situation given in Sir H. Rumbold's despatch of 
the 20th September. " I find that my colleagues share my impression that the 
Nationalists would be glad to make peace as they realise their exhausted state. 
I personally do not believe, however, that they would be satisfied with less than 
the solution contemplated at Paris in June last with regard to Smyrna " (i.e., an 
autonomous province under Turkish sovereignty, a mixed gendarmerie under a 
proportion of Allied officers and gradual retirement of Greek troops). "Looking 
at the situation from here it would seem that we must await further development 
of military situation and see whether the Greeks will be able to carry out their 
programme of destroying the railway between Eskishehr and Angora, and creating 
a desert without hindrance from the Nationalists. A few weeks should, be sufficient 
to judge of the effect on the internal situation in Greece of the serious check they 
have received. "We therefore think that towards the end of October the Allies 
may find the moment favourable for action." 

In short, the Kemalists would probably not refuse Allied intervention in the 
shape of an invitation to a conference by the Supreme Council. Whether terms 
could be agreed upon and offered on a basis acceptable to them is a very different 
matter, which I will discuss presently. 

One condition, however, it will not be disputed, is an essential preliminary to 
any such conference, supposing the two combatants to be willing to attend it. 

The Allies must agree in advance, preferably with Greece, but certainly among 
themselves, on the main modifications of the Treaty of Sevres which will 
be reasonably likely to satisfy the Kemalists. 

The terms of such a settlement can, for the purposes of convenient 
consideration, be divided into two main categories :— 

I. Those which mainly concern Greece and Turkey. 
II. Those which mainly concern the Principal Allies and Turkey. 

I. The crux is undoubtedly, as it has been all along, the Smyrna zone. At the 
June Conference in Paris there was agreement among the Principal Allies in 
proposing an autonomous province under Turkish sovereignty administered by a 
Christian Governor (incidentally Greece would be more likely to accept and 
Turkey might,well offer a Turkish subject of Greek race as Governor) with the 
assistance of a mixed gendarmerie under European officers; Greek troops to be' 
withdrawn as soon as the gendarmerie could ensure security in the province. 

It may I think be taken as axiomatic that the Kemalists will never make a 
peace with Greece on less favourable terms than these, unless the Allies are 
prepared to unite in support of Greece and in hostility to Turkey (by which I 
mean the formal supply of arms andfinancial assistance to Greece and the blockade 
of the Mediterranean and Black Sea Kemalist ports at the least). But it seems 
equally axiomatic that France, with King Cqnstantine on the throne of Greece, 
anxious to recuperate herself economically in Turkey, and probably committing 
herself to some support of Turkish aspirations in her negotiations in Angora, 
will not tigree so to support Greece. It is hardly more likely that the Italians will 
support Greece with regard to Smyrna. It is true that the Italian Government 
has recently sat rather carefully on the fence as between Greeks and Turks and as 
between ourselves and the French, but we know from secret sources that they 



are now sending Signor Tuozzi to Angora and that they are really as anxious as 
ever to secure economic concessions from Turkey in southern Asia Minor. 

In these circumstances it would probably be impossible for Great Britain 
alone to enable Greece to defeat the Kemalists arid to hold Smyrna in the face of 
a benevolent French attitude towards the Kemalists, quite apart from the 
outweighing disadvantages of risking a split in the Entente. 

If these considerations are sound, it follows that if a profitable mediation is 
to be offered Great Britain must press upon the Greeks something like the Paris 
proposals of June with regard to Smyrna. These proposals might conceivably be 
made more palatable to Greece by abolishing any customs barrier between the 
Smyrna province and Greece, and possibly by admitting Greece, so far as the 
Smyrna province is concerned, to the Tripartite Agreement or to the "under
standing between gentlemen" which, it was proposed at Paris in June, should 
take the place of the Tripartite Agreement. 
, In addition His Majesty's Government might offer recognition of King 

Constantine and possibly facilities for raising a loan here, though I doubt very 
much whether the French Government would join in any such proceeding. It is 
also a matter for consideration whether the islands in the Sea of Marmara left to 
Turkey by the Treaty of Sevres but ethnologically Greek might not be given to 
Greece. They could not be garrisoned, as they are in the demilitarised area. 

Lastly, we shall have to insist on the Italians returning the Dodecanese even 
if it is too much to hope that they will throw in the concession of Rhodes. 

If, however, the Greeks are to be brought to accept such a solution as the 
above' of the Smyrna area, it seems politically impracticable to change the 
settlement of Thrace provided for in the Treaty of, Sevres in the direction 
apparently desired by both the French and the Italians at the Paris Conference in 
June (the creation of an international zone under an international gendarmerie). 
Both on ethnological grounds and more especially in order to secure that the 
Dardanelles shall remain open, it seems essential that the Dardanelles peninsula 
and the northern shore of the Marmara, at any rate as far as Rodosto, should 
remain in Greek hands. This would rule out the return of Northern Thrace to 
Turkey or acceptance of the Enos-Midia line (which is no natural frontier) 
as the Grseco-Turkish boundary. The Kemalists, and the French supporting 
them, ask for the return of Thrace or for its internationalisation in order the 
better to defend Constantinople. There are other ways of meeting this : (a) The 
Treaty of Sevres frontier can be brought across from its present point south of 
Midia to a point on the northern shore of the Sea of Marmara nearer Rodosto. 
(b) Greek troops in Eastern Thrace (as opposed to gendarmerie) might be stationed 
only in certain places and in fixed numbers. Correspondingly the number of 
Turkish troops in European Turkey would have to befixed, (c) There would 
remain, to safeguard both Turkey and Greece, the existence of an international 
commission of the Straits and of an Allied force, however small, at the Dardanelles 
end of the Straits. Greek troops might participate in this garrison on the 
European shore and Turkish troops in the Allied garrison on the Asiatic shore. 

In addition, it must be remembered that we have promised our support for 
the strengthening of article 15 of the Greek Minority Treaty in such a way as to 
give the Moslem majority of Adrianople the predominant share in the executive 
functions and in the ministerial council, and some stronger provision regarding 
non-interference by the Greek Government with the management of Moslem 
sacred shrines or places of Moslem worship, the immunities of the latter to be 
guaranteed. 

II. I pass to the considerations that more directly affect the Allies in relation 
to Turkey. While we have no clear indication of what precise modifications of the 
Treaty of Sevres, apart from Thrace and Smyrna, would satisfy the Kemalists, 
it seems certain that in order to obtain a settlement now, the Allies may have to 
go further than the concessions offered in London in March last (see Annex I 
to this memorandum) in the direction of saving the face of the Turks so far 
as thefinancial provisions of the treaty are concerned. -

At Paris in June M. Briand told me that with regard tofinance, in which 
French interests were paramount, he would be willing to seek a method of 
securing essential control that would not offend Nationalist susceptibilities. He 
probably meant abolishing the Financial. Commission and falling back on the 
pre-war Debt Council. Our objection to this has always been that although the 
machinery of the Publio Debt is very efficient, and although we and the Italians 
are represented equally with the French on the Council, the French Government, 
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owing to the preponderant number of French bondholders in the pre-war Debt, 
would inevitably cause French claims on Turkey to be given precedence over other 
Allied claims. Under the Treaty of Sevres the policy was to pool Turkish 
resources (revenues assigned to the Debt and other sources of revenue) for the 
payment not only of the pre-war Debt, but also of the cost of Allied occupation 
and the payment of Allied war claims for damages, &c. For us therefore it 
would be preferable to maintain thefinancial provisions of the Treaty of 
Sevres and in some form or other the substitution of the Financial Commission 
for the pre-war Debt Council. Having regard, however, to the facts (a) that 
Frenchfinancial interests in Turkey are greater than British, while British 
economic interests in Turkey (share of imports and exports) are greater than 
French, and (bi that the Kemalists object to a body like the Financial Corn
mission under the Treaty of Sevres, which is responsible to the Allies and has 
practically executive powers, as an infringement of their independence, a " way 
out " might be found by going back more or less to the pre-war system of "Allied 
, advisers to Turkish Ministries. The French might appoint an adviser to the 
Ministry of Finance who would be a servant of the Turkish Government; we might 
appoint an adviser to the Ministry of Customs; and the Italians an adviser to 
the Ministries concerned with concessions. Thefinancial and economic obligations 
of Turkey under the Treaty of Sevres would remain, and these three advisers 
might form a council for advising the Turkish Government as to how best to meet 
their obligations. This plan would, of course, mean that we should recognise and 
make permanent the French preponderant control of Turkishfinance. It would 
also mean that we should rely on the personality and influence of the Allied 
representatives to ensure Turkey meeting all her obligations. To safeguard 
ourselves against French pre-war and war claims against Turkey being met before 
our own, owing to the preponderant French influence at the Ministry of Finance, 
we might have to make a separate agreement with the. French Government 
regarding priority of payments, &c. These are very tentative suggestions, and the 
Treasury might have objections to offer, but in the case of Turkey, finance and 
politics are so mixed up that it is inevitable that infinding treaty terms acceptable 
to Turkey and France political considerations must carry great weight. 

I shall be prepared, if the situation arises, to make suggestions with regard to 
other possible concessions, military, economic and judicial, which might render our 
proposals more palatable to the Kemalist Turks. But it would perhaps be 
premature to dilate upon them now. 

My general conclusion, however, is that if something like the terms I have 
sketched could be agreed upon by the three Principal Allies and offered jointly and 
firmly to the Greeks and Kemalists in the near future, a settlement should not be 
found impossible. -

As regards procedure, apart from M. Gounaris' proposal to come to London in 
the middle of this month, a preliminary informal discussion with the Greeks seems 
essential, if only because we do not know their present attitude, and more 
especially because it seems absolutely necessary that His Majesty's Government 
should do their utmost to persuade them to take the line advocated above 
regarding Smyrna. The present position of the Greeks in Asia Minor is, after all, 
largely due to the mandate originally given them by the Supreme Council; and 
His Majesty's Governments obligations towards Greece, however slight they may 
be legally and on paper, render it desirable that we should treat their susceptibili
ties as far as possible with consideration, at any rate until we see whether friendly 
but strong persuasion fails to succeed. If the objection be raised that such a 
discussion would make it appear that we intended to back the Greeks strongly in 
the approaching conference, we could meet it by explaining to the French in 
advance what line we intend to take with the Greeks, and possibly by even 
suggesting that they should take steps to sound Angora in the same way as we 
are sounding the Greeks as to their attitude towards the conference and terms of 
peace. The French may be in a better position to do this than we. 

The next step after discussion with the Greeks would appear to be to call an 
Allied Conference and to try to obtain an Allied agreement as to the main terms to 
be offered to both Greece and Turkey. The partial agreement reached at Paris in 
June would form the natural basis for such a resumption of Allied discussion, but 
the Allies should then be in a better position to know the Greek, and possibly the 
Kemalist, attitude, and it seems essential to remove the deadlock regarding Thrace 
which existed in June at Paris. 



After the Supreme Council have reached agreement on the main modifications 
of the Treaty of Sevres to be proposed to both sides the Greeks and Turks might 
then be invited to attend, the invitation to Angora again being made through the 
Turkish Government at Constantinople. The latter point might perhaps be waived 
if necessary to ensure Kemalist acceptance of the invitation. 

Mr. Churchill in his recent memorandum to the Cabinet has proposed that the 
Allied terms when agreed upon should, if necessary, be enforced by the Allied Powers 
by blockade or by assistance to one side or the other, in order to assure that the 
unreasonable party be brought to heel. It seems impossible to come to a decision 
on this point until there has been another Allied discussion and friendly mediation 
has again been tried. Even then it can hardly be contemplated, unless the Greeks 
are intolerably unreasonable, that we should assist Kemalist Turkey against 
Greece. It is difficult to overlook the fact that the Kemalists are the actual, if not 
the legal, successors of the Turkish Government which waged a five years' war 
against us, that the Greeks were our Allies until recently, and that they fought 
for, and the Kemalists against, the Treaty which was signed by all the-Allies a 
year ago, and, lastly, that the Kemalists have shown continual and bitter hostility 
to us ever since the London Conference. The Kemalists may generally wish, or at 
any rate circumstances may now make them ready, to change this attitude if more 
favourable terms are offered them, but time alone can show their good faith. Only 
a hopelessly intractable attitude on the part'of the Greeks would, therefore, 
seem to justify our forcing our terms on the latter by help to the Kemalists. 
There are stronger grounds, already indicated, for enforcing our terms on the 
Kemalists, if they are unreasonable, but such a policy would require a change of 
French and Italian opinion, for which it is difficult to hope. In the circumstances 
it would seem better not to consider at this stage any form of forcible mediation. 

It will be seen, therefore, that I endorse the plea for an early handling of the 
case, and this plea is undoubtedly strengthened by the fears so naturally expressed 
by Mr. Churchill that a failure to come to terms with the Turks may gravely 
prejudice the situation in Mesopotamia, the burden of which he has undertaken 
with so much courage, but where the balance may easily be deflected to his 
detriment. 

On the other hand, Mr. Montagu's complaint that by the attitude of the 
Foreign Office we are prevented from exercising any influence at Angora, that we 
can conceive of nothing but official representation there, and that the consequences 
of our apathy are disastrous, seems to me quite unfounded. 

W e have lost no opportunity presented to us of getting, into touch with 
Mustapha Kemal and of ascertaining his views. W  e received Bekir Sami Bey 
when he came as the official representative of the Kemalist Government to London 
last year, and we fnade proposals and concluded agreements with him which were 
ignominously and, in the case of our prisoners, most dishonourably thrown over by 
Mustapha Kemal when his delegation returned to Angora. As regards our 
prisoners, Mustapha Kemal not merely Broke this engagement, but has treated our 
prisoners, including officers of high distinction, with great indignity, ultimately 
forcing us, in order to extricate them before; the forthcoming winter, to. conclude a 
bargain against which the Commander-in-chief at Malta has just protested as 
deplorable and humiliating. 

Nevertheless, when Mustapha Kemal showed an inclination to be brought 
personally into touch with us last July through General Harington, we at once 
gave authority to the latter to proceed. Nothing came of it because Mustapha 
Kemal sought to attach the acceptance of his extreme political claims as a 
condition to discussion. 

Mustapha Kemal can let us know his views any day that he pleases through 
his personal friend and former colleague, Izzet Pasha, now Foreign Minister at 
Constantinople, or through his liaison officer there, Hamid Bey, with both of whom 
our High Commissioner is in constant contact. He has other emissaries in 
Europe: Dr. Nihad Reohad, Jami Bey and Bekir Sami, who can approach us when
ever they please. 

No private person has been stopped or dissuaded from going to Angora except 
General Townshend, whose qualifications were not considered suitable. As 
regards the unofficial representatives of our Allies, I cannot think that their 
reception and experience there have been particularly encouraging. Count Sforza 
gained nothing whatever by his prolongedflirtation with Mustapha Kemal except 
thefinal refusal of the latter to receive the Italian representative, Signor Tuozzi, 
at all. The Frenchfirst tried to come to terms with Mustapha Kemal through 



M. du Caix, their representative in Syria, who negotiated the armistice preparatory 
to a treaty. They next made a separate agreement with Bekir Sami about Cilicia 
and their prisoners, which was at once thrown over by Mustapha Kemal and the 
National Assembly. Since then they have spent the best part of a year in trying to 
negotiate a substitute,first, in Paris, with Bekir Sami Bey (who was once again 
thrown over by Mustapha Kemal), and secondly, at Angora, through the instrumen
tality of M. Franklin-Bouillon, who has paid two, if not three, visits to Angora, 
and is believed, though officially disavowed by the French Government, to have 
made or to be making some, arrangement confined to French prisoners and the 
Cilician frontier. 

These examples are not particularly encouraging. Nor can I see the slightest 
reason to suppose that had any Englishman, official or unofficial, been at Angora 
during the last six months the results would have been very different. More 
probably he would have experienced the fate of Colonel Rawlinson. The time 
may come—I hope it may not be long delayed-when we can again attempt to 
enter into relations with Angora, while not I hope forgetting that there is still 
such a thing as a Government at Constantinople, to which our High Commissioner 
is accredited, and without whose concurrence we cannot negotiate any settlement 
at all. But isolated action will not help us to solve the larger problem any more 
than it has already helped the Italians and the French. The problem remains 
an international problem, and the steps now to be taken for its settlement are in 
my judgment these :— 

(a.) A very early effort to ascertain what are the bases on which mediation 
can now take place with a reasonable prospect of success-such effort 
involving an urgent conference with the Greeks, upon whom we alone 
can exercise a friendly pressure, to be accompanied or followed by a 
similar attempt to resume discussion with the Turks. 

(&.) As soon as the bases have been provisionally determined, a meeting of the 
Supreme Council to draw up the proposed revision of the Treaty of 
Sevres. 

(c.) A summons to Greeks and Turks to attend and receive the revised 
conditions. 

C. OF K. 
Foreign Office, October 7, 1921. 
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Annex I. 

London Proposals (March 1921). 

Admission of Turkey to League of Nations. 
To be facilitated on proof that Turkey is willing to carry out treaty. 

Constantinople. 
36Threat to independence to be withdrawn. Possibility of rapid evacuation of 

para"2'city and Ismid peninsula.

Straits. 
Permanent chairman to be a Turk, with two votes. Demilitarised zone to be ̂ ^^atf 

reduced to
(i.) 25 kilom. either side of Bosphorus. 
(ii.) At Dardanelles, from Gallipoli peninsula to Rodosto, and from Tenedos 

to Karabigha. 
(iii.) Islands in yEgean and Marmora which command Dardanelles, 
(iv.) Possibility of Allied garrisons being limited to Chanak and Gallipoli. 
(v.) Possibility of Turkish troops being allowed in Constantinople, 
(vi.) Possibility of allowing Turkey free passage across demilitarised Bosphorus 

zone. 
Kiirdistan. 

Modification in accord with present circumstances, provided Turkey gives Art. 62. 
facilities for autonomy and for protection of Kurds and Assyrians. 

Smyrna. 
(i.) Turkish sovereignty. Art. 65. 
(ii.) Greek force in Smyrna town. 
(iii.) Outside town, gendarmerie officered by Allies and recruited according to 

population as reported by an Allied Commission. 
(iv.) Administrative personnel to be recruited similarly, 
(v.) Christian Governor appointed by League of Nations, 

 (vi.) Elective Assembly and elective Council. 
(vii.) Annual payment' to Turkey corresponding with prosperity of district, 
(viii.) Revision by League of Nations after five years on demand of either party. 

Armenia.. 
Adaptation, provided Turkey recognises right of Turkish Armenians to Art. 88. 

national home on eastern Turkish frontier and agrees to accept decision of commis
sion appointed by League of Nations as to territory to be transferred to Armenia. 
Judicial Commission. 

Turkey to be represented. Art. 136. 

Military Clauses. 
(i.) Gendarmerie to be increased to 45,000. Special elements'to be increased Art.i52andff, 

to 30,000. 
(ii.) Distribution of Turkish forces to be in agreement with Allies, 
(iii.) Fewer foreign officers and more Turkish officers and n.c.o.'s. 
(iv.) Possible increase of military schools. 
(v.) Extension of periods for demobilisation, reduction of armaments, &c. 

Naval Clauses. 
Possible increase of fleet; , Art.i8iandff. 

Turkish Military, Naval or Air Mission Abroad. 
To be allowed.   A r  t 2 o 7  t 
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Financial Commission. 
Art. 231. (i.) Honorary president to be Turkish. 

, (ii.) Turkish delegate to have vote on all internal questions and consultative 
voice in questions specially affecting Allies. 

(iii.) Parliament to have right to modify budget; but if such modifications 
disturbfinancial equilibrium, budget must be submitted to commission again. 
Concessions. 

Art. 239. Turkish Government to be free to grant concessions, but Minister of Finance 
first to decide with Financial Commission as to desirability of such concessions. 

Art. 362.
Foreign Post Offices. 

 Possibility of suppression. 
-

Art. 317. ,
 "Nationals." 
 Definition of term might be modified. 

Annex II. 

Proposals made by me at Paris in June 1921. 
Smyrna. 

Art. 65 and ff. Lord Curzon proposed and M. Briand agreed to : 
1. An autonomous province under Turkish sovereignty. 
2. A Christian- Governor. 
3. A mixed gendarmerie under Allied officers. 
4. Withdrawal of Greek troops as soon as the gendarmerie was in working order. 

Thrace. 

Art. 84. Lord Curzon proposed : 
 1. Enforcement of minority provisions about Adrianople and the Moslem 

between Allies population. 
T r e a t y

l^ts^T06' 2. Demilitarisation-of an area north-west of the Chatalja lines. 
and 15. 

In reply, M. Briand proposed an international Thrace under international 
gendarmerie. Lord Curzon was unable to accept this. M. Briand then proposed to 
revert to the commission of enquiry, but the question of Thrace was reserved. 

M. Briand was not prepared, in any circumstances, to recognise King 
Constantine. 
Financial Commission. 

Art. 23i. It was agreed that a means of control might be found which, while effective, 
would not offend the Turks. 
Tripartite Agreement.

Lord Curzon suggested the possibility of modifying or abolishing the agreement. 
M. Briand concurred that French and Italian rights might be secured by a formula 
less offensive to Turkey, and it was agreed that a self-denying arrangement between 
Great Britain and France might satisfy Italy. M. Briand hinted at British 
concessions in Mesopotamia. 

Lord Curzon insisted that the protection of minorities must not be allowed to 
lapse. 

The Italian Ambassador made reservations on all points, and especially as to the 
Tripartite Agreement. 

Greece refused the Allied offer of mediation. No proposals on the above lines 
were therefore ever made to her or to Turkey. 



Annex III. 

Text of " National Pact " as printed in the Proceedings of the Turkish 
Chamber of Deputies of February 17, 1920. 

The members of the Ottoman Chamber of Deputies recognise and affirm that 
the independence of the State and the future of the nation can be assured by complete 
respect for the following principles, which represent the maximum of sacrifice which 
can be undertaken in order to achieve a just and lasting peace, and that the 
continued existence of a stable Ottoman Sultanate and society is impossible outside 
of the said principles :— 

First A rticle.-Inasmuch as it is necessary that the destinies of the portions of 
the Turkish Empire which are populated exclusively by an Arab majority, and 
which on the conclusion of the Armistice of the 30th October, 1918, were in the 
occupation of enemy forces, should be determined in accordance with the votes which 
shall be freely given by the inhabitants, the whole of those parts, whether within or 
outside the said Armistice line, which are inhabited by an Ottoman Moslem majority, 
united in religion, in race and in aim, imbued with sentiments of mutual respect for 
each other and of sacrifice, and wholly respectful of each other's racial and social 
rights and surrounding conditions, form a whole which does not admit of division 
for any reason in truth or in ordinance. 

Second Article.-We accept that, in the case of the three sanjaks, which united 
themselves by a general vote to the mother-country when they first were free, recourse 
should again be had, if necessary, to a free popular vote. 

Third Article.—The determination of the juridical status of Western Thrace 
also, which has been made dependent on the Turkish peace, must be effected in 
accordance with the votes which shall be given by the inhabitants in complete 
freedom. 

Fourth Article.—The security of the city of Constantinople, which is the seat of 
the Caliphate of Islam, the capital of the Sultanate and the headquarters of the 
Ottoman Government, and of the Sea of Marmora must be protected from every 
danger. Provided this principle is maintained, whatever decision may be arrived 
at jointly by us and all other Governments concerned, regarding the opening of the 
Bosphorus to. the commerces and traffic of the world, is valid. 

Fifth Article.-—The rights of minorities as defined in the treaties concluded 
between the Entente Powers and their enemies and certain of their associates shall 
be confirmed and assured by us, in reliance on the belief that the Moslem minorities 
in neighbouring countries also will have the benefit of the same rights. 

Sixth Article.—It is a fundamental condition of our life and continued 
existence that we, like every country, should enjoy complete independence and 
liberty in the matter of assuring the means of our development in order that our 
national and economic development should be rendered possible, and that it should 
be possible to conduct affairs in the form of a more up-to-date regular 
administration. 

For this reason we are opposed to restrictions inimical to our development in 
political, judicial, financial and other matters. 

The conditions of settlement of our proved debts shall likewise not be contrary 
to these principles. 

January 28, 1920. 



-CThis-Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government.] 

Printed for the Cabinet. October 1921. 

SECRET. - -

CP. 3385. 

BOYCOTT PLACED BY SINN FEIN ' ON CERTAIN CLASSES OF 
IMPORTED BRITISH GOODS. 

M E M O R A N D U M BY CHIEF SECRETARY FOR IRELAND. 

AT a meeting of Dail Eireann held in March 1921, it was decided to extend the 
boycott, previously only exercised against. Belfast goods, to certain classes of British
made goods. The enforcement of the decision of the Dail was entrusted to the Trade 
Department presided over by Earnan de Blaghd (Ernest Blythe) styling himslf 
" Minister of Trade." 

The first "order," which became operative on the 31st March, was made on the 
23rd March, 1921, and prohibited the importation of certain types of British-made 
agricultural machinery. Four subsequent orders, of which I attach a precis/ 
(Appendix A), were made between March and June 1921 ; the last.one referring to 
certain proprietary articles became operative on the 1st September, 1921, during which 
month it has been posted freely in Dublin. The latter orders differed from the order 
of the 23rd March only inasmuch as they prohibited sale as well as importation. 

The Propaganda Department of Dail Eareann hailed the advent of these orders as 
a genuine attempt to revive and encourage home (e.g., Irish) industries, but, as will be 
seen from the attached copy of thefirst order (Appendix B), importation of the named 
articles from America and the Continent was not forbidden. In fact the Sinn Fein 
emissaries abroad were instructed to point out to manufacturers in their respective 
countries the golden opportunities thus presented to capture what had been before 
practically an English monopoly. 

The following is an extract from the letter of one of the largest agricultural 
implement manufacturers in this country-Messrs. Ruston and Hornsby (Lincoln):— 

" We realise, only too well, that if our imports are kept out and those of 
America and Germany allowed to go in we shall have extreme difficulty in 
subsequently regaining the trade. This is a case where, as business people, we 
feel most strongly that the British Government can and must help us by preventing 
the^ee import of such goods, when ours are rigidly excluded." 
It is not believed that these " orders " issued by Dail Eireann would be observed 

by traders to any marked degree, or that they could be enforced, but it soon became 
apparent that Irish traders who failed to observe these decrees were threatened, and, if 
they persisted, their persons or their property were attacked by the I.R.A. Further, 
flying columns of the IRA. would swoop down from the mountains and destroy 
consignments of goods in transit from England to Irish traders, with the result that 
trade in the proclaimed articles between England and Ireland has now practically 
ceased. 

This interference with trade was not specifically referred to in the terms of the 
truce agreed to between the Commander-in-chief in Ireland and Mr. de Valera in-July, 
and Sinn Fein, taking advantage of the truce, are continuing to do all in their power 
to boycott trade from Northern and Southern Ireland and from Great Britain to 
Ireland. 

This question, as will be seen from the following extract of a statement made by 
the general manager of the Agricultural and General Engineers (Limited) in the 
" Daily Mail " of the 7th instant, has a material bearing on the unemployment problem, 
and I would urge that this question be taken up at the conference with the Sinn Fein 
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delegates to be held next week in London, and the strongest representations made to 
have the embargo removed :— 

" As makers of agricultural machinery, our chief stumbling-block in the hom
trade at present is the Irish situation. Ireland is our best home market. This 
trade, which means so nruch to our employees in wages, has been killed by the 
so-called Irish Republican trade ban. Few people in this country have realised 
that this is a serious ' stopper' on trade. The agents won't stock; the farmers 
won't buy. Why ? Because they know if they do there will be trouble for them, 
and people in Ireland just now are not anxious to make their position more 
difficult than it is. 

" The first business of the Prime Minister when the peace negotiations with 
the Sinn Fein delegates begin will be, I hope, to secure the removal of this ban
the interests of all British manufacturers, and it will help the unemployment 
question greatly in the manufacturing centres." 

H. G. 
Irish Office, London, 

October 7, 1921. 

APPENDIX (A). 

DAIL EIREANN. 

TRADE DEPARTMENT. 

Exclusion of British Goods. 

Order Issued. Class of Goods. Order Operative. Prohibition. 

No. 1. March 23, 1921 Agricultural machinery— March 31, 1921 Importation. 
Binders 
Mowing machines 
Horse mowers 
Swathe turners 
Hay. trolleys (rick shifters) 
Ploughs 
Harrows 
Corn drills 
Root cutters 

No. 2. April 14, 1921 Biscuits May 14, 1921 Importation and sale. 
Boot polishes (including boot 

creams and preparations for 
suede and white shoes) 

Soaps (including soap of all kinds, 
Monkey Brand, Lux, Binso, &c.) 

No. 3. May 5, 1921 Margarine .. May 26, 1921 Importation and sale. 

No. 4. May 18, 1921 Pictorial calendars (whether for May 18, 1921 Importation, sale and 
sale by retailers or for presenta- stocking for sale. 
tion to customers) 

No. 5. June 1, 1921 Preserves (jams, marmalades, &c.) September 1, 1921 Importation and sale. 
Medicated wines (e.g., Wiucarnis, 

Hall's Wine, Winox, &c.) 
Proprietary ointments (e.g., Zairi

buk, Germolene, Harrison's 
Nursery Pomade) 

Proprietary veterinary ointments, 
&c. 



APPENDIX (B). 

DAIL EIREANN. 

TRADE DEPARTMENT. 

IMPORTATION OP BRITISH GOODS. 

Prohibition Order No. 1. 

- IN accordance with the powers conferred on the Ministry by Dail Eireann at its 
session in March 1921, it is hereby ordered that on and after the 31st March, 1921, the 
the importation of British makes of the following agricultural machinery and 
implements is prohibited :— 

Binders. 
Mowing machines.,' 
Horse rakes. 
Swathe turners. 
Hay trolleys (rick shifters). 
Ploughs. 
Harrows. 
Corn drills. 
Root cutters. 

Every" loyal citizen of the Republic is expected to give active support- to the 
Government in making this Order absolute. 

(Signed) -EARNAN DE BLAGH 
^ ERNEST BLYTHE), 

Minister of Trade. 
March 23, 1921. 
N.B.-This Order does not affect the importation of machinery and 

implements from America or the Continent. 
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CONFIDENTIAL. 
CABINET. 

C. P. 3366. ' : 
LEAGUE OP NATIONS. 

Geneva, 
October let , 1921. 

SECOND ASSEMBLY OP THE LIJAGUB O P NATIONS. 

RELIEF WORK I N RUSSIA.. 

. RESOLUTIONS -

ADOPTED B Y THE -ASSEMBLY AT .. ITS\H3ETtNG HELD ON FRIDAY,. 

SEPTEMBER 30th. 1921 (APTII ;U TOO^) 

ON THE REPORT OP THE SIXTH COMMITTEE. 

"After having heard the Report of its Committee and thf 
statement by Dr. Nansen ' - to whose activity and devotim i t le^ppy to pay 
tribute - and after having taken note ,of the generous appeal of 
His Holiness. Pope Benedict XV, on behalf of the famine-stricken 
regions of Russia, the Assembly of the League of Nations adopts 
the following Resolutions:

"1, The Assembly considers it an urgent necessity to 
combat the famine in Russia; it further considers that all efforts 
should be encouraged which, like the Geneva Conference,aim at 
alleviating this scourge. 

'^he Assembly addressee a pressing appeal to private 
organisations in order that the efficacy of the common endeavour 
may be assured by a close co-ordination of all the efforts 
devoted to this cause. 

"The Assembly further expresses a desire that the Govern-
ments of all countries may interest themselves in the efforts of 
their national associations and should grant them, to the greatest 
possible extent, such material and moral support as they may need; 

"2. The Assembly considers that relief work should, be 
extended to include all the regions of former Russia which are 
visited by famine without forgetting the populations of the 
territories of the Republics of Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaidjan. 

, r3. The Assembly has not sufficient information as to the 
influences by which the Soviet Government are moved or the 
conditions under which they are working, hut it considers that 
Dr. Nansen1s successful repatriation of prisoners of war augurs 
well for any enterprise he may be prepared to undertake for the 
relief of famine-stricken regions in Armenia, Azerbaidjan, 
Georgia and Russia. 
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"4. In view of the statements made by members of 
the Committee on behalf *f their Governments to the effect 
that these Governments do not think that under present 
circumstances they can grant official credits, the Assembly 
is of opinion that this fact settles for the time being 
this side of the matter, and disengages the possible 
responsibility of the League of Nations. 

"Nevertheless, the League does not disinterest 
itself in so grave a problem and in the efforts which 
are being made to solve it. It will rest with the Council 
of the League to take up the question, should circumstances 
so demand* and should it consider that its intervention 
could prove both useful and effective. 

The Assembly notes that an International 
Conference has been summoned to meet at Brussels on 
October 6th in order to consider the ^problem of the famine 
raging in Russia and the means of remedying it by the 
concerted action of Governments and private associations. 

"The Assembly expresses the hope that the 
authorised representatives of the Governments may consider 
the most expedient means of coping with the financial 
difficulties of this problem. Amongst the forms of 
relief Which the Governments, might afford, the Assembly 
would urge the importance of gifts in kind from the 
liquidation of war stocks. 

n 6. The Assembly considers that the Committee of 
the League of Nations formed to combat epidemics should be 
invited to co-operate with the associations which have 
undertaken the campaign against infectious diseases in 
Russia and the Caucasus. 

" 7 . The President of the Assembly is requested to 
transmit to His Holiness Pope Benedict XV a copy of 
resolutions mentioned above in the hope that he may find 
therein a proof of the profound appreciation with which 
the League of Nations received the message in which His 
Holiness begged to draw the attention of the representa
tivee of the Governments assembled in Geneva to the 
unhappy plight of the famine-stricken areas in Russia and 
the urgency of alleviating and rendering them assistance. 

"The Assembly takes this opportunity of expressing 
to His Holiness its warmest gratitude for so generous an 
action, which manifests once again the anxiety with which 
His Holiness ever proceeds in the alleviation of all 
suffering.w 



LSAGU3 0? HATIONS. 

RELIEF WORK IK RUSSIA. -y. 

REPORT PRE3^HT3D TO TH3 ASSEIiSLY BY THE SIXTH COMMITTEE. 
Rapporteur: M. MOTTA. 

On geptenter 14-th the Assembly forwarded to the Sixth 
Committee:for consideration "and report the following motion 
proposed "by Dr. Han sen, Delegate of Norway, on September 
9thi 1921 

"That the Assembly refer to a Committee the question 
of the present famine" in Russia. 

"That the Committee consider whether it is advisable 
for the Assembly:

"1. To make a pressing appeal to the Governments to 
provide the necessary credits, and 

"2. To invite-the Council to offer the services of 
the Organisation*for International Credits . to act. as 
trustee for the financial control of any credits made 
available and for the supervision of any security 
provided by the Russian Government against such credits." 

The Sixth C^ammittee' at its meeting on September 28th 
adepted the following report, which it now submits to the -
Assembly:

1. The gravity of the famine is undoubted; the 
problem which Dr. Hansen has laid before the Assembly is 
therefore of the very greatest importance, not only from a 
humanitarian, but also from an economic point of view. 

2. It is also an undoubted fact that- speedy action 
is required in order to assist the millions of human beings 
who are dying of hunger. 

3* Although the Committee has not been called upon to 
formulate a technical opinion on the programme drawn up by 
Dr. Hansen, it nevertheless wishes to express its confidence 
in the energy and devotion which Dr. Hanson has so often 
displayed. The Committee considers Dr. Hanson's previous 
successes especially for the repatriation of prisoners of war 
as serious reasons for thinking that the agreements which he 
has made will enable him to achieve the humanitarian end 
which he has in view. 

4. It would seem both equitable and desirable that 
the Assembly of the League of Hat ions, should address an 
urgent appeed. to the charitable organisations of the whole 
world in order that they should make- a joint effort in 
bringing assistance to the unhappy, population which is dying 
of hunger. * 

Among these organisations the Red Cross Societies 
appear, from their nature and the objects they aim at, as 
being particularly qualified for playing an important part 
in this work. 

This Organisation has been established by the Council of 
the League in connection with the Ter Meulen Scheme. 

- j 



5". The effort of the charitable organisations should 
not be confined only to Russia, but should extend also to 
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia and to tho Caucasian districts 
"in general, as they,'are suffering from a crisis no less 
terrible and their misfortunes have undoubtedly been 
aggravated by tho prolonged occupation of the Bolshevik armies.' 

6. Several statements made loy Members of the Coi.md.ttee 
on behalf of their Governments aro to the effect that these 
Governments did not think thaO under the present circumstances 
they could grant official credits. This fait settles for 
the tine being this.side of the matter, and disengages the 
possible responsibility of the league of Nations. 

Nevertheless, the League does not disinterest itself 
in so grave a problem and in the efforts which are being 
made to solve it. It will rest with the Council of the 
League to take up the question should circumstances so demand, 
and should it conaider that its intervention Could prove both 
useful and. effective. 

7. On the other hand, the Committee thinks that it 
should adopt Dr. Nansen1a suggestion to the effect that the 
. Governments should be asked to give up for the work of 
assisting Russia such military stocks (food, clothing, etc) 
as nay be at their disposal. , , . , 

8. The Committee recommends that the Epidemics 
Committee of the League of Nations should co-operate with 
the organisations Which are combating typhus and cholera in 
Russia. ' 

9* finally j the Committee' is of opinion that tlie 
Assembly should take note of the summoning of the above"1 

mentioned Conference at Brussels, while, at the same time, 
refraining from- expressing a decisive opinion with regard to 
this Conference. 

' The Sixth -Committee adopted at the same time the 
following resolutions, completing the above report, which it 
now likewise submits to the Assembly:

"After having heard the Report of its Committee and 
the statement by Dri Nansen * to whose activity and devotion
it is happy to. pay tribute - and after having baleen note of the 
generous appeal of His Holiness Pope Benedict XV, on behalf
of the famine-stricken regions of Russia, the.-assembly of the 
League of Nations adopted the followingResolutions 

"1. The Assembly considers it an urgent necessity to 
combat the famine in Russia;, it further considers that all 
efforts should be encouraged which, like the Geneva Conference, 
airn at alleviating this scourge. 

"The Assembly addresses a pressing appeal to private 
organisations in order that the efficacy of the common 
endeavour may be assured by a close co-ordonation of all the 
efforts devoted to this cause. '-.':.-""/ 

T h e Assembly further expresses a desire that the 
Governments of all.-..countries may Interest themselves in the 
efforts of their national associations and should grant them, 
to the greatest possible extent, such material and moral 
support as they nay need. 
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"2. Tho Assembly.considers that relief work should be 
extended to -:include a l l the regions of former Russia which are 
visited, by..famine without,forgetting the populations of the 
territories of the Republics of Armenia, Georgia and 
Azerbaijani 

ri£.,The Assembly notes that an International 
Conference has been summoned to meet at Brussels oh October 
6th in order to consider the problem of the famine raging in 
Russia and the means of remedying it by the concerted 
action of' Governments and private associations. 

The Assembly expresses the hope that the authorised 
representatives of the Governments may consider the most 
expedient means of coping with the financial difficulties of 
this problem. Amongst the forms of rel ief which the Govern
ments might afford, the Assembly would urge the importance of 
gifts in kind from the liquidation of war stocks. 

"4. The Assembly considers that the Committee of the 
League of Nations formed to combat epidemics should be 
invited to co-operate with the associations which have 
undertaken, the campaign against infectious diseases in Russia 
and the Caucasus. 

" % The President of the Assembly is requested to 
transmit to His Holiness the Pope Benedict XV a copy of the 
four resolutions above mentioned in the hope that he may find 
therein a proof of the profound appreciation with/which the 
League of Nations received the message in which His Holiness 
had begged to draw the attention of the Representatives of 
the Governments assembled in Geneva to the unhappy plight of 
the famine-stricken areas in Russia and the urgency of 
alleviating and rendering them assistance. 

"The Assembly takes this opportunity of expressing to 
His Holiness its warmest gratituue for so generous an action, 
which manifests once again the anxiety with which His Holiness 
ever proceeds in the alleviation of a l l suffering." 

2 Whitehall Gardens, 

October 10th, 1921. 



DIRECTORATE 01? INTELLIGENCE 
(Home Office) 

SSOKEJ Scotland House, S.W.I. 
Special Report No. 23 10th October, 1921. 

N;*imm0XBI) DEMONSTRATION ON THURSDAY 
ycJj OCTOBER 13 th 

oOo 

The National Administrative Council of Unemployed has 
issued the following instructions to all committees for the 
"week of national agitation": 

"All Unemployed Committees are to make definite 
arrangements that the deputations and demonstrations on 
Thursday, October 13th, should be simultaneously at the 
hour of 3.0 p.m. 

"No Committees must allow their efforts to relax 
after Thursday, but rather, if possible, they should 
increase the agitation, not being content with mere 
assurances or meet half-way proposals by the Local 
Authorities, but cut for the main essential and 
definite object ^ORK OR FULL MAINTENANCE'. 

nDon*t' attempt to stand on ceremony with these 
people, if they are antagonistic, refuse to see you, or 
may be on holidays, just give them to understand that .\?ou 
mean business. The time and day for constitutional 
action has long past. It ig now three years after the 
Armistice and our numbers are still increasing. IT 
IS NOT THE TIMS FOR PARLOUR TALK. IT IS THE TIME FOR 
ACTION. Never allow it to be said that the clergy are 
the only people who believe in and use DIRECT ACTION. 
Let us get a little of the Vint Laughland developed 
in our action, there will be no doubt them vshatever 
as to the presence of the unemployed. 'UP THE 
mi EMPLOYED1." 
Members of the National Administrative Council of 

Unemployed have also been instructed to hold themselves in 
readiness to attend a deputation to the Government on 
Thursday, October 13th. 
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A. 77o. 1921. 
RESOLUTION 

X 0 19. 

5383 ) 1 Geneve, 
r\\ i le i ?  octobre 1921. 

D E U X I E M E ASSEMBLEE D E LA SOCIETE D E S NATIONS 

Reduction des Armements 

R E S O L U T I O N S 
A D O P T E E S PAR L'ASSEMBLEE DANS SA SEANCE D U SAMEDI OCTOBRE 

(APRES-MIDI) 
a la suite du rapport de la troisieme Commission. 

L "Assemblee, remerciant M. Branting, president de la troisieme Commission, 
et le rapporteur, Lord Robert Cecil, de leur ceuvre precieuse et convaincue de la 
necessite et de 1'urgence de passer du domaine des declarations de principe dans 
celui des realisations, approuve le rapport de la troisieme Commission et les reso
lutions suivantes proposees par ladite Commission au sujet de la reduction des 
armements: — 

1. II conviendrait que la Commission temporaire mixte soit priee de continuer 
1'ceuvre qu'elle a commencee. 

2. La Commission temporaire sera priee de faire des propositions en tracant 
les lignes generates d'un plan de reduction des armements nationaux et, afin d'en 
assurer la precision, ces propositions- revetiront--la- forme d'un projet de traite 
ou d'un autre projet egalement precis, qui sera presente au Conseil, si possible, 
avant la reunion de 1'Assemblee 1'an prochain. 

Pour permettre a la Commission temporaire mixte d'accomplir cette tache, 
le Conseil sera prie de renforcer la Commission temporaire mixte. 

3. Une enquete statistique sur les armements des differents pays sera 
faite selon le programme formule dans le corps du.rapport de la troisieme Com
mission. 

4. La Commission temporaire mixte sera priee de continrer 1'examen des 
questions de la fabrication privee et du trafic des armes. 

5. Le Conseil sera prie d'inviter tous les Membres de la Societe et les Etats 
interesses qui ne sont pas Membres de la Societe a prendre part a une Conference 
internationale sur la fabrication privee et le commerce des armes, qui devra se reunir 
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dans le plus bref delai possible et a la date qui sera fixee sous la responsabilite du 
Conseil. II est tres desirable que cette date soit anterieure a la prcchaine session de 
r Assemblee. 

La Commission temporaire mixte sera chargee de preparer le programme de 
la Conference et de lui soumettre un projet de Convention. 

6. II sera vivement recommande a tous les Etats signataires de la Convention 
de Saint-Germain sur le trafic des armes, Membres de la Societe des Nations ou non, 
de ratifier cette Convention le plus tot possible; en meme temps, tous les Etats 
non signataires sont pries d'adherer a la Convention. 

L'Assemblee exprime son vif desir de voir la Conference du desarmement 
qui aura lieu prochainement a Washington, insister resolument sur 1'importance de 
cette question., . 

7. L'Assemblee, prenant acte du vceu exprime dans le rapport de la Commis
sion temporaire mixte pour la reduction des armements au sujet de Topportunite 
qu'il y aurait a prendre des mesures en vue d'empecher 1'importation en temps de 
paix, d'armes et de munitions provenant de pays ou le trafic demeure sans controle, 
invite le Conseil a preparer, a cet effet, un projet de protocole qui serait soumis a 
1'examen des divers Gouvernements. Elle tient, en meme temps, a exprimer son 
espoir que cette procedure ne pourra, en aucune maniere, retarder la ratification 
gen^rale de la Convention de. Saint-Germain. 

Les mesures a prendre eventuellement pour la destruction du surplus des 
stocks de munitions pourront faire 1'objet d'un examen de la part de la Commis
sion temporaire mixte. 

8. Sous reserve des conditions y enoncees, la recommandation de la premiere 
Assemblee, tendant a ce que les Membres de la Societe s 'engagentane pas depasser, 
au cours des deux prochaines anneesfinancieres, la somme totale de leurs depenses 
militaires, navales et aeriennes prevue au budget de la presente annee, sera de nou
veau transmise a tous. les Membres de la Societe, ainsi qu'un releve des reponses 
a cette recommandation qui sont deja parvenues. 

9. Que la Commission temporaire mixte soit priee d'etudier — de concert 
avec la Commission permanente consultative — s'il y a lieu d'adresser un appel 
aux savants de tout 1'univers pour les prier de rendre publiques leurs decouvertes 
sur les gaz toxiques et autres questions semblables, afin de reduire au minimum 
la probabilite de leur emploi dans une guerre future. 

10. II conviendrait qu'une propagande en f aveur de la reduction des armements 
dans les conditions prevues par le Pacte, fut faite avec conviction et enthou
siasme parmi toutes les nations. 

11. Comme suite a la troisieme resolution de la premiere Assemblee, 1'Assem
blee est d'avis que le Secretariat soit prie de completer 1'organisation de la Section 
du Secretariat chargee de la question de la reduction des armements. Elle es
t ime que cette Section doit etre dotes d'une direction speciale, .ou d'une organi
sation ofHcielle analogue, tout a fait distincte et au besoin en sus de ceiles 
deja prevues par la quatrieme Commission de 1'Assemblee. 



A. 178.1921. 
RESOLUTION 

N 0 19 

Geneva, 
October 11 1921. 

SECOND ASSEMBLY OF T H E L E A G U E OF NATIONS. 

Reduction of Armaments 

RESOLUTIONS 

A D O P T E D B Y T H E ASSEMBLY AT ITS MEETING . H E L D ON 
S A T U R D A Y , OCTOBER IST, 1921 (AFTERNOON) 

j(on the Report of the Third Committee). 

The Assembly thanks Mr. Branting, Chairman of the Third Committee, and 
the Rapporteur, Lord Robert Cecil, for their valuable work. It is convinced of 
the urgent necessity of passing beyond the stage of the enunciation of principles 
and of proceeding to carry them into practical effect. The Assembly' therefore 
approves the report and the following resolutions submitted by the Third 
Committee with reference to the reduction of a r m a m e n t s : 

1. That it is desirable that the Temporary Mixed Commission should be asked 
to continue the work which it has begun. 
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2. That the Temporary Mixed Commission be asked to make proposals on general 
lines for the reduction of national armaments which, in order to secure precision, 
should be in the form of a draft treaty or other equally definite plan, to be presented 
to the Council, if possible, before the Assembly next year. 

In order to enable the Temporary Mixed Commission to accomplish this task, 
the Council should be asked to strengthen the Temporary Mixed Commission. 

3. That a statistical investigation be made with regard to the armaments of 
the various countries upon the lines indicated in the body of the Report of the 
Third Committee. 

4. That the Temporary Mixed Commission be requested to continue the 
examination of the question of the private manufacture of armaments and the 
trade in arms. 

5. That the Council be requested to invite all the Members of the League and 
interested States which are not Members of the League to take part in an Inter
national Conference on the private manufacture of a r m s . and the trade in 
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arms, which should meet as soon as possible at a date to be fixed under the 
responsibility of the Council. It is considered highly desirable that this date should 
be prior to the next session of the Assembly. 

The Temporary Mixed Commission should be entrusted with the task of pre
paring the programme of the Conference and of submitting to it a draft convention. 

6. That the urgent importance of ratifying the Convention at the earliest 
possible moment be strongly impressed on all the States signatories to the Arms 
Traffic Convention of St. Germain, whether Members of the League of Nations or 
not, and that at the same time all non-signatory States be invited to adhere to 
the Convention. 

The Assembly expresses its earnest desire that the importance of this 
subject may be strongly urged at the forthcoming Conference on Disarmament 
at Washington. 

7. The Assembly, taking note of the view expressed in the Report of the 
Temporary Mixed Commission on the Reduction of Armaments with regard to 
the desirability of making provision for excluding the import of arms and am
munition in t ime of peace from countries in which the traffic is,uncontrolled, 
invites the Council to prepare a draft protocol for this purpose for the consider
ation of the various Governments. At the same t ime it expresses the earnest 
hope that this procedure will not in any way be permitted to delay the general 
ratification of the Convention of St. Germain. 

The steps that may eventually have to be taken for the destruction of the 
surplus stocks of munitions may be considered by the Temporary Mixed Commission. 

8. That, subject to the conditions . set out in the recommendation of the 
First Assembly, the recommendation that Members of the League should 
undertake not to exceed for the next two financial years following the present 
year the sum total of expenditure on military, naval and air forces provided for 
in the budget of that year, be again forwarded to all Members of the League, 
together with a statement showing the replies already received to this recom
mendacion. 

9. That the Temporary Mixed Commission be asked to examine — in consul
tation with the Permanent Advisory Commission — whether it is advisable to 
address an appeal to the scientific men of the world to publish their discoveries 
in poison gas and similar subjects, so as to minimise the likelihood of their being 
used in any future war. 

10. That it is desirable that propaganda in favour of the reduction of arma
ments, as contemplated in the Covenant, should be carried out with earnestness 
and conviction among all nations. 

11. In pursuance of the third Resolution of the First Assembly, the Assembly 
is of opinion that the Secretariat should be asked to complete the organisation 
of the Section of the Secretariat dealing with the question of the reduction of 
armaments, and that this Section should have a directorship of its own, or other 
equivalent official organisation, quite separate from and, if necessary, in addition 
to, those already proposed by the Fourth Committee of the Assembly. 
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(Communique au Conseil, aux A. 158. 3921. 
Membres de la Society et aux 

Delegues a 1'Assemblee.) 

Geneve, 
le 27 septembre 1921. 

SOCIETE DES NATIONS 
/ 

R E D U C T I O N D E S A R M E M E N T S 

RAPPORT 
PRESENTE PAR LA TROISIEME COMMISSION 

Rapporteur: LORD ROBERT CECIL, 
Representant de 1'Afrique du Sud. 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

R E D U C T I O N O F A R M A M E N T S 

REPORT 
PRESENTED BY T H E THIRD COMMITTEE 

Rapporteur: LORD ROBERT CECIL, 
Representative of South Africa. 



SOCIBTEjjDES NATIONS 

It EDUCTI i HV W E S A It M E M E N T S 

R A P P O R T D E LA TROISIEME COMMISSION D E U A S S E M B L E E 

Rapporteur: Lord R O B E R T CECIL. 

La question de la reduction des armements avait ete examinee par la premiere 
Assemblee qui avait conclu en adoptant trois resolutions et un vceu. 

Voici la troisieme resolution qui, sous certains rapports, etait la plus importante: 

K La Commission, convaincue que le maintien de la paix exige la reduc
tion des armements, conformement aux principes - enonces a 1'article 8 du 
Pacte et dans le preambule de la partie V des Traites. de Paix de Versailles, 

' Saint-Germain et Neuilly, qui prevoit le desarmement de certaines Puissances 
signataires s en vue de rendre possible la preparation d'une limitation generale 
des armements de toutes les nations w; 

a S'associant a la declaration du Conseil supreme du 8 mars dernier: a que, 
afin d'attenuer les difficultes economiques de 1'Europe, il est desirable de 
remettre partout les armees sur le pied de paix, de limiter les armements au 
minimum compatible avec la securite nationale et d'inviter la Societe des 
Nations a examiner le plus tot possible des propositions a cet effet M; 

a Et au voeu de la' Conference financiere de Bruxelles : K que le Conseil 
de la Societe des Nations confere au plus tot avec les differents Gouverne
ments interesses en vue d'obtenir leur agrement a une reduction generale 
de la charge ecrasante que les armements, dans leur etat actuel, font peser sur 

- les populations appauvries du monde, englouiissant leurs ressources et com-. 
promettant leur restauration, apres les ravages de la guerre a ; 

((N'ignorant pas, d'autre part, que la limitation definitive et generale des 
armements est subordonnee d'abord, comme condition prealable et sous la 
responsabilite des Puissances signataires des Traites de Paix, a Texecution 
complete de la reduction des armements imposee par les dits Traites a certaines 
de ces Puissances; puis a 1'exercice eventuel du droit d'investigation reconnu 
par les Traites au Conseil de la Societe des Nations, afin de maintenir cette re
duction; enfin a la collaboration des autres grands Etats militaires, qui jus
qu'ici sont restes en dehors de la Societe: 

a Propose au Gonseil: 

a) D'inviter la Commission permanente consultative pour les ques
tions militaires, navales et aeriennes a completer rapidement ses etudes 
techniques s u r T e t a t actuel des armements; 

b) De charger, a titre temporaire, une Commission composee de 
personnalites possedant la competence voulue en matieres politique, 
sociale et economique de preparer, pour soumission au Conseil dans un 
avenir prochain, toutes etudes et propositions sur la question de la reduc
tion des armements, prevue a Particle 8 du Pacte ; 

c) De creer au Secretariat general un service charge de la documen
tation sur ces matieres, et en meme temps, destine a servir d'intermediaire 
pour 1'echange des renseignements prevus par le Pacte, et a leur assurer la 
plus large publicite; 

d) De faire etudier le mecanisme en vertu duquelpourraientetreveri
fiees les informations militaires dont 1'echange est prevu a Particle 8 du 
Pacte, le jour ou le principe de cette verification mutuelle entre les Membres 
de la Societe pourrait etre consacre grace a un amendement au Pacte. * 

Les demarches faites par le Conseil en vue d'appliquer les propositions precises 
presentees dans cette resolution sont indiquees dans le rapport sur les travaux du 



L E A G U E OF NATIONS 

R E D U C T I O N OF A R M A M E N T S 

REPORT OF T H E T H I R D COMMITTEE OF T H E ASSEMBLY. 

Rapporteur: Lord R O B E R T CECIL 

The question of reduction of armaments was considered at the First Assembly, 
and it arrived at three resolutions and one recommendation on the subject. The 
third resolution, which was in some respects the most important, ran as follows:— 

"The Committee, being convinced that the maintenance of peace demands 
the reduction of armaments, in accordance with the principles set forth in 
Article 8 of the Covenant and in the preamble of Part V of the Treaties of 
Peace of Versailles, Saint-Germain, and Neuilly, which declare that the dis
armament of certain Powers signatory to those Treaties be provided for 'in 
order to render possible the initiation of a general limitation of the arma
ments of all nations'; 

"And associating itself with the pronouncement of the Supreme Council 
on March 8th last that, 'in order to diminish the economic difficulties of Europe, 
armies should everywhere be reduced to a peace footing, that armaments 
should be limited to the lowest possible figure compatible with national 
security, and that the League of Nations be invited to examine proposals to 
that, end without delay; 

"And with the Resolution of the International Financial Conference at 
. Brussels, Recommending most earnestly to the Council of the League of Nations 

the desirability of conferring at once, and agreeing with, the several Govern
ments concerned, with a view to securing a general reduction of the crushing 
burdens which, on their existing scale, armaments still impose on the impo
verished peoples of the world, sapping their resources and imperilling their 
recovery fffem the ravages of war' ; 

"Realising on the other hand, that a complete and comprehensive scheme 
of disarmament depends upon the following conditions: first, under the 
responsibility of the Powers signatory to the Treaties of Peace, upon the complete 
fulfilment of the reduction of armaments imposed by the abovementioned 
Treaties upon certain of these Powers; secondly, upon the exercise, as occasion 
may demand, of the right of investigation accorded by these Treaties to the 
Council of the League of Nations, in order to maintain this reduction; and, 
lastly, on the collaboration of the other great military Powers which have 
hitherto remained outside the League: 

"Invite the Council:— 

(a) To request the Permanent Advisory Commission for Military. 
Naval and Air Questions rapidly to complete its technical examination 
into the present condition of armaments; 

(6) To instruct a temporary Commission, composed of persons pos
sessing the requisite competence in matters of a political, social and eco
nomic nature, to prepare for submission to the Council in the near future 
reports and proposals for the reduction of armaments as provided for 
by^Article 8 of the Covenant; 

(c) To form within the Secretariat a section to serve as a centre of 
information for the Commission in question, and also as a channel for the 
publication and exchange of the information referred to in the Covenant. 

(d) To consider the mechanism by means of which the military inform
ation^to be exchanged under the provisions of Article 8 of the Covenant; 
can be verified, in the event of the principle of mutual verification by 
Members of the League being confirmed by an amendment to the Covenant." 

The action taken by the Council in pursuance of the definite proposals here 
made will be found in the report to the Second Assembly on the work of the Council 
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Conseil, presente a la seconde Assemblee (voir pages 75 a 81). On remarquera qu'au
cun resultat pratique n'a ete obtenu quant a la proposition a). La Commission 
consultative permanente a redige un questionnaire a ce sujet, mais le Conseil 
a estime qn'il n"etait pas opportun de le distribuer. On propose maintenant d'adop
ter une methode quelque peu differente pom traiter la question. Un travail assez 
important a ete accompli en ce qui concerne la proposition b). La Commission 
temporaire a etc designee, comme il est dit aux pages 74 et 75 du rapport ci-dessus 
mentionne. Malheureusement, pour des raisons dans lesquelles il n'est pas necessaire 
d'entrer ici, la Commission temporaire ne s'est pas reunie avant le 16 juillet de cette 
annee et n'a pu tenir, par suite, que cinq seances, ce qui a necessairement l imiteTeten
due du travail qu'elle a pu accomplir Toutefois, meme dans ces conditions, nous 
trouvons dans son lapport beaucoup d'elements de valeur. La lecture de cette 
piece montre que k Commission a presente certains vceux qui ont ete examines 
par notre Commission, qui s'en est occupe en les repartissant entre les rubriques 
suivantes: 

I. Statistiques, 

La Commission a rappele la resolution adoptee par la premiere Assemblee 
d'apres laquelle, tout en reconnaissant que la reduction definitive et ginirale des 
armements est subordonnee 'a certaines conditions prealables, 1'Assemblee expri
mait le desir que les premieres mesures tendant au desarmement soient prises sans 
retard; 

La constatation de la puissance militaire actuelle des differents Etats est 
une des conditions preliminaires du desarmement. Par consequent, il est necessaire 
de faire une enquete statistique mettant en evidence la situation des armements 
avant la guerre et la situation actuelle. I I faudra, de plus, des elements d'ordre 
militaire et budgetaire permettant d'apprecier la puissance militaire des differents. 
Etat s et les mesures qu'ils auraient deja adoptees pour la reduction de leurs 
armements. II ne faut pas, d'autre part, meconnaitre la situation de chaque Etat au 
point de vue de sa securite nationale; 

En consequence, la Commission propose a 1'Assemblee : 

a) Qu'une enquete statistique soit faite sur les armements des differents 
pays pour les annees 1913 et 1921. Cette enquete devra relever les donnees 
indiquees dans le programme formule par la Commission temporaire mixte aux 
pages 7 et 8 de son rapport au Conseil. . 

b) Qu'au sujet de la methode a suivre, on commence par recueillir tous 
les renseignements possibles sur la base des traites internationaux, publications 
officielles, documents ec discussions parlementaires, annuaires et autres sources 
d'informations publiques, mais que, le cas echeant, Tenquete soft completee, 
en ce qui concerne les Membres de la Societe des Nations, au moyen d'un ques
tionnaire sur la base du programme approuve. 

c) Que les Gouvernements soient pries de bien vouloir fournir au Secre
tariat de la Societe des Nations: 

1. Les budgets de la guerre, de la marine et de 1'aviation pour les annees 
1913 et 1921; 

2. Le budget general pour 1'ensemble des ministeres pour les annees 
1913 et 1921; 

3. Les rapports et les comptes rendus des discussions parlementaires 
relatifs aux budgets de la guerre et de la marine en 1913 et 1921, et en 
general tous travaux legislatifs ou autres publications permettant de deter

- miner la politique militaire de chaque Etat ; 
4. Le texte des lois d'organisation des armees de terre et de mer. 

d) Qu'aussit6t que possible chacun des gouvernements soit prie de fournir 
- un expose des considerations qu'il croira devoir presenter relativement aux 

exigences de sa securite nationale, de ses obligations internationales, de sa 
situation geographique et de ses conditions speciales. 

Les gouvernements seront specialement pries d'indiquer separement 
quelles sont les forces de police et militaires qu'ils estiment indispensables 
pour leur securite interieure et les depenses y relatives. 

e) Que la responsabilite de 1'execution de ces resolutions soit laissee au Secre
tariat sous la direction de la Commission temporaire et du Conseil, et que le Secre
tariat soit mis en mesure d'assurerrapidementledepouillementet la coordination 



at pages 75 to 81. It will be noticed that as to proposal (a),no practical result has 
been achieved. The Permanent Advisory Commission drew up a questionnaire 
on the subject, but the Council decided it was not desirable to send it out. It is 
now proposed that the matter should, to some extent, be dealt with in a different 
way. As to proposal (b) a good deal has been done. The Temporary Commission 
has been appointed as set out on pages 74 and 75 of the above-mentioned report. 
Unfortunately, owing to reasons into which it is not necessary now to enter, the 
Temporary Commission did not meet until July 16th of this year, and has conse
quently only been able to hold some five meetings, which has necessarily restricted 
the work it has been able to do. Still even so, there is much that is valuable in its 
report. An examination of that document will show that the Commission has made 
certain recommendations which have been examined by this Committee, and they 
have dealt with them under the following heads: 

I. Statistics. 

The Committee took note of the resolution adopted by the first Assembly 
in accordance with which the Assembly, while recognising that the final and general 
limitatior: of armaments is subordinate to certain preliminary' conditions, expressed 
the wish that the first steps towards disarmament should be taken without 
delay; 

One of the preliminary conditions is the ascertainment of the present military 
strength of the various States, and, consequently, it is necessary to carry out a 
statistical investigation which would bring into clear relief the ante-bellum and the 
present position of armaments. To this should be added such information of a 
military and budgetary nature as will allow of an accurate estimate being formed 
of the military power of the various States and of the measures which they may 
have already adopted for the reduction of their armaments. Nor must the 
position of each State from the point of view of its national security be 
overlooked." 

The Committee therefore proposes: 

(a) That a statistical investigation should be carried, out with regard 
to the armaments of the various countries for the years 1913 and 1921. The 
enquiry should bring out the facts indicated in the programme drawn up by 
the Temporary Mixed Commission in pages 7 and 8 of its report to the Council. 

(6) That with regard to the method to be followed, a beginning should 
be made by gathering all possible information to be obtained from international 
treaties, official publications, parliamentary papers and debates, year books 
and other public sources of information; but that, if need be, the enquiry should 
be completed, as far as the Members of the League of Nations are Concerned, 
by means of a questionnaire based upon the programme which has been 
approved. 

(c) That the Governments should be asked to furnish, to the Secretariat 
of the League of Nat ions:— 

1. The military, naval and air budgets for the years 1913 and 1921; 

2. The general budget for all the Ministries for the years 1913 and 
1921; 

3. The reports and minutes of parliamentary debates relative to 
military, naval and air estimates in 1913 and 1921, and, in general, all 
legislative documents and other publications which throw light on the 
military policy of each State; 

4. The text of the laws determining the organisation of the land 
and sea forces; . 

(d) That, as soon as possible, each of the Governments should be asked 
to furnish a statement of the considerations it may wish to urge in regard 
to the requirements of its national security, its international obligations,, its 
geographical situation and its special circumstances. . 

The Governments should be especially requested to indicate separately 
the police and military forces which they consider indispensable for the pre
servation of domestic order, and the expenditure entailed thereby. 

(e) That the responsibility for carrying out these Resolutions should be left to 
the Secretariat, under the direction of the Temporary Commission and of the Coun
ci land that the Secretariat should be enabled to deal as rapidly as possible with 



des elements statistiques et de la documentation qui lui seront adresses, faisant 
aussi appel, en cas de besoin, a la cooperation de correspondants competents 
dans les differents pays, choisis par la Section des Armements sous le contrSle 
de la Commission temporaire. 

Le Secretariat devra etre airtorise a publier, de temps a autre, avec le 
consentement de la Commission temporaire mixte et du Conseil, des rap
ports sur les resultats partiels de 1'enquete, sans attendre l'accomplissement 
integral des operations de relevement statistique. 

/) Que 1'enquete une fois terminee pour les annees 1913 et 1921, il soit 
laisse au Conseil le soin de la tenir a jour pour les annees suivantes et d'en 
faire poursuivre 1'execution par les organes competents. 

Ces resolutions adoptent en realite les recommandations faites en 1'espece par 
la Commission temporaire. Elles vont neanmoins plus loin sur un point particulier: 
La proposition tendant a demander aux Gouvernements de fournir 1'etat detaille 
des forces dont ils ont besoin pour maintenir 1'ordre interieur, part du point de vue 
que la Societe des Nations n'a pas en general a s'occuper de ce genre de troupes.; 
leur importance et leurs effectifs constituent au premier chef une question interieure 
qui n'affecte pas en elle-meme la situation internationale. Le reste des forces de 
chaque Etat a pour objet de combattre les ennemis exterieurs et c'est cette frac
tion des forces dont il incombe a la Societe des Nations d'obtenir la reduction. II 
est extremement important de signaler aux nations du monde quelle partie des 
credits et des effectifs attribues aux armements est due directement aux craintes 
et a la suspicion qui regnent entre les nations en raison de la relativite de leur 
securite respective. Ce n'est, en effet, qu'en se penetrant de cette verite qu'on 
pourra adresser a la raison et a la conscience de 1'humanite un appel efficace en 
faveur d'une reduction considerable des armements. 

II. Fabrication privde et commerce des armes. 

Le chapitre suivant du rapport de la Commission temporaire dont s'est occupe 
la Commission, est relatif a la fabrication privee et au commerce des armes. -

Ces questions sont traitees ensemble par la Commission temporaire. II n'est 
pas douteux en effet qu'elles se touchent de pres, car il est evident qu'un controle 
exerce sur la vente des armes modifierait tres considerablement la question de leur 
fabrication. Ce sont la cependant des questions distinct.es et il peut se faire que Ton 
doive leur appliquer des mesures internationales distinctes. La fabrication privee 
des armes est envisagee de la facon suivante par le Pacte: II reconnait que cette 
fabrication implique certaines consequences nefastes qu'il ne definit pas et sti
pule que les Membres de la Societe doivent se mettre d"accord pour trouver un 
moyen d'y remedier. II est evident que Ton doit franchir deux stades preliminaries 
avant de pouvoir lutter contre ces maux. II faut d'abord les examiner, puis definir 
leur caractere; alors, seulement, pourront etre presentees des propositions 
destinees a les combattre. 

La Commission a done ete d'avis: 

1. Que la Commission temporaire, aidee par le Secretariat, continue a examiner 
1'ensemble de la question. 

2. Que 1'Assemblee prie le Conseil d'inviter tous les Membres de la Societe et 
les Etats interesses qui ne sont pas Membres de la Societe a prendre part a une 
Conference internationale sur la fabrication privee et le commerce des armes, dans 
la mesure oil ce sujet n'aura pas ete traite anterieurement, conference qui devra 
se reunir dans le plus bref delai possible et a la date qui sera fixee sous la responsa
bilite du Conseil..II est tres desirable que cette date soit anterieure a la prochaine 
session de 1'Assemblee. 

La Commission temporaire mixte sera chargee de preparer le programme de 
la Conference et de lui soumettre un pro jet de Convention. 

Certains Membres de la Commission desireraient vivement que Ton fixat une 
date extreme pour la reunion de la Conference, mais la majorite de la Commission 
a ete d'avis que la fixation d'une date pourrait entrainer dans la pratique de serieux 
inconvenients et qu'il suffirait d'indiquer qu'a son sens il conviendrait que la Confe
rence eut lieu avant la reunion de'la prochaine Assemblee. 

777. Trafic des armes. 

On remarquera dans le texte de la derniere. resolution qui a ete citee que la 
Commission recommande a la Conference d'etudier egalement .1a question du 
trafic des armes. II est, en effet, imperatif d'etablir un controle sur 1'exportation et 
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the work of summarising and co-ordinating the statistical data and the docu
ments sent to it, and should be enabled also, in case of need, to call upon the 
co-operation of competent correspondents in the various countries chosen 
by the Armaments Section under the supervision of the Temporary Commission. 

The Secretariat should be authorised to publish from time to time, with 
the consent of the Temporary Mixed Commission and of the Council, reports 
on the partial results of its investigation, without waiting till the results of 
the statistical enquiry have been fully co-ordinated. 

(/) That once the enquiry has been carried out for the years 1913 and 
1921, the Council should be responsible for keeping it up to date for the 
succeeding years and for having it put into execution by competent bodies. 

These resolutions in effect accept the recommendations on the points made 
by the Temporary Commission. In one point, however, they go further. The pro
posal that the Governments should make specific returns of what they require 
for the preservation of domestic order is based on the consideration that with these 
forces the League of Nations is not directly concerned. Their size and strength are pri
marily a domestic matter, and do not in themselves affect the international situation. 
The rest of the forces of each State is for the purpose of combating foreign foes, 
and it is this portion of the forces which it is the duty of the League of Nations 
to reduce. It is of great importance that the peoples of the world should be made 
aware how much of the money and personnel devoted to armaments is the direct 
consequence of international fear and suspicion, by reason of the relativity of 
their respective state of safety. It is only by a realisation of this truth that an 
effective appeal can be made to the reason and conscience of mankind in favour 
of a serious reduction of armaments. .' 

II . Private Manufacture of and Trade in Arms. 

The next point in the Temporary Commission^ report dealt with by the Com
mittee was that concerning private manufacture of armaments and trade in arms. 

These matters are to a certain extent dealt with together by the Temporary 
Commission, and they are no doubt very closely related, since it. is evident that 
the control over the trade in arms would make a very material difference in the 
question of their manufacture. Still they are separate questions, and may well 
have to be dealt with by separate international action. The position of the 
private manufacture of arms under the Covenant is that it is recognised to 
involve evil consequences which are not defined, and that the Members of the 
League are to agree to find a remedy for them. It is obvious that there are two 
stages necessary before the evils can be dealt with. They must first be examined 
and their nature ascertained; proposals for dealing with them can then be made. 

The Committee were therefore of opinion:— 

1. That the Temporary Commission, aided by the Secretariat, should continue 
its investigations into the whole subject; and 

2. That the Assembly should request the Council to invite all the Members of 
the League and interested States, which are not Members of the League, to take part 
in an International Conference on the Private Manufacture of Arms and the Trade 
in Arms, so far as it has not been dealt with earlier, which should meet as soon 
as possible at a date to be fixed under the responsibility of the Council. It is 
considered highly desirable that this date should be. prior to the next Session of 
the Assembly. 

The Temporary Mixed Commission should be entrusted with the task of pre
paring the programme of the Conference and of submitting to it a draft Convention. 

Some members of the Committee were anxious that a date should be fixed 
before which the Conference should be held, but the majority were of opinion 
that to fix a date might be productive of serious practical incon venience, and 
that it was enough to express the view that it was desirable that the Conference 
should be held before the next Assembly. 

III . Arms Traffic. 

It will be noticed in the last quoted resolution that the Committee recommend 
that the Conference should also consider the question of the trade in arms, and 
indeed it is vitally necessary that some control over the export and import of 



1'importation des munitions de guerre; en particulier il importe que la Societe des 
Nations recoive des renseignements complets sur 1'etendue et la nature de ce commerce 
et que ces renseignements soient rendus publics. La Commission est d'avis que cette 
question doit etre traitee dans une Convention separee conclue par la Conference 
qui examinera la fabrication privee des armes, dans la mesure ou elle n'aura 
pas ete traitee anterieurement. 

En outre, la Commission 6tait saisie de la premiere resolution de la premiere 
Assemblee signalant la situation creee par la Convention de St-Germain sur le 
trafic des armes, ainsi que du rapport de la Commission temporaire sur ce sujet, e.t 
elle a conclu par les resolutions qui suivent: 

a i . L'Assemblee estime que le controle du trafic international des armes 
et des munitions est une mesure preliminaire essentielle pour une surveillance 
effective des armements et qu'aucun accord international a cet effet ne peut 
atteindre le but desire, tant qu'i l y aura des pays importants ou le trafic. des 
armes ne sera pas soumis a un controle. En consequence, 1'Assemblee attire 
vivement 1'attention de tous les Etats signataires de la Convention de St-Ger
main, Membres de la Societe des Nations ou non, sur la necessite immediate 
de ratifier la Convention dans le plus bref delai possible; et elle invite en meme 
temps tous les Etats signataires a adherer a la Convention. 

K 2 . L'Assemblee exprime son vif desir d^ voir la Conference de la reduc
tion des armemements qui aura lieu prochainement a Washington, insister 
resolument sur 1'importance de cette question. 

" 3 . L'Assemblee, prenant acte du voeu exprime dans le rapport de la 
Commission temporaire mixte pour la reduction des armements au sujet de 
l'opportunite qu'il y aurait a prendre des mesures en vue d'empecher l'impor
tation en temps de paix, d'armes et de munitions provenant de pays ou le 
trafic demeure sans controle, invite le Conseil a preparer, a cet effet, un projet 
de protocole qui serait soumis a 1'examen des divers Gouvernements. Elle tient, 
en meme temps, a exprimer son espoir que cette procedure ne pourra, en aucune 
maniere, retarderla ratification generale de la Convention de Saint-Germain, a 
La Commission est egalement d'avis que Ton doit prendre des mesures pour 

s'occuper du stock des munitions de guerre qui existe actuellement dans le monde. 
Ces stocks de munitions constituent un danger tres grave pour la paix e t i ln 'es t pas 
exagere de declarer qu'une grande partie des combats actuellement en cours dans 
tout 1'univers n'aurait pas lieu si la vente de ces stocks avait ete controlee d'une 
facon plus effective. 

Les deux sujets sont intimement lies et la Commission temporaire devrait aussi 
considerer comme faisant partie des propositions presentees par elles pour resoudre 
la question du commerce des armes, considered en dehors de la Convention surle 
tranc des armes, quelles sont les mesures qui peuvent etre prises pour assurer la 
destruction du stock de munitions en surplus qui existent actuellement. 

Le rapport de la Commission temporaire traite egalement de certains autres 
sujets, entre autres la recommandation de la premiere Assemblee concue comme 
suit: 

H En attendant le plein effet des mesures concernant la reduction des arme
ments prevue a 1'article 8 du Pacte, 1'Assemblee emet le vceu que le Conseil 
soumette a 1'examen des Gouvernements la proposition d'accepter 1'engage
ment de ne pas depasser, pendant les deux annees fiscales qui suivront le pro
chain exercice, le chiffre global des depenses militaires, navales et aeriennes 
prevues pour cet exercice; sous reserve qu'il sera tenu compte: 

K i 0 D e toute contribution d'effectifs, de materiel de guerre, d'argent, 
recommandee par la Societe des Nations pour 1'execution des obligations 
prevues a 1'article 16 du Pacte ou dans les Traites enregistres par la Societe; 

K 2  0 D e toute situation exceptionnelle qui sera signalee au Conseil de la 
. Societe des Nations, conformement a 1'esprit des paragraphes 2 et 6 de 1'article 8 

du Pacte. * 
Le rapport expose les reponses qui ont ete faites par differents pays a ces ques

tions et exprime 1'opinion que 1'enquete n'a pas fourni de resultats concluants. 
La Commission est du meme avis. Elle estime neanmoins qu'il conviendrait de com
muniquer la recommandation, une fois encore, en 1'accompagnant d'un expose 
des resultats obtenus jusqu'ici. Certains pays, seraient peut-etre disposes a 
s avancer plus loin qu'il ne leur a ete possible jusqu'ici, dans lavo ie qu'ils ontsuivie. 

La Commission temporaire a examine egalement la question de 1'investigation 
et du controle reciproque. La Commission n'a aucune remarque a faire sur cette 
partie du rapport, de la Commission temporaire. 



munitions of war should be established, and in particular that full information as 
to the extent and nature of this trade should be given to the League of Nations, 
and should be published. The Committee are of opinion that this question should, 
be dealt with in a separate Convention concluded at the Conference which considers 
the private manufacture of arms, so far as it has not been dealt with earlier. 

Further, the Committee had before them the first Resolution of the First 
Assembly, calling attention to the position with regard to the Convention of 
St. Germain on the traffic in arms, as well as the' report of the Temporary. 
Commission on the subject, and they arrived at the following resolutions:— 

" i . The Assembly is of opinion that the control of the International Traffic 
in Arms and Ammunition is an essential preliminary to any effective super
vision of armaments, and that no international agreement for this purpose 
can ai tain the desired object so long as there remain important countries in 
which the Arms Traffic is not subjected to control. The Assembly, therefore, 
strongly impresses on all the States signatories to the Arms Traffic Convention 
of St. Germain, whether Members of the League of Nations or not, the urgent 
importance of ratifying the Convention at the earliest possible moment; and 
at the same t ime it invites all non-signatory States to adhere to the Convention. 

"2. The Assembly expresses its earnest desire that the importance of this 
subject may be strongly urged at the forthcoming Conference on Reduction of 
Armaments a t Washington. 

"3. The Assembly, taking note of the view expressed in the Report of the 
Temporary Mixed Commission- on the Reduction of Armaments with regard to 
the desirability of making provision for excluding the import of arms and am
munition in t ime of peace from countries in which the traffic is uncontrolled, 
invites the Council to prepare a draft protocol for this purpose for the consi
deration of the various Governments. At the same time it expresses the earnest 
hope that this procedure will not in any way be permitted to delay the general 
ratification of the Convention of St. Germain." 
They are further of opinion that some steps should be taken to deal with the 

large stock of surplus munitions of war at present existing in the world. They are 
a very serious danger to peace, and it is not too much to say that much of the 
fighting which is at present going on in the world would not be taking place had 
the sale of these surplus stocks been more effectively controlled. 

The two subjects are closely connected, and as part of their proposals for dealing 
with the trade in arms, as distinct from the St. Germain Convention on the traffic 
in arms, the Temporary Commission should also consider what steps can be taken 
to secure the destruction of existing surplus stocks of munitions. 

The report of the Temporary Commission deals also with certain other sub
jects, notably, the recommendation of the First Assembly t h a t : — ' 

"Pending the full execution of the measures for the reduction of arma
ments recommended b y Article 8 of the Covenant, the Assembly recommends 
the Council to submit for the consideration of the Governments the acceptance 
of an undertaking not to exceed for the first two financial years following 
the next financial year, the sum total of expenditure of the naval, military 
and air services provided for in the latter budget, subject, however, to account 
being taken of the following reservations:— 

"1. Any contributions of troops, war material and money recommended 
by the League of Nations, with a view to the fulfilment of obligations imposed 
by Article 16 of the Covenant or by Treaties registered by the League. 

"2. Exceptional conditions notified as such to the Council of the League 
of Nations in accordance with the spirit of paragraphs 2 and 6 of Article 8 
of the Covenant." 
The report sets out the replies on this matter which have been received from 

the various countries, and expresses the opinion that the enquiry has not given 
very conclusive results. In this opinion the Committee concurs. They think, how
ever, it might be well to circulate the recommendation once again, together with 
a statement of the results so far achieved. Some of the countries may well be 
prepared to go further than they have hitherto thought it possible to proceed. 

The Temporary Commission also considered the question of investigation 
and reciprocal control. The Committee have no observations to make on 
this part of the Temporary Commission^ report. 



On remarquera que cette subdivision du rapport de la Commission temporaire 
traite du paragraphe d) de la resolution de la premiere Assemblee citee au commen

. cement de ce rapport. La proposition contenue dans le dernier paragraphe de 
cette resolution que nous venons de mentionner, c'est-a-dire le paragraphe c) a 
deja ete mis a execution, comme 1'indique le rapport du Conseil, page 75. La Com
mission a ete neanmoins d'avis que, en raison de l'accroissement tres conside
rable de la tache qui incombe au Secretariat, d'apres les recommandations qu'elle 
presente en ce qui concerne la reduction cles armements, il faudrait prevoir de 
nouvelles dispositions, ahn de renforcer la section du Secretariat qui s'occupe des 
Armements. 

* 
* * 

On se rappellera que, a la premiere Assemblee, des propositions ont ete presen
tees condamnant 1'emploi de gaz toxiques au cours des operations de guerre, confor
mement au rapport du Conseil a ce sujet. L'Assemblee n'a, en fait, pris aucune mesure 
a cet egard et 1'experience de la recente guerre a montre combien il est dif&cile 
d'appliquer des dispositions quelconques relatives a la conduite de la guerre moderne. 
D'autre part, la Commission est d'avis que 1'emploi de gaz toxiques et d'autres 
moyens similaires, au cours des operations de guerre, est une. terrible calamite. 
On dit que depuis la guerre, on a invente ou perfectionne des moyens qui per
mettraient de detruire en masse la population civile, en laissant tomber des bombes 
toxiques ou d'autres engins du meme genre. II n'y a pas de raison de supposer que 
dans ces moyens vraiment diaboliques, on ait epuise toutes les ressources possibles 
de 1'invention. Et si, comme il semble a la Commission qu'on puisse le soutenir, 
1'usage de ces armes devenait impratiquable si elles n'etaient pas entourees de 
mystere, il vaut la peihe d'examiner la possibilite d'obtenir une publicite complete 
pour les recherches scientifiques qui se poursuivent dans ce domaine, la Commission 
recommande done que la Commission temporaire mixte soit priee d'etudier s'il y a 
lieu d'adresser un appel a tous les savants du monde pour leur demander de rendre 
publics les resultats de toutes decouvertes de ce genre; ces moj^ens, une fois tombes 
dans le domaine public, leur utilisation militaire par un seul Etat deviendrait 
improbable. 

Les propositions qui ont ete discutees ont une grande valeur et une grande 
importance, mais neanmoins, elles ne vont pas au fond de la question. Si elles etaient 
toutes mises a execution, elles ne constitueraient que des mesures preliminaires en 
vue de la limitation des armements. A u x termes de 1'article 8 du Pacte, il incombe 
au Conseil de a formuler des plans )) pour la reduction des armements. On ne peut 
dire qu'un plan de ce genre ait ete formule jusqu'a present. Sans aucun doute, 
1'assertion que les armements ne peuvent etre effectivement limites que lorsque 
la paix aura ete etablie dans le monde entier et que la Societe sera devenue univer
selle, n'est pas sans valeur. Mais cette assertion pourrait etre poussee trop loin. 
La paix complete a rarement existe dans le monde, et nous ne pouvons esperer qu'elle 
regne dans un avenir tres proche. Bien peu d'esprits observateurs nieront que 
de grands progres pourraient etre realises, au point de vue de la limitation des 
armements, dans la plupart des . principaux pays, s'il riexistait une crainte et 
une suspicion universelles qui resultent, non pas des hostilites actuelles, mais du 
souvenir des guerres passees. II est vrai que Ton ne peut mettre a execution aucun 
plan complet de reduction des armements sans la collaboration des Etats-Unis, de. 
1'Allemagne et de la Russie; en particulier, la puissance navale de la premiere de 
ces nations rend tout pro jet de reduction des armements navals impossible, sans son 
appui, et c'est pour cette raison, entre autres, que la Commission salue chaleureu
sement la prochaine Conference de Washington et espefe qu'elle pourra avoir 
comme resultat d'assurer, dans une large mesure, la reduction des armements. 
Mais, du cote militaire, il convient de remarquer que 1'armee des Etats-Unis a ete 
reduite a 120.000 hommes. Le desarmement de PAllemagne, qu'il soit complet ou 
non, a ete pousse tres loin et les armees russes ne possedent ni 1'armement, ni 
la discipline qui pourraient les rendre formidables pour une armee europeenne 
convenablement instruite. 

l l ne semble y avoir aucune raison pour que le Conseil, en accomplissant le 
devoir qui lui a ete impose par le Pacte, ne trace les lignes generates d'une politique 
de reduction des armements. La Commission pense done qu'il est desirable que la 
Commission tempofaire soit particulierement chargee de preparer cette politique. 

II est clair que si cette politique etait mise en vigueur par 1'acceptation d'un 
plan defini de reduction des armements par . les Gouvernements des Membres 
de la Societe, ce plan pourrait revetir la forme soit d'un traite general, soit d'une 
serie de traites regionaux etablissant des stipulations detaillees sur les forces 
armees que chacune des parties contractantes s'engage a ne pas depasser. II n'y 
a pas lieu d'examiner ici la forme exacte que ces traites pourraient revetir. II existe 



It will be noted that this section of the Temporary Commission^ report deals 
with point (d) in the resolution of the First Assembly quoted at the commencement 
of this report. The proposal contained in the remaining point in this last-mentioned 
resolution, namely, point (c), has already been carried out as set out in the 
Report of the Council on page 75. The Committee were, however, of opinion that 
in view of the very considerable addition to the duties of the Secretariat which 
they are recommending in the matter of reduction of armaments, further provi
sions should be made for increasing the Armaments Section of that body. 

It will be remembered that, at the first Assembly, proposals were made for 
condemning the use of poison gas in warfare in accordance with the report of the 
Council on the subject. The Assembly did not in fact take any action about this, 
and indeed the experience of the late war has shown how difficult it is to enforce 
any regulations as to the conduct of war under modern conditions. At the same 
time the Committee are of opinion that the employment of poison gas and similar 
devices in warfare is an evil of tremendous- proportions. It has been stated 
that inventions have been made or perfected since the war whereby wholesale 
destruction of the civil population would be possible by the dropping of poison 
bombs and the like from the. air, nor is there any reason to suppose that the limits 
of invention in these fiendish devices have been reached. And if, as seems to 
the Committee to be arguable, the employment of these weapons would be 
rendered impracticable if there were no secrecy about them, the possibility of 
obtaining complete publicity for scientific researches in this domain is certainly 
worth exploring. Accordingly the Committee recommend that the Temporary 
Mixed Commission should be asked to consider whether an appeal should not be 
addressed to all scientific men of the world, urging them to publish to the world 
the results of their discoveries in such matters, so that the knowledge of them 
having become public property, their use as weapons of war by any single State 
may be rendered improbable. 

Valuable and important as the proposals are which have been discussed, it is 
nevertheless true that they do not touch the kernel of the question. If they were 
all carried out, only preliminary steps would have been taken towards the limi
tation of armaments. B y Article 8 of the Covenant it is made the duty of the Council 
to "formulate schemes " for the reduction of armaments. No such scheme can yet 
be said to have been formulated. Doubtless there is much force in the contention 
that armaments can only be effectively limited when a world-condition of peace has 
been reached, and when the League has become universal. But even this contention 
may be pressed too far. Complete peace has scarcely ever existed in the world, 
and cannot be expected in the immediate future. Few observers will deny that 
great steps might be taken towards the limitation of armaments in many of the 
principal countries if it were not for the existence of international fear and suspicion, 
depending not on presenthostilities,but on the recollection of past wars. It is true 
that no complete scheme of reduction of armaments can be carried out withoiit 
the co-operation of the United States, Germany and Russia. In particular, the 
naval strength of the first named Power makes any scheme of naval disarmament 
impossible without her support, and it is for that reason among others that the 
Committee warmly welcomes the forthcoming conference at Washington,, and 
trusts that it may be fruitful in securing a large measure of reduction of arma
ments. But on the military side it must be observed that, the Army of the United 
States has been reduced to 120,000 men. German disarmament, whether complete 
or not, has proceeded a very considerable distance, and the armies of Russia have 
neither equipment nor discipline to be a very formidable force to any well-trained 
European army. 

There seems no reason indeed why the Council, in performance of the duty 
imposed upon them by the Covenant, should not lay down the general lines 
of a policy for the limitation of armaments. The Committee therefore think 
it desirable that the Temporary Commission should be specifically charged with the 
duty of preparing such a policy. 

It is clear that if. and when', this policy came to be put into effect by the accept
ance of a definite scheme of reduction of armaments by the Governments of the 
Members of the League, this scheme might take the form either of a general Treaty 
or of a series of regional Treaties laying down in detailed stipulations the armed 
forces which each of the contracting parties undertakes not to exceed. There is no 
need here to go into the exact form which these Treaties would take. There are 



deja des traites limitant les armements des differents pays ; ces traites pourraient 
peut-etre servir de modele. Mais ce point n'a qu'une importance secondaire. L'es
sentiel est que les accords qui ameneront la reduction des armements militaires 
devront contenir des engagements reciproques soit quant au nombre de soldats 
maintenus sous les armes par les. divers pays, soit quant-aux sommes depensees 
pour leur armement, soit quand aux deux a la fois. II est tres important que 
la Commission temporaire mixte elabore dans ses grandes lignes, apres mur examen, 
un plan precis en vue de soumettre aux peuples du monde une proposition concrete. 
Ces accords pourraient etre formules cfapres ce plan. II serait utile que la Corn
mission temporaire mixte envisageat la possibilite de proposer un rapport sous 
forme d'un canevas de traite qui pourrait etre adapte aux exigences de la situation 
lors de la conclusion des accords eux-memes. E n vue de realiser cette tache, la 
Commission a adopte la proposition d'un des membres de la Commission temporaire 
mixte visant le renforcement de cette derniere. 

. Enfin, la Commission reconnait que, pour reussir, une politique de reduction 
des armements, a besoin de 1'appui de tous les peuples de Tunivers. La reduction 
des armements ne sera jamais imposee aux peuples par les Gouvernements, mais 
elle peut etre imposee aux Gouvernements par les peuples. La Commission est 
pleinement convaincue qu'il est de la plus extreme importance qu'une propagande 
pressante et vigoureuse soit faite dans tous les pays du monde pour demontrer 
a leurs peuples la necessite urgente de la reduction des armements prevue a l'ar
ticle 8 du Pacte ; la Commission se permet de suggerer aux divers delegues a 
cette'Assemblee qu'ils s'emploient a precher cette doctrine dans leurs pays res
pectifs. Car, c'est seulement en creant une opinion publique eclairee dans les divers 
pays que Ton pourra obtenir 1'elan universel necessaire. 

Les recommandations de la Commission sont done les suivantes: 

I . II conviendrait que la Commission temporaire mixte soit price de continuer 
1'ceuvre qu'elle a commencee. 

2 . La Commission temporaire sera priee de faire' des propositions generales 
en vue de la reduction des armements nationaux et, afin d'en assurer la precision, 
ces propositions revetiront la forme d'un projet de traite ou d'un autre projet 
egalement precis, qui sera presente au Conseil, si possible, avant la reunion de l'As
semblee Pan prochain. 

Pour permettre a la Commission temporaire mixte d'accomplir cette tache, 
le Conseil sera prie de renforcer la Commission temporaire mixte. 

3. Une enquete statistique sur les armements des differents pays sera 
faite selon le programme formule dans le corps du rapport. 

4. La Commission temporaire mixte sera priee de continuer 1'examen des 
questions de la fabrication privee et du trafic des armes. 

5. Le Conseil sera prie d'inviter tous les Membres de la Societe et les Etats 
interesses qui ne sont pas Membres de la Societe a prendre part a une Conference 
internationale sur la fabrication privee et le commerce des armes, qui devra se reunir 
dans le plus bref delai possible et a. la date qui sera fixee sous la responsabilite du 
Conseil. II est tres desirable que cette date soit anterieure a la prochaine session de 
1'Assemblee. 

La Commission temporaire mixte sera chargee de preparer le programme de 
la Conference et de lui soumettre un projet de Convention. 

6. II sera vivement recommande a tous les Etats signataires de la Convention 
de St. Germain sur le trafic des armes, Membres de la Societe des Nations ou non, 
de ratifier cette Convention le plus tot possible; en meme temps, tous les Etats 
non signataires sont pries d'adherer a la Convention. 

. L'Assemblee exprime son vif desir de voir la Conference du desarmement 
qui aura lieu prochainement a. Washington, ihsister resolument sur 1'importance de 
cette question. 

7. L'Assemblee prenant acte du voeu exprime dans le rapport de la Commis
sion temporaire mixte du desarmement au sujet de 1'opportunite qu'il y aurait a 
prendre des mesures en vue d'empecher 1'importation en temps de paix, d'armes et 
de munitions provenant de pays oil le trafic demeure sans controle, invite le Conseil 
a preparer, a cet effet, un projet de protocole qui serait soumis a 1'examen des divers 
Gouvernements. Elle tient, en meme temps, a exprimer son espoir que cette pro
cedure ne pourra, en aucune maniere, retarder la ratification generale de la Conven
tion de St-Germain. )) . 

Les mesures a prendre eventuellement pour la destruction du surplus des 
stocks de munitions pourront faire 1'objet d'un examen de la part de la Commis
sion temporaire mixte. 

8. Sous reserve des conditions y enoncees, la recommandation de la premiere 
Assemblee, tendant a ce que les Membres de la Societe s 'engagentane pas depasser, 
au cours des deux prochaines annees financieres, la somme totale de leurs depenses 



already in existence Treaties limiting the armaments of various countries, and possibly 
these might serve as a model. That, however, is a minor point. The principal 
thing is that the agreements which bring about the reduction of armaments would 
have to embody mutual undertakings either as to the number of men to be maintained 
by the various countries, or as to the amount of money to be spent on the equipment, 
or as to both men and money. It is most important, in order to bring a concrete 
proposal before the attention of the peoples of the world, that the Temporary Mixed 
Commission should, after due consideration, draw up the general lines of some definite 
plan in accordance with which these agreements might be framed. It would be 
worth while for them to consider whether they could go so far as to propose a 
report in the form of a model skeleton Treaty which could be adapted to the . 
requirements of the situation when the actual agreements came to be made, In 
order to carry out this task the Committee adopted the suggestion of one of the 
members of the Temporary Mixed Commission that it should be reinforced. 

Finally, the Committee recognise that a policy of disarmament to be successful 
requires the support of the populations of the world. Limitation of armaments 
will never be imposed by Governments on peoples, but it may be imposed by peoples 
on Governments. The Committee are firmly convinced that it is of the most urgent 
importance that an earnest and vigorous propaganda be carried on in all countries 
of the world, to bring home to their populations the urgent necessity for the 
reducticn of armaments as provided for in Article 8 of the Covenant, and the 
Committee venture to suggest to the various delegates to this Assembly that they 
should make it their business to preach this doctrine in their own countries. For it 
is only by creating an instructed public opinion in each country that the necessary 
strength of world opinion can be obtained. 

The following recommendations have therefore been adopted by the Committee:— 

I. That it is desirable that the Temporary Mixed Commission should be asked 
.to continue the work which it has begun. 

2. That the Temporary Mixed Commission be asked to make proposals on general 
lines for the reduction of national armaments which, in order to secure precision, 
should be in the form of a draft treaty or other equally definite plan, to be presented 
to the Council if possible before the Assembly next year. 

In order to enable the Temporary Mixed Commission to accomplish this task, 
the Council should be asked to strengthen the Temporary Mixed Commission. 

3. A statistical investigation will be made with regard to the armaments of 
the various countries upon the lines indicated in the body of the Report. 

4. That the Temporary Mixed Commission be requested to continue the 
examination of the ' question of the Private Manufacture of Armaments and the 
Trade in Arms. 

5. That the Council be requested to invite all the Members of the League and 
interested States which are not Members of the League to take part in an Inter- 
national Conference on the Private Manufacture of Arms and the Trade in 
Arms, which should meet as soon as possible at a date to be fixed under the 
responsibility of the Council. It is considered highly desirable that this date should 
be prior to the next session of the Assembly. 

The Temporary Mixed Commission should be entrusted with the task of pre
paring the programme of the Conference and of submitting to it a draft convention. 

6. That the urgent importance of ratifying the Conyention at the earliest 
possible moment, should be strongly impressed on all the States signatories to 
the Arms Traffic Convention of St. Germain, whether Members of the League of 
Nations or not, and at the same time all non-signatory States should be invited to 
adhere to the Convention. 

The Assembly expresses its earnest desire that the importance of this 
subject may be strongly urged at the forthcoming Conference on Disarmament 
at Washington. 

7. The Assembly, taking note of the view expressed in the Report of the 
Temporary Mixed Commission on Disarmament with regard to the desirability 
of making provision for excluding the import of arms and ammunition in t ime 
of peace from countries in which the traffic is uncontrolled, invites the Council 
to prepare a draft protocol for this purpose for the consideration of the various 
Governments. At the same time it expresses the earnest hope that this procedure 
will not in any way be permitted to delay the general ratification of the Conven
tion of St. Germain. The steps that may eventually have to be taken for the 
destruction of the surplus stocks munitions may be considered by the Temporary 
Mixed Commission. 

8. That, subject to the conditions set out in the recommendation of the 
first Assembly, the recommendation that Members of the League should 
undertake not to exceed for the next two financial years following the present 



militaires, navales et aeriennes prevue au budget de la presente annee, sera de nou
veau transmise a tous les Membres de la Society, ainsi qu'un releve des reponses 
a cette recommandation qui sorit deja parvenues. 

9. Que la Commission temporaire mixte soit priee d'etudier — de concert 
avec la Commission permanente consultative - s'il y a lieu d'adresser un appel 
aux savants de tout 1'univers pour les prier de rendre publiques leurs decouvertes 
sur les gaz toxiques et autres questions semblables, arm de reduire. au minimum 
la probability de leur emploi dans une' guerre future. 

10. I I conviendrait qu'une propagande en faveur de la reduction des armements 
dans les conditions prevues par le Pacte, fut faite avec conviction et enthou
siasme parmi toutes les nations. 

11. Comme suite a la troisieme resolution de la premiere Assemblee, la Commis
sion est d'avis que le Secretariat soit prie de completer 1'organisation de la Section 
du Secretariat chargeej de la question de la reduction des armements. Elle es
t ime que cette Section doit etre dotee d'une direction speciale, ou : d'une organi
sation officielle analogue, tout a fait distincte et au besoin en sus de ceiles 

edeja. prevues par la 4   Commission de 1'Assemblee. 



year the sum total of expenditure on military, naval and air forces provided for 
in the budget of that year, should be again forwarded to all Members of the 
League, together with a statement showing the replies already received to this 
recommendation. 

9. That the Temporary Mixed Commission be asked to examine — in consul
tation with the Permanent Advisory Commission — whether it is advisable to 
address an appeal to the scientific men of the world to publish their discoveries 
in poison gas and similar subjects, so as to minimise the likelihood of their being 
used in any future war. 

10. That it is desirable" that propaganda in favour or' the reduction of arma
ments, as contemplated in the Covenant, should be carried out with earnestness 
and conviction in all nations. 

11. In pursuance of the third Resolution of the First Assembly, the Committee 
is of opinion that the Secretariat should be asked to complete the organisation 
of the Section of the Secretariat dealing with the question of the reduction of 
armaments and that this Section should have a directorship of its own, or other 
equivalent official organisation, quite separate from and, if necessary, in addition 
to , those already proposed by the Fourth Committee of the Assembly. 
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SECRET. C A B I N S T. . 
C P . 3390. 

IRAQ - THE. EXTERNAL SITUATION. 
Paraphrase of Telegram frhm the' High Commissioner 
of Iraq "to liKo Seoretaryvof State f o r ^he 13'olc.niesi 

- , ' dat^d Yth"^otoBer"TI^21. 
(Received Colonial. Of floe 2.0 p.nu 9th October,1921). 
(Circulated by the Sooretary of State for the Colonies). 

No.558. With reference to my telegram No. 534 6& September 

la SSthf following is for your information. At my last meeting .... 
5378. with him feisal drew my attention to recent Reuter telegram 

report that Mustapha Eemal was bent on making things hot for him 
in Mesopotamia. He emphasised danger of situatibn especially 
now that apparently Greeks had suffered a severe defeat and peace 
overtures were on foot. He asked if I had any recent information 
as to policy of His Majesty1s Government. 

I took opportunity of sounding Peisal as to how he would 
regard it if Iraq were permitted to exchange views with Mustapha 
Kemal with a view to friendly T inde r standing. I found that he 
waa extraordinarily in favour of the idea on the grounds' that fact 
of his having sort of neighbourly understanding as between one 
Islamic Government and another would strengthen his position 
jgreatly in Mahometan world generally and would do much to ster
jilise activities of pro^Turkish elements in Iraq. The urgency 
jfor Iraq of knowing where she stands in relation to Frenoh^and 
Turks is emphasised by information supplied In telegram from Consul " 
at Beyrout of October 5th to Foreign Office repeated to ih&. 

COX. 

Whitehall" Gardens. S*W. 
October 11th... 1921, 
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S E C R E E . 
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?MS O F 

fE H E N C E . 

CAEIKFT. 
RELIEFi OF DISTRESS, COMMITTEE. ' 

' REPORT. 

1. At. a Meeting on 6th October, 1921 (Cabinet 76(21) 
Conclusion (3)) tho Cabinet approved in principle the 
Report of the Conference between the Prime Minister, 
the Lord Privy Seal and the Cabinet Committee on. 
Unemployment. 

The 6th recommendation in this Report reads as 
f ollorrs:

(6) To set up a Committee to consider and 
advise the Cabinet as to the practica
bllity and expediency for raising from 
those persons who are so fortunate as to 
be employed, a special compulsory distress , 
levy of 2d. a week from the workmen, 2d. 
from the employer, and possibly 2d, from 
the State, for the purpose of forming 
a Distress Fund providing for wives 
and" children for vfaom the Unemployment 
Benefit of 15/- a week for the husband 
will not make sufficient provision. 
The Committee to advise as to the best 
manner lh which the Fund should be 
spent, I.e.., by grants in money or 
in kind, through the agency of the 
Local Authorities, bearing in mind 
that grants of relief in kind would 
probably be most economical. The 
Committee to consist of 

The Right Hon. R. Munro, K.C., M.P., (in the Chair] 
The Right Hon. C.A. McCurdy, K.C., M.P., 
Sir ^^Mitchell-Thomson, Bt,, K.B.E,, M.?., 
The Right Hon. J.Herbert Lewis* M.P., 
Sir Montague Barlow, K.B.E., .M.P. 



OPE Off
S S K  A

 2, (1) The Committee/^saTisft^ terms 
o £ reference to them in light of a statement made by 
the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Labour 

' and recommend to the Cabinet -
That it is expedient that for a limited 
period, of, say six months, a Distress 
Fund should be raised by means of 
contributions "from employed persons, 
their employers and the State. 

(2) The Committee are impressed on the one hand 
' ' with the administrative clifficulties of extending 

the scheme to persons not employed in trades insured 
against unemployment, and on the other with the fact 
that this limitation will exclude agriculture and 
domestic service. 

After full consideration the Committee recommend 
(1) That the c ontributions should be 

levied only from trades insured against 
unemployment. 

(2) That In the event of agricultural unem
ployment becoming seriousj the Cabinet 

. should give separate consideration to * 
the a gricultural aspects of the problem. . 

(3) That the Distress Fund should be applied 
for the benefit of wives and children of 
men in receipt of Unemployment Benefit 
of 15/- a week. 

3. In connection with the above the Committee^ 
attention has been drawn to the statement in paragraph 36 
of the Final Report of Lord Abercon\?ay,s Committee on 
Out-of-Work Donation (Cmd 305 of 1919) to the e ffect 
that the payment of supplementary donation for dependent 
children is out of place and leads to undesirable results. 
The Committoe consider that the greater gravity of the 
present unemployment situation as compared with the 
situation at the date of the Report in qiestion and the 

and the. Donation scheme 
difference between the proposed scheme/justify the excep
tional treatment of dependent children on the lines 
indicated in this Report. 



4* Soheme "A"..,- On the- basis of a levy at the 
followingrat.es-

Employer ;Embloyed  State. Tbtal:, e

Men 2d. 2d. 2d, 6d, 
Women, Boys) i d. Id. 2d. 4d/ 
& Girls ) 

approximately £189,000 gross a week would be 
available. The cost of administration is estimated 
at 10$ so that roughly £170*000 a week could be 
devoted to benefits. On the assumption that the 
weekly returns will show 1,500,000 unemployed and 
that no destitution test is imposed, the available 
money would enable payments" to be made o£ 3/*- a week 
for a wife; l/6d. a week for each child. 

Soheme "Si' On the basis of a levy at the following 
rates, Yi/hich it will be observed involve a State 
contribution in excess of that contemplated in 
the terms of reference -

Employer^ ' Employed  State. Total. 
Mon 2d. 2d. 3d. 7d. 
Women, Boys)

a

 l d  l d 2 d 4 d . 
& Girls) 

approximately £250,000 a week gross .:-r, after 
deducting cost of administration (£24,000), £216,000 
a week net v/ould be available. This figure on the 
same assumption as above would enable' grants on the 
following scale to be paid 

5/*' a week for a wife. 
l/*- a week for each child; 

or alternatively 
'. 4/- a week for a wife, and 

l/6&, a week for each child. 

. The Committee 

http://followingrat.es-


The Committee are' impressed with the gravity of the 
crisis and also with the unpreo^ed^l^ed^haraeter of the 
soheme proposed. They are of opinion that the justifdeation 
of any such scheme would "be that it should yield substantial 
results. They recognise the importance of securing 
the support of. public opinion *£mmmjpim&&mg, and they 
feel doubtful whether Scheme "A" would obtain such suppcrt. 
They accordingly recommend 

(1) That the scheme should be based on the 
contributions indicated..in-Scheme "B" 
abpve. 

(2) That the benefits should be either 
5/- a week for a wife 
l/- a week for each child; 

or alternatively 
4/** a week for a wife, and 
l/6d. a week for each child. 

5. The Committee wish to draw attention to the facts that 
(1) the increased cost to tho Exchequer of Scheme ,rB" 
over Soheme "A" is roughly about £1,000,000 for the;.... 
6 months; (2) if the benefits of the scheme are to he 
increased, this can only be done by increasing tho rates 
of contribution, and (3) that a suggestion has been 
made to them that far more popular Support would be 
accorded to a distress, levy scheme designed, on more herois. 
lines, and giving substantially higher benefits to wives 
and children even than are contemplated in Scheme ,rB" 
above, (4) under the existing Health and Unemployment 
Schemes for men the total contributions from employers 
and employed weekly amount to 25d. while the contributions 
from the State weakly to both schemes together amount 
only to 6d. 



HETKOPS, Off 
£ToTLEOTION. 

IgS DESTITU
mm TEST. 

6. The Committee reoommend 
(1) That contributions should be oollected 

by means of carls and stamps on the 
analogy of Health and Unemployment 
Insurance, and ehould be carried out 
through tho Labour $changes and the 
Post Office, tho Ministry of Labour 
being responsible for the administration 
of the soheme, 

(2) That the cards and stamps should be kept 
quite distinot from those used for 
Unemployment insurance purposes. 

(3) That every effort should be made to secure 
that Employers should assist in making the 
scheme a suocoss in such matters as the 
obtaining and filling up of the cards, etc. 

(4) That sanction should be given forthwith to 
print the necessary cards and stamps in 
advanoe of any legislation which may be 
necessary. The acheme can on that footing 
be put in operation within four weeks' 
time of the order to print. 

7. The Committee have carefully considered whether 
the benefits of the scheme should be confined to per
sons who are not only unemployed but are also destl
tute. While fully appreciating the desirability 
of conserving the fund as much.as posaAhleJiy-limiting 
the grants to persons really in need of them, the 
Committee consider that an unemployed person receiving 
only 15/- a week benefit, may probably be treated as 
in urgent need of assistance if he has a wife and 
children to support. Moreover, the adoption of this 
view would greatly simplify administration. Any 
destitution test could in practice be applied only 
by the Boardsof Guardians "or Local Authorities or 
special ad hoc bodies. This would involve, the 
Committee are informed, complexity and indeed 
confusion in administration. 

On these grounds the Committee reoommend — 
That no special -destitution test should 
be imposed. 



8 . The Conmltioe -sOac c^msl^eT^d- the. trirê rfeLon. of 
*iie**&MX£ . ,b*nsi£rta should be given in kind or in cash. 
.The Comnittee, while fully- appreciating-- tht â rraiaâ pe-of. . 
a system of grants in kind, are impressed with the 
many practical difficulties inseparable from such an 
arrangement, and they accordingly recommend the 
Cabinet -

To adept the principle of money 
grants.ps^ablo by-way of supplement 
to the Unemployment Benefit. 

It has been represented to the Committee that any 
soheme for imposing a compelsory distress levy in pwe3enir 
-odjrorans^ances is almost certain to excite strong opposi
tion in Parliament, and from Employers and workpeople:
generally and may in. Itself cause ftDTthar"un^pJLovmosrt,. 
and that it might be preferable to provide the money 
required for the scheme by an addition to the Income 
tax. The Committee wish to draw the ettontion of the 
Cabinet to this aspect of the matter and to 
recommend -

QUESTIONS' IO. 
OF DETAIL. 

That,while in view of the Committee a 
soheme on tho linos indicated above is at 
the present time practicable and expedient, 
the best course would be to have a pre
liminary discussion of the scheme with 
representatives of Employers and Employed^ 
and that an. effort should be made before 
the introduction of a bill to secure 
substantial support of the principle which 
it embodies. 

The Committee recommend -
That any questions of detail which may
arise on the scheme should be left for 
settlement by the Treasury and the 
Ministry of labour in consultation,if 
necessary, with any other interested 
Departments

(Signed) BOBEET MUNBC. 

2 , Whitehal l Gardens, 
11th October, 1921. 
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LEAGUE 01' NATIONS. 
October 4th, 1921. 

SECOND ASSEMBLY OE THE LEAGUE OF NATION3. 

A L B A N I A. 
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY AT ITJLMEETING 
HELD ON MONDAY, OOTOBElTora^ 192lTlmornlnrfl * 

(Adopted on the Report of the Sixth Oorriraittee)̂  

1. The Assembly-, having considered the appeal of Albania 
to the Assembly, dated June 29th, 1921, and the reference by the 
Council to the Assembly of the allegation by Albania against 
the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, ,dated September 2nd, 1921: 

Recognising the sovereignty and independence of Albania 
as established by her admission to the League; 

Taking note of the fact that the Serb-Croat-Slovene 
State and Greece have recognised the principal Allied and 
Associated Powers as the appropriate "body to settle the frontiers 
of Albania: 

Understanding that the Principal Allied and Associated 
Powers are very near agreement on the question sub itted to them: 

Recommends Albania now to accept the forthcoming decision 
of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers. 

2. The Assembly, further, taking note of the allegations 
of Albania against nationals of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
and of the allegations of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State against 
certain tribes and individuals in Albania. 

Talcing note also of statements made that there is 
serious unrest in Southern Albania and Northern Epirus: 

Requests the Council forthwith to appoint a Commission 
of three impartial persons, to proceed immediately to Albania 
and to report fully on the execution of the decision of the 
Principal Allied and Associated powers, as soon as it io given, 
and on any disturbances which may occur on or near the frontier 
of Albania. The Commission should have power to appoint 
observers or other officials being impartial persons to enable 
it to discharge its functions. 

3. In order to provide for the carrying out of the above 
decision, the Secretary-General is instructed to include the 
sum of 100,000 gold francs in the budget of the League for 
the fourth fiscal period, (1922), i t being understood, however. 
that, before any of the said appropriation be expended, a 
detailed estimate shall be submitted to the Council Of the 
League and shall be approved by it. 

- 1 



A L B A N I A . 

REPORT OF THT? SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THS ASSEMBLY. 

On September 7th, the Assembly forwarded.to .the.Sixth 
Committee, for consideration and report, the following queBtiona:

1. The decision adopted by the Council of the League 
of Nations on June 25th, 1921, in regard to the 
request of Albania, concerning her dispute with 
Greece and the Serb-Groat-Slovene State, 

2. Appeal by the Government of Albania against the 
occupation of certain territory by troops of the 
Serb-Croat-Slovene State. 

The Sixth Committee, at its meeting on September 26th., 
adopted the following resolutions proposed by Lord Robert Coolly 
which it now submits to the Assembly:-

The Committee having had before it the appeal of Albania 
to the Assembly dated June 29th, 1921, and the reference by the 
Council to the Assembly of the allegation by Albania against 
the Serb-Croat-Slovene State dated September 2nd, 1921, 
recommends the Assembly to pass the following resolutions 

1. The Assembly, having considered the appeal of Albania 
to the Assembly, dated June 29th, 1921, and the reference by 
the Council to the Assembly of the allegation by Albania against 
the Serb-Croat-Slovene State dated September 2nd, 1921: 

Taking note of the fact that the 3erb-Croat-Slovene State 
and Greece have recognised the Principal Allied and Associated 
Powers as the appropriate body to settle the frontiers of 
Albania: 

Understanding that the Principal Allied and Associated 
Powers are very near agreement on the question submitte6. to them: 

Recognising the sovereignty and independence of Albania as 
established by her admission to the League: 

Recommends Albania now to accept the forthcoming decision 
of the Principal Allied and dissociated Powers. 

2* The Assembly, further, taking note of the allegations 
of Albania against nationals of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State 
and of the allegations of the^Serb-Croat-Slovene State against 
certain tribes and individuals in Albania: 

Taking note also of statements made that there is serious 
unreet in Southern Albania and Northern Epirua: 

Requests the Council forthwith to appoint a small Commission 
of three impartial persons, to proceed immediately to Albania 
and report fully on the execution of the decision of the 
Principal Allied and Associated Powers as soon as it is given 
and on any disturbances which may occur on or near the frontier 
of Albania. The Commission should'have power to appoint observers 
or other officials being impartial persons ,to enable it to dis
charge its functions
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British Delegation, 
Hotel Beau Eivage, 

Geneva. 

Mr, Spicer presents his compliments to 
the Secretary to the Cabinet and "begs to transmit 
herewith, by direction of Mr. Balfour, a copy of 
the provisional Proofs Verbal of the meeting of 
the Council of the League of nations held on the 
6th instant, and to call special attention to item -
Ho, 507 dealing with the question of the despatch 
of a commission of three impartial persons to 
Albania. 

A copy of this communication is being sent 
to H.M. Ambassador at Paris. 

7th Ootober, 1981. 



507.- Despatch of a Commission to Albania.^ 

MR. BAIFOtfR read, his report;.' 
The Marquis: LMPER2ALI thought that :the . 

following paragraph of the resolution proposed by Mr.Balfour 
should be modified 

"The Council is of opinion that the Commission 
should arrive in Albania between nOw and the 1st 
November, 1921". 

The Assembly had decided that this Commission 
could only begin its work after the Conference of Ambassadors 
had taken a decision regarding Albanians frontiers. It was 
to be hoped that ths-Xtenfarenoe-of & 
by the 1st November, but should no decision have been- taken 
by that date,, serious difficulties might arise If the 
Commission were sent. Its arrival might excite public 
feeling, and moreover it would have to remain inactive until: 
the Conference of Ambassadors published its decision, 

MR. BALFOUR said that,, in order to give satisfaction 
to the Marquis Imperial!, he proposed to draft the second 
paragraph of the resolution as followst

"The Council .conaiders tnat the Commission 
should arrive in Albania by 1st November v. 1921, hut 
that it should take no action in regard to the 
frontiers until the decision of the Allied and 
Associated Powers is given." 

It was essential .that the Council should mention in. its 
deoieion a definite and. ah early datev The Assembly had 
"requested the Council forthwith to appoint a Commission of 
three impartial persona- to proceed immediately to Albania".. 
The Assembly had insisted on the urgency of the question, 
and had clearly desired to convince the Principal Allied 
and Associated Powers that they were under the obligation. 



to take an immediate decision. . Several speakers in the -
Assembly had lai-d stress on the fact that the slowness 
of the Allied and Associated Powers in taking decisions 
hampered the League* a work of maintaining peace. Tho 
Council, by fixing the date at the 1st November, should make 
it clear that it1 did not go against the declared, will of the 
Assembly.that the question of Albania's frontiers should be 
settled forthwith.. If the Council refuse to carry out 
the undoubted wish of the Assembly with regard to a date, 
and if it refused to carry it out because it foresaw 
the possibility that there would be another month'3 delay 
before the Allied and Associated Powers could, settle the 
frontier of Albania, he thought the Council would,find that, 
if any difficulties occurred, either between Albania and 
Serbia or between Albania and Greeoe, an oxtremely 
bitter feeling would be aroused, in all those who belong 
to the league of Sations or took an interest in the 

League of Nations, or who had borne any part whatever In the 
who 

Second Assembly, or/would bear any part in the Third 
Assembly. Ha was quite sure the Council would make, a. 
great mistake if the Assembly oould say that, in 
interji^eting its wishes it had weakened their expression. 

After an. exchange of views between-Mr.. BALPOUR,. 
M.. LEON. BOURGEOIS, the Marquis IMPERIAL I and M. HYtfANS:, 
Mr. Balfour*'s report was adopted by the. Council with 
certain modifications.. 

The Marquis IMPERIALI declared that he accepted 
the new draft proposed by Mr. BALPQUR. and amended by 
M. HYMANS. 



R-CPORT BY M R . BALPOUR. 

On the 3rd October, the Assembly passed a resolution 
"requesting the Council forthwith to appoint a Commission of 
three impartial persons, to proceed immediately to Albania 
and to report fully on the execution of the decision of the 
Principal Allied and Associated Powers, as soon as it is given, 
and on any disturbances which may occur on or near the frontier 
of Albania. The Commission should have power'to appoint 
impartial observers to enable it to discharge its functions,h 

On the 4th October, the Albanian Delegation wrote to the 
President of the Council, urging the,:importance of hastening 
the arrival of the Commission in Albania. -

Taking all these circumstances into account, and in the 
confident expectation that the principal Allied and Associated 
Powers will announce their decision on the question of the 
frontiers Of Albania without delay, the Council decides to 

the 
appoint/Commission in the course of the present session. I 
therefore propose that the Council should adopt the following 
resolution:-

R7T.30LUTI0H. 
The Council approves of the appointment of a Commission 

of three impartial persons to proceed to Albania and to report 
fully on the execution of the decision of the Principal 
Allied and Associated Powers, as soon as it is given, and on 
any disturbances which may occur on or near the frontier of 
Albania. The Commission shall have power to appoint impartial 
observers to enable it to discharge its functions.. 

The Council in its great anxiety to see peace preserved 
and feeling assured that the decision of the Principal Allied 
and Associated Powers will be taken without delay,'considers 
that the Commission should arrive in Albania by November 1st, 
1921, but that it should take no action until the decision 
of the Principal Allied and Associated^Powers is given. 

The Secretary-General shall provide the necessary staff 
for the Commission. 

The Council directs that such expenditure as may be 
necessary prior to the end of 1921 shall be chargeable to Item 
27 - "Unforeseen Expenditure" - it being understood that a 
maximum of 50,000 gold francs shall not be exceeded." 
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PA.3? I. NAVAL INTELLIGENCE. 

Movements of ELM.Ships. 

2nd October H.M-.-S. "Delhi" arrived Sheerness from Heligoland. 
3rd October 2nd Light Cruiser Squadron and 2nd Flotilla left 

Copenhagen. 
4th October H.k.S. "Dauntless" arrived Devonport from United States, 
8th October 2nd Light Cruiser Squadron and 2nd Flotilla arrived 

Christiania from Copenhagen via Gothenburg. 
Programmes. 

H J L S , "Calypso" Leaves Gibraltar 7th Oct.,. Tangier 7-12th Oct.. Malaga 12th-17th Oct., Almeria 17th^2oth Oct.; Gibraltar 21st Oct. 
H,Lr S. "Wistaria" Leaves Jamaica 24th December for cruise arriving 0

Trinidad 19th Jan. . 

For the first time since the war the Deutsche Schulschiff
verein has despatched its training ship "GBOSSHE^OGIN ELISABETH", 
the only one now remaining in its possession., on a five months 
cruise; the vessel will call at Cadiz, San Domingo, Curacao, 
Puerto Cabello, Carthagena and Santa Cruz. 

AIJSTHIA. 

Under Article 225 of the treaty of St. Germain, the High 
Contracting parties agreed to recognise the flag of ships of 
any Central Power; even if it has no sea coast, when such ships 
are registered at'sens one specified place situated in the 
territory of that Power. 

In conformity with this article Vienna has been selected for 
the ships of the German-Austrian mercantile marine. 

The recognised flag is rectangular in shape, proportion of 
height to width being as 2 to 3, three horizontal stripes of the 
same width, that in the centre white, the other two red. 



RUSSIA. 
BlaojteSga. An urgent order has been Issued by the Soviet 

Admiralty To" sal ve immediately, at any cost, and then to. repair, 
all Russian Warships sunk or wrecked in the Black Sea. 

It Is reported that ex-Vice Admiral Nemetz, who is at 
present in command of the Bolshevik Fleet, has left for Odessa with 
his Chief of Staff. It is stated that he is to enquire into the 
conditions of the Black Sea Fleet and to Inspect the Naval 
Establishments at Odessa and Sevastopol. 

Two military sea-planes have for some time been making 
daily flights from Odessa, apparently for reconnaissance purposes. 

Nlkolaleff. Information has been received that six new 
armoureotTraihs have just been completed at Nikolaieff. Cpn
siderable activity is reported at the Nikolaieff factories with 
manufacture of ammunition and shell. Transport ships are reported 
as being repaired and equipped with guns for service In the 
Black Sea Fleet as auxiliary cruisers. The repairs to Submarine 
"Trotski" (A.Go23), are reported as completed and the ship has 
left for Odessa. 

I T A L Y . 
The proposal to convert "Leonardo da Vinci" into an oil 

carrier remains In abeyance owing to the expense involved. 
Experimental Tank,, Spezla. Experiments are being carried out 

with wax^moaeTs of "ST, OO^TSon Light Cruiser and a 22,000 ton 
Battle Cruiser. 

BoilerJExplosion on board the destroyer "Animoso". This ship 
was carrying out" e^^asin^lTrTal' when a joint on the steanu drum of 
one of her boilers burst. The shlp's side for the length of the 
boiler room was blown out, the upper deck much damaged and the 
after funnel blown off. 



PART II - GENERAL INTELLIGENCE. 

S Y R I A . 

As a result of the repeated representations of the 
Chief British Representative the Amir has at last agreed to 
get rid of the undesirable Syrians rather than trust them with 
Administrative posts. 

A conspiracy was formed at Damascus to assassinate 
the Amir, hut timely information having been received the 
agents were. arrested on their arrival in Trans-Jordanian terrl
tory. 

P E R S I A . 
The British Government have permitted the Persian 

Government to purchase the remaining 700 rifles and ammunition 
of the South Persian Rifles to enable them to maintain some 
sort of order after our withdrawal; but it is Impressed on 
the Persian Prime Minister that our willingness to oblige 
them has been made very difficult by the recent attitude of 
the Persian Government and public opinion, a change in which 
is desirable If favours are to be sought from Great Britain. 

E G Y P T . 
Zaghloul has cancelled arrangements for his visit to 

Upper Egypt with the British Labour Members - of Parliament and 
states that his reason for so doing is the illness of his 
sister-in-law, which prevents him from leaving Cairo. 

The fanatic, Abdullah! el Soghayer, who recently 
attacked Nyala in Southern Darfur, is said to be wounded, not 
killed as previouslyreported, and still at large. The rebels 
are, however, known to have suffered 600 casualties, and there 
have been no attacks since 26th September. 

P O L A H P . 
According to M.Askenazy, the Polish League of Nations 

delegate, the Polish Government have decided that General 
Zeligowski must leave Vilna* The General is reported to 
be prepared to obey this order. 

3* J L ? - . L J L £ ' 

Famine. Moscow Foreign Office have issued secret instmc.
tlens""rt6 the Soviet Delegatlor.fi abroad that the l ine they are to 
follow is to impress en the world that this year is only the 
beginning cf a chain of famine years, and. that a loan and only 
a loan will permit the Soviet Government to prevent a further 
spreading of other possible calamities. 

Ant1-Bolshevlk Movement. A counter-revolutionary movement 
is being' planned by SavinEov, who considers that his plans are 
well laid, and who is full of confidence. No- action is expected 

in the 
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PART II - GENERAL INTELLIGENCE (CONTD). 

Russia (Cbritd). 
in the iinmediate future. He is visiting Paris and London to plead 
his cause personally and make more ample provision for the 
movement. As inducements for the provision of such help, he 
promises the recognition of Russian debts inter alia. 

S W E D E N* 
The Swedish Government resigned on 4th October 1921. 

T U R K E Y . 
A general strike on the Oriental Railways In Thrace, 

extending over the whole portion in Greek occupation, started on 
6th October, As no effective measures to restore order have 
been taken by the Greek Military authorities, the Allied HiA 
Commissioners have requested the Greek High Commissioner to 
take proper steps for the protection of the line, and for the 
restoration of the train service. 

J U G O S L A V I A . 
It is reported that, although no reservists have 

actually been called up, all men belonging to the 1920, 1919 
and 1918 class have been warned to be ready to join their 
units by commanders of military districts. 

It is estimated that this will produce an extra 
100,000 men. 

This partial mobilisation Is applicable to the whole 
country, and not only to those units affected by the Albanian 
operat ions. 

CENTRAL AMERICA. 
On 7th October the Central American Constitution was 

promulgated. The authorities have taken the oath of allegiance 
to the new Federal Flag, the Republic of Central America being 
constituted by the States of Guatamala, Salvador and Honduras. 
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NOTE ON UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION IN UNITED KINGDOM ON 
OCTOBER 7, 1921. 

1. The Trade Unionfigureof unemployment for July 1914 was 2-8 per cent. 
The average for the ten years prior to the war, according to Trade Union 

unemploymentfigures,was 4-7 per cent. It was as high as 7-8 per cent, in 1908 and 
7-7 per cent, in 1909. 

During 1919 it ranged between 1-6 per cent, in September and 3-2 per cent, in 
December, and averaged 2-4 per cent, for the year. 

During 1920 it ranged between 0-9. per cent, in April and 60 per cent, in 
December, and averaged 2-4 per cent, for the year. 

Per cent. 
Thefiguresfor 1921 are :

6 9To the end of— ...
January ... --- ... 8-5 
February ' ... 10-0 
March ' ... --- - "" ... 17-6 
April ... --- - . "' ... 22-2 
May ... - - *" ;;; ..... 23-1 
June --- ." ... 16-7July ... ---

-

- ... 16-5August ... -
2. N U M B E R S ON REGISTERS OE EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGES. 

1920. 1921. 

-- .. 
Aug. 27. Nov. 12. Dec. 3. July 1. July 8. July 15. July 22. 

MenMen—— 
CivilianCivilianss 86,476 134,868 137,222 1,068,288 1,056,275 1,002,987 934,528 
Ex-servicEx-servicee 142,600 239,816 263,553 488,722 493,459 488,308 471,233 

BoyBoyss 17,608 21,872* 21,379 80,539 77,024 71,915 67,085 -
WomeWomenn 53,982 97,964 119,886 466,965 434,785 395,344 345,112 

17,430 22,237 23,663 65,883 60,826 55,117 49,528 
GirlGirlss '.'... 

318,096 516,757 565,703 2,170,397 2,122,369 2,013,671 1,867,486 -TotalTotalss  .. .. 

1921. 

, . vu  ;.'.';

Sept. 16. Sept. 23. Sept. 30. 

Men— 
Civilians 708,719 697,401 682,252 
Ex-service 410,101 404,548 396,123 

Boys 
Women 

57,864 
244,920 

56,149 
243,706 

55,166 
229,391 

Girls 44,157 42,555 41,749 

Totals  . . 1,465,761 1,444,359 1,404,681 

I . - S U M M A R Y OF ACTION TAKEN BY THE GOVERNMENT. 

Cabinet Unemployment Committee, 

' 't  V . '.: ',.' '..:*'-'.  yv "y. V:.V'".,.  ,

The prospect of a severe trade depressionfirstbecame evident in the early
autumn of 1920. On the 13th August there was a special discussion at a meeting
of the Cabinet, when the Cabinet Unemployment Committee was appointed to 
consider the whole question and devise means for relieving unemployment. 

. [7089j 



This Committee has since been in constant session and has up to this date (the 
11th October, 1921) held 32 meetings. 

The problem of unemployment in one form or another has also been before the 
Cabinet on 49 occasions between the 13th August, 1920, and the 11th October, 1921. 

(A.) Unemployment Insurance. 
An Unemployment Insurance Bill of general scope was introduced on the 

23rd December, 1919, reintroduced on the 16th February, 1920, received a Third 
Heading in the Commons on the 19th July, 1920, passed into law on the 9th August, 
1920, and came into operation on the 8th November, 1920. 

This Act applied compulsory insurance against unemployment to 12,000,000 
persons as compared with 4,000,000 previously". The weekly rates of benefit, paid 
out of contributions from employers, employed and the State, were 15s. for men and 
12s. for women, after a "waiting period " of three days. In general, the amount of 
benefit was limited to one week for every six contributions paid, but during the first 
year eight weeks' benefit could be drawn after four contributions had been paid.' 

An Amending Act of the 23rd December, 1920. granted eight weeks' benefit, up 
to the 31st March, 1921, to persons who had paid no contributions but had been 
employed for a certain minimum period in an insured trade in 1920. 

A further Amending Act of the 3rd March, 1921, increased the rate of benefit 
to 20s. for men and 16s. for women. It further provided that during each of the 
periods March-October 1921 and November ,1921-July 1922 16 weeks' benefit could 
be drawn by persons who had been employed in an insured trade in 20 weeks since 
the end of 1919 and were normally employed in an insured trade genuinely seeking 
whole-time employment and unable to obtain it. 

A third Amending Act of the 1st July, 1921, reduced, the rate of benefit to 15s. 
for men and 12s. for women and increased the "waiting period " to six days. This 
change was necessitated by exhaustion of funds owing to the great amount of 
unemployment and was coupled with a heavy increase in contributions and authority 
to borrow money from the Treasury to the extent of £20,000,000, as compared with 
£10,000,000 previously. At the same time power was taken to allow 22 weeks' 
benefit (instead of 16) in each of the periods March-October 1921 and November 
1921-July 1922. 

Between the 8th November, 1920, and the 1st October, 1921, the amount paid 
in unemployment benefit was £47,207,000. Of this amount the contributions of 
employers since the 8th November was £8,286,000, that of employed persons 
£7,749,000 and that of the State £4,136,000, in addition to £1,512,000 in respect of 
benefit for ex-regular sailors, soldiers and airmen. The balance was provided 
mainly out of the accumulated reserve fund of over 20 millions, and there was a 
deficit on the 1st October of £4,655.000 covered by loan from, the Treasury. 

The number of persons in receipt of benefit was on the 1st July, 1921. 2,062,012' 
Avholly unemployed and 988,364 on part-time, and on'the 30th September, 1921, 
1,140,461 wholly unemployed and 322,815 on part-time. 

(B.) Emergency Works and other Measures. 
--. A sum of £10,400,000 was provided for expenditure on arterial roads, half to 

be given by way of actual grant and half by way of a loan to Local Authorities. 
This money is administered by the Ministry of Transport and is expended by Local 
Authorities under their supervision. The men to be employed are selected by the 
Local Employment Committee of the Employment Exchange and preference is given 
to ex-Service men. -

A further sum of £3,000,000 was allocated to the Unemployment Grants 
Committee, presided over by Lord St. Davids, for the purpose of assisting Local 
Authorities to carry out at once works on which a substantial number of unemployed 
could be engaged. The conditions imposed with regard to the expenditure of this 
money were that works could only be approArecl in areas where there existed serious 
unemployment which was not otherwise provided for, that the men employed should 
be taken from the registers of the Employment Exchanges, preference being given to 
ex-Service men, and that any grant paid should not exceed 60 per cent, (originally 
30 per cent.) of the wages bill of additional.men taken on for the work. Further, 
the works had to be such as were approved by the appropriate Department of the 
Government as suitable works of public utility. 

In addition to the items outlined above, assistance from the Ministry of 
Transport has enabled Local Authorities to maintain in employment on road 
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maintenance a number of men beyond those ordinarily employed on this work. 
Additional employment has also been provided by expediting work on sites and 
sewers for housing schemes. An emergency programme undertaken by the Office of 
Works, and the introduction of alternative work and a system of short-time working 
in Government Industrial Establishments have further assisted towards relief of the 
situation. 

In addition, Local Authorities have been encouraged by the Government to put 
work in' hand without receiving definite Government assistance. 

In all, it is estimated that an expenditure of approximately £25,000,000 has 
been incurred on schemes of public work undertaken by the Government and the 
Local Authorities, either separately or acting together, and that at least 200,000 
men have from time to time been provided with work by this means. 

S U M M A R Y showing the Labour Employed on above Schemes on September 30, 1921. 

Number Employed Number Employed Total. in Greater London. in Provinces. 

1. Arterial roads 4,217 - 23,255 27,472 
2. Bond maintenance * * 20,000 
3. Housing (acceleration of lay-outs, &c.) .. 281 3,257 3,538 
4. Unemployment Grants Committee 3,192 20,042 23,234. N 

5. Alternative work— 
War Office.. 1,476 Nil 1.476 
admiralty Nil 4,860 4,860 

6. Short time-
War Office.. 241 1 242 
Admiralty 121 886- 1,007 ' 

7. Local Authorities (without grants) 3,064 6,154 9,218 

Totals 12,592t 58,455t 91,047 

* No separate figure for London and Provinces available, 
t Plus number (unknown) employed on road maintenance. 

(As reports for week ended the 30th September have been received from only 415 Local Authorities out 
of 441 who were asked to supply information (in respect of items 3,4 and 7 above) it is probable that the 
relief schemes inaugurated by the Government and Local authorities are finding employment for a number 
of men in excess of the figures given.) 

I I . - T H E PRESENT POSITION. 
Before rising for the recess, the Cabinet agreed that the position with regard 

to unemployment was so serious that the Cabinet Unemployment Committee must 
devote special attention to it, with special reference to the exhaustion of benefit unde
the Unemployment Insurance Acts. 

On the 19th August, 1921, the Cabinet, on the recommendation of the 
Committee, agreed that assistance could be given to Local Poor Law Authorities, 
either by way of expediting the sanction for loans or permitting the loans to be 
spread over a number of years, in cases in which the Local Authority could prove 
that there were exceptional circumstances due to the abnormal unemployment and 
that they were exercising their powers with due care and discretion. 

The whole matter was again discussed at the Cabinet which met at Inverness on 
the 7th September, 1921. 

On the 16th September, 1921, the Cabinet Committee further agreed that— 
" (1.) Where, for the purpose of providing employment in the present emergency, 

Local Authorities (including statutory bodies who do not trade for profit) put in 
hand or accelerate approved works (other than revenue-producing works), which 
would not otherwise have been proceeded with, or so accelerated at the present time, 
the State will givefinancial assistance on the following basis. 

"Grants equal to 50 per cent, (later 65 per cent.), of the interest and sinking 
fund charges on loans raised by Local Authorities to meet expenditure on schemes 
actively commenced before the 1st January, 1922, will be paid by the State for a 
period of one-half the term of the loans subject to a maximum offifteen years. The 
expenditure to be taken into account will be all approved expenditure incurred 
within the period ending the 31st March, 1923. 



" In approving schemes, special regard will be had to the direct employment of 
unemployed persons and to a preference being given to ex-Service men. 

" (2.) In the case of revenue-producing works, grants will be paid, in approved 
cases, equivalent to 50 per cent, of the interest on loans, raised for a period of not 
less than ten years, in respect of expenditure on schemes actively commenced before 
the 1st January, 1922, provided that such expenditure is incurred within the period 
ending the 31st March, 1923. These interest grants will be paid for a period of 
five yearns. 

" (3.) Schemes shall not be authorised exceeding a total capital expenditure of 
10 millions without consultation between the Minister of Health and the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer. 

" (4.) Schemes must be approved by the Ministry of Health or other appro
priate Government Department as schemes which will provide employment and 
must be certified by the Ministry of Labour for districts where unemployment is 
severe." 

PROGRESS ON LATEST SCHEMES. 

1. Loans and Overdrafts to Boards of Guardians. 

Number of UnionsNaturNaturee ooff AssistanceAssistance.. AmouutAmouut..concerned. 

Loans granted . .  . .  . . 10 660,000 
,, ^offered  . . . .  .  . , 2 89,000 
,, application for . . '  . . 1 78,000 
,, application for extension of

Overdrafts, current 
. . 1 

42 
15,000 

1,415,000 
,, applications for . . 6 48,000 

Totals .. 62 2,305,000 

2. Applications for Grants towards Loan Charges. 

- Estimated Cost of Works. EstimateEstimateddNumbeNumberr ooff LocaLocall NumbeNumberr ooffAuthoritieAuthoritiess makinmakingg MeMenn ttoo bbeeApplicationApplication.. Koad Works. Sewage. Site Works. Other Works. Total. EmployedEmployed.. 

£ - £ £ £ £ 
42 997,433 367,984 194,287 637,547 2,197,251 6,185 

I I I . - S U M M A R Y OF REPORTS ON THE SITUATION. 

The unemployment situation throughout the Kingdom remains serious; no real 
signs of trade revival have been recorded during the week. 

The number of men who are unemployed in the coal-mining industry is 
increasing, and the number of collieries on short-time grows larger each week. 

The slight improvement recorded in the iron and steel industry with the slight 
improvement in the iron-mining continues. 

Shipbuilding and engineering remains in a very depressed condition. More 
men have been paid off from engineering establishments and shipbuilding establish
ments on completion of contracts. 

The textile industry, so far as cotton is concerned, continues depressed, though 
there has been some slight improvement. The position, however, is far from stable. 



The slight revival in the woollen industry recorded last week continues, but it 
is considered doubtful whether this improvement will be maintained for long. 

TJhe improvement recorded in the boot and shoe industry and amongst garment 
workers continues. 

The building industry shows no signs of improvement at present. 

Below is a table showing the number of persons recorded at the Employment 
Exchanges as wholly or partially unemployed, the number whose claims are current,
and the number who have exhausted benefit up to date, for the United Kingdom 
and for the London area on the 30th September:— 

Number Recorded as— Number on Benefit Number who have ex- NumbeNumberr whwhoo 
(Claims current). bausted Benefit up lo Date. havhavee exex-(a) (b) haustedBenehaustedBene-

fitfit bubutt remairemainn 
Wholly On Short Wholly , On Short Wholly On Short oonn LivLivee 

Unemployed. Time.f Unemployed. Time. Unemployed. Time. RegisterRegister.. 

UNITED KINGDOM. 

MeMenn 1,078,375 167,378 916,431 167,378 442,451 18,116 148,867 
BoyBoyss
WomeWomenn .

 . .. . .. 55,166 
229,391 

10,065 
131,419 

26,754
182,592

 10,065 
131,419 

1,298 
94,427 

584 
21,620 

540 
22,809 

GirlGirlss 41,749 13,953 14,684 j 13,953 900 1,054 309 

TotaTotall 1,404,681 322,815* 1,140,461* 322*815* 539,076 41,374 172,525 

LONDON AEKA. 

MeMenn 
BoyBoyss 
WomeWomenn 
GirlGirlss 

145,286 
9,987 

35,330 
7,887 

15,623 
374 

5,245 
730 

129,582 
4,181 

30,520 
2,435 

15,623 
374 

5,245 
730 

59,149 
188 

8,007 
49 

'

73 

40 

13,640 
66 

866 
25 

TotaTotall -- - 198,490 21,972* 166,718* 21,972* 67,393 113 14,597 

* Preliminary figures. 
t There is no record of the number of workpeople on short time, who are not eligible to receive-

Unemployment Insurance or Out-of-Work Donation, i.e., those who are employed in such a way that they 
-are unable to comply with the rules as to continuity of unemployment. 

o 
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SECRET. 

CP. 3395. 

THE CABINET. 

THE SITUATION IN IRAQ. 

M E M O R A N D U M BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR. 
With reference to CP. 3328, circulated by the Colonial Secretary, I think the 121 

3Cabinet may like to see the following appreciation of the military position in Iraq.
2475A L. W.-E. 

THE W A  R OFFICE, 
12th October, 1921. 

1. In accordance with the decision taken by the Cabinet in August, 1921, the 
administrative and financial control of Iraq has now been taken over by the Colonial 
Office, as from 1st October. It seems, therefore, that this is a suitable occasion for a 
review of the present military situation in that country, and of possible future 
eventualities which may affect military policy. 

2. Regular Garrison.—The present military garrison of Iraq consists of:— 
1 Regiment British Cavalry, 

- 1 Regiment Indian Cavalry, 
1 Battery, R.H.A., 
1 Brigade, R.F.A., 
1 Brigade Pack Artillery, 
4 Battalions British Infantry, 

14 Battalions Indian Infantry, 
3 Armoured Car Companies, 
4 Companies, Sappers and Miners, 
6 Squadrons, R.A.F., 

with the necessary complement of administrative services. 
3. Local Forces.—In addition to the above regular troops, there are the following 

local forces available for the maintenance of internal order :— 
(a.) Arab levies, strength about 4,500, under British officers. This force is 

administered by the High Commissioner of Iraq and is maintained from 
Colonial Office funds. 

(6.) The Arab Army, strength about 1,000 (in training). This force is at present 
in course of formation, and has not yet assumed any of its military functions. 
It is entirely Arab, and is administered and maintained by the Arab 
Government of Iraq. 

4. Distribution.—-The British garrison, mentioned in paragraph 2, is at present 
distributed roughly as follows.:— 

1 Infantry Brigade with attached troops in the Mosul area. 
2 Infantry Brigades with attached troops in the Baghdad area. 

The remainder of the Infantry is%disposed at the Base and at various points on the 
Tigris Lines of Communication, the Euphrates line, north of Nasiriyeh, being in charge 
of the Arab levies, with a small British detachment at the Hindiyeh barrage. 
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5. Future reductions.—During the course of this winter the British garrison will 
undergo further steady reductions until, by the end of March, 1 9 2 2 , it will consist 
of only— 

2 British Infantry Battalions. 
6 (or 7) Indian Infantry Battalions. 
2 Batteries, B.F.A. 
1 Indian Pack Battery. 
1 Armoured Car Company. 
1 Sappers and Miners Company. 
6 Squadrons, R.A.F. 

These reductions are, however, dependent on the ability of the Arab Army to 
assume control of the whole of the Mosul Vilayet. Until this can be effected, the 
opinion of the General Officer Commanding is that it is not possible to reduce the 
Infantry portion of the garrison below 11 Battalions. He anticipates, however, that 
the Arab Army will be in a position to relieve his troops in the Mosul area during 
March, 1 9 2 2 , and that the regular garrison will therefore be reduced to. the figures 
stated before the hot weather commences in May. 

6. Communications.—The British forces at Baghdad and beyond are at present 
connected with their Base, Basrah, by two main lines of communication— 

(a.) By the Euphrates Valley Railway to Baghdad. 
(6. ) By the River Tigris to Kut, and thence either by river on to Baghdad or by 

the Kut—Baghdad Railway. This railway, however, is to be closed -and 
pulled up on 1st November, and consequently need not be considered. 

A few remarks on these two main arteries will not be out of place here. 
(a.) The Euphrates Valley Railway.—This line runs from Basrah, via Nasiriyebj 

Samawa and the Hillah branch of the Middle Euphrates to Baghdad. Beyond Samawa, 
for some 1 2 0 miles, it traverses a country which is closely intersected by a maze of 
irrigation canals, streams and nullahs, entailing a very large number of culverts and 
bridges. It is therefore very much exposed to the risk of interruption by evilly 
disposed persons, and when once interrupted, it can only be repaired from either end, 
since the nature of the country prevents repair material being carried by road to the 
point of damage. Moreover, this railway runs through the region which, out of the 
whole of Iraq, is perhaps the most open to disorder, owing to its being the great centre 
of religious fanaticism. 

(b.) The Tigris.—This river is navigable up to Baghdad throughout the year. 
Navigation, however, is frequentfy difficult and always slow. In the high-water 
season, i.e., from about January or February until June or July, the current is so strong 
as to reduce the rate of progress of a steamer with barges to some 3 or 4 miles an hour. 
And in the low-water season the small depth of water in the channels and the numerous 
(and constantly shifting) sandbanks cause frequent groundings, with their attendant 
delays. Below Kut, except for a stretch of about 20 miles in length, known as 
" The Narrows," there are, however, no very serious obstacles to navigation. The chief 
difficulties arise above Kut, where the river takes an exceptionally tortuous course, so 
much so, indeed, that, while the distance from Kut to Baghdad in a straight line is 
98 miles, that by river is 2 5 0 miles. The average time taken by a loaded steamer 
between Basrah and Baghdad is 6 days, of which the journey to Kut'(exactly half-way) 
usually takes 48 hours. 

7. The Rdle of the Armed Forces.—We see from the above that as from April, 
1 9 2 2 , the forces responsible for the maintenance of order in Iraq, and their distribution, 
will be approximately as follows :— 

(a.) A small regular British force of some eight or nine Battalions, of which the 
bulk will be stationed at Baghdad, with detachments guarding Basrah and 
the Tigris Lines of Communication. 

(b.) An irregular force of Arab levies, which will be responsible for the safety of 
the Euphrates Railway and for policing outlying districts in the Baghdad 
and Basrah Vilayets, 

(c.) A small Arab army, which will be responsible for keeping order in the Mosul 
Vilayet. 

This organization and distribution is based on the essential condition that the 
armed forces are maintained solely for the preservation of internal order, and that they 



-are not intended to defend Iraq against attack from without its borders. In the 
present temper of the country, which has accepted the accession of King Feisal with 
-acclamation, there is good reason to hope that we may obtain temporary immunity from 
an insurrection on a scale similar to that of last year, but that this state of things will 
last is very doubtful unless our relations with Turkey improve. In any case, it is 
tolerably certain that internal disorders will accompany, and very probably precede, 
any organized attack from without, and such risings would have a very great effect on 
our method of dealing with such attacks. 

8. Possibility oj external attack.—The possible external enemies and the directions 
from which their attacks might develop are— 

(a.) From the east.—Persia. 
(p.) From the north and north-east.—Bolshevik Russia, either alone or in combina

tion with Persia, or with independent Kurdish chiefs, 
(c.) From west and south-west.-The Arabs of Central Arabia. 
(d.) From north and north-west.—Turkey, either alone or in combination with 

Bolshevik Russia. 
Taking these into consideration seriatim— 
(a.) Persia, by herself, cannot at present be regarded as a serious menace. Her 

army is a mere rabble of individuals, ill-armed, ill-clothed, unfed and badly 
paid. Her finances are in a state of chaos; and her Government is so 
honey-combed with personal intrigues as to be practically incapable of 
formulating a policy, and certainly incapable of carrying it out. 

(6.) We are, of course, aware that hostility to Great Britain is the chief tenet of 
the Bolshevik faith, and we must therefore expect to be attacked by Prussia 
wherever and whenever she considers that she can inflict damage upon us. 
The question is, therefore, whether an attack upon us in Iraq would, if 
successful, be of such value to Russia as to counterbalance the loss in the 
event of its non-success. We may take it that Persia, in her present 
condition, even if not in active co-operation with Russia, would place no 
obstacles in the way of a military advance on Iraq from the Caspian, and 
that certain of the Kurdish tribes would assist the Bolshevists in the hope 
of loot. 

Assuming then that a Bolshevist attack in force on Baghdad 
developed and that for any reason we were unable to maintain our position 
there, but retired to a line covering Basrah and the Ahwaz oil-fields—would 
the Bolsheviks be any better off than before? The answer surely is " No." 
To make a further attack and drive us from the country would be a military 
operation of great magnitude, and we could reinforce our position by sea 
more rapidly than the enemy could bring down troops vid the Caspian and 
through Persia. True, we might lose some prestige in such a case, but it is 
doubtful whether this would create much effect in countries outside Iraq. 
The Bolsheviks, therefore, would only have succeeded, at a vast expenditure 

. of money, in compelling us to a course of action which we have already 
contemplated taking without such compulsion. For these reasons a serious 
attack by the Bolsheviks is considered unlikely. 

(c.) A deliberate attack by the Arabs from the Arabian deserts may also be classed 
as unlikely. In order to have any chance of success, a combination of the 
tribes would be essential, and this, in the practically permanent condition 
of enmity between the two great sections, is almost unthinkable. The 
establishment of Feisal as King of Iraq has made such a combination even 
more improbable than before. 

(d.) There remains, then, the menace of Nationalist Turkey from the north and 
north-west, and this is probably the great danger that we have to face. 
The hostility of Angora to Great Britain is well known, as is also its 
leaning towards friendship with France. Equally well known is France's 
objection to Feisal as a ruler. It may well seem good to the Kemalists, 
therefore, to endeavour, by one action, to destroy our power in the Middle 
East, to please the French" by overthrowing the ruler whom we have set up, 
and at the same time to recover for Turkey a part at least of the territories 
which were wrested from her in the Great War. Consequently, when her 
operations against the Greeks are concluded, either by a stalemate or by 
conclusion of peace, she will very probably turn her eyes to the Mosul 
Yilayet which, as we have seen, will soon be garrisoned only by a weak 
and untried Arab Army. 



9. The British position.—It now remains to consider what action is to be taken 
by us in the event of attack from without. 

First of all we must regard it as an axiom that a complete military withdrawal 
from Iraq is inadmissible, since we cannot afford to leave the Ahwaz oil-fields at the
mercy of any enemy-Turk, Bolshevist, or Persian. Consequently our footing at 
Basrah, at least,, must be maintained at all costs. 

The force in the country, as stated above, is not designed to resist external attack. 
But, at the same time, we have established Eeisal as King and are, therefore, morally 
bound to assist him against aggression. 

It follows, therefore, that in the event of organized attack from without we shall 
have to bring troops into the country in order to meet it, and this question is already 
under discussion with India. But, even under the best circumstances, there is but 
small chance of (say) even one division of all arms being concentrated at Basrah in less, 
than about six weeks. And what is going to happen during that time ? Most probably 
the small Arab Army will be defeated. It will certainly have to retire from Mosul. The 
enemy will occupy the Mosul Vilayet and will probably advance towards Baghdad. 
At the same time he will arouse the tribes of the Euphrates, with the result that the 
Basrah—Baghdad railway will be cut, and, in view of a threat to Baghdad, no troops 
will be available for protecting repair parties. Hence the force at Baghdad will be in 
a thoroughly unsound military position, some 500 miles from its base, with an organized 
enemy in front and rebellious tribesmen behind. It will, in fact, be in the position of 
an advanced guard which has pushed ahead too far of its main body, and is open to 
defeat before support can arrive. Its communication by river with Basrah will be 
precarious, should the Tigris tribes rise in concert with those of the Euphrates. -

It appears, therefore, that the only course to pursue will be to withdraw the 
troops and the Government from Baghdad at the first sign of hostile action and to 
retire, probably as far as Amara, until reinforcements arrive. 

That such a course would be distasteful, and that the Arab Government would 
completely (and probably for ever) lose all its prestige, must be accepted. 

The only alternative, however, is to remain in Baghdad and there sustain a siege. 
The troops necessary to relieve a force there would certainly be not less than two 
divisions, and the despatch of a force of this size would be intensely xinpopular, both in 
this country and in India, even assuming that requirements elsewhere did not preclude 
it altogether. And, in any case, its. assembly would be so slow, and the reformation, 
ab initio, of the riverfleet necessary to transport and maintain It would be such 
a lengthy process, that there would be a grave risk of a disaster to the force in 
Baghdad before a relieving force could arrive. 

10. Conclusion. — What, then, is the conclusion to be drawn from these 
considerations ? 

It has been seen that, of the possible enemies, Nationalist Turkey is the most 
probable one. It has been shown that, by allowing her to attack, We risk a possible
disaster and a certain loss of prestige, not to mention the waste of all the efforts we 
have spent on the country. The only solution, therefore, appears t'o be to prevent 
Angora from attacking Iraq, and the only means to that end is to effect a speedy 
friendship with Turkey as a whole. 
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS. 
THEJ FUTURE OF ARMENIA * 

letter to tho Prime Minister from the Secretary-
General of the league of Nations-

LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 
GENEVA * 

6th Ootober, 1921. . 

Sir, 
I have the honour to inform you that at its session 

Of the 21st September, the Assembly of thb League of 
Nations unanimously adopted the following resolution: 

"Seeing that the-First Assembly,on November 18, 
1980, entrusted the Council with tho duty of safe
guarding the future of Armenia; 

"And that the\Council cn Febrna^yr^Sth, 1921, 
while holdings"that the situation in Asia Minor made 
action for the time,being impossible, entrusted the 
Secretary-General with the duty of watching develop
ments in Armenian affairs with a view to procuring 
subsequent decisions by the Council; 

"And that in the mean time the Supreme Council 
in the revision of the Treaty of Sevresj proposed to 
make provision for a National Home for the Armenians; 

"Seeing, further; the probable imrjliilenoe of a 
Peace Treaty between Turkey and the Allied Powers at 
no distant date; 

"The Assembly urges the Council id press upon the 
Supreme Council of the Allies the necessity of making 
provisions in this Treaty for safeguarding the future 
of Armenia, and in particular of providing the Armenians 
with a National Home entirely independent of Turkish 
rule." 

The Council of the League, considered this resolution 
at its meeting on 2nd October, and decided to associate 
itself with the views expressed by the Assembly. 
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The Council has ,therefore requested ^ to urge upon 
you the importance of.this matter;,, and to express the hope 
that at the appropriate moment the. Principal Allied powers 
will moke provision for safeguarding the. future of. 
Armenia, an6 in particular for.providing the Armenians 
with a National Home entirely independent of Turkish 
rule, 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 
(Signed) Y*K* WELLINGTON K00. 

President of the Council 
of the League of Nations. 

The Ht... Hon.; 
David Lloyd George., O.M.,M.P. 
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0OHFIDEMTIA.L, C I  B IJM3 T, 
C P . 3597. LEAGUE OF NATIONS, ! 

. - o 
TEE STATUS OF EASTERN GALI01A. 

jj^kig^-^j?^ J?^ President of the 
0aarLoTr*"oftlie I"ê gne To'f ̂ Jatio5sT 

Genera. 
6th October, 1921. 

Sir, 
I have the honour to inform you that, at its Session 

of tho 27th September, the Assembly of ihe League of Nations 
unanimously adopted the following resolution: 

"The Assembly of the League cf Hatlone 
expresses the wish that the Council . 
of the League draw the attention of 
tho Principal A l l i e d and Aoscoiated 
Powers, to the des i rab i l i ty of deter
mining at an early date, the status 
of Eastern Gal ic ia n ' f 

The Counoil of the League considered this resolution . 
at Its meeting on End. October.;-,..and I hare the honour to 
transmit it to you on its behalf, 

I have the honour to be, 

Your obedient "Servant, 

(83d.) ' 7jEoKILIsX3GTOH KOO. 
President of the Council of the 

League of Nation^. 

he Right Hon. David. Lloyd George, QBM. ,H9P. 
Prime Minister of the British Government, 

Offices-of tho- Cabinet5

2, Whitehall Gardens, 
LONDON., S.W*1. 
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^ g ^ f ^ ^ g E P O R T ON MEETING OF INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION-
FOR RUSSIAN RELIEF AT BRUSSELS. 

RET* 1. The International Commission for Russian Relief met at 
Brussels "on October'6th, 7th, and 8th. The following countries 

, , were represented j-
Belgium, China, Czeoho-Slovakia, Denmark, Esthonia, Finland. 

France, Germany, Great Britain, Holland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Poland, Roumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United 
States, Yugc^-Sl&vla. 

The representatives of Germany and the United States 
were only present with'a watching brief and did hot vote. 
M. Ador represented the Commission Mixte of Geneva* 

The full personnel of the Delegations is given in Appendix 
A. 

2. M. Delacroix, the head of the Belgian Delegation, acted 
as Chairman, and it was largely owing to his tact and skill 
in that capacity that the Commission succeeded in passing the 
resolutlone attached to this report in Appendix B with very 
little dissent. The fact that 21 countries took part in the 
proceedings on so highly contentious a question as that of 
Russia and passed resolutions dealing with the broad, economic 
aspects of the Russian famine is a distinct step forward in, 
international co-operation which it was the object of the 
Conferenoe to achieve. It was unfortunate that the German delegate 
had not received instructions from his Government to vote on any 
of the resolutions, but both at the Conference itself and 
In informal conversations it was made oloar to him that it was 
the unanimous desire of the Commission that In the future 
Germany would be fully represented and would co-operate whole
heartedly in any work that was undertaken in connection with 
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the RUB clan famine. 
3t There was a good, doal of diaousaion on the rival merits 

of the Hoover and Nanson agreementa. It was clear that a 
majority of the delegations attaohed great importance to the 
provision in the Hoover agreement for sole control as against 
the Nansen provision of control jointly with the Soviet 
Government. A resolution was actually passed in this sense; 
but in deference to Id. Ador's representations the modified 
expression of opinion contained in the latter part of the 
first resolution was substituted. 

4. The most important p rogrosB made sinoe the first 
meeting of the Commission in Paris is shown by the fact that 
the resolution (No.5) on Credits was adopted. It will be 
remembered that this resolution was discussed at Paris,, and 
the further consideration adjourned for the deliberation of the 
full International Commission. Tho Italian Delegation declined 
to acoept the clause relating to the recognition of debts. 
Otherwise they accepted the general principles which in the 
opinion of the Commission should regulate any granting of 
credits to the Soviet Government. 

The question of credits was very fully discussed and it 
was agreed that the Commission would be shirking its duty unles 
it faced the economic question and expressed its opinion in the 
form of a resolution. The resolution is similar in its 
reasoning and its conclusions to the views expressed by the 
Prime Minister in the House of Commons on the 16th August last. 

5. Eaoh nation was requested to state the action taken by 
private charity and the extent of Government assistanea 
afforded. The reports under this head put in by the various 
delegations are set out in Appendix C . 

It will be seen that the assistance, given by the British 
Government largely exceeds that hitherto undertaken by other 



European Governments. ' 
7. It was unanimously agreed that the work whioh haij thus 

been initiated on an international scale should be continued 
and that every effort should be iti&do to keep the nations of 
Europe in close contact with ono another throughout the 
different phases of the Russian question. This object has 
for the present been secured by tho establishment of a 
Secretariat in Paris. It will depend on the course of events 
tthen the International Commission will again assemble. 

(Signed) P. Llo^d-Greame
H/lO/21. 
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APPENDIX A, 
COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE DES SECOURS A LA RUSSE 

BELGIUM. 
CHINA. 
CZECHO-
SLOVAKIA, 

ESTHCNIA, 
FINLAND. 
FRANCE. 

GEHiANY. 
GREAT BRITAIN. 
HOLLAND. 

ITALY. 

JAPAN. 

LITHUANIA. 
POLAND. 

ROUMANIA. 
SPAIN. 

A D H E S I O N S. 

MM. Delacroixi CharHer^ WItmeur^.Sen^teur- Lepage* 
M. D.W. Su. 

M. Mastny. Min. Plenlp. a Londree. 
M. Otto KRAG, Minlatre a Bruxelles, M. Chriatian de 
Haxthauson, Secretaire de Legation. 

M. Pusta. 
M. do Gripenberg, Charge &'Affaires k Bruxelles. 
M. Noulens, Ancien Ministre et Ambassadeurj General 
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APPENDIX B. 

RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE RUSSIAN RELIEF COMMISSION. 

The international Commission for Russian Relief, which 
met at Brussels on the 6, 7 and 8 October, passod the 
following resolutions:-

First, Notwithstanding that efforts have already been so 
dovotedly undertaken by certain national Red Gross Sooietieej
by the American Relief Administration, and by the Geneva 
Conference called the Mixed Commission, the Russian people 
aro Buffering from a famine of such gravity that the Commission, 
renewing and confirming the appeals made at previous meetings 
at Paris, declares that the immediate assistance In supplies 
and money on tho part of the various Governments is neooasary, 
in order to assist tho private organisation In thoir 
purely humanitarian and charitable work. The distribution of 
relief should be accompanied by the widest possible guarantees'1''' 
of control that oan fairly be demanded. To each Red Cross 
Society especially must be roserved the right to have ita supplies 
aocompanied to their destination by its own agonts, with the 
object of controlling distribution. 

Second. In order to obtain the full co-ordination of 
the efforts undertaken by private organisations , the Inter
national Commission oonsiders it indispensable to know tho 
total amount of resources to be distributed by private organiaa
tions of eaoh oountry. To this end Governments are asked to 
communicate by 1st November tho quantity and the description 
of the asslstanoe thoy are according to humanitarian associations 
and Red CrosB Societies, The latter are also invited to 
furnish all information about their own resources and programmo 
of work by tho same date. 



Third. The Commission further records its opinion that 
systematic relief covering the full scope of the problem of 
the food supply through the critical period and the task not 
only of giving momentary relief from the effects of the 
famine hut also of suppressing ItB oauses, requires a previous 
study into the extent of the famine area, the surplus stocks 
of corn whioh can be collected in the regions not affected by 
the famine, %he means of transport, the beet methods of 
distribution, the plans for the next harvest and the numbers 
of the people affeoted. It therefore resolves that only after 
the despatch of a mission of specialists appointed by the 
Coraaaiselon, can the latter, having seen the documented report, 
advise Governments as to the credits whioh may be necessary 
to protect effectively the Russian population against famine. 

Fourth. The International Commission calls the attention of 
the Red Cross Societies to the importance, of saving the greatest 
possible number of Russian children by methods which will be / 
considered best by these societies. 

Fifth. The Commission feels the difficulty of making specific 
suggestions in the absence of the necessary information which 
the Mission of Enquiry proposed at the first meeting was 
designed to ohtain. But in view of the fact that requests have 
been made by the Soviet Government for credits in one form or in 
another the Commission considers it is within its competence to re 
copi $tofollowing conclusions. 

(a) Whatever are the precise dimensions of the famine no 
final solution can be found unlesB economic conditions 
are established in whioh normal production and a regular 
exchange of goods of all sorts are guaranteed within 
Russia itself, unless tho growth of prosperity is stimu
lated by intensive work, unless confidence exists to a 
degree sufficient to induce foreign exporters to send 
goods to Russia. 



(b) Commercial and. finanoial or edit must bo based on 
confidence,& thuo can only be oroatod and maintained 
among oommerolal oommunltioo provided debts and 
obligations aro reoognised and advances sufficiently 
eeoured. These principles apply equally to credits 
granted by Governments as to private commercial oredits. 

(o) Tho Commission is therefore forced to the inevitable 
. conclusion that the oreatlon of credits to aseist 
exports to Russia will only be practicable on the 
following conditionss

(i) The Russian Government muui rooognizo existing 
debts and other obligations arising from 
established claims. 

(il) Adequate security should be afforded for any 
credit given in the future. 

(d) If oredits aro given on theso conditions they should 
be devoted to assisting tho Import into Russia of 
those commodities which the Commission judges to be 
most essential after taking into consideration tho 
report of the Mission of Enquiry. 

(e) The Commission desires to emphasisathat in coming to 
these conclusions It is actuated by no political 
motive. Its conviction is founded eololy on eoonomio 
considerations of a vital character and the Commission 
is convinced that only in tho manner herein stated will 
it be possible to oxtend to Russia public or private 
credit for the purpose of alleviating the existing 
distress In Russia and preventing a recurrence in the 
future. 

( 
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The Italian Delegation does not associate Itself 
with I 0 (i) 

6. The Delegates of certain Governments holding a watching 
brief for this reason abstained from voting on the resolutions. 



APPENDIX 0. 

COMITE BELOE DE SEOOURS AUX POPULATIONS 
CIVILES DE LA RUSSIE. 

Ponde au printamps 1920. sous le haut patronage de 8a 
Majeste la Heine, la preaidenoe d'honnaur de M. Hyraana, Preeidence 
du Coraite Executif de M. de l^soaille et Vices Presidents et 
Meiubrea d'Honneup (voir Hate). 

Le ComitS a'est surtout specialise dans la question dea 
medicaments, disinfectants, etc 

Un premier envoi important a ete fait en ootobre 1920. Lo 
debarquement ayant Ste impossible par suite de la retraite au 
general Wrangel, lea dames de la Crolx-Rouge beige qui accompag
naient 1'envoi ont pu le sauver et la distribuer aux refugieA 
de Russe dans les Balkans. 

Un deuxieme envoi comprenant non seulement des medicaments' 
mais $galement des vStementa et des objeta de premiere necessity 
vient d'atre diatribu^ aux refugies Russes & Gallipoll, 
Constantinople, etc. etc.. par Mme. Michotte de Welle, le 
commandant de Roover et lea membres de la Colonle beige de 
Constantinople. 

3 0 Un envoi special de quinine et de vaccin demande) 
dlurgence vlent d'etre distribue' egalement a. Conatantinople. 

04  A B r u x e l l e 3 , le Comite diatribue dea seoours en argent, 
v^tements et aaaiete de nombreux maladea. 

Actuollement le Comitd qui a encore cortaina fonda et 
stocks a sa disposition attend lea rSaultata de la Conference 
pour voir de quelle faoon il pourra le plus utilement continuer 
son oeuvre d1 assistance aux affamea de Russie. 



RUSSIAN RELIEF IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

Private Organisations. 
Private Relief Organisations in 

Great Britain have oome together for purposes of Russian 
Relief under tho Russian Famine Reliof Fund. This Fund 
Includes all the private organisations interested in 
Russian Relief with the oxception of the Save the Children 
Fund. 

The Russian Famine Relief Fund issues 
an appeal for subscriptions which was signed by the Prime 
Minister, but the question of the distribution of the 
funds collected has not yet been settled. The British 
Rod Cross, which is a member of the Russian Famine Relief 
Fund, was represented at the meeting of the commission 
Mixto at Geneva, but has not yet decided whether it Is 
prepared to accopt the guarantees obtained by Dr. Nonaen ' 
from the Soviet Government. 
The sooioty of Friends has for a long time past been / 
working in Moscow and has extended its work on the Volga 
area now that the famine has become serious. 
The British Red Cross is prepared to use what funds they 
may obtain for Russia as soon as the question of dis
tribution has been settled, satisfactorily, 
Ther Save the Children Fund which stands outside the 
Russian Famine Relief Fund, has accepted Dr. Hanson's 
guarantees and has undertaken to feod 250,000 children 
for six months. 
Government Action. 

Acting upon the recommendations of the 
International Commission at its meeting in PariB in Septemb 
the British Government has handed over to the British Red 
Cross to be distributed by itB agents in Russia supplies of 
clothing, medical stores e t c , from surplus war stocks; the 
present value of these supplies ia £250,000* 



VORGANISATION DES SECOURS POUR LA RUSSIE EN ESTHONIE. 

(Declaration do Mr. Fusta, Ministra d'Esthonie, a la stance du 
5 octobro). 

D&s que le Gouvernement do Mosoou at la Commission pan-russe 
de aecours s'adresserant A 1'Estbonie, le Gouvemement ^sthonien, 
apres le vote du Parlement, organisa le Comit6 de aecours sous la 
direction du President de la Croix-Rouge esthonienne. 

Ce Com!to est en mime temps asslste" par les Representanta des 
i 
J 

diff£rents departements gouvemementaux. Un credit de 10 millions 
de Mark esthoniens a et4 accorde, par le Gouvernement, & ce comite 
et celui-ci est libre de completer cette somme par des souscriptlons 
volontaires, Le premier train de vivres et de diff£rentes 
merchandises a ete expedie' a Moacou a 1'adrease du Comlte" pan-russe 
de sscours au mois dfaout. Les delegues. du comity esthonien ont 
accompagne ce train jusqu'& Moscou et d'apres les informations qui/ 
nous sont parvenues ces vivres et merchandises ont ete dlstribues 
dans les regions affamSes du Volga. Ce premier envoi repr&sentait 
une valeur approximative de 6 millions de mark esthoni ene. On est 
pret en oe moment, a composer le 2b train. AusSi le Gouverne meat 
esthonien tatudie les possibilities de pouvoir heberger, en Esthonie, 
quelques ml H i era d1 enfants russes. 

L'Esthonie etait represented & la Conference de Geneve, le 15 
aout par les delegu4s de son gouvernement et par la Grolx Rouge 
eathonienne. Nous esperons que par la oreation d'une organisation 
inter-nationale sous la direction le 1*honorable Dr. Nansen, le 
Gouvernement et les organisations publiques.de 1'Esthonie pourront 
trouver les garanties pour la distribution juste d&a- vivres et des 
marchandises parml les necessiteux. 

http://publiques.de


Sur la deman.de de M. Nans en, 1'Union des Cooperatives 
agrlooles d*Esthonie s'est chargSe de procurer des semances 
pour la Russle et le premier stock de 300,000 pouds (5.000 
tonnes) vient d'e*tre expedie en Russie. 

L' ebartement des ohemina de fer de 1'Ksthonie etant le 
m&ne quVen Russle, le Gouvernement tient A acoorder a. toutes 
lea organisations Internationales les plus larges facilites 
pour le transport des merchandises et des vivres en Russie. 
La direction des ohemins de fer peut aocorder pour ces envois 
200 & 250 wagons par jour, soit a peu pres 15.000 tonnes par 
jour dans les wagons esthoniena Juaqu'ft. Petrograde ou Moscou. 
Le port de Reyal put recavoir et deparquer la melme quantity 
de tonnes par jour. 

Les conditions que le gouvernement esthonian avait posies 
au gouvernement de Moscou-^taient d'avoir dans le Comite des 
secours sea repr^sentants qui pourront surveiller la distribution 
dea vivres envoy&s en Esthonie et de pouvoir crier des ( 
representstiona de la Croix-Rouge esthonienne en Russle. 

1Aussi nou3 avons demands la facility d,. envoy er dee colls 
individuels deatlnla A des personnes determiners et aveo le 
premier train des vivres on a reussi A distribuer ainsi de 
secours individuel a une centalne de personnes. Le Comite 
de aeoeurs d1Esthonie a accepte de collaborer avec le haut 
commissariat cree" A la Conference de Geneve; 11 a egalement 
accepte de particlper A sea frais et de s'accorder avec toutes 
les autres organisations internationales qui poursuivent le 
m£me but. 

http://deman.de


LEGATION DE DAMEfrfARK. 
La Par lament danois ayant vote des credits rt^oessalres 

pour nourrir, vetir et munir de medicaments cinq mille enfants 
en Russe pendant G mois - pour commencer - avait demands au 
Gouvernement des Soviets notamment que la distribution du 
secours fut enti&rement llbre sans aucun oontrole de la part 
des autorit$s sovi^tiques, que 1'aotion commencat sou travail a 
p£trograd, oft les enfants des districts affamines sont arrives 
en grand nombre, et encore qu'un personnel d*au moise 15 damois 
(a supplier par des employes russes engages en Russie) fut 
admis en Russie. 

Apr&s de longue conversations, le Gfcuvemement des 
Soviets a envoys une reponse definitive, le memorandum ci-joint. 

Dans ce memorandum le gouvernement des Soviets demands; 
l 0 de controler et la travail et le personnel danoisj 

D2  que 1'action commence son travail dans le district de 
la Volga. 

J 

3 D que le personnel danois soit restreint a 5 personnel, 
Ayant recu cette reponse, dont on ne pourra jamais 

accepter le point 1, le Gouvernement danois a arrete 1'action. 
En outre Is Gouvernement danois devait trouver Impos

sible de prendre la responsabilite de faire le travail on question 
avec un personnel de 5 psrsonnes A des milliers de kilomfetres de 
la base d'aotion, dans un district, qui, par suite de la famine 
et des epidemics se trouve dans un etat chaotique. 

Le Gouvernement danois regretta beaucoup que la 
Gouvernement des Soviets en prenant cette attitude a empeohe 
une action purament humanltaire qui aurait pu sauver la vie de 
cinq mills enfants, mais le Gouvernement danois ne saurait aban
donner son point de vue et doit toujours exiger -une pleine liberty 
pour ce qui concerne et l^cnat des marohandises et leur dia
tribution. 



DELEGATION ITALIENNE.. 

ORGANISATION DES SEOOURS A LA RUSSIE EN I TALI E. 

Lea Initiatives privees, pour le moment, sont duSs 
uniqueraent A 1'action du Proletariat. Le parti communiete, le 
parti socialists et la Confederation gen4rale du Travail ont 
forme un Comite central qui a organise' une subscription populaire 
et a deja recueilli un million de Lires. A cette comme on doit 
ajouter un million dorme par la Federation des Gens de Mer dont 
un deml Million verse' par le Syndloat des Gens de Mer et un derai 
million par la Societe cooperative de navigation 11 Garibaldi". 

Le Gomite central a tout arrange pour 1'envoi immeul&t 
de denrees et de materiel sanitaire on Russie et dans ce but a 
deman&e deux bateaux au Gouvernement Italian qui est dispose a 
los lui donner. 

La Crolx Rouge italienne a son tour se propose d'agir/ 
en plein accord avec la Commission mixte, prlneipalement pour 
1'assistance aux enfants et aux' ma lades.. Elle dispose de materiel 
hospitaller et le Gouvernement a promis de la subventionner et 
de la deter de materiel sanitaire provenant des reliquats de guerre. 

Le Gouvernement italien, jusqu'& present n'a rien 
voulu fairs qui ne soit decide1 de plein accord aveo les Gouverne
ments allies. Son action ft venir d^pendra done des resolutions 
de la Conference. 

La bonne volonte est evidente; la composition de sa 
delegation formee par le President de la Croix Rouge italienne et 
de deux parlementaires representant le parti socialists et le 
parti de la democratie sociale, a savoir les deux groupements 
politiques qui ont resente au Parlement des motions pour les 
secours A la Russie, en est la meilleure preuve. 
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WASHINGTQN OONFSRBNOE. 
Note by the Sooretary 

I attach a Resolution passed by the Trades Union 
Congress, urging the appointment of a Labour representative 
on the British Delegation at Washington. Mr-.Bcwerman, the 

Secretary of the Trades Union Congress Parliamentary 
Committee, has written three times to the Prime Minister, 
or hie Private Secretaries] forwarding this Resolution 
and pressing that it should be adopted. 

(Sgd.)M.PiA.Hankey 

2,Whitehall Gardens, S.W./1 
13th October,1981 



TRADES UNIOH CONGRESS 
- Soptember, 1921 

"This Congress;leafns. with satisfaction that the 
President of the United States is calling an International 
Conference to discuss the question of the Disarmament of 
Nations, with which policy it is fully in accord. 

In the opinion of this Congress, however, such a 
Conference will not be satisfactory unless Labour is ade,-* 
$uately represented thereon, and understanding that Great 
Britain will take part in such Conference, this Congress 
claims the right to appoint representatives of organised 
Labour to attend the Conference, seeing that the subject 
to be discussed is a matter vitally affecting the interests 
of the workers in all nations. 

The Congress further protests against the recent 
decision of the British Government to carry out an oxten
slvo programme. of armaments which is contrary to the spirit 
and policy of disarmament arid peace, as advocated-repeatedly 
by members of the Government themselves. 

The Congress farther asks for the suspension of 
all preparations for war at least until the Disarmament 
Conference has finished its work. 
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0. P.3400,. ECONOMY IN NATIONAL EXPENDITURE. M.H.40. 
MEMORANDUM BY THE MINISTER OF HEALTH. 

I circulate for the information of my colleagues a 
copy of a Memorandum which I have submitted to the Treasury. 

ALFRED MOND. 

13th October. 1921. 

linistry of Health 



TREASURY CIRCULAR ON ECONOMY. 

In the previous memoranda by the Minister of 
Health on the question of reductions on the Estimates of 
the Ministry in 1922-3 it was pointed out that there was 
considerableuncertainty as regards the liability under 
the scheme of subsidy to private builders and that the 
estimate taken for the purpose of the 1922-3 forecast, 
which was made in July, was highly conjectural. 

At the time this forecast was made it was 
anticipated that not more than 25,000 houses would qualify 
for grant. About 31,000 houses had been provisionally 
certified by local authorities before 23rd December, 1920, 
when the provisions of the Housing (Additional Powers) 
Act, 1919, ceased to have effect, but of these only 
15,000 houses had been completed and it was thought that 
a large number of the provisional certificates would be 
cancelled under the provisions of the Housing Act, 1921, on 
the ground that building had not begun before 1st July, 1921. 
Nothing was known, also, of the extent to which building, 
in anticipation of the extension of the subsidy, had been 
begun during the period between the two Acts, but it was 
not considered that it would amount to very much. Further, 
no estimate could be made of the extent to which private 
builders would take advantage of the concession subsequently 
made by the Government under which subsidy could be earned 
where commitments had been entered into before 15th July, 
1921, and building was actually begun within 6 weeks of that 
date. 

From the information now available, it is clear 
that the number of houses which will qualify for grant will 
very largely exceed the number which seemed probable when 

the/ 



the previous estimates were made. In all, provisional 
certificates have been Issued for 46,000 houses and only 
4,500 certificates have been cancelled. It is possible 
that some of the houses for which provisional certificates 
have been issued will not be proceeded with, but It Is 
reasonably clear that provision must be made for at least 
40,000 houses under the Scheme. 

Tte total liability must, therefore, be put at 
not less than £10,000,000 for England and Wales. It is not 
possible to state with any accuracy how many of the 40,000 
houses will be completed in time for payment of the subsidy 
in the current financial year but it would seem to be fairly 
certain that at least £2,500,000 will be required in 1922-3 
for this purpose. 

In the forecast of the 1922-3 Estimates made in 
July the provisional figure inserted for housing was 
£9,400,000 net, of which not more than £500,000 would be 
available for private builders' subsidy. 

It win now be necessary, therefore, to amend 
this forecast by the addition of at least £2,000,000. 


